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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The impacts of flooding in King County are far ranging and pose significant threats to public safety and
regional economic viability. Flooding impacts private properties, businesses, commercial activities,
transportation corridors, and can directly or indirectly result in the loss of life. For over 40 years, King
County has undertaken significant mitigation and response actions to reduce the likelihood of floodrelated losses to citizens, property and infrastructure, and worked to prevent the creation of new flood
risks. At the same time, funding constraints have compromised King County’s ability to maintain, repair,
and retrofit hundreds of aging levees, revetments, and flood protection facilities that citizens and
businesses depend upon for public safety.
King County faces a potential regional flood crisis, while at the same time, it is nationally recognized for
its multi-objective approach to floodplain management. The County’s commitment to flood hazard
management has reduced new flood damage and loss as well as improved protection of rivers and
floodplains that support regionally significant resources such as trails, open space, salmon habitat and
farmlands. In 2005, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) awarded King County the
highest rating of any county in the nation through its Community Rating System. This rating recognizes
the County’s progressive regulations and comprehensive approach to river and floodplain management
and results in a 35% reduction in flood insurance premiums for residents of unincorporated King County.
While King County has been recognized as a national leader in river and floodplain management, a lack
of effective levee maintenance and repair funds has left King County vulnerable to significant flooding
risks. King County has the challenge of maintaining nearly 500 aging flood protection facilities, which,
because of significant budgetary limitations, have not been adequately repaired or maintained over time.
Future floods will likely exceed the capacity and protective abilities of these flood protection facilities,
threatening property, lives, major transportation corridors, communities and the regional economy. Faced
with the possibility of a regional flooding catastrophe, corrective action needs to be taken now to
minimize public safety risks associated with flooding. The 2006 King County Flood Hazard
Management Plan provides a 10-year strategy to help the region prepare for, respond to, and minimize the
impacts of future flood disasters.

THE 2006 KING COUNTY FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT PLAN
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan advocates for efficient and environmentally
beneficial flood risk reduction projects and solutions that strive to accommodate, rather than oppose,
natural riverine processes. Specific project and program recommendations are presented in a 10-year
Action Plan that defines the projects needed to help protect public safety and reduce flood risks, in
conjunction with maximizing other public benefits. King County’s current multi-objective approach to
river and floodplain management balances the high financial and ecological costs associated with
traditional flood control measures with innovative and cost effective river and floodplain management
strategies.
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan is an update to the 1993 King County Flood
Hazard Reduction Plan and builds upon the county’s nearly fifty years of flood hazard management
experience. King County’s River and Floodplain Management Program has made some progress on the
implementation of flood risk reduction projects since adoption of the 1993 Plan. While over $34 million
has been spent to complete over 200 projects and technical studies, with a 2-to-1 leverage rate of federal
and state funds to local dedicated funds, the remaining capital needs to protect public safety remain very
significant. Representative project types from the body of completed work include: levee and revetment
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repairs; levee setbacks; acquisition of repetitive loss properties and other at-risk homes; completion of
technical mapping and analyses to better understand the location of areas at risk from flooding; and
reconnection of rivers and streams with their floodplains to increase floodplain capacity and improve
natural conveyance processes. Even with those efforts, the level of projects funded and completed in the
past twelve years is not inadequate to protect against future regional flood disasters.
The geographic scope of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan is countywide, with a
focus on major rivers in King County: the South Fork Skykomish, Snoqualmie, Sammamish, Cedar,
Green and White Rivers. Large tributaries are also addressed, including, but not limited to: the Tolt,
Raging, Miller and Greenwater Rivers. Portions of this Plan also apply to streams, lakes and marine
shoreline environments. The Plan is consistent with current regulatory requirements and funding
considerations, and reflects a multi-year city, agency and public participation process. Flood hazard
policies outlined in the Plan are similar to the adopted policies in the 1993 King County Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan. These policies are consistent with current King County code, and will not result in any
new flood hazard regulations.

2006 PLAN PRIORITIES
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan puts forward an ambitious 10-Year Action Plan
designed to complete priority construction, repair and maintenance actions for flood protection facilities
and related projects throughout King County. The Action Plan also proposes many proactive flood risk
reduction projects and programs. Implementation of the 10-Year Action Plan will produce the following
outcomes:
•

Improve public safety and reduce property damages;

•

Reduce the risk of levee and revetment failures by completing high priority capital
improvement projects for flood protection facilities;

•

Continue the targeted acquisition of repetitive loss properties and other at-risk floodplain
properties to minimize the need for flood protection facilities in locations where river and
floodplain confinement is infeasible or no longer a public priority;

•

Further expand the regional Flood Warning Center operations and public education and
outreach;

•

Support ongoing updates to existing FEMA floodplain maps and other technical studies in
support of effective implementation of floodplain regulations;

•

Expand partnership and collaboration opportunities with other floodplain stakeholders,
including but not limited to cities, private property owners, tribes, and watershed forums;

•

Provide for ongoing risk assessments in support of an adaptive management approach to
hazard identification, solutions development, and Plan implementation.

2006 PLAN COST ESTIMATES
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan contains project proposals and cost estimates for
known flood hazard management risk areas. The total cost needed to implement the Plan proposals
ranges from $179 million to $335 million. Current dedicated flood hazard management revenue sources,
which include the River Improvement Fund, the Inter-County River Improvement Fund and the Green
River Flood Control Zone District, will generate approximately $54 million over a 10-year period,
approximately $125 million to $281 million less than the total need.
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The range of costs associated with Plan implementation reflect high priority projects and programs
needed to reduce the impacts of a significant regional flood. The 10-Year Action Plan outlines a
minimum level of investment needed to ensure public safety and to reduce flood risks using two funding
levels, “status quo” and “enhanced”. Additional project needs are identified within Appendix G, Flood
Hazard Management Risk Areas, Management Needs and Projects.
The “status quo” recommended project and program actions can be completed in 10 years with the
continuation of current funding levels and include priority programs such as flood warning, flood
protection facility assessment, routine maintenance, and engineering and ecological tasks in support of the
River and Floodplain Management Program’s capital improvement program.
The “enhanced” recommended program and project actions will require additional funding, beyond
current levels, to complete essential and regionally significant flood hazard management capital
improvement projects and services. Both “status quo” and “enhanced” categories of flood risk reductions
actions, as described in the 10-Year Action Plan, totaling $179 million, reflect the absolute minimum
level of capital need to significantly reduce flood risks to the regional economy, transportation corridors,
and public and private property.
Appendix G contains a countywide list of the known flood hazard management risk areas identified
during the preparation of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan. In many cases the
magnitude of risks described in Appendix G is not well understood and these risks will be further
evaluated as part of Plan implementation. In other cases, Appendix G provides preliminary project
proposals for significant flood hazard risk areas that are not addressed through either the “status quo” or
“enhanced” sets of projects within the 10-Year Action Plan. Initial cost estimates prepared for this subset
of projects informed the upper end of the Plan implementation cost estimate range of $335 million.

A REGIONAL FUNDING PROPOSAL
King County’s historical and current funding levels, and pay-as-you-go capital improvement project
approach, have not supported adequate maintenance of aging facilities over time and will not be sufficient
to fund the implementation of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan.
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan proposes to establish and enact a new
countywide flood control zone district that would include all watersheds within King County and a new
regional funding source. The new countywide flood control zone district should fund the implementation
of the Plan at an estimated cost of $179 million to $335 million.

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
A cornerstone of the implementation strategy for the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan
will be adaptive management. The proposed countywide flood control zone district would ensure that its
operations incorporate adaptive management strategies and full regional partnership. As new technical
information associated with King County’s flood hazards evolves, Plan proposals and capital actions will
be re-evaluated and re-prioritized as necessary. Shifting Plan implementation priorities over time will
reflect King County’s more developed understanding of the level of risk posed by flooding and channel
migration to human safety, property and regional economic considerations as well as the degree to which
structural and nonstructural flood risk reduction strategies are working. Adaptive management strategies
require high quality, well-organized and accessible technical information. King County will continue to
employ state-of-the-art, flood hazard data collection and information management strategies to measure
the effectiveness of its flood risk reduction actions over time.
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Major river flooding is a regional issue, and as such, flooding solutions outlined in the 2006 King County
Flood Hazard Management Plan require extensive collaboration and strong partnerships among regional
stakeholders. The establishment of a countywide flood control zone district will establish effective and
responsive leadership for Plan implementation, building upon King County’s long history of coordinating
and partnering with local jurisdictions, special districts, state and federal agencies, Water Resource
Inventory Areas, tribes and other stakeholders to reduce flood risks in proximity to its major rivers,
streams and floodplains.

STRUCTURE OF THE PLAN
The contents of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan include:
Chapter 1 establishes this Plan’s purpose, goals, objectives, guiding principles, scope, and describes the
process through which this Plan was developed and will be updated.
Chapter 2 includes policies that guide the program and project actions proposed in the Plan.
Chapter 3 provides background information on King County’s floodplain landscape, an overview of the
costs and impacts of flooding, and an overview of past and current efforts to reduce risks from flood and
channel migration hazards.
Chapter 4 describes flood risk reduction strategies and tools, both programmatic and at the project level,
used to reduce the risks associated with flood and channel migration hazards.
Chapter 5 provides a watershed scale description of current conditions, accomplishments since the
previous Plan was adopted, the long-term vision for each watershed, and a summary of the project and
program actions proposed for the next 10 years.
Chapter 6 addresses Plan implementation, including adaptive management approaches.
Chapter 7 provides funding information and a Plan funding recommendation.
Appendix A outlines the 10-step planning process required by the National Flood Insurance Program,
Community Rating System Activity 511 and a Plan “crosswalk,” which identifies where each element of
the planning process can be found in the Plan or supporting documents.
Appendix B is a summary of federal, state and King County floodplain management regulations.
Appendix C is the King County Flood Risk Assessment, which was prepared to meet the requirements of
the National Flood Insurance Program, Community Rating System Activity 511.
Appendix D contains a list of accomplishments since the adoption of the 1993King County Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan.
Appendix E is a list of King County flood protection facilities and contains information on the eligibility
of each flood protection facility for federal flood damage repair assistance.
Appendix F is the 10-Year Action Plan and includes the start list of program and projects actions that will
be implemented through the Plan.
Appendix G is a complete list of flood hazard management risk areas, management needs and projects
that could be implemented through the Plan.
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CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan recommends regional policies, programs, and
projects to reduce the risk to people and property from river flooding and channel migration in King
County. The purpose of this Plan is to create a long-term vision for flood hazard management for King
County’s floodplains, with an emphasis on major river systems, and to recommend specific near-term
actions consistent with that vision. Whenever possible, flood hazard management recommendations
identify the actions King County may take to reduce flood and channel migration risks and to protect,
restore or enhance riparian and aquatic ecosystems.
This Plan updates the 1993 Flood Hazard Reduction Plan and addresses the following factors:
•

Changes in river watershed conditions and flood characteristics—River flows and
conditions are affected over time by many factors, including completion of flood hazard
reduction projects, natural geomorphic processes, new development in upland or floodplain
areas, changes in flow management for reservoirs in the upper watershed, and climate
changes.

•

Changes in state and federal requirements—Amendments to the Washington State Growth
Management Act and adoption of the federal Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 have direct
implications for flood hazard management programs. Similarly, new environmental
protections, such as the listings for Chinook salmon and bull trout as threatened under the
federal Endangered Species Act and development of regional salmon habitat recovery plans,
affect activities in river corridors.

•

Eligibility for flood-related grants and programs—To remain eligible and competitive in
federal and state programs that provide assistance to local communities for flood hazard
management, such as the National Flood Insurance Program, the Community Rating System,
the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program, the Flood Mitigation Assistance Program, the PreDisaster Mitigation Grant Program, and the Washington State Flood Control Assistance
Account Program, the Plan must be consistent with the various programs’ requirements.

1.2 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
King County is home to six major river watersheds that carry flows from the Cascade Mountains to Puget
Sound. These rivers—the South Fork Skykomish, Snoqualmie, Sammamish, Cedar, Green and White—
pass through lands ranging in use from forested to agricultural to highly urbanized. If the flood and
channel migration hazards associated with these rivers are not well managed, they can pose extensive
risks to people who live and work in the river floodplains. Goals and objectives for the 2006 King County
Flood Hazard Management Plan were developed at the beginning of the planning process to set a vision
for how flood hazards should be managed in King County in order to reduce the risks to people and
property. These goals and objectives will be achieved initially through a 10-Year Action Plan, which
identifies the programs, projects and technical studies that will be implemented with status quo funding
over the next ten years. The Action Plan also identifies additional or expanded programs, projects and
technical studies that may be implemented with enhanced funding. The Action Plan was developed to
meet the requirements of the Community Rating System Activity 511, Step 8 of the National Flood
Insurance Program. The Action Plan is provided in Appendix F of this Plan and is discussed in Chapters
5, 6 and 7.
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“Goals” describe the long-term outcomes the Plan is trying to reach. The goals of the 2006 King County
Flood Hazard Management Plan are:
1. To reduce the risks from flood and channel migration hazards.
2. To avoid or minimize the environmental impacts of flood hazard management.
3. To reduce the long-term costs of flood hazard management.
The success of the Plan, once implemented, will be measured by the extent to which these goals are
achieved.
“Objectives” are the set of flood hazard management actions that will lead to achieving the identified
goals. These objectives are:
1. Evaluate the risks to existing development in flood hazard areas and identify actions to
reduce risks to life and property.
2. Manage land uses in hazardous areas in order to prevent creation of new flood risks.
3. Identify and map flood and channel migration hazard areas and make maps readily available
to the public.
4. Maintain a regionally coordinated flood warning and emergency response program in a state
of readiness to be activated in the event of a flood.
5. Maintain, repair, or retrofit existing flood protection facilities in a manner that addresses
public safety, is cost-effective and makes the facilities less susceptible to future damage.
6. Acquire vulnerable properties, with a special emphasis on those that have been repeatedly
damaged by floods, when acquisition opportunities arise.
7. Remove or retrofit existing river facilities or modify maintenance practices to protect, restore
or enhance riparian habitat and to support recovery of species listed under the Endangered
Species Act.
8. Prioritize flood hazard management project and program recommendations based on level of
risk, cost-effectiveness over the long term, and consistency with regional natural resource
management protocols.
9. Sponsor and support public outreach and education activities to improve awareness of flood
hazards, and recommend actions that property owners can take to reduce risks to themselves
and to others.
10. Manage activities in rivers and floodplains in a manner compatible with multiple and
sometimes competing uses, including existing and proposed urban development within cities,
flood and channel migration risk reduction, agriculture, fish and wildlife habitat
improvements, open space, recreation, water supply and hydropower.
11. Promote the economic and ecological sustainability of river corridors.
12. Coordinate across King County departments and with other jurisdictions to provide
consistency in flood hazard management and disaster response activities.
13. Identify appropriate funding sources for implementing the recommended flood hazard
management activities, and pursue opportunities to use these funds in a timely and efficient
manner.
14. Update the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan regularly and employ
adaptive management strategies within King County’s River and Floodplain Management
Chapter 1
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Program in order to take full advantage of scientific and technological advances, and to use
the best available floodplain management practices, principles and information.

1.3 GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Guiding principles are the facts and technical understanding that direct flood hazard management in King
County. They include statements of fact and agreed-upon public policy values. This set of guiding
principles articulates a shared understanding about flooding and the identity, role and responsibility of
King County in providing flood hazard management services. These guiding principles serve as a frame
of reference for evaluating flood risks, identifying the range of management alternatives and developing
recommendations.

1. Flooding is a natural process.
Flooding is a natural process that provides many benefits, but severe floods also may have deleterious
impacts on aquatic and riparian habitat. Flooding poses a risk when people and property occupy areas
that are subject to inundation, bank erosion or channel migration. Risk can most effectively be reduced
through comprehensive flood hazard management actions that employ both structural and non-structural
approaches to create a safe, effective and sustainable means for conveying floodwaters and that are
consistent with other uses that rely on natural river processes.

2. The primary purpose of the recommendations in this Plan is to reduce risks to
public safety and financial losses from flooding and channel migration on
mainstem river corridors and floodplains within King County. This responsibility
is undertaken while taking into account other uses within floodplains, such as
existing development, fish and wildlife habitat, open space, agriculture and
recreation.
Reducing the risk to humans from flooding and channel migration has long-term consequences not only
for people and property but also for many other uses and function of the floodplain. It is essential that
public health and safety needs be balanced with other needs and uses within the riverine environment. An
integrative approach that balances multiple river corridor management objectives will provide the greatest
public benefit.

3. Flood damage creates financial costs, both public and private. Effective flood
hazard management can reduce long-term flood damage costs.
Public infrastructure, such as roads, utilities, levees, revetments and dams, and private improvements,
such as homes, businesses, and structures located in the floodplain, are vulnerable to flood damage. As
the budgets of federal, state and local governments tighten, the amount of money available for flood
hazard management is reduced. Application of appropriate technologies, judicious regulations, and
common sense in selecting flood hazard management programs and projects can lead to more floodresistant communities and lower long-term repair and emergency response costs.

4. A river and its valley floor, including adjacent floodplains, floodways, and
potential channel migration areas, constitute a corridor through which
floodwaters flow and within which opportunities exist for various land uses,
including, agriculture, recreation and open space.
Rivers and their corridors provide a range of values and uses. When structures and other forms of
development, such as agriculture or trails, occupy river corridors, they may be at risk from floodwater
inundation, channel migration or both. Site-specific actions must be selected that take into account the
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cumulative impact on the corridor. A long-term plan for flood hazard management in river corridors
allows for the free and natural flow of floodwaters and channel migration to the greatest extent
practicable, while minimizing uses that exacerbate or are incompatible with flooding.

5. Actions in the upland portions of watersheds impact flooding and channel
migration within the river corridor.
Factors that lead to flooding begin upland of the rivers and streams. The conversion of forested land to
grass or impervious surface increases the speed and quantity of stormwater runoff. In addition, forest loss
and grading that changes the natural topography of the landscape can alter the location at which water
leaves a site. Stormwater design standards should be applied to upland development to minimize
stormwater impacts at lower elevations.

6. Biological productivity and diversity are sustained by natural processes, such
as flooding, when critical natural processes mimic pre-development rates and
magnitudes.
Flooding is a catalyst for geomorphic and biological processes. Geomorphic processes include bank and
bed erosion, channel migration, and the recruitment, transport and deposition of sediment, nutrients and
woody debris. Biological processes include speciation, vegetation succession, and habitat-forming
processes by species, such as dam building by beavers and redd construction by salmon. The long-term
survival and productivity of naturally occurring populations of many native species depends on the
continuation of these processes. Natural processes that are protected and, when necessary, restored, will
help reduce risks to, and provide sustainability for, natural ecosystem processes and the species that rely
on them. Conversely, catastrophic or excessively frequent floods can kill or displace animals, and sweep
away their nests and young, sometimes in highly dramatic ways, leaving fewer but presumably more fit
individuals. Thus floods can present both long-term, systematic benefits and short-term problems.

7. Protecting and working with, rather than against, natural riverine processes
generally will reduce flood risks to people and property in a less costly manner
than traditional structural approaches to flood hazard management, while also
benefiting native fish and wildlife and preserving aesthetic landscapes.
A flood hazard management approach that accommodates a river’s flows, flooding and erosion rather
than deflecting or redirecting those flows will tend to be self-maintaining and less likely to cause new
flood risks to adjacent properties or exacerbate existing ones. Such an approach will also tend to support
other natural functions and values within the river corridor and be less costly.

8. Communication with, and involvement of, citizens and stakeholders and public
and private landowners is vital in developing a responsible, effective flood hazard
management plan.
Citizens and stakeholders including public and private landowners offer a wide range of perspectives and
experiences related to flooding that are invaluable in helping create the vision for flood hazard
management in King County. By encouraging their participation, King County recognizes that citizens,
stakeholders, and public and private property owners are affected by the decisions made by public
agencies. In return, it is incumbent on citizens, stakeholders, and public and private property owners to
understand the effects and limitations of flood hazard management actions and to act responsibly to help
reduce risks to themselves and others.
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9. Private property rights should be respected when providing flood protection.
The right to privately owned property is one of the fundamental principles that the rule of public law
supports in this country. Actions on an individual property can affect neighboring private or public
properties, as well as public resources such as public infrastructure, water, fish and wildlife, and so must
be coordinated within a regional regulatory framework. Regulation of private land assumes that property
owners continue to exercise certain rights over the use of their property when their actions do not
adversely affect others.

10. Cooperation among involved public agencies is essential for the success of
long-term comprehensive flood hazard management.
Comprehensive and long-term flood hazard management often involves multiple jurisdictions, agencies,
and County departments. King County should pursue collaborative solutions, whenever feasible, to
ensure that flood risks are addressed in an efficient, cost-effective, and substantive manner.

11. Advances in technical information and an evolving understanding of flood
risks call for an adaptive management approach to implementing the 2006 King
County Flood Hazard Management Plan.
As technical information about King County’s flood hazard management corridors evolves, Plan
implementation activities will be reevaluated and adjusted to use the newest information. Plan priorities
may change over time to reflect the River and Floodplain Management Program’s developing
understanding of the level of risk that flooding and channel migration pose to human safety and regional
economic activity, and the effectiveness of current flood risk reduction strategies. The River and
Floodplain Management Program will use performance measures to evaluate Plan implementation.

1.4 GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE
The geographic scope of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan includes all
unincorporated and incorporated areas of King County. The focus of the Plan is to address flood hazards
associated with King County’s six major river systems, which are the South Fork Skykomish,
Snoqualmie, Sammamish, Cedar, Green and White Rivers, and their significant tributaries, the Tolt,
Raging, Miller and Greenwater Rivers. The Plan also addresses flood hazards along other tributaries and
smaller streams, including, but not limited to those with existing flood protection facilities such as Tokul
Creek, Kimball Creek, Coal Creek (Snoqualmie), Issaquah Creek, Fifteen Mile Creek, and Holder Creek.
The ongoing floodplain management program in King County is comprehensive and is implemented at a
multiple-agency level. This level of management has evolved in response to state and federal mandates
and, more importantly, the County’s response to local flooding conditions. The 2006 King County Flood
Hazard Management Plan complements and supports actions implemented under other King County
programs relevant to the management of floodplains on smaller tributaries and water bodies. These
programs include, but are not limited to, basin planning, lake management planning and the management
of storrmwater runoff using the King County Surface Water Design Manual. The elements of this Plan
are relevant and applicable to all floodplains within the County.
Map 1-1 (http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/T1-1.pdf)
shows the area covered by the Plan and the mapped hazard areas along the major rivers and their
larger tributaries.
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1.5 KING COUNTY’S PLANNING AUTHORITY AND FRAMEWORK
Section 86.12.210 of the Revised Code of Washington (RCW 86.12.210) authorizes the legislative body
of any county to adopt a comprehensive flood hazard management plan for any drainage basin located
wholly or partially within the county. The plan must meet certain minimum requirements if it is an
element for which the county seeks credit in the National Flood Insurance Program’s Community Rating
System, which underwrites flood insurance for floodplain property owners and businesses, and the
requirements adopted by the Washington State Department of Ecology for floodplain management
(44 CFR Part 60.3; Chapter 86.26 RCW; Chapter 86.16 RCW and Chapter 173-145 WAC).
A comprehensive flood hazard management plan must also be developed within King County’s planning
framework, which has multiple levels, including multi-county, county-wide, subarea, functional and
neighborhood planning. King County’s planning framework was developed to implement the
requirements of the Washington State Growth Management Act, which was adopted in 1990 by the State
Legislature in part in response to a rapid rate of growth in the Puget Sound region. The 2006 King
County Flood Hazard Management Plan is adopted as a technical appendix to the King County
Comprehensive Plan for protection of frequently flooded areas, as required by the Growth Management
Act. The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan also functions as the updated flood hazard
portion of the King County Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan, which was adopted for compliance with the
federal Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000; it also serves as the flood hazard management plan for the Green
River Flood Control Zone District and other such special purpose districts enacted by King County for
implementation of this Plan.

1.6 PLANNING PROCESS
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan was developed using the 10-Step Planning
Process outlined in the Community Rating System of the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s
National Flood Insurance Program (FEMA 2006); details on the program can be found in Appendix A.
Stakeholder involvement was key throughout all stages of development of the Plan. The overall
development of the Plan was managed by a three-member planning team with contributions from River
and Floodplain Management Program staff as well as Water and Land Resources Division staff. The
King County project team had extensive experience in planning, surface water management engineering,
environmental and conservation project management, plan and policy development, and code writing in
King County and other jurisdictions.
A 13-member Advisory Committee was established in 2004 to help guide development of this Plan by
County staff. The Committee reflected urban and rural floodplain interests and included members from
major industries in the region, a non-profit environmental group, water resource engineering, wetland
biology and botany, a recreational boater and angler, and a Certified Floodplain Manager. Over 50
percent of the members live or work in floodplains.
The process of defining the scope of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan began in
2003. A scoping meeting was held with federal, state and local agencies, cities, other counties and local
tribes. Public “open house” workshops were held in each of the major river watersheds in the summer of
2004. Further refinement of the scope was provided through interviews with County staff and from
Advisory Committee recommendations. Preliminary consideration of ecological issues was provided
through the Programmatic Biological Effects Analysis: King County River Management Program
(Johnson et al, 2003).
The River Management Program was the King County program that implemented programs and projects
outlined in the 1993 Plan; the River Management Program was renamed the River and Floodplain
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Management Program in 2006. This biological-effects analysis evaluated the impacts of the River
Management Program on threatened or endangered species. The evaluation concluded that River
Management Program maintenance projects were yielding intermediate to long-term improvements to
salmonid habitats. However, given the small number and size of maintenance projects completed
compared to impacts from previous extensive flood control actions, the River Management Program has
been able to make only a small overall improvement to aquatic and riparian habitats. Input from all these
sources helped to frame the issues to be addressed and to formulate the goals and objectives of this Plan.
Ongoing guidance was provided by the Advisory Committee throughout development of the Plan. The
Committee met for 18 months (see Appendix A) in an advisory role and reviewed the draft Plan in detail
before the draft Plan was transmitted to the King County Council. Meetings were held with a wide range
of stakeholders, including incorporated cities, commissions, Native American tribes and agencies in King
County, to discuss a range of potential program and policy recommendations. Starting February 6, 2006,
a seven week-long public review and comment period was conducted to inform Plan development.
During the public review and comment period, two county-wide public meetings were held to receive
comments and recommendations associated with the draft Plan.

1.7 FUTURE UPDATES
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan will be updated every five years, in accordance
with Community Rating System requirements. Additionally, progress of the Plan will be monitored
annually in the form of a progress report as required by the Community Rating System annual
recertification process. Specific information to be addressed in future updates includes an updated
identification and delineation of flood hazard areas based on any flooding that had occurred since the last
revision; new mapping; annexations and incorporations; changes in repetitive loss properties; increases in
development within the floodplain or watershed; changes in flood protection facilities; and project and
program flood risk reduction recommendations. Future Plan updates will be developed with input from
agency, citizen and other stakeholders. New information and refined knowledge will inform the adaptive
management implementation framework, update processes, and maintain the relevance of this Plan.
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CHAPTER 2.
POLICIES
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan policies, which are adopted by the King County
Council, provide a framework for making decisions about floodplain management in King County. These
policies also provide guidance for decision-making at the program and project level and define the level
of discretion King County has in making floodplain management decisions. When a policy uses the term
“shall” or “will,” it is intended that such terms be interpreted as mandatory, and that the associated action
or decision is nondiscretionary. The use of “should” or “may” in a policy means that the associated
action or decision is provided as guidance and indicates that there is discretion in making decisions based
on such policies.
The policies in this chapter are divided into six categories: general; floodplain land use; structural and
non-structural projects; river channel maintenance; flood warning and emergency response; and funding.
The policies are based, in part, on adopted floodplain and water resource policies in the King County
Comprehensive Plan (King County 2004b), which directs land use and growth in unincorporated King
County. The Comprehensive Plan is updated annually, with major updates occurring every four years.
An alternatives analysis of the floodplain and water resources policies is conducted with every update,
and a public hearing is held prior to adoption of Comprehensive Plan amendments by the King County
Council. An extensive analysis of the policies in this Plan was conducted during development of this
Plan, with the participation of the Citizens Advisory Committee, incorporated cities and the general
public. This analysis concluded that these policies are generally consistent with the policies contained in
the 1993 Flood Hazard Reduction Plan and support existing, ongoing flood hazard management
programs. As a result, no new programs have been established and no new regulations proposed. All
policies presented in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan reflect existing local, state
and federal regulations.
Later chapters of this Plan contain recommendations and watershed-specific strategies.
Recommendations differ from policies in that they describe specific program and project actions that
implement the Plan. These actions are not mandatory; they are considered desirable actions that may be
completed within staffing and budgetary limitations. All actions identified by this Plan are summarized
in the Action Plan in Appendix F.

2.1 GENERAL POLICIES
The general policies listed below form a “mission statement” for King County, and provide general
guidance for all of its floodplain management activities. In addition, the general policies define the
standard that is binding on cities, towns and special districts in King County.

2.1.1 River and Floodplain Management
Flooding and channel migration are natural processes. Undeveloped floodplains provide storage for
floodwaters, open space, recreational opportunities and habitat for fish and wildlife. When development
takes place in the floodplain, flooding and channel migration processes present risks to the development
and are in turn affected by the development. Flooding and channel migration can result in damage to
many types of public and private property. Spending public funds may be more appropriate for some
types of properties and areas of risk than others. For example, County facilities such as roads, bridges,
and parks represent a taxpayer investment and are an important part of the public infrastructure.
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Watersheds do not follow jurisdictional boundaries. Actions taken by a city or county in one part of a
watershed—whether it be a land-use plan, development permit, or capital improvement project—can
increase flood and channel migration risks experienced by other jurisdictions in the watershed and can
impact ecological resources. Actions taken by a city or county can also have positive effects on
neighboring jurisdictions. Cooperative floodplain management among counties, cities, towns and special
districts is supported by Chapter 86.12 RCW. Multi-jurisdictional approaches to watershed management
can produce a multitude of public and private benefits, including flood risk reduction and improved
ecosystem functions and values.
The King County Comprehensive Plan establishes King County government as both a regional and local
service provider. Among the regional services King County provides are flood warning and floodplain
management, as specified in King County Comprehensive Plan Policy F-103. Floodplain management
includes a range of services at both the regional and local level to reduce the risk of flood and channel
migration hazards.

Policy G-1: Geographic Scope
King County should provide regional and local flood hazard management with emphasis along major
rivers including: the South Fork Skykomish, Snoqualmie, Sammamish, Cedar, Green and White Rivers,
and their significant tributaries, the Tolt, Raging, Miller and Greenwater Rivers. King County should also
provide flood hazard management along other tributaries and smaller streams, including, but not limited
to those with existing flood protection facilities such as Tokul Creek, Kimball Creek, Coal Creek
(Snoqualmie), Issaquah Creek, Fifteen Mile Creek, and Holder Creek.

Policy G-2 Flood Risks
The natural processes of flooding and channel migration become risks when human development is
located within flood hazard areas. The level of risk is evaluated on a case by case basis using the
predicted likelihood of flooding and channel migration and the consequences that would result if no
action is taken. Flood risks, and the resulting consequences that would result if no action is taken, are
generally prioritized in the following order:
a. Threats to public safety.
b. Damage to public infrastructure.
c. Impacts on the regional economy.
d. Damage to private structures.

Policy G-3: Comprehensive River and Flood Hazard Management
King County should provide comprehensive river and flood hazard management through the
implementation of projects and programs that result in multiple benefits, including those created by
meeting any or all of the following non-prioritized objectives:
a. Effectively meet site- and reach-specific flood risk reduction needs;
b. Achieve benefits that exceed the total cost of projects or programs, including long-term
maintenance costs;
c. Avoid the creation of new flood, channel migration or other risks that cannot be mitigated;
d. Protect productive agricultural soils;
e. Protect and, where possible, enhance aquatic and riparian habitat in a manner consistent with
adopted salmon habitat recovery plans, and
Chapter 2
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Leverage flood hazard management revenues through partnerships with other agencies and
stakeholders.

Policy G-4: River and Flood Hazard Management Services
King County should provide river and flood hazard management services to reduce the risk of flood and
channel migration hazards, including but not limited to:
a. Prepare technical studies to identify flood hazard areas and channel migration zones,
b. Provide technical information and assistance to other agencies, jurisdictions and individuals,
c. Develop, implement and enforce flood hazard area and channel migration zone regulations
and stormwater management standards within unincorporated King County,
d. Construct, monitor, maintain, repair, retrofit, or remove King County managed flood
protection facilities,
e. Preserve open space in flood hazard areas and channel migration zones,
f.

Monitor conditions in the river channels and take actions to reduce risks,

g. Remove, relocate or elevate at-risk buildings,
h. Coordinate flood preparedness activities and operate a flood warning program for mainstem
rivers and major tributaries,
i.

Perform emergency flood risk reduction actions,

j.

Coordinate with other agencies with flood and channel migration risks or programs within
King County or in basins shared with King County,

k. Collaborate with other jurisdictions in floodplains to implement flood risk reduction actions,
and
l.

Take any other action deemed necessary to reduce flood and channel migration related risks
and the environmental impacts of flood hazard management on a regional scale.

Policy G-5: Inter-County River Improvement Agreement
King County should collaborate with Pierce County to implement consistent flood hazard management
objectives for the White and Greenwater Rivers. King County should partner with Pierce County to
evaluate whether the Inter-County River Improvement Agreement should be allowed to expire or should
be updated to provide for the continuation of funding and coordinating flood hazard management
activities for the White River.

Policy G-6: Inter-Governmental Coordination and Cooperation
King County’s flood hazard management activities should be planned and implemented in close
cooperation with cities, counties, tribes, salmon habitat recovery planning partners and other agencies
sharing jurisdiction in each basin.

Policy G-7: Intra-Governmental Coordination and Cooperation
This Plan will be implemented by multiple King County departments. The River and Floodplain
Management Program will work with other departments to define roles and responsibilities to ensure
flood hazard management coordination within King County government.
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Policy G-8: Dam Operations
To the extent possible, major dams should be designed and operated to meet multiple objectives, which
could include flood risk reduction, water supply, power generation, water quality, recreation and natural
resource protection. Natural flow regimes should be protected or restored, when feasible. King County
should work with dam operators to minimize potential damage to County flood protection facilities.

Policy G-9: Multi-Objective Management
King County’s rivers and major tributaries and their associated floodplains should be managed for
multiple, and sometimes competing, uses and objectives. Flood hazard management actions should
support long-term flood risk reduction outcomes.

Policy G-10: Protecting Natural Functions and Values
King County shall protect flood storage, conveyance, and ecological values of floodplains, wetlands, and
riparian corridors and, when feasible, should enhance or restore these ecological functions and values.
Flood risk reduction strategies and projects should be coordinated on a river-reach scale with the salmon
habitat recovery plans.

2.1.2 Compliance with RCW 86.12.210
Under RCW 86.12.210, a flood control management plan that includes an area where a city or town is
located shall be developed by the county with full participation of the city or town. Following adoption
by a county, a comprehensive flood control management plan is binding on each jurisdiction and special
district located within the area included in the plan. In the event that a city or town does not adopt the
county plan within 120 days of the county adoption, the statute provides for an arbitration process on
issues of dispute.
King County recognizes that adoption of a set of flood risk reduction policies and regulations identical to
King County’s is not necessarily appropriate for each city or town in King County, in particular for those
cities and towns that have adopted their own comprehensive flood control management plans and
implementing policies and regulations applicable to their jurisdiction.
However, because actions in one jurisdiction have the potential to affect the frequency, duration or
magnitude of flood hazards in neighboring jurisdictions, state code requires jurisdictions preparing
comprehensive flood control management plans to adopt the minimum requirements of the National
Flood Insurance Program and minimum state requirements adopted pursuant to RCW 86.16.041.
Therefore, except for Policy G-11, the policies contained in this Plan are not binding on cities and towns
that have adopted minimum requirements of the state and National Flood Insurance Program.

Policy G-11: Minimum State Standards
Cities and towns located within the geographic scope of this Plan shall meet the minimum standards of
the National Flood Insurance Program and the minimum state requirements adopted pursuant to RCW
86.16.041.

Policy G-12: Higher Regulatory Standards
King County should encourage cities and towns to adopt policies and regulations that meet or exceed the
standards contained in Floodplain Management: Higher Regulatory Standards, prepared by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency, Region 10.
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Policy G-13: No Adverse Impact Floodplain Management
King County and cities and towns should work cooperatively to manage floodplain resources. King
County staff should provide ongoing technical and planning flood risk reduction assistance to cities and
towns, as requested, to ensure that development within each jurisdiction will not have an adverse impact
on upstream or downstream property owners.

2.1.3 National Flood Insurance Program
The National Flood Insurance Program provides a financial mechanism to respond to flood disasters by
making flood insurance available to private property owners. This program provides federally-backed
flood insurance that encourages communities to enact and enforce floodplain regulations in order to
qualify residents for flood insurance. Communities can also receive flood insurance premium discounts
by adopting regulations that exceed federal minimum standards. Numerous local governments and
agencies share jurisdiction over flooding and other issues in King County’s large river watersheds.
However, many local governments lack the staff and resources to develop new flood hazard regulations
and programs. In such cases, King County should provide assistance when staffing and other resources
are available.

Policy G-14: National Flood Insurance Program
King County shall exceed the federal minimum standards stipulated by the National Flood Insurance
Program for unincorporated areas, utilizing the Community Rating System as a guide to better protect
public safety, reduce the risk of flood and channel migration hazards to existing public and private
property, and achieve flood insurance premium discounts.

2.2 Floodplain Land Use Policies
Development in the floodplain can create two types of challenges:
• Because of its location in a hazardous area, the development may be at risk from inundation,
erosion, or both.
•

The development can increase risks to neighboring properties by creating a barrier to the
conveyance of floodwaters, thus causing backwater flooding upstream, and by reducing the area
available to store and slowly release floodwaters, increasing flow velocities and erosion
downstream.

This subsection contains policies to guide land-use planning and development regulations in floodplains
and channel migration hazard areas in unincorporated King County. The goal of these policies, which
incorporate floodplain restrictions already adopted in King County’s Critical Areas Ordinance, is to
reduce flood risks to future developments and prevent increased risks to surrounding properties.

2.2.1 Changes in Floodplains and River Channels Over Time
Historically, King County flood hazard regulations have been applied within the 100-year floodplain as
mapped by FEMA. FEMA maps are based on current or historical land use in the watershed. As
watersheds develop, however, the rate and volume of runoff reaching rivers and streams can increase.
The boundaries of the 100-year floodplain may change over time, creating inconsistencies between actual
floodplain conditions and those portrayed on FEMA maps. In addition, some rivers in King County
migrate laterally, endangering properties along their banks. Areas that are at risk due to channel
migration are sometimes outside the mapped floodplain, so that residents may not be aware of the risk.
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Policy FP-1: Future Conditions
Wherever future-conditions flows have been modeled and adopted or approved by King County as a
component of a basin plan or technical study, they shall be used within unincorporated King County to
define the 100-year future-conditions floodplain that would occur with build out in the basin under
current zoning and regulations. In these basins, land use policies and flood hazard regulations shall apply
to the 100-year future-conditions floodplain.

Policy FP-2: Channel Migration Hazard Areas
King County should identify channel migration hazard areas through geomorphologic analyses and
review of historical channel migration patterns and rates. Land-use regulations shall restrict unsafe
development in identified channel migration hazard areas.

2.2.2 Floodplain Land Use Regulations
King County regulates development in flood hazard areas in unincorporated areas through the Critical
Areas Ordinance, which was adopted to implement the Growth Management Act requirement to protect
“frequently flooded areas.” The Critical Areas Ordinance includes higher standards than are required by
the National Flood Insurance Program and state law. These standards provide greater reduction in flood
and channel migration risk to and from development within the 100-year floodplain and channel
migration zones. Flood hazard areas include both the 100-year floodplain and channel migration zones.
The FEMA maps designate a portion of the 100-year floodplain as a “floodway,” which generally is
immediately adjacent to the channel and is often associated with deep, rapidly moving water. King
County maps channel migration zones as having a moderate channel migration hazard area and a severe
channel migration hazard area, based on the expected rate of migration.
The best way to ensure that people and property are not at risk from flooding and channel migration
would be to completely avoid development within the 100-year floodplain and channel migration zones.
However, since many of King County’s floodplains and channel migration zones are very broad and
encompass a significant amount of public and private property, King County regulations for
unincorporated areas allow some development within the 100-year floodplain and channel migration
zones if the development is primarily outside the floodway and the severe channel migration hazard area.
Some development is allowed within the floodway and the severe channel migration hazard area, but is
significantly limited. A number of standards have been adopted to reduce the risk to people and property
associated with allowed development in flood hazard areas and to decrease the risk to other properties
upstream or downstream of the development. The following policies support the development regulations
for unincorporated King County that have already been adopted under the King County Critical Areas
Ordinance.

Policy FP-3: Subdividing Property
New subdivisions, short subdivisions, urban planned developments, and binding site plans shall ensure
that new lots contain sufficient buildable land outside the zero-rise floodway and severe channel
migration hazard area.

Policy FP-4: Development in the FEMA Floodway
New residential and nonresidential structures shall be prohibited within the FEMA one-foot floodway.

Policy FP-5: Zero-Rise
King County shall not authorize any placement of structures or fill in the floodplain that would cause an
increase in the elevation of the 100-year flood.
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Policy FP-6: Compensatory Storage
The existing flood storage volume of the floodplain shall be preserved. Structures and fill that displace
floodplain storage volume shall be compensated for by excavation of equivalent volumes at equivalent
elevations. The compensatory storage area shall be hydraulically connected to the source of flooding.

Policy FP-7: Base Flood Depth and Base Flood Velocity
King County shall require a base flood depth and base flood velocity analysis for all new development in
flood hazard areas.

Policy FP-8: Development in the Floodplain
New development and substantial improvements in the floodplain shall be constructed so that they can
withstand the 100-year flood without sustaining significant damage. They shall, at a minimum, be built
so that the lowest finished floor is 1 foot above the 100-year flood elevation. Areas below the lowest
finished floor of residential structures shall be designed to allow for the entry and exit of floodwaters.

Policy FP-9: Utilities
Utilities should be allowed within the floodplain only when no reasonable alternative location is
available. When allowed, they shall be designed and built to resist flood damage.

Policy FP-10: Structural Stability
Structures in the floodplain shall be designed and built to prevent flotation, lateral movement or collapse.

Policy FP-11: Critical Facilities
Critical facilities and land uses that have the potential to create hazardous conditions if impacted by
flooding shall not be allowed in a 100-year floodplain unless no reasonable alternative location is
available. If no alternative site is available, the critical facility shall be flood protected, including the
access road to the critical facility, to 3 feet above the 100-year flood elevation or the 500-year flood
elevation, whichever is higher. Critical facilities shall be prohibited in the severe channel migration
hazard area.

2.3 STRUCTURAL AND NON-STRUCTURAL PROJECTS POLICIES
The policies in this section guide a comprehensive program that can implement a range of flood hazard
management projects, including both structural and non-structural projects. Structural projects consist
primarily of revetments, levees, and structures associated with levees such as pump plants and flap gates.
King County rarely pursues new construction of these types of structural projects; the majority of King
County’s flood hazard management projects focus on maintenance and repair of structures built in the
1960s and 1970s. Maintenance and repair often involve retrofitting existing flood protection facilities,
including setting back levees and replacing traditional riprap using biostabilization techniques for bank
protection to reduce the long-term maintenance costs and provide habitat for fish and wildlife. Nonstructural projects include relocation, acquisition, and elevation of flood-prone homes and the removal of
existing flood hazard management structures that are no longer needed.

2.3.1 Criteria for Taking Action
Hundreds of public and private properties in King County are vulnerable to flood-related hazards. If no
action is taken to address a flooding or channel migration risk, King County needs to assess the
consequences that will result. Some risks may need to be addressed sooner than others depending on the
severity of the risk and what is vulnerable. Under certain circumstances, King County may have legal
responsibility to take action to address flooding risks, such as when there is a contractual agreement with
a property owner or another agency to maintain a flood protection facility.
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Policy PROJ-1: Prioritizing Flood Hazard Risks
King County should prioritize actions to address flood and channel migration risks using the following
criteria in order of importance:
a. The consequences that will result if no action is taken. Consequences should be prioritized as
identified in Policy G-2.
b. Urgency, where urgency is a measure of how quickly an action needs to be taken in order to
prevent a risk from growing worse.
c. Legal responsibility and authority, where legal responsibility and authority is a contractual
relationship between King County and another person or agency to maintain a flood
protection facility.
d. Funding or partnership opportunities.

2.3.2 Land Acquisition and Management of Flood Hazard
Management Properties
Structural and non-structural approaches to flood hazard management often necessitate the acquisition of
property interests. When a flood protection facility such as a levee or revetment is constructed,
maintained, repaired or reconstructed, sufficient land is needed to meet design standards, provide room
for equipment and materials, and ensure that King County employees have access to the facility for
monitoring and maintenance. In some cases, property acquisition takes the form of an easement granted
to King County by the underlying property owner. In other cases, King County may purchase land for
flood hazard management purposes. King County is authorized under RCW 86.12.030 to condemn
property for flood risk reduction purposes. King County would only exercise that authority under
extreme circumstances, such as when federal, state or local regulations prohibit reconstruction on the site,
development on the site is causing significant flood or erosion risks to other properties, or the property is
needed to complete a flood risk reduction project. All condemnations for flood risk reduction purposes
must be approved by the King County Council prior to filing with the court. When King County
purchases land through either a voluntary sale or through condemnation, the property owner is given fair
market value based on an independent private-sector appraisal.
King County is committed to managing its public lands, including vacant floodplain properties, for a
variety of public values and benefits, including fish and wildlife habitat, passive recreation, trails, or other
purposes that do not create a new risk from flooding and channel migration. Property acquisition in
support of flood hazard management outcomes is often funded through external funding sources, some of
which have specific deed restrictions associated with future uses of the property. Proposed uses of
County-owned property are evaluated on a case-by-case basis to determine the impact the public may
have on flood protection facilities and natural resources, as well as overall public safety issues.

Policy PROJ-2: Property Acquisition
Property acquisition for flood risk reduction projects should be voluntary on the part of the property
owner, except under very limited circumstances.

Policy PROJ-3: Easements
New or additional easements necessary to construct, maintain, repair, or retrofit a flood protection facility
should be sufficient to meet applicable King County design and construction standards and federal and
state technical guidelines. Acquisition of easements for flood hazard management projects should be
consistent with Policy PROJ-2.
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Policy PROJ-4: Management of King County Properties
King County shall manage its public lands and easements within flood hazard areas in accordance with
the policies in this Plan. Public access to flood hazard management properties may be allowed on a caseby-case basis after evaluating overall public safety issues to determine the appropriate level of public
access.

2.3.3 Flood Protection Standards and Design
Flood protection facilities built to contain floodwaters, such as levees, or to provide erosion protection,
such as revetments, are typically designed for a certain magnitude of flood event. Events that exceed this
design level can overtop or otherwise damage the facility. Flood protection facility retrofit projects are
typically designed for the 100-year flood, although in some cases, such as when insufficient land is
available, that standard cannot be met. Future conditions information should be incorporated into project
designs when such information is available. In addition, flood protection facility design must consider the
facility’s impact on fish and wildlife habitat, wetlands, open space and recreation resources, and longterm maintenance costs.

Policy PROJ-5: Flood Protection Standard
New flood hazard management projects, whether protecting new or existing development, should seek to
provide protection from the 100-year, future conditions flood, plus a margin of safety. When new
projects are being built to protect existing development, lesser protection may be provided where
100-year protection is not practical. Existing flood hazard management projects protecting existing
developments should be maintained at their current level of protection unless the alternatives evaluation
shows that a different level of protection is warranted.

Policy PROJ-6: Flood Protection Facility Design and Maintenance Objectives
King County should construct new flood protection facilities and maintain, repair or replace existing
flood protection facilities in such a way as to:
a. Require minimal maintenance over the long term,
b. Ensure that flood or channel migration risks are not transferred to other sites,
c. Protect or enhance aquatic, riparian and other critical habitats, and
d. Protect or enhance multiple beneficial uses of flood hazard areas.

Policy PROJ-7: Flood Protection Facilities within Critical Areas Ordinance
Aquatic Areas and Aquatic Area Buffers
Wherever possible, King County should relocate existing flood protection facilities farther from the river
edge and associated buffers to increase flood conveyance and allow natural river processes to occur.

2.3.4 Cultural Resources and Historic Preservation in the Flood
Hazard Management Corridor
Since the earliest period of human history, humans have occupied river corridors because of their value
for food, water, transportation and fertile soils. Human occupation in and along King County’s rivers,
especially by Native American Tribes, has resulted in historically significant artifacts, information and
other culturally sensitive aspects of their presence that are in need of protection and preservation.
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Policy PROJ-8: Cultural and Historic Resources
King County will consult with affected Native American Tribes, the Washington State Office of
Archaeology and Historic Preservation, and the King County Historic Preservation Program staff when
designing flood hazard management projects beyond existing flood protection facility footprints to ensure
that archaeological, cultural and historic resources and Traditional Cultural Properties are identified,
evaluated and appropriately protected.

2.3.5 Applying King County Standards to Non-County Projects
King County partners with federal and state agencies and incorporated cities to implement local and
regional projects that King County or local jurisdictions may not be able to fund on their own. These
projects may include road improvements, utilities, recreational infrastructure or other public projects.
However, the standards applied by other agencies may be inconsistent with King County’s policies and
standards for flood hazard management projects.

Policy PROJ-9: Non-County Projects
King County should only participate in flood hazard management projects that are consistent with or that
exceed King County flood hazard management policies and standards.

Policy PROJ-10: King County Sponsored Projects
All King County sponsored projects located in flood hazard areas shall be consistent with policies in the
2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan and meet or exceed the standards adopted in the King
County Code to implement those policies.

2.3.6 Flood Protection Facility Monitoring and Adaptive Management
When permits are issued for maintenance, repair or replacement of flood protection facilities, the permit
conditions generally require that the flood protection facility be monitored for a specific period of time to
ensure that the facility is functioning as designed. Monitoring can provide valuable information on how
future projects should be designed and constructed. Following the principles of adaptive management,
King County should use this information to modify and adjust design approaches and construction and
maintenance practices to ensure that the most appropriate methods and materials are used.

Policy PROJ-11: Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Flood hazard management projects shall be monitored to assess their functions relative to performance
measures. Adaptive management principles shall be used to manage projects over time to meet permit
requirements or improve the effectiveness of projects. Lessons learned will be used to inform the design
and implementation of future projects.

2.4 RIVER CHANNEL MAINTENANCE POLICIES
River and stream channels are dynamic systems that naturally transport logs, sediments and other debris
from their upper reaches to lower elevations. These materials are integral parts of the natural ecology and
geomorphology of the stream, and are particularly vital in the life cycle of salmon and trout. However, in
some circumstances, these materials can increase flooding or channel migration risks. For this reason,
King County has sometimes relocated large woody debris and removed sediment from river channels.
This section recommends policies to direct future channel maintenance activities undertaken by King
County. The policies seek a balance between resource concerns and the protection of public property and
private structures. Routine maintenance of natural drainage systems is conducted using best management
practices contained in the King County Regional Road Maintenance Guidelines, which were designed to
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be compatible with the Endangered Species Act and were approved by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration’s National Marine Fisheries Service. Staff conducting this maintenance
have received training on how to conduct these maintenance activities with the least impact on the aquatic
habitat.

2.4.1 Large Woody Debris Removal, Repositioning or Relocation
King County responds to requests from the public and other agencies to remove, reposition or relocate
fallen trees from rivers and streams. This response includes an initial site investigation to assess the
channel dynamics and level of risk created by the woody debris. In some cases, it is appropriate for King
County to take action to remove or alter large woody debris to reduce flood or channel migration risks.

Policy RCM-1: When to Reposition or Relocate Large Woody Debris
Naturally occurring accumulations of large woody debris should be repositioned or relocated for flood
hazard management purposes only if one or more of the flood and channel migration risks in Policy G-2
is present and all reasonable flood and channel migration risk reduction alternatives have been
considered.

Policy RCM-2: How to Reposition and Relocate Large Woody Debris
Repositioning or relocation of naturally occurring large woody debris should be accomplished using the
technique that results in the least disturbance to the river channel and riparian corridor. If repositioned or
relocated, the wood should be put back into the river in a manner that does not create new flood or
channel migration risks. If it is not practical or reasonable to return the large woody debris to the channel,
it should be incorporated into an adjacent riparian corridor.

2.4.2 Gravel Removal
One of the most common requests King County receives from the public is to conduct dredging within
channels that have large accumulations of gravel. If King County is to conduct gravel removal, its
effectiveness as a flood risk reduction strategy, its potential adverse impacts, and its priority relative to
other King County projects must be considered. If gravel removal is done, the operation must be
conducted in a way that does not damage existing King County flood protection facilities. The following
policy applies only to projects that King County sponsors or participates in but does not apply to projects
sponsored entirely by other jurisdictions or individuals.

Policy RCM-3: Gravel Removal
King County should remove gravel from rivers and streams for flood hazard management purposes only
when:
a. It can be demonstrated that gravel accumulation poses a flood risk, as defined in Policy G-2
of this Plan,
b. Hydraulic and geomorphic studies conclude gravel removal has a long-term benefit of flood
risk reduction,
c. Biologic studies determine it does not, with appropriate mitigation, result in a net loss of
ecological function,
d. It is part of a comprehensive, long-term flood management strategy,
e. It is consistent with the best available science, the provisions of this Plan, and state and
federal guidelines and regulations, including the Endangered Species Act, and
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It is determined to be the best flood risk reduction alternative available, based on criteria in
this Plan.

2.5 FLOOD WARNING AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE POLICIES
2.5.1 Flood Warning
Early warning of developing flood conditions is essential to effective flood risk reduction during flood
events. Weather forecasts and real-time river gage data must be interpreted and made available through a
variety of means to allow agencies, organizations and private individuals to take appropriate action before
and during a flood event. King County operates a flood warning center for this purpose.

Policy ER-1: Flood Warning Services
King County should provide regional flood warning services including the operation of a Flood Warning
Center. King County should consider expanding these services if resources are available.

2.5.2 Responsibilities During Emergencies
Many agencies and jurisdictions play a role in responding to flood emergencies. The specific
responsibilities of each agency must be clear to avoid confusion or miscommunication during the
emergency. The River and Floodplain Management Program holds annual coordination meetings in each
major river basin, largely to clarify the various flood-related roles and responsibilities of the many
agencies that work in those basins. The River and Floodplain Management Program works to support the
work of those other agencies by providing timely flood warnings and additional technical advice as may
be requested. The River and Floodplain Management Program is also responsible for the inspection and
maintenance of King County flood protection facilities. This responsibility can include the planning and
implementation of emergency actions to address flood damage to those facilities.

Policy ER-2: Regional Flood Emergency Response
King County should coordinate regional flood emergency response services during and after flood
emergencies through the River and Floodplain Management Flood Warning Center and King County
Emergency Coordination Center.

2.5.3 Emergency Response Actions
While emergency response actions should be consistent with the long-term flood risk reduction vision of
this Plan, it may, at times, be necessary to implement flood protection facility repairs or other short-term
actions to prevent or reduce flood damage until such time as long-term solutions can be implemented.

Policy ER-3: Emergency Response Actions
King County should consider long-term risk reduction and habitat restoration objectives when taking
emergency response actions.

2.5.4 Sandbag Availability for Flood Fighting
During flood events, many citizens call King County agencies to request sandbags and sand to protect
their property. As resources permit, King County may make sandbags available to property owners for
pick up in public locations, such as fire stations and roadsides. However, property owners should not rely
on King County to provide these materials, as County supplies can be overwhelmed by demand. Some
cities are also able to provide sand and sandbags for flood protection to their residents.
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Policy ER-4: Sandbags
Property owners living in flood hazard areas are responsible for obtaining sandbags, sand and other floodfighting materials to protect their property during flood events. Property owners are responsible for
filling and placing sandbags, cleaning up sandbags after the flood event, and meeting any other
regulations relating to sandbagging activity. King County may provide sand and sandbags for private
property owners during flood emergencies to the extent that resources are available.

2.6 FUNDING POLICIES
King County’s major funding sources for flood hazard management are the River Improvement Fund and
the Green River Flood Control Zone District. Other funding sources include the Inter-County River
Improvement Agreement levy, which funds flood risk reduction projects on the White and Puyallup
Rivers through an agreement between King and Pierce Counties. King County has also been successful
in leveraging federal and state grant and disaster assistance funds. The policies in this section provide a
framework for making decisions about how these funding sources are used for flood hazard management
in King County.

2.6.1 Risk Assessment
A flood risk assessment is the process of measuring the potential loss of life, personal injury, economic
injury, and property damage resulting from a flood by assessing the vulnerability of people, buildings and
infrastructure to the flood hazard. A risk assessment is considered an integral part of the information
needed to determine and prioritize funding for flood protection facility capital improvement projects and
maintenance programs. It is also a key element in identifying the benefits of a project as required under
federal grant programs. The structural integrity of existing flood protection facilities, some of which were
constructed many years ago, is not fully known. Development conditions within the flood hazard areas
have also changed over time. Due to limited resources, King County has not conducted a comprehensive
assessment of its flood protection facility inventory, or the development protected by these facilities. A
King County Risk Assessment was performed for this Plan using geographic information system data,
pursuant to the requirements of the Disaster Mitigation Act and the Community Rating System, and is
included in Appendix C. However, the detail of approach in this King County Risk Assessment differs
from the comprehensive assessment of facilities suggested in this section. Contemporary risk assessment
methods can be used to determine the current level of risk associated with King County flood protection
facilities and should be viewed as dynamic tools that can change as information and technology change.

Policy FF-1: Economic Impact Assessment
King County should complete economic impact assessments along major river systems to determine the
economic impact of potential flood-related damages that may occur as a result of failure of King County
managed flood protection facilities. These analyses should be consistent with the River and Floodplain
Management Program goals and objectives and should be used to inform flood hazard management
actions and to prioritize funding allocations.

2.6.2 Maintaining and Securing Funding
When a major flood event occurs, local jurisdictions are generally required to match federal and state
funds that are available for recovery and repair of damaged structures or the mitigation of flood damaged
structures. There are also pre-disaster funds available under federal programs that require a local cost
share. Currently King County does not have a dedicated emergency fund balance that is sufficient to
meet the demand that could result from a major flood disaster. Current funding levels in support of flood
risk reduction are significantly inadequate; additional regional funding sources that are integrated to meet
the multiple objective needs of flood risk reduction are needed.
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Policy FF-2: Designated Emergency Fund Balance
King County should establish a designated emergency fund balance reserve to be used exclusively for
flood emergency response. To the extent that new funding is approved, these funds should be used to
leverage state and federal funds, but should also be sufficient to allow King County to respond to
emergencies when state and federal funding is not readily available. The reserve allocation should be
based on the projected costs for the local share of flood disaster recovery plus a cost contingency.

Policy FF-3: Regional Funding
New or expanded regional funding sources should be identified and secured to meet the need for
enhanced or expanded flood hazard management projects and programs to address flood hazard
management goals and objectives.

Policy FF-4: Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant Program
King County should identify and prioritize eligible projects on an annual basis for submittal to the FEMA
Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant Program.
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CHAPTER 3.
FLOODING IN KING COUNTY
3.1 THE FLOODPLAIN LANDSCAPE IN KING COUNTY
King County has thousands of miles of river and stream channels with corresponding floodplains. As the
word implies, a floodplain is the surrounding flat area that is periodically flooded with water in excess of
a river or stream channel’s capacity. As such, floodplains are the pressure-release mechanism for rivers
and streams to expend excess water and dissipate erosive energy during floods.

3.1.1 Floodplain Processes
Of the myriad of floodplain processes that are critical to a river’s structure and ecological function, the
most prominent and important is flooding. Flooding triggers recruitment and transport of sediment and
woody debris, recharge of shallow aquifers, and channel migration. These processes help to create side
channels, swales and other complex valley-floor topographic features, each of which helps to dissipate a
river’s powerful erosive forces. Other benefits from these floodplain processes include the modification
or creation of diverse aquatic and floodplain riparian habitats that sustain productive and diverse native
plant, fish and wildlife populations. As floodwaters dissipate, waterborne woody debris and sediment are
deposited on the floodplain and in the river channel in the form of gravel and sand bars, affecting the
characteristics of the surrounding area of the floodplain.
Biological responses to these physical processes include the establishment of highly productive plant, fish
and wildlife communities and the purification of floodwater as it flows through soil and vegetation.
Ultimately, biological responses, such as plant community succession and fish and wildlife reproduction,
rearing, migration and refuge, are aided by the habitat-forming processes of floods in floodplains. In
short, floodplains that are not isolated from their river or stream channels can be among the most
dynamic, varied, and productive components of the environment.

3.1.2 Floodplain Characteristics and Development
King County’s floodplains reflect a geologic past that includes large-scale tectonic and volcanic processes
that occurred over tens of millions of years, a period of extensive glaciation that ended about 15,000 years
ago (Booth et al. 2003), and at least one major mudflow, the Osceola Mudflow, which occurred roughly
5,700 years ago. The tectonic and volcanic processes created large-scale landforms, such as the Cascade
and Olympic Mountain ranges, the Olympic Peninsula and Puget Sound. The more recent glaciers and
mudflows shaped many of the lowland surface features apparent today, including the topography and
soils of King County’s lowland river valleys. The Osceola Mudflow, which occurred when a flank of
Mount Rainier collapsed, released sediment that filled the White River Basin to a depth of 75 feet and
eventually settled in the lower Green River valley, converting it from an arm of Puget Sound to the fertile,
low-gradient valley that it is today (Booth et al. 2003). These processes and events influenced the length,
width, steepness, sediment load and channel forms of King County’s large rivers.
Currently, the headwaters and middle reaches of rivers in King County are typically steep and dominated
by bedrock and boulders. In these areas, floodplains are often narrow or absent. When these rivers
eventually reach the Puget Sound lowlands, however, they flatten out, deposit sediments, and form
floodplains that are often broad, ecologically complex and biologically productive.
In the relatively brief time since Euro-American settlement began in the Puget Sound basin, the region’s
floodplains have been altered extensively by development. Initially these changes were caused by landclearing and installation of drainage systems that supported land uses such as farming, mining and
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railroad transportation. Despite the relatively small population of settlers in the region, major changes
occurred at an accelerating pace, including conversion of forested and vegetated floodplains to farmland,
removal of woody debris from stream and river channels, channelization and bank armoring, rerouting of
major rivers, and the construction of dams for water supply, flood control or hydropower.
These activities changed, often radically, the nature of our rivers. The filling or disconnection of river
side channels caused substantial losses of floodwater conveyance and habitat. Bank stabilization,
typically using large, angular rock, reduced or eliminated natural riparian structures. Channel roughness
was reduced and erosive water velocities increased. Large dams reduced peak flood flows and disrupted
the natural flow of sediment and woody debris. Cumulatively, these actions changed many miles of our
rivers from hydraulically complex, multiple-thread or braided channels to higher-energy, flume-like,
single-thread channels, sometimes in a matter of years. More recently, intensive residential, commercial
and industrial land uses have come to occupy the downstream portions of King County’s river valleys,
exacerbating floodplain management conflicts and costs. It is in these flat, lowland floodplain areas that
human development and flooding coincide, posing some of the greatest management challenges in the
County.

3.2 COSTS AND IMPACTS OF FLOODING IN KING COUNTY
3.2.1 Types of Flood-Related Hazards
Major flood events along King County’s rivers result in two primary types of flood hazards: inundation
and channel migration. Inundation is defined as floodwater and debris flowing through an area that is not
normally under water. Such events can cause minor to severe damage, depending on the velocity and
depth of flows, the duration of the flood event, the quantity of logs and other debris carried by flows, and
the amount and type of development and personal property in the floodwater’s path.
Channel migration results from erosion, which is the wearing away of a riverbank by flowing water.
Ongoing erosion of one riverbank coupled with sediment deposition along the opposite bank results in the
lateral movement, or migration, of a channel across its floodplain. A channel can also move by abrupt
change in location, called avulsion, which can shift the channel location a large distance in as short a time
as one flood event. In regulatory use, “channel migration” refers to both ongoing lateral migration and
avulsions. Bank erosion is a component of channel migration.
Channel migration can threaten areas that are not inundated by floods. For example, a home on a high
bank, above flood levels, can be undermined by the flood’s erosive flows. Damage due to bank erosion
can range from minor to severe, depending primarily on whether there is a structure on the affected
property. The amount of erosion and channel migration at a site depends on its location on the channel,
such as whether it is on the outside or inside bend of a meander, flow velocities, the pattern of debris and
sediment accumulation in the channel, and the erodibility of the bank. Some rivers migrate more rapidly
than others, such as the Tolt River, and experience sudden and dramatic patterns of bank erosion that can
create wholesale changes in the channel’s course during a single flood event.

3.2.2 Identifying Areas At Risk from Flooding and Channel Migration
King County identifies areas that are at risk from flooding and channel migration using a variety of
mapping, analytic, and property tracking approaches. Flooding due to channel migration has been
mapped in four areas of the major King County rivers and tributaries, covering a total of 49 river miles.
As of 2005, there are 5,461 acres and 1,106 parcels, out of a total of 623,000 parcels county-wide, located
within the mapped channel migration zones (King County 2006). These parcels include 389 structures,
with a total assessed value $179,228,513. Three other river areas, covering about 50 river miles, are
currently in the process of being mapped for channel migration zones.
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The area at risk from inundation can be characterized by conducting a flood study and preparing a map of
the extent of the 100-year floodplain. The 100-year flood is the flood that has a 1 percent chance of
occurring in any given year, and the 100-year floodplain is the area that would be inundated by the
100-year flood. Since 1993, King County has made a significant effort to map the extent of the 100-year
floodplain along many of the major rivers; but not all rivers have updated maps. As river conditions
change, the actual extent of the 100-year floodplain may extend beyond the currently mapped areas. The
mapped 100-year floodplains in King County cover more than 25,000 acres, or close to 40 square miles
(Table 3-1). As of 2005, there were approximately 2,045 structures in the mapped 100-year floodplains
throughout King County, with a total assessed value of $2.7 billion (Table 3-1). The numbers in
Table 3-1 represent floodplains along streams and rivers for which a 100-year floodplain has been
mapped in both unincorporated and incorporated areas of King County.
TABLE 3-1.
LAND AND STRUCTURES LOCATED IN MAPPED 100-YEAR FLOODPLAINS IN KING COUNTY

Parcelsa

Structuresb

Total Acres
Assessed
in 100-year Assessed Land
Value
Structure Value
Floodplain

Total Assessed
Value

Estimated
Flood Loss
Potentialc

South Fork Skykomish River
170

36

1,597

$1,797,300

$7,535,600

$9,332,900

$2,109,968

867

14,614

$197,372,500

$258,881,400

$456,253,900

$101,730,579

363

1,598

$276,328,800

$485,154,000

$761,482,800

$123,419,346

219

2,229

$102,476,775

$75,153,425

$177,633,111

$20,690,262

496

4,516

$338,697,100

$937,851,300

$1,276,554,573

$260,721,384

64

617

$10,287,100

$14,972,260

$25,259,360

$4,165,276

$926,959,575

$1,779,547,985

$2,707,516,644

$512,836,815

Snoqualmie River
1,880

Sammamish River
710
Cedar River
463
Green River
1,161
White River
175

Total For King County Major Rivers
4,559

2,045

25,171

a. Parcels where at least 50% of the parcel is within the mapped 100-year floodplain.
b. The analysis assumes that if 50% or more of the parcel is within the mapped floodplain, the structure
or a portion of the structure is likely to be within the mapped floodplain.
c. The Estimated Flood Loss Potential is determined using FEMA’s flood loss estimation tables. These
estimated flood loss values represent the effect of a single 100-year event in today’s dollars.
d. This methodology does not account for potential flood losses outside of mapped floodplains, such as
in the levee protected portions of the Green River valley floor.
The data in this table are taken from the King County Flood Risk Assessment contained in Appendix C
of this Plan.

Properties included in FEMA’s repetitive loss property inventory are another indicator of floodplain areas
that are at risk from flooding. The inventory consists of properties that are insured through the National
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Flood Insurance Program and have experienced any of the following since 1978, regardless of changes in
ownership during that period:
•

Four or more paid flood insurance losses in excess of $1,000,

•

Two paid flood insurance losses in excess of $1,000 within any rolling 10-year period since
1978, or

•

Three or more paid flood insurance losses that equal or exceed the current value of the
insured property.

FEMA has instituted several programs that encourage communities to identify and mitigate the causes of
their repetitive losses. FEMA requires repetitive loss communities, such as King County, to identify
repetitive loss areas, where structures have been subject to repetitive flooding. These areas are identified
by the presence of high risk structures that meet FEMA’s definition of repetitive loss.
Currently, the FEMA repetitive loss inventory includes 64 properties in unincorporated King County (see
Table 3-2). Since 1997, King County has reduced the flood risks associated with 20 of these privately
owned properties through the completion of mitigation projects. Seven of these were home elevations,
and 13 repetitive loss properties were acquired by King County and their structures demolished. All have
been removed from FEMA’s repetitive loss property inventory. This Plan provides project level and
programmatic recommendations to address the 44 remaining repetitive loss properties. Chapter 5
provides additional detail on proposed repetitive loss property mitigation actions. King County views its
total number of repetitive loss properties to be a low estimate of the total number of flood-prone areas,
since not all property owners purchase flood insurance through the National Flood Insurance Program.
TABLE 3-2.
2005 REPETITIVE LOSS PROPERTIES ON FEMA’S INVENTORY FOR UNINCORPORATED
KING COUNTY, WA

River Basin
South Fork Skykomish

Total Number of
Repetitive Loss
Properties

Repetitive Loss Properties
with Completed Flood
Mitigation Actions

Repetitive Loss
Properties Not
Mitigated

9

0

9

38

19

19

2

0

2

Cedar River

12

0

12

Green River

1

1

0

Central Puget Sound (Vashon Island)

2

0

2

64

20

44

Snoqualmie River
Issaquah River

Total

Source: King County River and Floodplain Management Program, 2005; FEMA National Flood
Insurance Program’s Community Rating System Repetitive Loss Properties, 2005.

As of 2005, flood insurance policies for repetitive loss properties made up 4 percent of the total number
of flood insurance policies in King County. Between 1978 and 2004, claims paid to owners of floodinsured repetitive loss properties accounted for 40 percent of the total damage claims filed by all flood
insurance policy holders. This underscores the need for mitigation measures for repetitive loss properties.
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3.2.3 Actual Flood Damage and Impacts
The two most serious impacts of flooding along the major rivers in King County are loss of life and
property damage. To date, major river flooding in King County has infrequently contributed to injury or
loss of life, more typically resulting in property damage. Though property damage is a more common
outcome from major river flooding in King County, the potential for injury or death exists, especially in
the event of a levee breach or similar unanticipated and rapid change in flooding conditions.

Loss of Life
Flooding on King County’s major rivers can generate deep, fast-flowing water and debris over wide
areas. Though many people live and work in the vicinity of King County’s floodplains, there have been
few documented flood-related fatalities. Newspaper accounts indicate that roughly a dozen people have
been killed by floods in King County since 1900; most drowned while trying to cross inundated
roadways. There is no known record of the number of non-fatal flood-related injuries in King County.
The majority of recorded flood fatalities in King County occurred before 1960, the year that King County
initiated its flood warning system. Between 1960 and 1990, King County expanded its flood warning and
public education systems. In 1976, two flood-related fatalities occurred on the White River, as a result of
rapid and unanticipated flow change on the river (Washington Department of Ecology, 1976). Then,
during the 1990-91 flood season, four people drowned in flood-related accidents: a boater during a minor
October 1990 flood; a motorist who tried to cross the Woodinville-Duvall Bridge during the
Thanksgiving 1990 Flood; a recreational kayaker drowned in the Green River Gorge during the
Thanksgiving 1990 Flood; and a motorist whose car was swept off the Tolt Hill Road in a February 1991
flood. Since 1991, there have been no documented flood-related fatalities within King County.

Property Damage
Major flood events in King County have resulted in significant property damage. The total cost, over
time, of flood-related damage to private property is not known, since no single public or private entity
tracks flood-related private property damage in King County. When a major flood overwhelms local and
state resources, and if FEMA determines that effective response is beyond the capability of state and local
governments, a governor can request a federal disaster declaration. When a federal disaster declaration is
made, federal funding may then be available to repair public infrastructure. It is King County’s
responsibility to prepare detailed estimates of flood-related damages to publicly owned property. Since
1990, King County has been declared a flood disaster area seven times, with reported flood-related
damage to public property totaling over $21 million (see Tables 3-3 and 3-4). The $21 million estimate
does not include flood damage to private properties or to publicly owned properties that were not eligible
for federal disaster assistance.
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TABLE 3-3.
FEDERALLY DECLARED FLOOD DISASTERS IN KING COUNTY
(1990 TO 2006): DAMAGE TO PUBLICLY OWNED PROPERTY
Federal
Event
Number

Flood Date

Damage

January 1990

852

$5,246,411

November 1990

883

$3,694,824

December 1990

896

$477,737

November 1995

1079

$3,031,519

February 1996

1100

$4,226,719

December 1996

1159

$3,576,309

March 1997

1172

$1,266,446

Total

$21,519,965

Source: King County Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2003

TABLE 3-4.
FEDERALLY DECLARED FLOOD DISASTERS IN KING COUNTY (1990 TO 2006):
LOCAL, STATE, AND FEDERAL COST SHARE (TO REPAIR DAMAGED PUBLIC PROPERTY)
Event
Number

Federal Share

January 1990

852

3,696,349

615,685

615,685

4,927,719

November 1990

883

2,627,506

437,121

437,121

3,501,748

December 1990

896

346,792

57,798

57,798

462,388

November 1995

1079

1,504,057

250,672.50

250,672.50

2,005,402

February 1996

1100

3,476,523

1,013,332.50

145,505.50

4,635,361

December 1996

1159

3,479,123

579,851.50

579,851.50

4,638,826

March 1997

1172

949,834

158,306

158,306

1,266,446

$16,080,184

$3,112,766.50

$2,244,939.50

$21,437,890

Flood Date

Total

Local Share
State Share

Total

Source: Washington State Department of Emergency Management, 2005.

3.3

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT PRACTICES IN KING COUNTY

Historically, floodplain management consisted of “flood control” measures to protect people, property
and infrastructure that focused on localized problems and were implemented in a piecemeal fashion.
Over the past century, watershed-wide or reach-level analyses were rarely conducted to investigate the
effectiveness or adverse impacts of these site-specific measures. For example, efforts to protect banks
along a particular reach in response to localized erosion after a flood often resulted in the transfer of
erosion problems during the next flood to adjacent or downstream properties. This would lead to further
bank hardening efforts, eventually resulting in the armoring of many miles of riverbank.
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In some instances, these projects were marginally successful in controlling erosion and flooding, but they
incurred high costs and caused large-scale environmental alteration. Further, they resulted in costly,
ongoing channel maintenance and flood damage repair, while fostering a false sense of security among
floodplain occupants. In some areas, the solutions were only temporary and flood risks were exacerbated
over the long term. Furthermore, most of these flood control efforts did not account for the loss of
ecological processes and environmental benefits formerly provided by the natural riverine processes that
had been altered.
King County’s River Improvement Program was established in 1960 and administered by the Department
of Public Works. The program was established after major flooding on the Green and Snoqualmie Rivers
in 1959. King County voters approved two bond issues of $5 million each, in 1960 and 1964, to improve
flood control along King County’s rivers. These funds, supplemented by the River Improvement Fund, a
countywide levy that today generates roughly $2.5 million per year, supported an aggressive and wideranging flood control program throughout the 1960s and 1970s.
The River Improvement Program initially directed its resources toward four types of flood risk reduction
activities: construction of levees, revetments, and other flood protection facilities; maintenance of flood
protection facilities; flood fighting; and flood warning. The program’s flood control strategy sought to
confine the floodplain and channel to a narrow corridor. Levees were placed immediately adjacent to
riverbanks to contain floods or to “train” the river to go in a certain direction; miles of streambank were
kept bare of vegetation and lined with riprap to control erosion and limit the natural migration of river
channels. Logjams, gravel bars and deltas were removed at some locations in an attempt to maintain
channel capacity and reduce bank erosion problems. During this era of flood control, King County
directed significant funds to projects that protected both public and private properties.
The 1993 King County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan recognized many of the problems associated with
traditional approaches to flood control, as practiced during the early days of the River Improvement
Program, and new approaches to floodplain management were adopted. The 1993 Plan emphasized
buying out and removing structures with frequent flood damage or using bioengineering methods that
incorporated riparian vegetation and large woody debris as part of the repair of flood-damaged river
facilities. Targeted floodplain land acquisition made it possible to relocate certain levees and revetments
landward of their former locations at the top of river banks, thereby providing additional space for flood
conveyance, which also supports floodplain restoration, the reactivation of old side-channels and safe
accommodation for overbank flooding.
Since 1993, King County has incorporated a broad array of floodplain management strategies, as a
function of greater recognition of the high financial and ecological costs associated with a sole
dependence upon traditional flood control measures. This recognition has resulted in the implementation
of more cost-effective and environmentally beneficial solutions that strive to accommodate, rather than
oppose, natural riverine processes. Existing land use conditions and development patterns limit where
these ecologically beneficial flood risk reduction solutions can be employed. When sufficient floodplain
acreage has been available, implementation of non-traditional flood risk reduction solutions have reduced
flood risks, lowered long-term costs of floodplain management, increased aesthetic and recreational
values and created a more beneficial environment for fish and wildlife.
King County continues to pursue innovative and comprehensive flood risk reduction strategies in six
program areas, as further described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this Plan:
•

Maintenance of up-to-date flood hazard information and data sets,

•

Management of land uses,

•

Maintenance of river channels,
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•

Management of flood protection infrastructure,

•

Provision of flood hazard education and flood preparedness, flood warning. and emergency
response, and

•

Coordination with public agencies, stakeholder organizations, and private property owners

3.4 KING COUNTY AND THE COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM
3.4.1 Community Rating System Overview
King County’s comprehensive floodplain management program is nationally recognized by FEMA
through the Community Rating System, a voluntary incentive program that is part of the National Flood
Insurance Program. This program recognizes and encourages community floodplain management
activities that exceed the minimum requirements stipulated for participation in the National Flood
Insurance Program. Flood insurance premium rates are discounted to reflect the reduced flood risk
resulting from community actions meeting the following three goals of the Community Rating System:
•

Reduce flood losses

•

Facilitate accurate insurance rating

•

Promote awareness of flood insurance

For participating communities, flood insurance premium rates are discounted in increments of 5 percent.
For example, a Class 1 community would receive a 45 percent premium discount, and a Class 9
community would receive a 5 percent discount. A Class 10 community receives no discount on flood
insurance. Credit points are accrued by participating communities under 18 creditable activities
organized under the following four categories:
•

Public information

•

Mapping and regulations

•

Flood damage reduction

•

Flood preparedness

As of October 1, 2005, 1,018 communities received flood insurance premium discounts under the
Community Rating System. Although insurance premium discounts are one benefit of participation in this
program, more important benefits result from activities that save lives and reduce property damage.
Participating communities represent a significant portion of the nation’s flood risk; over 67 percent of the
National Flood Insurance Program’s policy base is located in these communities. Communities receiving
premium discounts through the CRS range from small towns to large metropolitan communities and
represent a broad mixture of flood risks, including both coastal and riverine flood risks.

3.4.2 King County Participation
King County began its participation in the Community Rating System in 1990, the federal program’s first
year of operation. During the early 1990s, FEMA acknowledged King County’s progressive approach to
floodplain management and profiled King County as a pilot test community to aid in the development of
the Community Rating System.
King County received a Class 3 rating in 2005, the highest Community Rating System classification for a
county, and the second highest classification overall in the nation. This classification resulted in up to a
35-percent premium reduction within regulated floodplains and 10-percent premium reduction outside of
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regulated floodplains for all flood insurance policies in unincorporated King County, effective October 1,
2005. King County’s rating amounts to a $450,536 annual savings to policy holders on the 1,592 flood
insurance policies in unincorporated county, or an average savings of $283 per policy.
King County receives credit for 17 of the 18 possible activities under the Community Rating System.
Figure 3-1 provides a breakdown of King County’s Community Rating System credit. King County’s
steadily improving Community Rating System classification since 1990 is a function of the County’s
commitment to comprehensive and cost-efficient floodplain management strategies. King County’s
ability to maintain or improve its Community Rating System classification will result from successful
implementation of the policy, project, and program recommendations contained within the 2006 King
County Flood Hazard Management Plan.
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Figure 3-1

PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN OF KING COUNTY’S
COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM CREDIT
2006 KING COUNTY FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT PLAN
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CHAPTER 4.
FLOOD RISK REDUCTION STRATEGIES AND TOOLS
This chapter reviews flood risk reduction strategies and tools that will aid King County in meeting the
objectives of this Plan. King County’s flood risk reduction efforts are centered on five basic strategies:
•

Updating, collecting and managing of flood hazard information that is used to direct flood
mitigation actions (Section 4.1)

•

Management of land uses to prevent the creation of new flood risks and the promotion of
flood tolerant land uses in flood hazard areas (Section 4.2)

•

Maintenance of river channels (Section 4.3)

•

Management of flood protection facilities, including levees, revetments, pump stations and
appurtenances (Section 4.4)

•

Providing flood hazard education, promoting flood preparedness and improving flood
warning and emergency response (Section 4.5)

These strategies are described in the following sections, along with the tools the River and Floodplain
Management Program uses to implement or help others implement the strategies. Following a discussion
of each strategy are recommendations that describe specific program and project actions that implement
the strategies. These actions are not mandatory; they are considered desirable actions that may be
completed within staffing and budgetary limitations.

4.1 FLOOD HAZARD INFORMATION
This section summarizes the types of technical information that the River and Floodplain Management
Program uses to characterize, quantify, and delineate flood risks. This information is also used to develop
and implement strategies and actions to reduce those risks. The types of technical information that can be
used to inform flood risk reduction actions include hydrologic and hydraulic studies, floodplain and
channel migration zone maps, geologic studies, geographic information system (GIS) land use data,
habitat studies, dam operations studies, risk assessments and flood hazard management corridor working
maps. To be used effectively, these data need to be managed in a manner that makes them readily
accessible and allows new or updated information to be easily integrated.

4.1.1 Flood Hazard Studies and Maps
Technical analyses of watershed hydrology and river channel hydraulics are essential tools for flood
hazard management. These analyses provide the information necessary to delineate flood hazard areas,
assess and understand flood risks along river reaches, and develop solutions to address those risks. Flood
hazard studies and maps are one of the basic components of the flood hazard management corridor
described in Section 4.1.3.
Hydrologic and hydraulic analyses are used by floodplain managers, engineers and planners in several
ways: they form the basis for flood hazard studies and mapping, which is used for the regulation of
existing and proposed floodplain development; they are the analytical tools necessary to evaluate and
develop designs for flood hazard management projects; and they can be used to inform watershed and
river corridor land-use decisions.
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Hydrologic and Hydraulic Modeling Approach
Hydrologic analyses use computer models to estimate the timing and quantity of flow that will run off
from storm events in a watershed. The analyses may be completed on a watershed basis or by using river
flow data:
•

A watershed hydrologic analysis uses data on the watershed’s soils, topography and land
cover—such as forest, grass, residential development or industrial development—to predict
the relationship between precipitation and surface water runoff.
Based on these
characteristics, the computer model calculates the volume and rate of overland flow to a river
or stream. Once the model is calibrated to known or measured data, it can be used to
simulate the effect of various watershed conditions, such as increased land development or
pre-development forested conditions, and estimate the quantity of flow produced in the
watershed for each condition. For floodplain management, the event of most interest is the
“base flood,” also referred to as the 100-year event. The base flood is the flood event that has
a 1-percent chance or probability of occurring in any given year.

•

An estimate of the base flood and other flood events, such as the 10-, 50- or 500-year event,
can be made by applying a statistical analysis to measured flow data at river gages over an
historical period of record (USGS 1982). This type of gage data is collected and published by
the U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) at various points along river and stream systems
throughout King County. This method is typically used to compute flood frequencies used in
FEMA Flood Insurance Studies and for mapping floodplains shown on FEMA Flood
Insurance Rate Maps. These flood frequencies are computed using the period of record
available from stream flow gages on the river at the time the study is conducted. Another
source of flood frequency data is the USGS, which regularly publishes revised flood
frequencies based on the current period of record at each gage. These estimates vary as new
data are collected. Recent FEMA floodplain mapping updates in King County have
incorporated new hydrologic studies to incorporate longer periods of record from stream flow
gages. Older flood studies, which were developed using the period of record available at the
time of the study, typically indicate flood frequency flows that differ somewhat from those
published more recently by the USGS.

A hydraulic analysis uses the quantity of flow estimated by a hydrologic model to estimate floodwater
elevations, depths and velocities along a river channel and its floodplain. The channel and its floodplain
are modeled using cross-section data of the river channel and bridge crossings and topographic mapping
to characterize floodplain areas. The resistance of ground surfaces to impede the flow of floodwaters
through the river channel and its floodplain is simulated by estimating the surface roughness. The
roughness parameter characterizes surfaces such as small gravels or large boulders in the river channel
and grasses or dense vegetation in the floodplain areas. Model results such as floodwater elevations are
cross-checked against observed high water marks from past flood events. Model parameters such as the
roughness values can then be adjusted to correlate with the known flood data in order to best represent the
expected flood conditions. Flood hazard mapping is produced by plotting the estimated flood elevations
generated in the hydraulic analysis onto a topographic map of the river valley.

Uses for Hydrologic and Hydraulic Modeling Results
Flood hazard mapping is most commonly prepared to illustrate the extent of inundation from the 100-year
flood event, but it may also include the limits of the 500-year flood event. The 100-year flood standard
for floodplain mapping was established by FEMA’s National Flood Insurance Program as a minimum
standard for regulatory and insurance purposes. This standard, which has been in use for nearly a century,
has recently been reexamined by a national forum of floodplain experts. The forum did not recommend
any direct changes to or enhancements of the standard (ASFPM 2004).
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A hydraulic model can also be used to evaluate changes to flood hazard areas from proposed projects,
such as roadways, land development or habitat restoration, by calculating the effect of fill or excavation
on the estimated flood elevations. For example, placing fill material in the floodplain can cause a
backwater effect upstream, depending on the volume of the fill and its location in the floodplain.
One significant component of a flood hazard analysis is the computation of the floodway area. Under
FEMA standards, the floodway is computed by simulating equal amounts of encroachment on each side
of the floodplain, moving progressively closer to the center of the channel. This modeled filling of the
floodplain is continued until the calculated 100-year water surface elevation rises up to 1 foot. At this
point, the outer boundaries of the FEMA Floodway are determined. The floodplain area outside the
FEMA floodway is called the flood fringe (see Figure 4-1). The FEMA floodway is typically a pathway
of deep, rapidly moving water, and as such it is the most hazardous area within the floodplain. However,
more shallow areas of flood waters may also be included in the FEMA floodway.
Federal regulations allow the cumulative encroachment on the floodplain to increase the elevation of the
100-year flood by as much as 1 foot. However, increases of this magnitude can significantly increase
flood damage to neighboring properties. Under King County flood hazard regulations, a “zero-rise
floodway” is used. The encroachment cannot cause any measurable rise, defined as 0.01 feet, to the
100-year base flood elevation. In this way, backwater effects are prevented. The area outside the zerorise floodway is called the zero-rise flood fringe (see Figure 4-2).
Computer models also can be used to develop designs for flood hazard management projects. Proposed
projects, such as setting back the position of a levee, must be evaluated for their effect on flood elevations
to meet federal and county regulatory requirements. A hydraulic model of the existing condition can be
modified to reflect the proposed project to determine the impact of proposed modifications on flood
elevations, flow velocities and area of expected inundation. This type of analysis is essential to
developing effective solutions to flood hazard management risks, not only involving the repair or
replacement of existing flood protection facilities, but to inform other floodplain actions such as
modifications to road approaches and bridge structures. Hydraulic models are also used to assess the
effectiveness of proposed gravel removal projects on reducing flood elevations. Section 4.3.1 provides
further information on sediment monitoring and gravel removal evaluations.
Hydrologic models can be used to evaluate the impacts of land-use changes in a watershed, serving as an
important tool in land-use planning and zoning decisions. For example, a hydrologic model can be used
to predict the impact of converting an area from forest cover to residential development on the timing and
volume of downstream surface water runoff. This application of a hydrologic analysis is typically applied
to urbanizing stream basins to evaluate what would happen to stream flows if the basin were “built out” at
allowable densities. The computed stream flows can then be input to the hydraulic model to determine
the future-conditions floodplain—the floodplain that can be expected after buildout. This analysis can
help direct decision-making on upland land uses or the development of capital projects to mitigate
predicted increases in runoff and floodplain area.
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Figure 4-1

FEMA FLOODPLAIN AND FLOODWAY
2006 KING COUNTY FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT PLAN
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Map Modernization Program
King County regulations are applied using FEMA’s 100-year floodplain and floodway; but FEMA maps
are based on current or historical land use, and land use conditions can change, causing the rate and
volume of runoff to increase. When this happens, the 100-year floodplain expands and flood depths
increase, inundating properties not currently mapped in the FEMA floodplain. Moreover, research on
climate change indicates that precipitation, temperature and snow levels are changing over time.
Hydrologic and hydraulic analyses can evaluate how land use and climate changes affect river flooding.
Federal funding for FEMA has been inadequate to carry out studies needed for unmapped areas or for
updates to existing flood studies. King County and local jurisdictions have stepped forward with local
support to complete new studies, but the updating of hazard maps for major rivers, streams, lakes and
marine shorelines is heavily dependent on federal support.
To address the national need to update flood studies and maps, FEMA issued the report, Modernizing
FEMA’s Flood Hazard Mapping Program, which laid the groundwork for the Map Modernization
Program currently in progress (FEMA 1997). Based in part on this report and an implementing strategy
(FEMA 2002a), the U.S. Congress appropriated initial funding to support the Map Modernization
Program in fiscal year 2003 and has continued to provide annual appropriations of nearly $200 million.
The Map Modernization Program set goals to reduce the age of flood maps, produce digital mapping for
high priority areas, develop flood maps for many previously unmapped communities and encourage states
and communities to share the costs of flood mapping. Cost-sharing is achieved through FEMA’s
Cooperating Technical Partner Program (FEMA 2002a and FEMA 2005a), which incorporates
communities’ local knowledge into the mapping, resulting in more accurate and representative
information. King County joined the Cooperating Technical Partner program in September 2001.

Previous Flood Studies and Mapping
Floodplain studies and flood hazard area mapping have been produced since the late 1960s. The quality
of the studies is directly dependent on the quality of the base data used. In many cases, data on historical
river flows, channel cross-section surveys and topographic mapping has been limited, lacking in detail, or
out of date due to changed river conditions:
•

Limited Availability of Gage Data—Gage records are used to predict flood and precipitation
frequency, which is the likelihood of a given level of rainfall or flooding occurring in a given
year. Although the gage record may span a relatively short time period, it can be extrapolated
statistically to estimate the size of events that have not actually been measured, such as the
100-year flood. The longer the period of record for the gage, the more accurate the estimate
of these large flood events. Estimates of the 100-year flood flow can vary as new data are
collected and added to the period of record.

•

Minimal Data Collection—Computer models require a certain amount of information to
adequately simulate watershed, river channel and floodplain characteristics. Without
adequate information, it is difficult to calibrate the model, and its accuracy is questionable.

•

Changes in Physical Conditions—Even if all the data input to a model are accurate and
complete, the physical conditions represented by those data can change over time. Channels
may change location through lateral migration. They may increase or decrease in size as
sediment is transported through the river system. Land cover may be converted from forests
to developed areas of grass and impervious surfaces. As these physical characteristics
change, the original model becomes less representative of current conditions.
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The 1993 Flood Hazard Reduction Plan documented the hydrologic and hydraulic models that were
available at the time for the major river systems in King County, including an assessment of the quality of
data used. Improving flood hazard data and mapping has been a high priority since then, and King
County has completed several flood studies. Table 4-1 lists the flood studies completed since 1993. To
date, most of the completed flood study updates are in the South Fork Skykomish and Snoqualmie River
basins. A Cedar River flood study has also been completed but FEMA has yet to publish the study and
maps. For each of these studies, new aerial photography, topographic mapping, river channel crosssection data, and hydrologic and hydraulic analyses were used to provide the best available technical
information following FEMA’s technical guidelines (FEMA 2003).
It should be noted that King County does not wait for FEMA to reflect the impacts of these flood studies
in physical map revisions to regulate development based on this information. King County regulates new
development based on the best available data. This includes data King County has developed that
exceeds FEMA standards, such as basin plans that use future conditions hydrology.
King County’s initial project under FEMA’s Cooperating Technical Partner Program was the completion
of the Upper Snoqualmie flood study in the North Bend area for the Middle and South Forks of the
Snoqualmie River. Subsequently, the King County River and Floodplain Management Program received
full federal support through the Map Modernization program to update the lower Snoqualmie River flood
study. The 1993 Flood Hazard Reduction Plan had identified the update to the lower Snoqualmie River
flood study as a significant mapping need. In September 2003, FEMA provided a Cooperating Technical
Partner grant to King County to conduct a new flood study for this area. King County is coordinating this
work in collaboration with Snohomish County, which also participates in the Cooperating Technical
Partner Program. In addition to the 34 miles of the lower Snoqualmie River and nearly 9 miles of
Patterson Creek in King County, the flood study includes the 6 miles of the Snoqualmie River and over 8
miles of the Skykomish River in Snohomish County.

Future Needs
Although a significant number of flood studies have been completed, further effort is needed to update the
remaining major river studies in King County:
•

Green River—On portions of the Green River, survey data is over 30 years old, crosssections are spaced over a mile apart and the contour interval of the topographic maps is up to
5 feet. In some reaches of the river, the channel has laterally migrated since the data for the
existing flood study was collected.
Major commercial, industrial and residential
developments, situated behind levee systems in the lower reach, have occurred throughout the
basin since the floodplain maps were produced. A new flood study for the Green River from
River Mile 5 to River Mile 45 was initiated in early 2006 and is partially funded with a grant
from the Washington State Department of Ecology.

•

White River—All of the White River in King County is in need of a flood study. Pierce
County recently updated the reach below River Mile 5. The existing flood study for the King
County portions of the White River used cross-section data collected in 1974. Because the
White River is a sediment-rich system with deposition occurring in the lower reaches, it is
unlikely that the existing flood study is representative of current day hazards. The location of
the channel is different in some areas from what the existing flood mapping shows, and there
are large areas of the floodplain for which flood mapping has yet to be completed. For
example, at least one home in the Red Creek area is in the direct path of high-velocity flood
flows but is not in an area mapped as such. The Flood Insurance Rate Map also is inaccurate
in that it shows Red Creek entering the White River upstream of where it actually does.
These inaccuracies do not allow for appropriate floodplain regulation in these areas.
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TABLE 4-1.
FLOOD STUDIES COMPLETED BY KING COUNTY SINCE 1993.

River

Study Reach
(Length in river
miles)

Hydrologic
Period of
Record

Date of Physical
Base Data

Date Submitted
to FEMA

Date of
Effective
FIRM

Raging River

Mouth to upstream of 1946 - 1992
I-90 bridge
(5.5 miles)

1993 aerials,
December 20,
topographic map
1993
and channel survey

May 20, 1996

Middle Fork
Snoqualmie
River

Mt Si Bridge to 3.5
miles above the
bridge (3.5 miles)

Three gages:
1961 - 1992;
1909 -1992;
1962 - 1978

1993 aerials,
May 8, 1995
topographic map
and channel survey

March 30,
1998

South Fork
Skykomish
River

Snohomish-King
County Line to TyeFoss confluence (13
miles)

1897 - 1982

1993 aerials,
June 12, 1995
topographic map
and channel survey

March 30,
1998

North Fork
Snoqualmie
River and Tate
Creek

Mouth to 2.4 miles
upstream (2.4 miles
plus 1 mile for Tate
Creek)

Two gages:
1909 - 1978;
1930 - 1992

1995 aerials,
March 1, 1996
topographic map
and channel survey

March 30,
1998

Tolt River

Mouth to 6.0 miles
upstream (6 miles)

1929 through
1993

1994 aerials,
March 10, 1997 December 6,
topographic map
2001 and
and channel survey
May 1, 2002

South Fork
Snoqualmie
River

I-90 bridge to above
Edgewick Road
bridge (5 miles)

1909 - 1990;

1995 aerials,
April 14, 1997
topographic map
and channel survey

Upper
Snoqualmie
(North Bend
area)

Mouth of the South
Fork to I-90 bridge
and Middle Fork to
Mt Si bridge (total
approx. 7 miles)

Same as for
the North,
Middle and
South Fork
Snoqualmie
studies

1993 and 1995
aerials, topographic
maps and channel
surveys

USCOE 1998; April 19, 2005
Appealed twice
and resubmitted
in 2001 and
2003

Cedar River

Elliot Bridge to
Two gages:
Landsburg (17 miles) 1946 - 1999;
1920 - 1999

1999 aerials and
1999+2000
topographic maps
and channel
surveys

December 2002
Technically
approved by
FEMA in 2003.

Lower
Snoqualmie
River

Snohomish County
line to Snoqualmie
Falls (34 miles)

1930 - 2004

2004 aerials,
May 2006
topographic maps
and channel survey

Preliminary
Flood
Insurance
Rate Map due
in 2006

Patterson Creek

Mouth to upstream
crossing of SR 202
(approx. 9 miles)

Three gages:

2004 aerials and
topographic maps
and 2005 channel
survey

Preliminary
Flood
Insurance
Rate Map due
in 2007

1991-2005
1991-2005
1991-205
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•

Greenwater River—This is a major tributary to the White River. The Greenwater River has
only an approximate flood zone defined, which provides no information on flood elevations
or a delineated floodway. A detailed flood study is needed along the lowermost portion of
the river where a riverside residential community is located.

•

Sammamish River—Survey data for the Sammamish River dates from 1965. Extensive
urban development in the basin has altered flows and sediment loads entering from
tributaries. The contour interval used for these existing flood maps is 5 feet rather than the
more detailed interval of 2 feet. A 2-foot interval greatly improves the mapping accuracy of
flood hazard boundaries. The insurance analysis performed in the Risk Assessment for this
Plan (Appendix C) supports the need for mapping by identifying that 71 percent of the flood
insurance policies in force within the basin are outside the mapped 100-year floodplain.

In addition to mainstem rivers and their larger tributaries, numerous streams, lakes and marine shoreline
are in need of current flood hazard information. FEMA has updated some of the flood studies for streams
in King County, such as Bear and Evans Creeks, using information developed as part of the basin plans
for these watersheds. Cities have also been working to update flood studies for streams in incorporated
areas, such as Issaquah Creek in Issaquah and Springbrook Creek and the lower Cedar River in Renton.
The FEMA study for King County does not have any detailed flood height information for Vashon-Maury
Island or the Puget Sound shoreline; such information would significantly update King County’s flood
hazard information and is included as a county-wide recommendation in the Action Plan in Appendix F.
King County closely collaborates with the Washington State Department of Ecology to complete flood
study updates (Ecology 2004); the upcoming flood study for the Green River is being supported by
Ecology funding, and King County routinely coordinates all other studies with Ecology staff. Ecology
has received Map Modernization funding to initiate work in 2005 to revise all of the flood hazard maps in
unincorporated and incorporated areas of King County into an enhanced digital format called the Digital
Flood Insurance Rate Map. This is a GIS format that includes direct linkage of base data such as crosssection information and survey benchmarks with the flood hazard maps. All of the river flood studies
completed by King County since 1993 and more recent efforts on the Cedar and Snoqualmie Rivers and
Springbrook Creek will be included in this conversion in late 2006.

Recommendations
•

MAP-1—Flood studies should be completed for the remaining mainstem rivers (Green,
White, Greenwater and Sammamish) and be used to update FEMA flood insurance studies
and rate maps.

•

MAP-2—King County should maintain the best available flood study information and any
supporting data for use in the implementation of flood hazard management programs,
policies, and regulations.

•

MAP-3—King County should periodically evaluate the need for flood study updates
depending on changes in channel and floodplain conditions, changes in watershed hydrology
or any significant changes in dam operations. If any new information suggests that available
flood study analyses are in error—for example, if a major flood reveals differences between
floodplain maps and actual flood hazard conditions—an update to the existing study should
be initiated.

•

MAP-4—King County should notify FEMA and Ecology that a revision to the flood study
and maps is needed when inaccuracies are identified or if hydrologic and hydraulic
characteristics have significantly changed, making existing mapping outdated.
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•

MAP-5—King County should continue to participate in the Cooperating Technical Partner
Program with FEMA to leverage funding, strengthen inter-jurisdictional partnerships with
cities, and maximize federal, state and local funding opportunities through grant application
submittals for the completion of new and revised FEMA Flood Insurance Studies and Flood
Insurance Rate Maps.

•.

MAP-6—King County should investigate in future flood study updates the potential for
including a flood hazard zone reflecting future conditions on the FIRM when requested by a
community.

•

MAP-7—As a Cooperating Technical Partner, King County should evaluate the feasibility of
participating with FEMA to leverage funding for small streams and marine shoreline studies
and maps.

4.1.2 Geologic Studies and Maps
Geologic studies and maps provide information that is essential to understanding flood hazards and
reducing the risks associated with these hazards. The geology and soils in a watershed profoundly affect
the hydrology, hydraulics and morphology of the river. The type and distribution of soils and underlying
geology determine how precipitation will travel through surface and ground water systems. These factors
also influence the amount and size of sediments entering a channel, which in turn influence the stability of
the channel itself. Thus, any comprehensive effort to understand a river system, its flooding and erosion
hazards, and the viability of flood risk reduction actions, should include geologic analyses. Geologic
studies that are important to flood risk reduction include soils maps, sediment studies, geomorphic studies
of channel reaches and basins, and channel migration studies. The type of geologic study that is most
critical to flood risk reduction is the channel migration study.
King County experiences two major types of hazards associated with flooding: inundation and channel
migration. Floodplain maps show inundation areas, but these areas do not necessarily correspond to areas
at risk due to channel migration. For example, as shown in Figure 4-3, a house may be on a high bank,
above the 100-year flood elevation, yet be endangered by the river eroding the ground beneath it.
Channel migration studies produce maps that show the likely extent and severity of channel migration.

Channel Migration Practices
King County’s historical response to channel migration was construction and maintenance of levees and
revetments to fortify banks and prevent migration. In recent years, King County has invested
considerable resources in maintaining flood protection facilities built in the past. These flood protection
facilities remain subject to damage and even failure. In at least one case in recent history, a private
residence was destroyed after a King County flood protection facility failed.
Because of the risks to public safety and the high cost and regulatory restrictions associated with
construction and maintenance of flood protection facilities, the current flood hazard management
approach is to direct new development away from channel migration hazard areas. Channel migration
hazard area mapping and the adoption of land-use regulations to limit development in these areas provide
the starting point for preventing future risks and in some cases reducing existing risks associated with
migrating river channels. Additionally, the inherent value of allowing natural river processes to create
and reshape fish and wildlife habitat is now also widely recognized. A major emphasis of salmon habitat
recovery plans is to restore floodplains and allow natural rates and magnitudes of channel migration.
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Figure 4-3

CHANNEL MIGRATION IMPACTS ON PROPERTIES
OUTSIDE THE FLOODPLAIN
2006 KING COUNTY FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT PLAN
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The Snoqualmie Valley Community Plan adopted in 1989 and the 1993 Flood Hazard Reduction Plan
included policy direction calling for the identification of channel migration hazard areas and the adoption
of land use regulations to preclude unsafe development in these hazard areas. Since 1991, channel
migration zones have been mapped along 49 miles of King County rivers. These maps delineate both
severe and moderate channel migration hazard areas within the overall channel migration zone. The
severe channel migration hazard area is a portion of the channel migration zone that has a total width
equal to 100 years times the average annual channel migration rate, plus the present channel width. The
moderate channel migration hazard area is the portion of the channel migration zone that lies between the
severe channel migration hazard area and the outer boundary of the channel migration zone. The methods
by which the outer boundary of the channel migration zone is mapped include consideration of historical
channel locations and historical meander bend dimensions. Details on channel migration zone mapping
methods are described in the technical report that is prepared as the basis of each channel migration zone
map. In 1999, a King County public rule on channel migration was enacted to prohibit certain
development and regulate other development within channel migration zones in order to reduce unsafe
land uses.

Existing Channel Migration Studies in King County
King County has studied and mapped channel migration zones along four of its major rivers: the lower
Tolt River from River Mile 1.7 to River Mile 6.0; the Three Forks of the Snoqualmie River, including the
lower parts of the South, Middle, and North Forks; the Raging River from River Mile 1.5 to River Mile
9.0; and the middle Green River from River Mile 25 to River Mile 46. In preparing these studies and
maps, King County used historical channel locations, geology, basin hydrology, riverbank materials,
current channel conditions, abandoned channels and potential avulsion sites, channel migration rates,
existing infrastructure, and professional judgment to characterize the channel migration zones. Study
findings were used to map both severe and moderate channel migration hazard areas. An example of a
channel migration zone mapped along the middle Green River is shown in Figure 4-4.

Future Needs
The primary future need is to continue to map channel migration hazards along other large King County
rivers. Channel migration zone mapping is in progress on the Cedar River from Landsburg (River Mile
22.5) downstream to Renton (about River Mile 3), the White River from Mud Mountain Dam (River Mile
29.5) downstream to the County Line (River Mile 5), and the South Fork Skykomish River from the Foss
River confluence (River Mile 19.9) downstream to the County Line (River Mile 6.4). Completion of
channel migration hazard mapping along these three rivers is the highest priority for the remaining large
King County rivers. Channel migration hazard mapping also is needed for the White River upstream of
Mud Mountain Dam and along the lower Greenwater River. Channel migration hazard mapping also may
be considered for specific segments on other King County rivers, as warranted.

Recommendations
•

CMZ-1—King County should complete channel migration hazard mapping on the Cedar
River, White River and South Fork Skykomish River.

•

CMZ-2—King County should map channel migration hazards along the White River
upstream of Mud Mountain Dam and the lower Greenwater River.

•

CMZ-3—King County should map channel migration hazards along other river segments, as
warranted.
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GREEN RIVER CHANNEL MIGRATION HAZARD MAP (excerpt)
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4.1.3 Flood Hazard Management Corridor
The flood hazard management corridor is the area of a river and surrounding lands that is essential to the
storage and conveyance of floodwaters and integral to natural riverine processes. The principal flood
hazard management goal for these areas is the reduction or elimination of flood-related risks in a manner
that supports other beneficial riparian uses and reduces long-term flood hazard management costs.
Flood hazard management corridors are defined using a data compilation process. Existing mapped flood
hazard areas, regulated critical areas in unincorporated King County, and other existing information
relating to rivers and flood conditions are combined as composite flood hazard management corridor
working maps. These working maps can be a valuable tool for improving communication between the
agencies and entities active within flood hazards areas and riparian corridors. Additional information can
be overlaid on the working maps to assist in coordinating with other programs and objectives, such as
recovery of threatened or endangered species.

Flood Hazard Management Corridor Working Maps
Flood hazard management corridor working maps were developed for the South Fork Skykomish,
Snoqualmie, Tolt, Raging, Cedar, Sammamish, Green, White and Greenwater Rivers. Data sets used to
develop these working maps include aerial photography, mapped floodplains and floodways, mapped
severe and moderate channel migration hazard areas, regulated aquatic and wetland buffers, and landslide
hazard areas and buffers adjacent to mainstem rivers. Areas of known or potential deep and fast flows
and areas of potential levee failure, based on observations and anecdotal documentation, were included as
available. Side-channels and the lower reaches of tributaries that interact hydraulically with the mainstem
rivers were also included. Data for some of these working maps is incomplete since not all rivers have
mapped channel migration zones and the quality of floodplain maps varies. Updating these corridor
working maps as new data becomes available is essential to effective use of this tool.
Floodplain and floodway delineations used in the corridor working maps were based on the currentcondition 100-year flood, as mapped according to FEMA standards. These may include FEMA’s
published Flood Insurance Rate Maps or best available flood study maps. Mapped channel migration
zones, aquatic area and wetland buffers, and landslide hazard areas and buffers reflect the delineations
regulated by the King County Critical Areas Ordinance. Where channel migration zones have not been
mapped, information on historical channel locations and Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data were
used to develop preliminary channel migration zone data. The limited landslide hazard area mapping in
the Critical Areas Ordinance was supplemented with information from studies of topographic features and
observed landslide occurrences.
In addition to these mapped and regulated features, known or projected hazard areas were identified and
included on the working maps. Areas of deep and fast flows have been observed during past storm events
or documented through public inquires or complaints, post-flood damage assessments and flood
protection facility inspections. These sources of information, along with an analysis of floodplain
topography, were used to predict areas outside the mapped floodway that may nonetheless be subject to
deep fast flows.
Areas of potential levee failure are critical but not well understood as hazard areas in King County.
Determining the risk associated with potential levee failures requires information on the structural
integrity of the levees, the depth and velocity of flow that would occur if the levee were to fail, and an
understanding of what would be damaged by deep fast flows near the levee failure and by standing water
in the formerly-protected area. Information needed to accurately assess the risks associated with potential
levee failures is one of the more critical data gaps in the current flood hazard management corridor
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mapping efforts. Preliminary delineations for potential levee failure were prepared based primarily on
topography.
Hence the flood hazard management corridor is that area along a river in which any one of its component
mapped hazard areas, or other associated critical area, exists. The boundary of the flood hazard
management corridor runs along the outer boundary of the hazard area or other critical area that extends
the greatest distance from the river. Places within the corridor that are located within overlapping
individual component hazard areas may be inferred to have a relatively higher inherent flood hazard;
places within the corridor that are located within only one of the component hazard area may be inferred
to have relatively lower inherent flood hazard. Table 4-2 summarizes the data used in developing the
flood hazard management corridor working maps for this Plan. Figure 4-5 shows a typical flood hazard
management corridor working map.
In this way, the flood hazard management corridor working maps use a compilation of mapped flooding
and channel migration and other associated hazards to illustrate the gradation of hazards on the landscape
and allow an assessment of the extent and severity of flood hazards in a particular location. By
overlaying this composite of hazard layers on aerial photographs, one can identify what structures and
properties appear to be at risk and estimate the severity of the risk. The working maps were initially used
to identify areas at risk from flooding and erosion hazards. The degree of risk depicted on the working
maps was then used to help prioritize the projects included in the 10-Year Action Plan in Appendix F.

Recommendations

•

•

COR-1—Complete hazard area mapping needed to fill data gaps in flood hazard
management corridor working maps.

•

COR-2—Complete risk assessments of King County flood protection facilities so that areas
of potential levee failure can be more accurately characterized on flood hazard management
corridor working maps.

•

COR-3— Incorporate state-of-the-art approaches to information management, for spatial and
non-spatial data sets, to ensure that the flood hazard management corridor working maps can
be efficiently updated to reflect new information or changed conditions.

•

COR-4—Investigate the feasibility of modeling flood hazard management corridors to
evaluate the cumulative effect of proposed flood risk reduction actions and other land use
actions so future actions can be modified through adaptive management techniques.

•

COR-5—Update flood hazard management corridor working maps as flood hazard, land use
and ecological data sets are improved.
COR-6—Evaluate and document the impact of flood hazard management actions on flood risk
and on beneficial uses of the flood hazard management corridor.
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TABLE 4-2.
FLOOD HAZARD CORRIDOR WORKING MAP REACHES AND DATA AVAILABILITY FOR KING
COUNTY RIVERS
FEMA
Floodway

Channel
Migration Zone
Map

River

Reach Length Description

River Mile

Floodplain
Map

South Fork
Skykomish
River

King-Snohomish County line to
the confluence of the Tye and
Foss Rivers

6.4 to 19.9

Yes

Yes

In Progress

Lower
Snoqualmie
River

King-Snohomish County line to
the base of Snoqualmie Falls

5.9 to 40.0

Yes; Update
in Progress

Yes; Update in
Progress

No

Tolt River

Confluence with the Snoqualmie
River to River Mile 6

0 to 6.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Raging River

Confluence with the Snoqualmie
River to River Mile 9

0 to 9.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Upper
Snoqualmie
River

Snoqualmie Falls to the Middle
and North Fork confluence

40.0 to 44.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

North Fork
Snoqualmie
River

Confluence with the Snoqualmie
River to River Mile 1.9

0 to 1.9

Yes

Yes

Yes

Middle Fork
Snoqualmie
River

Confluence with the North Fork
to River Mile 49

0.0 to 5.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

South Fork
Snoqualmie
River

Confluence with the Snoqualmie
River to River Mile 6.5

0 to 6.5

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cedar River

Lake Washington to River Mile
22.1 near Landsburg Road

0 to 22.1

Yes

Yes

In Progress

Sammamish
River

Lake Washington to Lake
Sammamish

0 to 13.5

Yes

Yes

No

Green River

Duwamish River near Boeing
Access Road to Flaming Geyser
State Park

5.5 to 44.7

Yes

Yes

Yes, for River
Mile 25.5 to
45.2

White River

King-Pierce County line to Mud
Mountain Dam

5.5 to 29.6

Greenwater
River

Confluence with the White
River to River Mile 1.0

0 to 1.0
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Figure 4-5

SCHEMATIC PLAN VIEW OF A TYPICAL
FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT CORRIDOR WORKING MAP
2006 KING COUNTY FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT PLAN
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4.2 MANAGEMENT OF LAND USES
The most effective way to reduce costs and risks in flood hazard areas is to maximize human activities
and land uses that are compatible with flooding and minimize those that are not. Land uses and
associated human activity and behavior that put people and property at risk from flood-related hazards
can include residential and commercial development, operation of critical facilities, and roads that serve
as sole or emergency transportation routes. Land uses more likely to be flood tolerant include agriculture
and forestry, non-critical transportation routes, passive recreation and open space.
This section describes ways that King County, and more specifically, the River and Floodplain
Management Program, can encourage more flood tolerant land uses in flood hazard areas in
unincorporated areas. The primary tools available for this include:
•

Development and implementation of regulations to prevent new or expanded development in
high risk areas in unincorporated areas,

•

Provision of technical information and assistance to private citizens and public entities, and

•

Capital projects and acquisitions that eliminate or reduce the extent of existing at-risk
development or prevent the creation of new at-risk development.

4.2.1 Flood Hazard Areas Regulations
Regulation of land uses in flood hazard areas can be one of the most effective ways of reducing the risk
from flooding and channel migration. The King County Surface Water Design Manual and the
International Building Codes adopted and amended by King County establish regulations for
development in flood hazard areas. However, the vast majority of King County’s flood hazard area
regulations for unincorporated areas are in the Critical Areas Ordinance, which was adopted in 2004 and
is codified in King County Code Chapter 21A.24. The Washington State Growth Management Act
requires that “frequently flooded areas” be protected. Frequently flooded areas, as defined in the Act are
the same as “flood hazard areas” as defined by King County. Inclusion of flood hazard areas in the
Critical Areas Ordinance helps qualify unincorporated King County for participation in the National
Flood Insurance Program, which is coordinated by the Washington State Department of Ecology and is
intended to:
•

Provide federally subsidized flood insurance for property owners

•

Reduce flood damage to new construction

•

Minimize future flood damage to existing structures.

Familiarity with the terms used in the King County Code is important for understanding King County’s
flood hazard regulations. King County has established standards beyond the federal requirements and
developed specific regulatory areas. In King County, the following are considered flood hazard areas:
•

Floodplain

•

Zero-rise flood fringe

•

Zero-rise floodway

•

FEMA floodway

•

Channel migration zones.

King County delineates flood hazard areas using base flood elevations and a wide variety of flood hazard
data for a flood having a 1-percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year. The base
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flood is often referred to as the “100-year flood.” The base flood is generally determined using existing
conditions unless a King County-approved basin plan or hydrologic study has been completed using
projected flows for future conditions.
Many flood hazard areas are mapped in FEMA’s The Flood Insurance Study for King County and
Incorporated Areas. However when there are multiple sources of flood hazard data, King County uses
the following available data to determine a flood hazard area:
•

FEMA Flood insurance rate maps

•

FEMA Flood insurance studies

•

FEMA Preliminary flood insurance rate maps

•

FEMA Preliminary flood insurance studies

•

Draft flood boundary work maps and associated technical reports

•

Critical areas reports prepared in accordance with the FEMA standards and the King County
Surface Water Design Manual

•

FEMA Letter of map amendments

•

FEMA Letter of map revisions

•

Channel migration zone maps and studies

•

Private site specific studies

•

Historical flood hazard information

•

Wind and wave data provided by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Development Within the Zero-Rise Flood Fringe, Zero-Rise Floodway and FEMA
Floodway
The zero-rise flood fringe is the area of the floodplain outside of the zero-rise floodway that is associated
with standing water during flood events rather than rapidly flowing water. Since this area presents less
risk than other portions of the floodplain, some development is allowed, as long as it conforms to
standards stipulated by the code. The zero-rise floodway includes the channel of a stream or river and
that portion of the adjoining floodplain that is necessary to discharge the base flood. The phrase “zerorise” means that King County regulations prohibit any development that will result in any measurable rise
in the base flood elevation. Measurable rise is defined in code as 0.01 feet, which can be determined
through hydraulic modeling. The FEMA floodway includes the channel of a stream or river and the
adjoining floodplain that is necessary to contain and discharge the base flood without increasing the base
flood elevation more than 1 foot. The FEMA floodway is a portion of the zero-rise floodway, which is
larger.
Key standards for development within the zero-rise flood fringe in unincorporated King County include
the following:
•

Compensatory storage is required.

•

Development is not allowed if the depth is more than 3 feet or the velocity is more than 3 feet
per second.

•

New lots need at least 5,000 square feet outside the zero-rise floodway.

•

Utilities must be flood-proofed and are allowed only if no reasonable alternative is available.
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•

The lowest floor for residences must be elevated at least 1 foot above the base flood
elevation. Non-residential structures must be elevated at least 1 foot above base flood
elevation or be flood-proofed.

•

Foundations must contain openings to allow floodwaters to enter and exit.

•

Flood-resistant materials are required.

•

Post and piling techniques are required, but alternatives may be considered.

•

All structures must be anchored.

•

Critical facilities are allowed only in certain portions of the floodplain and must be elevated 3
feet above the base flood elevation or to the 500-year elevation, whichever is greater.

Key standards for development within the zero-rise floodway include the following:
•

The standards that apply to the zero-rise flood fringe also apply in the zero-rise floodway.

•

No rise in the base flood elevation is allowed unless state and federal requirements are met
and all affected property owners agree.

•

Temporary structures and hazardous materials must be removed from the floodplain during
the flood season, which is from September 30 through May 1 of each year.

•

Critical facilities are not allowed except for structures that are dependent on being located in
the zero-rise floodway, including, but not limited to bridge piers, bank stabilization structures
and dams.

•

Livestock flood sanctuaries and manure storage facilities are reviewed through a farm plan.

Key standards for development within the FEMA floodway include the following:
•

The standards that apply to the zero-rise flood fringe and zero-rise floodway also apply in the
FEMA floodway.

•

No rise in the base flood elevation is allowed.

•

New residences and nonresidential structures are prohibited in the FEMA floodway.

•

Maintenance, repair, and replacement of existing farmhouses, substantially damaged existing
residential structures and historic structures in the FEMA floodway are allowed if they meet
certain standards.

•

Livestock flood sanctuaries and manure storage facilities are not allowed in the FEMA
floodway.

Development Within Channel Migration Zones
King County has mapped a number of channel migration zones. The maps and the process used to
designate and classify channel migration zones are specified in a public rule adopted by the King County
Department of Development and Environmental Services. A channel migration zone consists of the river
channel, the severe channel migration hazard area and the moderate channel migration hazard area.
Key standards for development within moderate channel migration hazard area in unincorporated King
County include:
•

Allowed uses must be located in the area that is least subject to risk from channel migration.
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•

Maintenance, repair, modification, or additions to existing structures are allowed if the
footprint is not expanded toward the source of channel migration.

•

New dwellings on pre-1995 lots are allowed under certain circumstances.

•

New accessory structures are allowed under certain circumstances.

•

When subdividing property, each lot must contain at least 5,000 square feet outside of the
moderate channel migration hazard area and all lots must have safe access routes to the lot.

•

Infrastructure for new lots must be outside the moderate channel migration hazard area,
except septic systems, which are allowed under certain circumstances.

Key provisions in the severe channel migration hazard area include:
•

Development is limited to structures that do not house humans or animals.

•

New public infrastructure is discouraged.

Agricultural Structures in the FEMA Floodway
Agricultural lands in King County are often located within the broad, flat floodplains along the lower
reaches of King County’s major rivers. These agricultural lands are protected under the Growth
Management Act and the King County Comprehensive Plan. Individual farms may include land in the
floodplain, including the FEMA floodway. While repairing substantially damaged residential structures
is allowed in the FEMA floodway under state and King County regulations, current King County
regulations restrict the construction of new residential and non-residential structures in the FEMA
floodway in unincorporated areas. However, it may be reasonable to allow temporary or flood resistant
agricultural structures in the FEMA floodway if they are compatible with King County regulations related
to compensatory storage, the King County and FEMA zero rise floodway prohibitions (0.01 feet and
0.00 feet, respectively), and other floodplain regulations.
Appendix B of this Plan provides a more detailed description of federal, state and local regulations that
apply within flood hazard areas.

Recommendations
•

REG-1—King County should evaluate the need to develop land use regulations for
development in marine shoreline flooding areas.

•

REG-2—King County should evaluate regulatory standards under future planning
mechanisms to determine if code amendments will increase the level of flood protection for
new development that is permitted within the floodplain.

•

REG-3—King County should work with federal, state and local agencies, the agricultural
community, and other stakeholders to determine the effects of allowing agricultural structures
to be built in the FEMA floodway in unincorporated King County. After this analysis is
completed, King County should evaluate whether the code should be amended.

•

REG-4—King County should assess the need to amend the King County Code flood hazard
regulations to require a Notice on Title alerting property owners that their property is not mapped
as a flood hazard area because they are protected by a levee, which has the potential to fail.

4.2.2 Technical Assistance and Consultation
The River and Floodplain Management Program can help public and private entities make wise land use
decisions to reduce flood-related risks with a range of technical assistance and consultation: by sharing
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expertise in hazard identification techniques; by interpreting flood hazard data, maps, and regulations; and
by reviewing and coordinating planning and design efforts by public and private entities that overlap,
impact or are impacted by flood hazard areas. The River and Floodplain Management Program has
considerable technical information and expertise about regional flood-related hazards, yet current
resource limitations have minimized the degree to which the program actively pursues this strategy.

Flood Hazard Identification
King County has worked closely with FEMA and engineering consultants to expand the coverage and
improve the accuracy of flood-related studies and maps that delineate flood hazards along many of the
major rivers and tributaries in King County. Techniques and protocols have been developed and refined
for mapping channel migration hazard areas, floodplains, and floodways. Sharing this knowledge with
other jurisdictions in King County can reduce the overall public cost of these efforts and improve
consistency in the management of flood hazards throughout the different jurisdictions. Flood-related
studies and maps are located at most King County regional libraries and on the King County web site. In
addition, the Department of Natural Resources and Parks and the Department of Development and
Environmental Services maintain copies of these maps and studies.

Review and Coordination in Areas of “Common Interest” (or “Overlapping Uses”)
Many land uses occur in flood hazard areas, with varying degrees of compatibility. For some uses, such
as roads and bridges, overlap with flood hazard areas is common and sometimes unavoidable. Residential
and commercial development is another common use that affects and is affected by flood hazards. Other
uses, such as agriculture or open space, can be compatible with, and even benefit from, proximity to flood
hazard areas. Still other uses, such as aquatic and riparian habitat for fish and wildlife, are often located
in flood hazard areas. Participation and coordination in the planning and design of these overlapping uses
in flood hazard areas will help maximize overall public benefits in the most cost-effective manner, and
will provide for the greatest level of public safety.

Roads and Bridges
River valleys can offer a continuous pathway of consistent gradient, and many roads are built adjacent to
and paralleling rivers. When the roads are built too close, the natural process of bank erosion or channel
migration can undermine the road, requiring extensive fortification of the banks and ongoing
maintenance. This pattern is already evident in many locations. In addition to needing constant repairs,
the flood protection facilities installed to protect the road tend to damage valuable aquatic and riparian
habitat. Repairs to these flood protection facilities or construction of new facilities should be reviewed
for impacts related to flood and aquatic and riparian habitat, and mitigation should be considered to
prevent future damage. Mitigation could involve changes to the alignment of the road or the design and
construction techniques used to build and maintain it.
Similarly, the approaches of bridges crossing rivers can often span a floodplain. This presents two
common problems. First, the bridges themselves can be an obstacle to flood conveyance and a barrier to
the passage of debris transported during floods. This can increase flooding and even lead to washouts of
bridges and approach roads. Second, the approach is often built on a prism of fill intended to prevent the
approach road from being overtopped during flood events. However, more often than not, this prism
blocks flood conveyance down the valley and increases backwater elevations. Designs of road and bridge
improvement projects can be reviewed, and technical assistance can be provided to help design for flood
conveyance, changes in channel conditions and bridge clearance requirements.
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Residential and Commercial Development
Structures in a floodplain put people and properties at risk. Nonetheless, many structures already exist in
the floodplain, and new development may still occur in flood hazard areas where permissible. Because
these developments affect the people who use them and also may affect upstream and downstream
properties and ecosystem functions, it is important that new or improved structures be designed to
minimize flood risk while protecting other important uses of the corridor. Technical assistance to private
property owners can include review of new development proposals, response to inquiries about potential
flood hazards on specific parcels, site visits, and guidance concerning the design of privately constructed
bank stabilization projects.

Agriculture, Recreation and Open Space
Agriculture, recreation and open space are uses that can be compatible with flood hazard areas and often
even beneficial in the management of flooding. They contain fewer structures at risk from flooding and
often help maintain the flood storage and flow conveyance capacity of floodplains.
Inundation by floodwaters is common on many farms and in many cases can be tolerated as part of the
natural seasonal pattern of farm activity. Flooding often supplies nutrient-rich silt that replenishes the
valuable topsoil essential to farming. On the other hand, areas susceptible to high velocity flows, or prone
to river and stream channel migration, can experience erosion that leaves farms vulnerable to
infrastructure damage or severe loss of acreage, and possibly loss of farm viability. As farming is an
important regional value that is protected through a variety of means in King County, it is important that
the needs of the farm be balanced with flood hazard management activities and capabilities.
Many parks in flood hazard areas experience occasional flooding, which can cause a temporary disruption
or inconvenience. These areas serve an important flood hazard mitigation function by providing a
relatively safe place for the water to go. However, some recreational infrastructure poses a potential
conflict with flooding. Portions of the regional trail system are built on top of pre-existing flood
protection facilities. These flood protection facilities may be prone to more frequent damage than if they
were located further from the river channel, and will likely encumber future flood protection facility
retrofit. Alternatively, flood hazard management projects can have an effect on adjacent and neighboring
recreational areas. Coordination among departments and agencies on lands containing both recreation
and flood hazards can lead to well-designed projects that meet both needs.
Open space lands are important in their own right and provide opportunities for many other valued
activities. As a stand-alone use, open space areas provide flood storage and conveyance and still offer
passive recreation, aesthetic enjoyment, riparian vegetation, and preservation and enhancement of aquatic
and riparian habitat. When considered as part of a corridor, they can be essential links in a network of
parcels within a larger project to reduce flood risk or improve habitat. One of the more significant values
may be their role in restoration of habitat for the recovery of threatened or endangered species.

Recommendations
•

TECH-1—The River and Floodplain Management Program should expand and formalize its
current efforts to provide information, technical assistance and consultations to help public
and private entities make wise land use decisions that reduce or eliminate flood-related risks.

•

TECH-2—The River and Floodplain Management Program should document all technical
assistance and consultation efforts to allow follow-up after flood events to evaluate the degree
to which these efforts can reduce or prevent the creation of new, flood-related risks.

•

TECH-3—The River and Floodplain Management Program should continue to work with
those involved in the use and management of agricultural, recreational and open space lands
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in flood hazard management corridors, to ensure that land uses remain compatible with the
natural conveyance of floodwaters.
•

TECH-4—The River and Floodplain Management Program should participate in assessment,
design, and repair of roads, bridges, regional trails and other infrastructure that may
experience frequent inundation or erosion, through coordination with the appropriate
agencies. Flood conditions and flood hazard management project recommendations should
be considered along with other programs’ objectives when selecting acquisition targets and
establishing management strategies for open spaces.

•

TECH-5—Flood hazard management corridor objectives should be used to inform the
project design and construction methods associated with repair or improvements to bridges,
roads and regional trails.

•

TECH-6—The River and Floodplain Management Program should participate in salmon
habitat recovery and other fish and wildlife habitat enhancement projects to ensure that floodrelated risks associated with these projects are avoided or minimized.

4.2.3 Home Elevations, Relocations, Acquisitions and Land
Management
Elevation, relocation and acquisition of structures, and acquisition and management of undeveloped land
in flood-prone areas are all effective means of reducing or preventing risks to structures and their
occupants without constructing or upgrading flood protection facilities. Relocation and acquisition
projects provide permanent and complete protection from flood and channel migration hazards; elevation
projects provide long-term risk reduction benefits, but do not completely eliminate the risk. In addition,
elevation projects may not be the best solution in areas with deep or fast flow, heavy debris loads, or other
considerations such as high habitat restoration needs. The level of involvement and investment by the
River and Floodplain Management Program ranges from complete funding, using only dedicated program
funds, to securing grants for projects in which some or all of the matching funds are provided by the
property owner. Except under very limited circumstances, elevation, relocation, and acquisition projects
are voluntary on the part of property owners.
These projects have gained wider use in recent years as a result of their proven effectiveness, multiple
benefits, and increasing acceptance, and even pursuit, by the public. They can provide long-term cost
savings by reducing flood insurance claims, eliminating the need for flood protection facilities and
reducing public expenditures for flood warning and emergency response. In many cases, these projects
allow floodplain and channel migration areas to be reconnected to the river, providing improved habitat
and ecosystem restoration opportunities.

Elevation
Elevation projects involve raising the finished floor of a structure so that it is above the 100-year flood
elevation such that it is compliant with federal, state and county regulations. The first habitable floor must
be raised at least one foot above the 100-year flood elevation, or three feet above the 100-year flood
elevation if the structure is a critical facility. Elevation projects are appropriate in areas where structures
are subjected to ponded or low-velocity floodwaters. While elevation of the structure does not completely
remove the flood risk, it can significantly curtail damage to the structure and the accompanying disruption
to its occupants. Elevation projects are not, however, a viable alternative in areas subject to high-velocity
flows, bank erosion or channel avulsion hazards, as the structures would remain within a high risk area, and
be subject to stranding or undermining and collapse.
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Elevation projects are completed by private contractors through agreements with the individual property
owner. The construction process from groundbreaking to completion is generally six to eight weeks, and in
some cases the structure can be occupied during construction. The River and Floodplain Management
Program has assisted with home elevations by securing, administering, and passing along to the property
owner, grants and loans from federal, state, and local hazard mitigation and housing assistance programs.
Home elevation projects can reduce recurring flood damage while allowing property owners to remain in
their homes, thereby preserving neighborhoods and historic buildings and avoiding added pressure on
housing resources. They can also reduce flood insurance rates for property owners. Because flood risk is
reduced, elevation projects tend to reduce federally backed insurance claim payments, emergency response
service expenses, and the costs of constructing and maintaining flood protection facilities. They may also
accommodate modest improvements in flood storage and conveyance.

Relocation
A relocation project moves a heavily damaged or at-risk structure to a new location outside the flood
hazard area. The structure is stabilized, removed from its existing foundation, transported to a new
location outside the flood hazard area, and secured onto a new foundation. The new location may be a
safe building site on another portion of the same property or a different property. If the structure is
relocated to a different property, the original site may be acquired by King County for permanent open
space. The opportunity to relocate homes and their occupants is dependent upon such conditions as the
desire of the occupants to keep their home, the availability of an appropriate new location for the
structure, and the feasibility of moving the structure.
Relocation projects can greatly reduce future flood damage while allowing property owners to remain in
their homes and possibly on their property. As a relocation project completely removes the home from the
flood hazard area, flood protection facility construction and maintenance, flood insurance, flood warning,
and emergency response services are no longer needed. Flood storage and conveyance can be dramatically
improved, benefiting neighboring properties and public facilities. Relocations also create an opportunity to
enhance or restore fish and wildlife habitat on the flood-prone portion of the property and in some cases,
provide public access to the shoreline.

Acquisition
Three types of acquisition projects may be useful for flood hazard management:
•

Flood Buyouts—In a typical flood buyout project, an entire flood-prone parcel is acquired
through a fee-simple purchase from a willing property owner. The occupants move to a new
location, all structures on the site are demolished, the site is restored, and the lands are
maintained as open space in perpetuity. Buyout projects permanently separate people from
the flood hazards affecting them and their property. All flood risks and the costs associated
with flood damage prevention, mitigation, and repairs are eliminated. Federal and state grant
and disaster assistance programs often provide funding to cover a percentage of the cost of
the initial purchase and site modifications. Long-term maintenance and associated land
management obligations typically remain with King County.

•

Open Space Acquisitions in Flood Hazard Areas—Undeveloped properties in flood hazard
areas may be targeted for acquisition where they are at risk of being developed. While flood
hazard regulations limit development in flood hazard areas, they fall short of outright
prohibition. New development in flood hazard areas, while permissible, may have costly
consequences in terms of safety and damage if for example, flood conditions change or were
not correctly identified. Open space acquisitions are distinguished from home buyouts in that
they are often proactive rather than reactive; home buyouts result in the removal of at-risk
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structures, while open space acquisitions can prevent flood intolerant land uses from
occurring.
•

Acquisition of Lands for Flood Risk Reduction Projects—Partial or full interest in lands that
lie within a planned flood risk reduction project area may be necessary in order to implement
the project. The design of the project, the specific site, and the potential flood impacts on the
land would determine the exact nature of the land interest that is needed.

Acquisitions provide opportunities to increase flood storage and conveyance, to reconnect the river with
its floodplain and to restore natural river processes. In addition to the flood risk reduction benefits,
preserving or returning lands to open space use can help create an inter-connected network of lands that
support a variety of other beneficial uses, including habitat, water quality, recreation, aesthetic
enhancements, and interpretive sites and trails. Acquisitions also provide valuable riparian lands that may
be used for subsequent flood-compatible projects, such as site restoration to support recovery of
threatened or endangered species or repair damaged habitat. Acquisition projects can be accomplished
through varying degrees of property interests:
•

Fee-simple land purchase generally involves a voluntary and mutually satisfactory negotiated
settlement between the property owner and King County based on appraised fair market
value. While most fee-simple acquisitions are negotiated directly with private parties, some
properties become available for purchase at auction when property taxes are delinquent for a
period of greater than two years.

•

Acquisition of a partial property interest can include purchase of certain future development
rights across the entire parcel or purchase of river protection or conservation easements
across a specific portion of the property. This could allow a property to serve both private
and public uses simultaneously with adherence to specific rules and limitations.

•

Donations may be offered by private individuals who no longer wish to maintain ownership
of a parcel, but should only be agreed upon if the parcel meets the River and Floodplain
Management Program’s acquisition objectives and criteria.

•

Condemnation is when real property is acquired through the use of eminent domain
authorities, and is an acquisition strategy of last resort when a mutually satisfactory
negotiated settlement cannot be reached on a parcel essential to a planned flood risk reduction
project.

Flood corridor property acquisitions are typically funded through state or federal grants that result in deed
restrictions that limit future land uses on the property to those that are flood tolerant. Property interests
acquired for flood risk reduction purposes can complement other public and privately held open space
lands, which together can contribute to the establishment of a low risk, multiple use flood hazard
management corridor.

Property Management
The River and Floodplain Management Program maintains lands acquired within the flood hazard
management corridor, currently totaling over 413 acres. Ideally, these properties are managed in a
manner that maximizes public benefits beyond those directly related to flood risk reduction. However,
declining funding has limited the opportunity for the program to provide potential public benefits such as
restoration of aquatic and riparian habitat or creation and maintenance of public access to rivers for
recreation and aesthetic uses. The River and Floodplain Management Program also manages an extensive
inventory of River Protection Easements. However, in most cases, King County’s rights granted by these
easements are limited to carrying out work directly related to the construction and maintenance flood
protection facilities.
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Active management of flood hazard management corridor properties has included mowing, noxious weed
eradication, trash removal, prevention of unauthorized access and vandalism, and in some cases
revegetation. Passive uses such as walking, fishing, bird watching, swimming, and launching of nonmotorized watercraft are the most appropriate use of these lands, and have become more common in
recent years. Management of these lands will aim to ensure that public uses do not degrade the use for
others or the habitat value of these lands. Coordination with other programs and agencies will support
uses or improvements to these lands that provide open space conservation, viewshed protection,
improvements to water quality and aquatic and riparian habitat, and when appropriate, public access
opportunities on flood hazard management properties and other nearby public lands.

Recommendations
•

ERA-1—King County should identify properties that are potential candidates for elevation,
relocation or buyout projects based on an evaluation of the flood risks, project feasibility, and
planned flood risk reduction capital projects. The department should prepare a list of targeted
high priority acquisitions, annually update this list and distribute it to interested agencies. An
example of a high priority project would be a property identified by FEMA as a repetitive
loss property.

•

ERA-2—King County should conduct outreach to the property owners to alert them to the
flood risks; inform them about potential opportunities for elevation, relocation, or buyout;
and assess their interest in participation should funding be available. Property owners who
are interested in participating in one of these programs should be informed that having flood
insurance may help qualify them for funding assistance.

•

ERA-3—King County and FEMA should co-sponsor free public workshops to educate
citizens about elevation projects. These workshops should include representatives from the
King County Department of Development and Environmental Services who can provide
prospective owners with detailed information on needed permits and the process required for
King County approvals.

•

ERA-4—King County should continue to assist private property owners in home elevation,
relocation, and flood buyout projects where they are an appropriate means of reducing flood
risk. King County should continue to assist in securing funds for these projects through
federal, state, and local programs.

•

ERA-5—The River and Floodplain Management Program should develop and implement site
management guidelines for each of its jurisdictional lands and improve documentation of its
property interests to ensure that site-specific property rights and associated deed restrictions
are readily available.

•

ERA-6—King County Department of Natural Resources and Parks should coordinate with
other programs and agencies to share information about property ownership in flood hazard
management corridor areas in order to achieve cross-programmatic maintenance and resource
management goals and objectives, such as restoring floodplain habitats for meeting salmon
habitat recovery plan goals.

4.3 RIVER CHANNEL MAINTENANCE
River channels provide for the conveyance of flood flows. The accumulation of sediment and large
woody debris in river channels through natural river processes can create an impediment to flood flow
conveyance, sometimes redirecting flows in a way that increases flood-related risks. Modifying the river
channel to improve or redirect flood conveyance is one tool that King County may employ selectively to
reduce flood risks.
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While alteration of sediment and large woody debris may provide an effective flood risk reduction
measure in some instances, it is generally only a temporary solution that must be repeated in order to
maintain its effectiveness. This can make in-channel maintenance costly over time. Also, adverse
impacts on other ecosystem functions, most notably aquatic habitat conditions, could occur. King County
policies provide guidance regarding the application of these channel maintenance actions. The following
sections provide background information and recommendations for future actions.

4.3.1 Sediment Management
Sediment management can involve actions that alter the distribution of sediment within a channel to
accommodate or redirect flows or actions that alter the corridor within which the channel flows in order to
accommodate the natural movement and deposition of sediment. Sound sediment management is
dependent upon monitoring the channel where sediment is accumulating in order to understand how these
accumulations are likely to affect local flood conditions. These two components—channel monitoring
and sediment management actions—are the two main components of an overall sediment management
program.
When steep channels and tributaries meet broad, low-gradient, valleys, flow velocities decrease and the
ability of the river to move sediment is reduced. This reduced ability to move sediment results in the
deposition of sand and gravel in the channel. Under natural conditions, an unconfined river channel can
move horizontally or “migrate” to accommodate flow around the deposited sediment. In rivers that are
confined by levees or revetments, however, the channel cannot migrate. Deposition of sediment in
armored reaches can decrease flood capacity through the reach, which may result in increased flooding
and erosion of the bank armoring. As these armored reaches were typically built to protect an adjacent
land use, the effects of sediment accumulation can lead to an increased flood risk.
While the movement of sediment creates dynamic channel conditions that may lead to localized impacts
on flood risks, this natural geomorphic process also creates diverse instream habitat conditions that are
beneficial to fish and wildlife. Therefore, careful consideration must be given to any action to alter this
process. Strategies to manage the accumulation of sediment as it affects flooding in King County’s rivers
are described below.

Channel Monitoring
In order to consider various flood risk reduction strategies and determine the best strategy, information on
sediment accumulation and its effect on channel capacity is needed. Changes in channel morphology can
be tracked over time in order to identify trends in sediment movement and potential flood risks that may
be associated with those changes. By monitoring sediment levels in a channel, changes in effectiveness
of adjacent flood protection facilities, such as the containment capacity of a levee system, can be
identified and evaluated. This information can also provide a useful tool in estimating the amount of
flood risk reduction benefits that would result from gravel removal or other constructed channel
modifications and the life expectancy of those benefits.
Survey methods are typically used to characterize sediment levels relative to the bank top. One or more
cross-sections—lines generally running perpendicular to the direction of flow—are surveyed. The survey
is repeated at the same location after a time (one to several years), and changes in gravel surface
elevations are compared. This comparison allows sediment accretion or scour during the intervening
period to be characterized. In some cases, survey data may be collected at densities adequate to prepare a
topographic map of the channel bottom, which provides more information than individual cross-sections.
A comprehensive effort to monitor the effect of sediment accumulation on flood water levels would use
the most current survey data to hydraulically model the resulting water surface elevations. Ideally, an
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existing hydraulic model, for example, from a completed flood study, could be modified by inserting the
most recently surveyed cross-section data to determine if there have been any significant alterations in
flood water levels due to sediment accumulation since the previous survey. The combination of current
survey data and hydraulic modeling of associated water levels can be used to document the effect of
sediment accumulation on flooding in the affected river reach.
To date, a number of actions have been taken toward establishment of a channel monitoring system on
King County’s rivers. Cross-sections have been surveyed in certain river reaches along King Countymaintained levees and revetments, particularly where large volumes of sediment accumulation occur near
developed areas. The main sources of surveyed cross-sections have been recent flood studies and
monitoring efforts specifically meant to characterize sediment levels in areas of known concern. Primary
areas of known concern for sedimentation that have been surveyed periodically by King County are the
lower Tolt River near the City of Carnation, the lower Raging River, the South Fork Snoqualmie River in
North Bend, parts of the mainstem Snoqualmie River near Fall City and Carnation, and parts of the lower
White River in the Cities of Auburn and Pacific. The City of Renton conducts its own sediment
monitoring program for the lower 2 miles of the Cedar River. The City of Auburn surveys cross-sections
in a 1.25-mile stretch of the White River.
King County has surveyed cross-sections periodically in areas of known concern for about the last 10
years and has collected survey data collected by others for previous periods, some of which date back to
the 1960s. This collection of survey data constitutes the foundation of a channel monitoring program.
Changes in sediment levels over time at individual cross-sections and cumulatively through a reach have
been calculated for some locations. However, survey data for all of the different areas of concern have
not been organized in a single coordinated database. Data surveyed earlier than 1990 can be difficult to
retrieve and use. Field monumentation and site survey control varies among the different surveyed
reaches. Hydraulic modeling, which can be used to characterize changes in water surface elevation
associated with changes in sediment levels, has not yet been conducted in all reaches where cross-sections
have been surveyed.

Sediment Management Actions, Including Gravel Removal
Once channel monitoring documents that sediment accumulation is a direct cause of increased flood
hazard and flood risk, informed actions to decrease the flood risks can be identified, evaluated, and
implemented. Any permanent solution to flood risks related to sediment accumulation will probably
involve altering the existing bank armoring, removing structures that are at risk from the flood hazard
area, or both. Potential permanent solutions include levee set backs, floodplain reconnections, buyouts of
affected structures, or a combination thereof. These permanent capital alternatives are described in
greater detail in Section 4.4.3.
Gravel removal is another potential flood reduction action. Although river sediments can include a full
range of sizes such as silt and sand to gravel and cobble, the term “gravel” is commonly used to refer to
all sediment accumulation and “gravel removal” to its excavation. Gravel removal includes gravel bar
scalping, which is excavating the top of the portion of a gravel bar above the ordinary water level, and
dredging, which is excavating the full channel width including gravel bars and the wetted channel.
Gravel removal does not provide a permanent remedy in an area of ongoing sedimentation. It must be
repeated to maintain its effectiveness as new sediments replace those that have been removed. Therefore,
depending on the rate of accretion, gravel removal may not be cost-effective as a flood risk reduction
strategy over the long term.
Historically, King County conducted gravel removal operations for flood risk reduction in a number of
channels, including the Snoqualmie River near Carnation, the lower Tolt and Raging Rivers, and parts of
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the White River. The City of Renton has an ongoing gravel removal project to meet the goal of
maintaining 100-year containment along the lower Cedar River. Most gravel removal operations
conducted by King County for flood reduction purposes were discontinued in the late 1960s to early
1970s as funding from flood control bonds dwindled and as a result of the growing recognition of the
environmental impacts of in-channel dredging. Since that time, a significant body of research has
documented the adverse effects of gravel removal on aquatic and riparian habitat and a set of guidelines
for gravel removal in areas of freshwater salmonid habitat was recently published (NMFS 2004; Kondolf
et. al. 2001; NOAA 2004). Additionally, the 1999 listing of Puget Sound Chinook salmon and bull trout
as threatened under the Endangered Species Act, and the recent revisions to the Washington State
Shoreline Master Plan Guidelines may further limit gravel removal operations. Furthermore, some
salmon habitat recovery plans completed since the 1993 Flood Hazard Reduction Plan call for gravel
augmentation projects to augment or replenish spawning gravels in certain parts of King County rivers.
Although gravel augmentation generally would occur in a different location than an area of accretion, any
gravel removal proposal would need to consider and be coordinated with existing or proposed gravel
augmentation projects.
While both the Endangered Species Act and the Shoreline Master Plan may constrain gravel removal or
prevent specific operations, neither places an outright prohibition on gravel removal for flood risk
reduction. Although there are potential adverse impacts of gravel removal, and the longevity of its flood
benefits may be limited, there still may be cases in which gravel removal should be considered as a flood
risk reduction strategy. If gravel removal is to occur, specific methods should be used and specific issues
should be addressed, as recommended in contemporary documents and guidelines (NMFS 2004; Collins
et.al. 1990; NOAA 2004).
The River and Floodplain Management Program can provide direction for gravel removal actions by
performing the work directly or by providing technical data and analyses for use by others seeking to
conduct gravel removal in King County.

Sediment Management Program
The dynamic nature of sediment moving through a river system makes sediment management a process
that requires an assessment of conditions, the evaluation and selection of appropriate actions, the
monitoring of results, and ultimately the adaptation of the process based on the findings of the
monitoring. The first step in this process is to establish a specific goal for flood risk reduction or
prevention. This goal can be expressed as a flood threshold beyond which there is an unacceptable flood
risk. Exceedance of the threshold would trigger a sediment management action for flood risk reduction.
Choosing a course of action in response to sediment accumulation that poses a flood risk involves
identifying potential action alternatives, analyzing their long-term flood reduction benefits as well as
potential adverse effects, and evaluating each alternative relative to the identified flood risk reduction
goal and other evaluation criteria such as cost effectiveness. Alternatives that meet the identified flood
risk reduction goal and evaluation criteria can then be considered for implementation relative to other
flood hazard management projects and priorities. Figure 4-6 illustrates how channel monitoring and
alternative analyses can be used to identify appropriate sediment management actions and determine the
effectiveness of these actions on an ongoing basis.

Recommendations
•

SED-1—The existing channel monitoring program should be continued and enhanced with
clearly defined objectives, geographic locations, priorities, monitoring frequency, and reachspecific purposes for those channels monitored by King County. Channel monitoring should
be funded at a level that ensures that the locations of sediment accumulations are identified,
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that changes in sediment volume are understood, and that the effects of sediment
accumulations on channel capacity and flood risks can be characterized.
•

SED-2—A sediment management program (per Figure 4-6) should be applied to all of the
channels monitored by King County, with actions that include: establishing a flood risk
threshold that would trigger action; evaluating potential actions if channel monitoring reveals
that the risk threshold is exceeded due to sediment accumulation; and implementing an
appropriate action that meets the established flood risk reduction goal and other relevant
evaluation criteria. The sediment management program should be funded adequately to meet
sediment management goals.

•

SED-3—King County should continue to consider conducting gravel removal projects for
flood risk reduction purposes on a case-by-case basis, based on information gathered from
ongoing channel monitoring and consistency with applicable King County policies.

•

SED-4—The Snoqualmie River gravel study should be completed and its findings made
available for consideration of potential flood risk reduction actions. Similar approaches
should be applied to other rivers in King County as appropriate.

•

SED-5—Funding should be pursued for identifying and implementing alternatives to gravel
removal that reduce or eliminate flood risk associated with channel sedimentation in a
manner consistent with federal and state environmental mandates and salmon habitat
recovery plan goals.
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Figure 4-6

A SEDIMENT MONITORING PROGRAM AND ITS COMPONENTS
2006 KING COUNTY FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT PLAN
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Data source: Adapted from Kondolf et. al. (2001) Figure 44
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4.3.2 Naturally Occurring Woody Debris Management
The selective alteration or removal of naturally occurring logs and logjams is a flood hazard management
tool used for managing river channel conveyance and localized erosion hazards. While generally
considered beneficial to river systems, large woody debris can cause localized hydraulic changes, such as
a blockage or redirection of flow that in turn can increase the risk of flood-related damage. Flood-related
risks that may be associated with woody debris accumulations include damage to bridge footings,
embankment erosion, backwater flooding and channel avulsion. However, woody debris plays a
significant role in the maintenance of natural riverine processes that are essential to the formation of fish
and wildlife habitat and to the prevention of bank erosion and channel avulsions, so disturbance or
alteration must be done judiciously.
Pacific Northwest rivers have historically contained large amounts of natural woody debris recruited
through bank erosion, channel avulsion and wind throw. This woody debris has played a major role in
channel forming and stabilizing processes, physical habitat formation, sediment and organic-matter
storage and the formation of flood refuge habitat. However, during the 19th and 20th centuries, logging,
navigational improvements and flood control efforts resulted in the removal of most of the large woody
debris from Pacific Northwest rivers, including those in King County. The extent of debris removal and
the methods used contributed to the degradation of fish and wildlife habitat, including habitat for species
currently listed as threatened under the Endangered Species Act. Retaining large woody debris in local
rivers is considered so vital to the recovery of threatened salmonids that installation of constructed log
structures is frequently included as a major component of habitat restoration projects in local salmon
habitat recovery plans and is often recommended as mitigation for habitat impacts resulting from human
activities.
Until the late 1970s, King County commonly used its flood control authority to remove fallen trees from
rivers as a means of reducing possible impediments to the conveyance of floodwaters. King County has
abandoned these routine channel clearing practices due to increased competition for limited flood hazard
management funds and the improved understanding of the function of large woody debris in riverine
environments. While King County’s approach to managing natural woody debris accumulations has
changed dramatically, the River and Floodplain Management Program continues to receive calls
requesting the removal of fallen trees or other debris from river channels.
Existing policy guidance directs King County to dislodge, cut, or remove naturally occurring large woody
debris only where the material poses an imminent flood threat to public safety or infrastructure. Where
action is deemed necessary, solutions that reduce the imminent flood risk with the least disturbance to
woody debris are preferred. For example, minor repositioning or trimming of large woody debris so that
it can remain in the channel or adjacent floodplain is preferred to removal of the wood from the riparian
area. If the woody debris does not pose an imminent flood threat to a public facility or structure or to
public safety, conditions are documented and monitored by the River and Floodplain Management
Program staff. This approach is intended to address situations of flood threat while avoiding adverse
impacts on the habitat of fish and wildlife.
Under current practice, River and Floodplain Management Program staff investigates each reported debris
accumulation to determine the nature and degree of flood risk associated with it and to make
recommendations consistent with the adopted woody debris management policies. As it is recognized
that there may be non-flood-related public safety concerns, investigation findings are documented and the
information is shared with the King County Sheriff’s Office. The Sheriff’s Office may choose to further
investigate the reported debris accumulation and has legal authority to close a portion of the river to
recreational use and passage until the risk is resolved.
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Recommendations
•

WD-1—The River and Floodplain Management Program should continue its current
approach to woody debris management, which includes field investigations to evaluate
potential flood-related risks associated with reported debris and, if necessary, action that is
consistent with the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan policies and all
regulatory requirements.

•

WD-2—The Department of Natural Resources and Parks should develop internal policies,
protocols and procedures relating to naturally occurring large woody debris and other
instream obstacles. The protocols, policies and procedures should describe how the
department will respond to reports of newly fallen trees, drift logs, or logjams in river
channels or on flood protection facilities. Development and implementation of these policies
should be coordinated with other agencies and departments.

•

WD-3—If funding becomes available, the River and Floodplain Management Program
should take a more comprehensive approach to large woody debris management and conduct
periodic surveys describing the location, character, and potential flood-related and river
recreational risks associated with woody debris accumulations. This survey information
should be posted on the River and Floodplain Management Program’s web page at
http://dnr.metrokc.gov/wlr/flood/Boaters/boaters.html, which already provides the locations
of installed woody debris. Information on natural woody debris would be beneficial to
habitat managers, recreational river users, and the King County Sheriff’s Office.

•

WD-4—The Department of Natural Resources and Parks should conduct a study to assess
where and how much large woody debris is likely to accumulate over time in various river
reaches and approaches to maximize its ecological value while minimizing its risk. The study
would have two parts: 1) a before and after assessment of large woody debris accumulations,
complaints and flood and safety risks since inception of the current practice and 2)
construction of a large woody debris budget, that would identify source or recruitment areas,
transport reaches, and deposition or accumulation areas of large woody debris, and would
identify potential future ecological benefits and risks associated with large woody debris
accumulations. The large woody debris budget should be used to determine how, when,
where and under what conditions future large woody debris management would occur

4.3.3 Naturally Occurring Landslide Management
Along Puget Sound rivers, landslides can be of sufficient size to block or greatly impede river channel
flow and result in flooding, bank erosion and channel migration. Where there is nearby development,
these landslides can impact property and infrastructure and cause great concern for safety. However, the
flooding, bank erosion and channel migration caused by landslides can be highly beneficial for river
ecology. It can create new mainstem and side-channel habitats, scour and invigorate the condition of
older channels and deliver gravel and large woody debris important for salmon spawning and overall fish
and wildlife habitat diversity.
The traditional approach to managing landslide hazards has been to wait until a landslide has occurred or
shown signs of movement, and then armor the base of the landslide at its interface with the river.
Additionally, development is required to be set back from landslide areas with a slope of forty percent or
greater and to direct runoff away from the unstable slope. In spite of these regulatory measures,
landslides continue to occur along King County’s major river systems due to development on or near
steep slopes pre-dating current regulations or due to natural slumping and sliding of over-steepened
slopes. However, attempts at landslide management have not addressed the impacts of major landslides
on floodplain management in opposing or upstream and downstream areas and riverbanks. Furthermore,
landslide management has not addressed the ecological impacts of preventing or limiting the extent of
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landslides. For example, armoring limits the ability of the river to occasionally scour gravel and inhibits
natural vegetation that can create higher quality banks than the rock-lined banks that are the common
result of past efforts, thus degrading the habitat value of landslide-river interfaces.

Recommendations
•

LS-1—King County should develop study methods and conduct a mapping study along King
County’s major rivers that identifies impact areas of existing and potential major landslides,
assesses flood risks within the impact areas, and assesses the ecological benefits of the major
landslides. This information should be used to develop a long-term strategy to minimize
flood risks and maximize ecological benefits of landslides.

•

LS–2—King County should revise flood hazard maps following a landslide or other
significant geologic event that may change flood or channel migration conditions.

4.4 FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES
Prior to 1993, flood hazard management efforts in King County relied heavily on traditional constructed
flood protection facilities to inhibit flooding, erosion and channel migration. Together, these flood
protection facilities, which include rock-faced levees, revetments, overbank channels, pump stations and
associated appurtenances (see Figure 4-7) may be viewed as King County’s flood protection
infrastructure. This flood protection infrastructure has paved the way for considerable economic
development in flood hazard areas, but these areas will always face the potential risk that the flood
protection facilities could be overwhelmed, resulting in serious flood damage or personal injury.
King County has constructed hundreds of these flood protection facilities, many built in the middle of the
last century using design standards reflecting the understanding at the time of construction, and they
require ongoing maintenance and repairs. Additionally, information about the impact of these flood
protection facilities on threatened fish and wildlife habitat is now more widely understood, making habitat
consideration imperative. Future management of the flood protection infrastructure will involve gaining a
better understanding of the condition and performance of the flood protection facilities; conducting reachscale risk-based assessments to help inform management decisions; retrofitting the flood protection
facilities to improve long-term cost-effectiveness and compatibility with habitat recovery efforts; and
modifying the land uses protected by these flood protection facilities to reduce flood risks.

4.4.1 Existing Flood Protection Facilities
The range of land uses occupying flood hazard areas in each river basin is reflected in the flood protection
facilities characteristically found in that basin. A general description of each type of flood protection
facility follows.

Levees
Levees are raised embankments built parallel to rivers to contain or direct flood flows even when river
water surface elevations are greater than the elevation of the surrounding floodplain. Levees that are
linked to high ground in a manner that excludes river water from the adjacent area are called
“containment levees.” Levees that are not tied to high ground and that primarily serve to prevent deep
fast flows and potential channel migration through the area being protected are called “training levees.”
Figure 4-8 illustrates these two types of levees. Levees have traditionally been built immediately adjacent
to the channel’s edge, maximizing the landward area protected and available for developed uses. They
are built wide enough, typically between 12 and 18 feet across the top, to allow vehicular access along
their top for inspection and repair.
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Figure 4-7

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS BUILT OR
MAINTAINED BY KING COUNTY FOR FLOOD CONTROL
2006 KING COUNTY FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT PLAN
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Figure 4-8

CONTAINMENT AND TRAINING LEVEES
2006 KING COUNTY FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT PLAN
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Levees in King County were generally built by creating a prism of native gravels and soils available from
the site along the edge of the channel, and covering it with angular rock, typically referred to as riprap.
This rock tended to be dumped rather than placed in an interlocking manner, leaving it susceptible to
displacement. A levee’s overall structural integrity is fundamental to its ability to contain or direct flood
flows. Factors that affect a levee’s strength and durability include bank steepness, surface stabilization
and erosion control techniques, fill material and irregularities, and overall dimensions. Generally, a ratio
of 2 feet horizontal run to 1 foot vertical rise (2H:1V) is the steepest slope considered stable, although this
can vary somewhat depending on the soil composition. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers general
standard is a ratio of 2H:1V. On many levees in King County, the bank slopes are much steeper. The
composition of the fill material and facing material for King County’s flood protection facilities is not
well known or documented, but most were constructed with a heavy or light loose riprap toe and a blanket
of loose riprap as a facing material to protect the embankment from erosion and toe scour. Properly sized
riprap can withstand high velocity flood flows, however, the original riprap material is generally
undersized relative to the erosive potential of high velocity flows, and may be easily washed away. Due
to these structural deficiencies, these older flood protection facilities have required extensive repair and
maintenance, and studies and observations suggest that a large number of the levees remain at risk of
failure. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers guidelines suggest that vegetation be cut to prevent the root
system from penetrating the levee prism. In addition, the rock blanket on the face of the flood protection
facilities inhibits development of healthy riparian vegetation that provides essential habitat for fish and
wildlife.
King County lacks a set of uniform and contemporary standards for inspection, assessment, monitoring
and maintenance, despite the need to improve the condition of these flood protection facilities. The U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers promotes the use of a set of federal standards that dictate minimum levee
dimensions with respect to containment and freeboard as well as removal of all vegetation greater than 2
inches in diameter from levee slopes. Levees that meet these thresholds, and are maintained in
accordance with these standards, are eligible for damage repair assistance through the Rehabilitation and
Inspection Program promulgated under Public Law 84-99. Under this program, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers is authorized to fund and construct repairs to levees managed by local governments. However,
many King County levees were built with inadequate freeboard to meet these requirements. Additionally,
the federal standards for vegetation clearing do not accommodate the regional need for riparian vegetation
essential to fish and wildlife habitat and recovery of endangered and threatened native species. The
federal standards are therefore only applied to a small percentage of King County levees, leaving most
ineligible for federal assistance if they are damaged.
Federal certification of levees, which is different from eligibility for damage repair assistance through the
Rehabilitation and Inspection Program, is required to allow areas behind the levee to be mapped as
outside the floodplain on Flood Insurance Rate Maps. Currently, very few levees within King County
have been mapped as certified levees in Flood Insurance Rate Maps. If these levees were made to meet
the federal certification standards, then there would be a greater level of safety and property protection
afforded to the protected properties, and flood insurance in areas protected by these levees would be less
costly or not required. However, the cost to upgrade the existing network of levees, some of which would
require complete replacement, would be in the hundreds of millions of dollars. Given this extremely high
cost, an assessment of the potential benefits would be necessary to determine the feasibility of repairing
or constructing certified levees.

Revetments
Revetments are riverbank flood protection facilities that are designed to prevent bank erosion and lateral
migration of the river channel. Unlike levees, revetments are not designed to contain floodwaters, but
rather to maintain the course of the river. They may be built in locations that remain subject to flooding,
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or even in high bank areas where flooding is not an issue. Many revetments in King County protect
roads, bridges, trails, parks and other public infrastructure from being damaged or destroyed. King
County maintained revetments also protect a substantial amount of private property from erosion and
channel migration or avulsion.
Revetments have traditionally been built by covering the riverbank with a layer of riprap. As with the
levees, the facing material, in many cases, is too small to withstand the erosive force of the river, the
slopes are over-steepened, and they lack a well-anchored toe at the base of the slope. These deficiencies
make these flood protection facilities highly susceptible to low bank erosion and slumping, requiring
ongoing maintenance and repair. For revetments, there is even less of a prescribed standard for
maintenance than levees, because revetments are not eligible for the Rehabilitation and Inspection
Program available to qualified levees. As such, revetments are not subject to the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers standards for vegetation management. Since the two most common problems on these flood
protection facilities is the need for improved bank stabilization and riparian vegetation, the maintenance
objective for these flood protection facilities currently focuses on establishing diverse communities of
native plants as a means of simultaneously increasing the structural integrity of the flood protection
facilities and improving fish and wildlife habitat.

Pump Stations, Floodgates and Culverts
Pump stations, floodgates and culverts protect areas behind levees from ponding due to local drainage.
They are conduits for draining local runoff landward of the levee into the river. In addition, pump
stations and floodgates prevent river flows from backing up into protected floodplain areas when the river
stage is high. These flood protection facilities all function as appurtenances to the levee system. Any
levee modification or repair must address these structures as well.
Currently, King County operates three pump stations on the Green River. Two of these stations pump
water that ponds landward of the levee system into the river. These pump stations, built by the U.S. Soil
Conservation Service and operated and maintained by King County, have both exceeded their design life
and are in need of renovation and upgrading. The third pump station pumps water from a seepageinterception system behind a levee back into the river.
Flap gates and check valves are flood-closure devices used on the riverward side of a culvert that runs
through a levee prism to prevent the backflow of river water though the levee and into the protected area.
When river stage is high, the pressure of the water against the device keeps it closed so that the river does
not flow back through the culvert and flood the area behind the levee. However, proper operation of these
floodgate devices is frequently impaired. On the riverward side, they are prone to being buried by
sediments, which block the gate from opening to allow drainage to the river. Conversely, the gate
sometimes becomes plugged with debris that prevents it from closing, which allows the flooded river to
flow back into local drainage systems. King County has responded on several occasions to address
problems with flapgate malfunctions during flooding events. In other instances, outdated and failing
culverts have been identified and replaced. Many of the existing culverts are constructed with corrugated
metal pipe, which has a limited functional life due to rusting problems. Other outfalls are constructed
with jointed segments of reinforced concrete pipe, which can separate at the joints as riverbank slopes
settle differentially, leading to both culvert failure and piping of materials from beneath the levee. Newer
outfall systems are thoroughly reviewed by King County staff and required to comply with rigorous
federal standards for drainage conduits passing through levees, including measures to address seepage,
piping, settlement, and backup flood closure capability. The River and Floodplain Management Program
currently lacks a complete inventory of existing flood protection facilities however, and there is no
routine inspection schedule for them to support proper maintenance and operation.
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In addition to concerns with flood management functions, culverts and floodgate devices may also raise
fish passage concerns. While rarely an issue with outfalls serving municipal storm drainage system,
culverts and floodgates are also employed in a number of locations where tributary streams enter the
Green River through levees or road embankments. In these instances the ability of adult fish to pass
upstream may be impaired or even prevented. Passage of juveniles into and out of tributaries may also be
affected by such flood protection facilities. A failing culvert was recently removed from a local tributary
channel joining the Green River at Mile 32.0 to address this type of problem, and the associated portion of
the levee system was opened up to provide for fish passage at this location. Many other locations may
exhibit similar problems, and retrofits at these locations are likely to be required. The September 9, 1989
Green River Pump Operations Procedures Plan, Section III.C.(2), requires that newly installed flood
gates have backup closure systems, and the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory
Area 9, Green/Duwamish and Central Puget Sound Watershed Salmon Habitat Plan: Making Our
Watershed Fit for a King, recommends that older flood gates be retrofitted for fish passage.

Instream Structures
Instream structures are typically constructed of a combination of large wood and rock elements
embedded, anchored, tethered, or placed in the channel in order to modify hydraulic conditions. In some
applications, these structures are designed to mimic naturally occurring logjams and are referred to as
engineered or constructed log jams. In other approaches, log crib structures or clusters of log pilings may
be used. Their presence in the channel forces flow around them and, depending on their placement, can
deflect flows away from the bank to reduce scour or erosion, hinder or prevent channel avulsions, or
create areas of scour (pools) or deposition (bars) that provide habitat diversity. King County has
constructed a small number of these structures on the major rivers and is continuing to work with this
technology. Most recently, permit agencies have discouraged the installation of rock riverward of the
existing edge of water, preferring the use of wood as it might have existed naturally. Figure 4-9 illustrates
how log structures may be used to protect unstable and eroding riverbanks.

Overbank Conveyance Channels
Overbank conveyance channels are typically created by enabling river flow to reoccupy preexisting or
former secondary channels that were carved across the floodplain through years of historical flooding.
They can function to lower the river’s flood elevations and velocities through a reach. In King County,
remnant overbank channels exist where historical flow paths were disconnected from the main channel by
human activity, such as levee or revetment construction. However, their remnant topography largely still
exists in the landscape and they can be reestablished as pathways to convey overbank flows. Overbank
channels are generally created by the natural flow pattern and movement of the river over time, and are
thus naturally well-suited to flow conveyance. However, they may also be constructed as newly created
channels to provide a pathway for a portion of a river’s flood flows. All these channels, whether
historical or newly created, provide additional benefits by increasing the unique and highly valuable sidechannel habitat used by salmonids for rearing and flood refuge. Very few overbank conveyance channels
have been created or restored by King County, but as floodplain properties are acquired through home
buyout and other programs, the opportunity to use this flood risk reduction tool should increase.

Sedimentation Basins
Sedimentation basins are artificial depressions dug into areas where sediment will be transported in order
to trap the material that would otherwise be carried and deposited downstream. After a flood, or simply
as periodic maintenance, the basin is cleaned out to make room for continuing sedimentation. King
County currently operates a number of sedimentation basins as part of its urban drainage program, but to
date, has not constructed any within the mainstem rivers or their major tributaries.
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Figure 4-9

BIOSTABILIZED RIVERBANK WITH LOG STRUCTURES
2006 KING COUNTY FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT PLAN
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4.4.2 Management Considerations
Flood protection facilities provide many important benefits, but they also have drawbacks in terms of
their effect on flood-related risks and on fish and wildlife habitat. Future construction and repairs to the
flood protection infrastructure will need to consider a number of important factors, with respect to
functionality for flood hazard management as well as other beneficial river and floodplain uses.

Benefits and Equity of Existing Flood Protection Facilities
Construction and maintenance of flood protection facilities in King County has provided significant
public safety and economic benefits to hundreds of homes, businesses, farms, roads, and bridges. These
flood protection facilities have reduced the frequency of flooding and severity of erosion along miles of
King County rivers. Protection of public infrastructure such as roads and bridges, which are often the
only evacuation routes out of flood-prone areas, is a particularly important public safety function of these
flood protection facilities. Containment of flood flows by levees has been translated into significant
economic growth of protected areas by promoting development of historical floodplains, as exemplified
by the industrial and commercial development lining the lower Green River. Additionally, while the
costs of flood Protection facility construction and maintenance are borne by the public, the value to the
economy is a regional benefit.

Risks Associated with Encouraging Floodplain Development
The presence of flood protection facilities may foster development in flood-prone areas that might
otherwise be less hospitable to development. However, they only reduce the risks and cannot eliminate
them. The risk always exists that a flood protection facility may be overwhelmed during an extreme flood
event, even if a levee is federally certified. Most of the flood protection facilities in King County were
not designed to withstand the 100-year flood. Even the few flood protection facilities that were
previously assumed to be certified may not meet today’s federal certification standards. Many King
County-managed flood protection facilities were built nearly half a century ago and do not meet
contemporary design standards. However, the presence of flood protection facilities can create a false
sense of security among developers and property owners. This false sense of security can lead to a lack of
awareness and use of other flood protection alternatives, such as obtaining flood insurance. When a levee
is certified and landward areas are not mapped as a regulatory floodplain, flood insurance is not
mandatory. This can have a devastating economic impact on financial resources in the event of a levee
failure.

Cost-Effectiveness of Flood Protection Facility Construction, Maintenance and
Repair
Due to the extensive number of existing flood protection facilities within King County's inventory, and
the fact that many are nearing the end of their design life, ongoing maintenance uses a significant portion
of the funds available for flood hazard management in King County. Maintenance includes minor and
routine repairs as needed to maintain access, general performance and inspection capability. Maintenance
also includes the more significant repairs made to flood protection facilities following damage caused by
major flood events, but does not include replacement work. Flood protection facilities also can be
gradually degraded by non-flood damage caused by off-road vehicle use, burrowing animals, rotting dead
tree roots, aging culverts and outfall pipes and other penetrations through flood protection facilities, and
sediment deposit, which can contribute to slumping.
Over the long term, the benefit provided by construction, maintenance and repair of a flood protection
facility should outweigh the costs. Considerations of cost-effectiveness may include an assessment of
flood protection facility conditions and functionality; assessment of the value of the assets protected and
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the potential impacts on the regional economy; impacts on natural resources; legal obligations; and the
feasibility of other alternatives.

Effects on Fish and Wildlife Habitat
Historical construction and maintenance techniques for levees and revetments tended to degrade natural
riparian conditions and aquatic habitats for salmon and trout. The blanket of riprap that typically covers
the river bank does not readily support native vegetation. Where vegetation does grow, it may be cut to
facilitate inspection in accordance with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers standards. Disturbed soils tend
to promote the growth of non-native species such as reed canarygrass, Himalayan blackberries, and
Japanese knotweed rather than desirable native plant communities. Levees and revetments have also
eliminated numerous side channels and wetland areas by separating them from the main channel of the
river. Side channels are important refuge areas for salmonids during high flows; they also provide
sheltered rearing habitat for juvenile fish. Current salmon habitat recovery plans call for the reconnection
or restoration of many of these off-channel habitat areas to the mainstem rivers and their major tributaries.

4.4.3 Management Alternatives
A wide range of alternatives are available for managing King County’s flood protection facilities. King
County should seek to construct, maintain, and repair flood protection facilities in a manner that
maximizes flood risk reduction, cost-effectiveness and environmental benefits. The following actions can
be used independently or in combination to achieve this goal.

Bioengineering
Along natural rivers, fallen trees lodge in the bed and banks of the channel and riparian vegetation lines
the bank, helping to slow localized flow velocities while the roots help bind the soil. This reduces the
potential for bank erosion and provides valuable riparian habitat features, including protective cover from
predation, shade, and food. Bioengineering mimics this natural bank stabilization technique by
incorporating live plants and large wood features into the fabric of the flood protection facility and as
instream structures. Bioengineering takes advantage of the velocity dampening capabilities of riparian
vegetation and installed large woody debris, and the cohesiveness of interlocking plant root structures to
create riverbanks that are more stable than those armored with rock riprap and that can provide fish and
wildlife habitat. Rather than deteriorating, these structures grow stronger over time. Using the King
County Guidelines for Bank Stabilization Projects adopted as a component of the 1993 Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan, King County has moved away from the almost exclusive use of rock riprap toward the
use of bioengineering as the basis for nearly all repairs and retrofits on existing levees and revetments.

Toe Key Installation
One of the most common forms of bank failure along levees and revetments is caused by scour at the base
of the slope, undermining the bank and causing the upper layers to collapse into the channel. Embedding
larger rock into the channel bed and lowermost portion of the banks provides a stable toe key capable of
supporting the overlying flood protection facility. Integrating large protruding wood and rock elements
can further protect the bank by creating hydraulic roughness, which slows near-shore velocities, and
providing valuable cover for habitat. A rock toe key built by interlocking large rock at the bottom of the
slope results in a more stable toe than does the traditional method of dumping rock from a truck or
placing it with a dragline.

Levee or Revetment Slope-Back or Bench-Back
Many levee and revetment slopes are over-steepened as a result of their original construction or
subsequent damage and repair. Decreasing the steepness of the face, and for levees the back slope as
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well, can greatly improve the stability of the structure and increase channel capacity. Given that
placement of fill within the channel reduces the flood conveyance capacity of the channel and is generally
prohibited, slope-back projects must be achieved by reducing the angle of the slope and widening the
flood protection facility, which increases the landward footprint of the facility. For levees, the increased
footprint can be dramatic since both front and back slopes are made flatter, often requiring additional
right-of-way to be secured in fee or easement from property owners. Slope-back projects typically
include the installation of new toe rock and large woody debris and the establishment of native plant
communities. While slope-back levee retrofits can increase the stability of the structure, they do not
provide as much opportunity for fish and wildlife habitat improvements as do bench-back retrofits, which
are described below.
In some cases, the lower portion of a levee or revetment is repaired in place, while the upper part of the
flood protection facility is set back. The toe may be rebuilt, but the existing toe alignment is retained.
Between the toe and the set back upper bank is a bench, hence the name “bench-back.” Bench-back
projects typically result in the creation of a flat or gently sloping area between the upper bank and the toe,
which can be planted with native vegetation, including large trees which are discourage or prohibited on
levee slopes. Bench-back projects result in increased channel capacity, more stable slope angles, reduced
near-bank velocities and accompanying erosion, and a net improvement in riparian and aquatic habitats.
Bench-back levee retrofits can also result in slow water refuge for fish during floods. As with other
projects that involve moving a flood protection facility landward, acquisition of additional right-of-way in
fee or easement may be needed.

Levee or Revetment Setback Projects
Levee and revetment setback projects involve removing an older flood protection facility and
reconstructing it some distance from the edge of the river bank using updated techniques. Since a levee
contains the river within the channel up to a given flow level, a levee setback can open up the previous
cut-off floodplain for reoccupation by inundation and conveyance. Allowing flows to spread out across
the floodplain dramatically increases conveyance capacity and surface roughness, lowering floodwater
velocities and elevations through the reach. This reduces the potential for flood damage to the new levee.
In addition, depending on the hydraulic conditions of the project site, the flood benefits of the setback
may extend beyond the boundaries of the project itself. Figure 4-10 shows typical levee setbacks.
A revetment setback is similar to a levee setback, but rather than increasing the frequency and extent of
inundation, it increases the ability for the river to migrate across the floodplain, carve new alignments, or
create and occupy side-channels. The setback revetment establishes a new barrier to erosion some
distance landward of the original revetment alignment, and might be constructed as a feature that is buried
underground. A revetment setback is often accompanied by excavation to remove fill placed within the
footprint of the original revetment and adjacent floodplain and may result in increased channel capacity.
Both levee and revetment setbacks provide a means for the partial reestablishment of natural river
processes essential to healthy riparian ecosystems and provide habitat elements that are valuable to fish
and wildlife. Levee setbacks are generally consistent with recommendations in salmon habitat recovery
plans.

Levee and Revetment Removal
As a result of land use changes, or reduced flood risk following completion of one or more flood hazard
management activities in the vicinity, a portion of King County’s levees and revetments may no longer be
needed. In locations where a flood protection facility has become obsolete, the complete removal of that
facility may be useful to help alleviate flooding risks up and downstream and to assist in restoration of
historical fish and wildlife habitat. Removal can be done on all or just a portion of a facility.
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Figure 4-10

LEVEE SETBACK PROJECTS
2006 KING COUNTY FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT PLAN
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Flood Protection facility removal projects will commonly be designed in coordination with other flood
hazard management activities as part of an overall strategy for a river segment. Design considerations
include an evaluation of the existing condition of the flood protection facility, comparison of flood risks
with and without the facility, and analysis of alternatives for mitigating those risks. At a minimum, flood
protection facility removal projects involve excavation of fill and bank armoring material and
stabilization of the project site using native vegetation. Further, restoration of the site for fish and wildlife
or other flood-compatible uses can be coordinated with appropriate departments and agencies. The
benefits typically include increased conveyance capacity, lower flood elevations and velocities, reduced
flood risks, reconnection of the river with its floodplain, reintroduction of natural river processes, lower
maintenance costs, and improved habitat for fish and wildlife.

New or Expanded Levees and Revetments
New levee and revetment construction is limited due to the cost, regulatory constraints, potential for
exacerbating flood risks on neighboring properties, and likely adverse impact on habitat and other natural
resource values. However, it remains a tool that may be employed in certain situations of high flood risk
and limited alternatives. In these instances, the design of the flood protection facility should be based on
bioengineered bank stabilization techniques, include slope angles that are stable for the materials used,
and to the maximum extent practicable, provide some level of set back from the existing channel. If
designed as a setback project, the construction may be able to occur entirely out of the wetted area of the
channel.
Raising or widening a levee or extending a levee or revetment lengthwise has many of the same
drawbacks and challenges as new construction. It creates additional limits on conveyance and storage of
flood flows, reduces natural river processes, impairs habitat conditions, and undergoes rigorous permit
requirements. New or expanded levees and revetments are generally inconsistent with salmon habitat
recovery plans. There are limited applications where these activities may be warranted. Widening a
levee can improve its strength and resilience or improve access for vehicles performing inspection and
maintenance. Increasing levee height can also increase the level of protection. Like levee slope
improvements, height and width increases almost always require landward expansion of the flood
protection facility footprint and additional right-of-way.

Floodplain and Channel Modifications
Reconnection or creation of overbank conveyance channels may require excavation at the inlet or along
the channel in order to successfully convey flows at the desired flood threshold. In some cases, opening
up access at the upstream end may be accomplished in concert with a levee or revetment removal project.
Instream modification could involve excavation of material encroaching on the channel or installation of
features to improve flow patterns and channel complexity. In areas of regular and predictable
sedimentation, construction of an off-channel sediment basin may be a valuable alternative to gravel
removal and the environmental degradation that can accompany it. The basin would be sized and located
to capture materials that would otherwise deposit in the channel and would need to be maintained on a
regular schedule in order to preserve its sediment-trapping functions. Alternatively, large woody debris
that historically was deposited naturally in the river may need to be installed where volumes of wood are
lacking.

4.4.4 Easements
The River and Floodplain Management Program has over 1,000 river protection easements, which have
been acquired for flood protection facility construction and maintenance. River protection easements
typically coincide with flood protection facility locations; however numerous easements exist in locations
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where facilities were never constructed. River Protection Easements grant King County access across
private property for flood protection facility maintenance and management purposes and for channel
monitoring surveys.
The rights granted through river protection easements are variable, but most grant King County rights to a
strip of land 30 feet wide running parallel to the river along the top to the riverbank. This arbitrary width
is generally sufficient for routine maintenance and minor repair work, but is seldom sufficient for the
reconstruction of flood protection facilities in a manner consistent with current standards and practices.
In addition, the 30-foot width does not always connect to legal access routes to the riverbank. Easements
for reconstruction purposes must provide sufficient room for construction access benches, flood
protection facility setbacks, biotechnical bank stabilization features, and riparian vegetation. In addition,
property owners have encroached upon many of the easement areas with temporary or permanent
improvements. These features hinder routine inspection and emergency vehicle access and can increase
the cost of repair and reconstruction. Figure 4-11 illustrates how current easements are not sufficient to
meet slope and levee access design needs for flood protection facility repairs.
Another shortcoming of most of the existing easements is the lack of explicit language allowing King
County to establish native plant communities along the face of flood protection facilities. While
establishment of such communities has become a standard permit requirement for virtually all types of
flood protection facility repair and retrofit projects, there is little King County can do to prevent property
owners or other parties from cutting or removing the vegetation that is integral to the project.
New River Protection Easement language has been developed that addresses the position of the easement
relative to the river channel, necessary easement widths, and the updated rights and authorities granted to
King County through the easement. This remedy will only apply to newly acquired easement rights. For
most existing easements, only the acquisition of a new or revised easement will address these concerns.
King County should pursue new or revised easements on a case-by case basis, through negotiations with
affected property owners, wherever King County intends to perform major maintenance or rehabilitation
of older levees and existing easements are inadequate for the project.

4.4.5 Inventory, Inspection, Assessment and Monitoring
King County’s inventory of levees and revetments is currently a listing of flood protection facility
information that only identifies flood protection facility locations and includes minimal information about
the characteristics of each facility. A partially complete but detailed easement database has also been
developed. The current inventory does not contain information on monitoring, inspection, follow-up
assessments, or maintenance, nor does it contain enough detailed information about the flood protection
facilities’ condition, flood risks, or potential actions that can be taken to make them more compatible with
salmon habitat recovery plans.
Flood protection facility inspections are typically conducted during summer low-flow periods or
immediately following major flood events to identify and characterize damage and potential risks. Flood
protection facility inspections are used to identify and characterize damage and potential problems, while
condition assessment utilizes inspection information to identify the condition of the facility and any
potential risks associated with its current condition. Condition assessment following a flood protection
facility inspection may include gathering data to evaluate the facility's condition. Except during federally
declared disasters, when FEMA provides a uniform format for quantifying damage, flood protection
facility inspection and assessment data collection and storage methods are not standardized. In addition,
due to the large number of flood protection facilities and competing priorities for flood hazard
management resources, regular inspections have not been conducted for a substantial part of King
County’s flood protection infrastructure.
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Figure 4-11

LARGER EASEMENT AREA NEEDED FOR MAJOR LEVEE REPAIRS
2006 KING COUNTY FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT PLAN
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Monitoring activities are flood protection facility inspection and assessments that are conducted for a
specific purpose. Monitoring activities include post-construction or post-repair flood protection facility
monitoring, and flood event monitoring. Following completion of a flood protection facility repair or
reconstruction project, monitoring is used to determine how well the project is working and to provide
information that can be used to inform future design and construction practices. Post-construction
monitoring is typically a required element of certain types of project permits. Flood monitoring is
performed during flood events to actively monitor the condition of flood protection facilities in order to
identify and prevent potential failures or emergency conditions. Flood event monitoring follows fairly
well established protocols. However, post-project monitoring varies dramatically from project to project.
Protocols for the collection and analysis of post-project monitoring data should be standardized to more
directly inform future project design decisions.
While the current level of effort for collecting and tracking flood protection facility conditions have been
adequate given the very limited repair and retrofit budget, a more systematic approach will be needed to
meet the increasing maintenance and repair needs of these aging flood protection facilities. Currently,
information on the condition of King County’s flood protection facilities from past inspections,
assessments, and monitoring is stored in a variety of formats, including monitoring reports, field notes
and institutional knowledge of the River and Floodplain Management Program staff. Strategies for
managing these flood protection facilities will need to identify and prioritize actions that may involve
changes to the facility design, changes to the land uses protected, or both. To develop these strategies, the
River and Floodplain Management Program will need to first develop a comprehensive understanding of
the current condition of all flood protection facilities managed by the program. The program should then
use this information to evaluate the potential risk of failure of these flood protection facilities and the
subsequent risk to public safety, infrastructure, private structures, and the regional economy.
Standardization of the inventory, inspection, assessment and monitoring processes would be beneficial in
creating a consistent set of baseline information for all levees, revetments and associated structures
managed by the River and Floodplain Management Program. Regular inspections should be expanded to
account for all flood protection facilities managed by the River and Floodplain Management Program,
and a protocol for identifying obsolete facilities should be developed. In addition, the current flood
protection facilities inventory should be expanded into a centralized flood protection facilities inventory
database. A centralized flood protection facilities inventory database would be a multi-purpose
management tool, and would ideally have the following capabilities:
•

Provide floodplain managers with a comprehensive source of current information on all flood
protection facilities managed by the River and Floodplain Management Program and provide
user-friendly tools necessary to view, sort and compare data records.

•

Store characteristic information on each flood protection facility, including but not limited to
information that can be used to characterize physical, geographic and geomorphic aspects of
each facility; and store maintenance, damage, repair, inspection, and monitoring records.

•

Use state-of-the-art technologies, and provide secure and easy access to flood protection
facility records for multiple users.

•

Assist in scheduling and tracking routine flood protection facility inspections, monitoring,
and maintenance.

The inventory would also be a resource to direct future flood protection facility repairs or retrofits that
could also be readily shared with other agencies proposing actions in and around King County’s flood
protection facilities.
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4.4.6 Summary
The flood protection infrastructure provides vital protection to people and existing development,
including other public infrastructure, commercial hubs, and numerous communities and private
residences. However, the existing set of flood protection facilities is extensive and in many places
outdated, requiring maintenance and improvements in excess of available resources. This leaves many of
the areas presumed to be protected by the flood protection facilities vulnerable to flood hazards.
Strategies for managing these flood protection facilities will need to identify and prioritize actions that
may involve changes to the flood protection facility design, changes in land uses, or both. Site-specific
choices will need to reflect a long-term outlook and should be made within the context of the flood hazard
management corridor. Such an approach will significantly reduce flood-related risks and flood hazard
management costs and support beneficial uses of river corridors.

4.4.7 Recommendations
•

INFRA-1—The River and Floodplain Management Program should manage its flood protection
infrastructure in a manner that supports the creation of low-risk, high value aquatic habitat.
Projects to construct, maintain, repair, or retrofit a flood protection facility should be designed
within the context of the cumulative impacts of the action, and should reflect a cost-effective
approach to reducing flood risks and improving appropriate beneficial uses.

•

INFRA-2—The River and Floodplain Management Program should take the following actions to
ensure that risks associated with the flood protection facilities it manages are identified and
corrected, and resources allocated to meet future maintenance, repair and project needs:
– Develop standardized approaches for inspection, assessment and post-project monitoring
of King County’s flood protection facilities.
–

Develop protocols and procedures for identifying obsolete flood protection facilities and
for decommissioning obsolete facilities where appropriate.

–

Develop a user-friendly and more complete flood protection facility inventory database to
store information on flood protection facilities.

–

Implement a flood protection facility inventory and assessment program to develop
baseline data for all flood protection facilities managed by the River and Floodplain
Management Program.

–

Develop and implement a routine inspection program for all flood protection facilities
managed by the River and Floodplain Management Program.

–

Using a risk-based approach at a river-reach scale, evaluate the potential risk of failure of
flood protection facilities and the subsequent flood damage risk to public safety,
infrastructure, private structures, and the regional economy.

•

INFRA-3—Consideration and selection of site-specific actions should not be controlled by
previous choices made at a given location. The River and Floodplain Management Program
should continue to explore new and innovative approaches to reducing flood-related risks and
improving aquatic and riparian habitats, including the use of instream log structures, overbank
channels and other more innovative types of flood protection facilities.

•

INFRA-4—The River and Floodplain Management Program should conduct a systematic
inventory of pump stations, flood gates and culverts penetrating levee systems to determine the
location and condition of these flood protection facilities. These flood protection facilities should
also be assessed to determine if they present a barrier to fish passage.
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•

INFRA-5—New easements should be acquired as needed to construct, maintain, repair, relocate
or retrofit flood protection facilities, including flood containment levees and revetments. Existing
easements should be reviewed on a case-by case basis for their adequacy whenever King County
undertakes major maintenance, repair, relocation, or retrofit of existing levees and revetments,
and new or revised easements sufficient for these purposes should be acquired from the current
property owners wherever the existing easement is found to be deficient.

•

INFRA-6—The River and Floodplain Management Program should maximize funding
opportunities through federal, state and local grant application submittals to implement flood risk
reduction actions.

4.5 FLOOD HAZARD EDUCATION AND FLOOD PREPAREDNESS,
FLOOD WARNING, AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Given the amount of development that has already occurred within flood hazard areas, floods will
continue to impact people and property indefinitely. In order to help minimize these impacts, the River
and Floodplain Management Program has established three programs to help citizens and jurisdictions
prepare for and respond to floods: the Flood Hazard Education and Flood Preparedness Program; the
Flood Warning Program; and the Emergency Response Program.

4.5.1 Flood Hazard Education and Flood Preparedness Program
The King County Flood Hazard Education and Flood Preparedness Program is designed to increase
awareness of locally available resources and information to help citizens prepare for flood events and
prevent, minimize, and recover from flood damage. Flood hazard education is an important and low-cost
tool that can be used to increase public safety and reduce flood risks.

King County Flood Hazard Information Services
The Water and Land Resources Division of King County’s Department of Natural Resources and Parks,
the Building Services Division of the Department of Development and Environmental Services, and the
Road Services Division of the Department of Transportation have trained staff who respond to citizens’
flood-related inquiries. The Building Services Division provides information about Flood Insurance Rate
Maps, interprets local flood hazard regulations, and reviews parcel-specific flood hazard studies. The
Water and Land Resources Division shares data and observations on current and historical flood
conditions, provides information about flood hazard reduction programs and projects, and offers technical
expertise on the major river systems in King County, including development of numerous hydraulic
models and maps. The Road Services Division staff are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, to
assist citizens with flooding on road right-of-ways in King County.

Annual Public Information Strategy Meetings
King County holds an annual public information program strategy meeting to assess the current floodrelated public outreach activities designed to increase the public’s awareness of locally available
resources and information that they can use to prevent or minimize, prepare for, and recover from flood
damage. This meeting is also used to explore new ideas for the Flood Hazard Education and Flood
Preparedness Program. Information gathered at this meeting is used to determine which flood
preparedness activities should be continued and to develop proposals to enhance the program. This
meeting also meets the requirements of the National Flood Insurance Program’s Community Rating
System Activity 330.
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Annual Agency Meetings
King County holds annual multi-agency meetings in four locations in King County near the beginning of
the flood season to coordinate flood response activities and procedures and to update priority call lists that
are used for early flood notification. First response agencies attend these meetings, including King
County’s Office of Emergency Management, dam operations staff from the City of Seattle and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, fire and police departments, the Red Cross, adjacent counties and participating
cities, King County Roads Maintenance staff, the National Weather Service and local school districts. In
the White River Watershed, a number of private citizens are also invited to these meetings.

Brochures
King County publishes and distributes a Flood Warning Information brochure each year. This brochure
describes local flood hazards, highlights the services available through the Flood Warning and Emergency
Response programs, makes recommendations for flood insurance and personal preparedness, and lists
important phone numbers for information and assistance. The brochure includes a map of the major
rivers that shows the locations and key historical flood data for flood warning gages. The brochure also
includes the link to King County’s flood web site. This brochure is mailed to approximately 4,680
property owners located in the riverine floodplains in King County, and is distributed through local
libraries and through many cities having jurisdiction within these floodplain areas.

Annual Outreach to Repetitive Loss Properties and Floodplain Residents
Each year, King County mails an informational letter and the Flood Warning Information brochure to all
owners of repetitive loss properties and owners of floodplain properties located in unincorporated areas of
King County, as identified by the FEMA through the Flood Insurance Rate Maps. Currently, King
County sends these letters to identified repetitive loss properties, all of which are located within an
identified 100-year floodplain. A basin-specific repetitive loss area analysis that illustrates the location
and characteristics of each repetitive loss area is included in Appendix C. These mailings make property
owners and residents aware of the flood hazards likely to affect their property, highlights programs and
projects available to them to help reduce flood-related risks, describes steps they can take to protect
themselves and reduce flood damage, and provides contact numbers for more information.

Annual Flood Awareness Month
Each fall as flood season approaches, King County promotes increased public awareness and
preparedness through a media campaign. The campaign is frequently kicked off with an official
Executive Proclamation designating the last week in October as Flood Awareness Week. This campaign
typically includes a press release to local television, radio, and print media to help focus attention on
flood and winter storm hazards. The campaign encourages citizens to become familiar with expected
local flood conditions near their home and work locations and to prepare in advance of an emergency.
In addition, King County partners with the City of Seattle and Washington State Department of
Transportation in an extensive public information campaign called “Taking Winter by Storm.” The
campaign includes a web site and paid advertising on radio and television as well as a major news
conference that has received wide media coverage. The “Taking Winter by Storm” web site, which at the
time of this printing was located at http://www.govlink.org/storm/default.asp, hosts breaking news, storm
reports, transportation alerts, and links to all-hazards planning, flood preparedness and emergency
response information.
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Notice on Title
Homebuyers are made aware of the flood hazards associated with properties located in the floodplain
through a Notice on Title that is required to be recorded by the property owner on the title instruments
when a development permit has been approved by King County. The Notice on Title alerts future buyers
that the property is located within a flood hazard area and that the property and structures may be
inaccessible by emergency vehicles during flood events.

Internet Web Site
King County has developed an Internet web site dedicated to flooding topics. This site, which at the time
of this printing, was located at http://dnr.metrokc.gov/topics/flooding/FLDtopic.htm, has extensive and
detailed information about local flooding conditions, the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management
Plan, flood warning and emergency response, floodplain and channel migration hazard mapping, King
County’s flood protection facilities and home buyout and elevation programs. An online mapping
application is available to assist in determining whether properties are within a 100-year floodplain, a
channel migration zone or other hazard areas. The web site also has links to other sites with valuable
flood-related information, including:
•

The King County Office of Emergency Management, which coordinates regional emergency
response efforts.

•

The U.S. Geological Survey site, which contains real-time gage data.

•

The National Weather Service site, which provides forecasts and predictions.

•

The American Red Cross, which gives instructions for preparing disaster supply kits.

•

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers site, which contains sandbagging instructions.

•

The FEMA National Flood Insurance Program site, which provides a variety of information
on flood maps and hazard mitigation.

•

King County Roads Services Division, which provides information on road closures.

Flood hazard map information is also accessible though the iMap web page maintained by King County’s
Department of Development and Environmental Services. The iMap web address is
http://www.metrokc.gov/gis/mapportal/iMAP_main.htm.

Department of Development and Environmental Services Customer Information
Bulletins
The Department of Development and Environmental Services publishes a number of brochures describing
special conditions and limitations related to development in the floodplain, flood risk reduction, flood
hazard determinations and insurance. These documents are available to the public online and at the walkin self-help counter, on request through inquiries, or from staff assisting in the review of development
applications.

Public Libraries
King County public libraries carry a number of flood-related documents for checkout and reference,
including at least one full set of FEMA’s King County Flood Insurance Study and Flood Insurance Rate
Maps for King County; the 1993 King County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan, and the current 2006 King
County Flood Hazard Management Plan, as well as a number of individual basin plans. Some libraries
also offer free copies of the flood information brochures.
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Recommendations
•

PREP-1—King County should prepare flood preparedness and warning information for
display in home improvement stores.

•

PREP-2—King County should provide greater outreach to the real estate community,
particularly the Multiple Listing Service.

•

PREP-3—King County should promote flood preparedness and flood warning in public and
private schools.

•

PREP-4—King County should improve access, maneuverability, and content of flood
preparedness and flood risk reduction information on the King County Web site.

•

PREP-5—King County should update the flood preparedness segment of the King County
Office of Emergency Management television production series called “Project Impact.”

4.5.2 Flood Warning Program
The Flood Warning Program is responsible for the collection and dissemination of near-real-time flood
information and forecasts in a manner that allows individuals and organizations to prepare for developing
flood conditions and take appropriate actions to minimize flood damage. The Flood Warning Program’s
operational document is the Flood Warning Instruction Book, which is updated annually and includes
contact information, operating procedures, and information on King County’s network of flood protection
facilities. The Flood Warning Program makes use of an integrated network of data collection hardware
and software, data interpretation tools and communications equipment to provide high quality information
essential to public safety before and during flood events. Currently, the Flood Warning Program provides
services to both unincorporated and incorporated areas, primarily along the Snoqualmie, Tolt, Cedar,
Green and White Rivers and Issaquah Creek.

Flood Warning Center
The Flood Warning Center is the center of operations for the Flood Warning Program during flood
events. The Flood Emergency Director activates the Flood Warning Center whenever one or more rivers
reach Phase II of the four-phase flow-based flood warning alert system illustrated in Figure 4-12. River
and Floodplain Management Program staff tracks river conditions as part of their normal workday duties.
Outside regular business hours, and on weekends, these efforts are augmented by the Roads Services
Division, which operates a year-round, 24-hour dispatch center and monitors river gage data for the Flood
Warning Program.
The Flood Emergency Director may choose to open the Flood Warning Center in response to indications
of heavy rainfall, flood watch bulletins issued by the National Weather Service, information from the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers or Seattle Public Utilities regarding dam operations, significantly damaged
flood protection facilities, or reported river obstructions. The Flood Warning Center is also activated
following a significant seismic event in the region (5.5 or greater magnitude) to coordinate inspection of
flood protection facilities and to check with dam operators to determine the safety status of their facilities.
The Flood Warning Center issues public warnings when rivers rise above specific flow thresholds. These
warnings are issued to police, fire departments, schools, cities, first response agencies, and in some cases,
the general public through volunteer phone trees. Flood Warning Center staff are also available to
citizens, agencies and organizations to answer questions and help interpret gage readings during a flood
event. The Flood Warning Center also distributes flood information through a dedicated phone message
system. The Flood Warning Center works with King County public information officers, who issue press
releases frequently during flood events and work with other local media sources to provide accurate flood
information to the public. These press releases are posted on the King County web site.
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Figure 4-12
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2006 KING COUNTY FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT PLAN
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(Auburn)

White River
(near Buckley)

11,200 cfs
11/24/90

50,100 cfs
11/24/90

1,360 cfs
11/24/90

10,800 cfs
11/24/90

11,500 cfs
11/24/90

14,100 cfs
1/9/90

11,400 cfs

49,350 cfs

1,240 cfs

6,580 cfs

12,400 cfs

11/29/95

11/29/95

2/8/96

11/30/95

2/8/96

13,200 cfs
12/1/95

11,800 cfs
12/15/99

44,400 cfs
2/8/96

1,190 cfs
11/14/01

5,870 cfs
2/10/96

11,200 cfs1
1/11/06

10,000 cfs2
1/11/06

1

Provisional data subject to revision by United States Geological Survey

2

Based on U.S. Army Corps of Engineers data on flow releases from
Mud Mountain Dam for January 5-26, 2006 flood event.
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At Phase III or greater, or at the Flood Emergency Director’s discretion, field inspection teams are sent
out by the Flood Warning Center to monitor flood protection facilities and investigate potential flood
risks. Significant information about flood conditions observed in the field, such as road and flood
protection facility damage or overtopping, are reported back to the Flood Warning Center to be shared
with the public and emergency responders.

Coordination With Other Agencies
During a typical flood event, the King County Office of Emergency Management activates the King
County Regional Communications and Emergency Coordination Center when any river system reaches a
Phase III threshold and is moving toward the Phase IV threshold. The Regional Communications and
Emergency Coordination Center’s role is to assist in procuring resources and coordinating flood-related
and other emergency response activities in unincorporated King County, and to assist cities and special
purpose districts within King County during emergencies if resources are available. A critical role of the
Regional Communications and Emergency Coordination Center is the coordination of event-specific
Emergency Management Teams made up of representatives from agencies and organizations whose
services may be needed as flood conditions develop. Procedures for coordinating with the Regional
Communications and Emergency Coordination Center are documented in the Flood Warning Instruction
Book.
The Flood Warning Program works closely with the Roads Services Division and other agencies to obtain
and share up-to-date information about major flood risks, road closures, evacuations, and other
emergency services. Coordination also occurs with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Seattle Water
Department regarding dam operations.

Flood Data Collection
The U.S. Geological Survey, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the National Weather Service operate
a network of automated gages that collect flow and water elevation data on rivers and their major
tributaries throughout King County. The raw data are transmitted via satellite to ground stations for
processing and evaluation. Most of the gages used for flood warning are owned and operated by the U.S.
Geological Survey; however, King County provides a substantial share of the annual maintenance,
operation, and capital improvement program for this river gage network through a joint funding
agreement.

Flood Warning Data Management System
King County’s Flood Warning Center relies on a variety of tools to collect, analyze and distribute flood
warning information. New technologies are incorporated when shown to improve efficiency and
effectiveness. However, data management has not kept pace with other improvements. In some cases,
data is managed and stored in the same manner as when the Flood Warning Program began over 40 years
ago.
Efforts have been made to integrate many of the Flood Warning Center’s functions. For example, Flood
Warning Center staff use a customized software application to semi-automatically extract data from U.S.
Geological Survey gages, and manually input other flood warning information. The application has
analytical tools and is able to format data into standard reports that are used and distributed by the Flood
Warning Center. While this new application has improved efficiency, it cannot be easily modified to
include additional capabilities.
A web-based data management application has also been developed that automatically extracts U.S.
Geological Survey or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers gage data into a database and displays it on
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several flood warning web sites. The web sites are actively used by the public, with over 20,000 visits
being registered during January 2006. The web application has been designed for expansion into an
integrated data management system allowing automatic or manual collection and analysis of data to help
identify phase changes and provide notification of changing flood conditions.

Flood Forecasting
King County’s current ability to provide flood flow forecasts is limited. Flow measurements taken in the
upstream portions of a watershed are used by flow forecasters to generate short-term predictions for
downstream areas. By comparing the relationships between conditions at the upstream and downstream
locations during previous flood events, the travel time of a flood peak can be roughly estimated.
However, because both the weather and the river systems are dynamic, each flood is different. Weather
variations include the timing and intensity of precipitation, the temperature and snow level, the wind
speed and direction, and the storm cell’s location, speed, and direction of travel. River system variations
include local factors such as log jams, bank erosion, landslide and gravel bar formation, as well as
upstream flow control factors, such as dam operations. Antecedent conditions, which include previous
rain and snow pack conditions, also affect the amount and timing of storm runoff. Because these dynamic
variations influence the relationships between flood conditions at different locations, any predictive use of
those relationships will always include a degree of uncertainty.
The National Weather Service’s River Forecasting Center in Portland, Oregon issues short-term
predictions of flows on rivers in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and western Montana. These short-term
flow predictions are based on two computer models: the National Weather Service River Forecast System
and the Streamflow Simulation and Reservoir Regulation. Each of these models simulates soil, snow,
stream channel and reservoir conditions in order to estimate resulting river flow conditions. Daily
forecasts are made using observations of temperature and precipitation. Forecast of meteorological
parameters are included in the river forecast model. These National Weather Service predictions are
issued for several forecast points in King County, including Middle Fork Snoqualmie River near Tanner,
North Fork Snoqualmie near Snoqualmie Falls, South Fork Snoqualmie River near Garcia, Snoqualmie
River at Snoqualmie Falls and at Carnation, Tolt River near Carnation, Cedar River at Landsburg and
Renton, Green River at Auburn, White River near Buckley and Issaquah Creek near Issaquah.
The Seattle office of the National Weather Service provides additional forecast detail when flooding is
likely, and throughout flood events, with flood watch and flood warning statements. While the National
Weather Service forecast information is valuable and widely used, an additional independent model
would be beneficial. A model designed specifically for King County and adjacent watersheds would
improve the ability of Flood Warning Center staff to interpret incoming gage and National Weather
Service data, and to give meaningful forecasts to others.

Recommendations
•

WARN-1—The Flood Warning Program should annually review, refine and document
criteria concerning activities of the Flood Warning Center. The Program should include
regular debriefings after flood events to incorporate flood warning responses and lessons
learned into improved operating procedures and better flood warning services.

•

WARN-2—The Flood Warning Program should evaluate commercially available flood threat
recognition and notification systems and consider purchasing or developing a system that can
directly send emails or pager notifications to first response agencies and citizens when river
levels rise over specified thresholds.

•

WARN-3—The Flood Warning Program should consider contracting services that use
meteorological and hydrologic data to provide river flow and timing forecasts at different
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points on King County major rivers. This additional source of flood forecast data will
provide predictive information on the severity of flooding in areas of inundation.
•

WARN-4—The Flood Warning Program should coordinate with King County Emergency
Management to update and enhance the King County Emergency Management Plan so that
there is linkage between the response actions of that Plan and those recommended by the
Flood Warning Instruction Book.

4.5.3 Emergency Response Program
While flood emergencies may exist with or without a formal emergency declaration, disaster declaration,
or proclamation of a state of emergency, flood emergencies at the county, state and federal level increase
the availability of funding and material resources needed to lessen or avoid flood damage. The King
County Executive may proclaim a state of emergency under the authority in K.C.C. 12.52.030. When a
state of emergency has been proclaimed, local resources, such as staff and equipment, become available
for emergency response. The King County Emergency Coordination Center is the lead on managing
these resources.
The Governor of Washington State has the authority under RCW 38.52.050 to proclaim a state of
emergency state-wide or for a specific community, depending on the severity and location of the
emergency conditions. Generally, state resources are committed to the normal operations of state
government, but by proclaiming a state of emergency, the Governor is authorized to use state resources
that are otherwise not available under normal conditions.
The President of the United States is authorized to make a presidential emergency declaration or a
presidential major disaster declaration. While no presidential emergencies have been declared in King
County, 14 presidential major disaster declarations related to flooding have been made since 1956. A
presidential emergency declaration provides only limited assistance; a presidential major disaster
declaration authorizes a wide range of programs for recovery, including financial assistance to public
agencies, loans for individuals, families and small businesses, loans for farmers and ranchers, financial
assistance grants, and housing grants. Major disaster assistance is provided through regional FEMA
centers and the state.

Planning Flood Emergency Response Actions
Sudden, unpredictable changes in river conditions, damage to critical flood protection facilities, or a lack
of preparedness by those occupying the flood hazard management corridor, especially in flood-prone
areas, can result in the need for emergency response actions. Actions that King County may take or assist
with to help minimize flood damage include:
•

Inspecting flood protection facilities to identify damage during and after major flood events

•

Repairing damaged flood protection facilities that, because of the actual or potential
consequences of their failure, must be repaired as emergency actions before or during a flood
event, or soon after floodwaters have receded

•

Providing information to flood response agencies engaged in flood fighting and evacuations

•

Making flood and flood fighting information and flood fighting materials available to
individuals and groups actively involved in flood fighting.

Currently, there are dam safety and emergency response plans for the City of Seattle’s dams on the Tolt
and Cedar Rivers, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ dams on the Green and White Rivers and the
Snohomish PUD Culmback Dam on the Sultan River, which would affect the lower Snoqualmie River in
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a dam break scenario. Puget Sound Energy has prepared an Emergency Operations Plan and conducts an
annual emergency drill for the levee system on Lake Tapps, which would affect the White and Puyallup
Rivers if a levee failure occurred.
Precautions that citizens can take to avoid or reduce flood emergency damage and risk include:
evacuation, avoiding flooded roads, moving possessions and livestock to higher elevations, and building
temporary sandbag walls to keep floodwaters out of homes and structures.

Emergency Repairs to Flood Protection Facilities
King County deploys patrol teams to monitor river conditions during flood events. The primary emphasis
for these patrols is to monitor levee system performance, but they also monitor conditions at other
locations, sometimes in response to citizen complaints. Patrol teams are trained to recognize situations
that warrant emergency action to preserve levee system function or otherwise reduce flood risk. Prior to
taking emergency actions, consultation with King County senior ecologist staff should be conducted to
formulate the emergency response alternatives and preferred approach that would carefully minimize
impact on aquatic and riparian habitat. When emergency repairs impact aquatic areas protected under the
King County Critical Areas Ordinance or habitat for federally listed species, King County may be
required to mitigate these impacts later.

Recommendations
•

RESP-1—The River and Floodplain Management Program should monitor flood protection
facilities during flood events, with special emphasis on high-flow conditions along
containment levee systems. In addition, as time permits, King County should monitor flood
conditions in other locations, including areas that have no existing flood protection facilities
but have other at-risk structures.

•

RESP-2—The River and Floodplain Management Program should take emergency action to
reduce flood risk when such action is a high priority in accordance with Policy G-2, the
action can be completed safely with a reasonable certainty of success, and all necessary
resources including budget authority are sufficient.

•

RESP-3—The River and Floodplain Management Program should develop general flood
emergency response guidelines and site-specific emergency response plans for flood
protection facilities maintained by King County.

•

RESP-4—The River and Floodplain Management Program should coordinate with other
agencies that have roles in response to flood emergencies.

•

RESP-5—The River and Floodplain Management Program should conduct drills in which
flood emergency scenarios are simulated and all parties likely to be involved in flood
emergency response measures are involved to ensure that participating parties are kept up to
date on changing laws and standards that may affect emergency response activities.

•

RESP-6—The River and Floodplain Management Program should conduct emergency flood
response activities in accordance with statutory notification requirements, including
notification to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
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CHAPTER 5.
BASIN-SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS,
STRATEGIES AND ACTION PLAN
This chapter provides a basin by basin description of the flood conditions along each of the major rivers
in King County and proposes both county wide and basin specific actions to reduce or eliminate many of
the risk associated with these hazardous conditions. Together, these proposed actions comprise King
County’s 10-Year flood hazard management Action Plan. Elements of the Action Plan are presented
throughout this chapter The Action Plan is presented in its entirety in Appendix F. Each of the basinspecific actions is also included in Appendix G. Appendix G summarizes the known flood hazard
management risk areas and flood protection facility maintenance needs in King County, and includes list
of projects for which assessment and feasibility has yet to be completed. The total flood hazard
management need identified in Appendix G estimated to be between $179 million and $335 million.
Chapter 5 chapter begins with a section on proposed countywide projects and programs, followed by
sections describing each of the major rivers and tributaries in King County. The river-specific sections
include the following:
•

Background—Each river-specific section begins with an overview of the river system,
followed by discussions of system geology, geomorphology, hydrology and hydraulics. The
ecological context of the river is also discussed, with an emphasis on salmonid use. This
background information is important for understanding the characteristics of each basin that
must be considered when making flood hazard management decisions.

•

Flood and Flood Hazard Management Information—Following the presentation of
background information, each river-specific section presents flooding and flood hazard
management information for that basin, including an overview of King County flood
protection facilities, major flooding and flood damage history, and key accomplishments
since the 1993 King County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan was adopted.

•

Flood Hazard Management Corridor Information—Each river-specific section then
moves into a discussion of that basin’s flood hazard management corridor which is the area
most directly affected by flooding and by flood hazard management actions. The data used to
assess the flood hazard management corridor generally included mapped floodplains,
floodways and channel migration hazard areas, or other relevant studies where such maps
were not available. Flood hazard management corridor information also included areas of
deep fast flow, potential levee failure areas, steep slopes adjacent to river channels and
riparian buffers. Appendix C and G (described above) provide additional flood risk
assessment information.

•

Objectives and Strategies—Each river-specific section describes overarching flood risk
reduction objectives and strategies. These objectives and strategies focus on reducing flood
risk described in policy G-2 of this Plan. The objectives and strategies sections describe the
dominant risks in each basin and the approach used to address these risk.

•

Action Plan— Each basin-specific section concludes with a summary table of proposed
actions. These actions include a combination of hazard mapping, feasibility analyses and onthe-ground projects. Proposed actions to address flood risk reduction needs for each basin are
presented in an basin-specific action plan table that is split into two groups. The first group
of proposed actions include work that can be accomplished with available or “status quo”
funding. The second or “enhanced funding” set of actions, describes work which would only
be initiated within the ten-year timeframe of the Plan if additional funding were available.
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Categorization of proposed actions as “status quo” or “enhanced funding” is intended to
provide a general sense of what can be accomplished at two Plan implementation funding
levels:
–

The actions under the “status quo funding” subheading will be pursued between 2007 and
2016 using current River and Floodplain Management Program revenues, including grant
funding at a level typically leveraged by the program.

–

The actions under the “enhanced funding” subheading address other high priority needs
that will be pursued either in later years or, if flood hazard management funding is
sufficiently increased, during the ten-year life of this Plan. Chapter 7 provides additional
funding information, including alternatives that would support the implementation of the
actions on the “enhanced funding” list.

The Action Plan tables include basin-wide actions such as flood hazard or channel migration
mapping, which support recommendations described elsewhere in this Plan. The tables
indicate the recommendations that these actions are associated with, using reference codes
such as “IMP-1”, which represents the first recommendation related to Plan implementation.
For all other proposed actions, project summary sheets are provided as described below.
•

Project Summaries—For each site-specific project outlined within the 10-Year Action Plan,
such as levee improvements or concentrated areas of home buyouts, a project summary is
included to provide a better understanding of the flood or erosion conditions of concern and
the action or actions proposed to address them. The project summaries are planning level
documents; the nature and cost of the proposed actions are likely to change as the flood
conditions are analyzed in greater detail and as alternatives to the proposed actions are
developed and considered.

Implementation of some actions may change as alternative analyses are performed for each project, or as
field conditions change. In addition, it may be appropriate to implement some projects in phases over a
long period, with early completion of phases that promise the greatest benefits, or for which opportunities
might be lost without prompt implementation. Participation of affected parties and partners will have a
significant effect on project implementation timelines.
Some proposed actions involve property acquisition—either stand-alone buyouts of homes in areas at risk
from flooding, or acquisitions associated with future flood protection facility retrofit projects. Some of
the acquisitions are identified by FEMA as repetitive loss properties. King County will work with
interested property owners to acquire at-risk homes at fair market value. All proposed acquisitions will
include early and ongoing coordination with the affected property owners.
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5.1 COUNTYWIDE PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS
A number of countywide programs and projects will be implemented across all basins. These include
programs such as flood preparedness, emergency response, flood protection facility maintenance and
countywide opportunity funds for emergency repair of flood protection facilities. Together, these
countywide projects and programs, and the basin-specific projects and programs described at the end of
subsequent sections in this chapter, make up King County’s Flood Hazard Management Action Plan. The
entire Action Plan is compiled and reprinted in Appendix F.
Table 5-1 lists proposed countywide programs. These generally focus on the collection, use and
dissemination of information on an annual or nearly annual basis, but also include routine maintenance of
flood protection facilities and public outreach programs. While most of countywide programs are
proposed to be covered under status quo funding, proposals for enhanced funding for flood protection
facility maintenance and public outreach have been included. Cost estimates provided are for
implementation of these programs over the ten-year timeframe of the Plan.
TABLE 5-1.
PROPOSED COUNTYWIDE PROGRAMS AND COSTS (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Status Quo Funding
Flood Preparedness,
Provide regional flood preparedness, warning and flood emergency
Warning and Emergency response services. Supports recommendations PREP-1 through 5;
Response
WARN-1 through 4; RESP-1 and 2.
Flood Protection Facility Develop and implement a flood protection facility inventory database
Inventory and
and a routine program of inspection, condition assessment, and
Assessment
monitoring for all flood protection facilities and appurtenances,
including levees, revetments, raised banks, pump stations,
stormwater discharge structures, cross-culverts and closure
structures. Supports recommendations INFRA-2 through 4.
Flood Protection Facility Carry out annual routine maintenance, including flood protection
Maintenance
facility mowing, noxious weed control, installation and repair of
access controls, and minor repair and maintenance of flood
protection facilities and related properties and appurtenances.
Supports recommendation INFRA-1.

$3,900,000

$750,000

$1,450,000

Sediment Management
Program

Establish a sediment management program that includes expanded
channel monitoring, establishment of thresholds to trigger
actions, and analysis of sediment management action alternatives.
Supports recommendations SED-1 and SED-2.

$500,000

Floodplain Information
and Permit Review
Technical Support

Provide technical support to King County’s Department of
Development and Environmental Services for floodplain permits and
inquiries, floodplain mapping, elevation certificates, and Critical
Areas Ordinance updates. Supports recommendations MAP-2,
COR-1, REG-1 to 3, TECH-3,-4, ERA-3

$400,000

Salmon Habitat
Recovery Technical
Support

Provide floodplain management technical support to Snohomish,
Cedar, Green and White River watershed coordination and salmon
habitat recovery activities. Supports recommendation TECH-6.
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TABLE 5-1 (CONTINUED).
PROPOSED COUNTYWIDE PROGRAMS AND COSTS (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Status Quo Funding (continued)
Technical Support to
Provide floodplain management technical support to all King County
Other Agencies
departments proposing activities or projects that affect floodplain
functions. Supports recommendations TECH-3 through 5.

$250,000

Public Outreach

Carry out public outreach on floodplain management programs and
projects, and respond to inquiries and complaints from citizen and
other public and private agencies. Supports recommendations
TECH-3, ERA-2 through 4, PREP-1 through 5.

$500,000

Grant Applications

Maximize federal, state and local funding opportunities through grant
application submittals in support of completing capital improvement
projects, technical studies and other flood hazard management
activities. Supports recommendations ERA-4, INFRA-6 and MAP-5.

$100,000

Community Rating
System Certification

Provide supporting documentation, technical support and staff
training required to maintain favorable status in the FEMA’s
Community Rating System. This work supplements work, carried
out in the Department of Natural Resources and Parks and
compliment-related work carried out by the Department of
Development and Environmental Services. Supports
recommendation IMP-3.

$500,000

River and Floodplain
Unit Administration

Provide for program administration, staff supervision and training,
Flood Hazard Management Plan updates, Comprehensive Plan
Consistency, and the River and Floodplain Management Unit Annual
Report. Supports recommendations IMP-3 through 9.

$4,685,000

Total Status Quo Funding

$14,035,000

Enhanced Funding
Flood Protection Facility Meet routine maintenance needs associated with the implementation
of an enhanced flood hazards management program, and carry out
Maintenance
routine maintenance on underserved flood protection facilities
Enhancements
Supports recommendation INFRA-2.

$3,550,000

Public Outreach
Enhancements

Meet additional public outreach needs associated with an expanded
program, including increased interaction with incorporated cities and
preparation of an annual report. Supports recommendations TECH3, ERA-2 through 4, PREP-1 through 5.

$1,000,000

Total Enhanced Funding

$4,550,000

Total Countywide Programs

$18,585,000

Table 5-2 lists proposed countywide projects, which are one-time or infrequently repeated actions, such as
completing flood or channel migration studies; these consist of both status quo and enhanced funding
projects. Cost estimates for these projects, which are proposed for completion within the ten-year time
frame of the Plan, are one-time expenses.
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TABLE 5-2.
PROPOSED COUNTYWIDE PROJECTS AND COSTS (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Status Quo Funding
Flood Hazard Corridor
Mapping

Update flood hazard management corridor maps with flood hazard,
land use and evaluate the feasibility of assessing the cumulative
effects of flood risk reduction projects. Integrate flood hazard and
ecological data in a readily accessible information management
system. Supports recommendations COR-1, 4 and 5.

$50,000

Countywide Risk
Assessment

Carry out flood damage risk assessments to evaluate the potential
consequences of flood protection facility failure along major river
systems. Risk assessments will focus on areas of potential levee
failure and known repetitive loss areas. Supports recommendation
COR-2.

$500,000

Flood Protection Facility Implement flood protection facility revegetation projects to promote
Revegetation
the growth of native vegetation to decrease long-term maintenance
needs and enhance fish and wildlife habitat. Funding adequate to
support one or two small projects per year. Supports
recommendations INFRA-1 and 2.
Flood Emergency
Response Reserve

Provide funding to repair flood protection facilities damaged by
floods. To the maximum extent possible, funds would be used to
match state and federal emergency and disaster mitigation funds.
Supports recommendations RESP-1 and 2.

Adaptive Management
Analyses and
Implementation

Monitor projects using performance measures and adaptive
management to track the effectiveness of completed projects and
inform the design and implementation of future projects. Supports
recommendation IMP-8.

$250,000

$1,800,000

$100,000

Total Status Quo Funding

$2,700,000

Flood Protection Facility Implement enhanced flood protection facility revegetation projects to
Revegetation
promote the growth of native vegetation, decrease long-term
maintenance needs, and enhance fish and wildlife habitat. Enhanced
funding would allow completion of an additional one or two projects
per year. Supports recommendations INFRA-1.

$250,000

Large Woody Debris
and Landslide Hazard
Assessment and
Management
Alternatives Analyses

$200,000

Enhanced Funding

Complete an assessment of flood hazards associated with increasing
accumulations of large woody debris in river channels and the
potential impacts future landslides may have on flooding and erosion.
Develop alternative analysis and protocols for the management of
flood hazards related to these natural river and floodplain elements.
Supports recommendations WD-1 through 3 and LS-4.
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TABLE 5-2 (CONTINUED).
PROPOSED COUNTYWIDE PROJECTS AND COSTS (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Enhanced Funding (continued)
Small Stream and
Marine Shoreline Area
Flood Studies

Complete flood studies and flood boundary delineations to update the
corresponding FEMA Flood Insurance Studies and Flood Insurance
Rate Maps for small streams and marine shoreline areas in
unincorporated King County. Supports recommendations MAP-2,
MAP-5 and MAP-7.

$1,125,000

Sediment Management
Reserve Fund

Provide funding to implement one or more gravel removal projects
based on sediment management program monitoring findings.
Supports recommendation SED-2.

$1,000,000

Flood Emergency
Response Reserve
Enhancement

Increase rate of accrual and total amount of funds available to repair
flood protection facilities damaged by floods. To the maximum
extent possible, funds would be used to match state and federal
emergency and disaster mitigation funds. Supports recommendations
RESP-1 and 2.

Flood Mitigation
Opportunity Fund

Identify and provide funding for home elevations and floodplain
property acquisitions recommended through the analyses of
repetitive loss areas, basin-specific alternative analyses, and
countywide risk assessment. Supports recommendation ERA-1.
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5.2 SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER
5.2.1 Overview
The South Fork Skykomish River is formed at the confluence of the Tye and Foss Rivers about 13 river
miles upstream of the King and Snohomish county line. The South Fork Skykomish runs through the
incorporated Town of Skykomish, which is located between the major tributaries of the Beckler and
Miller Rivers. The headwaters of the South Fork Skykomish and its tributaries are high in the Cascades
and include the west side of Stevens Pass. The South Fork Skykomish flows into Snohomish County near
Baring; it combines downstream with the North Fork Skykomish to form the mainstem Skykomish River.
The Skykomish feeds the Snohomish River, which empties into Puget Sound at Port Gardner in Everett.
Map 5-1 shows major features in this basin. An electronic version of this map can found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf//5-1.pdf
In general, the South Fork Skykomish is a relatively unpolluted and free-flowing river, of which the State
of Washington has designated large portions as “scenic.” The portion of the South Fork Skykomish and
its tributaries within King County are generally of steep gradient, with numerous rocky cascades of white
water. The flow regime, including flood peaks, on the South Fork Skykomish is unregulated, as there are
no significant dams in the watershed. The flood hazard management corridor includes the mainstem
South Fork Skykomish and valley bottom, plus the lower parts of the Miller, Beckler, Foss and Tye
Rivers.

5.2.2 Geology and Geomorphology
The South Fork Skykomish drains steep and rugged mountains composed of tertiary and cretaceous
bedrock. In this mountainous setting, bedrock is exposed or underlies shallow soils along most of the
hillslopes of the basin; bedrock is also exposed along some of the valley wall bounding the floodplain and
river. The remaining valley wall that the river could encounter is composed of sediments deposited by
continental glaciation or by landslides. Through most of the flood hazard management corridor, the river
flows in a meandering and single thread channel across a floodplain of young alluvium.
The channel is relatively steep and confined compared to that of other large King County rivers,
particularly from the confluence with the Foss River to the Town of Skykomish. There is also about a
mile of river from the Town of Skykomish to the Miller River along which the floodplain is narrow and
confined by bedrock. Otherwise, the channel gradient decreases and the floodplain widens going
downstream to the county line.
The steep and narrow South Fork Skykomish valley generates deep, fast-moving flood flows capable of
severe bank erosion, as evidenced by erosion during the November 1990 flood that claimed several
riverfront homes (King County 1993b). A preliminary review of historical channel locations indicates
that there are some localized areas where the river channel has moved around markedly, but that other
stretches of the South Fork Skykomish have exhibited little change in location over the period recorded
on historical maps and aerial photos.

5.2.3 Hydrology and Hydraulics
There are no significant dams or reservoirs on the South Fork Skykomish or its tributaries. With its steep
upper basin slopes in high elevation terrain forming the entire watershed, significant runoff can be
delivered directly to the flood hazard management corridor along the South Fork Skykomish.
Precipitation at these high elevations can generate flooding from rain-on-snow events.
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There is currently no functioning U.S. Geological Survey river gage along the South Fork Skykomish in
King County or the Town of Skykomish, although the U.S. Geological Survey has had several river gages
in the King County portion of the Skykomish River basin in the past. A gage on the South Fork
Skykomish near Index (USGS #12133000) recorded data from 1897 to 1982. The flow frequencies listed
for the South Fork Skykomish near Index in Table 5-3 are based on this period of record. The closest
available flow measurements are taken downstream in Snohomish County at the Skykomish River near
Gold Bar gage (USGS #12134500).
Although a U.S. Geological Survey gage on the mainstem of the Skykomish River exists
(USGS #12134500), the flows in Table 5-3 reflect the flow estimates derived from a hydrologic study of
the Skykomish and Snoqualmie Rivers.
TABLE 5-3.
SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER FLOWS
Recurrence
Interval (years)

Discharge (cubic feet per second)
South Fork Skykomish near Indexa
Skykomish River at Gold Barb

10

44,300

75,300

50

65,200

106,100

100

74,700

119,300

500

98,500

149,900

a. FEMA 2005.
b. Flow estimates based on hydrologic analysis for the Lower Snoqualmie and Skykomish
River Revised Flood Insurance Study (Draft, 2005).
See Chapter 4, Section 4.1 for further discussion on derivation of flood frequencies.

5.2.4 Ecological Context
The South Fork Skykomish drainage is in good ecological condition relative to other King County
drainages. The vast majority of the area is managed for natural resources or is relatively unmanaged as
wilderness and is mostly in federal ownership. The dominant federal agency is the U.S. Forest Service,
which manages most of the drainage for wilderness and natural resource values, primarily timber, fish and
wildlife, water quantity and quality, and recreation.
There are potential impacts from forestry-related uses throughout this drainage basin, generally upstream
of the flood hazard management corridor, which can have effects on downstream flooding and channel
conditions. These impacts include altered watershed hydrology, increased erosion and sediment caused
by timber removal and forest roads, and reduced levels of large woody debris. These changes contribute
to a reduction in instream habitat. Many forestry-related impacts are legacies of historical timber
harvesting using harvest and forest road building rates and practices that are not used anymore. Thus the
future prognosis is good for protecting and restoring natural hydrology, sediment and large woody debris
functions on timber lands, although this may take decades in degraded areas such as along the Beckler
River.
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Residential development is absent from the vast majority of the drainage. Such development is
concentrated in a few locations along the mainstem of the South Fork Skykomish near the Town of
Skykomish, the unincorporated community of Baring, and along the lowermost reaches of a few of its
larger tributaries, mainly the Miller, Tye and Foss Rivers. Residential development in these areas, while
rural in nature, often encroaches on river banks and floodplains. In many places river-side development
has reduced the quantity and quality of riparian forests and resulted in bank hardening. These impacts, in
turn, alter natural rates of erosion, channel migration and large woody debris recruitment.
The South Fork Skykomish valley is also an east-west transportation corridor for BNSF Railway and
State Highway 2 over Stevens Pass. A small network of minor residential roads exists along the valley
floor. These features often run along, near or over the river, lower portions of its tributaries and
associated floodplains and historical channel migration areas. Where these developments co-exist with
stream channels, the stream banks are often stabilized, limiting natural rates of erosion, channel migration
and large woody debris recruitment.

5.2.5 Salmonid Use
The South Fork Skykomish was historically used only by resident non-migratory fishes, due to
impassable falls in Snohomish County at approximately River Mile 1.9. Since the Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife began its trap-and-haul program in 1958, local populations of Chinook
and coho salmon and summer run steelhead and bull trout have been established. The coho, steelhead and
bull trout populations were considered to be “healthy” in a review by Haring (2002). The Salmon and
Steelhead Stream Inventory (SASSI 1992) estimated that about 15 percent of the Chinook salmon and
ten percent of the bull trout adults that spawn in the Snohomish River occur in the South Fork Skykomish
above the falls.
The Snohomish River Basin Salmonid Recovery Technical Committee (SRBSRTC 2004) assigned the
following ratings in the South Fork Skykomish basin:
•

The South Fork Skykomish above Sunset Falls was rated “degraded” for shoreline condition
and connectivity and “moderately degraded” for water quality and condition of wetlands, for
shoreline vegetation, for large woody debris levels, and for barriers, because of culverts
blocking access.

•

Of the major tributaries, the Beckler River and its tributary, the Rapid River, showed the
greatest cause for concern, being rated as “degraded” for sediment and riparian vegetation
and large woody debris.

•

The other major tributaries—the Miller, Foss and Tye Rivers—were in better shape, being
“intact” for most parameters for which data existed. These tributaries’ worst ratings were
“moderately degraded,” for water quality on the Tye River, sediment on the Miller River, and
riparian and large woody debris conditions on the Foss River.

5.2.6 King County Flood Protection Facilities, Major Flooding, Flood
Damage
The primary King County flood protection facilities along the South Fork Skykomish line most of the left
river bank and several hundred feet of the right bank through the Town of Skykomish. These flood
protection facilities are training levees and revetments that hold the channel in place and resist bank
erosion, but are not containment levees designed to prevent overbank flooding.
The largest flood on record on the Skykomish River in Gold Bar occurred in November 1990, when flows
reached 102,000 cubic feet per second. This flood inundated the Town of Skykomish along the South
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Fork Skykomish River. Other recent large floods on the Skykomish at Gold Bar occurred in December
1995, at 79,600 cubic feet per second, and November 1986, at 76,500 cubic feet per second.
Most of the levees and revetments on the South Fork Skykomish River and its tributaries were damaged
in the November 1990 flood. Most were rebuilt with traditional rock riprap installations, but suffered
similar damage from floods during the winter of 1995-96.
In the Town of Skykomish, the South Fork Skykomish River has heavily eroded its left bank many times
in the past century. Virtually the entire left bank through the town was damaged in the November 1990
flood and rebuilt thereafter. Similar damage was experienced through much of the same area in the
November 1995 and February 1996 floods.
Homes and other structures at many locations along the river have suffered damage from deep and fast
moving water. One home in the Timber Lane Village subdivision upstream of the Town of Skykomish
was undermined and destroyed by river bank erosion in the November 1990 flood. Several homes in the
Town of Skykomish have been struck by flood-borne debris moving at high speed.
In the 1995 flood, an unusually large log jam formed on the Tye River. The jam filled the width of the
river channel for a length of roughly 800 feet and to a depth of more than 10 feet. The jam was found to
be structurally stable, such that it did not pose a dam-break threat to downstream properties. Although the
jam is thought to increase backwater and avulsion hazards to two nearby homes, the cost of jam removal
would exceed the value of those homes. The jam remains intact.

5.2.7 Key Accomplishments Since 1993 King County Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan
FEMA published flood insurance maps for most of the flood hazard management corridor in this basin in
1998. Channel migration hazard mapping studies are in progress. The following projects were built to
resist ongoing damage to county roads:
•

The Miller River crossing of the Old Cascade Highway has experienced chronic flood
damage. The highway has one major bridge over the Miller River channel, as well as one
small bridge and one large culvert where overbank channels cross the highway west of the
river channel. In the 1970s, a discontinuous system of earthen levees was built along the left
bank of the Miller River channel to direct flow toward the primary bridge, limiting flows
toward the small bridge and culvert. These levees were damaged in the November 1990
flood and subsequently rebuilt. The same levees were damaged more severely in 1995 and
1996, when an upstream avulsion changed the river’s angle of attack on the levee system and
on nearby unprotected banks. In order to reduce the risk of an avulsion toward the culvert,
the discontinuous earthen levees were rebuilt and then supplemented with a log crib along the
river bank between the discontinuous levee segments. An erosion resistant spillway section
was also installed in the Old Cascade Highway. Although subsequent floods have frequently
overtopped the highway, forcing temporary closure, the highway has not had repetitive
structural damage as it had in earlier years.

•

In Baring, erosion along the right bank of the South Fork Skykomish reached the shoulder of
NE 196th Street in November 2000. An emergency revetment was built of large rock to
support the failing road. The revetment has a very steep slope and does not have a deep rock
toe, so it may suffer damage when it is tested by high flow.

•

In the Town of Skykomish, erosion damage to the left bank flood protection facility in front
of the Sky River Inn, between 4th and 5th Streets, was repaired using large rock, native
vegetation, large woody debris, and one large rock deflector. Erosion damage to other parts
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of the this facility were not repaired because existing flood protection easements were judged
insufficient, and several property owners decided not to extend sufficient easement rights to
allow the needed repairs.

5.2.8 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Data
Hazard mapping in this basin includes detailed flood studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps along the
South Fork Skykomish River. The existing maps do not account for hazards along several major
tributaries to the South Fork Skykomish River. These include Index Creek, Money Creek, and Anthracite
Creek, each of which has caused flood damage to homes and infrastructure. These creek systems
represent the most significant flood mapping needs in this basin. Channel migration hazard studies have
begun in this basin but have not yet produced any predictive channel migration hazard zone mapping.
Flood hazard corridor maps for the South Fork Skykomish River in King County included a riparian
buffer based on the King County Critical Areas Ordinance aquatic-area buffer.

5.2.9 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Conditions
Despite the presence of revetments and some training levees, the residential developments along the river
banks and floodplains are subject to significant flood risk. Flooding in this steep and narrow valley
means deep, fast-moving water with a significant debris load. Land uses near the river channels are
subject to erosion, inundation, and debris impact, each of which can be life-threatening.

5.2.10 Flood Hazard Management Objectives and Strategies
In the South Fork Skykomish River basin in King County, flood risks as outlined in Policy G-2 include
risks to public safety, primarily in residential areas and on roads; risks to public infrastructure, primarily
the Old Cascade Highway; and risks to private structures, again, mostly in residential areas.
The current flood hazard reduction objectives for the South Fork Skykomish River basin in King County
include the reduction of flood hazard associated with the inundation of homes, protection of the Old
Cascade Highway, and minimization of the impacts of flood risk reduction projects on endangered or
threatened species. Each of these objectives is described below, along with the associated strategies and
projects that will be used to meet these objectives.
1. The overarching objective for the South Fork Skykomish River is to reduce risk to public safety
posed by flooding and erosion in residential areas. Throughout the basin, the greatest flood risks
involve individual homes that are subject to deep and fast flood conditions, impact damage from
flood-borne debris, and undermining by river bank erosion. Some of these flood-prone homes
have had repetitive flood loss claims to the National Flood Insurance Program, while others are
exposed to less frequent flood conditions that can cause very sudden loss. Because of the nature
of these flood-related risks, the primary strategy for the basin is the purchase and removal of
homes that are at risk from serious flooding and erosion hazards.
2. A second major objective involves preserving safe access to homes and businesses along the
river. However, this Plan assumes that state and federal agencies will continue to protect the
Stevens Pass Highway (State Route 2) from flood damage. Similarly, this Plan assumes that
private parties will continue to maintain their existing private roads and driveways. This Plan
does recommend a project to help protect the Old Cascade Highway which is at risk from flood
damage.
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3. The third primary objective is to carefully minimize the creation of new risks to public safety as
this basin responds to development pressure. Completion of ongoing efforts to identify and map
areas of channel migration hazard will help meet this objective.
4. Finally, ensuring that flood hazard management actions do not adversely affect, and where
possible, support, salmon habitat restoration efforts is an essential part of the flood hazard
management program. The emphasis of the Plan on non-structural solutions, or, in the case of the
project designed to reduce flood damages to the Old Cascade Highway, a solution that will result
in the addition of a substantial amount of large woody debris, strongly support this objective.

5.2.11 Proposed Actions
Table 5-4 summarizes the start list of proposed flood hazard management actions for the Skykomish
River in King County. The status quo projects are the actions recommended for funding using current
River and Floodplain Management Program revenues and grant funding at a level typically received by
the program. The enhanced projects address the next set of needs and actions, which will be pursued with
additional funding and participation of affected parties and partners. Appendix G identifies the complete
list of problems, a subset of which contains a proposed action that would be needed to comprehensively
address flood hazard management needs in each basin.
Project summaries for site-specific actions follow Table 5-4. The river miles used in the project
summaries to identify approximate project locations were generated by a route system algorithm using
2002 King County Streams and Rivers geographic information system base data; left-bank and right-bank
notations refer to the river bank as viewed looking downstream.
TABLE 5-4.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER IN
KING COUNTY (2007-2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Status Quo Funding
Miller River Road Protection

Enhance constructed log jam to reduce erosion risks to the
Old Cascade Highway.

Timber Lane Village Home
Buyouts (Erosion)

Purchase homes and property in this residential
neighborhood, which is subject to extreme erosion.

South Fork Skykomish River
Channel Migration Zone

South Fork Skykomish River Channel Migration Zone
Study and Mapping. Supports recommendation CMZ-1.
Total Status Quo Funding
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TABLE 5-4. (CONTINUED)
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER IN
KING COUNTY (2007-2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Enhanced Funding
South Fork Skykomish River Early Purchase or otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive
Action Residential Flood Hazard
loss properties. Supports recommendations ERA-1 and
Mitigation.
ERA-4.
Miller River Home Buyout

Purchase residential compound threatened by flooding and
erosion.

Town of Skykomish Home
Buyouts

Purchase homes and property in this residential
neighborhood, which is subject to flood-borne debris.

Timber Lane Village Home
Buyouts (Flooding)

Purchase homes and property in this residential
neighborhood, which is subject to extreme flooding.

$1,059,000

$683,000
$1,952,000
$800,000

Total Enhanced Funding

$4,494,000

Total South Fork Skykomish River

$7,987,000
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Miller River Road Protection
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-1329, Miller River
River Mile 0.2 to 0.3, Left Bank
Council District 3
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Public and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$96,000

Problem Statement
The Old Cascade Highway crosses the Miller River near its confluence with the South Fork of the
Skykomish River. The left bank (west) road approach is at relatively low elevation across the Miller
River’s broad alluvial fan. The highway has been severely damaged in past floods. Structural
improvements have strengthened the road, but it remains at risk to channel migration on the fan. From a
flood risk reduction standpoint, the ideal solution would be to relocate the Old Cascade Highway to a
more stable location away from the alluvial fan. However, this does not appear to be feasible in the near
term.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Damage to public infrastructure primarily the Old Cascade Highway.

Proposed Project or Action
Supplement and extend the log crib that helps to direct flow toward the Miller River bridge.

Project Benefits
Protection of public safety and of transportation corridor.

Coordination
Coordination with the King County Department of Transportation will be needed.

Other Information or Needs
This project is in the First Priority Restoration Area designated in the Snohomish River Basin Salmon
Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 7. The
project is responsive to, and fully consistent with, that plan.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Miller1.pdf
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Timber Lane Village Home Buyouts (Erosion & Flooding)
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0012, South Fork Skykomish River
River Mile 18.3 – 18.4 and 18.6 – 19, Left Bank
Council District 3
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$3,367,000 for high erosion risk area, $800,000 for flood-prone area.

Problem Statement
Deep, fast flood water surrounds and inundates several homes in this residential area. Some are also
subject to significant erosion hazard; one home was lost to erosion during the November 1990 flood.
Rapid channel change is an unusually high risk along this left bank subdivision. This flood hazard
involves significant risk to public safety. Two of the homes in question have been identified by FEMA as
repetitive loss properties.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Acquire properties and remove homes and other structures from these flood hazard areas.

Project Benefits
Protection of public safety.

Coordination
Coordination with current property owners will be needed.

Other Information or Needs
This project is in the First Priority Restoration Area designated in the salmon habitat recovery plan for
Water Resource Inventory Area 7. The project is responsive to, and fully consistent with, that plan.

Project Area Map
A map of the flood-prone area project site may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Timber1.pdf
A map of the erosion-prone area project site may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Timber2.pdf
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Miller River Home Buyout
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-1329, Miller River
River Mile 0.00 – 0.07, Left Bank.
Council District 3
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$683,000

Problem Statement
The Old Cascade Highway crosses the Miller River near its confluence with the South Fork Skykomish
River. The left bank (west) road approach is at relatively low elevation across the Miller River’s broad
alluvial fan. Flood flows across this road threaten homes downstream of the Miller River Road.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Acquire property and remove housing and other structures from the flood hazard area.

Project Benefits
Protection of public safety.

Coordination
Coordination with current property owners will be needed.

Other Information or Needs
This project is in the First Priority Restoration Area designated in Snohomish River Basin Salmon
Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 7. The
project is responsive to, and fully consistent with, that plan.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Miller2.pdf
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Town of Skykomish Home Buyouts
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0012, South Fork Skykomish River
River Mile 15.95 – 16.00 and 16.2 – 16.5, Left Bank
Council District 3
Jurisdiction: Town of Skykomish
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,952,000

Problem Statement
Deep, fast flood water carries an extensive debris load that has caused sudden damage by striking
residential structures. This flood hazard involves significant risk to public safety for the residents in this
area.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if homes are struck by flood-borne debris;

•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Acquire properties and remove homes and other structures from the flood hazard area.

Project Benefits
Protection of public safety.

Coordination
Coordination with current property owners will be needed.

Other Information or Needs
This project is in the First Priority Restoration Area designated in Snohomish River Basin Salmon
Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 7. The
project is responsive to, and fully consistent with, that plan.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Skykomish.pdf
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5.3 UPPER SNOQUALMIE RIVER
5.3.1 Overview
The upper Snoqualmie River basin includes the entire watershed above Snoqualmie Falls, with a drainage
area of 367 square miles, or about half of the entire Snoqualmie basin. The three forks of the Snoqualmie
River are the North Fork, the Middle Fork and the South Fork. Each has its beginnings in the high peaks
of the Cascades and follows steep watercourses through the mountains to the confluence of the three forks
near the foot of Mount Si. The South Fork of the Snoqualmie flows through the City of North Bend. The
three forks combine to form the mainstem Snoqualmie River, which flows through the City of
Snoqualmie and over Snoqualmie Falls. See Map 5-2 for the major features of the upper Snoqualmie
River. An electronic version of this map can be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/5-2.pdf
Land use in North Bend and Snoqualmie is primarily residential and commercial. The upper basin
outside the two cities is within unincorporated King County, with land use that includes rural residential
and forestry. The upper reaches of the three forks are almost entirely owned by the U.S. Forest Service.
Flows along the forks are unregulated, with no major reservoirs in the system. Several hydroelectric
facilities divert flows, including a dam operated by Puget Sound Energy immediately above Snoqualmie
Falls. All of the hydroelectric facilities in this sub-basin lack sufficient storage volumes to control
downstream flooding.
The upper Snoqualmie River flood hazard management corridor includes the mainstem Snoqualmie and
the channels of the three forks to the upstream end of the mapped flood hazard areas. It includes the
channel migration hazard areas plus a riparian buffer through that same length. The downstream
boundary of the upper Snoqualmie basin is the 270-foot Snoqualmie Falls, which is a natural impediment
to anadromous fish passage from the lower Snoqualmie basin.

5.3.2 Geology and Geomorphology
The steep boulder- and bedrock-dominated slopes and channels of the upper watershed transition to
hillslopes and valley walls of glacial sediments in the three-forks confluence area. The continental
glaciation that shaped much of Puget Sound Lowland also affected the upper Snoqualmie basin.
The three forks of the Snoqualmie River emerge from the mountains and deposit their coarse sediment
load on a broad, gently sloping valley floor (Booth et al. 1991). Along most of their course, the three
forks flow primarily through unconsolidated alluvial deposits of gravel, sand, and silt that have been laid
down and reworked by the rivers. In places, the rivers abut older geologic materials at the edge of the
valley floor, including glacial deposits and the bedrock escarpment of Mount Si. Valley walls consisting
of glacial and non-glacial sediments and older bedrock units are less erodible than alluvium and limit the
lateral migration of the three forks and the mainstem Snoqualmie River (Perkins 1996).
Each of the three forks of the Snoqualmie within the flood hazard management corridor is in a postglacial valley that has incised into glacial sediments deposited in continental glaciations. Downstream of
Snoqualmie Falls, the lower Snoqualmie basin is an example of a basin sculpted as a glacial trough. The
area along the mainstem from the confluence of the three forks to Snoqualmie Falls is in an area of
transition where the influence from one land-forming process gives way to the next. The entire threeforks area of the Snoqualmie is a rapidly migrating river system (Perkins 1996), whether it is in an incised
post-glacial valley of one of the Snoqualmie forks or the transitional area of the mainstem river to
Snoqualmie Falls.
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5.3.3 Hydrology and Hydraulics
Like the South Fork of the Skykomish River, there are no significant dams on the upper Snoqualmie
River to regulated flood flows. All three forks of the Snoqualmie River are relatively steep and confined
through most of their course upstream of the confluence area. The combination of no flood control
impoundments and steep, confined upstream channels that open to lower gradient floodplains make for
areas of widespread flood risk from inundation and channel migration during winter throughout the three
forks area. Rain-on-snow events can have a significant effect in this unregulated system with headwaters
in the high elevations of the Cascades.
King County flood response efforts do not key to any one river gage, but instead collectively consider
flows as the sum of the three forks. The Snoqualmie River near Snoqualmie gage (USGS #12144500) is
located at the base of Snoqualmie Falls. U.S. Geological Survey gages are located on the Middle, North
and South Forks of the Snoqualmie River. Table 5-5 summarizes flow data from these gages.
TABLE 5-5.
UPPER SNOQUALMIE RIVER FLOWS
Discharge (cubic feet per second)
Recurrence
Interval (years)

Snoqualmie River
near Snoqualmiea

Middle Fork
Snoqualmieb

North Fork
Snoqualmieb

South Fork
Snoqualmieb

10

51,700

28,000

18,600

9,000

50

71,100

38,300

24,600

13,000

100

79,100

43,800

27,200

15,000

500

95,200

55,800

32,800

19,200

a. Flow estimates based on hydrologic analysis for the Lower Snoqualmie and Skykomish River
Revised Flood Insurance Study (Draft, 2005).
b. FEMA 2005.
See Chapter 4, Section 4.1 for further discussion on derivation of flood frequencies.

5.3.4 Ecological Context
All three forks of the Snoqualmie drain a combination of wilderness in their uppermost reaches and public
and private timberlands, much of which has been extensively logged. Once the forks leave the
timberlands, development has encroached on the river and much of the length of the once-dynamic
channels is now heavily armored and locked in place. Natural river processes are more evident in the
three forks areas; however, even in this largely undeveloped area, several flood protection facilities
influence channel migration patterns.
Riparian conditions vary greatly above Snoqualmie Falls. Headwater riparian areas are densely vegetated
mostly with conifers. On the valley floor, riparian vegetation becomes dominated by deciduous trees, and
a range of rural to urban development has encroached on the river channels, often in old swales once
occupied by one of the forks or the mainstem river. At the larger scale, most of the upper watershed is in
the Forest Production District, as designated by the King County Comprehensive Plan, and is maintained
as forest, in the form of wilderness or for long-term forestry uses.
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5.3.5 Salmonid Use
Salmonid use above Snoqualmie Falls is limited to cutthroat and rainbow trout, mountain whitefish and
non-native brook trout (Berge and Mavros 2001). Although appropriate habitat is present and there are
anecdotal reports of bull trout, a concerted survey effort to detect them following American Fisheries
Society protocols in 2000 did not find any bull trout.

5.3.6 King County Flood Protection Facilities, Major Flooding, Flood
Damage
Flood protection facilities in this area maintained by King County include a system of continuous levees
along the South Fork Snoqualmie River through North Bend and many discontinuous levees and
revetments along the other two forks and the mainstem Snoqualmie River. With the exception of the
lower mile and a half of the South Fork Snoqualmie River, most outside river bends are armored. The
original construction methods and materials used during the construction of most of the flood protection
facilities are largely unknown. It appears from historical aerial photos and file materials that both
continuous levees along the South Fork Snoqualmie River were either constructed or significantly
improved in the mid-1960s.
The highest flows recorded at the Snoqualmie River near Snoqualmie gage were 78,800 cubic feet per
second in November 1990, 61,000 cubic feet per second in November 1959, and 58,100 cubic feet per
second in November 1986. Recent high flows at the same gage include 44,000 cubic feet per second in
November 1989, 34,200 cubic feet per second in February 1995 and 51,700 cubic feet per second in
February 1996.
Floods in 1995 and 1996 caused damage to King County levees and revetments in this area. Most of this
damage was subsequently repaired, as described in the next subsection.

5.3.7 Key Accomplishments Since 1993 King County Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan
A major excavation project was completed in 2004 to relieve flooding in the City of Snoqualmie, which
has been the source of more flood insurance claims than any other city in Washington State. The
Snoqualmie Flood Reduction Project, or Snoqualmie 205, was a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers project
under section 205 Small Flood Control Project authority that was jointly sponsored by the City of
Snoqualmie and King County. By widening 800 feet of the river channel to roughly match the upstream
and downstream width, the project will reduce flood depths in the heart of old Snoqualmie. Damage is
projected to be cut by more than 50 percent, saving an average of $800,000 per year.
The Meadowbrook Bank Stabilization project was completed in 2000 to resist erosion damage to several
homes and to a public park in the City of Snoqualmie. This project used untreated wooden pilings to
anchor a series of engineered log jams at the toe of an eroding bank. In this way, the project strengthened
1,170 feet of eroding bank without using rock riprap or causing short-term turbidity, which is typical of
bank stabilization projects.
Eight smaller projects were completed to repair damage to levees and revetments after the November
1995 and February 1996 floods. These projects had a combined length of 2,040 feet of river bank. Of
that total, 1,400 feet of bank repairs were along the South Fork Snoqualmie levee system through the City
of North Bend.
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Ten homes have been purchased and removed from areas subject to deep and fast floodwater. The largest
single concentration of these homes has been in the Williams Addition neighborhood, just west of
Snoqualmie. An additional 66 homes have been elevated to resist flood damage. This includes 57 homes
for which the City of Snoqualmie secured federal and state funding for the elevation work.
A Flood Insurance Study and Flood Insurance Rate Maps published by FEMA in 2005 identified and
mapped flood inundation areas along all three of the Snoqualmie River forks and in the North Bend area
where the forks interact. A channel migration zone study and map were completed in 1996 and adopted
by public rule by the King County Department of Development and Environmental Services in 1999.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has completed a reconnaissance of levee improvement concepts that
were suggested jointly by the City of North Bend and King County. That study identified U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers requirements for levee improvement projects that are cost-prohibitive in this situation.
Although the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has terminated its study of levee improvement concepts, it
did offer other project concepts, which could involve raising individual structures above flood levels and
removing individual structures from dangerous locations.

5.3.8 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Data
Hazard mapping in this basin includes detailed flood studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps along the
mainstem Snoqualmie and each of its three forks. The existing maps do not reflect the locally reduced
flood elevations that are the result of the channel widening project done in 2004. Further, the existing
maps did not incorporate specific flood studies for several major creeks in this area. These include
Kimball, Coal, Gardiner, Ribary and Clough Creeks. The lack of floodplain mapping along these creek
systems, and the area affected by the channel widening project on the mainstem Snoqualmie, represent
the most significant flood mapping needs in this basin. Channel migration hazard mapping is complete
for this basin, covering the mainstem Snoqualmie River from Snoqualmie Falls upstream and along the
lower 2 to 3 miles of each of the three forks. Flood hazard corridor maps for the upper Snoqualmie River
basin included a riparian buffer based on the King County Critical Areas Ordinance aquatic-area buffer.

5.3.9 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Conditions
The containment levee system along the South Fork Snoqualmie River through the North Bend area is the
most significant flood control feature in the upper Snoqualmie basin. The levees are not certified as
reliable 100-year flood protection, and they do not meet standards for certification. Deficiencies include a
lack of sufficient containment capacity, problems with structural stability, and problems with erosion
resistance. Therefore, the Flood Insurance Rate Maps identify extensive 100-year flood hazard areas
behind the levees. Much of the property in these hazard areas has been developed in a relatively dense
pattern of homes and businesses. These developed properties are at risk.
Another significant levee system exists along the left bank of the Middle Fork Snoqualmie River in the
North Bend area. However, this is not a containment levee system. The Middle Fork levees are
discontinuous and adjoin only a fraction of the river’s length. Floodwaters can flow over the unleveed
river banks between the levees. Moreover, in an extreme event, the levees themselves can be overtopped.
Therefore, the Flood Insurance Rate Maps identify extensive flood hazard areas behind the levees.
Further, the channel migration hazard maps identify extensive erosion hazards along a series of channel
features that fall toward the northwest, from the Middle Fork toward the South Fork. Much of the
property in these hazard areas has been developed and is at risk.
The North Fork levees are discontinuous and adjoin only a fraction of the river’s length. Floodwaters can
flow over the unleveed river banks between the levees. Moreover, in an extreme event, the levees
themselves can be overtopped. Both the Flood Insurance Rate Maps and the channel migration hazard
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maps identify extensive hazards along the North Fork. Much of the property in these hazard areas has
been developed and is at risk.
Despite the recently completed channel excavations in the Snoqualmie area, the City of Snoqualmie and
the surrounding area continue to be subject to significant flood risk. The excavation project has reduced
the depth that any given flood will reach, thereby reducing the frequency and severity of flood damage,
but the floodplain still contains hundreds of homes and businesses that are at risk.

5.3.10 Flood Hazard Management Objectives and Strategies
In the Upper Snoqualmie River basin, flood risks as outlined in Policy G-2 include risks to public safety
from deep fast flows; risks to public infrastructure including drainage systems, streets and buildings;
potential impacts on the regional economy if the City of Snoqualmie or the City of North Bend are
severely flooded; risks to private structures, both residential and commercial; and the potential for all of
these risks to worsen suddenly in the event of a levee failure.
Flood hazard management objectives for the upper Snoqualmie River basin are focused on reducing flood
risks in and around the Cities of North Bend and Snoqualmie. Objective and strategies for reducing flood
risks in these areas described below.
1. Minimize flood impacts on the North Bend area. The containment levees along the South Fork
Snoqualmie River provide significant but incomplete protection to much of the North Bend
community. Failure of these levees could lead to extensive, catastrophic flood damages. In
addition, channel constrictions on the Middle Fork Snoqualmie River, created by the alignment of
two levee segments, further increase flood risks in this area. The strategy that will be used to
achieve this objective includes implementing both structural elements intended to help contain
flood flows in the South and Middle Forks of the Snoqualmie River, and non structural projects
intended to reduce or eliminate risks to the most flood prone properties. These project will result
in the strengthening of the levee system on the South Fork Snoqualmie River, improvements in
the conveyance of flood flows in the Middle Fork Snoqualmie River; and removal or elevation of
individual flood prone structure.
2. Protection of properties both within and around the City of Snoqualmie. While the recent
completion of the Snoqualmie 205 project will substantially reduce the severity and frequency of
flood hazards in around the City of Snoqualmie, this area will continue to be subjected to flood
hazards. Both home elevations and acquisition of flood prone properties will be used to further
reduce property losses and public exposure to flood hazards. The countywide flood mitigation
opportunity fund described in Table 5-2 will provide potential funding for these elevation and
buyout projects.

5.3.11 Proposed Actions
Table 5-6 summarizes the start list of proposed flood hazard management actions for the upper
Snoqualmie River. The status quo projects are the actions recommended for funding using current River
and Floodplain Management Program revenues and grant funding at a level typically received by the
program. The enhanced projects address the next set of needs and actions, which will be pursued with
additional funding and participation of affected parties and partners. Appendix G identifies the complete
list of problems, a subset of which contains a proposed action that would be needed to comprehensively
address flood hazard management needs in each basin.
Project summaries for site-specific actions follow Table 5-6. The river miles used in the project
summaries to identify approximate project locations were generated by a route system algorithm using
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2002 King County Streams and Rivers geographic information system base data; left-bank and right-bank
notations refer to the river bank as viewed looking downstream.
TABLE 5-6.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE UPPER SNOQUALMIE RIVER
(2007-2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Status Quo Funding
South Fork Levee System
Improvements

Initiate rehabilitation of the levee system on the South Fork
Snoqualmie River.

$5,039,000

North Bend Area Residential
Flood Mitigation

Reduce flood risks to homes in the North Bend area.
Initially focus on five unmitigated repetitive loss properties
and surrounding areas.

$4,827,000

Total Status Quo Funding

$9,866,000

Reduce flood risks associated with constrictions caused by
segments of the incomplete levee system on the Middle Fork
Snoqualmie River.

$2,831,000

Total Enhanced Funding

$2,831,000

Total Upper Snoqualmie River

$12,697,000

Enhanced Funding
Middle Fork Levee System
Capacity Improvements
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South Fork Levee System Improvements
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0467, South Fork Snoqualmie River
River Mile 2 to 7, Both Banks
Council District 3
Jurisdictions: City of North Bend, Unincorporated King County
Public and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$5,039,000

Problem Statement
Extensive geotechnical deficiencies have been observed on the existing levee system along both banks of
the South Fork Snoqualmie River through North Bend and the surrounding unincorporated areas. These
problems can compromise the flood protection benefits of the levee system.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levees fail, resulting in sudden deep fast flows in areas of roads,
businesses and residences;

•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to public infrastructure including roads, drainage systems, public facilities and flood
protection facilities;

•

Impacts on the regional economy resulting from severe damages to the City of North Bend;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Rebuild and strengthen selected portions of the existing levee system in an approach that maintains
current preferential protection of the more heavily developed parts of the City of North Bend.

Project Benefits
Improve performance of levee system, reducing levee failure related risks to neighboring areas.

Coordination
Coordination with property owners and the City of North Bend will be needed.

Other Information or Needs
This project is in the Headwaters Restoration Above Falls and Dam area designated in Snohomish River
Basin Salmon Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource
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Inventory Area 7. The proposed action is counter to the general direction of that plan, which would
generally eliminate hardened banks. However, the salmon habitat recovery plan puts a relatively low
priority on restoration above Snoqualmie Falls. Therefore, action to preserve the existing hardened
structures along these river banks would not interfere with high-priority salmon conservation work.
At King County’s request, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has considered use of its Section 205 Small
Flood Control Project authority to resolve the structural deficiencies in this levee system. The U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers found that its project requirements would force removal and replacement of the entire
levee system. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers staff has suggested that the local governments might
achieve more cost-effective levee improvements by working only on selected portions of the levee
system. This approach would preclude participation by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/SF.pdf
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North Bend Area Residential Flood Mitigation
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0219, Middle Fork Snoqualmie River
River Mile 0.5 – 3.5, Both Banks
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0467, South Fork Snoqualmie River
River Mile 0.5 – 4.8, both banks
Council District 3
Jurisdictions: City of North Bend, Unincorporated King County
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$4,827,000

Problem Statement
Although a system of levees generally protects most homes in the North Bend area from damage during
minor floods, the capacity of the levee system is limited. Flows in excess of roughly 20-year magnitude
will overtop portions of the levee system and cause damage to neighboring properties. Hazards are
associated with both the Middle Fork Snoqualmie River and the South Fork Snoqualmie River, as well as
several smaller tributary streams.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levees overtop or fail, resulting in sudden deep fast flows in areas of
roads, businesses and residences;

•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to public infrastructure including roads, drainage systems, public facilities and flood
protection facilities;

•

Impacts on the regional economy resulting from severe damages to the City of North Bend;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Relocate or elevate individual structures to eliminate the associated risk of flood damage.

Project Benefits
Protect safety for those who would occupy these otherwise at-risk structures. Reduce frequency and
severity of damage to structure and contents. Reduce water quality problems associated with such
damage.
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Coordination
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has suggested that its Section 205 Small Flood Control Project
authority could provide significant federal funding for this project. The City of North Bend has further
suggested that it would partner with King County to fulfill the local sponsorship requirements for U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers project participation. Coordination with property owners and the City of North
Bend and the United State Army Corps of Engineers will be needed to complete this project.

Other Information or Needs
This project is in the Headwaters Restoration Above Falls and Dam area designated in Snohomish River
Basin Salmon Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource
Inventory Area 7. The proposed action is consistent with that plan.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/NB.pdf
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Middle Fork Levee System Capacity Improvements
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0219, Middle Fork Snoqualmie River
River Mile 1.4 to 2.0, Left Bank
Council District 3
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Private and Public lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$2,831,000

Problem Statement
The existing levees along the Middle Fork Snoqualmie River are relatively short and separate segments of
a continuous levee system that was proposed but never completed. The containment capacity of this
incomplete levee system is therefore limited to that of the natural banks between the levee segments.
However, the levees were placed such that they sharply narrow the flow path along the river channel.
These constrictions may limit the containment capacity of the overall system.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if channel cannot contain flood flows, resulting in potentially deep fast
flows moving though the northeastern part of the City of North Bend and parts of
unincorporated King County;

•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to public infrastructure including roads, drainage systems and public facilities;

•

Impacts on the regional economy resulting from severe damages to the City of North Bend;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Shorten or realign the downstream ends of the existing levee segments to improve the flow capacity along
the river channel.

Project Benefits
Reduce frequency and severity of flows leaving the Middle Fork Snoqualmie River channel and
damaging homes and businesses.

Coordination
Coordination with property owners and the City of North Bend will be needed.
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Other Information or Needs
This project is in the Headwaters Restoration Above Falls and Dam area designated in Snohomish River
Basin Salmon Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource
Inventory Area 7. The proposed action is consistent with that plan.
Hydraulic models were developed for this area in 1994 as part of a Flood Insurance Study. Those models
should be used to evaluate the hydraulic design issues and optimize the configuration of these levee
segments.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/MF.pdf
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5.4 LOWER SNOQUALMIE RIVER
5.4.1 Overview
The lower Snoqualmie River basin begins at Snoqualmie Falls and generally drains north toward
Snohomish County. At the base of Snoqualmie Falls, the river is relatively steep, but it soon loses most
of its elevation; the lower reaches of the Snoqualmie River are relatively flat. The river meanders in wide
loops through a largely agricultural valley floodplain, passing through the unincorporated community of
Fall City and the Cities of Carnation and Duvall. Aside from these three residential and commercial
centers, most of the lower Snoqualmie valley bottom supports agricultural and recreational land uses.
Several tributaries join the Snoqualmie River in its lower reaches: the Tolt and Raging Rivers, and Tokul,
Patterson, Griffin, Harris, Tuck and Cherry Creeks. Most of these tributaries have relatively steep
gradients and high-velocity flood flows until they meet the flat valley floor of the Snoqualmie River. The
largest tributary, the Tolt River, is partially regulated by the City of Seattle through its operation of a
water supply dam on the South Fork Tolt River.
Like the South Fork Skykomish River, the Snoqualmie River feeds the Snohomish River, which empties
into Puget Sound at Port Gardner in Everett. Anadromous fish use the entire length of the Snoqualmie
River below Snoqualmie Falls, as well as many of the river’s tributaries.
The lower Snoqualmie River flood hazard management corridor runs from the King and Snohomish
county line to Snoqualmie Falls and includes the river channel, mapped flood hazard areas and a riparian
buffer. See Map 5-3 for the major features of the lower Snoqualmie River. An electronic version of this
map can be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/5-3.pdf

5.4.2 Geology and Geomorphology
The river’s vertical drop of 270 feet over tertiary bedrock at Snoqualmie Falls divides the profile of the
overall mainstem and also divides the upper and lower Snoqualmie River. The lower Snoqualmie River
is unique among Puget Sound rivers in that the majority of its hydraulic head is lost at a single point,
Snoqualmie Falls, resulting in very low average channel gradient of about 0.05 percent for most of the
lower 40 miles of river. After a short distance of bedrock downstream of Snoqualmie Falls, there is a
transition to alluvial channel and floodplain that persists through the remainder of the lower Snoqualmie.
Proceeding downstream past Fall City, the river enters a broad valley with a wide floodplain that
encompasses much of the valley floor. The river shows a meandering channel pattern incised into silts
and fine sand deposits for much of its length (Booth et al. 1991).
Bed load sediment from the upper basin is naturally trapped above Snoqualmie Falls, so the lower river’s
coarse sediment supply must come from its banks and steep tributaries, such as the Tolt and Raging
Rivers and Tokul Creek, which can deliver gravel and cobble across the valley floor to the river. Even
then, most of this coarse sediment stays within the tributary deltas because of the Snoqualmie River’s low
sediment transport capacity. With its very low channel gradient, a gravel and cobble channel substrate
persists for only a few miles downstream of the Tolt and Raging Rivers and Tokul Creek. For most of its
length, the mainstem Snoqualmie River channel is a sand- and silt-bedded meandering river.
The lower Snoqualmie valley was covered by continental glaciation that affected much of Puget Sound
Lowland. The lower Snoqualmie River, from Snoqualmie Falls to the Skykomish River, exemplifies the
pattern of river valleys created by sub-glacial runoff in a glacial trough. The meandering lower
Snoqualmie River has river banks and a distinct meander belt that are several feet higher than the
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surrounding floodplain, which result from river sediments that have been deposited adjacent to the
channel within the broad and low-gradient valley (Collins et al. 2003). With riverbanks at a higher
elevation than much of the valley floor, even relatively small overbank flows can result in flooding from
valley wall to valley wall. The valley walls are composed of glacial and non-glacial sediments, with local
areas affected by relatively large landslides.
The mainstem Snoqualmie flows in a sinuous and meandering single thread channel pattern, with many
oxbow ponds and wetlands. However, with the exception of a few areas, there has been very little change
in the river position or oxbows in the 130 years since the earliest mapping. The river appears to migrate
slowly and to avulse infrequently, by which process the oxbows are created (Collins and Sheikh 2002;
Collins et al. 2003). Consequently, lateral channel migration presents a lower level of flood hazard along
much of the lower Snoqualmie River than on some rapidly migrating King County rivers, such as the
Tolt. And while the sinuous meanders set the stage for meander cutoffs, these avulsions are infrequent.
In all, the relatively common overbank inundation appears to be a more prominent flood hazard than
channel migration along the lower Snoqualmie River.

5.4.3 Hydrology and Hydraulics
With headwaters and much of the eastern basin highlands in the Cascades and a drainage area of about
600 square miles at Carnation, the Snoqualmie basin typically responds to winter rains with flood levels
that rise and fall slowly and steadily. With such high elevations and unregulated drainages, rain-on-snow
events can be significant. None of the dams and modifications in the basin significantly alters the flood
flows that these mountain conditions produce on the lower mainstem Snoqualmie River.
The low-gradient channel of the lower Snoqualmie meets the relatively steeper and faster-responding
Skykomish River in Snohomish County, which can result in Skykomish River backwater influencing the
lower Snoqualmie as far upstream as Duvall.
Table 5-7 summarizes flow frequencies for the lower Snoqualmie River at Carnation.
TABLE 5-7. LOWER SNOQUALMIE RIVER FLOWS
Recurrence Interval (years)

a.

Dischargea (cubic feet per second)
Snoqualmie River at Carnation
Snoqualmie River at Duvall

10

58,200

53,400

50

82,400

75,800

100

91,800

84,600

500

113,300

99,700

Flow estimates based on hydrologic analysis for the Lower Snoqualmie and
Skykomish River Revised Flood Insurance Study (Draft, 2005).

The period of record of gage data used to derive values in this table may differ from the period of
record currently available. See Chapter 4, Section 4.1 for further discussion on derivation of flood
frequencies.
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5.4.4 Ecological Context
The lower Snoqualmie River has a broad valley floor, generally one mile wide, but sometimes as much as
two miles wide. The valley floor contains numerous old and large oxbow ponds, side channels and
shallow swales marking where the river once flowed. In order of their geomorphic and ecological
influence on the lower Snoqualmie, major tributaries include the Tolt River, Tokul Creek, Raging River,
and Cherry, Patterson, Griffin, Harris and Ames Creeks (Martin et al. 2004). Other notable named
tributaries include Tuck, Adair, Ames and Weiss Creeks. With few exceptions, these tributaries meander
along the valley floor for a significant distance before emptying into the mainstem river. Most provide
good to excellent salmon habitat, but upstream of the valley floor several of these streams are too steep to
support salmonids other than cutthroat trout.
Collins and Sheikh (2002) described historical habitat conditions along the Snoqualmie, where wetlands
were abundant, hardwoods made up a relatively large proportion of riparian forest cover, and some very
large conifers, such as cedars and spruces, were also present in riparian areas. It appears that the
Snoqualmie may have had lower levels of large woody debris than most other large Puget Sound rivers.
Current habitat conditions were characterized by Solomon and Boles (2002), who found that 8.5 of
32 river miles surveyed exhibited “good” habitat conditions for all habitat features, while the remaining
23.5 miles of river had one or more habitat problems, such as extensive bank hardening and erosion, cattle
access points, few or no side channels and back channels, channel modifications, sparse or mostly
nonnative vegetation, and limited or no large woody debris. Peak summer temperatures were higher than
desired for juvenile rearing and adult holding, which is the period prior to spawning. There were an
average of two large pools per mile, or approximately 70 over a 35-mile reach, many of which were very
long and relatively deep.
The Snohomish River Basin Salmonid Recovery Technical Committee (SRBSRTC 2004) assessed stream
habitat conditions and watershed processes, such as hydrologic, riparian and sediment, as related to
recovery and maintenance of salmonids and their habitats. They split the lower Snoqualmie into four subbasins: the mouth, extending upstream to approximately Duvall; mid, from approximately Duvall to the
Tolt River; upper, from the Tolt River to Raging River; and Coal Creek Lower, from Raging River to
Snoqualmie Falls. The committee assigned the following ratings for these sub-basins:
•

For all but the Coal Creek Lower sub-basin, a rating of “degraded” was given for instream
artificial barriers to habitats, water quality, wetlands and riparian zone, shoreline vegetation
and large woody debris, and shoreline condition and floodplain connectivity. The Coal Creek
Lower sub-basin differed from this only with respect to artificial barriers, which were rated as
a data gap.

•

Hydrology was rated as “intact” for all four sub-basins.

•

Sediment in the mid and upper sub-basins was rated as “moderately degraded” but noted as a
“data gap” for the mouth and Coal Creek Lower.

•

At the watershed scale, the committee rated the mouth and middle sub-basin as “intact” for
hydrologic processes, whereas the upper sub-basin was rated as “moderately degraded” and
the Coal Creek Lower sub-basin was rated “degraded.”

•

For riparian processes, the mouth, middle and upper sub-basin were rated as “degraded”
whereas the Coal Creek Lower sub-basin was rated as “moderately degraded.”

•

The committee rated overall watershed processes as “moderately degraded”, meaning one or
two of the key processes were “degraded” or “moderately degraded.”
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The committee did not rate the mainstem Snoqualmie River for sediment processes because of concern
that the model used was not appropriate for Puget Sound lowland sub-basins.

5.4.5 Salmonid Use
The lower Snoqualmie River is used by federal Endangered Species Act-listed Chinook salmon and bull
trout as well as chum, pink, coho and sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, including winter steelhead, cutthroat
trout and mountain whitefish (Williams et al. 1975; Haring 2002; Johnson et al. 2003; Lucchetti 2005).
The Snohomish River Basin Salmonid Recovery Technical Committee made the following assessments
of current relative use for Chinook salmon, bull trout and coho salmon:
•

For Chinook salmon, all sub-basins but the Coal Creek Lower sub-basin were in the highest
tier of use, meaning that they contained at least 12 percent of the total spawning escapement
for the Snohomish River basin (Water Resource Inventory Area 7).

•

For bull trout, the primary value was for foraging, with no spawning or early rearing value.

•

For coho salmon, rated the mouth as “high,” the upper sub-basin as “moderate” and the
middle and Coal Creek Lower sub-basins as “known,” meaning that the degree of use is
uncertain and more data are needed to make a strong statement.

Based on geology and consistent patterns of relatively high year-to-year spawning density, Martin et al.
(2004) concluded that the Tolt and Raging delta reaches are likely Chinook salmon “core areas” that
extended into the spawning areas of the respective tributary rivers.

5.4.6 King County Flood Protection Facilities, Major Flooding, Flood
Damage
There is no single system or set of continuous flood protection facilities along the lower Snoqualmie
basin. However, there are many discontinuous revetments and training levees, which are located at most
of the outside river bends from near Tokul Creek at River Mile 39.5 all the way downstream to the King
and Snohomish county line at River Mile 6. Many of these flood protection facilities probably originated
as privately constructed bank protection along farm properties many decades ago. In addition, the two
flood control bonds of the 1960s funded construction or significant improvement for several relatively
long levees. The Carnation Farms Upper Levee at Chinook Bend, north of Carnation, is an example of a
flood protection facility funded through these bonds. Most of the lower Snoqualmie flood protection
facilities were not intended to provide significant containment of flood flows. None of the lower
Snoqualmie River flood protection facilities satisfy federal certification criteria to be mapped as reliable
100-year flood protection.
Recent large floods at the Carnation gage include November 1990, which had a discharge of 65,200 cubic
feet per second and flood elevation of 60.70 feet. The November 1995 flood discharged 61,200 cubic feet
per second, at 60.30 feet elevation. The February 1996 flood discharged 61,600 cubic feet per second, at
60.34 feet elevation. All three events produced widespread flooding.
Two people were killed by flooding in the lower Snoqualmie River basin in the 1990s. Both failed in
attempts to drive across the mile-wide valley bottom on flooded roadways. The November 1990 flood
killed hundreds of dairy cows and other livestock in the lower Snoqualmie basin. Subsequent floods have
not had similar animal mortality, in part because the dairy industry no longer dominates valley land use.
Homes and other structures throughout the lower Snoqualmie basin are subject to flood damage. For the
most part, these structures were developed for agricultural use and have been placed on the highest
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portions of large floodplain parcels. Nonetheless, deep and fast flows are a hazard throughout the lower
Snoqualmie River floodplain.
Flood protection facilities in the basin have sustained damage in several recent floods. The
McElhoe/Pearson levee was breached in the flood of November 1995. Repairs were partially completed
before the flood of February 1996, and the repaired levee was credited with limiting flood depths in the
Garden Tracts neighborhood north of Carnation. Additional structural repairs were completed in 1998.
With a wide floodplain and a large percentage of the river flow during floods taking an overbank route
rather than remaining in the channel, flood damage can occur around constrictions, where flow energies
become concentrated. This hazard is not limited to major constrictions such as elevated roadways, but
also applies to small-scale constrictions such as foundation walls around homes and other structures.

5.4.7 Key Accomplishments Since 1993 King County Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan
Nine homes have been elevated to resist flood damage. Of these nine homes, three were funded through
grants administered by the River and Floodplain Management Program and six were funded with nointerest loans administered by King County Housing Repair Program. As part of the Snoqualmie 205
conveyance improvement project completed in 2005 near the town of Snoqualmie, King County has
entered contracts to cost-share elevation of twelve more structures in the lower Snoqualmie floodplain,
including seven houses, three barns, an office, and a shop.
A nearly completed FEMA flood insurance study for the entire lower Snoqualmie River and the lower
Skykomish River will be used to update the existing out-of-date flood maps. A study is in progress to
assess gravel accumulation and the potential effectiveness of gravel removal as a flood hazard
management measure for selected areas of the Snoqualmie River and tributaries.

5.4.8 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Data
Hazard mapping in this basin includes detailed flood studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps along the
mainstem Snoqualmie. The existing maps are out of date and do not accurately represent current-day
flood hazards. Map revisions are being prepared to federal guidelines and specifications. Preliminary
flood insurance rate maps are expected to be available in the fall of 2006. Draft flood boundary work
maps were completed in December 2005 and are available to the public. Channel migration hazard
mapping has not been done on the lower Snoqualmie and is not a priority because of the very limited
degree to which channel migration occurs on this part of the river. Flood hazard corridor maps for the
mainstem Snoqualmie River in King County included a riparian buffer based on the King County Critical
Areas Ordinance aquatic-area buffer.

5.4.9 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Conditions
None of the levees in the lower Snoqualmie River basin are certified as reliable 100-year flood protection,
nor do they meet standards for certification. Deficiencies include a lack of sufficient containment
capacity, problems with structural stability, and problems with erosion resistance. Therefore, the Flood
Insurance Rate Maps identify extensive flood hazard areas behind the levees, as well as the revetments.
Much of the property in these hazard areas has been developed for agricultural use, with both homes and
businesses scattered throughout the hazard area. These developed properties are at risk.
The lower Snoqualmie River floodplain also includes significant public infrastructure that is at risk of
flood damage. State Highways 202 and 203 and other roads that cross the river are subject to closure
when they are inundated with floodwaters. Some portions of these roads have been damaged by
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floodwaters. For instance, the Carnation Farms Road has had significant scour damage when floodwaters
have overtopped the elevated road grade and cascaded down its downstream shoulder. Between Fall City
and Carnation, riverfront portions of both the Neal Road and SE 19th Way have developed sinkhole
problems.
Perhaps the most significant threat of flood damage to public infrastructure in this basin involves the
Snoqualmie River floodplain crossing of the City of Seattle’s Tolt River water supply pipeline. This
pipeline supplies potable water for much of Seattle and the surrounding communities. Portions of the
pipeline infrastructure have been buried deep beneath the floodplain and the river channel, where they
should be safe from flood damage. However, portions of the pipeline are above grade across the
floodplain and, according to a consultant study done for the City of Seattle, advancing erosion of a right
bank Snoqualmie River bend at River Mile 13.5 could undermine the pipeline within the next 20 years.

5.4.10 Flood Hazard Management Objectives and Strategies
In the lower Snoqualmie River basin, flood risks as outlined in Policy G-2 include risks to public safety
associated with widespread flooding; risks to public infrastructure, including the Tolt River water supply
pipeline; and risks to private structures, primarily homes and agricultural buildings.
The current flood hazard reduction objectives for the lower Snoqualmie River valley include the reduction
of flood hazards associated with the inundation of homes and farms, reduction in the risks to public
infrastructure, minimizing the impacts of flooding on agriculture and, to the maximum extent practicable,
ensuring that flood hazard management strategies are consistent with salmon habitat restoration efforts.
Each of these objectives is described below, along with the associated strategies and projects that will be
used to meet these objectives.
1. Reduce both the public safety and property damages associated with the widespread flooding that
can occur in this area. While residents of the Snoqualmie valley tend to be well aware of flood
hazards, and the need to take appropriate safety precautions, the presence of floodwaters does
pose a threat to those living, working and traveling in the lower Snoqualmie valley. Throughout
the basin, individual homes, barns, and other structures are subject to deep and fast flood
conditions, impact damage from flood-borne debris, and undermining by river bank erosion.
Several structures in the lower Snoqualmie valley have been the subject of repetitive flood loss
claims to the National Flood Insurance Program. In order to meet this public safety and property
protection objective, this Plan proposes to elevate, and in some cases remove, the homes and
structures that are at greatest risk from flooding and erosion. The Plan includes both targeted
acquisition projects and a countywide acquisition opportunity fund to help meet this object.
2. Preserving safe access to homes and businesses along the river. However, this Plan assumes that
state and federal agencies will continue to protect state highways (SR 202 and 203) from flood
damage. Similarly, this Plan assumes that private parties will continue to maintain their private
roads and driveways. This Plan does, however, recommend two projects intended to reduce or
eliminate erosion-related risk associated with county roads.
3. The most significant risk to public infrastructure in the lower Snoqualmie Basin involves the City
of Seattle’s Tolt River water supply pipeline. While this pipeline does not directly benefit
properties in this basin, it does provide an essential regional benefit. Protecting this pipeline from
erosion is a relatively high priority flood risk reduction objective. This Plan recommends
construction of an engineered log jam to help protect this pipeline from future damage resulting
from river bank erosion
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4. Protecting prime agricultural soils is an important flood hazard management objective in King
County and to the maximum extent possible, coordinate with the King County Agriculture
Program to ensure that proposed flood risk reduction projects located in an Agricultural
Production District, or near properties enrolled in the Farmland Preservation Program, do not
negatively impact productive agricultural soils.
5. Finally, ensuring that flood hazard management actions do not adversely affect, and where
possible, support salmon habitat restoration efforts. The emphasis of the Plan on non-structural
solutions or, in the case of the Tolt Pipeline, a solution that will result in the addition of a
substantial amount of large woody debris, strongly supports this objective.

5.4.11 Proposed Actions
Table 5-8 summarizes the start list of proposed flood hazard management actions for the lower
Snoqualmie River in King County. The status quo projects are the actions recommended for funding
using current River and Floodplain Management Program revenues and grant funding at a level typically
received by the program. The enhanced projects address the next set of needs and actions, which will be
pursued with additional funding and participation of affected parties and partners. Appendix G identifies
the complete list of problems, a subset of which contains a proposed action that would be needed to
comprehensively address flood hazard management needs in each basin.
Project summaries for site-specific actions follow Table 5-8. The river miles used in the project
summaries to identify approximate project locations were generated by a route system algorithm using
2002 King County Streams and Rivers geographic information system base data; left-bank and right-bank
notations refer to the river bank as viewed looking downstream.
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TABLE 5-8.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE LOWER SNOQUALMIE RIVER
(2007-2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Status Quo Funding
Aldair Buyout

Purchase homes and property at risk from failure of the
Aldair levee.

Lower Snoqualmie River Early
Action Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation

Elevate structures or otherwise mitigate flood risks to ten
repetitive loss properties. Supports recommendations
ERA-1 through 4.
Total Status Quo Funding

$2,299,000
$660,000

$2,959,000

Enhanced Funding
Tolt Pipeline Protection

Construct wood piling and log revetment to halt erosion that
threatens the Tolt water supply pipeline.

$2,367,000

SE 19th Way Buyout

Purchase farm which is at risk of being isolated by bank
erosion.

$1,772,000

Neal Road Relocation

Realign road currently closed due to bank failure.

$1,450,000
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Aldair Buyout
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0219, Snoqualmie River
River Mile 33.5 – 34.3, Left Bank
Council District 3
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Public and Private lands
In Agricultural Production District, may affect Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$2,299,000

Problem Statement
During recent flood events, the Aldair levee has had recent problems with extensive and increasing
seepage. Ponds behind the levee have shown an unusual silty coloration when these seepage problems
have been observed. This suggests possible piping (underground erosion) of fine material from the levee
and the underlying banks. Piping can lead to sudden, catastrophic levee breach.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee fails, resulting in potentially deep fast flows moving through
this rural area;

•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, primarily public roads;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Remove existing homes from low-lying ground immediately behind the Aldair levee.

Project Benefits
Greatly reduce the public safety risk associated with potential levee failure.

Coordination
Coordination with current property owners and the King County Agriculture Program.

Other Information or Needs
This project is in the First Priority Restoration Area designated in Snohomish River Basin Salmon
Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 7. The
project is consistent with that plan.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Aldair.pdf
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Tolt Pipeline Protection
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0219, Snoqualmie River
River Mile 13.50 – 13.65, Right Bank
Council District 3
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Private lands
In Agricultural Production District, may affect Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$2,367,000

Problem Statement
Erosion along the right bank of the Snoqualmie River channel threatens to undermine the Tolt River water
supply pipeline at this location south of Duvall. A rock revetment was installed in response to this
problem in the 1960s, but little sign of that revetment remains. The bank erosion process in this area
involves slumping of discrete failure blocks that can extend horizontally more than 50 feet from the top of
bank. Replacement of the thin rock riprap revetment would do little to inhibit future bank failures of this
type.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Impact on regional economy if the Tolt Pipeline, a primary source of potable water to the
City of Seattle and surrounding communities is interrupted;

•

Damage to public infrastructure if the Tolt Pipeline is undermined.

Proposed Project or Action
Install one or more engineered log jams to roughen the river channel near the toe of the eroding bank,
thereby helping to reduce local water velocities and the resulting toe erosion process.

Project Benefits
Protect the water supply pipeline, which carries potable water to the City of Seattle’s distribution system,
serving as roughly 30% of the system supply. In addition, provide significant fish habitat benefits.

Coordination
Seattle Public Utilities has indicated a willingness to partner on this project. Coordination with Seattle
Public Utilities and the underlying property owner will be needed.

Other Information or Needs
This project is in the First Priority Restoration Area designated in the salmon habitat recovery plan for
Water Resource Inventory Area 7. Placement of engineered log jam structures is consistent with that
plan. Seattle Public Utilities has indicated a desire to partner in this effort.
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Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Pipeline.pdf
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SE 19th Way Buyout
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0219, Snoqualmie River
River Mile 30.5 to 32.8, Right Bank
Council District 3
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Public and Private lands
In Agricultural Production District, may affect Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,772,000

Problem Statement
Erosion along the left bank of the Snoqualmie River channel threatens to undermine the road bed of
SE 19th Way, which serves one farm. A rock revetment was installed in response to this problem in the
1960s, but the problems involve deep failure surfaces that have not been stabilized by the rock riprap.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if county road fails unexpectedly and motorists drive into river;

•

Risk to public safety if residents of the farm served by the road at risk need emergency
assistance and cannot be reached due to road failure;

•

Damage to public infrastructure: county road.

Proposed Project or Action
Purchase the farm served by this road. Then abandon the road and allow natural river processes to occur.

Project Benefits
Eliminate public safety risk associated with potential road failure. Minimize disturbance of river channel
environment, as well as need for future inspection, maintenance and repair.

Coordination
This project would need to be coordinated with the current property owner, the King County Department
of Transportation, and the King County Agriculture Program.

Other Information or Needs
This project is in the First Priority Restoration Area designated in Snohomish River Basin Salmon
Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 7. The
project is responsive to, and fully consistent with, that plan.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/19th-Way.pdf
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Neal Road Relocation
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0219, Snoqualmie River
River Mile 32.5 to 33.5, Right Bank
Council District 3
Unincorporated King County
Private Lands
In Agricultural Production District, may affect Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,450,000
Problem Statement
Erosion along the right bank of the Snoqualmie River channel has undermined a portion of the Neal Road,
which runs parallel to the Fall City-Carnation Road (State Route 203) and serves several farms and a
public boat ramp. A rock revetment was installed in response to this problem in the 1960s, but the
problems involve deep failure surfaces that have not been stabilized by the rock riprap. The north end of
the Neal Road has been closed since it was undermined in 2003.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are unable to reach those in need due to
closure of Neal Road;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including Neal Road.

Proposed Project or Action
Relocate the north end of the Neal Road to outside the erosion risk area. Abandon the north end of the
road (from the existing State Route 203 intersection to the public boat ramp) and allow natural river
processes to occur.

Project Benefits
Eliminate the risk to public safety associated with potential road failure. Improve emergency access to
flood-prone farms. Minimize disturbance of river channel environment, as well as need for future
inspection, maintenance and repair.

Coordination
This project would need to be coordinated current property owners, the King County Department of
Transportation and the King County Agriculture Program.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Neal.pdf
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5.5 TOLT RIVER
5.5.1 Overview
The Tolt River is a major tributary that enters the Snoqualmie River from the east, near the City of
Carnation. The Tolt River headwaters are at the crest of the Cascades, with an elevation change of over
4,000 feet from crest to mouth, and the river drains a total area of about 100 square miles. Land use in the
Tolt River valley bottom is primarily residential development that ranges from low density in the
upstream valley to higher density near the downstream end. The upper reaches of the Tolt River basin are
mostly within the Forest Production District, as designated by the King County Comprehensive Plan,
where timber harvesting has occurred on an ongoing basis since the early 1900s. The North and South
Fork Tolt Rivers meet near Tolt River Mile 9. The City of Seattle operates a water supply and
hydroelectric power dam on the South Fork Tolt River, which was completed in 1963.
Most of the Tolt River basin is in unincorporated King County. The City of Carnation is located along
the north bank of the river between River Mile 1.8 and State Route 203. Flood and erosion hazards affect
unincorporated areas and incorporated areas. Levees line both banks from about River Mile 2 to the
mouth. The State Route 203 Bridge crosses the Tolt River at River Mile 0.55 and the Snoqualmie Valley
Trail Bridge, formerly a railroad bridge, crosses the Tolt River at River Mile 1.1. The Tolt River flood
hazard management corridor includes the mainstem Tolt channel, the mapped flood hazard areas,
including channel migration zones from River Mile 0 to River Mile 4.9, and a riparian buffer from River
Mile 0 to River Mile 6. Major features of the Tolt River basin are shown in Map 5-4. An electronic
version of this map can be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/5-4.pdf

5.5.2 Geology and Geomorphology
The upper reaches of the Tolt River drain steep forested slopes, where the predominant geology is
volcanic and intrusive bedrock. Surface geology in the upper and middle basin is mostly glacial deposits
left by continental glaciations. The Tolt River emerges from its steeper and confined reaches at about
Tolt River Mile 6 to flow through a relatively narrow valley floor of alluvium that widens downstream to
the confluence with the Snoqualmie River. Along this section, the steep valley walls consist mostly of
glacial and non-glacial sedimentary deposits, with some large landslide deposits along the south valley
wall. The lower mainstem Tolt River valley floor opens to the broader Snoqualmie valley floor near Tolt
River Mile 2. The City of Carnation rests upon a depositional fan built by the Tolt River across the
Snoqualmie River floodplain.
The Tolt River has cut its valley into the surrounding glacial and non-glacial materials since the last
glaciation. The mainstem Tolt River exhibits some of the highest lateral migration rates and significant
channel shifts by avulsion of all King County rivers. From about River Mile 2 to River Mile 6, the Tolt
River has a meandering channel pattern with occasional locations of multiple channels. Historical photos
and maps indicate that the mainstem Tolt River was a more sinuous, multiple-threaded channel during the
last 100 years, prior to levee construction.
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5.5.3 Hydrology and Hydraulics
With its steep upper basin, the Tolt basin has a relatively fast runoff response. The high elevations of the
basin can produce rain-on-snow events, which can increase downstream flood magnitude and extent. A
typical Tolt River flood reaches its maximum peak 10 to 12 hours before the larger Snoqualmie River.
Although the South Fork Tolt River dam is not intended for flood control purposes, dam operations are
such that peak flows on the mainstem Tolt have been diminished by about 30 percent relative to pre-dam
flows (Parametrix 2001).
The primary gage referenced for Tolt River floods is the Tolt River near Carnation gage
(USGS #12148500), which is located on the Tolt River mainstem at River Mile 8.7, with an 82-squaremile drainage area. Flow magnitudes and recurrence intervals are calculated by a standard flood
frequency analysis based on flows measured at the USGS #12128500 gage throughout the period of
record, which is 1928 to 1931 and 1937 to the present. There is no gage at the Tolt River mouth at River
Mile 0.0; flow magnitudes there are calculated based on the relation between the drainage areas at the
mouth and at the USGS #12148500 gage. Table 5-9 summarizes flow data for the Tolt River.
TABLE 5-9.
TOLT RIVER FLOWS
Recurrence
Interval (years)

a.

Discharge (cubic feet per second)a
Tolt River at Carnation
Tolt River at Mouth

10

11,900

13,900

50

16,700

19,500

100

18,800

22,000

500

23,800

27,800

FEMA 2005.

See Chapter 4, Section 4.1 for further discussion on derivation of flood frequencies.

5.5.4 Ecological Context
The Tolt River is the largest tributary to the lower Snoqualmie River, and is by far the greatest source of
coarse sediment, including salmonid spawning gravel, for the lower Snoqualmie. This sediment forms a
delta reach that is among the most heavily used reaches for salmonid spawning in the Snohomish basin.
Geomorphically, the Tolt River delta exerts a great influence on the larger Snoqualmie River channel,
constricting and steepening it enough to create a diversity of habitats, including large pools and gravelbedded spawning riffles that differ greatly from the majority of the Snoqualmie River’s low gradient,
sand- and silt-bedded, meandering channel.
Upstream of the delta, the Tolt River valley can be viewed as two distinct reaches: a reach of mostly
steep, boulder- and bedrock-dominated channels, often deep in canyons, extending from the river’s
headwaters down to about River Mile 6, below which the river leaves a bedrock canyon and travels
through a narrow valley before depositing sediments onto the Snoqualmie valley floor and creating the
aforementioned delta. The lower six miles of the Tolt River are the most productive for salmon.
Historically this reach exhibited considerable channel migration, due to deposition of sediments upstream
of the main delta. The process of sediment deposition and subsequent channel migration resulted in a
myriad of complex mainstem and floodplain side-channel habitats. In many places, the historical side
channels still exist, but revetments and levees prevent the river from periodically flushing out or
reoccupying these side channels or migrating to create new ones. The net effect is a decline in habitat
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diversity and productivity as the long-term value of existing habitats is reduced due to sedimentation and
encroachment by vegetation, and the absence of creation of new side channels.
Riparian areas affect adjacent aquatic areas and are productive habitats in their own right. The lower Tolt
River riparian areas have been extensively modified, first by logging and more recently by moderate to
low density residential development. Much of the riparian vegetation is dominated by hardwoods, such
as black cottonwood and big leaf maple, with occasional but significant occurrences of conifers, either as
patches or as occasional trees. While all native trees have value, a preponderance of hardwoods suggests
a deviation from the predevelopment, conifer-dominant, natural condition. Conifer trees grow much
larger, live much longer and, when they die and fall, last much longer before they decay than hardwoods.
Thus a shift in dominance from conifer to hardwoods can create a much different river and riparian
system than what was historically present.

5.5.5 Salmonid Use
The Tolt River is used by all the same salmonids that use the lower Snoqualmie River. It also is highly
valuable as wildlife habitat, in large part due to the extensive forest with little or no development-related
impacts. Despite existing development in its lower reaches, overall the Tolt River rated “high” in a
countywide rating of catchments, indicating high value for protecting and restoring fish and wildlife
habitat and as a long-term refuge for many fish and wildlife species.
The Snohomish River Basin Salmonid Recovery Technical Committee (SRBSRTC 2004) assessed
current relative use for Chinook salmon, bull trout and coho salmon, and assigned the following ratings:
•

For bull trout, the primary value of the Tolt River was foraging by sub-adults and adults, with
no spawning or early rearing value.

•

For coho salmon, the Tolt River was rated as having high use.

•

The Tolt River is in the highest tier of use for Chinook salmon, meaning that it contains at
least 12 percent of the total spawning escapement for the Snohomish River basin.

5.5.6 King County Flood Protection Facilities, Major Flooding, Flood
Damage
The main King County flood protection facility on the Tolt River is the set of continuous levees and
revetments along both sides of about the lower two miles of river. Built in about 1940, these levees keep
the river in place while providing a varying level of flood containment through the leveed reach. The
greatest level of flood containment is provided along both banks upstream of the Trail Bridge; there is
moderate to low flood containment from the Trail Bridge to State Route 203. Downstream of the State
Route 203 Bridge, where Snoqualmie River backwater and overbank flow can have as much of an effect
on flooding as the Tolt River itself, there is negligible flood containment and widespread flooding even
during smaller events. Overall, the Tolt River levees do not provide protection to the 100-year event and
are not federally certified.
At River Mile 3, there are two continuous King County-maintained revetments that protect the Tolt River
Road and a few residential properties. These revetments are subject to bank erosion and channel
migration.
Recent major floods on the Tolt River occurred in November 1990, November 1995, and February 1996,
all of which had peak magnitudes that are smaller than the current-day 10-year flood. The three largest
Tolt floods on record occurred in the 1950s, before dam operation began, and all three were close to the
current-day 20-year flood.
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The Tolt River levees were damaged at three locations in the winter of 1995-96 and subsequently
repaired. The 1990 flood caused extensive damage to the north bank levee downstream of State Route
203, primarily along the top of the levee. At that time, King County decided to abandon the levee and no
longer maintain it as a flood protection facility.

5.5.7 Key Accomplishments Since 1993 King County Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan
Pursuant to the 1993 King County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan Policy FP-8, the Tolt and other
completed channel migration hazard maps have been used to regulate land use since adoption of a King
County channel migration public rule in 1999, and more recently through the King County Critical Areas
Ordinance of 2004. As recommended by the 1993 King County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan, a Flood
Insurance Study and flood maps that delineate the regulatory 100-year floodplain and floodway were
completed by King County in the late 1990s and published by FEMA in 2001 and 2002.
Other accomplishments since 1993 include repair of King County flood protection facilities, including
Holberg in the early 1990s; repairs at four spots within the leveed segment in 1996-97; the Frew side
channel project in 1997; and the Tolt River Road in 1997. Both King County and the City of Seattle have
also acquired lands along the Tolt River for purposes of preserving channel and floodplain areas to
achieve multiple benefits, including flood flow conveyance.
In the mid-1990s the Tolt Watershed Analysis (Weyerhaeuser Co. 1993) was completed, which resulted in
prescriptions for timber harvest practices in the forested upper basin. The Lower Tolt River Floodplain
reconnection project, a levee setback project, is in the design process. Finally, the lower Tolt River is a
study reach in the Snoqualmie gravel study that is now in progress and is a part of the River and
Floodplain Management Program’s ongoing channel monitoring effort.

5.5.8 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Data
The Tolt River flood hazard management corridor begins at the confluence of the Tolt River and the
Snoqualmie River at Tolt River Mile 0.0 and extends upstream to approximately River Mile 6. Base data
sets for this 6-mile flood hazard management corridor are largely complete. Both the floodplain and the
floodway have been mapped for the entire length of the corridor. Channel migration hazard areas have
been mapped from River Mile 1.7 to River Mile 6. Channel migration hazards were not mapped along
the lower 1.7 miles of the river, based on the assumption that existing levees on both sides of the river
will be maintained and will prevent any channel migration. A riparian buffer, based on the King County
Critical Areas Ordinance aquatic-areas buffer, was included for the entire Tolt River flood hazard
management corridor.

5.5.9 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Conditions
Following is a summary of conditions relevant to the identification of flooding and erosion risks in the
Tolt River flood hazard management corridor. The summary begins at the confluence of the Tolt and
Snoqualmie Rivers and continues upstream to Tolt River Mile 6.0.
The left bank levee downstream of the State Route 203 bridge to the Tolt River mouth is believed to
exacerbate mainstem Snoqualmie River flooding upstream of the confluence of the two rivers. The right
bank levee in this reach contributes to this flood hazard and also isolates high habitat value remnant
channels and relatively healthy riparian forest from the active channel.
Farther upstream, the left bank neighborhood served by NE 32nd Street between State Route 203 and the
Snoqualmie River Trail bridge is only marginally protected from flooding and erosion by a levee of
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questionable integrity, which is overtopped even during moderate flood events. This overtopping often
inundates NE 32nd street, impacting access to the Remlinger Farm, a restaurant and retail facility, and a
scout camp served by this dead end road. Both the farm and scout camp are also in the 100-year
floodplain.
The Snoqualmie Trail bridge, which crosses the Tolt River at River Mile 1.1, frequently collects large
woody debris during floods, causing depths to increase upstream of the bridge. This brings added flood
risk over the right bank levee into the City of Carnation, so it represents an ongoing need for emergency
debris removal. The possibility of channel blockage at the bridge increases the threat of overbank flow in
that area. While a secondary berm constructed approximately 300 feet north of the right bank levee
would provide some protection, the potential for flooding through parts of the City of Carnation persists.
The right bank levee, which is also used as a formal public trail between State Route 203 and River Mile
1.6, largely separates the mainstem channel from potentially valuable fish and wildlife habitat. A fish
passage and side channel enhancement project along the right bank near River Mile 0.6 was completed in
1998 and, although quite successful, it is only a partial and temporary solution to this problem.
The right bank levee system continues upstream from the end of the public trail along private property
from about River Mile 1.5 to River Mile 1.7. The most critical segment of this levee segment, called the
Holberg levee, was reconstructed in 1995, greatly reducing the flood risk to the City of Carnation from
this location. Between 15 and 20acres of the City of Carnation is within flood hazard areas associated
with the Tolt River.
There is ongoing sedimentation within the full length of the lower Tolt levee system due to its location in
a natural depositional area. A past flood control response was to remove gravel from the leveed reach,
especially by dredging the Tolt River delta at the Snoqualmie River, but that has been discontinued since
the 1960s. Ongoing sedimentation is reducing the flood containment capacity of the levees.
The levee ends at River Mile 1.7, but bank protection continues upstream along a side channel known as
the North Channel to River Mile 2.1. This revetted segment of the North Channel is not considered a
barrier to channel migration and is the sole protection for ten homes built within the mapped channel
migration zone. Currently the North Channel receives relatively little flow, but the potential exists for a
greater percentage of the river to occupy this channel, which would increase the likelihood of erosion of
this revetment. Traditional access to this revetment was lost when these homes were constructed in the
late 1990s.
Moving upstream of the continuous system of levees and revetments, the primary existing and potential
flood risks are related to inundation and erosion of the Tolt River Road and the rural residential
communities dependent upon this 2.7-mile dead-end road. Approximately 1.7 miles of the Tolt River
Road, two King County flood protection facilities, and several additional homes are in or adjacent to the
channel migration zone in this area. Flood risks in this reach include frequent flooding of the Tolt River
Road in two locations and a developing erosion threat in one other location. Flooding and erosion at
these locations can cut off access to as many as 80 homes.
The San Souci neighborhood of seven homes is currently afforded some protection by a private levee
constructed in the early 1990s, but is still at risk from flooding, erosion and channel migration. This
neighborhood is frequently isolated not only by flooding on the Tolt River Road, but by high velocity
flows crossing the privately owned NE 69th Street. There is the very real threat of avulsion, in which the
Tolt River would shift location and flow across NE 69th Street.
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5.5.10 Flood Hazard Management Objectives and Strategies
In the Tolt River basin, flood risks as outlined in Policy G-2 include risks to public safety from deep fast
flows; risks to public infrastructure including drainage systems, streets and buildings; potential impacts
on the regional economy if the City of Carnation is severely flooded; risks to private structures, both
residential and commercial; and the potential for all of these risks to worsen suddenly in the event of a
levee failure.
The current flood hazard reduction objectives for the Tolt River valley include the reduction of flood
hazards associated with the inundation of homes and farms, reduction in the risks to public infrastructure,
minimizing the impacts of flooding and flood hazard reduction on agriculture and, to the maximum extent
practicable, ensuring that flood hazard management strategies are consistent with salmon habitat
restoration efforts. Each of these objectives is described below, along with the associated strategies and
projects that will be used to meet these objectives.
1. The containment levees along the Tolt River provide significant but incomplete protection to
much of the City of Carnation. Failure of these levees could lead to extensive, catastrophic flood
damage. Therefore, these levees represent a very high priority for King County action.
Maintenance and flood damage repairs should continue as a priority along this levee system.
Levee setback projects that can increase the capacity for flood water and sediment deposition
within the levee system should be pursued as funding opportunities allow.
2. Purchase and removal of homes at the greatest risk to deep and fast flood conditions, impact
damage from flood-borne debris, and undermining by river bank erosion. Some of these homes
at risk have had repetitive flood loss claims to the National Flood Insurance Program, but some of
these risks involve infrequent flood conditions that can cause very sudden loss. This Plan
proposes the purchase and removal of homes at greatest risk.
3. Preserve safe access to homes and businesses along the river. However, this Plan assumes that
private parties will continue to maintain their existing private roads and driveways. This Plan
recommends project action to help protect existing county roads at risk of flood damage.
4. To the maximum extent possible, coordinate with the King County Agriculture Program to ensure
that proposed flood risk reduction projects located in an Agricultural Production District or near
properties enrolled in the Farmland Preservation Program do not negatively impact productive
agricultural soils.
5. Ensure actions do not have an adverse impact on threatened or endangered species or other fish
and wildlife. To the extent possible, flood and erosion risk reduction actions proposed for the
Tolt River should be developed and designed in a manner that does not degrade, but rather
improves, habitat conditions in this highly valued watershed.

5.5.11 Proposed Actions
Table 5-10 summarizes the start list of proposed flood hazard management actions for the Tolt River.
The status quo projects are the actions recommended for funding using current River and Floodplain
Management Program revenues and grant funding at a level typically received by the program. The
enhanced projects address the next set of needs and actions, which will be pursued with additional
funding and participation of affected parties and partners. Appendix G identifies the complete list of
problems, a subset of which contains a proposed action that would be needed to comprehensively address
flood hazard management needs in each basin.
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Project summaries for site-specific actions follow Table 5-10. The river miles used in the project
summaries to identify approximate project locations were generated by a route system algorithm using
2002 King County Streams and Rivers geographic information system base data; left-bank and right-bank
notations refer to the river bank as viewed looking downstream.
TABLE 5-10.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE TOLT RIVER (2007– 2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Status Quo Funding
Tolt River Mouth to State Route 203
Floodplain Reconnection Technical
Support

Continue providing technical support for flood and
channel dynamics aspects of the Tolt River Levee
Setback project.

$105,000

Tolt River Road Shoulder Protection

Protect road from channel migration.

$385,000

San Souci Neighborhood Buyout

Purchase homes in high flood and erosion hazard area.

$2,003,000

Total Status Quo Funding

$2,493,000

Enhanced Funding
Tolt River Flood Early Action
Residential Flood Hazard Mitigation

Elevate structures on two repetitive loss properties.
Supports recommendations ERA-1 through 4.

Tolt River State Route 203 to Trail
Bridge Floodplain Reconnection

Setback levee to improve conveyance and allow
habitat enhancement.

$4,585,000

Tolt River Mile 1.1 Levee Setback

Setback levee to improve conveyance and allow
habitat enhancement. Include purchase and removal
of homes.

$5,677,000
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Tolt River Mouth to State Route 203 Floodplain Reconnection
Technical Support
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0291, Tolt River
River Mile 0.0 to 0.5, Right Bank
Council District: 3
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Public lands (entirely within Tolt-MacDonald Park)
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$105,000

Problem Statement
The primary goal of this project is to restore fish and wildlife habitat function by setting back an existing
levee that now isolates a 35-acre wetland/channel complex from the Tolt River channel. Because the
existing levee also restricts the river’s transport of both water and sediment, the setback project can also
help to address related flood risks.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that participation
in this project is intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if floodplain reconnection project is not designed and constructed in a
manner that maintains current level of flood protection for those living and working in the
vicinity of the project;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including roads and Tolt McDonald Park, if floodplain
reconnection project is not designed and constructed in a manner that maintains current level
of flood protection;

•

Damage to private structures if floodplain reconnection project is not designed and
constructed in a manner that maintains current level of flood protection.

Proposed Project or Action
Setback existing levee.

Project Benefits
The primary flood benefit of this project is that it will allow sediment deposition to occur throughout the
reconnected floodplain. This will generally reduce the vertical rate of aggradation in the lower Tolt River
channel, thereby helping to preserve the effectiveness of the existing levee system.

Coordination
Ongoing coordination with the Cities of Seattle and Carnation and the King County Parks and Recreation
Division will be essential to the completion of this project.
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Other Information or Needs
This project is in the First Priority Restoration Area designated in Snohomish River Basin Salmon
Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 7. The
project is responsive to, and fully consistent with, that plan. Grant funding for design has been provided
by the Salmon Recovery Funding Board. King County and the City of Seattle have each provided
additional funding for design. Design will be roughly 70 percent complete in the summer of 2006.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Mouth.pdf
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Tolt River Road Shoulder Protection
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0291, Tolt River
River Mile 2.8 to 2.9, Right Bank
Council District: 3
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Public and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$385,000

Problem Statement
Erosion along the right bank of the Tolt River channel threatens to undermine the Tolt River Road at this
location, roughly 1.5 miles east of State Route 203. A rock revetment was installed as an emergency
response to this problem during the 1990 flood and is still working to stabilize a portion of the road.
However, the road is not defended against recent erosion upstream of that rock revetment.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Damage to public infrastructure: Tolt River Road, which serves as sole access to
approximately 80 homes.

Proposed Project or Action
Install a 200-foot windrow of buried rock riprap along the shoulder of the Tolt River Road to protect it
from erosion upstream of the existing revetment.

Project Benefits
Protect the public road, which serves as sole access approximately 80 homes. Minimize disturbance of
river and hindrance of process and function.

Coordination
This project will need to be coordinated with the King County Department of Transpiration.

Other Information or Needs
This project is in the First Priority Restoration Area designated in the Snohomish River Basin Salmon
Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 7. The
proposed rock riprap protection is counter to the general direction of that plan, which would generally
eliminate hardened banks, but this proposal represents a minimally intrusive means to protect the Tolt
River Road.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Road.pdf
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San Souci Neighborhood Buyout
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0291, Tolt River
River Mile 4.2 to 4.9, Right Bank
Council District: 3
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$2,003,000

Problem Statement
Deep, fast flood waters surround several residences in the San Souci area during flood events. These can
isolate the neighborhood, preventing travel in or out, during relatively minor flood events. Many
residents elect to stay in these homes, which are higher than moderate flood levels. However, all of the
homes are at risk during extreme flood events. By the time the hazard becomes convincingly visible, high
water will prevent evacuation. Therefore, the situation is a life safety poses a public safety risk.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded area;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to private structures from both flooding and erosion.

Proposed Project or Action
Remove all homes from this hazardous area followed by removal of an existing, privately-assembled
rubble levee at upstream end of community access road.

Project Benefits
Protect public safety. Restore process to floodplain.

Coordination
Coordination with current property owners and the City of Seattle will be needed to complete this project.

Other Information or Needs
This project is in the First Priority Restoration Area designated in Snohomish River Basin Salmon
Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 7, and
is fully consistent with that plan. Seattle City Light and King County have purchased property in this
vicinity. The City of Seattle has been interested in these parcels as well.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/SS.pdf
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Tolt River State Route 203 to Trail Bridge Floodplain
Reconnection
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07-0291, Tolt River
River Mile 0.5 to 1.0, Right Bank
Council District 3
Jurisdiction: City of Carnation
Private and Public lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$4,585,000

Problem Statement
The existing Tolt River levee system has a limited capacity for conveyance of flood water. In addition,
the levees limit the area available for the accumulation of sediment that is dropped in this depositional
area. Because the area for sediment accumulation is restricted, its vertical rate of change is increased. In
this way, the levee system contributes to its own decreasing effectiveness over time. The levees also
impact fish and wildlife habitat because the levees separate a pond and side channel complex from the
Tolt River channel.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that participation
in this project is intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded area;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including roads, drainage systems, and flood protection
facilities;

•

Damage to private structures, primarily from shallow flooding.

Proposed Project or Action
Setback existing levee.

Project Benefits
The primary flood benefit of this project is that it will allow sediment deposition to occur throughout the
reconnected floodplain. This will generally reduce the vertical rate of aggradation in the lower Tolt River
channel, thereby helping to preserve the effectiveness of the existing levee system.

Coordination
This project would need to be coordinated with current property owners, the City of Carnation and King
County Parks and Recreation Division.
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Other Information or Needs
This project is in the First Priority Restoration Area designated in Snohomish River Basin Salmon
Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 7. The
project is responsive to, and fully consistent with, that plan. This would be a second phase of cooperative
floodplain restoration work that is being jointly funded by the Salmon Recovery Funding Board, the City
of Seattle, and King County.
Feasibility analyses were completed in 2003.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/203.pdf
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Tolt River Mile 1.1 Levee Setback
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 7, Tolt River
River Mile 0.8 to 1.2, Left Bank
Council District 3
King County, Carnation
Public and Private Land
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$5,677,000

Problem Statement
Channel confinement by the right and left bank levee, and frequent accumulation of large woody debris
on the Snoqualmie Trail Bridge, currently creates a risk of serious flooding through the City of Carnation
via overtopping of the right bank levee and a secondary containment berm. In addition, several homes
and as-yet-undeveloped parcels along NE 32nd Street on the left bank are subject to frequent flooding.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded area;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, primarily a county road;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
The existing left bank levee was constructed well riverward of the southernmost abutment of the
Snoqualmie Trial Bridge, unnecessarily confining the channel beneath this span. The proposed project
would increase conveyance beneath the Trail Bridge by removing 2,000 feet of the existing levee and
reconstructing a new levee adjacent to the southern bridge abutment. This construction would require the
acquisition of 16 flood-prone parcels on the left bank as well as approximately 1.5 acres of Remlinger
Farm. The new levee would be constructed at a more stable slope than the existing flood protection
facility and would include the installation of large woody debris and establishment of native vegetation in
the project area.

Project Benefits
The probability and severity of flooding through the City of Carnation will be reduced by increasing the
channel conveyance under the bridge. In addition, homes acquired on the left bank will be removed,
eliminating all associated risks and any future flood insurance claims. Reconstructing the levee in a more
stable configuration should reduce, and may eliminate, future post-flood maintenance needs. Widening
the channel in this location, and adding large woody debris and native vegetation, will supplement salmon
habitat improvement efforts on the Tolt River.
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Coordination
Coordination with current property owners and the King County Agriculture Program will be needed.

Other Information or Needs
This project will be coordinated with the Snohomish Basin Salmon Recovery Forum and Committee.
The part of Remlinger Farm that would be affected by this project is not in agricultural production and is
outside the Agricultural Production District.
Information needs will require the following:
•

Determine the degree of flood risk reduction that would be provided by the project.

•

Understand and quantify the history of flood insurance claims in benefit areas.

•

Research the history of King County levee construction and maintenance downstream of the
Trail Bridge.

•

Determine whether agricultural lands will be affected (positively or negatively).

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/t1-1.pdf
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5.6 RAGING RIVER
5.6.1 Overview
The Raging River flows into the Snoqualmie River from the southwest at unincorporated Fall City,
downstream of Snoqualmie Falls. The Raging River basin drains about 33 square miles. There is an
overall elevation change of about 3,500 feet from the mouth to the headwaters southeast of Tiger
Mountain, with a mainstem channel length of about 15 miles. There are no major dams in this basin.
The entire basin is located in unincorporated King County; the communities of Preston, near River Mile 5
at Interstate 90, and Fall City, at the mouth, are centers of residential and commercial land use. Timber
harvesting has been the main land use in the upper two-thirds of the Raging River basin since the early
1900s. Residential development exists throughout the Raging River valley bottom. The 328th Way SE
Bridge crosses the Raging River at River Mile 1.45, and the lowermost Preston-Fall City Road Bridge
crosses at River Mile 0.50. Levees line both banks from River Mile 1.5 to the mouth. The flood hazard
management corridor for the Raging River includes the river channel, mapped flood hazard areas,
including channel migration zones, and a riparian buffer from the mouth to about River Mile 8. Major
features of the Raging River basin are shown in Map 5-5. An electronic version of this map can be found
at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/T5-5.pdf

5.6.2 Geology and Geomorphology
The Raging River basin is underlain by bedrock of marine sandstones and siltstones as well as a mixture
of sedimentary and volcanic rocks. The entire basin was covered in continental glaciation, so bedrock
units are overlain by glacial sediments ranging from lake deposits and outwash to till throughout the
basin, except in higher elevations and within the lower Raging River inner gorge. At about River Mile 8,
the Raging River emerges from the steep and narrow upper valley to flow across a still relatively narrow
alluvial floodplain.
From about River Mile 8 to the mouth, the Raging River can be broken into three segments: a segment of
moderate gradient between River Mile 8 and River Mile 5; a steep boulder-dominated segment extending
from Interstate 90 downstream to Fall City (River Mile 5 to River Mile 1.5); and the alluvial fan (River
Mile 1.5 to River Mile 0). From River Mile 8 to River Mile 5 at Interstate 90 and Preston, the mainstem
channel flows generally northwest and becomes increasingly wide, less confined, more sinuous and more
depositional. This upper segment exhibits the highest degree of lateral migration, although it is still
restricted by bank armoring, and a few locations of side channel habitat.
At Preston, the river turns abruptly to the northeast and flows through a confined inner gorge toward the
Snoqualmie River at Fall City. This middle segment exhibits a limited lateral extent of channel migration
and interaction with its floodplain due to narrow confinement. However, the river still undermines and
erodes the glacial outwash and tills within the confines of this gorge. In both the upper and middle
segments, the active floodplain is generally only a few hundred feet wide and lies between higher
terraces.
The Raging River exits the inner gorge near River Mile 1.5, where it opens to the broader Snoqualmie
valley and flows across its alluvial fan to the confluence with the Snoqualmie River. Much of Fall City is
located on the alluvial fan built by the Raging River. This lower segment is confined by levees along
both banks, effectively eliminating channel migration and any potential for the channel to move across the
alluvial fan or interact with its floodplain to create and maintain side channels or other floodplain habitats.
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The Raging River exhibits a channel pattern of small-amplitude meanders flowing in a single thread
channel through most of its unleveed length, whether within the tightly confined gorge or within the
relatively narrow floodplain upstream of Interstate 90. Though relatively small, steep, and confined, the
Raging River is a rapidly migrating channel (Shannon and Wilson 1991), with some of the highest lateral
channel migration rates of all King County rivers.

5.6.3 Hydrology and Hydraulics
Most Raging River floods occur from during the rainy season in November through February. Raging
River flows are unregulated, as there are no major dams in the basin. This relatively steep and short river
basin produces floods that are quick to rise to a peak, have high velocity and erosive flows along the steep
channel and confined floodplain, and are quick to subside. The upper basin receives some snowfall, so
rain-on-snow events can affect flood flows.
The gage used by King County and other agencies for flood monitoring on the Raging River is USGS
gage #12145500 near Fall City, which records runoff from approximately 93 percent of the watershed.
Flow magnitudes and recurrence intervals were calculated for the FEMA Flood Insurance Study based on
flows measured at this gage for the period of record from 1946 to 1992. There is no gage at the Raging
River mouth at River Mile 0.0; flow magnitudes there are calculated based on the relationship between
the drainage areas at the mouth and USGS gage #12145500. Table 5-11 summarizes flow data for the
Raging River.
TABLE 5-11.
RAGING RIVER FLOWS
Recurrence
Interval (years)

a.

Discharge (cubic feet per second)a
Raging River near Fall City
Raging River at Mouth

10

3,790

4,031

50

5,910

6,286

100

6,970

7,413

500

9,840

10,465

FEMA 2005

See Chapter 4, Section 4.1 for further discussion on derivation of flood frequencies.

5.6.4 Ecological Context
The Raging River is a relatively short, steep, dynamic river. After the Tolt River, the Raging River is the
second largest and second most ecologically influential tributary to the lower Snoqualmie (Martin et al.
2004). Like the Tolt River, it is a major contributor of gravel to the lower Snoqualmie, and its delta
locally constricts and steepens the lower Snoqualmie River channel. This constriction creates a river
reach much different from the majority of the lower Snoqualmie River and results in high quality
spawning and rearing conditions for salmonids in the mainstem lower Snoqualmie. Its proximity to the
upper extent of anadromous fish use at Snoqualmie Falls, located about 4 miles upstream, and its distance
from the Tolt River, about 11 miles downstream, provides spatial separation of salmonid spawning
habitats that may be helpful in maintaining geographic distribution and genetic diversity, two factors that
are important in maintaining viable salmon populations (McElhany et al. 2000).
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A striking aspect of the Raging River is its lack of large woody debris and large, deep complex pools.
The “plane bed” morphology exhibited by the Raging River (Bethel 2004; Montgomery and Buffington
1997) tends to form large pools when there is large enough woody debris in the channel; without such
material, plane bed stream channels become dominated by riffles. The small amount of large woody
debris in the Raging River is presumably due to a combination of historical logging and development in
riparian areas, which has left few large trees along the banks; bank hardening, which has reduced the
ability of trees to be undermined and fall into the river; and large woody debris removal for commercial
harvest and flood control. It has been reported (unidentified personal communication to Gino Lucchetti,
1990) that as much as 2 million board-feet of wood contained in a single log jam was removed several
decades ago at what is now the upstream end of the Alpine Manor Mobile Home court. More recently, a
log jam in 1990 contributed to the destruction of a private bridge in this location that served as sole access
to several homes.
Another factor that may have contributed to the Raging River’s altered channel conditions is timber
harvesting in the upper basin, where forestry is the major land use. Potential forestry-related impacts
include altered watershed hydrology, increased erosion and sediment caused by timber removal and forest
roads, reduced levels of instream large woody debris and associated reductions in instream habitat. Such
impacts are likely associated with historical logging before recent environmental restrictions on logging
were in place. To the extent that impacts from excessive rates of headwater logging have been felt, they
are likely to diminish over the next 25 or more years as headwater forests mature and large woody debris
is captured by stream channels.

5.6.5 Salmonid Use
The Snohomish River Basin Salmonid Recovery Technical Committee (SRBSRTC 2004) assessed stream
habitat conditions and watershed processes as related to recovery and maintenance of salmonids and their
habitats. The committee assigned the following ratings:
•

Stream habitat was rated as “degraded,” for artificial barriers, wetland and riparian zone,
shoreline vegetation and large woody debris, and shoreline condition and floodplain
connectivity.

•

Substrate sediment was rated as “moderately degraded.”

•

Hydrology and water quality were noted as “data gaps,” meaning more data were needed to
make a strong statement about the condition of these parameters.

•

At the watershed scale, the committee rated the Raging River as “degraded” for hydrologic
processes, such as increases in peak flow, “moderately degraded” for riparian processes and
“intact” for sediment processes.

•

The committee rated overall watershed processes as “moderately degraded,” meaning one or
two of the key processes were “degraded” or “moderately degraded.”

Solomon and Boles (2004) reconnaissance-level surveys in 2001 and 2002 found habitat with more dense
native vegetation and more large woody debris in areas with little or no bank hardening and residential
development.
The lower Raging River is used by federal Endangered Species Act-listed Chinook salmon and bull trout,
chum and coho salmon, rainbow trout, including winter steelhead, cutthroat trout and mountain whitefish.
Historically, pink salmon were abundant, but since the 1950s they have mostly disappeared, except for a
small population that still exists in the mainstem up to River Mile 4.45 (Haring 2002). It is also possible
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that a riverine form of sockeye salmon spawn in the lowermost reaches of the river, as they have been
found elsewhere in the Snoqualmie River (Lucchetti 2005).
The Snohomish River Basin Salmonid Recovery Technical Committee assessed current relative use for
Chinook salmon, bull trout and coho salmon, and assigned the following ratings:
•

For bull trout, the primary value of the Raging River was foraging by sub-adults and adults,
with no spawning or early rearing value.

•

For coho salmon, the Raging River was rated as having moderate use.

•

The Raging River is in the highest tier of Chinook salmon use, meaning that it contains at
least 12 percent of the total spawning escapement for the Snohomish River basin.

Johnson et al. (2003) note that high density “cluster spawning” for Chinook salmon occurs in the lower
Raging River delta segment. Based on geology and consistent patterns of relatively high year-to-year
spawning density, Martin et al. (2004) concluded that the Raging River delta is likely part of a larger
Chinook salmon “core area” that extended into the spawning areas of the Snoqualmie River immediately
downstream of the Raging River. Kraemer (WDFW biologist, personal communication) has observed
that Chinook salmon use of the Raging River delta is variable from year to year with higher numbers
returning during wet falls. Presumably, Chinook salmon in the Raging River will use the nearby
Snoqualmie River to spawn during low flow years, reinforcing the notion that the Raging River delta and
Snoqualmie act as a single “core area” for Chinook salmon.

5.6.6 King County Facilities, Major Flooding, Flood Damage
The main King County flood protection facility on the Raging River is a set of continuous levees,
constructed in the late 1930s, that run along both sides of the river from the 328th Way SE Bridge (River
Mile 1.5) to the mouth. These levees keep the river from migrating across its alluvial fan and provide
variable levels of flood containment. Although the existing levees are taller than the 100-year base flood
elevation in some areas, they do not have sufficient freeboard to be federally certified.
Upstream of the Fall City levee system, there are about fifteen additional County-maintained flood
protection facilities, most of which are revetments. These flood protection facilities protect roads and
residences up to about River Mile 8 but are subject to damage from bank erosion and channel migration.
The November 1990 flow of 6,220 cubic feet per second was very close to a 100-year event and is the
flood of record on the Raging River. The next highest recorded events were a 50-year event in November
1986 and a 25-year event in January 1990. The 1995 and 1996 floods were between 2-year and 10-year
events. A large flood on the Raging River in 1932 preceded the gage record.
The November 1990 flood overtopped the right bank along Preston-Fall City Road, upstream of the
levees at River Mile 1.8. Emergency placement of fill and riprap contained flood flows at that site. The
same 1990 flood would probably have overtopped the left bank at River Mile 0.30 if emergency
sandbagging had not taken place. This flood also nearly filled the entire opening under the Preston-Fall
City Bridge in Fall City. This bridge has since been replaced and now has a greater capacity for flood
flow, as the new bridge is both higher and wider than the old structure.

5.6.7 Key Accomplishments Since 1993 King County Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan
A Flood Insurance Study and flood maps that delineate the regulatory 100-year floodplain and floodway
were completed by King County in 1993 and published by FEMA in 1996. With the enactment of a King
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County channel migration public rule in 1999, and more recently, the King County Critical Areas
Ordinance which became effective in 2005, land use in channel migration hazard areas has been regulated
to reduce flood risks.
In 1997, King County raised the left bank levee top elevation so that it would contain the 100-year flood
along most of the distance from the mouth to about River Mile 1.4. The right bank levee top elevation
was also increased from River Mile 0.3 to about River Mile 1. Although the project raised these levees
above the 100-year flood elevation, it did not provide the freeboard to meet federal certification standards.
Other accomplishments since 1993 include:
•

Seven King County flood protection facilities have been repaired, including: Bridge to Mouth
right, Bridge to Mouth left, Above 328th Bridge, Bryce, Hursh, Waring and Arruda.

•

One home was purchased and removed from high flood and erosion hazard area, and one
parcel needed for future protection of the Preston-Fall City Road was purchased in 1998. An
additional home and parcel were purchased in 1998. This acquisition will allow a levee
removal and floodplain restoration project to be carried out in this location. This project is
scheduled for completion in 2006.

•

The lower Raging River is a study reach in the Snoqualmie gravel study that is in progress
and is part of the River and Floodplain Management Program’s ongoing channel monitoring
effort.

5.6.8 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Data
The Raging River flood hazard management corridor begins at the confluence of the Raging River and the
Snoqualmie River at River Mile 0.0 and extends upstream to River Mile 8.3. Base data sets for this 8.3mile river segment and corridor are largely complete. Both the floodplain and the floodway have been
mapped for the entire length of the corridor, and channel migration hazard areas have been mapped from
River Mile 1.5 to River Mile 8.3. Along the lower 1.5 miles of the river, channel migration hazards were
not mapped, based on the assumption that existing levees on both side of the river will be maintained and
will prevent channel migration. The King County Critical Areas Ordinance aquatic-areas buffer was
included on the Raging River flood hazard management corridor maps. Other data, such as areas of deep
fast flow beyond those delineated in the updated FEMA mapping, are not available for the Raging River.

5.6.10 Flood Hazard Management Objectives and Strategies
Flood risks in the Raging, as outlined in Policy G-2 include risks to public safety from deep fast flows;
risks to public infrastructure, including drainage systems, streets and buildings; potential impacts on the
regional economy if the Fall City community is severely flooded; risks to private structures, both
residential and commercial; and the potential for all of these risks to worsen suddenly in the event of a
levee failure.
The current flood hazard reduction objectives for the Raging River valley include the reduction of flood
hazard associated with the inundation of homes, reduction in the risks to public infrastructure and, to the
maximum extent practicable, ensuring that flood hazard management strategies are consistent with
salmon habitat restoration efforts. Each of these objectives is described below, along with the associated
strategies and projects that will be used to meet these objectives.
1. Fall City is at risk of flooding both from levee overtopping and levee breaching. This
unincorporated community is the most densely populated area in the Raging River flood hazard
management corridor. By design, the left bank levees that protect most of Fall City are slightly
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higher than those on the right bank, allowing extreme high flood flows to overtop the right bank.
Further, continued gravel accumulation in this reach will likely reduce the current level of
protection on both banks in the future. The previous flood protection approaches must be revised
to reduce flood risks on both sides of the river in a manner that is compatible with salmon habitat
recovery efforts in this important salmon stream.
2. Prevent functional impacts on key transportation routes that serve Fall City and the surrounding
area. These include the Redmond-Fall City Road and Preston-Fall City Road. Given the steep
slopes in most of the locations of concern on the Preston-Fall City Road, monitoring and on-site
repair of existing protection is probably the most cost-effective strategy. Protection of the
Redmond-Fall City Road, which is threatened more by flooding than by undercutting, should be
achieved through the same initiatives used to reduce flood risk in Fall City.
3. The safety of those living in small communities upstream of Fall City, including Preston and
areas upstream along the Upper Preston Road. Monitoring and, if necessary, protection of the
Upper Preston Road in the vicinity of River Mile 5.5, and selective buyout and removal of highrisk development upstream of Interstate 90 is the preferred strategy for this area.
4. Finally, ensure no adverse impact on threatened or endangered species or other fish and wildlife.
To the extent possible, flood and erosion risk reduction actions proposed for the Raging River
should be developed and designed in a manner that does not degrade, but rather improves habitat
conditions in this highly valued watershed.

5.6.11 Proposed Actions
Table 5-12 summarizes the start list of proposed flood hazard management actions for the Raging River.
The status quo projects are the actions recommended for funding using current River and Floodplain
Management Program revenues and grant funding at a level typically received by the program. The
enhanced projects address the next set of needs and actions, which will be pursued with additional
funding and participation of affected parties and partners. Appendix G identifies the complete list of
problems, a subset of which contains a proposed action that would be needed to comprehensively address
flood hazard management needs in each basin.
Project summaries for site-specific actions follow Table 5-12. The river miles used in the project
summaries to identify approximate project locations were generated by a route system algorithm using
2002 King County Streams and Rivers geographic information system base data; left-bank and right-bank
notations refer to the river bank as viewed looking downstream.
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TABLE 5-12.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE RAGING RIVER (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Status Quo Funding
Fall City Levee Setback
Feasibility Study

Determine best alternative for homes in areas subject to flood
hazards areas.

$50,000

Total Status Quo Funding

$50,000

Enhanced Funding
Alpine Manor Mobile Home
Park Neighborhood Buyout

Purchase and remove homes from high flood and erosion
hazard area and allow habitat enhancement.
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Fall City Levee Setback Feasibility Study
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07, Raging River
River Mile 0.0 to 1.5, Left and Right Banks
Council District 3
Jurisdiction: King County
Public and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$50,000

Problem Statement
Although the Fall City levees were raised in 1997, channel aggradation continues in a manner that is
expected to diminish flood containment capacity, particularly downstream of the Preston-Fall City Road
Bridge at River Mile 0.5. Channel aggradation upstream of the Preston-Fall City Road bridge is not as
severe as in the downstream reach, but continued aggradation, combined with the already constrained
channel and the angle at which the river passes under the bridge, will create an increasing risk of flooding
through Fall City.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded area;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Impact to regional economy if businesses are damaged;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, primarily roads, but could include schools, and emergency
and public works services;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
The proposed project would involve setting back portions of the existing levee system on both the right
and left banks to increase channel capacity and optimize the angle at which the Raging River passes under
the Preston-Fall City Road Bridge. The project would require acquisition of, or additional easement
rights across, up to seven privately held parcels on the left bank of the river and up to 31 parcels on the
right bank of the river. Because of the large number of property owners and stakeholders that would be
involved in project, and the potential for alternative solutions, work on this project is currently proposed
to be limited to the completion of a feasibility study.

Project Benefits
As currently conceived the proposed project would increase the channel flow capacity and improve the
conveyance of flood flows through the 1.5-mile-long leveed reach of the Raging River. These
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conveyance improvements will reduce flooding risk for dozens of homes and the central business district
in Fall City, and will increase the possibility of implementing a low-impact gravel removal program,
which will likely be needed to offset ongoing sedimentation and channel aggradation. The project will
also result in the removal of up to five homes from the floodplain. Finally, the project will facilitate
salmon habitat recovery efforts in the Raging River in a manner consistent with Snohomish River Basin
Salmon Conservation Plan, which is the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory
Area 7.

Coordination
The primary partner in this project will be the Snohomish Basin Salmon Recovery Forum and Committee.
Other key stakeholders include Fall City residents, the Snoqualmie Tribe, and the King County
Department of Transportation and the Washington State Department of Transportation. The proposed
project should also be evaluated for consistency with the Fall City Sub-area Plan.

Project Area Map
A map of the potential project area may be found at:

http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/fall-city.pdf
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Alpine Manor Mobile Home Park Neighborhood Buyout
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 07, Raging River
River Mile 5.1 to 5.4, Left Bank
Council District 9
Jurisdiction: King County
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$5,596,000

Problem Statement
Flow between or through the cabled-log Jelstrup revetment and the Hess rock revetment could result in a
channel avulsion though the Alpine Mobile Home Park. Nine of the approximately 35 homes in the
mobile home park are in the severe or moderate channel migration zone. Five homes in the neighborhood
are also within the channel migration zone. While none of these homes are within the regulatory
floodplain; this neighborhood is in the area mapped as being subject to shallow flooding. Such flooding
was observed throughout this neighborhood during the November 1990 flood, which reached a peak of
6,220 cubic feet per second at the USGS gage, somewhat lower than the calculated 100-year flood peak
of 6,970 cubic feet per second for the Raging River.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded area;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
The proposed project would include the acquisition and removal of most, if not all, of the homes in the
neighborhood, and restoration of this riparian area in a manner that supports salmon habitat recovery
needs. The project could be phased though a long-term acquisition and restoration strategy.

Project Benefits
The project will permanently remove the risk to residents and private property in this location and allow
restoration of this site in a manner consistent with the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource
Inventory Area 7, Snohomish River Basin Salmon Conservation Plan.
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Coordination
Coordination with the Snoqualmie River Coordination Team will be needed to leverage funds for the
project and to ensure that site restoration plans are fully consistent with salmon habitat recovery efforts.
Property owner cooperation and willingness to sell will also be essential.

Other Information or Needs
Depending on the outcome of the risk assessment, alternatives that include only partial removal of the
mobile home park should be considered.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:

http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/AlpineMobile.pdf
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5.7 SAMMAMISH RIVER
5.7.1 Overview
The Sammamish River flows 14 miles from the weir at the outlet of Lake Sammamish to its mouth in
Lake Washington and is the lowest portion of the Sammamish basin, draining 240 square miles. Major
tributaries to the river include Bear, Little Bear, North and Swamp Creeks. Tributaries contributing to the
watershed through Lake Sammamish include Issaquah, Tibbetts and Laughing Jacobs Creeks. Map 5-6
shows the major features of the Sammamish basin. An electronic version of this map can be found at:

http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/5-6.pdf
The Sammamish is a low-gradient river, dropping only 14 feet in elevation over its 14-mile length,
approximately 0.02 percent. The floodplain is generally a half-mile wide, covering much of the valley
floor through the upper and middle portions of the river, but it narrows to near the bank-full width for
most of the lower half of its length. The entire river is part of a flood control project completed by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1966 that channelized, dredged and straightened the previously
meandering channel network. King County was a partner and accepted full responsibility for long-term
maintenance of the project. The Sammamish River flood hazard management corridor includes the
mainstem channel, mapped flood hazard areas and a riparian buffer along the entire 14-mile length of the
Sammamish River.
The majority of the Sammamish River basin lies within incorporated areas. Starting at the mouth and
moving upstream, the river and its associated flood hazard areas pass through the Cities of Kenmore,
Bothell, Woodinville, and Redmond. A wide variety of land uses can be found along the river, which was
once used almost exclusively for agriculture. Agriculture remains a significant use today, with much of
the wide floodplain area in the middle and upper portions of the river protected for farming uses in
perpetuity by the Farmland Preservation Program. In and around the city cores, land uses include
moderate-density residential, business districts, and some light industrial uses.
Possibly the most significant riparian land use is recreation. The paved, well-maintained Sammamish
River Trail lines the entire length of the river. The Sammamish River Trail is a major connection
between a number of other trail and park systems, including the Burke Gilman Trail to the City of Seattle,
Sixty Acres soccer fields, the Sammamish Regional Park and Willowmoor Golf Course. The trail ends in
the City of Redmond at Marymoor Park.
The most significant changes to the river’s character in the past decade have occurred near the city hubs.
Residential development has been mostly in the form of moderate- to high-density housing units such as
apartments and condos. The City of Redmond has constructed numerous large-scale restoration projects
to improve the ecological and aesthetic conditions in the river, and Bothell and Woodinville have
completed several smaller restorations. Many of the city parks along the river in the Cities of Bothell,
Woodinville and Redmond have been improved, including revegetation of the river banks. Several older
bridges have been replaced and others have been newly constructed in recent years; each has been
designed to provide a sufficiently wide span to accommodate trail passage and flood conveyance.
Environmental mitigation for these projects has typically included bank revegetation with native plants
and other habitat enhancements.
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5.7.2 Geology and Geomorphology
With its course between Lake Sammamish and Lake Washington, the Sammamish River basin does not
drain high elevation, bedrock-dominated headwaters as do other major King County rivers. There are no
bedrock exposures in the Sammamish basin of any consequence with regard to flooding characteristics.
The entire Sammamish River flood hazard management corridor lies within a landscape shaped primarily
by continental glaciation and subsequently by fluvial erosion and deposition. The valley walls along the
Sammamish River are composed mostly of glacial and inter-glacial sediments. The present-day river is a
single thread channel with a mildly meandering constructed channel pattern. Landward of the armored
riverbanks is a floodplain of young alluvium and older terraces.
Lake Sammamish and the Sammamish River valley are an example of a glacial trough, probably carved
by sub-glacial meltwater during continental glaciation (Booth 1994). The historically sinuous channel
meandering through a wide, low-gradient valley bottom with sand and silt channel substrate is consistent
with the glacial trough features seen in the lower Snoqualmie River (Collins et al. 2003). As such,
naturally slow rates of lateral channel migration could be expected even before the massive alterations
that have revised the Sammamish River channel and floodplain. With the entire river now channelized
and locked in place by bank armoring, there is little likelihood of channel movement.

5.7.3 Hydrology and Hydraulics
Water from the Lake Sammamish basin originally flowed into Lake Washington through the old
Sammamish Slough, a widely meandering, low-gradient river bordered by extensive wetlands and
floodplains. When Lake Washington was lowered by 9 feet after construction of the Lake Washington
Ship Canal in 1912, property owners along the slough formed a drainage district to straighten and deepen
the channel in order to reclaim the adjacent lands for agriculture. Lands along the renamed Sammamish
River were converted into agricultural use, but from the beginning they were subjected to almost annual
flooding from spring runoff.
Flood control studies for the Sammamish River were initiated by Congress in 1944, and a project
designed to reduce flooding on agricultural lands was selected and built in the early 1960s. The U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers completed river channelization in 1966. Nearly 14 miles of the river, from
Lake Sammamish to its outflow at Kenmore, was dredged, deepening the channel approximately 5 feet
and increasing the channel width from approximately 15 feet to 32 to 50 feet. A low weir at the outlet of
Lake Sammamish marks the upper boundary of the river. The weir outlet slows release from Lake
Sammamish during low-flow periods. During high flows, the weir is completely submerged by the river,
acting as an uncontrolled spillway. The project was designed to pass approximately a 40-year springtime
flood, equivalent to a 10-year winter storm, over the weir without the water surface elevation in Lake
Sammamish exceeding 29.0 feet. The result of the project has been significantly reduced the frequency
and severity of flooding risks around the lake and adjacent to the river. When flooding does occur, it
predominantly affects the agricultural and recreational lands that occupy the wide central floodplain.
Largely as a result of the flood control project, flooding is generally less damaging along the Sammamish
River than on the other major rivers in King County. Not only are the characteristics of the flooding
different, but so is its timing. While the other major rivers have their headwaters in the Cascade Range,
the Sammamish flows between two lowland lakes. The high flows associated with rain-on-snow events
at higher elevations are not observed in this basin. Instead, the Sammamish River is responsive to the
timing and distribution of precipitation in the watershed.
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Flows in the river are recorded at the USGS gage #12125200, currently operated by King County, located
at NE 116th Street in Redmond. Lake Sammamish surface water levels are also recorded near Vasa Park
at USGS gage #12122000.
Table 5-13 summarizes flow data used for current floodplain mapping. These flows are considerably out
of date. The hydraulic model and topographic maps used to establish flows and create the maps were
developed in 1966, based on conditions at the time. Recent hydrologic studies have updated some of the
flow estimates, and the hydraulic model has been updated for a limited selection of parameters and
locations along the river. However, floodplain maps for the basin have never been updated to reflect
changes in topography and hydrology over the last 40 years.
TABLE 5-13.
LAKE SAMMAMISH LEVELS AND SAMMAMISH RIVER FLOWS
Recurrence
Interval
(years)

Surface Elevation
(NGVD 1929)a
Lake Sammamish

10

29.0

1,740

2,300

50

31.3

2,480

3,300

100

32.5

2,830

4,300

500

34.0

3,820

5,600

Discharge (cubic feet per second)a
Redmond downstream of Bear Creek Sammamish River at Mouth

a. FEMA 2005.
The period of record of USGS gage data used to derive values in table may differ from the period of record
currently available. See Chapter 4, Section 4.1 for further discussion on derivation of flood frequencies.
The FEMA Flood Insurance Study for the Sammamish River indicates that Lake Washington is regulated to
between 13.2 and 15.0 feet NGVD 1929 (FEMA, 2005).

5.7.4 Ecological Context
The Sammamish River is a small, low-gradient, mostly silt- and sand-bedded river linking Lake
Sammamish, Washington’s sixth largest lake, to the northern end of Lake Washington, the state’s second
largest lake. It can generally be divided into two sections based on topography. The upstream section,
running from the outlet at Lake Sammamish to River Mile 4.5, runs through a broad valley that is more
than a mile wide in places; this area contains the mouths of Bear and Little Bear Creeks. The lower
section of the river, from River Mile 4.5 to the confluence with Lake Washington, has a narrower valley
that includes the mouths of Swamp and North Creeks. The Sammamish River is used mainly as a
migratory corridor for salmon, with some rearing, by the City of Issaquah and North Lake Washington
populations.
The Sammamish River has undergone dramatic alterations. When Lake Washington’s level was lowered
by nine feet as a result of construction of the Lake Washington Ship Canal, floodplain farming became
possible on a large scale as much of the wetland area was drained. Subsequently, much of the river was
straightened, and projects to reduce flooding through dredging and bank armoring further eliminated
connections between the river and its floodplain. Dredging and channel straightening have shortened the
river to only about half its historical length, and wetland areas were reduced from approximately
3,000 acres to 150 acres (King County 2002b). These actions have altered sediment transport and
reduced aquatic habitat quantity and quality. Adjacent land uses and bank armoring have degraded
riparian conditions, leaving a riparian area largely devoid of mature trees, and affecting sediment and
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large woody debris contributions from riparian areas. The channel and instream habitat have been highly
simplified, with less than 1 percent pool habitat (R2 Resource Consultants 1999). The river also exhibits
extremely high temperatures during summer and early fall. To some extent, the Sammamish River would
naturally be warm since it drains the surface waters of a large lake. However, loss of channel diversity
and riparian vegetation has resulted in water temperatures higher than historical levels.

5.7.5 Salmonid Use
The Sammamish River is used by federal Endangered Species Act-listed Chinook salmon as well as coho
and sockeye salmon, including kokanee salmon, and rainbow and cutthroat trout (Kerwin 2001). There
are historical accounts of salmonid spawning in the Sammamish River prior to its modifications (Mattila,
personal communication), but today there is little or no spawning. Thus the river serves as a migration
and rearing corridor for salmon spawning streams such as Bear, Issaquah, Little Bear, North and Swamp
Creeks and a myriad of smaller streams that still retain some salmon use, mostly for coho salmon and
cutthroat trout. No bull trout have been observed in the Sammamish River, although on one occasion a
pair of char, or possibly bull trout, was observed in Carey Creek (R. Fuerstenberg, personal
communication), which is a headwater tributary to Issaquah Creek, suggesting that bull trout may migrate
through the river.
To assist in North Lake Washington salmon recovery, the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water
Resource Inventory Area 8, Lake Washington/Cedar/Sammamish Watershed (WRIA 8) Chinook Salmon
Conservation Plan (Water Resource Inventory Area 8 Forum and Steering Committee 2005) recommends
restoring floodplain connectivity and channel meander as well as riparian forest and large woody debris to
the Sammamish River channel. The plan also recommends enhancements at the mouths of tributaries to
create cool refuge pools. These actions would help support survival and productivity of salmon spawned
in upstream areas by reducing temperature problems and increasing habitat complexity, such as pools and
hiding cover, along their migratory pathway.

5.7.6 King County Facilities, Major Flooding, Flood Damage
The entire river is considered a flood protection facility that was constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers through straightening and dredging in the mid-1960s. Easements extending approximately 22
feet from the top-of-bank line both sides of the river’s 14-mile length. During the 1970s, public
ownership was acquired for a trail system along much of the river’s length. This easement extends
landward 50 to 100 feet from the top of the riverbank. Most of the flood protection facility consists of
rock-lined banks that are flush with the adjacent grade at the top. A low weir is installed at the uppermost
end of the river. The weir functions to retain water in the lake at a higher level during the summer, when
it is used heavily for recreational activities. Water that leaves the outlet of Lake Sammamish flows across
the weir, transitioning over a 1,400-foot-long transition section into the trapezoidal river channel.
The flood control project was designed to reduce the frequency and severity of spring flooding, which,
prior to channelization, often destroyed newly seeded row crops. The design flood carries 1,200 cubic
feet per second of flow, estimated to have a springtime recurrence interval of 40 years. The project is
designed to pass this flow without causing Lake Sammamish to rise above 29.0 feet mean sea level or
NGVD 1929. The maximum recorded lake level of 33.44 feet, recorded in 1951, has not been matched
since the construction of this project. The maintenance practices set forth in the original project
agreement were intended to drain water through the channel as expeditiously as possible. These practices
typically included mowing the banks of all vegetation and keeping the channel clear of any material other
than the riprap that lines the banks.
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While major river flooding has become an infrequent occurrence since the river was deepened and
straightened, ongoing development continues, potentially reducing flood storage areas throughout the
watershed, and increasing runoff volumes and peak flows. Many land uses in the Sammamish River
floodplain, such as recreation and agriculture, are largely compatible with infrequent, short-term, and
low-velocity flooding.
The largest flood event for the present-day channel occurred on January 3, 1997. Other significant flood
events occurred in March 1972, January 1986, February 1996 and December 2005/January 2006.
Flooding during these events consisted primarily of overbank inundation with minimal velocities and
depths covering portions of the agriculturally dominated central valley. During the most severe events,
the Sammamish River Trail is overtopped near NE 124th Street. These high flow events in the river are
commonly accompanied by high water in Lake Sammamish. Typically, private docks and lawns for
waterfront properties along Lake Sammamish, upstream from the river, experience overtopping or
damage. Flooding in the lowest floor level of a condominium near the lake was reported during the
2005/2006 high water. There are no known threats to public safety that are likely to result from
Sammamish River flooding.

5.7.7 Key Accomplishments Since 1993 King County Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan
The channelization project completed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1966 significantly reduced
the frequency and severity of flooding in the Sammamish River valley. However, while construction and
maintenance of a flood control channel increases the usability of the valley for farming and recreation, it
diminishes the potential for other beneficial uses, such as habitat for fish and wildlife.
In 1994, King County partnered with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers under a new federal authority to
promote enhancement of the natural resource functions of the constructed channel. The Mammoth
Sammamish Project improved habitat conditions at three locations along the river. Work involved
replacing invasive vegetation with native plant species, installing instream wood and rock to diversify the
channel and flow pattern, and creating a reconnection between the river and one of its unnamed tributary
streams. The project made use of extensive community involvement for a volunteer planting event. In
one day, over 1,200 volunteers showed up to plant over 6,000 native trees and shrubs, initiating the
restoration of over one half-mile of river. This event accelerated public education and involvement in
river restoration throughout King County.
Since the completion of the 1994 project, the Cities of Redmond, Woodinville and Bothell, which line the
river, have joined with King County in what has become a nearly annual event to replace invasive plants
with native species along the river’s banks. This effort, known as Sammamish Re-Leaf, continues to
foster involvement of the local communities. The project has been valuable in restoring the river and in
broadening citizen awareness and stewardship opportunities for protecting the river and its natural
resources.
1998 saw another partnership with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The deteriorating weir structure
was redesigned and rebuilt in concert with fish passage improvements and extensive bank stabilization
and revegetation. The project covered several thousand feet of bank within Marymoor Park, one of the
most heavily used recreational sites in the region. Partners and stakeholders included park users and
clubs.
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5.7.8 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Data
Data available for the Sammamish River includes the floodplain and floodway boundaries mapped and
published in the Flood Insurance Rate Maps and a buffer based on the King County Critical Areas
Ordinance aquatic-areas buffer. The Flood Insurance Rate Maps reflect floodplain and floodway
delineations defined by hydraulic modeling using topographic and hydrologic data collected in the 1960s.
As a result of changes in land use patterns in the Sammamish watershed and advances in hydrologic
modeling techniques, current floodplain and floodway delineations are considered out-of-date. No
channel migration zone maps have been prepared for the Sammamish River, and no steep slopes abut the
river or its floodway.

5.7.9 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Conditions
Flooding in the Sammamish River basin poses almost no risk to public safety and poses relatively low
risk to existing public and private development within the flood hazard management corridor. Flooding,
when it occurs, is generally limited to agricultural and recreational fields and is usually neither fast nor
deep. This is a result of the extensive flood control works that deepened and straightened the entire
length of the river some 40 years ago. However, these efforts require ongoing maintenance to ensure that
the necessary conveyance of the channel is not compromised by natural or human-induced changes in the
river environment.
Maintenance practices most often consist of thinning or managing bank vegetation in a manner that will
allow thorough inspection of the flood protection facility and will ensure sufficient conveyance of flood
flows. Less frequently, these practices entail dredging within the channel or delta where deposition has
impaired conveyance. The dredging and wholesale clearing of vegetation growing on the rock-lined
banks, typical of historical maintenance practices, has led to a riparian buffer dominated by relatively low
growing, non-native vegetation, a lack of instream diversity, and degraded water quality. Such practices
are not consistent with many newer regulations, programs, and regional needs, including the recovery of
Endangered Species Act-listed native salmonid species. More contemporary maintenance practices
address flood protection needs while remaining consistent with salmon habitat recovery plans. These
practices can include hand-cutting of vegetation within select areas, mowing stands of invasive vegetation
on the banks or along flood protection facility access areas, benching back the banks to provide a greater
channel cross-sectional area, replacing stands of invasive plants with native vegetation, and occasionally
sediment removal.
On the Sammamish River, project proposals and ongoing maintenance will need to consider impacts and
benefits on the regional trail that runs along much of the Sammamish River. The high visibility of most
of the river from Marymoor Park to Kenmore has facilitated public involvement in restoration work in the
park and along the trail. Future efforts should encourage ongoing hands-on public participation in the
enhancement of this river corridor.

5.7.10 Flood Hazard Management Objectives and Strategies
In the Sammamish River basin, flood risks, as outlined in Policy G-2, are minimal, largely because of the
nature and intensity of past flood risk reduction efforts. The Sammamish River is unique among King
County’s rivers in that the entire river is considered a flood protection facility. As such, the majority
of flood risk reduction work in this basin revolves around maintenance of that facility. Under a
maintenance agreement developed 40 years ago, management objectives and even specific practices are
dictated. Any modification, natural or constructed, to the river or its banks must therefore be consistent
with the flood control objective for the design flood. Specifically, the channel and its banks are expected
to be kept sufficiently free from obstructions that could impede the conveyance of flood flows. Potential
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obstructions include both riparian vegetation and instream elements such as sediment accumulation, or in
rare instances, wood or other debris.
Flood hazard management objectives for the Sammamish basin include ensuring that flood risk both
along the river and around Lake Sammamish are kept to a minimum, reduction or elimination of flood
risks to repetitive loss properties on Issaquah Creek, and minimizing the impact of past and current flood
hazard management actions on salmonids. Each of these objectives are described below, along with the
associated strategies and projects that will be used to meet these objectives.
1. Ensure that those living working and the basin continue to enjoy a relatively low level of flood
risk. This will be achieved through a combination of routine maintenance of the river channel,
reconfiguration or the transition area between Lake Sammamish and the Sammamish River, and
flood hazard mapping that can be used to inform the review of future development proposals.
The plan includes a countywide enhanced maintenance line item that would allow improved
maintenance on this largely under-maintained river channel, a proposal to reconfigure the channel
leading out of Lake Sammamish, and an a new flood study that would be used to update
information on flood hazards in the basin.
2. Reduce property losses on Issaquah Creek. Two homes along this major tributary to lake
Sammamish have been subject to repeated damages as indicated by records of flood insurance
claims through the National Flood Insurance Program. Other properties on this, and perhaps
other major tributaries in this system, may also have had repeated flood damages, but not
documented through the National Flood Insurance Program. The plan includes a proposal to
mitigate known repetitive loss properties on Issaquah Creek; other frequently damaged homes in
the basin may be eligible for assistance through the countywide residential flood hazard
mitigation project described in Table 5-2.
3. Minimizing the impact of flood risk reduction actions on fish and wildlife habitat is essential to
the continued operation of the continued maintenance and operation of the Sammamish river a
flood protection facility. While the channelization of Sammamish River has greatly reduced
flood risks in the Sammamish River and around lake Sammamish, ecological considerations were
not taken into account in development of the flood control project or its maintenance practices.
Greater parity is needed between the competing demands. A significant challenge in this river
basin will be to continue to meet the ongoing flood protection objectives and maintenance
obligations while accommodating and supporting Chinook salmon habitat recovery and reducing
the impact of past flood control practices.
As a first step, agreement will be necessary between the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and King
County on the approach and assumptions that should be used to develop an updated hydraulic
model of the river. This model can be used for updating flood hazard mapping and as a tool for
the design, construction and long-term maintenance of future projects in the basin. Projects will
focus on increasing self-maintaining native riparian vegetation on the banks and overhanging the
channel, increasing channel complexity, and creating cool water refuge areas. Efforts to date
have targeted places where tributaries or other unique features interact with the river. Building
upon nodes of cool tributary and ground waters and diverse instream conditions, the projects have
expanded upon these existing habitat values.
As mentioned under objective number one above, this Plan includes a proposal to reconfigure the
transition zone between Lake Sammamish and the Sammamish River. While this project may
improve conveyance of flood flows from the lake, the primary outcome, will be to allow the
preservation of the existing level of flood risk reduction on the lake. Recent maintenance of the
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transition zone was permitted on the condition that an alternative to routine removal of vegetation
in this critical part of the channel be developed. In response to this permit requirement, the
Willowmoor Floodplain Restoration project as been initiated, but is still in the early phases of
design. When completed, this project will create a largely self-sustaining flood protection facility
that accommodates the needs of various fish and wildlife species, including those migrating
upstream across the weir and into Lake Sammamish and its upper drainages, such as Issaquah
Creek.

5.7.11 Proposed Actions
Table 5-14 summarizes the start list of proposed flood hazard management actions for the Sammamish
River. The status quo projects are the actions recommended for funding using current River and
Floodplain Management Program revenues and grant funding at a level typically received by the
program. The enhanced projects address the next set of needs and actions, which will be pursued with
additional funding and participation of affected parties and partners. Appendix G identifies the complete
list of problems, a subset of which contains a proposed action that would be needed to comprehensively
address flood hazard management needs in each basin.
Project summaries for site-specific actions follow Table 5-14. The river miles used in the project
summaries to identify approximate project locations were generated by a route system algorithm using
2002 King County Streams and Rivers geographic information system base data; left-bank and right-bank
notations refer to the river bank as viewed looking downstream.
TABLE 5-14.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE SAMMAMISH RIVER (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Status Quo Funding
Willowmoor Floodplain Reconfigure outflow from Lake Sammamish to maintain or reduced
Restoration
current level of flood risk along the lake in a manner that reduces
impacts on fish and wildlife in the transition zone between the lake
and the Sammamish River. Project is required mitigation for current
maintenance practices required by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.
Total Status Quo Funding

$2,944,000

$2,944,000

Enhanced Funding
Sammamish River
(Issaquah Creek) Early
Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation

Mitigate two repetitive loss properties on Issaquah Creek.
Investigate other potential at-risk homes in repetitive loss areas.
Supports recommendations ERA-1 through 4.

Sammamish River Flood Prepare flood study and corresponding FEMA Flood Insurance
Study
Studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps for the Sammamish River.
Supports recommendation MAP-1.
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Willowmoor Floodplain Restoration
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 8, Sammamish River
River Mile 13.0 to 13.5, Left and Right Banks
Council District 3
Jurisdiction: Redmond
Public lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$2,944,000

Problem Statement
The headwaters of the Sammamish River are in Marymoor Park, where the river is formed by the outflow
from Lake Sammamish. This headwater area contains a number of sizable wetlands that hint at the rich
wetland complex that once covered much of this landscape and provided natural flood storage and
release. The engineered flood control functions of this river system are initiated within its first 1,400 feet,
in an area called the transition zone. At the start of this reach, lake outflows spill over a low weir into a
wide river cross-section. This area encompasses the steepest gradient portion of the entire river. At the
downstream end of the transition zone, the river tapers to the standard cross-section that defines the
remaining 13.5 miles of the river. The configuration of this transition zone is considered central in
establishing the flood conveyance capability for this river system. Maintenance of the flood protection
mechanism of this transition zone, as currently constructed, requires regular removal of the vegetative
buffer, which is not only adversely affects water quality and habitat, but is at odds with federal, state, and
local imperatives to protect these ecological elements and recover Endangered Species Act-listed species.
This poses a serious challenge, and even a potential obstacle, for the long-term maintenance of the flood
protection facility.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Damage to private structures caused by increased water surface elevation of lake
Sammamish.

Proposed Project or Action
Reconfigure the transition zone in order to increase channel complexity, establish a native plant
community and riparian buffer, and maintain adequate flow conveyance to meet flood control obligations
in a sustainable manner. This will involve widening the total cross-sectional area available for flood
flows so that plants can be allowed to grow within the banks and not be an obstruction to that flow.
Instream complexity will be improved by both structural changes that are engineered in the design, as
well as natural geomorphic changes that occur over time in response to the structural modifications.

Project Benefits
The project will eliminate the need to cut native vegetation on the riverbanks and within the channel
below the ordinary high water mark, which has become more difficult to do because of permit
requirements associated with such work in and around the habitat of Endangered Species Act-listed
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species. It will also provide an increased degree of certainty surrounding the conveyance, which
presently can vary depending on the timing of the maintenance cycle. Equally significant will be the
habitat improvements that result from the creation of the new channel alignment, instream features, and
establishment of streamside vegetation, all of which will work together to provide food, shade, pools,
cover, and increased channel mobility and diversity for fish and wildlife. This will help reverse any
environmental impact that resulted from construction of the original flood control project.

Coordination
This complex project will involve many clients and stakeholders. Any modification to the 1960sconstructed Sammamish River channel will need to be coordinated with and approved by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. In addition, the project is located in a major County park, and all design and
construction plans will need to be coordinated with the King County Parks and Recreation Division and
park users. The underlying lands are in the vicinity of known areas of archaeological significance. Any
work in this area will need to be coordinated with local tribes and cultural resource offices.

Other Information or Needs
Several detailed engineering studies have been completed for this project. Development of conceptual
design plans is underway. A website
( http://www.kingcounty.gov/environment/waterandland/flooding/willowmoor.aspx )
has been created to share project information as it develops and to solicit public input.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:

http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/willowmoor.pdf
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5.8 CEDAR RIVER
5.8.1 Overview
The Cedar River drains 188 square miles and flows 45 miles from its headwaters in the Cascade Range to
the mouth at Lake Washington, ultimately draining to Puget Sound. The Cedar River basin lies in the
southern Puget Sound lowlands between the Green River watershed to the south and the Snohomish River
watershed to the north. The river is largely a single thread channel fed by snowmelt from the combined
Cedar and Rex Rivers in its upper reaches, and fed by numerous small tributary streams in its middle and
lower reaches.
The watershed is divided by several dams built during the last century. The upper river, above the dams,
is distinctly different in character and management from the lower river. The entire upper watershed,
which covers about two-thirds of the overall basin, is preserved in forest and is managed by the City of
Seattle for the primary purpose of municipal water supply and secondary purpose of hydroelectric power
generation. The lower part of the watershed, downstream of Landsburg, is typified by residential,
commercial and industrial uses. The flood hazard management corridor for the Cedar River includes the
river channel, mapped flood hazard areas, areas of deep fast flow, and a riparian buffer, running about 22
river miles downstream from Landsburg to the mouth of the river. Map 5-7 shows the major features of
the Cedar River basin. An electronic version of this map can be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/5-7.pdf
.
The lowest 5 miles of the river and its floodplain are almost entirely within the City of Renton and its
urban growth boundary. This area contains parks, single- and multi-family residential development,
commercial development, and portions of the downtown business core. Key features in the lower Cedar
River valley include the City of Renton’s Maplewood Golf Course, a Boeing Company plant, Renton
Municipal Airport, the Renton Public Library, which is built on top of a platform spanning the river,
several major subdivisions, and two recently active landslides that abut the river channel. Sediment
carried from upstream is deposited in the lower-most portion of the river due to the low channel gradient.
The City of Renton, with assistance from King County and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, has
repeatedly dredged the deposits from this lowest portion of the river.
Upstream from Renton’s city limits, the flood hazard management corridor lies primarily in
unincorporated King County, but it includes areas within the urban growth boundaries of Cities of Renton
and Maple valley. Eastward from the Renton urban area, commercial and industrial uses drop off and
residential uses decrease in density, becoming dominated by rural and medium-density residential
development near the upstream City of Maple valley around River Mile 15. Between Maple Valley and
the Landsburg Diversion, residential development tapers further. Training levees (levees that help direct,
but do not contain flood flow) and revetments line the riverbanks along many of the meander bends along
the lower and middle portions of the river. Most of these were built in the 1960s and 70s to prevent
lateral migration of the river that might cause flood or erosion damage to developed properties and the
infrastructure that supports them. Hundreds of acres of open space lands along the Cedar River between
the City of Renton and Landsburg are owned by King County.
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During the winter flood season, areas of low-lying floodplain, channel banks, and active gravel bars can
be inundated, eroded, or shifted by floodwaters. At approximately a 5-year event, significant overbank
flooding and inundation of structures starts to occur. Between a 10-year and 20-year event, homes,
businesses, and infrastructure begin to experience areas of deep, fast flows and damage. Higher flows
typically lead to widespread flooding, major safety concerns, evacuations, road closures, and substantial
flood damage to structures and property. The Cedar River also is flanked by numerous steep landslideprone hillsides. A landslide from an immediately adjacent hillside can deposit enough material in the
river to block all or a portion of the mainstem channel and backing the river up or rerouting its course, as
was the case in February 2001 as a result of the Nisqually Earthquake.

5.8.2 Geology and Geomorphology
The Cedar River basin is underlain by Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary bedrock, which is exposed along
the valley walls near the City of Renton and downstream of Cedar Grove, where the valley narrows
considerably from River Mile 9 to 10 (King County 1993a). Most of the Cedar River basin from River
Mile 22 at Landsburg to the mouth has valley walls composed of glacial and non-glacial sediments and a
valley bottom composed of young alluvium.
The Cedar River basin is a post-glacial valley that incised through glacial and non-glacial deposits after
continental glacial retreat. This incision and downcutting process left behind high and steep valley walls
that exhibit severe landslides and erosion along both sides of the river. Consequently, many of the lower
slopes of the valley walls are mantled with landslide deposits (Booth 1995). Episodically, landslides
deposit large volumes of sediment directly into the mainstem Cedar River, such as near River Mile 4
across from the Maplewood Subdivision in 1987, and near River Mile 5 across from Ron Regis Park in
2001. Overall, landslides and cliff retreat contribute over 90 percent of the gravel-size substrate in the
Cedar River below the upstream dams, and the majority of that originates in the first 6 miles of river
below Landsburg. Tributaries do not contribute significant volumes of gravel to the Cedar (Perkins et al.
2002).
The Cedar is a migrating river, typical of a post-glacial valley. Unconstrained, the river will migrate
laterally through its alluvial floodplain and older flood terrace deposits until it encounters the valley wall,
where it maintains steep sideslopes by eroding and redistributing landslide deposits (Booth 1995).
Historical maps and aerial photos show a Cedar River with a greater channel width and more of its length
in a braided channel pattern than today (Perkins 1994), suggesting active channel migration. Today,
almost all river bends downstream of Landsburg are lined by bank armor or abut erosion-resistant
geology, generally constraining channel migration relative to historical conditions. Most, but not all, of
the present Cedar River runs in a single-thread meandering channel pattern. Still, channel migration
continues to pose a significant risk along the Cedar River where residential development occurs near the
present or historical river channels.

5.8.3 Hydrology and Hydraulics
Flooding on the Cedar River typically occurs from November through the winter months. The most
severe floods have historically developed when a warm front brings highly saturated air off the Pacific
Ocean and deposits heavy rainfall on top of the pre-existing snow pack common to the higher elevations
of the upper watershed. The combination of precipitation and snowmelt produces a larger volume of
water than can be contained behind the dams in the upper watershed, and which can quickly fill the river
beyond capacity.
The hydrology and hydraulics of the Cedar River basin have been substantially altered from the natural
conditions. The lowest mile of the river was rerouted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1914. The
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mouth of the Cedar River, which previously drained to the Black River and subsequently the Green River
and into Puget Sound, was diverted into Lake Washington through a straightened, dredged channel with
rock-stabilized banks. This lowest part of the existing Cedar River passes through what is now the
industrial, commercial and residential center of Renton. This section of the river has been regularly
dredged, and recently the levees were raised and, flood walls constructed between Logan Avenue and
Lake Washington in order to provide containment for the 100-year flood. In the upper Cedar River
watershed, the City of Seattle operates three dams designed for municipal water supply and hydropower
purposes.
Major tributaries include Madsen Creek at River Mile 4.8; Taylor Creek at River Mile 13.4; Peterson
Creek at River Mile 14.5; Rock Creek at River Mile 18.5; and Walsh Lake Division at River Mile 20.4.
These tributaries account for the majority of local inflows to the river in the flood hazard management
corridor. The contributions to flood flows vary among the tributaries, depending mostly on sub-basin
soils and the presence of lakes and wetlands. However, the influence of all tributaries on Cedar River
flood flows is relatively modest, providing about 18 percent of the flow for a 10-year event and only 14
percent of the flow in a 100-year event. By far the greatest impact on flood flows comes from the
hydrologic inputs and management of the dams in the upper watershed. Dam operations and Cedar River
instream flow requirements were established under the salmon habitat recovery plan for the City of
Seattle, which must be considered when developing any flood hazard mitigation measures.
The three dams currently operated on the Cedar River by the City of Seattle are the Masonry Dam, the
reconstructed Crib Dam or Overflow Dike, and the Landsburg Diversion. The first dam on the Cedar
River was the rock-fill, timber-structured Crib Dam, constructed in 1903 and rebuilt as the Overflow Dike
in 1987, at the outlet of what is now Chester Morse Lake. In 1914, the Masonry Dam was constructed
three miles downstream from the Crib Dam. Valve-operated openings in the Overflow Dike are used to
manage the level of Masonry Pool, which abuts a highly permeable moraine between the the Overflow
Dike and the Masonry Dam. Built 44 feet higher than the Overflow Dike, the Masonry Dam is the
primary reservoir containment structure. As such, the Masonry Dam controls storage capacity in Chester
Morse Lake and the outflows used to produce hydroelectric power. At the Masonry Dam, water is
diverted through an intake to power generators three miles downstream at Cedar Falls before returning to
the river. Eleven miles farther downstream is the Landsburg Diversion constructed in 1899, which diverts
municipal and industrial water supply for the City of Seattle. Landsburg is the lowest dam on the river.
In June 2002, the Landsburg Diversion was made fish passable for the first time since its construction.
However, due to water quality concerns, the number of fish allowed to pass is limited to a preset number
of Chinook salmon, coho salmon and steelhead. This limit is intended to ensure that the presence of fish
in the watershed pose little or no risk to water quality. Sockeye will not be passed above the diversion
because they have the potential to spawn in very high numbers and could pose unacceptable risks to water
quality.
The Masonry Dam was not designed or built to serve as a flood control dam; however, in addition to its
hydropower generation and water supply functions, it has the capacity to store up to 15,000 acre-feet of
flood water. During the flood season, operation of the dam is managed to maintain a buffer or “flood
pocket” in the reservoir whenever possible, so that high flow events can be partially captured behind the
dam and released gradually. The effect of this management practice has been a reduction in peak flood
magnitude and the frequency and severity of flooding downstream of the dam. However, the dam is
neither intended for, nor capable of, holding back high-volume or long-duration flood events, so existing
flood-prone areas downstream remain vulnerable to severe flood risks.
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The two primary gages used for monitoring flood flows along the Cedar River flood hazard management
corridor are the Cedar River at Renton (USGS #12119000) and the Cedar River at Landsburg
(USGS #12117500). Table 5-15 summarizes flow data.
TABLE 5-15.
CEDAR RIVER FLOWS
Recurrence Interval
(years)

a.

Discharge (cubic feet per second)a
Cedar River at Renton
Cedar River at Landsburg

10

5,940

4,880

50

9,860

8,340

100

12,000

10,300

500

18,400

16,100

Final Flood Frequency Analysis Curve for Year 2000 Floodplain Mapping on the Lower
Cedar River, March 2000; included with King County’s submittal to FEMA for a revised
Flood Insurance Study for the Cedar River.

Water supply management by the City of Seattle in its upstream dams has altered seasonal flow regimes
and reduced flood peaks since the early 1900s. By 1936, the average mainstem channel width was
reduced by approximately 30 percent, from the 1865 average of 259 feet to 170 feet. Since there was
relatively little bank armoring at the time, the primary cause for this change is believed to be reduction in
peak flows due to water supply management, which reduced periodic flood scour of banks and river bars,
allowing river vegetation to encroach on and shrink the channel (Perkins 1994). The extensive network
of levees and revetments that was constructed in the mid-1900s is believed to have caused an additional
35-percent reduction in active channel width by 1989 (Ibid.). The net result is that today, the surface area
of the Cedar River channel has been reduced by about 56 percent compared to the 1865 survey (Ibid.).

5.8.4 Ecological Context
The Cedar River is a small, moderate-gradient, gravel-bedded river for most of the distance from
Landsburg to its mouth in Lake Washington. The physical structure and ecological processes of the
mainstem Cedar River have been altered considerably from pre-development conditions as a result of
water supply operations, land development and channel modifications (King County 1993a).
Changes to the river were initiated by logging, agriculture, coal mining, light rural development and
railroad construction in the late 1880s. By 1887, land clearing associated with early agriculture and
residential floodplain development was extensive enough to be considered a main contributor to that
year’s major flood (Paul 1937).
As described earlier, the lower Cedar River was rerouted and channelized in about 1914, when the outlet
of Lake Washington was switched to the present location of the Lake Washington Ship Canal. As a result
of these activities, the elevation of Lake Washington dropped about nine feet and a large delta wetland at
the mouth of the Cedar River, presumably with complex channels and diverse habitat structure, was lost
(Chryzastowski 1983).
A consequence of the river’s extensive bank armoring has been a decrease of local inputs of gravel and
large woody debris from bank erosion, which otherwise would improve salmonid habitat. The primary
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source of gravel-size substrate to the lower Cedar continues to be landslides and cliff retreat in the six
miles downstream of Landsburg, which is an area largely unaffected by bank armor down to about River
Mile 18. Downstream of about River Mile 18, the presence of bank armor steadily increases, while at the
same time there are fewer eroding cliffs. Where eroding cliffs do occur, their sediment has a much
smaller fraction of gravel than the upstream eroding cliffs (Perkins et al. 2002). Even with lesser
fractions of gravel contributed by landslides in the lower river reaches, these landslide areas benefit
habitat in the lower Cedar River by contributing coarse sands, and as a result of the physical bulk of some
landslide deposits, cause hydraulic diversity.
There are several obvious bluffs along the Cedar River that historically have slumped and dumped large
amounts of sand and gravel into the river, often becoming places that salmon congregate to spawn.
Known slump areas are located in the following neighborhoods: Maplewood at River Mile 4.0; Elliott
Park at River Mile 5.0; Lion’s Club at River Mile 11.9; Royal Arch at River Mile 14.2; and Arcadia at
River Mile 19.3. The landslide resulting from the Nisqually earthquake in 2001 provided the additional
benefit of creating side channel and off channel fish habitat in an area now considered a reference reach
for salmon habitat recovery efforts in the Cedar River.
Riparian conditions in the lower Cedar are also much altered from pre-development conditions. King
County (1993a) estimated that the presence of riparian forest varied from zero percent in the channelized
Renton Reach (River Mile 0.0 to 1.6) to 40 to 60 percent in the lower mainstem (River Mile 1.6 to 14.8)
to 60 to 80 percent in the reaches approaching Landsburg (River Mile 14.8 to 21.6). Where riparian
forests exist, they are often dominated by immature or deciduous trees. Ecological conditions improve
closer to Landsburg.
Managing for retention of naturally occurring large woody debris in the Cedar River and elsewhere in
King County has only occurred since the 1993 King County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan was adopted.
Prior to then, there was an extended history of actively removing large woody debris which, when
combined with immature or absent riparian forests, have contributed to relatively low current levels of
large woody debris. Although more large woody debris is clearly evident in the river channel than in the
early 1990s, it remains low relative to rivers in unmanaged areas.
The effects of the these changes and channel alterations can include reduction in the number and size of
pools. In the early 1990s, King County (1993a) estimated the number of “large” pools—pools that are at
least one channel width in length—and found that the frequency ranged from zero in the Renton reach to
2.6 to 3.9 per mile in upper reaches. This is approximately 70 percent fewer large pools than would be
expected to occur in unmanaged systems (Sedell and Everest 1991).
In addition to its mainstem channel, the Cedar River contains an array of aquatic habitats outside the
mainstem channel but within the river’s floodplain. King County (1993a) identified 68 aquatic habitat
features on the valley floor, including tributary streams, wall-base tributaries, side channels, and riparian
wetlands. Some of these features, such as wall-base tributaries, are often the most productive salmonid
habitats of river systems in the Pacific Northwest (Peterson and Reid 1984). Typically they are formed in
swales or channels left behind by past river channel migrations. Many are small, highly complex habitats
that are currently out of the direct influence of mainstem flood flows; others are important for routing
floodwaters across the valley floor. Such habitats are typically subject to some instability due to flooding.
Many have been damaged or lost to changes in land use practices on the floodplain, and new habitats are
rarely created because revetments or levees prevent river channel migration in most places (King County
1993a).
In summary, Cedar River management prior to the 1990s largely occurred without preservation or
restoration of ecological process as a goal. As a result, the Cedar River exhibits a much-reduced range of
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ecological processes—such as flooding, channel migration, sediment and large woody debris recruitment,
transport and storage—and is much less physically complex than in predevelopment conditions. Despite
this, areas such as the Belmondo Reach, from about River Mile 9 to River Mile 10.6, indicate that much
complexity could be regained if limitations to channel migration are removed or set back and mature
native riparian forests are reestablished. This reach is characterized by relatively little armoring, a
relatively high quality riparian forest, accumulations of large woody debris, and active channel migration
back and forth across its floodplain.

5.8.5 Salmonid Use
The lower Cedar River is used by federal Endangered Species Act-listed Chinook salmon as well as coho
and sockeye salmon, rainbow and cutthroat trout and mountain whitefish (King County 1993a; Kerwin
2001). On rare occasions, bull trout have been observed in the lower river. They are believed to be either
migrants from the upper Cedar River watershed, where there is a self-sustaining population centered in
Chester Morse Lake, or individuals wandering from other systems, as there is no habitat in the lower
Cedar River sufficiently cold to allow bull trout to spawn and sustain a population.
The salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 8, Lake Washington/
Cedar/Sammamish Watershed (WRIA 8) Chinook Salmon Conservation Plan (Water Resource Inventory
Area 8 Forum and Steering Committee 2005), rates both Cedar River and North Lake Washington
Chinook salmon populations as being “in crisis with an extreme risk of extinction.” The salmon habitat
recovery plan identifies the Cedar River above Renton and up to Landsburg as a core area for Chinook
salmon. Martin et al. (2004) hypothesized that since the lower Cedar River has no large tributaries,
specific Chinook salmon core areas would form around landslides and canyon mouths, locations where
gravel and upwelling water are likely to occur. Based on several years of Chinook salmon spawner
surveys, Berge (personal communication) has indicated that Chinook salmon spawning does intensify in
the vicinity and downstream of recent and old landslide areas, suggesting the importance of landslide
activity for salmonid use on the lower Cedar. As part of an overall strategy to reduce extinction risk and
promote recovery of Chinook salmon along the lower Cedar River, the salmon habitat recovery plan
recommends restoration of floodplain connectivity, such as by removing or setting back flood protection
facilities, and channel structural complexity, such as allowing for long-term recruitment, transport and
accumulation of large woody debris (Water Resource Inventory Area 8 Forum and Steering Committee
2005).
Because Lake Washington Chinook and coho salmon and steelhead management has been heavily
influenced by hatcheries, there has been considerable recent discussion as to whether the Lake
Washington populations are genetically native, mixed with, or supplanted by hatchery-origin fish. Recent
genetic work (Bettles 2005) indicates that while it appears that hatchery introgression has occurred in the
Cedar River Chinook salmon population, the population is distinct and native gene pools appear to be
present, suggesting that straying of adult hatchery Chinook salmon into the Cedar River has not resulted
in complete loss of locally adapted Chinook salmon. The National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration has determined that Cedar River Chinook salmon are an independent population. Phelps
(1994 as cited in Kerwin 2001) found that there was limited hatchery introgression into Cedar River
steelhead despite many years of stocking non-native hatchery fish prior to the early 1990s. Cedar River
coho are called a mixed wild/hatchery stock (WDFW and WWTIT 1994 in Kerwin 2001), although no
definitive genetic analysis has been done.

5.8.6 King County Facilities, Major Flooding, Flood Damage
Flooding in residential areas poses the greatest risk to public safety in the lower and middle Cedar River
basins. Even moderate floods can cause high velocity flows in and around homes and over sole access
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roadways. Seventeen homes have already been identified by FEMA as “repetitive losses” based on flood
insurance claims, and many other homes that lack flood insurance are known to have experienced
repeated flood damage. Risks to those living, working, and traveling through these flood-prone areas
include damage to the structural integrity of homes, health hazards from contamination of water supplies
or damaged septic systems, inundation of living spaces, and the dangers associated with attempts to walk
or drive on flooded or damaged roads.
Since the 1960s, King County has constructed 65 flood protection facilities for flood and erosion control
in the lower Cedar valley. Most were built to protect individual homes, neighborhoods, or County roads,
particularly those located along the outside of a meander bend. The majority of these facilities on the
river are revetments or training levees designed to prevent bank erosion or lateral migration of the
channel. Many of these revetments also function as partial containment levees, which reduce overbank
flooding to varying degrees along their length. Typically, these facilities were constructed by simply
blanketing the bank with angular rock, starting in the river channel at the toe of the slope, and extending
to the top of bank. King County and the City of Renton also historically performed routine dredging and
removal of gravel and fallen trees in order to maintain the river channel solely for the purpose of
uninterrupted conveyance of flood flows.
Historical construction and maintenance techniques have not adequately reduced flood risk or other
adverse impacts. Despite decades of attention to these flood protection facilities and channel maintenance
practices, flooding and flood damage continue to occur throughout the basin. This is the result of
inconsistencies in coverage, design and construction standards, deterioration of the existing facilities, and
an increase in the number of structures located in flood hazard areas. Lack of a stable embedded toe and
instream elements such as large woody debris and gravel bars, which would slow localized velocities near
the bank, has subjected these facilities to deterioration from scour, undercutting, and erosion and led to
the need for repeated repairs. Over time, King County’s flood protection facilities and the homes and
lands they protect, will increasingly become more vulnerable to damage. Further, such structures may
make salmon habitat recovery efforts difficult, especially with regard to habitat needs.
Naturally occurring landslides are common to this basin. The potential for nearly instantaneous
deposition of large volumes directly into the river channel poses a flood risk that cannot be entirely
eliminate by constructed flood protection facilities.
The record flood on the present-day Cedar River occurred in November 1990, when the river reach a peak
flow of 10,800 cubic feet per second as measured at the Landsburg gage. Due to a successful flood
warning and emergency response program, there were no casualties, but damage to public and private
property was extensive. Damage to levees and revetments was estimated at that time to be $1.2 million,
and an unknown amount of damage was sustained by other public infrastructure, such as roads, bridges,
and utilities, as well as private property. Many homes were surrounded by deep and fast flows, numerous
roads became impassable, and residents engaged in flood fighting activities to protect their property.
Homes and furnishings were destroyed, wells were contaminated, and some residents were forced to
access their homes by rowboat. Parts of the City of Renton, including the Renton Municipal Airport and
industrial properties were also flooded. Major floods also occurred in 1975, 1995 and 1996, resulting in
similar public and private damage and losses.

5.8.7 Key Accomplishments Since 1993 King County Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan
King County has completed 23 major flood hazard management projects on the Cedar River since
adoption of the 1993 King County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan. Projects have included capital projects,
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involving retrofits and repairs to flood protection facilities, setbacks, and home buyouts, as well as
programmatic actions involving detailed studies and mapping of flood hazards.
Flood protection facility repairs have used biotechnical bank stabilization techniques to retrofit and repair
4,585 feet of river bank. These projects have integrated native vegetation into the fabric of the structure
in a way that strengthens the flood protection facility and improves habitat value in its vicinity. The
branching vegetation slows localized velocities, reducing erosion, while the root system binds the soil
increasingly over time. Overhanging vegetation and in-water structures provide food, cover and refuge
for fish and wildlife.
In many neighborhoods along the Cedar River, the flood risk to residents cannot be eliminated through
the construction of flood protection facilities, and buyout and relocation of homes may provide the
permanent solution. King County has acquired 18 flood-prone homes in the Cedar River basin through an
ongoing voluntary home buyout effort. Demolition of all structures on the property and stabilization of
disturbed areas using native vegetation completes the projects; and all lands are maintained as open space
in perpetuity. In the future, some of these lands may be restored to improve fish and wildlife habitat,
consistent with the deed restrictions prohibiting further development that is adversely affected by
flooding. Additional floodplain restoration has already been completed or is underway on five of the
flood buyout properties and is under consideration for eight others. Such coordination of mutually
beneficial project goals in partnerships with the Water Resource Inventory Area 8 Forum and Steering
Committee, King County’s Parks and Recreation and Department of Transportation, or cities, further
increases the benefit of these flood hazard management projects.
One of the major programmatic accomplishments in the Cedar River basin was the completion of updated
flood hazard boundary work maps, which were produced for the portion of the Cedar River in
unincorporated King County. These maps represent the best available information for delineation of
flood hazard areas, and King County uses them for regulatory purposes. These maps were submitted to
FEMA for adoption as an update to the Flood Insurance Rate Maps promulgated by the National Flood
Insurance Program.
Channel migration hazard area maps for the Cedar River are currently being prepared. Interim products
to date include a collection of historical aerial photographs and maps in a coordinated geographic
information system database that were used to document historical channel alignments. Interim products
and analyses now underway have been used to inform the update of this Plan. Once completed, the
channel migration hazard maps will be used by King County to regulate development in channel
migration hazard areas.
Public and agency coordination and outreach activities conducted annually have helped local
communities prepare for flood season. Each fall the region’s first-responders meet to review operations,
communications, and weather predictions, as well as any special conditions to watch. Following a
catastrophic landslide in 2001, when a section of the river was completely blocked by slide material, King
County worked with the property owners and emergency response personnel from the City of Renton,
dam operators for the City of Seattle and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to prepare a site-specific plan
for notification and flood fighting until a new river channel downstream could be fully established.
Similarly, close coordination with the City of Seattle has resulted in considerable and ongoing success in
reducing flood magnitude, frequency and severity by careful monitoring and modification of operations at
the Masonry Dam.
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5.8.8 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Data
Flood data for the Cedar River is relatively current and comprehensive for the entire flood hazard
management corridor for the Cedar River from the mouth of the river to Landsburg at River Mile 22.
Flood hazard boundary work maps from Landsburg down to River Mile 5.3 were updated in 2001 and are
currently underway to the mouth using new topographic maps and hydrologic and hydraulic studies and
models. Data and preliminary findings from development of the channel migration hazard area maps
were used for the entire corridor area. A riparian buffer based on the King County Critical Areas
Ordinance aquatic-areas buffer was also included. Where steep slopes immediately abut the channel, the
areas of potential landslides were also included. Observations of flood conditions during major floods
provided significant anecdotal and localized information not readily captured by the other mapping tools.

5.8.9 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Conditions
Flood-prone areas of the Cedar River are dominated by residential uses. Many homes, and even entire
neighborhoods, are located in the FEMA floodway, a likely severe channel migration hazard area, or
both. Historical protection methods have focused on armoring the bank to limit channel migration and
erosion. This work has stabilized the bank in many locations, supporting the retention of buildings in the
floodplain, but has done little to prevent the damage and risks associated with ongoing and sometimes
severe overbank flooding. Additionally, the river abuts the steep valley wall in many locations, posing
major landslide hazards to nearby homes from debris movement or flood backwater.
The condition of the flood protection facilities is also a concern. The older levees and revetments which
line the Cedar River are frequently less robust than flood protection facilities built using more current
standards and biotechnical bank stabilization techniques. Many of these facilities are also a subject of
concern with respect to the recovery of Endangered Species Act-listed species native to the Cedar River.
The simple blankets of rock used to armor most of the Cedar River flood protection facilities do not foster
development of a healthy riparian buffer or interaction between the river and its floodplain.

5.8.10 Flood Hazard Management Objectives and Strategies
In the Cedar River basin, flood risks as outlined in Policy G-2 include risks to public safety associated
with localized flooding; risks to public infrastructure, including drainage systems, transportation routes, a
municipal airport and a variety of other public service facilities; and impacts on the regional economy
related to flooding; and risks to private structures, including homes, businesses and industrial properties
in the City of Renton.
Flood hazard management objectives for the Cedar River include reducing risks to safety and property ,
protecting roads and other public infrastructure, and minimizing the impacts of flood risk reduction
projects on endangered or threatened species. Each of these objectives is described below, along with the
associated strategies and actions that will be used to meet the objectives.
1. Minimize the risks to the safety of residents living along the river. The safety of residents
depends on reducing their direct exposure to flood hazards at home, along transportation routes
and in commercial areas in the City of Renton. In many cases, it is not feasible to build new
flood protection facilities or expand or improve existing facilities to the extent that would be
needed to provide a reasonable margin of safety. One of the most successful strategies for
eliminating risks in these situations is providing property owners with the opportunity to
participate in a voluntary flood buyout project, in which King County purchases flood-prone
homes from willing sellers at fair market value. A second key public safety and property damage
mitigation measure is maintenance of the conveyance capacity through the lower two miles of the
Cedar River, which will be accomplished by carefully monitoring sediment accumulation and
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performing selective removal. The Plan includes proposals for the acquisition of a number
specific flood prone homes, as well as an alternatives analysis to determine the best risk reduction
option for many other homes also believed to be at risk of severe flooding.
2. Protect public infrastructure is another high priority need in the Cedar River basin. Within the
City of Renton, this objective will be met largely through the sediment management program.
Along the majority of the river an emphasis will be placed on providing ongoing maintenance and
repair for the many existing flood protection facilities that protect public infrastructure such as
major roadways, bridges, and regional trails. These facilities will be monitored during and after
floods for signs of damage. Ongoing repair and maintenance will be carried out in a way that
does not prevent potential retrofit, set back, or whole or partial removal of the facilities in the
future. This plan includes several project proposals for the Cedar River that will open up greater
access to the floodplain for conveyance to reduce the impact of flood flows on roads, the Cedar
River Trail, and the levees and revetments themselves.
3. Minimize threats to the regional economy, the residential, commercial and industrial areas in the
City of Renton, and the major transportation corridors, will largely be accomplished through the
actions taken to meet public safety and infrastructure protection, which are described above.
4. Manage flood hazards in a way that does not adversely affect, and preferably improves fish and
wildlife habitat is an over-arching objective for all King Count rivers. In the Cedar River, this
objective will be met by selectively setting back flood protection facilities to reconnect the river
with its floodplain and allow habitat restoration work to take place. Potential impacts to fish,
related to the proposed sediment management program in the City of Renton, will be addressed
through the permitting process for the work, as an approved mitigation plan.

5.8.11 Proposed Actions
Table 5-16 summarizes the start list of proposed flood hazard management actions for the Cedar River.
The status quo projects are the actions recommended for funding using current River and Floodplain
Management Program revenues and grant funding at a level typically received by the program. The
enhanced projects address the next set of needs and actions, which will be pursued with additional
funding and participation of affected parties and partners. Appendix G identifies the complete list of
problems, a subset of which contains a proposed action that would be needed to comprehensively address
flood hazard management needs in each basin.
Project summaries for site-specific actions follow Table 5-16. The river miles used in the project
summaries to identify approximate project locations are based on 1999 and 2000 topographic maps
created for King County by David Smith and Associates, Inc for use in developing FEMA flood insurance
rate maps; left-bank and right-bank notations refer to the river bank as viewed looking downstream.
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TABLE 5-16.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE CEDAR RIVER (2007 – 2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Status Quo Funding
Cedar River Channel
Migration Zone Study and
Mapping.

Prepare channel migration zone study and maps for the Cedar
River. Supports recommendation CMZ-1.

Cedar Rapids Levee Setback

Setback levee to improve flood conveyance and restore habitat.
Complete project design, permits, and construction. Funding
will cover project management and non reimbursable grant
expenses associated with this grant funded project. Total
project cost is estimated at $1,500,000.

$137,000

Jan Road-Rutledge Johnson
Levee Setbacks

Remove portions of both levees that protect only open space.
Segments of existing levees constrict conveyance and direct
erosive flood flows into the Cedar River Trail and State
Route 169.

$955,000

Cedar River Residential Flood Determine best alternative(s) for reducing risks to homes in
Hazard Mitigation Analysis
areas subject to flood hazards including both repetitive loss and
proposed project areas. Emphasis will be on residential
neighborhoods with extensive flood hazard areas. Supports
recommendations ERA-1 through 4.

$30,000

$175,000

Total Status Quo Funding

$1,297,000

Cedar River Early Action
Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation

Purchase or otherwise mitigate flood risks to nine repetitive loss
properties not addressed by other projects in this basin.
Supports recommendations ERA-1 and 4.

$2,811,000

Cedar River Gravel Removal
Project

Support periodic gravel removal from the lower Cedar River to
maintain 100-year flood protection.

$4,827,000

Lower Jones Road Setback
Project

Purchase the homes and property, and set back road and
associated revetment.

$4,408,000

Herzman Levee Setback &
Floodplain Reconnection

Setback levee to reduce erosive forces on the Cedar River Trail
and State Route 169.

$1,023,000

Cedar Grove Mobile Home
Park Acquisition Project

Purchase mobile home park and provide relocation assistance to
the residents in this area of major flood hazards.

$4,349,000

Enhanced Funding

Rainbow Bend Levee Setback Setback or remove levee to improve flood conveyance and
and Floodplain Reconnection storage through this reach and to restore floodplain functions.

$1,733,000

Getchman Levee Setback and Setback the levee to improve river’s flood conveyance, flood
Floodplain Reconnection
storage, and its interaction with lower Taylor Creek, while
maintaining protection for Maxwell Road. Most of the
acquisitions for this project are already completed or are
underway.

$2,670,000

Rhode Levee Setback and
Home Buyouts

$3,518,000

Purchase homes along path of fastest, deepest flood flow, and
set back the levee to lower localized velocities and depths.
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Cedar Rapids Levee Setback
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 8, Cedar River
River Mile 7.3 to 7.75, Both Banks
Council District 9
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Public or Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,500,000 total. River and Floodplain Management Program share: $137,000

Problem Statement
Levees on both banks in this area constrict the floodway, increasing velocities and flood depths within the
channel, resulting in a higher risk of scour and erosion to flood protection facilities within and
downstream from the site, including the flood protection facilities at Ricardi, Riverbend and BrassfieldMaxwell, as well as Jones Road. In the early 1990s, two severely flood-prone homes on the right bank
were purchased, the structures were removed, and the lands were designated as permanent open space.
The Ricardi Levee that formerly protected the homes, however, was left in place and remains an
impediment to flood conveyance and floodplain processes. Similarly, on the left bank, the Riverbend
Levee cuts off conveyance through about 5 acres of undeveloped floodplain land along the upstream
portion of a 100-unit mobile home park. The position of these levees, right at the edge of the low flow
channel, unnecessarily isolates the river from its adjacent floodplain, increasing the risk of flood damage
to these and neighboring flood protection facilities and limiting natural habitat-forming processes.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that participation
in this project is intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if setbacks are not designed and constructed in a manner that maintains
or exceeds the current level of protection afforded to downstream residential areas on both
the left and right bank of the river;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including Jones Road, if levee setback on right bank is not
designed and constructed in a manner that maintains or exceeds the current level of protection
from erosion hazards;

•

Damage to privately owned structures if setback levees are not designed and constructed in a
manner that maintains or exceeds the current level of protection afforded to downstream
residential areas on both the left and right bank of the river.

Proposed Project or Action
Additional acquisitions of adjacent and contiguous lands on both the left bank and the right bank would
create an opportunity to set back the existing levees and restore beneficial floodplain functions and
processes. The project will involve removing or setting back approximately 800 linear feet of fill and
riprap making up the right bank levee and setting back a similar length of levee on the left bank, in order
to open up the floodplain to more frequent overbank flows while continuing to maintain existing levels of
flood protection to Jones Road and downstream properties, including the mobile home park. The long-
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range plans for this area could include acquisition of additional properties remaining at risk from flood
hazards and set back of greater length or extent.

Project Benefits
The project will provide both flood reduction benefits and habitat enhancement. Setting back the levee
will allow high flows to spread across the floodplain, thereby reducing flood elevations and erosive
velocities through this reach. Additionally, it will reconnect the river with its floodplain and allow natural
floodplain processes, such as channel migration or side-channel formation, to occur. It is anticipated that
off-channel habitat will form and be available for rearing, and instream habitat will be improved for
spawning by salmonids.

Coordination
The project will be managed and constructed by the River and Floodplain Management Program
consistent with the 1997 Cedar River Basin Plan. It will also be coordinated with the King County
Department of Transportation, which manages some of the lands, and the Salmon Recovery Funding
Board for funding of some of the work. This project is also a recommendation in the salmon habitat
recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 8, and will be conducted in coordination with the
efforts associated with that plan.

Other Information or Needs
Negotiations are currently underway to acquire the properties needed to accommodate the levee setback.
Coordination with current and future land mangers will also be needed.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Rapids.pdf
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Jan Road – Rutledge Johnson Levee Setbacks
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 8, Cedar River
River Mile 13.15 to 13.45, Both Banks
Council District 9
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Public and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$955,000

Problem Statement
The Jan Road levee, on the right bank of the Cedar River, and the Rutledge-Johnson levee, on the left
bank of the river, constrict flood flows and increase flow velocities through this reach. This constriction
directs the full force of the river downstream, across the channel and into the Cedar River Trail Levee.
The integrity of the trail levee is essential to flood protection for this regionally significant trail system
and the adjacent Maple Valley Highway (State Route 169). A major bank failure at the Cedar River Trail
Levee was repaired following the floods of 1995 and 1996; however, this over-steepened levee could not
be reconstructed to a more stable slope angle due to its proximity to State Route 169. The repaired flood
protection facility, therefore, remains over-steepened and vulnerable to future damage.
Neither the Jan Road Levee nor the Rutledge-Johnson Levee was designed to provide 100-year flood
containment protection, nor are they tied off to high ground at either their upstream or downstream ends.
As a result, the properties behind them are subject to flooding from water coming over the top of the
levees as well as around the upstream and downstream ends. The upstream sections of both the Jan Road
and Rutledge-Johnson levees do serve important flood protection functions: they reduce the frequency
and severity of overtopping and prevent migration of the river channel. However, while the levees
contain small floods, overtopping and flooding can occur during larger events, affecting several homes in
the immediate vicinity.
In addition, Taylor Creek, which enters the river at the upstream end of the Jan Road levee, can
exacerbate flooding behind the Jan Road levee. Floodwaters from this location can flow across Jan Road
and through the neighborhood before re-entering the river further downstream. Toward the downstream
ends of both the Rutledge-Johnson and Jan Road Levees, the areas immediately landward of the levee are
undeveloped floodplain. At these locations, the two flood protection facilities unnecessarily direct the
flow into the Cedar River Trail Levee, and separate the river from its floodplain. In addition, the levees
were not designed or constructed to current standards and their rip-rap slopes sit at a relatively steep angle
at the river’s edge, resulting in a poorly vegetated riparian zone that is vulnerable to erosion and scour.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public infrastructure: erosion of the Cedar River Trail and State Route 169;

•

Impact on regional economy if State Route 169 were extensively damaged.
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Proposed Project or Action
Initial project actions will involve design of a flood protection facility retrofit for both the Jan Road and
Rutledge-Johnson Levees to reduce the channel constrictions and associated high velocities. The initial
design phase for the project will evaluate various alternatives that may include removal or setback of
levee segments at the downstream end of each flood protection facility. The principle objective will be to
allow higher flows, and the associated erosive energy, to be spread out and dissipated over a larger area of
the floodplain, thereby reducing flood damage to the levees themselves and the Cedar River Trail levee.
Engineering analyses will be used to determine the dimensions and alignment of the removal or setback
alternatives in order to achieve the desired flood conveyance improvements without creating any
undesirable flood impacts on neighboring homes and properties. Communication with local residents will
take place both formally and informally during the project’s design development and implementation
phases to provide an opportunity for them to be involved and informed. Results of the design
development phase of the project may indicate that additional property easements or ownership are
needed to fully achieve the proposed conveyance and floodplain reconnection improvements as
recommended. King County will work cooperatively with adjacent property owners to acquire
conservation easements or other property interests, or to modify designs, as needed.

Project Benefits
Removal or set back of the downstream end of these levees will reduce the risk of damage to three
important flood protection facilities, and will also provide habitat enhancement benefits. By reducing
channel confinement, high flows can spread out and be safely conveyed across the floodplain, ultimately
lowering flood elevations and velocities. This will reduce the risk of levee failure or damage to the
regional trail, the Maple Valley Highway and the levee themselves. Routine and preventive maintenance
costs will also be reduced over the long term. The modified levees will continue to provide the targeted
flood benefits they currently provide in the form of reduced frequency of overtopping and reduced risk of
channel migration in the vicinity of local residences.
While existing flood risks to neighboring homes will be lowered, they will not be eliminated. The
floodplain extends almost to the valley wall through this reach, and the majority of homes in the
neighborhood immediately downstream from this project are located in the floodway. Aerial photos
taken during past flood events show many of these downstream homes to be surrounded by floodwaters,
and channel migration studies show a history of multiple flow locations in this reach. The proposed
project is therefore only a part of a comprehensive solution, but would not preclude future efforts to
minimize bank erosion along King County-maintained flood protection facilities, reduce vulnerability of
the major arterial roadway, and reduce the frequency and severity of overbank flooding across Jan Road
and throughout the neighborhood.
Other benefits of the proposed project include increased channel complexity and improved habitat
conditions that result from giving the river greater freedom to interact with its floodplain. Setting back
the existing levees will also create opportunities for future habitat restoration projects in the reconnected
riparian corridor.

Coordination
The project will be managed and constructed by the River and Floodplain Management Program, in
coordination with the Water Resource Inventory Area 8 salmon habitat recovery efforts. Elements that
will directly affect individual properties will be coordinated with the property owners. Design and
construction of specific instream or off-channel habitat improvements may accompany or follow the flood
protection facility modifications.
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Other Information or Needs
The levee has been maintained under the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Rehabilitation and Inspection
Program, and modifications may require additional coordination or authorization.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Jan.pdf
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Cedar River Residential Flood Hazard Mitigation Analysis
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 8, Cedar River
Multiple Locations
Council District 9
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Public and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$175,000

Problem Statement
Many of the flood hazard areas of the Cedar River encompass large tracts or even entire neighborhoods.
Two prime examples of known high hazard areas are the Dorre Don and Byers Road neighborhoods. Of
the many homes located in the Dorre Don neighborhood, almost all are located within the mapped
floodplain, floodway or what appears to be the severe channel migration hazard area (based on
preliminary findings of channel migration zone mapping in progress). Many of these homes are built
right along the river’s edge. Much of the bank is lined by public and private flood protection facilities,
limiting channel conveyance and mobility and encroaching into the stream buffer. The river commonly
overtops the banks during flood events, and sometimes also transports and deposits substantial amounts of
large woody debris. Several of the flood-prone homes have been elevated, reducing the risk of damage
from inundation, but not the risks from debris build-up against the structures or from access cut-off due to
fast and deep flows through the neighborhood.
Similarly, homes in the Byers Road neighborhood are threatened by overbank flooding. An additional
risk in this neighborhood is the tendency for flows from the river to leave the main channel and cut across
the neighborhood, cutting off emergency access to and from homes. A flood protection facility at the
upstream end reduces the frequency of overbank flows, but does not provide flood containment for even
moderate flood events.
These widespread flood risks have not been substantially reduce, as evidenced by the fact that despite a
substantial investment in the construction and maintenance of both public and private flood protection
facilities, the flooding and associated losses continue. Encroachment on the river corridor by homes and
levees has diminished the available conveyance capacity of the river, while at the same time flows have
increased basin-wide. The river lacks sufficient conveyance capacity to accommodate the flooding.
Further compounding the flood risk, the proximity of the homes to the river precludes many structural
solutions, such as raising or setting back levees. In addition, regulations restrict construction efforts to
those that do not increase flooding elsewhere.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;
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•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, primarily roads and drainage systems;

•

Damage to privately owned structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Home buyouts appear to be one of the most feasible and effective solution in many of these high hazard
areas, but the magnitude of impact of such a solution on both the community and existing flood hazard
management resources is significant. Therefore, recommendations for these areas warrant further
consideration. A range of flood hazard management alternatives for this area should be developed and
evaluated to determine the most prudent course of action. The analyses should consider the flood risk,
especially for residential developments; the level of protection provided by existing flood protection
facilities; options for flood protection facility modifications or retrofits; and the impact of those facilities
on flooding and habitat use in the vicinity.

Project Benefits
Project benefits will need to be identified and considered as part of the alternatives analysis.

Coordination
It will be important to coordinate with both internal and external customers. Likely partners include the
homeowners, the Water Resource Inventory Area 8 Forum and Steering Committee, and the King County
Department of Transportation.

Project Area Map
A map of the Byers Bend neighborhood may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Byers.pdf
A map of the Dorre Don neighborhood may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Dorre.pdf
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Cedar River Gravel Removal Project
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 8, Cedar River
River Miles 0 to 1.25, 3.5 and 21
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Renton
Public lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$4,827,000

Problem Statement
On average, 10,000 to 12,000 cubic yards of gravel passes as bedload through the lower mainstem Cedar
River each year. Of that, about half is deposited in the lowest 1.25 miles of the river at an average annual
rate of gravel accumulation of about 6,000 cubic yards per year, while the balance comes to rest on the
delta in Lake Washington. Rates of bedload yield from the basin and subsequent deposition in the lower
Cedar River can fluctuate greatly in any given year from these annual average values. This ongoing
deposition occurs in a segment of the Cedar River that lies adjacent to Renton Municipal Airport, Boeing
property, areas of downtown Renton, and other public and private properties. Periodic dredging of gravel
and sediment has been employed to maintain flow conveyance through this reach in order to avert flood
damages to the regionally significant economic investments clustered in the vicinity. Gravel and
sediment removal was last performed in 1998, and simultaneously, improvements were made to the
levees and floodwalls along both right and left banks of the river to provide 100-year flood protection to
the area.
The 1998 gravel and sediment removal and structural improvement project, entitled the Lower Cedar
River Section 205 Flood Hazard Reduction Project (known as the Lower Cedar 205 Project), was
constructed through a partnership among the City of Renton, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and
King County. The City of Renton, as the local project sponsor, signed a formal agreement committing to
ongoing maintenance of the bed elevation of the channel to ensure long-term benefits of the project. Each
year, a detailed sediment study of the lower Cedar River is conducted to ensure that the allowable bed
elevation is not reached, and hydraulic modeling is performed to predict sediment capacity associated
with gravel removal maintenance intervals.
In addition to the maintenance responsibilities, project permits required extensive mitigation for the initial
construction impacts and impacts associated with the anticipated future maintenance dredging.
Mitigation features for the Lower Cedar 205 Project included creation and enhancement of off-channel
habitat and gravel supplementation in upstream river reaches. Gravel supplementation involves
depositing gravel, suitably sized for spawning, into the upstream reaches of the river below the dams
(which prevent the natural recruitment of gravel). Off-channel habitat was expanded by excavation of a
groundwater-fed spawning channel to provide sockeye spawning habitat as well as rearing and refuge
habitat for coho and Chinook salmon. The 2001 Nisqually Earthquake, however, caused a landslide that
blocked the main channel of the Cedar River, resulting in the occupation of the groundwater spawning
channel by the river, and ultimately the loss of the spawning channel habitat as a mitigation site.
Replacement mitigation is needed to meet the permit requirements.
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What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if homes, businesses and industrial areas in downtown Renton are
inundated due to reduced channel capacity;

•

Risk to the local economy if homes, businesses and industrial areas in downtown Renton are
inundated due to reduced channel capacity;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes and businesses;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including drainage systems, roads and public facilities;

•

Damage to privately owned structures.

Proposed Project or Action
The proposed action includes three elements: periodic gravel removal, spawning channel replacement and
upper watershed gravel supplementation.
The periodic gravel removal maintenance will be performed to maintain the project flood protection
benefits as required in the Project Cooperation Agreement between the City of Renton and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. The threshold for periodic gravel removal maintenance is based on ensuring flood
protection against the 100-year recurrence interval event with at least 90 percent reliability. During
gravel removal maintenance actions, the Cedar River channel within the project area will be excavated to
a depth of 4 feet below the 1995 bed profile. The average annual maintenance dredging as estimated by
the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers is expected to be $2.4 million every three years.
To replace the lost ground water spawning channel, the spawning channel replacement project is
proposed at River Mile 3.5. The spawning channel replacement is targeted for construction in 2006 or
2007. It will consist of constructing a 950-foot long by 10-foot wide channel that contains large woody
debris, native plants and spawning gravel and is connected to the Cedar River with an inlet structure.
The gravel supplementation, which is also carried out for mitigation purposes, is performed annually prior
to August 15. The gravel supplementation is placed during the summer low-flow period in a berm in the
Landsburg reach at River Mile 21.0. As of August 2005, a total of 4,000 cubic yards of gravel has been
placed at the Landsburg Gravel Supplementation site and it is anticipated that at a minimum an additional
six years of gravel supplementation will be necessary to place the required 10,000 cubic yards of
spawning gravel. The cost for the gravel supplementation is between $25,000 and $35,000 annually.
Extensive spawning surveys, fry out-migration surveys, vegetation monitoring and maintenance, and
other monitoring will be performed as required for the gravel removal project and associated mitigation
projects.

Project Benefits
The existing channel bed will be maintained at a level that will ensure that 100-year flood protection is
provided through the project area to minimize future damage to Renton Municipal Airport, Boeing
property, areas of downtown Renton, and other public and private properties in the project area. The U.S.
Army Corp of Engineers has determined that the flood protection benefits provided by the construction of
the Lower Cedar River Section 205 Flood Hazard Reduction Project and the associated periodic
maintenance dredging provides an average annual benefit of $7,797,000.
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Coordination
This project will require, at a minimum, coordination among Boeing operations personnel, FEMA, the
Washington Departments of Fish and Wildlife and Ecology, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, the City of
Renton, the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration–Fisheries, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers–Seattle District and other public agencies and private property owners adjacent to the project
area. The proposed spawning channel replacement project will require easements from Seattle Public
Utilities and Shadow Hawk, and temporary construction easements will need to be obtained from private
property owners.

Other Information or Needs
This project contains habitat enhancement requirements from the Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration–Fisheries, and the Muckleshoot Indian
Tribe. These requirements include gravel replacement at Landsburg and annual operation and monitoring
reports.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/gravel.pdf
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Lower Jones Road Setback Project
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 8, Cedar River
River Mile 5.5 to 6.2, Right Bank
Council District 9
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Public or Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$4,408,000

Problem Statement
The entire length of Jones Road follows the Cedar River, much of which lies within the river’s floodplain
and areas of historical channel migration. At Buck’s Curve, where the river immediately abuts the road
shoulder, King County maintains a flood protection facility to protect the road. This flood protection
facility is prone to scour and erosion and is vulnerable to significant structural damage during high flows.
In addition, the confinement perpetuated by the armored right bank deflects flood flows directly toward
the Cedar River Trail Revetment that protects not only the regional trail, but also the Maple Valley
Highway (State Route 169) on the opposite bank. The revetment protecting the road regularly
experiences flood damage and requires costly maintenance, but has no room within the existing right-ofway to be set back or retrofitted to a more stable slope.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if right bank residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt
to enter or re-enter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including Jones Road, the Cedar River Trail and State Route
169;

•

Impact on regional economy if State Route 169 is severely damaged;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
The riverbanks should be set back along this entire length of river to provide more room for flood
conveyance and to reduce the risks of ongoing flood damage. At its upstream end, the flood protection
facility and about a 1,500-foot section of Jones Road will need to be relocated landward to accommodate
a stable slope angle on the banks, improved conveyance in the channel, and a buffer separating the river
and the road. This will require purchase of an easement through several contiguous properties on the
landward side of the road, and may require some additional property easements or acquisitions. As part
of a longer term solution, the remaining high risk flood-prone homes downstream should be acquired;
banks should be set back; and the riparian buffer should be restored with native vegetation. Elements of
this project have already been initiated. In recent years, King County has purchased numerous homes
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along this reach for both flood hazard management and road construction purposes, reducing the number
of vulnerable structures.

Project Benefits
The set back or removal of the armored banks would tend to lower flood elevations and velocities through
the reach, reducing future flood damage and the subsequent need for repair to the road and flood
protection facilities on both banks. This will also protect the usability of Jones Road, which is an
important transportation corridor for residents throughout the adjacent valley. Removal of the floodprone homes from the river’s edge, implemented over the long term, will completely eliminate the flood
risk for those residents. It would also allow for restoration of the riparian buffer and creation of projects
to enhance habitat conditions in the area.

Coordination
This project will be coordinated with King County Department of Transportation for planning, design,
and construction of modifications to the road. It would also be coordinated with the 1997 Cedar River
Basin Plan implementation efforts, the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area
8, and other regional resource management and permit agencies as appropriate. Elements that will
directly affect individual properties will be coordinated with the property owners. Homeowner interest in
buyout participation has not yet been assessed for this area.

Other Information or Needs
This project could be done in several phases; the road set back and home buyouts are not interdependent
in most locations.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Jones.pdf
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Herzman Levee Setback and Floodplain Reconnection
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 8, Cedar River
River Mile 6.5 to 6.7, Right Bank
Council District 9
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,023,000

Problem Statement
The Herzman Levee extends 17 to 18 feet high in an over-steepened configuration lining 840 feet of river
bank. While the levee reduces the risk of channel migration, it is not continuous with high ground and
does not provide flood containment. Seepage is common behind the levee in an area of low undeveloped
floodplain formerly occupied by the river. Several residential properties, as well as a section of Jones
Road, are located further behind the levee. These structures are set back several hundred feet from the
river on a section of high ground above the flood elevation, and they do not experience flooding as a
result of the seepage, overtopping or backwater behind the levee. The flood protection facility, therefore,
unnecessarily constricts flows within the channel, forcing the full momentum of the river directly into
Cedar River Trail levee on the immediate opposite bank. This significantly increases the risk of flood
damage to that levee, which protects both the trail and the Maple Valley Highway (State Route 169). In
addition, the Herzman levee prevents the river’s ability to occupy the undeveloped land immediately
behind the levee, and in doing so obstructs the natural floodplain processes, reducing the quality and
quantity of riparian habitat, and preventing development of a healthy vegetative buffer in an area of high
fish use.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Damage to public infrastructure, including the Cedar River Trail and State Route 169;

•

Impact on regional economy if State Route 169 is severely damaged.

Proposed Project or Action
Remove approximately 350 linear feet of the levee and set back another 190 linear feet in a manner that
will reconnect the river with its floodplain without increasing flood risks to the existing homes or Jones
Road.

Project Benefits
Partial removal and set back of this flood protection facility will reduce channel confinement to allow
overbank flows to spread across the right bank floodplains. The improved conveyance and floodplain
function will reduce the erosive force of flood flows against the trail and road protection on the opposite
bank, lower flood elevations, reduce velocities, and reduce vulnerability to flood damage for the flood
protection facility itself. It will also improve instream habitat and provide for refuge during high flows
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for juvenile fish. Additional habitat enhancements such as planting native vegetation or creation of pools,
side-channels or backwater areas, may be proposed in concert with, or subsequent to, this flood protection
facility setback project.

Coordination
The project will be managed and constructed by the River and Floodplain Management Program in
coordination in the Water Resource Inventory Area 8 Forum and Steering Committee. Construction of
specific instream or off-channel habitat improvements may accompany or follow the removal of the flood
protection facility. Elements that will directly affect individual properties will be coordinated with the
property owners.

Other Information or Needs
There may be a need to acquire an additional easement along the undeveloped portion of the properties
located behind the levee.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Herzman.pdf
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Cedar Grove Mobile Home Park Acquisition Project
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 8, Cedar River
River Mile 10.75 to 11.10, Right Bank
Council District 9
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$4,349,000

Problem Statement
The Cedar Grove Mobile Home Park is located entirely within the floodplain and a high hazard overbank
flood path of the Cedar River. Repeated flooding and damage of property and basic services have made
this perennially one of the highest flood risk areas in the basin. In 1990, flows overtopped the levee
upstream, inundating the entire area, which caused the septic system to fail, contaminated the drinking
water supply, cut off the sole access in and out of the area, and damaged residents’ homes.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to privately owned structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Acquire the entire flood-prone property (at fair market value); assist in relocating park residents; remove
the homes and all associated structures; and decommission and remove supporting infrastructure, such as
the road, utilities, septic systems, and water supply wells.

Project Benefits
This project will eliminate all future flood damage and safety risks for these residents. There is also a
considerable efficiency in administering the project across the entire neighborhood: public infrastructure
that supports residential use in this area will no longer need to be maintained; the construction costs for
removal of the structures will be minimized because properties are contiguous; and it will make a
complete project for this area. It will build on similar projects in the reach immediately upstream, and
will expand on the benefits associated with allowing for natural floodplain processes. It will also pave the
way for a future restoration project extending along three quarters of a mile of the Cedar River from the
Cedar Grove Road Bridge downstream through the Cedar Grove Mobile Home Park.
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Coordination
This project is also a recommendation in the Cedar River Basin Plan (King County 1997) and the salmon
habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 8. Some time has passed since the owner of the
mobile home park expressed interest in selling to King County, and his current level of interest is not
known. Coordination with current property owners will be needed.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Rainbow1.pdf
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Rainbow Bend Levee Setback and Floodplain Reconnection
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 8, Cedar River
River Mile 11.3 to 11.5, Right Bank
Council District 9
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,733,000

Problem Statement
The Rainbow Bend Levee on the right bank shunts deep, fast flood flows directly into the Cedar River
Trail Revetment on the left bank. Together, these two flood protection facilities on opposite sides of the
river severely constrict flows, particularly at flood stage, through this reach. This type of channel
confinement tends to increase localized scour velocities and flood elevations, increasing the frequency of
overtopping and exacerbating flood damage and risks to the flood protection facilities themselves as well
as to neighboring residential and recreational uses. One of the greatest risks is erosion and scour along
the levee protecting the regionally significant Cedar River Trail and the Maple Valley Highway (State
Route 169). Further, the levee, which was not built to provide 100-year flood protection and provides
neither sufficient freeboard nor ties into high ground at its downstream end, is subject to frequent
overtopping, backwater flooding, and damage, leaving the properties it is intended to protect at risk for
personal losses or property damages.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if sudden failure of the levee results in deep fast flows in the area behind
the levee;

•

Risk to public infrastructure: erosion of the Cedar River Trail and eventually State Route 169;

•

Impact on regional economy if State Route 169 were extensively damaged;

•

Damage to privately owned structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Once acquisition of the flood-prone properties immediately behind the levee is complete, the levee can be
set back or removed to provide greater accommodation of flood conveyance and natural riverine
processes within the extensive floodplain currently cut off from the river. The project will extend along
three quarters of a mile of the mainstem Cedar River, starting at Cedar Grove Road Bridge and
proceeding downstream.

Project Benefits
Removal or set back of the levee would lower flood elevations and velocities through the reach, thereby
reducing or even eliminating future maintenance costs. It would also take the pressure off the opposite
bank, reducing erosion and scour along the flood protection facility protecting the trail and State Route
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169. The removal of bank armor and widening of the floodplain would allow for a dynamic interaction
between the river and its floodplain and establishment of a fully functional riparian buffer, which would
provide natural flood attenuation and would also support habitat restoration efforts within this reach. This
reconnected floodplain area will expand upon the high quality corridor conditions in the Belmondo reach
downstream and the restored Cedar Grove Road reach upstream.

Coordination
This project will need to be coordinated with land mangers responsible for the properties previously
purchased to allow completion of this project.

Other Information or Needs
This project is also a recommendation in the Cedar River Basin Plan (King County 1997) and the salmon
habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 8.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Rainbow3.pdf
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Getchman Levee Setback and Floodplain Reconnection
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 8, Cedar River
River Mile 13.75 to 14.05, Right Bank
Council District 9
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Public and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$2,670,000

Problem Statement
The Getchman Levee was built to prevent bank erosion and channel migration toward several homes and
a section of Maxwell Road. The two most severely flood-prone homes located behind the Getchman
Levee have been acquired and removed. The levee, in combination with the Rhode Levee on the opposite
bank (see Rhode Levee Setback and Home Buyouts), severely constricts flood conveyance through this
reach. This type of channel confinement tends to increase localized scour velocities and flood elevations,
increasing the frequency of overtopping and exacerbating flood damage and risks to both the flood
protection facilities and the surrounding residential properties. Both levees overtop at moderate flows,
surrounding a number of the homes on the opposite bank with deep and fast flows. In addition to these
flood impacts, the Getchman Levee disconnects the river from its floodplain, an historical oxbow channel,
and the lower end of Taylor Creek, diminishing the ability of the river and its buffer to provide valuable
habitat.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including local county roads and flood protection facilities;

•

Damage to privately owned structures.

Proposed Project or Action
The Getchman Levee should be set back to reconnect the river with its floodplain in order to establish a
greater area for flood conveyance and natural floodplain processes. The setback should be designed to
maintain protection for Maxwell Road while opening up access for flow in the floodplain where homes
have been removed or are sufficiently set back from the riverbank. A hydraulic model should be updated
to reflect the new topographic conditions, and the results evaluated to determine the impact on flood
hazards and future projects in the vicinity, such as along the Rhode Levee on the opposite bank. The one
remaining home located behind the levee may still be at risk from flooding, and should be considered for
acquisition as part of a long-term flood hazard management strategy.
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Project Benefits
Setting back this flood protection facility will provide substantial flood and habitat benefits. By reducing
the channel confinement, high flows will be able to spread out over the right bank to reduce flood
elevations and velocities through this section of river. This will reduce the extent of future repairs to
King County-maintained flood protection facilities on both the right and left banks. It will also lower
flood risks to the remaining homes and properties, especially the highly flood-prone homes across the
river. Additionally, a setback will allow the river to reoccupy the remnant oxbow and to interact with
lower Taylor Creek, creating a more complex channel network.

Coordination
This project will need to be coordinated with any modification to the Rhode Levee and with agencies
implementing the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 8 and the Cedar River
Basin Plan. Design of this project should be coordinated with other resource management entities to
build upon the substantial habitat improvements already underway for the lower reach of Taylor Creek
that runs through the Cedar River floodplain in this reach. Elements of project design that address the
need to protect Maxwell Road will need to be coordinated with the King County Department of
Transportation.

Other Information or Needs
An evaluation of flood risks should be made in conjunction with design of this project to determine the
need for acquiring the last remaining home behind the levee. The homeowner has expressed a
willingness to discuss this option with King County. Any actual acquisition will depend upon securing
funding and reaching agreement with the property owner on purchase of the property.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Getchman.pdf
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Rhode Levee Setback and Home Buyouts
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 8, Cedar River
River Mile 13.75 to 14.05, Left Bank
Council District 9
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Public or Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$3,518,000

Problem Statement
Erosion, scour, and lack of containment along the Rhode Levee allows fast and deep flows to overtop the
banks and flow through the adjacent residential neighborhood and across SE 203rd Street. The flood
protection facility, the homes and the roadway have all required regular repair and maintenance due to
flood damages. With levees flanking both banks for approximately 1,600 linear feet, the river is severely
constricted through this reach. This confinement leads to an increase in localized scour velocities and
flood elevations, exacerbating flood damage and risks to the flood protection facilities as well as the
surrounding residential properties. The Rhode Levee also separates the river from its floodplain and
disrupts the natural floodplain processes and interactions.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if right bank residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt
to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, primarily flood protection facilities;

•

Damage to privately owned structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Project designs for reducing flood damage and loss behind the Rhode Levee will need to give
consideration to projects planned for the Getchman Levee on the opposite bank. The hydraulic model
may need to be updated to reflect the new topographic conditions, and the results evaluated to determine
the impact on flood hazards and future projects in the vicinity. Homes in the highest hazard areas should
be acquired and the structures removed from the floodplain. Following acquisition of these flood-prone
homes, and as part of a long-term flood hazard management strategy, channel conveyance should be
expanded to safely accommodate flood flows while protecting SE 203rd Street and the remaining homes
from any increased flood risk. This may be accomplished by setting back the levee or by constructing a
conveyance channel through the floodplain.
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Project Benefits
Acquiring and removing the flood-prone homes will eliminate both the flood risk for homeowners and the
need to repair damage. Subsequent conveyance improvements will reduce localized flood elevations and
velocities, which will reduce flood damage and the need for future repairs on both the right and left bank
flood protection facilities. Construction of a levee setback would provide additional habitat benefits by
allowing natural floodplain processes and interaction with the river. The project will complement work
on the opposite bank to reconnect the floodplain and to improve lower Taylor Creek, creating a wide
floodplain area within which the river has room to flood, to move and to create more complex channel
and riparian habitat.

Coordination
This project will need to be coordinated with any modification of the Getchman Levee as well as with
agencies implementing the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 8 and the
Cedar River Basin Plan. Elements of project design that address the need to protect SE 203rd Street will
need to be coordinated with the King County Department of Transportation. Elements that will directly
affect individual properties will be coordinated with the property owners.

Other Information or Needs
The level of homeowner interest in participating in a voluntary buyout program has not yet been assessed.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Rhode.pdf
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5.9 GREEN RIVER
5.9.1 Overview
The Green River flows northwest about 93 miles from its headwaters in the Cascades, at an approximate
elevation of 4,500 feet, to its outlet in Elliott Bay via the Duwamish River. The Green River basin drains
483 square miles and is bounded on the north by the Cedar Sammamish watershed and on the south by
the White Puyallup watershed. Major tributaries to the Green River include Soos, Newaukum and Mill
Creeks, and the Black River. Map 5-8 shows the Green River and its major features. An electronic
version of this map can be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/5-8.pdf
The Green River basin is located entirely within King County. The river flows through several cities,
primarily in its lower reaches, including Auburn, Kent, Renton, Tukwila and Seattle. The basin typically
is divided into four sub-watersheds. This Plan focuses on the lower three: the middle Green River, which
runs from the outlet of the Green River Gorge at about River Mile 45 near Flaming Geyser down to
Auburn at about River Mile 31; the lower Green River, which runs from Auburn down to the Duwamish
River at River Mile 11; and the Duwamish River, which runs from River Mile 11 to the mouth in Elliot
Bay. The Green River flood hazard management corridor includes the river channel and the mapped
flood hazards, areas of potential levee failure and areas of deep fast flow not otherwise mapped as hazard
areas, landslide hazard areas, and a riparian buffer in these lower three sub-watersheds.
The Duwamish River is the tidal-influenced portion of the Green River, below River Mile 11.
Historically, the Duwamish River consisted of three major tributaries: the Green, White, and Black
Rivers. In the early 1900s, the White River was diverted south into the Stuck River, which joins the
Puyallup River. The Cedar River was diverted from the Black River, a tributary to the Duwamish River,
to Lake Washington. These changes reduced the flow out of the Duwamish River by two-thirds of its
historical discharge (Fuerstenberg et al. 1999), permanently affecting flood characteristics in the lower
Green and Duwamish Rivers.
Major flood control features along the Green River include Howard Hanson Dam, which is in the upper
Green River sub-watershed, and the levee system that lines almost all riverbanks of the lower Green and
Duwamish Rivers. Howard Hanson Dam and the levee system combine to reduce flooding in the lower
river to a fraction of its historical magnitudes. In addition, the Green River Flood Control Zone District
(District) is a special purpose district through which King County and the Cities of Auburn, Kent, Renton
and Tukwila have coordinated floodplain management efforts on the lower Green and Duwamish Rivers.
The District was created in 1960, but was not given revenue-generating authority at that time. In 1978,
the participating jurisdictions signed an interlocal agreement to provide funding for District activities.
The interlocal agreement was renewed in 1992 and again in 2002. In addition, the District’s authority to
raise revenue through a levy of its own was activated in 1990.
With major historical flooding largely controlled by a dam and levees, commercial and industrial land use
in the largely flat and generally accessible lower Green and Duwamish River valleys has proliferated in
what were formerly less populated rural and agricultural communities. Agriculture persists in some parts
of the lower Green River around the Cities of Auburn and Kent, and agriculture and rural residential
development are the primary land uses in the middle Green River.

5.9.2 Geology and Geomorphology
The entire Green River flood hazard management corridor is within the area affected by the continental
glacial advances that have shaped much of the topography of the Puget Sound Lowland. Upstream of the
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Green River flood hazard management corridor, the river has cut a steep, narrow canyon through Tertiary
bedrock to form the Green River Gorge. The middle Green River and the lower Green and Duwamish
Rivers exemplify two vastly different landscapes formed by and in response to continental glaciation.
The middle Green River basin is a moderate-gradient, post-glacial valley incised by the river into glacial
and non-glacial sediments after glacial retreat. The broad and flat lower Green River and Duwamish
River basins are a glacial trough, eroded by subglacial meltwater and scour of the glacier itself. The two
different landscapes will have bearing on flood hazards in each area.
Since glacial retreat, the middle Green River has meandered across its valley, depositing and reworking
alluvial sediment on its floodplain. Movement of the river back and forth episodically undercuts steep
valley walls, causing landslides that line the valley walls in many places (Perkins 1993). The middle
Green River now flows through an alluvial floodplain with valley walls composed mostly of glacial and
non-glacial sediments and landslides, with some bedrock exposures near Flaming Geyser. In this postglacial valley, the flood hazards from inundation and channel migration pose a threat to much of the
valley bottom of the middle Green River. The middle Green River is a migrating river, in some places
exhibiting very rapid rates of lateral channel migration and avulsion. Downstream of State Highway 18
near Auburn Narrows at River Mile 33, an avulsion occurred in 1995 as a meander cut-off chute incised a
new path through the neck of a wooded meander bend, abandoning over a half mile of the previous
channel. This feature continued to change in 1996 and during subsequent floods, and it remains highly
dynamic. By contrast, there are also portions of the channel through the middle Green that have shown
little movement historically or currently.
At the City of Auburn, the Green River opens to the much wider and flatter lower Green River and
Duwamish River valleys. Following glacial retreat, the glacial trough that formed the present lower
Green and Duwamish valley was a shallow embayment of the Puget Sound. Some 5,700 years ago, the
Osceola Mudflow, a lahar originating on the slopes of Mount Rainier, made major changes to the White
River drainage and deposited sediments in the lower Green as far as Auburn. Erosion and deposition of
sediments from the Osceola and subsequent lahars eventually filled the previously marine lower Green
and Duwamish River valley to form the broad low-gradient alluvial valley of today (Dragovich et al.
1994). More recent deposition of alluvial sediments formed the White River alluvial fan, a fan-shaped
depositional feature composed of coarser sediments emanating from the White River basin north into the
lower Green River basin near Auburn.
With the very low channel gradient and down-valley gradient along the lower Green and Duwamish
Rivers, sediments in overbank flooding are deposited close to the channel, resulting in higher elevations
at the top of bank next to the channel and lower elevations on the floodplain farther from the channel.
During even relatively common flood events prior to dam and levee construction, the entire valley
bottom, from valley wall to valley wall, was likely to be inundated.
The plan view of the lower Green and Duwamish Rivers shows a single-thread, sinuous, meandering
channel pattern. Although the channel is sinuous, there is little evidence of channel movement since the
late 1800s (Collins and Sheikh draft 2003), so there appears to be a low hazard from lateral channel
migration along the lower Green and Duwamish Rivers. In a natural, unleveed condition, characteristics
of typical glacial trough basins would apply to the lower Green and Duwamish Rivers; meander cutoffs
would be the main form of change in channel location, but they would occur infrequently. However, the
existing continuous levee system, if maintained intact, would effectively preclude the likelihood of cutoff
or avulsion from about River Mile 25 to the mouth of the Duwamish River.
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5.9.3 Hydrology and Hydraulics
The main period of runoff and major flood events on the Green River is from November through
February. The primary control on flooding characteristics is Howard Hanson Dam, at approximately
River Mile 64. Howard Hanson Dam was completed in 1962 and is operated by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, with a primary purpose of flood control and secondary purpose of water conservation and
municipal water supply. During the summer, low flows are augmented through release of waters stored in
a conservation pool in the reservoir behind Howard Hanson Dam. Additional flows are stored and
released to supply summer withdrawal needs at the Tacoma Public Utilities water supply diversion
structure downstream.
The target flood control parameter for Howard Hanson Dam is a Congressionally authorized flow of
12,000 cubic feet per second at the Green River near Auburn gage (USGS #12113000), at about River
Mile 31 in Auburn. Operations at Howard Hanson Dam that target flows at Auburn must also consider
the magnitude and timing of local inflows from tributaries such as Soos and Newaukum Creeks.
Placing a cap of 12,000 cubic feet per second on Green River flood flows at Auburn has reduced all larger
flood events to what would be the pre-dam equivalent of a 2-year event at Auburn. Howard Hanson Dam
is capable of storing floods up to and including a 500-year reservoir inflow event and converting them to
a discharge at Auburn of the historical 2-year flood, with such flows extending over a much longer
duration than they would under natural conditions. Dam operations in combination with the lower Green
levees contain most flood events from Auburn downstream to the mouth. Table 5-17 summarizes flow
data.
TABLE 5-17.
GREEN RIVER FLOWS
Recurrence Interval
(years)

Discharge at Auburn Gagea, b
(cubic feet per second)

10

12,000

50

12,000

100

12,000

500

12,000

a.
b.

FEMA 2005
Affected by regulation at Howard Hanson Dam.

Major historical floods on the mainstem Green River produced flows at Auburn of 24,000 cubic feet per
second in 1933, which had a pre-dam recurrence interval of 19 years; 18,400 cubic feet per second in
1951, a 7-year pre-dam recurrence interval; and 28,100 cubic feet per second in 1959, a 39-year pre-dam
recurrence interval.
While dam operations and levees contain floods on the mainstem Green River, free-flowing tributaries
may still back up under elevated river conditions during 12,000 cubic feet per second flows, inundating
lands along the valley floor even during controlled releases from Howard Hanson Dam. To address this
backwater flooding condition, pump stations have been constructed over the years on various tributaries.
The Black River Pump Station, also known as the P-1 Pump Station, was built in 1972 by the Natural
Resources Conservation Service, formerly the Soil Conservation Service, just upstream from the
confluence of the Black and Duwamish Rivers. Similar pump systems have been installed at other
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locations along the lower Green River, such as the P-17 Pump Station at the easterly terminus of Minkler
Street in Tukwila, which serves the Southcenter area near River Mile 13.91, and other pumps near River
Mile 23.99 and River Mile 26.02 in Kent. Smaller local pump systems continue to be built, such as a
recently constructed system serving Strander Boulevard near River Mile 13.19 in Tukwila.
As recently as the 1990s, several studies were completed to investigate the feasibility of constructing
another major pump station to serve Mullen Slough and Mill Creek, which flow into the Green River at
River Mile 21.58 and 23.84, respectively. These tributaries share a large agricultural floodplain with the
Green River. Although this pump station proposal was a key element in the 1970s-era Natural Resource
Conservation Service flood control plan for the Green River valley, more contemporary studies indicate
that any economic benefits that might result from construction of another large pump station at this
location would be far exceeded by the project costs. Therefore, the shared floodplain of these tributaries
near their confluence with the Green River remains designated as part of the Green River’s FEMAmapped floodway.
In addition to pumped tributary outlets to the river, many other drainage systems are connected to the
river by passive “flap gate” style flood closure devices. Examples of these structures are at the Gilliam
Creek outfall near River Mile 12.61 in Tukwila, at the mouth of Johnson Creek near River Mile 17.34
near Tukwila, at the confluence of the Northeast Auburn Tributary near River Mile 25.44, and at the
Cooter Pond tributary outfall near River Mile 27.35. Such systems are difficult to inspect and service
when inundated during floods. As a result, they may fail to control backwater flooding from the
mainstem when, for example, debris lodges inside and prevents full closure of the flap. Section III.C.(2)
of the September 9, 1986 Green River Pump Operations Procedures Plan requires newly installed flap
gates to have accessible backup closure systems, and the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource
Inventory Area 9 proposes initiatives to retrofit older flap gates in its Policies FP-1 and FP-2,
Conservation Hypothesis All-3, and Projects LG-11, LG-16 and DUW-8. Even if the flap gates are
properly closed, tributary runoff ponding behind the closed outlet can still inundate large areas, as is
presently the case in the Johnson Creek floodplain.

5.9.4 Ecological Context
The middle Green, lower Green and Duwamish Rivers cover a wide array of river and estuarine
conditions, ranging from a moderate-gradient, gravel-bedded channel, especially good for salmon
spawning, in the middle Green below the gorge, to low-gradient, silt- and sand-bedded channels in the
lower river and estuary areas as the river approaches and empties into Puget Sound at Elliot Bay.
Multiple transformations of historical river flow paths, such as diversion of the White River into the Stuck
and Puyallup River system and loss of the Black River as a result of Lake Washington Ship Canal
construction, have reduced the contributing drainage area to the river below about River Mile 31, at the
historical location of the White River mouth, to only about a third of its original size. The river’s riparian
areas and surrounding floodplains have also been heavily developed for industrial, commercial,
agriculture, and residential purposes from the estuary to the upstream end of the City of Auburn at about
River Mile 32, a short distance downstream of the mouth of Soos Creek.
Howard Hansen Dam exerts a strong influence on downstream conditions by stopping passage of
sediment and large woody debris, altering seasonal temperature and flood flow regimes, and preventing
fish passage into the upper watershed (Kerwin and Nelson 2000). The dam traps coarse sediment and
large woody debris from upstream sources, both major building blocks for downstream habitat,
preventing their transport and deposition to reaches below the dam and contributing to loss and
simplification of mainstem and side-channel habitat in the middle and lower Green and Duwamish
Rivers.
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Along most of the lower Green and Duwamish Rivers, the river channel is highly constrained by levees
and revetments, often creating sinuous, hydraulically simplified, flume-like conditions typified by
extensive hardened banks, very little large woody debris and little recruitment potential for such. There is
little or no connection between the river’s floodplain and associated habitats in this reach. In addition,
recent habitat surveys between River Mile 5.7 and River Mile 32.1 found (Anchor Environmental, LTD
2004):
•

In-river habitat is dominated by a single habitat type, and there has been extensive reduction
and isolation of off-channel habitats, such as side channels, oxbows, and tributaries.

•

Pools were largely formed by bridges and bank armoring, as opposed to large woody debris.

•

To the extent it exists, spawning gravel is limited mostly to upstream of River Mile 26.6, with
some evident down to River Mile 19.1.

•

Below River Mile 19.1, the river is almost entirely sand- and silt-bedded.

•

Levees and revetments severely limit the connectivity, amount and diversity of riparian
vegetation along the river and its adjacent floodplain.

•

The existing riparian vegetation is dominated by invasive species.

•

Numerous outfalls and water withdrawal pipes are present throughout.

Similar or more altered conditions are found in the lower Duwamish River (TerraLogic and Landau
2004).
The middle Green River basin includes the Green River’s best salmon habitat and is where the majority of
its salmon spawn. This portion of the watershed also contains Soos and Newaukum Creeks, the two
largest and most geomorphically influential tributaries (Martin et al. 2004). Development is far less
intense, and riparian and floodplain areas are much less constrained by development in the middle Green
River valley than in the lower Green River. The middle Green River valley has a variety of habitat
conditions, ranging from reaches heavily confined by artificial constraints such as levees to unconfined
channels with little or no bank armoring, active channel migration or well-connected side channels, such
as the Metzler-O’Grady Reach from River Mile 38 to River Mile 40.

5.9.5 Salmonid Use
Federal Endangered Species Act-listed Puget Sound Chinook, coho and chum salmon, rainbow trout,
including winter steelhead, cutthroat trout and mountain whitefish use the Green and Duwamish Rivers
for spawning, rearing and migration (Williams et al. 1975; Kerwin and Nelson 2000). Pink salmon were
historically very abundant but have been infrequent users of the system over the past several decades;
however, in 2005, there was a significant run of over a million pink salmon in the Green River. On
occasion, bull trout and sockeye salmon have also been observed in the river (Williams et al. 1975; King
County 2005).
Between 1997 and 2002, while about 80 percent of Chinook salmon redds in the Green River occurred in
the middle Green River, approximately 60 percent of the fish were from either the Soos Creek Hatchery
or Icy Creek Ponds (King County 2005). Martin et al. (2004) concluded that core areas for Chinook
salmon would orient around large, geomorphically influential tributaries, major landslides, and canyon
mouths. To reach this conclusion, they collected information on Chinook salmon redd densities and
physical characteristics of Chinook salmon rivers and found densities were highest:
•

Near the mouths of Soos and Newaukum Creeks.

•

On the historical White River alluvial fan.
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•

At two landslides at approximately River Mile 42.6 and approximately River Mile 49.

•

At the mouth of the Green River gorge near Flaming Geyser State Park.

There was also high density of redds directly downstream of Howard Hanson Dam, consistent with
evidence that Chinook salmon will migrate up to an upstream blockage and then drop back to spawn in
the first suitable spot.
The salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green/Duwamish and Central
Puget Sound Watershed Salmon Habitat Plan: Making Our Watershed Fit for a King (Water Resource
Inventory Area 9 Forum and Steering Committee 2005) identified the following goals:
•

Increasing the productivity (growth rate) of the population;

•

Improving the diversity in terms of genetic makeup and behavioral traits;

•

Improving the spatial structure of the population to better distribute fish to take advantage of
good habitat and to lower risk from catastrophic events.

5.9.6 King County Facilities, Major Flooding, Flood Damage
The lower Green and Duwamish River levees and revetments form a nearly continuous bank protection
and flood containment system from the City of Auburn to the mouth of the Duwamish River. By
restraining floodwaters from the commercial and industrial areas of Southcenter in the City of Tukwila
and other nearby areas, these flood protection facilities collectively protect what may be the highest land
and improvement values in any floodplain area in King County. Therefore these flood protection
facilities probably have the highest consequence and risk associated with any potential failure.
Many levees and revetments along the lower Green and Duwamish Rivers were originally constructed by
farmers as protection to the formerly agricultural lands of the area. So while there is a continuous levee
and revetment system from the City of Auburn to the mouth, uncertain origins and construction methods
and materials are associated with most of the Green River flood protection facilities, such that much of
the continuous Green River levee system may not meet current construction standards for new flood
protection facilities.
In particular, lower Green River flood protection facilities typically have oversteepened banks, areas with
inadequate rock buttressing at the toe, and a lack of habitat-enhancing features such as overhanging
vegetation or large woody debris. Although Howard Hanson Dam operations significantly reduce flood
peaks, they can result in longer durations of lower flows with rapid rates of change in water levels. Such
operations can stress the levee and revetment system along the lower Green River, with potential to
increase the occurrence of slump failures. As a result, these flood protection facilities require frequent
maintenance.
Because of these design and construction shortcomings, the Green River levee system has not always
performed as intended to confine flooding within the mainstem channel. Most notably, a portion of the
right bank levee failed near River Mile 22.0 during a flood in 1965. Although river flow levels during
this event were not unusual, the floodwaters resulting from the levee failure covered nearly the entire
eastern portion of the lower Green River valley to a depth of 3 to 4 feet in lower-lying areas near the
present-day location of State Route 167 in the City of Renton.
Subsequent floods in 1983, 1986, 1990, 1991, 1995 and 1996 also resulted in significant flood-related
damage to levees throughout the Green River levee system. In particular, floodplain excavation in 1973
along landward portions of the Segale Levee near River Mile 15.4 in Tukwila led to extensive piping,
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subgrade liquefaction, levee seepage, and sloughing in 1983, 1991, 1995 and 1996. In spite of significant
concerns regarding the potential for failure of the Segale Levee during these flood events, levee failure
was averted by emergency response by King County and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and with
repairs partially funded by FEMA. The overall cost to address levee stability concerns at this location has
exceeded $2.8 million to date.
In the middle Green River, there are discontinuous bank protection revetments and training levees along
several river bends. They are not intended to contain flood flows or prevent inundation, but rather to
inhibit bank erosion and channel migration. These flood protection facilities have had varying levels of
success in constraining channel migration.
Recent large floods on the Green River occurred in November 1990, November 1995, and February 1996.
Typical flood damage included undermining by scour along the toe of levees and revetments in the lower
Green River and erosion of flood protection facilities or avulsion around them in the middle Green River.
Repairs and modifications made to Green River flood protection facilities since 1993 are described below.

5.9.7 Key Accomplishments Since 1993 King County Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan
Major Projects
Since the completion of the 1993 King County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan was completed, the Green
River Flood Control Zone District has carried out an annual program that includes maintenance, repair
and reconstruction of revetments and levees, as listed in Table 5-18. Several of these projects constitute
different segments of the same major levee and, taken together, represent major projects. Significant
among these are improvements of flood-damaged containment levee segments that were oversteepened
and structurally unstable, which required relocation landward of their original 1960s-era easement
locations and reconstruction at stable angles of slope repose. Additional easement widths were obtained
in order to complete these repairs at the Desimone Levee in the City of Tukwila and the Boeing, Pipeline
and Narita Levees in the City of Kent.
TABLE 5-18.
GREEN RIVER FLOOD CONTROL ZONE DISTRICT PROJECTS SINCE 1993

Bank

River
Mile

GRFCZDa
Cost

Federal, State
and Other
Cost Share

1993

L

30.3

$5,894

—

$5,894

1993

R

23.3

—

$136,145

$136,145

1994

L

30.7

$32,510

$97,529

$130,039

Facility
Type

Year

Brannon

Levee

Okimoto

Levee

Project Name

Dykstra/Lone’s

Total
Cost

Hamakami

Levee

1994

R

36.1

—

$153,000

$153,000

Plemmons U/S

Levee

1994

L

25.4

$20,627

$61,880

$82,507

Segale Riverward

Levee

1995

L

15.5

$185,409

$556,226

$741,635

Revetment

1996

R

7.6

$129,478

$336,523

$466,001

Boeing

Levee

1996

R

17.8

$14,484

$101,388

$115,872

Home Depot

Levee

1996

L

14.42

$27,435

$215,000

$242,435

McCoy Breda

Levee

1996

R

24.7

$80,000

$293,820

$373,820

Nursing Home

Levee

1996

R

25.7

$22,972

$60,530

$83,502

Plemmons

Levee

1996

R

25.3

$20,383

$61,149

$81,532

42nd Avenue South
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TABLE 5-18 (continued).
GREEN RIVER FLOOD CONTROL ZONE DISTRICT PROJECTS SINCE 1993

Bank

River
Mile

GRFCZDa
Cost

Federal, State
and Other
Cost Share

1996

L

15.5

$53,336

$373,353

$426,689

Revetment

1996

R

22.3

$25,060

$149,601

$174,661

Revetment

1997

R

18.1

$28,068

$185,318

$213,386

Levee

1997

L

15.5

$148,327

$1,038,287

$1,186,614

Revetment

1997

R

22.3

$51,648

$280,479

$332,127

Bridge

1997

-

13.2

—

$10,549

$10,549

Boeing

Revetment

1998

R

17.62

$38,748

$66,198

$104,946

Christian Brothers

Revetment

1998

R

17.15

$40,601

$207,245

$247,846

Levee

1998

R

15.4

$48,935

$393,500

$442,435

Russell Road Lower

Revetment

1998

R

19.1

$41,965

$231,688

$273,653

Russell Road Upper

Revetment

1998

R

20.4

$35,705

$200,867

$236,572

Christian Brothers.

Revetment

1999

R

17.15

—

$15,341

$15,341

Desimone

Levee

1999

R

14.45

$136,684

$172,924

$309,608

Narita

Levee

1999

R

22

$80,121

$70,418

$150,539

Pipeline

Levee

1999

R

22

$248,384

$106,538

$354,922

Russell Road Lower

Revetment

1999

R

19.1

$20,660

—

$20,660

Russell Road Upper

Revetment

1999

R

20.4

—

$12,513

$12,513

Levee

2000

R

17.5

$395,405

$139,054

$534,459

Revetment

2001

L

12.42

$8,176

$39,976

$48,152

Desimone Toe

Levee

2002

R

15.4

$498,957

$64,000

$562,957

Pipeline Toe

Levee

2002

R

22

$219,953

—

$219,953

3rd Avenue South Outfall Revetment

2003

R

24.4

$614

$33,131

$33,745

Narita Toe

Levee

2003

R

21.15

$403,016

—

$403,016

Segale Toe

Levee

2003

L

15.4

$202,416

$5,000

$207,416

Fenster

Levee

2004

L

32.05

$171,023

$25,000

$196,023

Breda Setback Levee

Levee

2005

R

24.8

$287,843

—

$287,843

Strander Outfall

Levee

2005

L

13.2

—

$22,478

$22,478

$3,724,837

$5,916,648

$9,641,485

Facility
Type

Year

Levee

Signature Point Lower
Russell Road Lowest

Project Name
Segale (Landward)

Segale Landward
Signature Point Upper
Strander Bridge

Desimone

Boeing Setback Levee
White Swan

Total Cost

Total
Cost

a. GRFCZD = Green River Flood Control Zone District

Significant repairs have also been conducted at major levee and revetment segments where sufficient
easements were not available to provide for optimal setback reconstruction at stable slope angles. In
these cases, slopes were largely repaired in situ with biostabilization measures and extensive rock toe
buttress installations. Such repairs commonly incur higher initial costs, lower intrinsic slope stability, and
require recurrent damage repair over time. Examples of this category of major levee repair include the
42nd Avenue Revetment and Segale Levee in the City of Tukwila; several segments of the Russell Road
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Levee, Okimoto Levee, and Signature Pointe Lower and Upper Revetments; and segments of the McCoy,
Plemmons and Nursing Home Levees, all within the Horseshoe Bend 205 Levee reach in the City of
Kent.
In addition to work accomplished in the Green River Flood Control Zone District, the King County River
Improvement Fund financed the local cost share for a Washington State Department of Ecology Flood
Control Assistance Account Program funded repair of the Hamakami Levee near River Mile 36.15 in the
middle Green River valley. During a large flood in 1990, the Green River channel avulsed and migrated
laterally for approximately one-quarter mile across its floodplain, destroying approximately 300 feet of
levee access road and nearly 150 feet of the levee structure itself. An innovative revetment repair
employing large woody debris clusters to arrest erosive advance of the new meander bend through
adjoining agricultural fields was combined with bioengineered slope protection to stabilize the channel in
this reach. The project needed minor repairs following another flood in 1995, but otherwise has
performed above expectations to generate exceptional natural large woody debris recruitment, vegetated
bar formation and the establishment of numerous side channels.

Other Projects
A number of smaller repairs have been accomplished at sites with localized flood damage or other factors,
such as washouts due to drainage running over the slope, outfall culvert construction, and tributary access
restoration. These include bioengineered slope repairs to a washed out slope along the White Swan
Revetment at River Mile 12.42 in Tukwila, where the Nisqually Earthquake in February 2001 ruptured a
high pressure water line. Similarly, emergency repairs were carried out at a location on the Nursing
Home Levee at River Mile 28.85, where pumped discharge from a contractor’s sediment pond caused
slumping of the oversteepened levee embankment. Smaller repairs also include those completed at the
3rd Avenue and Strander Boulevard stormwater outfall locations constructed by the Cities of Kent and
Tukwila, respectively.
Development standards enacted by cities within the Green River Flood Control Zone District have led to
cooperative development of setback slope stabilization measures and the dedication of related river
protection easements by developers of several residential and commercial sites adjoining the Green River.
These include the Ranke properties, Family Fun Center and Glacier properties in the City of Tukwila, the
Boeing Aerospace Center and Polygon Homes residential subdivision in the City of Kent, and several
recent plats in the City of Auburn. While local in character, these efforts contribute to the creation of a
narrow but serviceable flood containment corridor bounded by structurally stable levees in major portions
of the Green River Flood Control Zone District.

Land Purchases
The Green River Flood Control Zone District has acquired, with FEMA Alternate Project funds, lands
adjoining the mouth of Mullen Slough, which flows into the left bank of the Green River at River Mile
21.58, to provide for future restoration of floodplain and fish habitat, consistent with the Green River
Flood Control Zone District’s mission, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Ecosystem Restoration Project
and the Salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9. The District acquired an
additional parcel, adjoining the PD&J Packing Revetments at River Mile 22.05, as a tax lien foreclosure;
this parcel subsequently was sold, with approval of the King County Council, to the City of Kent for
future development of a riverfront park featuring mainstem river habitat restoration, which is yet to be
completed.
King County and the Green River Flood Control Zone District have not pursued any other direct
acquisition of lands for flood management purposes in the Green River valley, but a number of easement
and open space land acquisitions have been completed in partnership with the King County Parks and
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Recreation Division and the Cities of Kent and Auburn. Together with easements dedicated by individual
property owners as noted above, such acquisitions are explicitly authorized by Chapter 86.15 RCW to
further the Green River Flood Control Zone District’s public purposes and mission.

Levee Analyses; Flood Hazard Identification and Mapping
In the early 1980s, local jurisdictions in the Green River valley requested assistance from the Seattle
District Office of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to study the levee system and help identify, fund and
construct needed improvements. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers study efforts ended in 1982, when it
was concluded that the overall system did not qualify for federal participation in the needed
improvements. By 1990, the local jurisdictions agreed to activate the taxing authority of the Green River
Flood Control Zone District to fund a program to meet ongoing levee repair and maintenance needs.
Subsequently, in 1991 and in 1996, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers raised two segments of the overall
levee system to provide adequate freeboard for flood containment. In addition, the Green River Flood
Control Zone District has completed over $9.6 million of repairs to damaged levees since 1991, using
levy tax revenues, federal grants, and local contributions (Table 5-18). The District also has funded
routine levee maintenance and pump station operations during this period. Substantial levee repairs have
been accomplished over the past 15 years, but additional high-priority flood protection facility repair
needs have been identified that would require funding beyond available levels. These major repairs
remain largely unfunded.
When the Green River Flood Control Zone District was activated in 1990, it was generally assumed that
despite localized concerns, the overall Green River levee system was soundly built and essentially
reliable. That same year, and in years following, extensive flood damage to the levees has occurred,
increasingly calling this assumption into question. To address these concerns, the District has sponsored
several studies of overall levee improvement needs, including geotechnical slope stability analyses
completed in 1996 and a preliminary flood risk assessment completed in 2001. The latter study
concluded that the levee system currently provides up to $62 million (2001 dollars) in annual avoided
damage. The levee stability analyses, on the other hand, concluded that the majority of the Green River
levees were not constructed with adequate factors of safety, based on U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
publications EM-1110-2-1913, Engineering and Design–Design and Construction of Levees, and EM1110-2-1902, Engineering and Design–Slope Stability. The majority of the $9.6 million that the District
has spent to date on levee repairs has been to address deficiencies in critically damaged levee segments.
The FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps cover flood-prone areas of the Green River valley from River
Mile 6.0 in the City of Tukwila to River Mile 45.1 at the upper end of Flaming Geyser State Park,
upstream from the City of Auburn. These maps were most recently produced for all areas downstream
from State Route 18, at River Mile 34.3, in 1989, and reprinted in 1995 without substantial changes.
FEMA has not updated flood mapping information for areas upstream from State Route 18 since 1975. In
1994, King County produced floodplain and FEMA floodway delineations for the middle Green. These
maps are used as best available flood data, but were not submitted to FEMA for publication as flood
insurance maps. In late 2005, King County executed a contract to acquire all new base data produce a
thoroughly integrated restudy and remapping of the entire Green River system, from the mouth to the
upstream end of Flaming Geyser State Park. This new aerial photography, topographic and channel
survey information can be utilized for an update to the flood study and flood mapping. Updated flood
mapping for the Middle Green from SR 18 to Flaming Geyser State Park is scheduled to be completed in
2007 in accordance with current FEMA mapping standards. Additional analyses and updated mapping in
portions of the Lower Green River has yet to be scheduled.
King County also completed an analysis and mapping of channel migration hazards in 1993 for the Green
River from Central Avenue in the City of Kent, at River Mile 25.3, to the Green River gorge, at River
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Mile 45.1. King County adopted the mapped severe and moderate channel migration hazard areas in
1999 by public rule, incorporating them into the King County Critical Areas Ordinance in 2004. They are
used in regulating land use in the affected hazard areas in unincorporated King County. Additional flood
hazard mapping to identify potential levee failure hazards and associated risks is needed for the lower
Green and Duwamish Rivers; this effort began in 2006, in conjunction with the new flood mapping
studies, in order to refine earlier approximations with more accurate modeling of potential levee failure
locations.

Partnerships
The Green River Flood Control Zone District includes King County and the Cities of Auburn, Kent,
Renton and Tukwila. Since 1978, public works department managers and engineering staff of the Green
River Flood Control Zone District have typically convened monthly as the Green River Basin Technical
Committee to implement interlocal agreements for the coordinated management of floodwaters in the
lower Green River and Duwamish River basins. At an annual meeting of the Green River Basin
Executive Committee, the Mayors of Auburn, Kent, Tukwila and Renton meet with a member of the King
County Council and a representative of the King County Executive to act on recommendations formulated
by the Green River Basin Technical Committee. The interlocal agreement directing the work of the
Green River Flood Control Zone District mandates that the annual operating budget and work program
for the District be approved by the King County Council, which is empowered by Chapter 86.15 RCW as
the Board of Supervisors for the District. This committee structure is an effective and essential interlocal
program and will require annual staffing and program support to continue.
King County both sponsors and cooperates with other local sponsors responsible for the maintenance of
two federally authorized levees on the lower Green River. The first of these is the Tukwila 205 levee
system, sponsored by Tukwila, between River Mile 12.6 and River Mile 17.0. Maintenance needs for this
project are covered under an interlocal agreement between the City of Tukwila and King County. The
second federally authorized levee project covers the Horseshoe Bend 205 Levee between River
Mile 24.39 and River Mile 16.15 in the City of Kent, and is sponsored by King County through the Green
River Flood Control Zone District. While the federal government was not involved in the original
construction of these flood protection facilities, freeboard improvements and significant rehabilitation
projects have been carried out in partnership with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Another partnership with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers entails the design and construction of a
number of projects included in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Ecosystem Restoration Program for
the Green River. Most pertinent are several sites identified for habitat restoration in connection with
maintenance of flood protection facilities along the mainstem Green River. These include sites at
portions of the Segale Levee and adjoining lands along Frager Road, the full length of the 0.8-mile-long
Boeing Levee, several Russell Road levee segments, the Rosso Nursery site, and locations at the mouths
of Mill Creek, Mullen Slough, NE Auburn Tributary, and the levees at the Pautzke and Fenster sites near
the City of Auburn municipal boundary.

5.9.8 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Data
Floodplain inundation maps are available for the entire Green River flood hazard management corridor,
based on the Flood Insurance Rate Maps published by FEMA and on the 1993 King County studies of the
middle Green. Additional flood risks associated with potential levee failures have also been estimated in
two categories, largely within the lower Green River. First, areas immediately landward of the levees
where a potential breach could release a surge of deep, high-velocity floodwaters at the failure location
were identified. Such conditions could jeopardize the safety of flood patrol crews, emergency response
teams, repair crews, local residents and others who might be present at the time of the failure. Such areas
were approximated by King County staff for the purpose of evaluating flood risk for this Plan.
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Similarly, broader areas along the valley floor that could be inundated with more widespread but slowermoving floodwaters were estimated by County staff, based on known flood stages compared with
available topographic mapping data. In other locations, especially along the middle Green River, King
County staff also identified tributaries and side channels within the floodplain that can be expected to
exhibit deep, fast flows during flooding conditions.
Channel migration zones have also been determined and mapped for the Green River. These extend from
Flaming Geyser Park at River Mile 46.2 to the Central Avenue Bridge in the City of Kent at River
Mile 25.3. Both severe and moderate channel migration areas have been determined in these reaches, and
the mapping has been adopted by King County for regulatory purposes.
Relationships between flooding, flood management levees and revetments, and riparian habitat have been
estimated based on a mapping of a minimum riparian buffer width, based generally on the King County
Critical Areas Ordinance aquatic-areas buffer for fish-bearing streams such as the Green River. In
unincorporated King County and jurisdictions such as the Cities of Auburn and Kent, which regulate a
200-foot-wide shorelines zone, these buffers were drawn along the length of the river at widths measuring
165 feet from the ordinary high water mark. In more developed urban areas, largely within the City of
Tukwila and previously developed portions of the City of Kent, these buffers were drawn 115 feet wide.
The buffers were used to evaluate the compatibility of existing flood protection facilities with a basic
riparian habitat corridor along the riverbank.

5.9.9 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Conditions
An overview of conditions relevant to future flooding and erosion risks in the Green River flood hazard
management corridor is provided below. For the Duwamish and lower Green Rivers, ongoing instability
of levees and revetments is the primary concern, and potential levee breach and inundation of most of the
valley floor would result in extreme consequences. In the middle Green River, discontinuous levees and
revetments will continue to experience bank erosion due to lateral channel migration and channel
avulsion.

Lower Green and Duwamish
As described above, by the mid-1970s, a nearly continuous system of levees and revetments bordered the
lower river, and several disconnected segments extended into the middle Green River valley. These
levees were usually constructed at slope angles ranging from 1.5H:1V to 1.75H:1V using dragline cranes
to dredge out the levee toe areas, devegetate the channel slopes, remove large woody debris from the
channel, shape the riverbanks, and place a minimal thickness of angular riprap armor on the banks. The
result was the basic system in place today, with minimal toe buttress structures, oversteepened, sloughing
banks, eroding channel margins, minimal or invasive vegetation, and significantly degraded habitat.
Because the downstream portion of the lower Green River channel is severely constrained by levees,
floodwaters are contained within a narrow cross section and peak flood levels can be as much as 20 feet
above the elevation of the ordinary high water mark. The erosive power of moving water increases as
depth increases, resulting in a greater shear force on the riverbed. As a result, the fine-grained channel
bed is scoured, including many areas along the channel margins underneath the toe of levee slopes where
the riverbank meets the riverbed. Under these conditions, even heavy rock buttress structures can be
undermined and fail. Even minor shifting of the riverbed along the channel margins can result in the
gradual undermining of the lower portions of over-steepened levee structures. This problem affects many
lower Green River levees and results in further slumping and failure of overlying slope areas.
Sediment transport capacity is limited in this low-gradient channel and the materials carried by the river
consist exclusively of sands and silts, which are deposited in narrow bands along the mid-slope areas of
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the levees when flows recede. These mid-slope sand and silt deposits are largely vegetated with invasive
growths of reed canary grass and blackberries. During prolonged periods of high water associated with
controlled flow releases from Howard Hanson Dam, these sediment deposits become saturated, adding
weight to the already over-steepened banks, and frequently slumping into the river after flows recede.
This slumping is especially pronounced on levee segments with slopes in excess of 2.5H:1V where
undercutting of the levee toe is present. Portions of the Desimone Levee near River Mile 14.85, where a
400-foot-long levee segment slumped into the river in 1995, exemplify this problem. This failure has not
yet been repaired, and additional easement area will likely be required in order to stabilize the levee with
setback reconstruction.
Thus, even though it is relatively flat and slow moving, the lower Green River is prone to chronic
undercutting erosion and slumping failures; and encroachment of adjacent land uses in the proximity of
its over-steepened levees restricts the opportunity to reconstruct the levees with more suitable, flatter,
slopes. Despite many repairs that have been completed at substantial cost over the years, many more
levee repairs will be required to address current flood risks.
The 1965 levee failure described above resulted in widespread flooding of much of the eastern valley
floor. This flood highlights a flooding hazard that requires special consideration throughout the lower
Green River valley. Areas affected by the 1965 flood and potential similar events have not been mapped
by FEMA as part of the floodplain because they are considered to be protected by levees. However, these
areas may also be seriously at risk from flooding in the event of a levee breach.

Transition from Lower to Middle Green River
The upstream portion of the lower Green River is transitional between the rapidly migrating middle Green
River, and the more extensively armored portions of the downstream portion of the lower Green River.
Channel gradients capable of transporting smaller gravels continue downstream into the lower Green
River to about the Central Avenue Bridge at River Mile 25.3 in the City of Kent, which is also the
downstream extent of mapped channel migration hazards for the Green River. A number of small levee
segments are present in the City of Auburn within this reach, together with several riprap-armored
revetments along stretches of the Green Valley Road in unincorporated King County.
Channel migration remains most pronounced in the vicinity of Horsehead Bend, near River Mile 26.8,
between the Cities of Auburn and Kent. Additional segments of the riverbank just upstream from this site
have continued to migrate, over the past decade in particular, moving up to 150 feet laterally into a
corridor dedicated for future recreational trail development and impacting adjoining agricultural
properties.

Middle Green
Although Howard Hanson Dam operations have limited flow magnitudes at Auburn to what was a 2-year
event before the dam was built, this 2-year event is at the threshold of bank-full flow and is often
considered to be “channel-forming” in alluvial systems. The 2-year flow has enough energy to erode the
channel bed and banks and move and deposit sediment, leading to continued channel migration. In
addition, the frequency and duration of flows at or near this 2-year level have also been increased by dam
operations, as larger floods are stored and released at this rate. As a consequence, significant channel
migration continues to occur in the middle Green River.
During a single flood in 1990, about 150 feet of the Hamakami Levee and an additional 300 feet of the
levee access road at River Mile 36.14 were destroyed, along with nearly two acres of farmland, when the
river moved laterally about 360 feet along a channel length of a quarter mile. A meander bend continues
to develop just downstream from this site by progressive lateral channel migration. Other active channel
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migration is visible in the middle Green River at Metzler-O’Grady Park, near River Mile 39.70, where
broad meanders and braiding channels are constantly shifting within a complex of active gravel bars,
vegetated riparian floodplains, and remnant side channels. A portion of this reach is called “the Mad
Braid” as a consequence of its ever-changing character. Near the downstream end of this site, channel
migration hazards threaten the long-term integrity a home near River Mile 38.6. The 1960s-era Loan
Levee just downstream, near River Mile 38.1, has also been impacted by channel migration, which has
severed the levee access road on several occasions when flows reoccupied a previous floodplain channel.
As these examples indicate, channel migration has influenced flood management efforts much more than
flood inundation has along the middle Green River. Since a number of levees in the middle Green are
situated in areas affected by potential channel migration, the 1993 King County Flood Hazard Reduction
Plan recommended that they be set back from the channel margins.

5.9.10 Flood Hazard Management Objectives and Strategies
Lower Green and Duwamish
Preliminary risk assessments for the lower Green River indicate that the existing levee system prevents
more than $60 million in flood damages each year, on average. The primary objective for the lower river
is to maintain the structural integrity of the levee system so that it can continue to provide this essential
public service and to protect public safety. At the same time, initial levee stability studies performed at
four locations along the lower Green River indicate that the existing levees fail to provide the minimum
factors of safety against potential structural levee failures, based on published federal guidelines. A more
thorough evaluation of individual levees and a more refined risk analysis are now underway and targeted
for completion by 2007, but it is generally anticipated that the results of these investigations will further
confirm the preliminary findings. Thus, it is safe to say that a program of major levee rehabilitation and
reconstruction is the single overarching need within the lower Green River.
In order to correct the structural deficiencies of the levee system in this reach, the slope geometry of the
levees must be modified. The most straightforward remedy is to set the levee fill back away from the top
of the riverbank to create an overall levee slope of 2.5H:1V. The slope of most of the existing levees
ranges from 1.5H:1V to 1.75H:1V, and the slopes of some segments are even steeper. Such steep slope
angles are a primary cause of chronic structural instability and flood protection facility damage.
Additional easement area is frequently required in order to reconfigure damaged levee segments to meet
even the minimum recommended slope geometry. It has often been possible to negotiate with property
owners to obtain the additional area needed, but not always. Alternative levee repair solutions have been
implemented in a few cases where a wider easement could not be secured, but with very high costs and
increased long-term maintenance needs. As an example of this, repairs to the federal levee system at
River Mile 15.5 on the left bank of the Green River have been constrained to a 2H:1V riverward levee
slope angle due to easement restrictions, resulting in the need for later reconstruction of the failed levee
toe. Future levee repairs will pose the need for wider easements, including the need to acquire property in
some cases. While generally justified by the benefits that would occur as annualized avoided damage,
additional easement costs may significantly exceed current annual Green River Flood Control Zone
District revenues.
Overall, the approach throughout the lower Green River is centered on the need to provide an adequate
area along the riverbank to repair and reconstruct the many damaged levees at a stable slope. Generally
speaking, the width required would not exceed 110 feet landward from the aquatic edge of the river
channel along each bank. With this setback template in mind, a systematic reconfiguration of the levees
can be accomplished throughout the heavily urbanized lower Green River valley. This can be achieved in
connection with individual levee repairs and can be incorporated into the development of properties
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bordering the existing levee system, including the redevelopment of existing sites over time. A levee
setback approach can also be integrated into the relocation of roads, such as Frager and Russell Roads,
which currently border the river, and should strongly influence site selection and construction of the
Green River Trail system. Levee setbacks should also be required as a standard condition for future
redevelopment of urban areas presently abutting oversteepened levees. In some areas, it may not be
possible in the near term to obtain the additional easement area needed to reconstruct oversteepened
levees in more stable configurations. However, as redevelopment occurs, easement provisions should be
made as needed to allow levee reconstruction that ensures the safety of the new development and
surrounding area. The timescale and costs involved may present a challenge, but much has already been
accomplished in a relatively short time.
In the short term, the existing levee system should continue to be maintained and repaired as needed to
protect public safety and the considerable land values and improvements in the floodplains adjacent to the
levees. The ongoing short-term maintenance and repair program should be carried out such that it does
not preclude long-term opportunities to modify and set back the existing levees.
An assessment of potential damage due to levee breach hazards along the lower Green and Duwamish
Rivers, begun in 2006, is scheduled for completion in 2007, and steps should be taken to implement its
findings.

Transition Area from Lower to Middle Green River
Flood management recommendations for this upstream portion of the lower Green River emphasize the
relocation of encroaching road shoulder revetments and the roadways themselves, together with the
creation of a setback levee and thoroughly vegetated riparian buffer along the proposed Green River Trail
corridor. This approach will help to accommodate the levels of channel migration present while
sufficiently confining the corridor alignment to allow the balance of land uses, present or proposed,
through existing zoning and specific development proposals, including trail construction.

Middle Green
The primary strategy for the middle Green River is keyed to the risk to residential structures in channel
migration hazard areas. Over the short term, flood protection facilities should be repaired and maintained
so as to protect public safety, without precluding long-term opportunities to modify the facilities. The
primary long-term goal is to set back existing flood protection facilities and allow unconstrained or less
constrained channel migration. Existing at-risk structures would best be acquired and removed. Purchase
of at-risk structures and flood protection facility setbacks need to be coordinated with existing acquisition
programs and future grant opportunities, and may be coupled with habitat restoration projects or
initiatives.
Existing land use designations and policies that protect agricultural practices may also represent an
obstacle to full implementation of this strategy. In recognition of acquisition costs, funding limitations,
and potentially conflicting agricultural land use policies and provisions, this strategy will likely require a
very long-term timeframe for implementation. Still, opportunities exist now for setting back middle
Green River flood protection facilities and may be available over the intermediate term as well as the long
term (Bauman et al. draft 2005).

5.9.11 Proposed Actions
Proposed projects for the Green River include 13 levee reconstruction projects, one home buyout project,
and an opportunity fund for support to emerging salmon habitat recovery projects that are likely to assist
in reducing risks. In addition to these projects, it is anticipated that an evaluation of the aging pumping
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stations in the lower Green River, scheduled for 2006, may recommend between $2 and $10 million in
future retrofit and replacement needs for these flood protection facilities. Acquisition of property
interests along the Green River will be informed by two completed studies: Last Best Places in the Green
River Watershed (King County 2002a) and Lower Green River Corridor Assessment (King County 2003.)
Table 5-19 summarizes the start list of proposed flood hazard management actions for the Green River.
The status quo projects are the actions recommended for funding using current River and Floodplain
Management Program revenues and grant funding at a level typically received by the program. The
enhanced projects address the next set of needs and actions, which will be pursued with additional
funding and participation of affected parties and partners. Appendix G identifies the complete list of
problems, a subset of which contains a proposed action that would be needed to comprehensively address
flood hazard management needs in each basin.
Project summaries for site-specific actions follow Table 5-19. The river miles used in the project
summaries to identify approximate project locations are based on a 1980 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Flood Study; left-bank and right-bank notations refer to the river bank as viewed looking downstream.
TABLE 5-19
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE GREEN RIVER (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated 10Year Cost

Description

Status Quo Funding
Pump Station Operation

Maintain and operate Black River, P-17 and
Segale/Southcenter pump stations in the Green River Flood
Control Zone District. Supports recommendation IMP-1.

$2,100,000

Green River Flood Study

Complete flood study and corresponding FEMA Flood
Insurance Studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps for the
Green River between River Mile 5.0 and River Mile 45.0.
Supports recommendation MAP-1.

$1,000,000

Desimone Levee Project 3

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

$650,000

Segale Levee Project 1

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

$1,913,000

Briscoe Levee Project 4

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

$1,135,000

Nursing Home Levee Project

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River

$2,438,000

Salmon Habitat Recovery Cost
Share

Provide financial support to, and participate in, Salmon
Recovery Funding Board and U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Ecosystem Recovery Project habitat projects.
Supports recommendation TECH-6.

$1,000,000

Green River Flood Control
Zone District Program
Management

Provide program management and administration to Green
River Flood Control Zone District projects, programs and
other related activities. Supports recommendation IMP-10.

$1,000,000

Total Status Quo Funding
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TABLE 5-19 (continued)
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE GREEN RIVER (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated 10Year Cost

Description

Enhanced Funding
Desimone Levee Project 1

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

$860,000

Desimone Levee Project 2

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

$1,071,000

Desimone Levee Project 4

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

$3,491,000

Segale Levee Project 2

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

$1,913,000

Brisco Levee Projects 1-3, 5-8

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

$14,970,000

Russell Upper Levee Project

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

$472,000

Kent Shops Levee Project

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

$3,596,000

Narita Levee Project

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

$1,913,000

Myer’s Golf Levee Project

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

$4,967,000

Middle Green Floodplain
Acquisition

Purchase one home and associated property subject to
severe flood related hazards.

$1,204,000
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Desimone Levee Project 3
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 14.83 to 14.89, Right Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Tukwila
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$650,000

Problem Statement
The segment of the Desimone Levee that this project addresses has an over-steepened slope at
approximately 1.6H:1V to 1.9H:1V and therefore lacks adequate structural stability to provide minimum
factors of safety for several modes of slope failure. The toe buttress structure appears inadequate or
absent. A 400- to 600-foot long portion of the riverward slope slumped up to 12 feet into the water
during flooding in 1996, showing this as one of the most critical of all remaining damaged levee reaches
throughout the lower Green River. Levee failure here would flood most of the eastern portions of the
lower Green River valley, including highly urbanized areas within the historical floodplain. The
adjoining river segment lacks adequate instream and aquatic edge habitat structure, such as deep pools,
large woody debris, and overhanging cover. The riparian buffer width is inadequate. The riverward
slopes are largely dominated by invasive blackberries and reed canarygrass, which presently obscure the
remaining slump block. Non-native shade trees have been planted on the landward levee slope along the
margins of a parking lot that serves several adjacent office buildings and warehouses.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;

•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including state highways and city streets in the lower Green
River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, primarily businesses.

Proposed Project or Action
Repair of this levee segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback relocation with
acquisition of sufficient easement area for reconstruction of levee slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope
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angle. The levee toe should be reconstructed using large woody debris structures, and a mid-slope
bench/buttress should be constructed. Upper levee slopes should then be stabilized.

Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will be increased within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green
River floodplain will be secured against flood inundation that might otherwise occur due to catastrophic
levee failure. The existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will also be improved by the
setback and installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with Policy LG-1 and
Project LG-13, and with Conservation Hypotheses All-2 and All-6 of the salmon habitat recovery plan for
Water Resource Inventory Area 9. In addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and maintenance
costs will be reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
This project will require easement widths in addition to those previously secured for this purpose. There
are significant questions concerning the manner in which the required easements may be obtained. This
project will require coordination with the members of the Green River Flood Control Zone District,
FEMA, the City of Tukwila, the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Muckleshoot Indian
Tribe and adjoining property owners. This levee reconstruction will require a setback relocation of the
raised levee structure landward from its existing location to achieve stable slope angles. The project is
consistent with Policy LG-1 and Project LG-13 from the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource
Inventory Area 9.

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to established land uses.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Desimone3.pdf
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Desimone Levee Project 4
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 15.01 to 15.34, Right Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Tukwila
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$3,491,000

Problem Statement
The area of this project is immediately downstream and adjacent to previous setback levee reconstruction
and stabilization repairs completed in 2001 and 2003. The levee slope within this segment is oversteepened at approximately 1.6H:1V to 1.9H:1V, and therefore lacks adequate structural stability to
provide minimum factors of safety for several modes of slope failure. The levee toe buttress structure
appears to be inadequate. Several locations along the riverward slope have developed localized, minor
slumping failures during flooding in 1995 and 1996, showing this as a levee reach of particular concern.
Levee failure here would flood most of the eastern portions of the lower Green River valley. The river
adjoining this levee segment lacks adequate aquatic edge habitat structure and complexity, such as deep
pools, large woody debris and overhanging cover. The riverward slopes are largely dominated by
invasive blackberries and reed canarygrass, which presently obscure the localized slump blocks. The
riparian buffer width is also inadequate. Non-native shade trees have been planted on the landward levee
slope along the margins of a railroad spur-line and parking lots serving adjacent warehouse buildings.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;

•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including state highways and city streets in the lower Green
River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, primarily businesses.

Proposed Project or Action
Repair of this levee segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback relocation with
acquisition of sufficient easement area for reconstruction of the riverward levee slope at a minimum
2.5H:1V slope angle. This will require negotiations with local property owners concerning vacation of
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the railroad spur line serving these warehouses. This project should include reconstruction of the levee
toe, installation of large woody debris structures, excavation of a mid-slope bench/buttress, revegetated
with live willow layers and native riparian trees and shrubs, and stabilization of the upper bank.

Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will increase within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green River
floodplain will be secured against flood inundation that might otherwise occur due to catastrophic levee
failure. The existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will also be improved by the setback and
installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with Policy LG-1 and Project LG-13,
and Conservation Hypotheses All-2 and All-6 of the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource
Inventory Area 9. In addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and maintenance costs will be
reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
Reconstruction of this levee segment will require acquisition of easement widths in addition to those
previously secured for this purpose. There are significant questions concerning the manner in which the
required easements may be obtained from affected property owners. This project will require
coordination with the members of the Green River Flood Control Zone District, FEMA, the City of
Tukwila, the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and adjoining
property owners. This levee reconstruction will require a setback relocation of the raised levee structure
landward from its existing location to achieve stable slope angles. The project will be consistent with
Policy LG-1 and Project LG-13 recommendations for this reach from the salmon habitat recovery plan for
Water Resource Inventory Area 9.

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to established land uses, and especially regarding the
parking lot and railroad spur-line. On the other hand, a portion of the existing parking lot and the railroad
area itself would provide adequate room for the recommended setback.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Desimone4.pdf
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Segale Levee Project 1
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 15.02 to 15.20, Left Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Tukwila
Private Lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,913,000

Problem Statement
This levee segment is part of the overall Tukwila 205 federally authorized levee system. The levee here
is situated at the upstream end of a tight outer bend that extends downstream along the edge of South
180th Street. The levee abuts a parking lot and railroad spur-line adjacent to a bank building. Levee
slope is extremely over-steepened at approximately 1.4H:1V to 1.8H:1V, and therefore lacks adequate
structural stability to provide minimum factors of safety for several modes of slope failure. No toe
buttress structure has ever been constructed in this subreach. Beaver lodge excavation into the lower
embankment and localized slumping have been observed since 1990. Levee failure would flood most of
the western portions of the lower Green River valley in the City of Tukwila, including most of
Southcenter retail and commercial center. The river adjoining this levee segment lacks adequate aquatic
edge habitat structure and complexity such as deep pools, large woody debris and overhanging cover.
The riverward slopes are largely dominated by invasive blackberries and reed canarygrass. The riparian
buffer is also inadequate. A limited number of non-native trees have been planted on the landward slopes
along the margins of a parking lot serving an adjacent bank building.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;

•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including city streets in the lower Green River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, primarily businesses.

Proposed Project or Action
Repair of this levee should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback relocation with acquisition
of sufficient easement area for reconstruction of the riverward levee slope at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope
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angle. A levee toe buttress should be constructed that includes the installation of large woody debris
structures and excavation of a mid-slope bench/buttress. The upper slopes should be stabilized.

Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will be increased within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green
River floodplain will be secured against flood inundation that might otherwise occur due to catastrophic
levee failure. In addition, the existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will be improved by the
levee setback and installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with Conservation
Hypotheses All-2 and All-6 and with Policy LG-1 of the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource
Inventory Area 9. In addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and maintenance costs will be
reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
Major redevelopment of properties adjoining this site has been proposed by the property owner within the
City of Tukwila. The levee reconstruction will require easement widths in addition to those previously
secured for this purpose. There are significant questions concerning the manner in which the required
easements may be obtained. This project will require coordination with the members of the Green River
Flood Control Zone District, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, FEMA, the City of Tukwila, the
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and the adjoining property
owner. This levee reconstruction will require a setback relocation of the raised levee structure landward
from its existing location and riparian plantings and large woody debris placement, consistent with Policy
LG-1 from the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9.

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to established land uses. Even if acquisition is possible
with present constraints, there may be additional acquisition costs. The existing property owner has
resisted prior attempts at easement acquisition.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Segale1.pdf
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Briscoe Levee Project 4
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 16.45 to 16.55, Right Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Kent
City of Kent and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,135,000

Problem Statement
The levee slope is over-steepened at approximately 1.6H:1V to 1.9H:1V, and therefore lacks adequate
structural stability to provide minimum factors of safety for several modes of slope failure. A toe buttress
structure appears inadequate or absent. A 200- to 300-foot long portion of the riverward slope has
developed or activated older tension cracks in the paved trail along the levee crest during flooding in early
2006, showing this as a critically damaged levee reach. Levee failure here would flood most of the
eastern portions of the lower Green River valley, including highly urbanized areas within the historical
floodplain. The adjoining river segment lacks adequate instream and aquatic edge habitat structure, such
as deep pools, large woody debris, and overhanging cover. The riparian buffer width is inadequate. The
riverward slopes are largely dominated by invasive blackberries and reed canarygrass, which presently
obscure the remaining slump block. Some shade trees have been planted on the landward levee slope
along the margins of a parking lot and several office buildings, and a storm drainage system is present
along the landward levee toe.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;

•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including state highways and city streets in the lower Green
River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, primarily businesses.

Proposed Project or Action
Repair of this levee segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback relocation with
acquisition of sufficient easement area for reconstruction of levee slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope
angle. The levee toe should be reconstructed with installation of large woody debris structures,
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excavation of a mid-slope bench/buttress, and revegetation with live willow layers and native riparian
trees and shrubs. Upper levee slopes should also be stabilized.

Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will increase within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green River
floodplain will be secured against flood inundation that might otherwise occur due to catastrophic levee
failure. The existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will also be improved by the setback and
installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with Policy LG-1, and Conservation
Hypotheses All-2 and All-6 of the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9. In
addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and maintenance costs will be reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
Reconstruction of this levee segment will require a setback relocation of the raised levee structure
landward from its existing location in order to secure stable angles of repose and meet minimum factors
of safety for structural stability of the levee. This project will require easement widths in addition to
those previously secured for this purpose. There are significant questions concerning the manner in
which the required easements may be obtained. This project will require coordination with the members
of the Green River Flood Control Zone District, FEMA, the City of Kent, the Washington Department of
Fish and Wildlife, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and adjoining property owners. This levee
reconstruction will be consistent with Policy LG-1 and Conservation Hypotheses All-2 and All-6 of the
salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9.

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to established land uses.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Briscoe4.pdf
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Nursing Home Levee Project
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 25.86 to 26.09, Right Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Kent
Public and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$2,438,000

Problem Statement
This levee segment is part of the federally authorized Horseshoe Bend Section 205 Levee Project. The
levee here is oversteepened throughout, with riverbank slopes in the range of 1.4H:1V to 1.7H:1V, which
are inadequate to provide minimum structural stability factors of safety for a number of slope failure
modes. One location, at River Mile 25.95, has previously slumped due to the discharge of surface runoff
over the slope and down the riverbank. Though temporary repairs were made at this site in 2001,
permanent repairs and Endangered Species Act-mandated mitigation measures have not yet been
constructed. Several City of Kent parcels and right-of-way for the paved Green River Trail are present in
this reach. The landward levee slope angles vary through the reach, with some locations supporting
varying levels of native tree cover. The riverward embankment is very steep and is largely dominated by
invasive blackberries and reed canarygrass, but with varying amounts of young native maples and alders
present in some locations. Smaller rip-rap is occasionally evident along the levee toe, but is also lacking
in other locations. The stream aquatic edge habitat is extremely degraded due to lack of large woody
debris and overhanging vegetative cover. The width of the riparian buffer is also inadequate.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;

•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including state highways and city streets in the lower Green
River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, primarily businesses.

Proposed Project or Action
Repair of this levee segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback with acquisition of
sufficient easement area for reconstruction of the levee at a minimum 2.5H:1V riverward slope angle.
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Repairs should include reconstruction of the levee toe, installation of instream large woody debris
structures, excavation of a mid-slope bench and toe buttress, and revegetation of the lower bank and
bench with live willow layers and native trees and shrubs. Levee upper slopes should also be stabilized.

Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will be increased within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green
River floodplain will be secured against flood inundation that might otherwise occur due to catastrophic
levee failure. In addition, the existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will be improved by the
setback and installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with Conservation
Hypotheses All-2 and All-6, and with Policy LG-1 of the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water
Resource Inventory Area 9. In addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and maintenance costs will
be reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
Reconstruction of this levee will require acquisition of easement widths in addition to those previously
secured for this purpose. There are significant questions concerning the manner in which the required
easements may be obtained. The necessary easement areas are located within several City of Kent parcels
and some private parcels along the Green River Trail. Levee reconstruction will also require relocation of
the City of Kent recreational trail. This project will require coordination with the members of the Green
River Flood Control Zone District, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the City of Kent, the Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe. This levee reconstruction will
require a setback relocation of the raised levee structure landward from its existing location and riparian
plantings and large woody debris placement, consistent with Policy LG-1 of the salmon habitat recovery
plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9.

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to existing land use and associated infrastructure
improvements, such as a surface water pumping station discharging to the river through the levee near the
upstream end. Even if the acquisition is possible with present constraints, there may be additional
acquisition costs. On the other hand, the City of Kent currently owns several adjoining parcels and the
trail right-of-way and would benefit from stabilization of the trail itself.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Nursing.pdf
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Desimone Levee Project 1
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 14.65 to 14.73, Right Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Tukwila
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$860,000

Problem Statement
This levee occupies a sharp, outer bend upstream from State Route 181. The levee slope is extremely
over-steepened at approximately 1.4H:1V to 1.8H:1V. It lacks adequate structural stability to provide
minimum factors of safety for several modes of slope failure. Levee failure would flood most of the
eastern portions of the lower Green River valley. The levee crest is scarcely ten feet wide over most of
this subreach. Previously, large toe rock had been placed to support the levee toe and to prevent
undercutting erosion.
In addition to the problem with slope stability, this subreach lacks an adequate riparian buffer and
instream habitat structure and complexity such as deep pools, large woody debris, and shade cover. Nonnative shade trees are planted into the landward levee slope along the margins of a parking lot serving
office buildings. Riverward slopes are largely dominated by invasive blackberries and reed canarygrass.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;

•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including state highways and city streets in the lower Green
River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, primarily businesses.

Proposed Project or Action
Incorporate reconstruction of this segment into a reach-length levee setback with acquisition of sufficient
easement area for reconstruction of riverward levee slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope angles.
Reconstruct the levee toe, install large woody debris structures, excavate a mid-slope bench/buttress, and
revegetate with live willow layers and native riparian trees and shrubs.
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Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will increase within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green River
floodplain will be secured against flood inundation that might otherwise occur due to catastrophic levee
failure. The existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will also be improved by the setback and
installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with Policy LG-1 and Project LG-13,
and Conservation Hypotheses All-2 and All-6 of the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource
Inventory Area 9. In addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and maintenance costs will be
reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
The levee slope reconstruction will require a structural setback relocation and easement widths in addition
to those previously secured for this purpose. There are significant questions concerning the manner in
which the required easements may be obtained. This project will require coordination with the members
of the Green River Flood Control Zone District, FEMA, the City of Tukwila, the Washington Department
of Fish and Wildlife, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and adjoining property owners. The levee
reconstruction will require setback relocation of the raised levee structure landward from its existing
location to achieve stable slope angles, and will also be consistent with Policy LG-1 and Project LG-13
recommendations for this reach from the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory
Area 9

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to established land uses.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Desimone1.pdf
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Desimone Levee Project 2
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 14.73 to 14.83, Right Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Tukwila
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,071,000

Problem Statement
The levee slope is over-steepened at approximately 1.7H:1V to 2.0H:1V, and therefore lacks adequate
structural stability to provide minimum factors of safety for rapid drawdown and intermediate stage
modes of slope failure. The crest of this levee has previously experienced settlement in at least two
locations, indicating potential subgrade problems. Levee failure would flood most of the eastern portions
of the lower Green River valley, including highly urbanized areas. The toe buttress structure appears to
be inadequate or absent. The river within this reach lacks adequate aquatic edge habitat structure such as
large woody debris and overhanging native vegetation. The bank is vegetated mostly with invasive
species, primarily reed canarygrass and blackberries, although a few immature big leaf maples are
present. Non-native trees have been planted on the landward levee slope along the margins of a parking
lot that abuts office buildings and warehouses adjacent to the levee.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including state highways and city streets in the lower Green
River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, primarily businesses.

Proposed Project or Action
Repairs to this levee segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback with acquisition of
sufficient easement area for reconstruction of the levee slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope angle. The
levee toe buttress should be reconstructed with installation of large woody debris structures, the
excavation of a mid-slope bench/buttress revegetated with live willow layers and native riparian
vegetation. The upper levee slopes should also be revegetated.
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Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will be increased within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green
River floodplain will be secured against flooding inundation that might otherwise occur due to
catastrophic levee failure. The existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will also be improved
by the setback and installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with both Policy
LG-1 and Project LG-13, and Conservation Hypotheses All-2 and All-6 of the salmon habitat recovery
plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9. In addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and
maintenance costs will be reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
The levee reconstruction will require acquisition of easement widths in addition to those previously
secured for this purpose. There are significant questions concerning the manner in which the required
easements may be obtained from affected property owners. This project will require coordination with
the members of the Green River Flood Control Zone District, FEMA, the City of Tukwila, the
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and adjoining property
owners. The levee reconstruction will require a setback relocation of the raised levee structure landward
from its existing location to achieve stable slope angles, and will also be consistent with Policy LG-1 and
Project LG-13 recommendations for this reach from the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource
Inventory Area 9.

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to established land uses.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Desimone2.pdf
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Segale Levee Project 2
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 15.7 to 15.9, Left Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Tukwila
Private Lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,913,000

Problem Statement
This levee segment is part of the overall Tukwila 205 federally authorized levee system. The levee here
is adjacent to a large warehouse and parking lots. The levee slope is extremely over-steepened at
approximately 1.3H:1V to 1.6H:1V slope angles, and therefore lacks adequate structural stability to
provide minimum factors of safety for several modes of slope failure. A chain-link fence extends within
the levee easement area, hindering equipment access to the levee crest. The levee lacks an adequate toe
buttress structure, with some smaller rip-rap visible at low water. Localized slumping and bank erosion
have been observed since 1990. Levee failure would flood most of the western portions of the lower
Green River valley in the City of Tukwila, including most of Southcenter. Most of the river bank lacks
adequate aquatic edge habitat structure and complexity such as deep pools, large woody debris and
overhanging cover. The riparian buffer width is inadequate. The riverward slopes are largely dominated
by invasive blackberries and reed canarygrass. A limited area of non-native shade trees have been
planted on the landward levee slope along the margins of a parking lot.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;

•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including state highways and city streets in the lower Green
River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, primarily businesses.

Proposed Project or Action
Stabilization of this levee segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback relocation
with acquisition of sufficient easement area for reconstruction of the levee slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V
slope angle. A levee toe buttress should be constructed with large woody debris structures and excavation
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of a mid-slope bench/buttress stabilized and revegetated with live willow layers and native riparian
vegetation. The upper levee slopes should also be stabilized.

Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will be increased within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green
River floodplain will be secured against flood inundation that might otherwise occur due to catastrophic
levee failure. In addition, the existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will be improved by the
setback and installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with Conservation
Hypotheses All-2 and All-6, and with Policy LG-1 of the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water
Resource Inventory Area 9. In addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and maintenance costs will
be reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
Future major redevelopment of properties adjoining this site has been proposed by the present property
owner as part of a large-scale development in the City of Tukwila. Reconstruction of this levee segment
will require easement widths in addition to those previously secured for this purpose. There are
significant questions concerning the manner in which the required easements may be obtained. This
project will require coordination with the members of the Green River Flood Control Zone District, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, FEMA, the City of Tukwila, the Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and adjoining property owners. This levee reconstruction will
require setback relocation of the raised levee structure landward from its existing location and riparian
plantings and large woody debris placement, consistent with Policy LG-1 from the salmon habitat
recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9.

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to established land uses. Even if acquisition is possible
with present constraints, there may be additional acquisition costs. The existing property owner has
resisted prior attempts at easement acquisition.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Segale2.pdf
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Briscoe Levee Projects 1-3, 5-8
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 15.60 to 17.11, Right Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Kent
City of Kent and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$14,970,000

Problem Statement
Unlike the Briscoe Levee Project 4 site, these segments of the Briscoe Levee have not revealed obvious
signs of imminent slope failure. Lower bank slumping and general oversteepening of the riverward levee
slopes predominate, however. Most levee slopes are over-steepened at approximately 1.6H:1V to
1.9H:1V, and therefore lack adequate structural stability to provide minimum factors of safety for several
modes of slope failure. Robust toe buttress structures appear to be inadequate or absent. A portion of the
Project 8 site exhibits unusual settlement and cracking of the paved asphalt trail, most likely due to the
presence of large cottonwood roots within the levee prism. Overall, the Briscoe levee throughout exhibits
a non-uniform cross section and varying levee crest elevations, raising questions about the quality and
consistency of initial construction efforts. Levee failure here would flood most of the eastern portions of
the lower Green River valley, including highly urbanized areas within the historical floodplain. The
adjoining river segment lacks adequate instream and aquatic edge habitat structure, such as deep pools,
large woody debris, and overhanging cover. The riparian buffer width is inadequate. The riverward
slopes are largely dominated by invasive blackberries and reed canarygrass, which presently obscure the
remaining slump block. Some shade trees have been planted on the landward levee slope along the
margins of a parking lot and several office buildings, and a storm drainage system is present along the
landward levee toe.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;

•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including state highways and city streets in the lower Green
River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, including both homes and businesses.
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Proposed Project or Action
Repair of this levee segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback relocation with
acquisition of sufficient easement area for reconstruction of levee slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope
angle. The levee toe should be reconstructed with the installation of large woody debris structures,
excavation of a mid-slope bench/buttress, and revegetation with live willow layers and native riparian
trees and shrubs. The upper levee slopes should also be stabilized.

Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will increase within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green River
floodplain will be secured against flood inundation that might otherwise occur due to catastrophic levee
failure. The existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will also be improved by the setback and
installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with Policy LG-1, and Conservation
Hypotheses All-2 and All-6 of the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9. In
addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and maintenance costs will be reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
Reconstruction of this levee segment will require a setback relocation of the raised levee structure
landward from its existing location in order to secure stable angles of repose and meet minimum factors
of safety for structural stability of the levee. This project will require easement widths in addition to
those previously secured for this purpose. There are significant questions concerning the manner in
which the required easements may be obtained. This project will require coordination with the members
of the Green River Flood Control Zone District, FEMA, the City of Kent, the Washington Department of
Fish and Wildlife, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and adjoining property owners. This levee
reconstruction will be consistent with Policy LG-1 and Conservation Hypotheses All-2 and All-6 from the
salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9.

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to established land uses.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Briscoe.pdf
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Russell Upper Levee Project
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 20.42 to 20.46, Right Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Kent
Public lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$472,000

Problem Statement
This levee segment consists of the raised embankment and trail immediately bordering a sharp curve
where Russell Road merges with James Street in Kent, near where the Narita/Kent Shops Levee system
adjoining the Riverview Golf Course joins the Green River Trail. The slopes of this levee were partially
stabilized and revegetated in 1999. The riverward slope angles range from about 1.5H:1V to 1.9H:1V,
and therefore still lack adequate structural stability to provide minimum factors of safety for several
modes of slope failure. A partial toe buttress repair and over a dozen pieces of large woody debris were
installed in this reach in 1999. Portions of the slope could not be repaired, however, due to limitations on
equipment access posed by overhead power lines. The proximity of this flood protection facility to
Russell Road has previously prevented levee setback to fully stable slope angles. The overall stability of
the toe is also questionable because only portions of the toe were repaired, working from the top of the
bank with a dragline. Failure of the levee would result in widespread flooding throughout the eastern
portions of the lower Green River valley including highly urbanized portions of Kent and Renton.
Because a low vegetated bench could not be established in the slope during the repair completed in 1999,
the aquatic edge habitat remains inadequate. The riparian vegetation planted in 1999 has matured
somewhat, but the areas that could not be accessed by equipment due to nearby overhead power lines
were not adequately revegetated and have remained invaded by non-native vegetation, including
blackberries and reed canarygrass.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;

•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including state highways and city streets in the lower Green
River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, including homes and businesses.
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Proposed Project or Action
Repairs of this flood protection facility should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback with the
acquisition of sufficient easement areas for full reconstruction of the riverward levee slopes at a minimum
2.5H:1V slope angles. Setback levee reconstruction in this location will require modification or
relocation of the existing Russell Road/James Street intersection as well. Levee slope stabilization would
include reconstruction of the levee toe buttress, installation of large woody debris structures, excavation
of a mid-slope bench/buttress revegetated with live willow layers and native riparian trees and shrubs, and
stabilization of the upper bank.

Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will be increased within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green
River floodplain will be secured against flood inundation that might otherwise occur due to catastrophic
levee failure. In addition, the existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will be improved by the
setback and installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with Conservation
Hypotheses All-2 and All-6, and with Policy LG-1 of the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water
Resource Inventory Area 9. In addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and maintenance costs will
be reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
This project will require a setback relocation of the raised levee structure landward from its existing
location in order to secure stable angles of repose and meet minimum factors of safety for structural
stability of the levee. Reconstruction of this levee segment will require easement widths in addition to
those previously secured for this purpose. There are significant questions concerning the manner in
which the required easements may be obtained. The necessary easement areas would include portions of
the City of Kent’s roadway at the intersection of Russell Road and James Street, and may impact portions
of a small municipal park immediately across the street from the levee site. This project will require
coordination with the members of the Green River Flood Control Zone District, FEMA, the City of Kent,
the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe. This levee
reconstruction will require relocation of the raised levee structure landward from its existing location and
the installation of riparian plantings and large woody debris placement, consistent with Policy LG-1 from
the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9.

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to the proximity of the existing roadway. Even if
acquisition is possible with present constraints, there may be additional easement acquisition costs. On
the other hand, the City of Kent currently owns both the street rights-of-way and an adjacent park
property on the landward side of the road right-of-way. Reconstruction of this sharp corner may also
benefit traffic flow in the area.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Russell.pdf
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Kent Shops Levee Project
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 20.46 to 20.80, Right Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Kent
Public lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$3,596,000

Problem Statement
The levee here adjoins the City of Kent’s municipal Riverview Golf Course. The levee crest is paved as
part of the Green River Trail system. The slopes of this levee range from about 1.7H:1V to 1.9H:1V, and
are therefore unstable with respect to rapid drawdown and intermediate flood stage modes of potential
levee failure. Failure of the levee would result in widespread flooding throughout the eastern portions of
the lower Green River valley including highly urbanized portions of the historical floodplain within the
Cities of Kent and Renton. The landward levee slope along the golf course is gently graded, with some
locations planted with Douglas fir and other native and non-native trees. This levee segment also lacks
adequate riparian buffer width. The riverward embankment is steep and largely dominated by invasive
blackberries and reed canarygrass. Smaller rip-rap is evident along the levee toe, but is also absent in
some areas. The river along the levee toe lacks adequate instream aquatic edge habitat structure and
complexity such as deep pools, large woody debris and overhanging cover.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;

•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including state highways and city streets in the lower Green
River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, including homes and businesses.

Proposed Project or Action
Repair of this levee segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback with acquisition of
sufficient easement area for reconstruction of the riverward levee slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope
angle. This project would include reconstruction of the levee toe, installation of large woody debris
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structures, excavation of a mid-slope bench and toe buttress revegetated with live willow layers and
native riparian trees and shrubs, and stabilization of the upper bank.

Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will increase within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green River
floodplain will be secured against flood inundation that might otherwise occur due to catastrophic levee
failure. In addition, the existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will be improved by the
setback and installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with Conservation
Hypotheses All-2 and All-6, and with Policy LG-1 of the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water
Resource Inventory Area 9. In addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and maintenance costs will
be reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
Reconstruction of this levee segment will require easement widths in addition to those previously secured
for this purpose. There are significant questions concerning the manner in which the required easements
may be obtained. The necessary easement areas are located within improved portions of the City of
Kent’s golf course, and may impact playable tees, greens and fairways, installed lighting, irrigation
systems, golf cart paths and other landscaping features. This project will require coordination with
members of the Green River Flood Control Zone District, FEMA, the City of Kent, the Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe. This levee reconstruction will
require relocation of the raised levee structure landward from its existing location and installation of
riparian plantings and large woody debris, consistent with Policy LG-1 from the salmon habitat recovery
plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9.

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to existing golf course land use and associated
infrastructure improvements, such as irrigation and lighting systems. On the other hand, the City of Kent
currently owns both the golf course and the trail, and would benefit from stabilization of the trail itself.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/maps/Kent.pdf
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Narita Levee Project
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 20.95 to 21.13, Right Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Kent
Public lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,913,000

Problem Statement
The levee here adjoins the City of Kent’s municipal Riverview Golf course. The levee crest is paved as
part of the Green River Trail system. The levee slopes range from approximately 1.3H:1V to 1.6H:1V,
and are therefore severely inadequate to provide minimum factors of safety for several modes of levee
slope failure. Extensive settlement and cracking are visible for over 1,000 feet along the paved levee
crest, indicating significant concern with slumping potential in this reach. Failure of the levee would
result in widespread flooding throughout the eastern portions of the lower Green River valley. The
landward levee surface along the golf course is gently sloped, with some locations planted with Douglas
fir and other native and non-native trees. The riverward embankment is extremely steep and largely
dominated by invasive blackberries and reed canarygrass. Smaller rip-rap is evident along some portions
of the levee toe, but is also occasionally absent. Aquatic edge habitat lacks structural complexity, such as
that provided by large woody debris, and the width of the riparian buffer is inadequate to support native
riparian vegetation, especially trees.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;

•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including state highways and city streets in the lower Green
River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, including homes and businesses.

Proposed Project or Action
This levee segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback with acquisition of sufficient
easement area for reconstruction of the riverward levee slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope angle. This
segment is immediately downstream from previous setback levee reconstruction projects at the Narita
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Levee in 2001 and 2004. This project would include reconstruction of the levee toe, installation of large
woody debris structures, excavation of a mid-slope bench and toe buttress revegetated with live willow
layers and native riparian trees and shrubs, and stabilization of the upper bank.

Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will be increased within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green
River floodplain will be secured against flood inundation that might otherwise occur due to catastrophic
levee failure. The existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will also be improved by the levee
setback and installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with Conservation
Hypotheses All-2 and All-6, and with Policy LG-1 of the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water
Resource Inventory Area 9. In addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and maintenance costs will
be reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
This levee reconstruction will require a setback relocation of the raised levee structure landward from its
existing location in order to secure stable angles of repose and meet minimum factors of safety for
structural stability of the levee. This levee reconstruction will require acquisition of easement widths in
addition to those previously secured for this purpose. There are significant questions concerning the
manner in which the required easements may be obtained. The necessary easement areas are located
within improved portions of the City of Kent’s golf course, and may impact playable tees, greens and
fairways, installed lighting, irrigation systems, golf cart paths and other landscaping features. This project
will require coordination with the members of the Green River Flood Control Zone District, FEMA, the
City of Kent, the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe. This
levee reconstruction will require relocation of the raised levee structure landward from its existing
location and installation of riparian plantings and large woody debris, consistent with Policy LG-1 from
the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to existing golf course land use and associated
infrastructure improvements, such as irrigation and lighting systems. Even if acquisition is possible with
present constraints, there may be additional acquisition costs. On the other hand, the City of Kent
currently owns both the golf course and trail, and would benefit from stabilization of the trail itself.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Narita.pdf
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Myer’s Golf Levee Project
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 21.45 to 21.92, Right Bank
Council District 5
Jurisdiction: Kent
Public lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$4,967,000

Problem Statement
The levee here adjoins Kent’s municipal Riverview Golf Course, from Meeker Street to the south
terminus of Russell Road. The upstream end of this levee segment also adjoins a small apartment
complex, and a golf driving range owned by the City of Kent. This subreach is immediately downstream
of the Pipeline Levee setback conducted in 2001 and 2003. The levee crest is paved as part of the Green
River Trail system. Levee slopes here range from about 1.4H:1V to 1.6H:1V, and are therefore unstable
to provide minimum factors of safety for several modes of levee failure. Failure of the levee would result
in widespread flooding throughout the eastern portions of the lower Green River valley. Previous levee
failures near this location in 1965 did in fact flood the area, which is now highly developed with urban
infrastructure and densely configured land uses. The landward levee embankment along the golf course is
gently sloped, with some locations planted with non-native trees. The riverward embankment is very
steep and is largely dominated by invasive blackberries and reed canarygrass. Smaller rip-rap is
occasionally evident along the levee toe, but is also occasionally lacking. The riverward edge of the levee
toe lacks adequate aquatic edge habitat structure, such as large woody debris. The levee also lacks
adequate riparian buffer widths sufficient to support native riparian vegetation, especially trees.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if levee were to fail suddenly, resulting in deep fast flows in the vicinity
of the levee failure;

•

Risk to public safety if those driving or working in areas protected by the levee are caught
unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate buildings;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, including state highways and city streets in the lower Green
River valley;

•

Impact on regional economy resulting from widespread flooding of dense commercial area;

•

Damage to private structures, including homes and businesses.
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Proposed Project or Action
This levee segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback reconstruction project with
acquisition of sufficient easement area for reconstruction of the riverward levee slopes at a minimum
2.5H:1V slope angle. This project should include reconstruction of the levee toe, installation of large
woody debris structures, excavation of a mid-slope bench and toe buttress revegetated with live willow
layers and native riparian trees and shrubs, and stabilization of the upper bank.

Project Benefits
The existing, unstable levee will be rebuilt in a structurally stable manner. Local flood conveyance
capacity will increase within this reach. Highly urbanized portions of the historical lower Green River
floodplain will be secured against flooding inundation that might otherwise occur due to catastrophic
levee failure. The existing degraded habitat functions along this reach will also be improved by the levee
setback and installation of large woody debris and native vegetation, consistent with Conservation
Hypotheses All-2 and All-6, and with Policy LG-1 of the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water
Resource Inventory Area 9. In addition, long-term flood-fighting, levee repair and maintenance costs will
be reduced or eliminated.

Coordination
Reconstruction of this levee segment will require a setback relocation of the raised levee structure
landward from its existing location in order to secure stable angles of repose and meet minimum factors
of safety for structural stability of the levee. The levee reconstruction will require easement widths in
addition to those previously secured for this purpose. There are significant questions concerning the
manner in which the required easements may be obtained. The necessary easement areas are located
within improved portions of the City of Kent’s golf course and driving range, and may impact playable
tees, greens and fairways, installed lighting, irrigation systems, golf cart paths and other landscaping
features. Additional coordination will also be needed with the owners of the adjoining apartment
complex. This levee reconstruction will require setback relocation of the raised levee structure landward
from its existing location and riparian plantings and large woody debris placement, consistent with Policy
LG-1 from the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9.

Other Information or Needs
Easement acquisition could be problematic due to existing developed golf course land use and associated
infrastructure improvements, such as irrigation and lighting systems. Other constraints may exist adjacent
to the apartment buildings. Even if acquisition is possible within present constraints, there may be
additional acquisition costs. On the other hand, the City of Kent currently owns both the golf course and
the trail, and would benefit from stabilization of this segment of the Green River Trail.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Myers.pdf
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Middle Green Floodplain Acquisition
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 9, Green River
River Mile 38.20 to 38.78, Right Bank
Council District 7
Jurisdiction: Unincorporated King County
Public or Private lands
In Agricultural Production District, may affect Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,204,000

Problem Statement
Previous property owner attempts to address flooding and channel erosion risks in this reach have
achieved no measurable success. Flooding and channel erosion conditions have also resulted in
successful lawsuits between former owners of these properties. One home at this location occupies an
active floodplain channel surface within the severe channel migration hazard zone. Access to the home is
compromised by deep, fast-flowing water during floods. Geomorphic studies conducted in the reach by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have documented dynamic formation of a large log-jam complex
which has temporarily arrested meander advance. Future flood-related changes in the reach have the clear
potential to mobilize the jam, thereby reactivating channel advance and placing the home in immediate
jeopardy. The site is immediately upstream of the mouth of Burns Creek, and adjoins the upstream
terminus of the existing Lone’s Levee, which is targeted for setback relocation on the downstream
agricultural property. This home is at extreme risk, and the situation needs to be promptly addressed.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded area;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to private structures from both flooding and erosion.

Proposed Project or Action
Purchase and remove the single-family home, remove site fills, and replant native riparian trees and
shrubs. This project should be integrated with levee setback and natural area habitat restoration initiatives
throughout the adjacent reaches, both upstream and downstream, and at the mouth of Burns Creek.

Project Benefits
This project will eliminate ongoing risks to public safety and the potential for major damage to this home.
It will also lead to a number of significant habitat benefits, including restoration of large amounts of high
quality instream and riparian habitat. It should be noted that this parcel is immediately downstream from
the largest reach of unconstrained riverine habitat in the middle Green River, the Metzler-O’Grady
Natural Area, and thus this project affords a rare opportunity to enlarge this existing reach of superb
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habitat. This project is consistent with nearby Projects MG-9 and MG-10 from the salmon habitat
recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 9, and is also described in the Middle Green River
Blueprint.

Coordination
This project should be coordinated with other projects and programs in the adjoining reaches of the
middle Green River. A portion of this acquisition may be considered a part of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Green/Duwamish Ecosystem Restoration Projects proposed Lones Levee project (MG-9), and
is a significant Salmon Habitat Recovery Board project entitled Middle Green River Acquisitions. The
Burns Creek Project, which is both a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Green/Duwamish Ecosystem
Restoration Project (MG-10) and a project included in the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water
Resource Inventory Area 9, would also be affected by this acquisition. This property includes a portion
of Burns Creek just above the mouth on the Green River. This flood risk reduction acquisition and longterm site management plans would need to be coordinated with the agencies proposing these related
projects. Coordination with the Trust for Public Lands may be appropriate to accomplish acquisition of
this home. Coordination with affected property owners and long-term land mangers will also be needed.

Other Information or Needs
The potential benefits of putting this land into public ownership, beyond meeting the flood risk reduction
needs described above, needs to be explored. This property acquisition needs to be evaluated with respect
to funding opportunities associated with the identified public benefits.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/NC.pdf
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5.10 WHITE RIVER
5.10.1 Overview
The White River is a glacially-borne river system that originates on the northeast face of Mount Rainier,
flowing generally north and northwest from where it is joined by its major tributaries, the Greenwater
River and Boise Creek, at the community of Greenwater and near Enumclaw, respectively. The river
appears white during summer when it carries a suspended load of fine sediments from glacial melting
known as glacial flour.
The White River drains an area of about 490 square miles, approximately 30 percent of which lies within
King County. Its King County portion flows between the Cities of Enumclaw and Buckley, then through
the Muckleshoot Indian Reservation and then along the Cities of Auburn, Algona and Pacific, leaving
King County near the City of Sumner to feed the Puyallup River, which enters Puget Sound at
Commencement Bay in Tacoma. The White River channel forms a portion of the boundary line between
King County and Pierce County from the confluence with the Greenwater River at River Mile 45.8
downstream about 33 river miles nearly to the City of Auburn. Map 5-9 shows the major features of the
White and Greenwater basins. An electronic version of this map can be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/5-9.pdf
Historically, the bulk of what is now the lower White River flowed northward to join the Green River
near Auburn and a smaller portion flowed in the Stuck River to the south to join the Puyallup River. By
the late 1800s, public and private interests in Pierce and King Counties were trying to direct the route of
the White River in order to minimize flood damage in their own areas (King County 1988 and 1990b).
Ongoing disagreement over the river alignment led to legal action between the two counties in the early
1900s that resulted in the White River taking its northern route to the Green River, until November 1906
when a logjam formed that completely diverted the White River south into the former Stuck River.
Ongoing flood damage and intervention by the state legislature led to the establishment of the InterCounty River Improvement Agreement by King and Pierce Counties in 1914 for management of flood
hazards along the lower portions of the White River. One of the Inter-County River Improvement
Agreement’s first actions was to construct a concrete structure, called the “Auburn Wall,” that made
permanent the diversion of the White River south into the Stuck River. The Inter-County River
Improvement Agreement efforts have also included land acquisition, extensive channelization of the
lower river, sediment and debris removal, and large-scale levee and bank stabilization projects (King
County 1993b).
Mud Mountain Dam is a flood control dam located about 7 miles upstream of Enumclaw near River Mile
30 that has had significant effect on flooding in the White River since its completion in 1948. Puget
Sound Energy’s diversion of flows since 1912 for hydropower generation through Lake Tapps at River
Mile 24.3 near Buckley also has had an effect on lower flows of the overall White River flow regime,
although the effect has been insignificant with regard to flood magnitudes.
Development generally is concentrated in the downstream end of the basin, where both industrial and
residential land uses are common. The lower 11 river miles of the White River, about 6 miles of which
are within King County, are lined by revetments and levees in a section that was channelized in the early
1900s through the Inter-County River Improvement Agreement. On the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe
Reservation and upstream, the river flows through the White River canyon, a deep and generally
undeveloped valley along the King and Pierce county line. Above the dam, the entire watershed is largely
undeveloped, although it includes some scattered residential and commercial property in and around the
community of Greenwater.
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The White River flood hazard management corridor runs from the King and Pierce county line near River
Mile 5 upstream to the confluence with the Greenwater at River Mile 45.8, plus the lower 1 river mile of
the Greenwater. The corridor includes the river channel, mapped flood hazard areas and a riparian buffer.

5.10.2 Geology and Geomorphology
The White River is a glacial stream with headwaters on the flanks of Mount Rainier. Its basin is
underlain by Tertiary bedrock, which is exposed in valley walls downstream of Mud Mountain Dam near
Buckley. Continental glaciation that affected the Puget Sound Lowlands also extended into the area that
is now the White River basin. However, the geological event that most prominently defines the landscape
of the middle and lower White River basin is the Osceola Mudflow, which occurred some 5,700 years ago
when a flank of Mount Rainier collapsed and sent a massive mudflow down its slopes and through the
White River valley. The mudflow sediments covered the lowlands from Enumclaw to near Auburn with
deposits up to 75 feet thick (Dunne 1986), forming the generally flat Enumclaw plateau.
The current-day White River has incised into the surrounding plateau from Buckley to Auburn to form the
White River canyon, which makes this part of the White River basin a post-glacial valley. Its valley walls
are composed of glacial and non-glacial sediments. Near Auburn, the river exits the canyon at a much
lower channel gradient and deposits sediment on the White River alluvial fan from the City of Auburn to
the City of Puyallup. Ongoing erosion of coarse sediments within the White River Canyon will continue
to deliver sediment that will be deposited along the lower White River alluvial fan.
The river experiences rapid and widespread channel migration by both lateral movement and avulsion,
with multiple channel patterns evident through much of the White River canyon. Historical maps and
photos also show multiple channels and a braided channel pattern on the White River alluvial fan (Collins
and Sheikh 2004), where the channel shifted across its floodplain before channelization efforts around
1912 through the Inter-County River Improvement Agreement.
Overall, the White River is a sediment-rich river, with headwaters draining the glaciers of Mount Rainier
and a relatively steep channel gradient upstream of Mud Mountain Dam. Beyond the legacy effects of the
Osceola Mudflow, high sediment loads result from the White River’s glacial runoff in combination with a
steep upper watershed that has been extensively logged and impacted by road construction outside the
Mount Rainier National Park (Frissell et al. 1999; Kerwin 1999). Ongoing incision, erosion and channel
migration downstream of Mud Mountain Dam ensures a supply of sediment in the lower White River to
its confluence with the Puyallup River. In this sediment-rich environment, the river experiences rapid
changes in alignment and floodplain boundaries (King County 1993b).

5.10.3 Hydrology and Hydraulics
Most major White River floods occur from November through February. With headwaters on Mount
Rainier glaciers, snowmelt also increases White River flows in late summer, but not to a level of flood
concern. The primary determinant for flooding characteristics in the White River is the presence and flow
control operations of Mud Mountain Dam.
As a sole-purpose flood protection facility near River Mile 30, Mud Mountain Dam reduces peak flood
flows and releases the stored water at a lower flow over a longer duration than would occur if the dam
were not in place. Mud Mountain Dam is operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to control
floods along the lower Puyallup River. Its operation is targeted to the Puyallup River at the Puyallup
gage (USGS #12101500). Although targeted for the Puyallup River, theses dam operations also result in
decreased flood flows along the White River relative to pre-dam conditions. Mud Mountain Dam is
operated to a target maximum flow of 45,000 cubic feet per second at the Puyallup gage. In addition to
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this primary flood control authority directed toward the Puyallup River, the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers
operates Mud Mountain Dam to achieve flood benefits on the White River as is feasible. Table 5-20
summarizes White River flow data. Flood frequencies for the White River were obtained from a
backwater channel-capacity study by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers of Engineers completed in 1974
(FEMA 2005).
TABLE 5-20.
WHITE RIVER FLOWS
Recurrence
Interval (years)

White River near Auburn Dischargea
(cubic feet per second)

10

15,870

50

17,600

100

18,370

500

20,700

a.

FEMA 2005

The period of record of gage data used to derive values
in this table may differ from the period of record
currently available. See Chapter 4, Section 4.1 for
further discussion on derivation of flood frequencies.

Over the course of 90 years, flow control at Mud Mountain Dam and the Puget Sound Energy diversion to
Lake Tapps have had a dramatic effect on the natural flow regimes of the basin (Dunne 1986). In this
sediment-rich river, such changes in flow regime affect sediment transport capacity, geomorphic
processes, channel patterns and fish habitat. Rapid changes in sediment levels and shifting channel
locations in turn affect inundation and channel migration flood hazards.

5.10.4 Ecological Context
From its confluence with the Greenwater River to its confluence with the Puyallup River, and including
the lower mile of the Greenwater, for a total of about 46 river miles, the White River is a highly dynamic,
moderately steep channel with substrates, habitat structure and processes that reflect its glacial origins on
Mount Rainier as well as a wide array of human manipulations. Downstream of the White River, the
Puyallup River flows for 10.7 miles through a channel confined by levees, with little habitat complexity
and poor salmonid spawning substrates (Marks et al. 2004). Although small patches of gravel exist in the
lower Puyallup, they are poor quality and the first significant salmon spawning happens slightly upstream
of the White River mouth. Commencement Bay, into which the Puyallup empties, is a heavily altered
estuary that is highly polluted in places. The majority of the most productive shallow areas have long
since been filled.
The White River between the Greenwater and Puyallup Rivers has a history of major human alterations
that have affected the quality and quantity of habitat and associated ecological processes. These major
alterations, as described above, include 1) the 1914 permanent rerouting of the White River south to the
Puyallup River, 2) the 1912 construction of the Puget Sound Energy Diversion dam, which diverts flows
and blocks fish passage near River Mile 24, 3) the construction and operation of Mud Mountain Dam near
River Mile 30, and 4) the extensive removal of woody debris and channelization of the lower river in the
early to mid-1900s. These alterations have resulted in a river with widely varying conditions and
ecological processes.
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From the upstream end of Mud Mountain Dam Reservoir, at River Mile 35.5, up to the Greenwater River
at River Mile 45.8, the White River is largely unconfined by artificial structures and often has braided and
complex channels with abundant spawning gravels and woody debris, although the latter is considered
undersized (Marks et al. 2004). Much of the riparian area is well-forested with second growth conifers or
hardwoods. Exceptions to these conditions exist where State Route 410 lies close to the river,
necessitating bank hardening, and at the mouth of the Greenwater and in the lower mile of the Greenwater
River, along which bank armoring is present and where there is very little woody debris.
Mud Mountain Dam Reservoir, which stretches from River Mile 29.6 to River Mile 35.5, experiences
radical fluctuations ranging from a full reservoir to a mud flat. It affects fish passage and the quantity,
quality and transport rate of sediment and woody debris to downstream river reaches.
Between Mud Mountain Dam and the Puget Sound Energy Diversion Dam, from River Mile 29.6 to
River Mile 24.3, the river is devoid of migrating salmon due to blockage created by the Puget Sound
Energy Diversion Dam. The diversion dam is also where the Buckley fish trap is located and where
salmon are collected. The fish are then transported and released above Mud Mountain Dam near the
Greenwater River. In this area, the river flows through a narrow and confined canyon below the dam to a
wider floodplain where the channel migrates and splits in places. Habitat is generally good except for the
presence of large amounts of silt, probably the result of Mud Mountain Dam’s transport of finer
sediments than would have passed without a reservoir acting as sediment settling basin.
At the Puget Sound Energy Diversion Dam at River Mile 24.3, a sizable portion of the river’s flow was
removed for about 90 years, such that downstream dewatering was a long-standing, primary concern.
Although heavily channelized in places, the bypass reach of the White River, from the Diversion
downstream to Derringer at River Mile 3.6, has some areas of high-quality habitat, particularly in the
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Reservation, where damaged levees and revetments have not been repaired or
replaced and the channel has been allowed to migrate (Johnson et al. 2003). Marks et al. (2004) note the
presence of abundant and excellent spawning gravel and two major side channels serving as valuable
habitat in the bypass reach.
The lower 11 miles of the White River is mostly confined by levees and revetments and flows mostly
along the developed areas of the City of Auburn, Pacific and Sumner. There is a marked reduction in
habitat complexity and spawning gravel in this reach compared to upstream areas (Marks et al. 2004).
There are notable exceptions with better habitat conditions, including a large floodplain wetland complex
along the left bank immediately downstream of the BNSF Railway bridge in the City of Pacific and a
well-forested riparian corridor at the King and Pierce county line.
The Water Resource Inventory Area 10 Citizens Advisory Committee, with input from a Water Resource
Inventory Area 10 Technical Advisory Group, concluded that overall the most beneficial actions that
could be taken for Puyallup and White River Chinook salmon are those that would restore channel and
substrate, stability and habitat diversity. For White River Chinook salmon, the top-ranked beneficial
actions are Mud Mountain Dam flow modifications and restoration of normal flow in the bypass reach
(Pierce County 2005 and Shared Strategy for Puget Sound 2005). Secondarily, levee setback, floodplain
reconnection, redistribution of large woody debris salvaged from Mud Mountain Dam Reservoir and
restoration of the lower reach of Boise Creek were noted as important actions.

5.10.5 Salmonid Use
The White River produces Endangered Species Act-listed Chinook salmon—fall and spring stocks—and
bull trout, as well as pink, chum, and coho salmon, rainbow, steelhead and cutthroat trout, and mountain
whitefish (Kerwin 1999). The White River spring Chinook salmon population has been in a rebuilding
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process, with run sizes increasing from historical low levels of the late 1970s (Muckleshoot Indian Tribe
1996 as cited in Kerwin 2001). Small numbers of sockeye salmon are trapped yearly at the White River
Diversion/Buckley fish trap, but little is known of their biology or sustainability in the system (Gustafson
et al. 1997) and no juveniles have ever been caught (R. Ladley, 1999 as cited in Kerwin 1999). The
White River is a part of the Puyallup Core Area for bull trout, which includes the following major rivers
and their tributaries: the Puyallup, Mowich, Carbon and White Rivers, including the Clearwater,
Greenwater, and West Fork White Rivers, and Huckleberry Creek (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2004).

5.10.6 King County Facilities, Major Flooding, Flood Damage
The main White River flood protection facility maintained by King County is the channelized portion of
the river that is lined by a system of levees and revetments from nearly River Mile 11 downstream to the
King and Pierce county line near River Mile 5. These flood protection facilities were built through the
Inter-County River Improvement Agreement between King and Pierce Counties in 1914. With the
Auburn Wall at approximately River Mile 9.4, the channelized revetment and levee system locks the
lower White River channel in place. This system also provides some flood containment from about River
Mile 11 down to the mouth, although the current level of containment probably varies due to ongoing
sedimentation (Prych 1988) and localized openings or low points in the bank armoring. None of the
White River levees are federally certified.
Upstream of Mud Mountain Dam, there are two revetments on the right bank of the Greenwater River that
provide bank erosion protection for a row of residential properties.
Historically, the most reliable river gage on the White River is USGS Gage #12100000, White River at
Buckley, which was in operation from 1899 to 1938 and from 1977 to 2003. The highest flows recorded
at this gage during the 1899 – 1938 period, prior to dam construction, include 23,100 cubic feet per
second in December 1917 and 19,000 cubic feet per second in January 1922. In the period of record
between 1977 and 2003, the highest recorded flows were 14,300 cubic feet per second in December 1977
and 14,900 cubic feet per second in November 1986. The 1990 and 1995 flood events also resulted in
significantly high flows, measuring 13,300 cubic feet per second and 13,900 cubic feet per second,
respectively, at the USGS White River at Buckley gage.
Currently, the gage used for flood warning purposes is USGS Gage #12098500, White River near
Buckley. Recent high flows recorded at this gage include 14,100 cubic feet per second in January 1990
and 13,200 cubic feet per second in December 1995. Due to the unstable cross-section at this gage
location, information provided from this gage during flood events is verified with flow information
provided by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Reservoir center which manages releases from Mud
Mountain Dam.
The channelized system along both river banks, combined with the flood control operations at Mud
Mountain Dam, results in overbank flows that occur less frequently than they historically have along the
lower White River and in more localized areas. Flood damage along the lower White River occurs more
in the form of bank erosion and undermining of existing bank armoring. The floods of 1995 and 1996
caused erosion of some bank armoring at locations along the lower White River. Damage and subsequent
repairs are described in the next subsection.
Floods in the 1970s damaged and breached the left bank levee called TransCanada, which is located near
River Mile 11 on the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Reservation. At the request of the Muckleshoot Indian
Tribe, levee maintenance has been discontinued and the breached levee has not been repaired.
Consequently, overbank flows have access to the south bank floodplain from the site of the breached
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levee downstream to the Wilderness Game Park at about River Mile 8, where flood flows can rejoin the
White River.

5.10.7 Key Accomplishments Since 1993 King County Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan
Flood hazard management actions in the White River basin since 1993 have mainly involved the
acquisition of flood-prone homes and land areas important in providing flood storage. One home
purchased in 1999 along Boise Creek was the highest repetitive loss structure in King County at that time.
Another at-risk home along the White River was acquired in 2002, implementing a recommendation from
the 1993 King County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan (King County 1993b, Appendix B). In total, nearly
160 acres of land and these two at-risk homes have been acquired in the White River basin, preserving
flood storage areas and enabling the future implementation of flood protection facility removals and
setbacks. Sizable acquisitions setting the stage for future projects include approximately 22 acres along
the lowermost left bank of the White River in the City of Pacific, which is essential to the proposed
County-Line to A-Street Flood Conveyance Improvement project, and approximately 74 acres along the
left bank near Wilderness Park, which is critical for the implementation of the proposed TransCanada
Flood Conveyance Improvement project identified in this Plan.
After the 1995 and 1996 floods, several locations experienced some level of flood damage to revetments
along the lower White River, but only one site, the White River Trailer Court revetment near A-Street,
required immediate repair. This repair project was constructed in 1997 using bioengineering of the bank
face with a log and rock toe installation. Other sites had only minor damage that did not warrant the cost
of mobilizing work crews, with the exception of the left bank near Roegner Park. This portion of the
riverbank along the park was eroded by floodwaters, but in collaboration with the City of Auburn, it was
determined that channel monitoring would be conducted rather than implementing a repair, which would
have affected the park property and the existing trail alignment. Since 1996, cross sections along this
portion of the White River have been surveyed annually by the City of Auburn, and the resulting data
have been included in the ongoing channel monitoring program of the King County River and Floodplain
Management Program. The 1995 flood event also involved coordination of emergency flood actions at
the White River Hatchery flood protection facility. Sandbagging along the flood protection facility
prevented floodwaters from overwhelming the site.

5.10.8 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Data
Data available to develop the flood hazard management corridor varies throughout the White and
Greenwater Rivers. Some FEMA flood hazard information is available, but it is from the late 1970s and
most likely is not representative of current-day flood hazards. Available FEMA flood hazard mapping for
the lower White River includes a regulatory floodway boundary between River Mile 6 and River Mile 10
within the City of Auburn. Downstream of the A-Street Bridge at River Mile 6, no floodway has been
delineated within the City of Pacific for the White River, but flood elevations for the 100-year flood are
estimated. From River Mile 10 to about River Mile 40.5, the FEMA flood hazard maps depict an
approximate flood zone with no flood elevations or floodway delineation (FEMA 2005). Flood hazards
are not mapped along the White River above River Mile 40.5. Flood hazards also have not been
delineated for the Greenwater River. As the best available data, the detailed flood hazard boundaries in
the lower White River and the approximate flood zones in the upper reaches of the White River were used
for the flood hazard management corridor. However, the boundaries of both types of flood hazards were
cross-checked along the river channel and valley using King County’s LiDAR-based shaded relief
mapping (King County 2003).
Channel migration mapping is not available for the White or Greenwater River, but initial technical work
on the White River was completed in 2005. This initial work documents historical channel locations for
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the White River from the King and Pierce county line up to Mud Mountain Dam (Collins and Sheikh,
2004). The outer edge of a composite of these historical channel locations, using a series of aerial photos
since 1936, identifies the area through which channel migration has occurred during this period of record,
but it does not predict future channel migration, as is needed for regulatory delineation of channel
migration hazard areas. Because regulatory channel migration hazard area mapping is not yet available,
this outer boundary of historical channel locations was used in the flood hazard management corridor to
portray an estimate of the extent of the channel migration hazard area. Channel migration mapping for
the White River above Mud Mountain Dam and for the Greenwater River has not been initiated but is
recommended as future work.
In addition to the formally mapped flood and channel migration hazards, areas of deep fast flows and
landslide areas that are known to, or which have, a high potential to affect the river channel were included
in the White River flood hazard management corridor. A significant area of deep fast flows occurs along
the Red Creek area of the White River just downstream of Mud Mountain Dam. Post-flood field
inspections and property owner observations of these conditions were documented by King County staff
following the 1995 flood event (Gibbons, 1995).
Riparian area buffers are included in the flood hazard management corridor and are geographically
extended where they adjoin steep slopes and where large known landslides could directly affect the river
channel. An area where a levee failure could occur along the left bank downstream of the A-Street
Bridge is also included in the White River flood hazard management corridor.
The information components described above were graphically presented on recent aerial imagery to
generate an overlay of physical hazards that determine the extent of the flood hazard management
corridor for the White and Greenwater Rivers. To understand how the various hazard areas are related to
and would affect existing or future land development and future flood protection facility projects, the
overlay includes land use information on public and private lands and the locations of flood protection
facilities. Review of the type of flood hazards, and their physical characteristics along the river such as
the severe hazards associated with a floodway area with dense residential development, reveals the areas
that are significantly at risk.

5.10.9 Flood Hazard Management Corridor Conditions
The White River flood hazard management corridor includes the following distinct segments:
•

The lowermost segment begins at the King and Pierce county line at River Mile 5.5 and
continues upstream to just beyond the eastern boundary of the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe
reservation at about River Mile 10. As described earlier, this lowermost segment is highly
modified, with its channel constricted by levees and revetments.

•

The next segment extends from River Mile 10 to about River Mile 23 at the State Route 410
Bridge crossing near the City of Enumclaw. This is a natural and very dynamic portion of the
White River that runs through the White River Canyon and has little floodplain development
or channel modification.

•

The segment above the State Route 410 Bridge crossing includes the White River Diversion
and Mud Mountain Dam.

•

The uppermost White River segment extends from Mud Mountain Dam up to the confluence
of the Greenwater River at River Mile 45.8. Like the segment downstream of State Route
410 Bridge near the City of Enumclaw, this upper watershed portion of the river has sparse
floodplain development, although the floodplain and the active channel are encroached upon
in several locations by State Route 410.
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The White River flood hazard management corridor also extends up the Greenwater River
from its mouth to the residential community at about River Mile 1. The channel has two
revetments along the north, King County side, with numerous summer cabins and many yearround residences near the river bank.

In the highly modified channel along the lower White River, flood risks result from a severely constricted
channel that is disconnected from its floodplain in an area of ongoing sedimentation. This is most
apparent along the river downstream of the A-Street Bridge, where concrete revetments, a short length of
levee, and the A-Street and BNSF Railway bridges constrict the channel and local scour has undermined
some of the revetment. The densely developed areas along this channel include a subdivision with
manufactured homes and other residences that are at high risk. Without improving flow conveyance to
accommodate floodwaters by allowing flows to enter the undeveloped floodplain on the left bank, there is
an ever-increasing potential for flooding to impact the right bank riverside homes and the park and, for
further damage to the aging and degraded concrete revetment along the right bank.
The construction of revetments and placement of fill in the floodplain and channel between the A-Street
and R-Street bridges has reduced flood conveyance capacity in this area. With the valley wall protruding
from the south side along Oravetz Drive just downstream of the R-Street Bridge, flood flows impinge into
the north bank where a junior high school is located. As flows turn from this meander bend, they are
directed downstream into the unprotected left bank, eroding the bank and threatening the trails within
Roegner Park. These erosive flows could also affect the high school property, which is partly on fill that
was placed in an historically highly mobile part of the active channel and floodplain.
There is ongoing sedimentation along the entire channelized segment of the lower White River because of
its location on the White River alluvial fan, which is a natural depositional area. This ongoing
sedimentation decreases the flood capacity of the channel from R-Street to the King and Pierce county
line and beyond, and thereby increases potential flood risks in adjacent developed floodplain areas.
Upstream, from Wilderness Park to the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Reservation, the channel is actively
migrating and floodwaters have breached through the TransCanada levee, which extends from the
Williams natural gas pipeline crossing at River Mile 10.5 down to the Wilderness Park levee. The
overbank flows, entering the floodplain from several breached locations, travel across public and private
land parcels before entering the upstream area of the park. The flows combine into a single, large offchannel and have reentered the river by breaching through the back side of the Wilderness Park levee. A
trail embankment with small culverts installed by the City of Auburn after 1996 will continue to receive
these flood flows, and future damage to the trail crossing within the park is likely.
The White River near Red Creek, just downstream of Mud Mountain Dam, is also at high risk because of
the potential for rapid channel changes through a small residential community. The potential for a lifethreatening situation is real, both for residents cut off by floodwaters and for any rescuers who may
respond in an emergency evacuation.
The residential complex at the confluence of the White and Greenwater Rivers experienced significant
flooding in the 1995 and 1996 events due to rapid channel movement and overbank inundation. This
area, along with State Route 410, could also be flooded by water forced out of the Greenwater River
channel as a result of the accumulation of logs and debris on the center pier of the State Route 410 bridge.

5.10.10 Flood Hazard Management Objectives and Strategies
Each segment of the White River flood hazard management corridor has varying levels of risk conditions,
reflective of its distinct physical hazards and the floodplain development and land uses that they impact.
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Resolving and lowering these risks requires different strategies, with incremental objectives implemented
in the near-term and over several years.
Because the lower White River is highly modified and constricted, the approach to resolving existing
flood risks focuses on actions that result in a greater capacity to accommodate flood flows and sediment
loads. The strategy is two-fold: acquire land or flood easements; and follow up with capital
improvements to modify levees and retrofit revetments so that the river is reconnected to its floodplain.
This approach will provide increased flood conveyance and storage as well as opening up areas to
accommodate sediment deposition. The reestablishment of a more naturally functioning floodplain along
the lower White River also will provide improved aquatic and wildlife habitat. These objectives are
consistent with recommended salmon habitat recovery actions presented in Water Resource Inventory
Area 10 Shared Strategy for Puget Sound.
The White River upstream of the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Reservation to State Route 410 is
unconstrained, natural and with no significant flood-related risks. This portion of intact floodplain is
providing flood attenuation for lower reaches and should continue to be unencumbered by floodplain
development. The use of up-to-date flood and channel migration hazard mapping in the application of
existing King County code for this area would appropriately preclude future at-risk development. Pierce
County could also use this updated mapping for its land use regulations.
The reach above State Route 410 to Mud Mountain Dam has limited existing land development; however,
some of the residential structures, such as in the Red Creek area, are very susceptible to flood and erosion
hazards. A combination of new flood and channel migration hazard mapping, along with the acquisition
of flood-prone homes, will ensure that existing flood conveyance and storage capacity are not reduced
and will preclude unsafe development that would be threatened by erosion and inundation by deep fast
floodwaters.
The White River above Mud Mountain Dam is an unregulated river and can experience significant,
uncontrolled floods. The channel here is encroached upon by the State Route 410 highway. Flood and
channel migration hazard mapping are the essential tools necessary to develop approaches for resolving
flooding impacts on the highway and precluding future at-risk development. Such mapping would alert
existing homeowners to the benefits of acquiring flood insurance for their structures and increase the
potential for homeowners to take necessary precautions as floods occur. Achieving a greater
understanding of the extent of the flood and erosion risks associated with structures also may increase a
property owner’s willingness to consider selling.
Flood hazard mapping along the Greenwater River would provide the necessary information to assess the
extent of flooding and would help identify structures most at risk from floodwaters. With this
information, a more specific strategy could be developed, which may include elevating or removing
residences that are at risk.

5.10.11 Proposed Actions
Resolving the existing flood risks along the lower White and Greenwater Rivers through land acquisitions
and project implementation will take several years. The proposed actions encompass large-scale projects,
a small near-term repair and acquisitions necessary to implement construction projects or remove floodprone structures. Major construction projects to improve flood conveyance are located in the lowermost
reach of the White River, some of which would require easement or fee simple land acquisitions. For the
41st Street setback project, intended to accommodate increased flood conveyance and reduce the potential
for overbank flooding, a feasibility analysis is needed to guide the project design. Acquisition of at-risk,
flood-prone homes is recommended for the Red Creek area and at the mouth of the Greenwater River.
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Table 5-21 summarizes the start list of proposed flood hazard management actions for the White River in
King County. The status quo projects are the actions recommended for funding using current River and
Floodplain Management Program revenues and grant funding at a level typically received by the
program. The enhanced projects address the next set of needs and actions, which will be pursued with
additional funding and participation of affected parties and partners. Appendix G identifies the complete
list of problems, a subset of which contains a proposed action that would be needed to comprehensively
address flood hazard management needs in each basin.
Project summaries for site-specific actions follow Table 5-21. The river miles used in the project
summary sheets to identify approximate project locations were generated by a route system algorithm
using 2002 King County Streams and Rivers geographic information system base data; left-bank and
right-bank notations refer to the river bank as viewed looking downstream.
TABLE 5-21
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE WHITE AND GREENWATER RIVERS
(2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Description

Status Quo Funding
White River Channel
Migration Zone Study
and Mapping

Prepare channel migration zone study and maps for the White
River. Supports recommendation CMZ-1.

$30,000

White River Flood
Study

Prepare flood study and corresponding FEMA Flood Insurance
Studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps for the White River.
Supports recommendation MAP-1.

$400,000

Greenwater River Flood Prepare flood study and corresponding FEMA Flood Insurance
Study
Studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps for the Greenwater River
Supports recommendation MAP-1.
County Line to A-Street Reduce flood-related risk to residential area by purchasing floodprone property and providing conveyance through an existing levee
Flood Conveyance
into adjacent floodplain and wetlands.
Improvement
Pacific City Park
Revetment Repair

Repair damaged concrete revetment.

41st Street Setback
Feasibility Analysis

Conduct levee setback feasibility study to protect homes and
school.

Red Creek Acquisitions

Remove homes subject to flooding and erosion hazards.

$1,193,000

$183,000

Total Status Quo Funding
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TABLE 5-21 (CONTINUED)
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE WHITE AND GREENWATER RIVERS
(2007–2016)
Enhanced Funding
3rd Place and Pacific
City Park Revetment
Retrofit

Rehabilitate failing concrete slab revetment by replacing with
bioengineered flood protection facility.

$6,447,000

TransCanada Flood
Conveyance
Improvement

Implement levee modification project.

$1,421,000

White-Greenwater
Acquisition

Purchase and remove residential structures subject to flood and
erosion hazards.

$785,000

Total Enhanced Funding

$8,653,000

Total White and Greenwater Rivers

$11,259,000
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County Line to A-Street Flood Conveyance Improvement
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 10, White River
River Mile 5.5 to 6.20, both banks
Council District 7
Jurisdiction: Pacific
Public and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,193,000

Problem Statement
Flows in this reach are constricted by concrete revetment banks and are partially contained by a short
length of left bank levee, the Union Pacific levee, downstream of the A-Street and BNSF Railway
bridges. Currently, the active channel is disconnected from its floodplain by the left bank levee,
prohibiting sediments from being deposited and flood waters from entering the left, undeveloped,
overbank. Flood flows are directed toward the right bank revetment, where residential development is
located along the top of the riverbank. During the 1995 and 1996 floods, the lower end of the left bank
flood protection facility near the King and Pierce county line was flooded, connecting the river and
wetland flows. The White River carries a high sediment load and this reach is a depositional area. River
gravels in this area and the downstream reaches had been dredged periodically prior to the mid-1980s.
Severe flood conditions combined with increased deposition could exacerbate flood flow impingement
into the right bank, resulting in damage to the Pacific City Park concrete revetment and placing the
adjacent residential community at-risk of flooding.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, primarily drainage systems and streets and a flood protection
facility;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Acquire the remaining private property via fee simple or flood easement purchase to implement this levee
modification project. Conduct a floodplain hydraulic analysis and determine current-day base flood
elevations to verify the extent of potential flood risk to the right bank residential and park developments.
Complete channel migration zone mapping to determine the extent of potential erosion risk. Reconnect
the active channel to its left overbank floodplain by breaching the Union Pacific levee, allowing for
improved flood flow conveyance into the existing floodplain area and for the restoration of river channel
processes through the reach. Replace an existing concrete culvert with a shallow box culvert for flow
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reentry into the river channel within Pierce County. This project is also a recommended Water Resource
Inventory Area 10 salmon habitat recovery project.

Project Benefits
Acquisition of the three parcels allows for the implementation of a flood protection facility modification
that will result in a reduction of the potential flooding of the existing development on the right bank.
Flood conveyance and storage of water and sediment in the reach will be improved by accommodating
flood flows in the left overbank floodplain area through the reconnection of the active channel to its
floodplain. This action will reduce flood risks to the residential and park properties located along the
right bank floodplain. This project site is the only remaining significantly sized overbank area available
to enhance flood storage and improve conveyance in the lower White River within the Cities of Pacific
and Auburn.

Coordination
Although much of the project area is already owned by King County, three private parcels in King County
and portions of other parcels in Pierce County are needed under fee simple acquisition or flood easement
for project implementation. Property owner willingness is essential to the project’s implementation.
Coordination with Pierce County via the Inter-County River Improvement Agreement is required. The
Muckleshoot and Puyallup Indian Tribal fishery resources staff have been supportive of this proposal. It
is a Water Resource Inventory Area 10 salmon habitat recovery project site.

Other Information or Needs
As-built condition should be used to revise the effective FEMA flood insurance rate maps for this reach.
This project is included in the Water Resource Inventory Area 10 Ecosystem Restoration Feasibility
Study with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and is strongly supported by the Puyallup Tribe of Indians.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Countyline.pdf
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Pacific City Park Revetment Repair
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 10, White River
River Mile 5.8 to 6.2, Right Bank
Council District 7
Jurisdiction: Pacific
Public and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$183,000

Problem Statement
The active channel is constricted by concrete revetments on both banks. On the right bank is countyowned property that is leased to the City of Pacific for use as a park with active recreational uses. Prior to
the use of the area as a park, the site was a county landfill. No functional riparian buffer exists due to the
concrete revetment along the river’s edge and the high use by park visitors. A small length of the
concrete revetment at the upstream end of the park is broken and undermined along the ordinary high
water line. This portion of the revetment is on the outside of the meander and there is the potential for
further erosion, which will cause an increased amount of damaged area if not repaired. The park is nearly
all within the 100-year floodplain with nearly half of the downstream portion of the park area within the
area of historical active channel locations.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Damage to public infrastructure: a city park and the flood protection facility it is protected by.

Proposed Project or Action
Repair a small portion of the existing damaged revetment. Remove portions of the concrete revetment.
Place a log and rock toe below the ordinary high water line and restabilize the bank face using
bioengineering techniques. Revegetate the upper bank and the top of bank area of the project site with
native trees and shrubs. Conduct project scoping and prepare design and permit applications in 2006.
Construction is expected in 2007.

Project Benefits
This small repair project would eliminate the potential need later on for a more extensive repair should
the concrete revetment continue to be undermined and the extent of damage become more extensive.
Repair of the existing damaged section of the revetment is also needed due to the high public use of the
park along the river edge. The repair project could be used to demonstrate the resiliency of a
bioengineering design approach, and so initiate support for conceptual design of a larger-scale retrofit of
the entire concrete revetment.

Coordination
Project timing must be well-coordinated with the city due to annually scheduled park activities. This
flood protection facility was built through the Inter-County River Improvement Agreement. Coordination
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of the project design and implementation with Pierce County is therefore needed. Integrate design with
future revetment retrofit as described in the 3rd place and Pacific City Park Revetment project.

Other Information or Needs:
Historical information about the King County landfill is needed to determine the specific location and
types of landfill materials within the project site.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Pacific.pdf
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41st Street Setback Feasibility Analysis and Design
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 10, White River
River Mile 7.00 to 7.70, Right Bank
Council District 7
Jurisdiction: Auburn
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$25,000

Problem Statement
The river channel is directed toward the right bank by the valley wall projecting from the southern, left
bank. Given this physical feature, the river and flood flows have the potential for lateral migration into
the right bank, which contains the City of Auburn’s Mt. Baker Junior High School, sixteen single-family
residences, a multi-family development and 41st Street, a private road. The existing revetment is
composed of sporadically placed concrete rubble and has some minimal vegetation, mainly a single line
of maturing cottonwoods with no understory shrubs or saplings. The composition of the revetment
materials underneath the concrete rumble is unknown, adding to the uncertainty of the structural integrity
to provide erosion protection.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Damage to public infrastructure, including a school, drainage systems and streets;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Conduct a feasibility analysis and develop the design for a setback of the existing revetted river bank.
Verify whether a flood easement exists for the flood protection facility. Conduct a field investigation to
determine the revetment materials, assess the revetment for its level of erosion protection and measure the
available landward area that could accommodate a setback while maintaining an adequate width for the
private road. Develop a project design that can be used to discuss the proposed setback with the private
property owner and the school district. With property owner support, modify the flood protection facility
by setting it back farther from the active river channel.

Project Benefits
Repositioning the right bank revetment will provide increased flood flow capacity in this portion of the
river, which is highly constrained by the position of the southern valley wall. Added flow area would
reduce erosion velocities in the river channel. Retrofitting the flood protection facility by removing
unconsolidated rumble and installing a more resilient, bioengineered revetment will increase the level of
erosion protection along this outside meander bend. This improved flood protection facility would offer
increased erosion protection for the existing residential area, school property and private road.
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Revegetation elements of the bioengineered design would not only serve to stabilize the river bank but
also would make a significant improvement to the condition of the riparian buffer.

Coordination
Increasing channel velocities along this meander could improve the flow transition and conditions
downstream along the Roegner Park area where the river bank is currently in an eroded condition.
Implementation of the setback project is dependent upon property owner support and whether there is
adequate landward area to shift the road if necessary. This flood protection facility was constructed
through the Inter-County River Improvement Agreement and the proposed design should be coordinated
with Pierce County. Improvement of the degraded condition of the riparian buffer along this reach is a
Water Resource Inventory Area 10 salmon habitat recovery project proposal.

Other Information or Needs
Channel migration hazard mapping and updated flood hazard mapping along this reach is needed to
inform property owners about the existing hazard conditions and potential risks and will be used in
developing an appropriate design for the setback flood protection facility.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/41st.pdf
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Red Creek Acquisitions
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 10, White River and Red Creek
River Mile 25.7 to 27.1, Right Bank
Council District 9
Unincorporated King County
Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$735,000

Problem Statement
This area is located two river miles downstream of Mud Mountain Dam. The river along this reach
experiences periodic and rapid river channel migration. In addition, deep fast flows occur in various
paths in the right bank floodplain. The extent of inundation and bank erosion can quickly change,
threatening several existing residential structures. The Red Creek channel and its confluence are
overwhelmed by White River flood flows along this 1.25-mile reach. One home is surrounded by
multiple-channel flow paths in the floodplain; another home is immediately adjacent to the mainstem and
within the riparian buffer area; a third home is on a low terrace of floodplain, but is in the direct flow path
of the right bank mainstem meander; two other homes are positioned on a somewhat higher terrace and
may not be directly affected by current flood flows but may lie within a channel migration hazard area
and could be at risk in the future.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
In this high hazard area, at-risk residential homes should be acquired and removed. Land areas disturbed
during removal of structures should be restored to a natural grade and replanting with native plants.
Future development should be prohibited from flood and channel migration hazard zones. A floodplain
analysis should be completed to determine current-day base flood elevations to verify the extent of
potential flood hazard areas. A channel migration study and mapping should be completed to determine
the extent of potential erosion risk. Outreach to property owners is needed to provide information about
the existing flood and erosion hazards and to assess the willingness of current property owners to sell atrisk homes.
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Project Benefits
Acquisition of the at-risk homes would permanently eliminate the risk to public safety along this reach.
Up-to-date flood and channel migration hazard mapping would prevent future at-risk development and
direct development to appropriate low risk areas.

Coordination
Property owner willingness to sell the flood-prone homes is essential to implementing this action to
permanently eliminate the public safety risk.

Other Information or Needs
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has increased its coordination with the Red Creek residents, which
has resulted in an improved level of understanding regarding water levels along the Red Creek reach and
flow releases from Mud Mountain Dam.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Red.pdf
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3rd Place and Pacific City Park Revetment Retrofit
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 10, White River
River Mile 5.8 to 6.4, Right Bank
Council District 7
Jurisdiction: City of Pacific
Public and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$6,447,000

Problem Statement
A subdivision is immediately adjoining the top of the aging and degraded concrete revetment. The homes
in this subdivision are very close to flood waters and homeowners have encroached into the 20-foot-wide
river protection easement area. Channel constriction in this reach and the location of the homes on the
outside of a meander create the potential for flooding to impact these residences. No equipment access to
the top of the revetment is available due to the position of the homes on the river bank. No riparian buffer
exists due to the concrete revetment and the riverside residences. 16 homes are within the area of the
historical active channel location.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Damage to public infrastructure, primarily drainage systems, streets and a flood protection
facility;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Notify homeowners about the established easement and provide flood preparedness information. Develop
a revetment retrofit design to remove degraded concrete slabs, and install a benched, biostabilized
riverbank from the A-Street and BNSF Railway bridges down to the existing vegetated bank at the
downstream end of the city park. Remove homes located between the top of bank and 3rd Place SE. Reestablish and connect riparian buffer with the adjacent, similar buffer restoration along the city park. See
also Pacific City Park Revetment Repair.

Project Benefits
Removing the homes and installing a biostabilized benched riverbank, will permanently eliminate flood
risks to the existing top of bank homes and the river channel will have increased capacity to convey flood
waters. The newly installed biostabilized bank will link to the existing riparian buffer, providing an
improved buffer along the entire reach of the right bank from A-Street to the King and Pierce county line.
The project design and installation should be developed to accommodate public recreation needs within
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the city park. This site would also provide an excellent opportunity for public education and outreach on
flood hazards and natural river systems.

Coordination
The willingness of the property owners to sell their homes and City of Pacific collaboration for work on
the revetment within the park area are needed. Improvement of this non-existent riparian buffer is an
action recommended in the salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 10. This
project should be coordinated with flood hazard management projects proposed for this area.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/third-place.pdf
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TransCanada Flood Conveyance Improvement
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 10, White River
River Mile 8.2 to 10.7, Left Bank
Council District 7
Jurisdiction Auburn and Muckleshoot Indian Tribe
Public and Private lands
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$1,421,000

Problem Statement
The TransCanada levee located immediately upstream of the City of Auburn's Wilderness Park extends
into the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Reservation up to the Williams Natural Gas Pipeline crossing at River
Mile 10.7. The levee forces the river channel into the northern bluff of the valley wall. The levee was
breached in the 1975 flood event and experienced additional erosion in flood events in 1990 and 1995-96.
Flood waters now can reoccupy some of the historical floodplain channels that were cutoff from the
active channel when the levee was constructed. A portion of the flow path is illustrated in the existing
FEMA flood hazard mapping from the western portion of the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Reservation
boundary. Although breached, much of the levee prism remains, constricting portions of the river reach
and continuing to force flows into the toe of slope of the right bank valley wall. The overbank flows
spread out and travel downstream into the Wilderness Park area, where they funnel into an off-channel to
reenter the river through a previously return-flow breached area of the levee. The City of Auburn has
constructed the trail over a return-flow breach in the levee and placed two 12-inch culverts, although the
off-channel is a quite large trapezoidal flow path with at least a 15-foot bottom width. Overbank flows
are expected to continue to enter this off-channel path and may overwhelm the dual-culvert capacity,
potentially resulting in damage to the trail embankment or the adjoining trail paths and park land.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Damage to public infrastructure, primarily a park trail.

Proposed Project or Action
Acquire the off-channel floodplain portions of the adjoining undeveloped private parcels and modify the
breached portions of the levee to improve flood flow conveyance in the overbank areas of the floodplain.
Use existing cross-section data and map the breach locations with global positioning system equipment
to initially determine the extent of the existing overbank flow paths. Conduct a project feasibility analysis
by developing a hydraulic model and performing a geomorphic assessment of the levee, the breach
locations and flow paths. Develop a new trail alignment that eliminates the need for an off-channel
crossing. If the trail alignment is not feasible, assess the culvert capacity and replace the culverts to
accommodate the expected overbank flow. Enhancing off-channel habitat along this area is a Water
Resource Inventory Area 10 salmon habitat recovery plan proposal.
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Project Benefits
The existing overbank flow paths are not mapped or quantified. By quantifying and locating the existing
flow paths and assessing the hydraulic and geomorphic conditions of the levee, the existing breaches
could be modified to accommodate flood flows and decrease the erosive flows currently forced into the
right bank toe of slope of the valley bluff. Acquisition of flood hazard areas identified through a
hydraulic analysis of the reach would prevent future, at-risk development and also provide the necessary
land area to accommodate improved flood flow conveyance along this reach. This improved conveyance
would be implemented in conjunction with an upsizing of the existing culverts or realignment of the trail,
which would prevent future flood damage to the trail. Improving off-channel areas would be beneficial to
salmonids by providing flood refugia. The project feasibility analysis will determine the extent of the risk
to downstream developed park property and illustrate the potential enhancements that could be realized
by modifying portions of the existing levee and the existing breaches. With the acquisition of the
adjoining private parcel and an assessment of modifying the levee within the Wilderness Park at some
future time, this reach of the White River could realize a very low flood risk and so reduce flood risks to
the park property, and also provide for a higher natural resource value. This is a proposal from the
salmon habitat recovery plan for Water Resource Inventory Area 10.

Coordination
Coordination with the Muckleshoot and Puyallup Indian Tribes and the City of Auburn is needed.
Property owner willingness is necessary for the acquisition (fee simple or easement) of the privately
owned parcels.

Other Information or Needs
This project is also included in the Water Resource Inventory Area 10 Ecosystem Restoration Feasibility
Study with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Transcanada.pdf
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White-Greenwater Acquisition
Location Information
Water Resource Inventory Area 10, White and Greenwater Rivers
River Mile 45.85 to 45.9, Right Bank
Council District 9
Unincorporated
Private Land
No Agricultural Production District or Farmland Preservation Program lands

Estimated Cost
$785,000

Problem Statement
On the right bank of the White River at its confluence with the Greenwater River is a residential complex
(private home and rental apartments) that has experienced significant flooding and damages in the 1995
flood event. The White River channel eroded into the right bank, allowing flood waters to pass through
the property and three structures. The home owner obtained a small business loan of $130,000 to make
repairs and construct a flood wall of concrete “ecology blocks” along the river bank. The residential site
remains vulnerable to the highly erosive flows along this reach, which could undermine the flood wall.
Also, the site could be flooded from the Greenwater River if the State Route 410 bridge pier accumulates
significant debris and results in flood waters overtopping the highway.

What Is at Risk
Risks identified in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Policy G-2 that this project is
intended to reduce or eliminate include:
•

Risk to public safety if residents are caught unaware of flood conditions or attempt to enter or
reenter flooded areas;

•

Risk to public safety if fire and rescue personnel are called upon to aid those unable or
unwilling to evacuate flooded homes;

•

Damage to private structures.

Proposed Project or Action
Acquire the property and remove the at-risk residential and rental structures. Remove the concrete flood
wall and restore the riverbank to a natural floodplain condition.

Project Benefits
Removal of the at-risk structures permanently eliminates the risk to public safety. After the structures are
removed, the river bank and floodplain area can be restored to a natural condition, improving the riparian
habitat at this confluence site.

Coordination
Property owner willingness to sell the property is essential to implementation of this project.
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Other Information or Needs
Implementation of this project may facilitate action by Washington State Department of Transportation to
replace the State Route 410 bridge over the Greenwater River. A floodplain analysis and channel
migration zone mapping for the White and Greenwater Rivers is needed to determine the current-day base
flood elevations and flood velocities and to verify the extent of potential flooding and bank erosion.

Project Area Map
A map of the project area may be found at:
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/archive-documents/wlr/flood/fhmp/pdf/Greenwater.pdf
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CHAPTER 6.
PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
Flooding and channel migration risks transcend political boundaries. Actions taken in upland portions of
a watershed may contribute to flooding and channel migration in lower portions of that watershed.
Individual actions taken by one floodplain jurisdiction or property owner can have beneficial or adverse
consequences for others in the same floodplain. This Plan, and its set of proposed policies, projects and
programs, is based on the premise that major river flooding in King County is a regional issue, and as
such, flood risk reduction requires extensive collaboration and strong partnerships.
The Plan recommends creation of a countywide flood control zone district to ensure effective and direct
implementation of the 10-Year Action Plan. In its regional role as flood risk reduction service provider,
King County will build upon its long history of coordinating and partnering with local jurisdictions,
special districts, state and federal agencies, and other stakeholders to reduce flood risks. Pre-existing
partnerships and relationships will be strengthened while new collaborative opportunities will be
developed.
Through the proposed flood control zone district and in partnership with jurisdictions, King County will
provide leadership in Plan implementation, including many of the project and program actions outlined in
the 10-year Action Plan detailed in Chapter 5 and Appendix F. Plan implementation will result in
multiple public benefits, including the reduction of flood and channel migration risks, the protection of
roads and other critical infrastructure that support regional safety and economic viability, the
enhancement of salmon habitat, and open space protection within floodplains.
Plan implementation will be informed by ongoing economic impact risk assessments, a systematic
approach for assessing risk to floodplain areas that depend on flood protection infrastructure, including
levees and revetments. As King County gains a more complete understanding of the condition of its
flood protection facilities and the degree to which those occupying the floodplain are at risk, Plan
implementation will be adjusted accordingly. Adaptive management approaches to Plan implementation
require a commitment to information management. Emerging data, maps, studies, innovative project
designs, and monitoring information will be maintained in an accessible and organized format. Informed
decision-making will ensure that limited financial resources will be directed to highest risk portions of the
floodplain environment.
This chapter describes Plan implementation considerations and provides recommendations associated
with King County’s implementation role, partnership and coordination opportunities, and adaptive
management strategies.

6.1 KING COUNTY’S ROLE
The River and Floodplain Management Program of King County’s Department of Natural Resources and
Parks provides regional flood risk reduction services to incorporated and unincorporated portions of the
County. This program will provide leadership in Plan implementation and will work closely with other
King County departments to maximize consistency between this Plan’s regional flood risk reduction
goals, objectives, guiding principles, policies, and proposed actions and other County-provided regional
services that have the potential to reduce the risk from flooding and channel migration. Other King
County-provided services that assist Plan implementation include emergency operations, road
maintenance and bridge projects, stormwater services, private development permit issuance, regional trail
development, park and open space management, and habitat restoration projects and programs,
particularly those associated with water resource inventory areas and salmon habitat recovery plans. The
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River and Floodplain Management Program will work with other King County departments and
jurisdictions to pursue cooperative, interdisciplinary Plan implementation strategies.
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan will be adopted as a technical appendix to the
King County Comprehensive Plan. The King County Comprehensive Plan is the County’s legal
framework for land use in unincorporated King County and is the guiding document for functional plans
and development regulations. Given the many County-sponsored projects and initiatives in the vicinity of
the County’s major rivers and floodplain environments, it is imperative that King County departments
operate in manner that is consistent with the flood risk reduction policies and implementing regulations
supported by the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan.
Other King County departments will also be directly involved with the implementation of this Plan. The
Department of Development and Environmental Services will review and regulate floodplain permits
jointly with the River and Floodplain Management Program. Smaller tributary streams and constructed
drainage systems handling stormwater runoff in unincorporated King County are regulated through the
King County Surface Water Design Manual, administered jointly by the Department of Natural Resources
and Parks and the Department of Development and Environmental Services. King County’s River and
Floodplain Management Program collaborates closely with these County agencies and will continue to do
so as part of Plan implementation.
The King County Office of Emergency Management, of the King County Department of Executive
Services, prepares and maintains the King County Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan for compliance with
the federal Disaster Mitigation Act. The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan will serve
as the flood hazard mitigation plan component of the King County Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan,
which makes the River and Floodplain Management Program eligible for federal disaster mitigation grant
funding. This transition within the regional Hazard Mitigation plan will occur via the plan maintenance
strategy identified in the Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan, which includes processes for annual review
and update, along with a strategy for a 5-year update of the overall plan. The King County Office of
Emergency Management is the lead agency for coordination and response during emergencies. The River
and Floodplain Management Program works with the Office of Emergency Management to provide
efficient delivery of emergency response services.
King County collaborates with many government agency and non-agency floodplain stakeholders to
achieve flood risk reduction project, program, and policy outcomes. The following section provides a
summary of the primary stakeholders and partners that the River and Floodplain Management Program
anticipates working with as part of Plan implementation.

6.2 COORDINATION AND PARTNERSHIPS
Given the patchwork of jurisdictions and stakeholders in King County’s floodplain environments, the
River and Floodplain Management Program partners and coordinates with diverse sets of interests. All of
the major river basins in King County contain incorporated cities, many of which are located in
floodplains. King County also shares jurisdiction with Pierce County in the White River basin and with
Snohomish County in the Snoqualmie and Skykomish River basins. Other major river floodplain
stakeholders include: state and federal agencies, water resource inventory area planning partners, Native
American tribes, river recreational groups, private property owners, and non-governmental organizations.
This section describes the variety of partners the River and Floodplain Management Program typically
interacts with for flood risk reduction purposes. King County will continue to strengthen these preexisting relationships, as part of Plan implementation. Formation of a countywide flood control zone
district will strengthen future Plan implementation options and partnerships.
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6.2.1 Cities
All communities that are required to plan under the Washington State Growth Management Act (Chapter
36.70A RCW) must prepare comprehensive plans and adopt implementing regulations for the protection
of frequently flooded areas. All communities are also required to comply with the Washington State
regulations for floodplain management adopted under the Flood Control by Counties Act (Chapter 86.12
RCW). King County’s floodplain regulations and policies, as contained in the Critical Areas Ordinance
and this Plan, limit development in unincorporated portions of the County’s major river floodplains. The
effect of these regulations and policies would be far-reaching if they were developed and enforced
consistently throughout the incorporated and unincorporated portions of the County; however, flood
hazard regulations vary considerably among jurisdictions.
State laws pertaining to comprehensive flood control management plans require all jurisdictions within
the planning area to participate in the development of a comprehensive flood hazard management plan
and ultimately adopt the plan for implementation within their community. King County acknowledges
that each jurisdiction is faced with different levels of existing development, resources for implementing
flood hazard management programs, and staff for enforcing regulations. It is clear that wholesale
adoption by the cities of the policies contained in this Plan may not be appropriate. However, it is
important that flood hazard regulations and programs adopted by other jurisdictions ensure that there will
be no adverse impact on other jurisdictions. Therefore, the way in which cities implement no-adverseimpact policies and regulations should be tailored to each city’s needs and resources.
Following adoption of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan and pending formation of
a countywide flood control zone district, King County will continue to provide technical assistance and
services to cities, within the limitations of King County resources, including floodplain mapping,
technical evaluation such as sediment monitoring, flood protection facility retrofit projects, and removal
of at-risk structures from flood-prone areas. King County’s floodplain management services provided to
cities is often formalized through interlocal agreements, cost-share arrangements, joint grant applications,
and other partnership arrangements.

6.2.2 Special Districts and Funds
Nine special districts address flood risk reduction in King County. These districts vary in their
composition, administrative authorities, and operations. The Green River Flood Control Zone District
was established in 1960, and its authority to generate revenue through a levy was activated in December
1990. The District provides a funding base for the operation and maintenance of Green River levees,
revetments and pump stations within its boundaries, and administration of the District’s work program.
The Patterson Creek Flood Control Zone District, which does not collect fees at this time, advises King
County regarding flooding and surface water management issues, organizes volunteer stewardship
activities, and educates local residents about flooding, water quality and habitat issues. The Inter-County
River Improvement Fund was established in 1914 to jointly fund and manage the maintenance of
approximately 19 miles of the White River between King and Pierce Counties; this Fund currently
collects minimal fees, countywide (RCW 86.13). For additional detail regarding these special districts
and funds, see Chapter 7.

6.2.3 Dam Operators: Local and Federal
Major dams have been built in four of King County’s six major river basins: the South Fork Tolt River
Dam in the Snoqualmie River basin; the Masonry Dam on the Cedar River; the Howard Hanson Dam on
the Green River; and the Mud Mountain Dam on the White River. These dams are operated by either the
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City of Seattle or the United States Army Corps of Engineers for a variety of purposes, including
municipal water supply, hydroelectric power and flood control.
The River and Floodplain Management Program coordinates with the City of Seattle and the Army Corps
of Engineers to ensure that flows from the dams are managed to minimize flood risks to downstream
portions of the watersheds. Future anticipated effects on the Pacific Northwest’s water regime associated
with global climate change, salmon habitat recovery, and increased demands on water supply necessitate
ongoing communication and cooperation among the River and Floodplain Management Program and the
agencies that operate dams.

6.2.4 Water Resource Inventory Areas
State code authorizes planning for Water Resource Inventory Areas to address water quantity, water
quality, habitat, and in-stream flow (RCW 90.82.060). Salmon habitat recovery planning in Water
Resource Inventory Areas 7, 8, 9 and 10 culminated in the completion and adoption of salmon habitat
recovery plans. Cities, counties, and other partners in Water Resource Inventory Areas 7, 8, 9 and 10 are
currently implementing the salmon habitat recovery plans.
Many of the objectives and projects proposed in the salmon habitat recovery plans physically coincide
with portions of the County’s major rivers that experience significant flooding, erosion, and channel
migration. In many cases, the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan proposes flood risk
reduction projects that are compatible with the identified habitat restoration projects. Whenever possible,
the River and Floodplain Management Program partners with the Water Resource Inventory Area
planning partners or other interested parties to complete projects that have multiple public benefits, such
as flood risk reduction and habitat improvement.

6.2.5 Native American Tribes
Federally recognized Native American tribes in King County are recognized as sovereign nations. Native
Americans have lived and worked in proximity to the shoreline environments in what is now King
County for thousands of years. These tribes have also retained treaty fishing rights along streams, rivers
and coastal shores in King County. Early and ongoing coordination between King County and the tribes
minimizes the likelihood of impacts from flood risk reduction projects on cultural and historic resources
or to tribal fisheries.

6.2.6 Federal Agencies and Programs
The River and Floodplain Management Program primarily interacts and partners with two federal
agencies—the United States Army Corps of Engineers and FEMA—to achieve its regional flood risk
reduction objectives.
The United States Army Corps of Engineers sponsors flood risk reduction projects through its Section
205 program. This program requires local participation and has resulted in the completion of two levee
improvement projects on the Green River: Horseshoe Bend 205 and Tukwila 205. The Corps of
Engineers, King County, and the City of Snoqualmie partnered on a Section 205 excavation project near
the top of Snoqualmie Falls on the Snoqualmie River, the majority of which was completed in 2004, with
final completion scheduled for 2007.
A second United States Army Corps of Engineers program that affects flood risk reduction initiatives in
King County is the Rehabilitation and Inspection Program, promulgated under PL 84-99. Most of King
County’s levees are not eligible for this program due to inadequate freeboard and levee vegetation
maintenance practices. The River and Floodplain Management Program staff have pursued staff level
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dialogue regarding the inconsistency between the United States Army Corps of Engineers’ levee
maintenance requirements regarding riparian vegetation for Pacific Northwest rivers. King County will
continue this dialogue with the Corps of Engineers as part of Plan implementation, to explore alternative
maintenance standards that meet requirements detailed in the adopted salmon habitat recovery plans for
Water Resource Inventory Areas 7, 8, 9 and 10.
During major flood events, the United States Army Corps of Engineers provides emergency floodfighting support to King County and coordinates with the River and Floodplain Management Program
regarding its dam operations to minimize downstream flood risks.
FEMA’s National Flood Insurance Program provides federally backed flood insurance to participating
communities, insuring home and business owners against private property damage and loss due to
flooding. King County’s rating as a Class 3 community under the Community Rating System means that
residents in unincorporated King County who purchase flood insurance receive up to a 35 percent savings
on their insurance premiums. This results in savings of thousands of dollars every year for King County
residents. The National Flood Insurance Program also tracks repetitive loss properties and annually
submits updated parcel scale information to King County.

6.2.7 Non-Governmental Organizations and Volunteer Groups
King County partners with non-governmental organizations and volunteer groups to achieve long-term,
regional flood risk reduction objectives along major rivers. Non-governmental organizations such as
Earth Corps, Trust for Public Lands, Cascade Land Conservancy, and Washington Conservation Corps
contribute valuable technical assistance and crew support. Other community groups and businesses also
contribute many volunteer planting and site stewardship hours in support of major river flood risk
reduction and habitat restoration projects.

6.3 ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
A cornerstone of this Plan’s implementation strategy will be adaptive management. As new technical
information associated with King County’s flood hazard management corridors evolves, plan
implementation priorities will be reevaluated. Shifting plan implementation priorities over time will
reflect the River and Floodplain Management Program’s more detailed understanding of the level of risk
posed by flooding and channel migration to human safety and the regional economy, the degree to which
current structural and non-structural flood risk reduction strategies are working, and the effectiveness of
aquatic and riparian habitat enhancement and mitigation measures.
Plan implementation will always reflect the precept that flooding is a natural process that provides many
valuable contributions to an ecosystem. Reducing the risk to humans from flooding and channel
migration has long-term consequences for people, property, and the many land uses and values associated
with the County’s major river floodplains. Public safety and regional economic interests will be
evaluated within a context of the large-scale ecosystem functions and values provided by major rivers and
their floodplains. This type of analysis requires a more complete understanding of flood risks along the
County’s major rivers.
Adaptive management of major rivers for flood risk reduction requires high quality, well organized, and
accessible technical information. The River and Floodplain Management Program and if enacted, the
countywide flood control zone district, will use state-of-the-art information management strategies and
performance assessment tools to measure flood risk reduction and ecosystem changes associated with
plan implementation.
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6.4 CLIMATE CHANGE AND MAJOR RIVER FLOODING
Future predicted warmer climate conditions in Western Washington will result in precipitation falling as
rain instead of snow which could increase the magnitude of fall and winter flooding along King County’s
major rivers. As a result, flood events may be more frequent and longer in duration. Current weather
patterns and subsequent flooding events exceed the protective capacity of King County’s aging system of
500 levees and revetments. The potential for increased magnitude and frequency of fall and winter flood
events in King County require immediate near- and long-term strategies to prepare for potential increased
flood risks, as a result of warmer climate conditions.
Research is currently underway to evaluate the relationships between climate change and flooding to
better understand the impacts that warmer conditions will have on the frequency, duration and intensity of
fall and winter storms and associated flooding events in Western Washington. Research findings will
inform King County’s long-term flood risk reduction strategies in response to climate change. The 2006
King County Flood Hazard Management Plan proposes proactive public safety actions, each of which is
consistent with the University of Washington Climate Impact Group’s recommendations to minimize the
potential effects of a warming climate to major river flooding in King County.

6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
•

IMP-1—King County should maintain its Community Rating System rating of 3 or better as
a primary measure of successful flood risk reduction.

•

IMP-2—King County should authorize a countywide flood control zone district to ensure
effective Plan implementation and efficient multi jurisdictional coordination efforts. The use
of interlocal agreements or other contractual relationships in support of achieving long-term
comprehensive flood risk reduction solutions will be evaluated.



IMP-3—King County should provide technical expertise, when funding and staffing are
available, to help incorporated cities develop policies, regulations and programs that are
consistent with the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan.

•

IMP-4—The River and Floodplain Management Program should continue to work with King
County’s Office of Emergency Management to prepare updates to the flood hazard mitigation
component of the 2006 King County Hazard Mitigation Plan.

•

IMP-5—The River and Floodplain Management Program should actively coordinate with
Water Resource Inventory Area salmon habitat plan implementation efforts to maximize
partnership opportunities for portions of the County’s major river floodplains where joint
projects will result in flood risk reduction and salmon habitat restoration.

•

IMP-6—King County will continue to notify affected tribes early in the project planning and
design process of flood risk reduction projects to allow the tribes to comment on the
proposals and identify any potential impacts on Native American tribal cultural or fisheries
resources. Discussion of the measures and the possibility of uncovering materials of
archaeological or historic significance near inland waters should be discussed during a
preconstruction conference with the construction crew and contractor prior to performing the
work on the site.

•

IMP-7—River and Floodplain Management Program construction management staff and
construction crews should receive training in field identification of archaeological historic
artifacts. The training should include an overview of archaeological and heritage resource
management issues and contemporary archaeological field methods, and emphasize
collaboration of natural resource professionals, archaeologists and Native Americans in the
protection of cultural resources.
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•

IMP-8—King County should dedicate additional plan implementation funds for adaptive
management purposes.

•

IMP-9—King County will continue its discussions with the United States Army Corps of
Engineers to explore alternative Rehabilitation and Inspection Program (PL 84-99) levee
vegetation maintenance standards that are compatible with salmon habitat recovery
requirements as detailed within the adopted salmon habitat recovery plans for Water
Resource Inventory Areas 7, 8, 9 and 10.

•

IMP-10—King County should continue to provide staffing, management, and administration
to ensure effective implementation of the Green River Flood Control Zone District projects,
programs, pump station operations and other related activities.

•

IMP-11—King County should modify flood risk reduction strategies in response to emerging
research on climate change and its impact on major river flooding in Western Washington.
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CHAPTER 7.
FUNDING
King County faces significant challenges in the years ahead to deal with a deteriorating system of flood
protection facilities, most which were built nearly five decades ago. Many flood protection facilities are
currently damaged, are not regularly or adequately maintained due to funding limitations, and are subject
to major damage or failure during a major flood event. Failure of these facilities could have dramatic and
adverse impacts on people’s lives and property. Adverse impacts from floods also extend to roads,
bridges and other public and private infrastructure and cause significant impacts on important natural and
environmental resources.
Maintaining and reconstructing King County’s flood risk reduction infrastructure to present day standards
is vitally important for public safety and for the economic well being of King County. Continuing the
current, limited levels of service for ongoing maintenance and repair will inevitably result in the citizens
of King County facing a flooding disaster with serious financial implications.
A strategic financial investment plan is essential to the future implementation of structural capital
improvements; maintenance and repair of existing flood protection facilities; acquisition, relocation and
elevation of repetitively damaged structures; and flood hazard mapping studies. In addition, flood hazard
warning and education are essential to protecting the significant public and private investments
throughout King County. However, King County’s limited fixed funding sources jeopardize the ability to
provide regional, comprehensive flood hazard management services that ensure protection of public
safety in the event of a flood disaster.
This chapter describes existing funding sources and accomplishments, federal and state partnerships, levy
increase limitations, short- and long-term funding levels, new or expanded funding options, and a
recommendation for a new regional funding source. The recommendation presented is to establish and
enact a countywide flood control zone district at a funding level necessary to provide enhanced flood
hazard management services that will ensure long-term funding of flood risk reduction actions to protect
lives, public and private properties, regional economic centers, natural resources and prime agricultural
soils.

7.1 LOCAL FUNDING DEDICATED FOR FLOOD RISK REDUCTION
Existing dedicated sources for funding the recommendations in this Plan through the River and
Floodplain Management Program are the countywide River Improvement Fund, the Inter-County River
Improvement Fund, and the Green River Flood Control Zone District. Annual funding from these sources
in recent years has been between $3.3 million and $3.5 million, while the total projected annual need to
accomplish all Action Plan recommendations is a minimum $17.9 million and up to $33.5 million
annually over the next 10 years.

7.1.1 Current Funding
The River Improvement Fund and the Green River Flood Control Zone District property tax levies are the
major revenue sources for the River and Floodplain Management Program and represent 98.6 percent of
the dedicated funds, based on 2005 revenues. The remaining 1.4 percent of dedicated funds comes from
the Inter-County River Improvement Fund. Tables 7-1 and 7-2 summarize average annual revenues from
these sources and revenue trends from 1991 through 2005.
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TABLE 7-1.
RIVER AND FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT PROGRAM LEVY AMOUNTS, 1991-2005
Yearly Levy Revenue
Green River Flood
Inter-County River
Control Zone District
Improvement Fund

Year

River Improvement
Fund

1991

$1,744,871

$410,505

$49,761

$2,205,137

1992

$1,924,521

$447,721

$50,049

$2,422,291

1993

$1,925,619

$474,607

$50,339

$2,450,565

1994

$1,925,918

$502,979

$50,028

$2,478,925

1995

$1,924,680

$533,178

$49,775

$2,507,633

1996

$1,950,239

$565,205

$49,803

$2,565,247

1997

$1,950,066

$599,125

$50,198

$2,599,389

1998

$1,950,101

$635,052

$50,016

$2,635,169

1999

$2,159,870

$714,606

$50,476

$2,924,952

2000

$2,189,774

$748,642

$49,891

$2,988,307

2001

$2,277,832

$786,904

$50,352

$3,115,088

2002

$2,362,974

$799,554

$50,545

$3,213,073

2003

$2,428,529

$849,988

$49,464

$3,327,981

2004

$2,498,868

$873,826

$49,039

$3,421,733

2005

$2,575,805

$901,356

$49,331

$3,526,492

Total

Source: King County Department of Assessment’s 1991-2005 Annual Reports

TABLE 7-2.
LEVY INCREASE AND PERCENT CHANGE, 1991-2005
River
Improvement
Fund

Green River
Flood Control
Zone District

Inter-County River
Improvement Fund

Total

$830,934

$490,851

$(430)

$1,321,355

Percent Change, 1991–2005

47.6%

119.6%

-0.9%

59.9%

Average Annual Increase

3.4%

8.5%

-0.1%

4.3%

Levy Increase, 1991–2005

These dedicated funding sources changed over this 14-year period as follows:
•

The River Improvement Fund levy increased nearly $831,000, an increase of 47.6 percent for
this period, or 3.4 percent annually. The levy rate was not increased between 1992 and 1998.
An increase in the levy rate was requested and approved in 1999 and in each successive year
through 2006.

•

The Green River Flood Control Zone District levy increased $490,851, an increase of
119.6 percent for this period, or 8.5 percent annually. The Green River Flood Control Zone
District’s Executive Committee recommended, and its Board of Supervisors approved, levy
increases up to the statutory limits over each prior year’s levy.
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The Inter-County River Improvement Fund levy has remained relatively constant at
approximately $50,000 annually since 1991.

7.1.2 Impacts of Levy Increase Limitations
Prior to 1997, taxing districts were limited to an annual property tax levy increase of 6 percent over the
prior year’s levy plus an allowance for new construction values. Under Washington State Referendum
47, passed by voters in 1997, the annual increase in levy revenue remained limited to 6 percent; however,
to enact an increase greater than the general inflation rate required a super-majority vote by the taxing
district’s governing body. Many jurisdictions, including King County, responded to this initiative by
limiting the annual growth in property taxes to the general rate of inflation.
In 2001, Washington State voters approved Initiative 747, which changed the 6 percent limit to 1 percent.
The state law, which went into effect in 2002, limits annual levy revenue increases to 1 percent, unless a
majority of voters approve a larger increase. This limitation affects King County’s ability to fund flood
hazard management projects and programs because the River Improvement Fund and Inter-County River
Improvement Fund property tax levies are effectively allocations of the countywide general property tax
levy which the Current Expense, or general fund, relies on for funding other essential programs. As such,
this limitation does not provide financial surety for revenue to keep pace with inflation, nor is it adequate
to maintain service levels needed to provide long-term regional, comprehensive flood hazard management
services and corresponding benefits to King County residents. Furthermore, the limited funding results in
flood damage risks at a level that would likely be deemed unacceptable by those residents.
As the assessed valuation of properties in King County appreciates at a rate greater than the 1-percent
levy rate increase limit set by Initiative 747, the levy rate and total levy revenue decrease relative to
existing property values. Since passage of the 1-percent annual levy increase limit, the average annual
levy increase for all dedicated River and Floodplain Management Program funds has been 3.3 percent
(see Table 7-3). The increase beyond 1 percent is directly attributable to new construction values that are
added to King County’s total assessed valuation, which is not included in the levy increase limit. While
levy increases have been relatively consistent with the rate of inflation, the resultant level of funding is
inadequate to address the total flood risk reduction needs.
TABLE 7-3.
LEVY INCREASE AND PERCENT CHANGE, 2002-2005
River
Improvement
Fund

Green River
Flood Control
Zone District

Inter-County River
Improvement Fund

Total

$212,831

$101,802

$(1,214)

$313,419

Percent Change 2002–2005

9.0%

12.7%

-2.4%

9.8%

Avg. Annual Increase

3.0%

4.2%

-0.8%

3.3%

Levy Increase 2002–2005

See Table 7-1 for annual levy amounts.

7.1.3 River Improvement Fund
The River and Floodplain Management Program and the majority of regional flood management services
are largely funded by the River Improvement Fund, created in the 1950s for the purpose of funding the
construction and repair of flood control facilities on major rivers throughout King County. Authorized
under Chapter 86.12 RCW, the River Improvement Fund is a countywide property tax levy, including
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properties in incorporated cities, assessed at an equal levy rate and based on a property’s total taxable
assessed valuation. Based on King County’s Department of Assessments, the 2005 River Improvement
Fund levy rate is $0.01039 per $1,000 of assessed value and generated $2.58 million in levy revenue in
2005. The owner of a property assessed at $303,000—the amount of a 2006 median priced home in King
County—paid $3.15 to the River Improvement Fund levy in 2005.
Under state law, the River Improvement Fund levy can be assessed up to a rate of $0.25 per $1,000 of
assessed value. As explained above, however, this authorization must fall within the countywide levy
which also provides a significant portion of King County’s general fund revenues. Since the mid-1980s,
the River Improvement Fund levy has averaged under $0.02 per $1,000 of assessed value and in recent
years has been $0.01 per $1,000 of assessed value. The King County Council’s ability to increase the
River Improvement Fund levy by direct action is constrained by the limitations of Initiative 747 on the
countywide levy. The majority of the countywide levy is allocated to the general fund, also known as the
Current Expense fund, and funds other mandatory and essential services, including police, public health,
courts and other criminal justice programs. The connection of the River Improvement Fund to King
County’s general levy and Current Expense fund limits the ability to capture the difference between the
statutory maximum and the current levy rate value. Because state law sets limits on both the total tax levy
and the annual rate of increase in tax revenue collected, the revenue generated by the River Improvement
Fund levy as a component of King County’s general levy competes with other essential and mandatory
services.
In order for King County’s general countywide levy to stay within statutory levy limits, any increases in
the River Improvement Fund levy must be offset by equivalent reductions in funding for other services
funded by King County’s general levy. Increases in the River Improvement Fund levy without such
offsets could only be increased by a majority vote of King County voters to allow an increase that exceeds
state limits.

7.1.4 Green River Flood Control Zone District
Several flood control zone districts have been created in King County to raise funds for construction and
maintenance activities in specific areas and along specific rivers. Presently, the Green River Flood
Control Zone District remains the only active flood control zone district in King County that generates
revenue. Annual funding for the Green River Flood Control Zone District in recent years has been
between $850,000 and $900,000, while the total projected annual need to accomplish identified
recommendations of this Plan within the Green River Flood Control Zone District is over $4.5 million
annually.
The Green River Flood Control Zone District, which is a quasi-municipal corporation and independent
taxing authority of the State of Washington authorized by Chapter 86.15 RCW, was originally established
with concurrence of the affected Lower Green River valley cities of Tukwila, Renton, Kent and Auburn in
1960. Early activities were limited to local sponsorship of federal flood control improvements affecting
tributaries to the Green River, such as construction of the pump stations serving the Springbrook Creek
and Southcenter drainage, and some limited property acquisitions affecting Mill Creek channels in
Auburn. In 1978, King County and the Green River valley cities signed an interlocal agreement to form
the Green River Basin Program, which supported a more comprehensive and programmatic
interjurisdictional flood control and drainage program for the Lower Green River Basin. The Green River
Basin Program was funded by a cost-share agreement between King County and the Lower Green River
cities.
In 1990, the King County Council passed Resolution GR-1, which activated the Green River Flood
Control Zone District’s taxing authority and established the first budget and levy for the Green River
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Flood Control Zone District at approximately $550,000. The purposes of the Green River Flood Control
Zone District as established in the enacting legislation include funding the operation, maintenance and
repair of levees, revetments and pump stations on the Green River and administration of the program. In
1992 and 2002, 10-year interlocal agreements between King County and the Lower Green River cities
were executed that set forth standards and procedures for maintaining and repairing the levees and
revetments within the District’s boundaries.
Since the early 1990s, District revenue has been generated through an ad valorem tax levy on all taxable
properties within its boundaries. According to King County’s Department of Assessments, the Green
River Flood Control Zone District’s levy rate in 2005 was $0.04658 per $1,000 of assessed valuation and
generated approximately $900,000. The owner of a property assessed at $303,000 paid $14.11 to the
Green River Flood Control Zone District levy in 2005.
State law limits the annual increase in total District levy revenue to 1 percent; as the assessed valuation of
properties in the District appreciates at a rate greater than 1 percent, the District’s relative levy rate and
total levy revenue decrease relative to existing property values. However, new construction values also
affect the District’s overall levy rate and provide a source of revenue beyond the 1 percent in existing
assessed property valuations. New construction values generate approximately $15,000 annually in
additional levy funds.

7.1.5 Inter-County River Improvement
Under Washington State law, whenever a river forms the boundary or part of the boundary between two
counties or where the river waters alternate between counties with potential for flood damage in both
counties, the counties may enter into an interlocal agreement to cooperatively develop and fund flood
control improvements and maintenance.
King and Pierce Counties created the Inter-County River Improvement in 1914, under the authorization of
Chapter 86.13 RCW, for the purpose of jointly funding maintenance and repair of flood protection
facilities along the White and Puyallup Rivers.
The Inter-County River Improvement Fund is a countywide property tax levy within King County
assessed at an equal levy rate and based on a property’s total taxable assessed valuation. From 1991
through 2005, the Inter-County River Improvement Fund tax levy has remained constant, collecting
approximately $50,000 per year, while the total projected need to accomplish high priority White River
recommendations identified in the Plan is over $1.12 million annually.
The 2005 Inter-County River Improvement Fund levy rate was $0.0002 per $1,000 of assessed value.
The owner of a property assessed at $303,000 paid $0.06 to the Inter-County River Improvement levy in
2005.
Like the River Improvement Fund, the Inter-County River Improvement levy is a component of King
County’s general levy and subject to statutory levy limits. Any levy increases beyond 1 percent in the
Inter-County River Improvement levy must be offset by equivalent reductions in funding for other
services funded by King County’s general levy, unless a majority vote of King County voters approves an
increase that exceeds statutory levy limits.

7.1.6 Historical Project and Program Expenditures
The River and Floodplain Management Program has made significant progress on the implementation of
flood risk reduction projects since 1991. Over $34 million in capital projects and technical studies have
been accomplished, with a 2-to-1 leverage rate of federal and state funds to local dedicated funds for these
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projects. Tables 7-4 and 7-5 summarize the accomplishments since 1991 by major program area, river
basin and funding source.
TABLE 7-4.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY PROGRAM AND RIVER BASIN, 1991-2005
Local
Funds

Program
Facility Repair & Construction
Cedar
Green
Sammamish
Skykomish
Snoqualmie
White
Facility Repair & Construction Total

Federal and
State Funds

Total

$747,700
$3,544,200
$191,900
$124,400
$3,572,500
$35,300
$8,216,000

$1,478,800
$6,184,200
$348,100
$403,400
$8,391,000
$46,600
$16,852,100

$2,226,500
$9,728,400
$540,000
$527,800
$11,963,500
$81,900
$25,068,100

Acquisition Total

$860,900
$38,600
$222,700
$260,000
$1,382,200

$2,281,500
$247,000
$1,767,100
$545,000
$4,840,600

$3,142,400
$285,600
$1,989,800
$805,000
$6,222,800

Floodplain Mapping Total

$203,800
$120,700
$88,900
$415,600
$829,000

$29,500
—
$123,200
$806,000
$958,700

$233,300
$120,700
$212,100
$1,221,600
$1,787,700

$16,000
$63,000
$15,000
$140,000
$51,000
$285,000

$47,500
—
$45,000
—
—
$92,500

$63,500
$63,000
$60,000
$140,000
$51,000
$377,500

Home Elevation Total

$4,800
$4,800

$562,400
$562,400

$567,200
$567,200

TOTAL

$10,717,000

$23,306,300

$34,023,300

Acquisition
Cedar
Green
Snoqualmie
White
Floodplain Mapping
Cedar
Green
Skykomish
Snoqualmie
Channel Migration Zone Mapping
Cedar
Green
Skykomish
Snoqualmie
White
Channel Migration Zone Mapping Total
Home Elevation
Snoqualmie
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TABLE 7-5.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY RIVER BASIN AND PROGRAM, 1991-2005
Local
Federal and
River Basin
Funds
State Funds
South Fork Skykomish River
Facility Repair & Construction

Total

$124,400

$403,400

$527,800

$88,900

$123,200

$212,100

$15,000
$228,300

$45,000
$571,600

$60,000
$799,900

$3,572,500

$8,391,000

$11,963,500

Acquisition

$222,700

$1,767,100

$1,989,800

Floodplain Mapping

$415,600

$806,000

$1,221,600

Channel Migration Zone Mapping

$140,000

—

$140,000

$4,800
$4,355,600

$562,400
$11,526,500

$567,200
$15,882,100

$191,900
$191,900

$348,100
$348,100

$540,000
$540,000

Facility Repair & Construction

$747,700

$1,478,800

$2,226,500

Acquisition

$860,900

$2,281,500

$3,142,400

Floodplain Mapping

$203,800

$29,500

$233,300

$16,000
$1,828,400

$47,500
$3,837,300

$63,500
$5,665,700

$3,544,200

$6,184,200

$9,728,400

$38,600

$247,000

$285,600

$120,700

—

$120,700

$63,000
$3,766,500

—
$6,431,200

$63,000
$10,197,700

$35,300

$46,600

$81,900

Acquisition

$260,000

$545,000

$805,000

Channel Migration Zone Mapping
White River Total

$51,000
$346,300

—
$591,600

$51,000
$937,900

TOTAL

$10,717,000

$23,306,300

$34,023,300

Floodplain Mapping
Channel Migration Zone Mapping
South Fork Skykomish Total
Snoqualmie River
Facility Repair & Construction

Home Elevation
Snoqualmie River Total
Sammamish River
Facility Repair & Construction
Sammamish River Total
Cedar River

Channel Migration Zone Mapping
Cedar River Total
Green River
Facility Repair & Construction
Acquisition
Floodplain Mapping
Channel Migration Zone Mapping
Green River Total
White River
Facility Repair & Construction
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7.2 PLAN IMPLEMENTATION AND ACTION PLAN FUNDING
King County’s current funding level and pay-as-you-go approach does not provide sufficient funding to
address the existing needs for flood protection facility maintenance, repair and reconstruction. Existing
dedicated funding sources must be enhanced in order for King County to provide adequate flood hazard
management services and implement preventive projects and programs, or at a minimum to reverse the
trend of declining levels of protection. In this section, the costs for project and program recommendations
in the 10-year Action Plan are summarized and evaluated in light of existing local funds to calculate the
shortfall in revenue for Plan implementation.

7.2.1 Summary of Action Plan Costs
This Plan’s project and program recommendations, as described in the Action Plan detailed in Chapter 5
and summarized in Appendix F, have been divided into two categories: “status quo” and “enhanced.”
•

Status quo proposed actions can be completed in 10 years if current funding trends continue.
The status quo recommendations include priority programs such as flood warning, flood
protection facility assessment, routine maintenance, the River and Floodplain Management
Program’s 6-year capital improvement program, and retention of 12 employees, including
engineering and program staff that manage and carry out all work.

•

Enhanced proposed actions will require additional funding and time to complete, and would
provide regional, comprehensive flood hazard management services to ensure protection of
public safety.

When the River and Floodplain Management Program’s 6-year capital improvement program is updated
annually by the King County Council, a subset of the status quo and enhanced projects would be selected
for implementation, based on feasibility, risk analysis, grant funding availability, annual facility
conditions assessments and right-of-way fee simple or easement acquisitions. The categorization of
proposed actions into status quo and enhanced funding provides a general sense of what can be
accomplished with the two funding levels; actual implementation priorities may change as alternative
analyses for each proposed action are developed and as field conditions change as result of future
funding. It may be appropriate to implement some projects in phases over a long period, with early
completion of phases that promise the greatest benefits or for which opportunities might be lost without
prompt implementation.
Table 7-6 summarizes the estimated costs for status quo and enhanced recommended actions by river
basin over a 10-year timeframe, as well as the total estimated costs of all recommended actions.
Estimates of the actual cost to implement the Action Plan over a 10-year timeframe must factor in the rate
of inflation in order to accurately represent the costs. Future value calculations of the costs identified in
Table 7-6 have been calculated to include a constant 2.5-percent annual rate of inflation over the 10-year
implementation timeframe. Table 7-7 shows Action Plan costs by year over the 10-year timeframe to
demonstrate total revenues needs for full Action Plan implementation.
Additionally, Appendix G contains a complete listing of the known flood hazard management risk areas
and flood protection facility maintenance needs identified by the River and Floodplain Management
Program staff during the preparation of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan.
Appendix G includes proposed projects in the Action Plan as well as a project list for which assessment
and feasibility has yet to be completed. The total need for both project lists represents an estimated cost
range of between $179 million and $335 million. Projects in Appendix G with completed assessment and
feasibility will be considered during the River and Floodplain Management Program’s annual 6-year
capital improvement program update.
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TABLE 7-6.
FUNDING REQUIREMENTS FOR RECOMMENDED ACTIONS BY RIVER BASIN
Funding Requirement
River Basin

Annualized Action
Plan Costs

Status Quo

Enhanced

Total

$14,035,000

$4,550,000

$18,585,000

$21,341,000

Countywide Projects

$2,700,000

$23,275,000

$25,975,000

$29,828,000

South Fork Skykomish

$3,493,000

$4,494,000

$7,987,000

$9,172,000

Upper Snoqualmie

$9,866,000

$2,831,000

$12,697,000

$14,581,000

Lower Snoqualmie

$2,959,000

$5,589,000

$8,548,000

$9,816,000

Tolt

$2,493,000

$10,394,000

$12,887,000

$14,799,000

$50,000

$5,596,000

$5,646,000

$6,484,000

Sammamish

$2,944,000

$357,000

$3,301,000

$3,791,000

Cedar

$1,297,000

$25,339,000

$26,636,000

$30,587,000

Green

$14,727,000

$30,966,000

$45,693,000

$52,471,000

White

$2,606,000

$8,653,000

$11,259,000

$12,929,000

$57,170,000

$122,044,000

$179,214,000

$205,799,000

Countywide Programs

Raging

TOTAL

TABLE 7-7.
ACTION PLAN COSTS BY YEAR
Year

Amount

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

$18,369,000
$18,828,000
$19,299,000
$19,781,000
$20,276,000
$20,783,000
$21,303,000
$21,836,000
$22,382,000
$22,942,000

TOTAL

$205,799,000

7.2.2 Projected Revenue
Existing dedicated sources for funding the Action Plan are the River Improvement Fund, the Green River
Flood Control Zone District and the Inter-County River Improvement Fund. Table 7-8 shows projections
of dedicated revenue for 2007 through 2016, based on the 2005 levy amounts for these sources and
average annual levy increases over the past three years of 3.0 percent for the River Improvement Fund,
4.2 percent for the Green River Flood Control Zone District, and 1.0 percent for the Inter-County River
Improvement Fund. Table 7-8 also lists projections of revenue from external sources, based on the River
and Floodplain Management Program’s historical leveraging experience.
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TABLE 7-8.
PROJECTED REVENUE BY YEAR
Year

Dedicated Revenue

External Revenue

Total Revenue

2007

$3,629,000

$1,089,000

$4,718,000

2008

$3,738,000

$1,121,000

$4,859,000

2009

$3,850,000

$1,155,000

$5,005,000

2010

$3,966,000

$1,190,000

$5,156,000

2011

$4,085,000

$1,226,000

$5,311,000

2012

$4,208,000

$1,262,000

$5,470,000

2013

$4,334,000

$1,300,000

$5,634,000

2014

$4,464,000

$1,339,000

$5,803,000

2015

$4,598,000

$1,379,000

$5,977,000

2016

$4,736,000

$1,421,000

$6,157,000

TOTAL

$41,608,000

$12,482,000

$54,090,000

7.2.3 Annual Revenue Shortfall for Action Plan Programs and
Projects
Comparison of the estimated annual cost of the 10-year Action Plan against total projected annual
revenue for the same period demonstrates a minimum funding shortfall of over $151 million, as shown in
Table 7-9. When the additional identified need in Appendix G is included, the total annualized shortfall
is estimated between $151 million and $331 million.
TABLE 7-9.
ESTIMATED MINIMUM ANNUAL REVENUE SHORTFALL
Year

Total Need

Total Revenue

Minimum Annual
Shortfall

2007

$18,369,000

$4,718,000

$13,651,000

2008

$18,828,000

$4,859,000

$13,969,000

2009

$19,299,000

$5,005,000

$14,294,000

2010

$19,781,000

$5,156,000

$14,625,000

2011

$20,276,000

$5,311,000

$14,965,000

2012

$20,783,000

$5,470,000

$15,313,000

2013

$21,303,000

$5,634,000

$15,669,000

2014

$21,836,000

$5,803,000

$16,033,000

2015

$22,382,000

$5,977,000

$16,405,000

2016

$22,942,000

$6,157,000

$16,785,000

TOTAL

$205,799,000

$54,090,000

$151,709,000
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7.2.4 Designated Emergency Fund
In addition to the funding requirements for the status quo and enhanced programs and projects, the River
and Floodplain Management Program’s unmet funding needs include a designated source of local funds
to match federal and state funds that are available in declared flood disasters. In order for King County to
appropriately respond to federally declared flood disasters, it is necessary to set aside funds to respond to
federally declared flood disaster with financial certainty. The current River Improvement Fund balance is
not sufficient to meet these needs. Following the federal disasters in 1990, 1995 and 1996, King County
was unable to take full advantage of available disaster funds due in part to the lack of local matching
funds. Thus, King County was unable to repair all damaged facilities and, in some cases, these facilities
became ineligible for future federal disaster funding. (The current status of King County flood protection
facility eligibility for federal funding is provided in Appendix E.)
A designated emergency fund established by explicit criteria would put King County in a position to
maximize opportunities for disaster funds. The designated emergency fund would be used for facility
repairs and flood mitigation projects, thereby capitalizing on opportunities to implement project
recommendations identified in this Plan. Although most federal grant programs allow for “in-kind”
services to be applied to the local match, having a dedicated source of funding available enhances a
project’s chances for funding from competitive programs such as FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Grant
Program and the Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant Program. A defined accumulation of funds and specific
objectives for their expenditure should be determined, and the designated fund balance should carry over
from year to year. The reserve allocation would be based on such factors as known historical damage and
federal and state public assistance cost-share standards for flood disaster recovery.
For instance, the Green River Flood Control Zone District established a designated fund balance in 1993
for two purposes:
•

Future use as local match for federal and state disaster assistance funding and grants
following federally declared flood disaster events

•

Repair, replacement and upgrade of equipment at the Green River pump stations.

Annually, $50,300 in Green River Flood Control Zone District funds are set aside; $11,000 for local flood
disaster assistance match and $39,300 for pump station equipment repair, replacement and upgrades. The
accumulation of the designated fund balance has provided surety in the event of a flood that requires
significant financial contributions for local match and repair costs. Through 2005, $697,830 has been set
aside in the Green River Flood Control Zone District’s designated fund.
In contrast, the River Improvement Fund balance target is based on 7 percent of annual adopted revenues
in order to retain sufficient funds for unforeseen supplemental expenditure needs. Based on the 2005 levy
collections of $2.6 million, the River Improvement Fund balance is set at approximately $182,000.
Using combined damage costs from the November 1995 and February 1996 federally declared flood
disaster events of $7.26 million (See Table 3-3), and adjusting this amount to present value dollars
assuming a constant 2.5-percent rate of inflation, those costs in today’s dollars would be $9.29 million.
Historically, approximately 25 percent of the damage costs in federally declared flood events have been
the responsibility of the local jurisdiction. As such, a designated emergency fund balance of about
$2.5 million would be required to ensure that King County could meet its share of repair costs for two
events such as these within a relatively short time period. The Action Plan includes a recommendation to
annually set aside a pre-designated amount of funds over the 10–year period in order to achieve a
$2.5 million designated fund balance, which should be deposited into an account for interest earning
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capabilities. This would also shelter the Current Expense fund from being drawn upon for local match as
a last resort.

7.3 POTENTIAL NEW AND ENHANCED LOCAL FUNDING OPTIONS
The Action Plan identifies priority repairs and maintenance actions for flood protection facilities
throughout King County to achieve desired standards for public safety and to implement high priority
flood risk reduction projects. This section describes new and enhanced funding options and a
recommendation to address the total annualized revenue shortfall estimated between $151 million and
$331 million to implement the high priority recommendations identified in this Plan and additional
identified needs in Appendix G. Each option’s legal, financial and implementation considerations are
summarized for further review and action by the King County Council.

7.3.1 River Improvement Fund Levy Increase
The River Improvement Fund levy is currently assessed at approximately $0.01 per $1,000 of assessed
valuation, although state law allows it to be assessed up to $0.25 per $1,000 of assessed value. Given the
River Improvement Fund levy’s connection to King County’s general levy and Current Expense fund, the
ability to increase the River Improvement Fund levy is limited, because the levy competes with other
mandatory and essential services, including police, public health, courts and other criminal justice
services. An increase in the River Improvement Fund levy that exceeds statutory levy limits, without
directly impacting other current programs, could only be enacted with a majority vote of King County
voters. Support for offsetting funds from mandatory and essential services to pay for flood hazard
reduction purposes would likely meet significant opposition; and voters may not approve of this option if
they do not fully recognize the regional economic impacts of flooding. Therefore, this option is not
considered to be a viable, long-term funding solution for Plan implementation.

7.3.2 Surface Water Management Fee Increase
King County is required by state and federal law to provide surface water management services in
unincorporated King County. King County Code currently authorizes the County to collect $102
annually for a single-family residential property and a scaled fee based on impervious surface for all
commercial property on all unincorporated parcels. King County’s surface water management fees are
used to pay for the design and construction of stormwater control facilities to improve local drainage and
water quality. Enhanced King County surface water management fees could be designated to help
support flood risk reduction projects and programs by resolution with a majority vote of the King County
Council.
However, several issues and limitations make this option impractical and not an appropriate or significant
future source of funds for Plan implementation:
•

First and foremost, the surface water management fee addresses local stormwater issues in
unincorporated King County only whereas flooding and its impacts are a regional countywide
issue.

•

Second, current surface water management revenues would be inadequate to support other
high priority and legally mandated programs, such as responding to requirements of the
Endangered Species Act and National Pollution Discharge Elimination System, while
concurrently funding countywide flood risk reduction programs and projects.

•

Third, King County’s surface water management fees are collected only in unincorporated
areas of King County while proposed projects and programs provide regional benefits in
incorporated areas as well.
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Last, over the next 10 years it is anticipated that approximately 46 percent of the surface
water management fees will be lost to annexations and incorporations throughout King
County.

7.3.3 Countywide or Basin-Level Flood Control Zone Districts
Countywide Flood Control Zone Districts
RCW 86.15.025 gives King County the authority to establish either countywide or basin-level flood
control zone districts that would create additional opportunities for new, dedicated funding sources and a
dedicated countywide district to ensure effective implementation. Such districts can incorporate the
boundaries of any and all watersheds located within the county that are not already specifically organized
into a flood control zone district. The purpose of a flood control zone district is to undertake, operate or
maintain flood control projects or stormwater control projects that are of benefit to a specified area.
The King County Council has the authority by resolution to establish a countywide flood control zone
district. However, flood control zone districts cannot overlap and therefore active districts like the Green
River Flood Control Zone District and Patterson Creek Flood Control Zone District, along with inactive
flood control zone districts would have to be abolished if a countywide district were formed. Under this
scenario, the existing Green River Flood Control Zone District’s existing programmatic costs and
enhanced capital project needs would be incorporated into the countywide district’s responsibilities and
authorities. No levy is currently collected within the Patterson Creek Flood Control Zone District.
However, this district has a very active Advisory Committee which has partnered with the county on a
number of grant-funded flood hazard, water quality, and fish habitat projects. The Patterson Creek Flood
Control Zone District Advisory Committee has requested that the County Council establish a new
Patterson Creek Citizens Advisory Committee in the event that a countywide district is created and the
Patterson Creek Flood Control Zone District is abolished. The River Improvement Fund and InterCounty River Improvement Fund levies would be unaffected by the creation of a countywide flood
control zone district.
In 2003, the Washington State legislature amended Chapter 86.15 RCW to allow flood control zone
districts to participate in and expend up to ten percent of revenues on cooperative watershed management
actions, including watershed management partnerships and other intergovernmental agreements, for
purposes of water supply, water quality, and water resource and habitat protection and management. The
extension of these authorities, however, was not extended to Chapter 86.12 RCW for River Improvement
Fund activities and Chapter 86.13 RCW for Inter-County River Improvement activities.

Flood Control Zone District Funding
Funding for a flood control zone district may be initiated through an ad valorem tax levy, similarly to the
Green River Flood Control Zone District, based on the total assessed valuation of taxable property within
the district’s designated boundaries. Under state law, a flood control zone district levy can be assessed up
to a rate of $0.50 per $1,000 of assessed value.
Article 7, Section 2 of the Washington Constitution limits the amount of property tax that may be
imposed on an individual parcel of property without voter approval to 1 percent of its true and fair value.
Taxes imposed under the 1 percent limit are termed “regular” levies, and they are further restricted by
statute as follows (see Figure 7-1):
•

The state portion of the property tax levy is limited to $3.60 per $1,000 of assessed value.

•

The county portion of the property tax levy is limited to $1.80 per $1,000 of assessed value.
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•

The portion of the property tax levy for cities and towns is limited to $3.375 per $1,000 of
assessed value.

•

The combined levies by cities, counties, and junior taxing districts are limited to $5.90 per
$1,000 of assessed value. If the combined rates of these districts exceed $5.90, the rates of
these taxing districts are reduced according to statutorily set priorities until the combined rate
is within the $5.90 limit.

Currently, the excess capacity within the $5.90 limit varies across jurisdictions, based on voter-approved
levies, and ranges upward from a minimum of approximately $0.35. Sufficient capacity currently exists
within the $5.90 limit to implement all proposed actions in the 10-year Action Plan as well as additional
projects to address identified areas at risk from flooding in Appendix G.
Table 7-10 shows the priorities established by statute for taxing authorities included in the $5.90 limit on
total local levies. A flood control zone district would be among the lowest priority taxing authorities—
sixth out of seven categories—should the levies of local agencies exceed the $5.90 limit and have to be
scaled back. State statutes require that the lowest priority taxing district have its tax levy reduced pro rata
or eliminated until the total levy limit is no longer exceeded. This represents a potential risk to funding
reliability should a new flood control zone district be established. However, as noted above, there is
currently excess levy capacity of approximately $0.35 and due to decreasing levy rates created by rising
assessed valuations and the 1 percent tax levy increase limit established by Initiative 747, this risk is
significantly reduced.

River Improvement Fund
and Inter-County River
Improvement Fund

State $3.60

Green River Flood
Control Zone District
City $3.375

$10.00

The sum of the “Other” levies
below is reduced to fit within the
remaining levy capacity if levies
exceed $10.
• EMS
• Affordable Housing
• Protected Metro Park
• Protected Fire District
• County Criminal Justice

$5.90
County $1.80

Junior Districts $0.725
Other $0.50

Figure 7-1. Authorized Levies Under 1-Percent Limit
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TABLE 7-10.
ORDER OF PRIORITY WITHIN THE $5.90 LIMIT FOR PROPERTY TAX
Priority
Ranking Local Taxing Authority
First County—Includes River Improvement Fund and Inter-County River Improvement Fund
County Road
City

Highest
Priority

Second Fire (1st 50¢)
Regional Fire Protection Service Authority (1st 50¢)
Library
Metropolitan Park created before 1/1/2002 (1st 50¢)
Public Hospital (1st 50¢)
Third Fire (2nd/3rd 50¢)
Regional Fire Protection Service Authority (2nd/3rd 50¢)
Fourth Metropolitan Park created after 1/1/2002
Fifth Public Hospital (25¢)
Unprotected Metropolitan Park (25¢)
Cemetery (11.25¢)
All other junior districts except those in 4th & 5th priorities
Sixth Flood Control Zone Districts
Seventh Park & Recreation Service Area
Park & Recreation
Cultural Arts, Stadium
City Transportation Authority (Monorail)

Lowest
Priority

In addition to generating revenue based on assessed value, revenue generation for a flood control zone
district can be established by the King County Council through a service fee or charge, as authorized in
RCW 86.15.176, across the 571,000 parcels within King County. This could take a number of forms,
including, but not limited to:
•

Flat service charge per parcel

•

Hierarchical service charge based on parcel use—for example commercial, industrial or
residential—similar to surface water fees which are based in part on impervious surface

•

Per parcel service charge based on benefit districts—for example parcels with a higher risk of
flooding, such as those in the floodplain, could be assessed a greater service charge than those
outside the floodplain

An ad valorem property tax levy would provide the most equitable revenue mechanism for a regional
countywide flood control zone district because a flood disaster would severely impact countywide,
regional economic benefits and public safety. In addition, the Citizen’s Advisory Committee established
in 2004 to help guide County staff’s development of this Plan strongly recommended the use of an ad
valorem property tax levy for the purposes of funding long-term funding of flood risk reduction actions.
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Recommendation
•

FUND-1: King County should establish and enact a countywide flood control zone district that
would incorporate the boundaries of all watersheds within the County. The new countywide
flood control zone district should be funded via an ad valorem property tax levy at a level
sufficient to provide enhanced flood hazard management services that will ensure long-term
dedicated, regional funding of flood risk reduction actions to protect lives, public and private
properties, natural resources and prime agricultural soils.

7.3.4 Summary of Enhanced Revenues Options
Table 7-11 highlights the primary considerations for the revenue enhancement options described above.
TABLE 7-11.
SUMMARY OF CONSIDERATIONS FOR ENHANCED FUNDING OPTIONS
Option

Consideration

River
Improvement
Fund Levy
Increase

•

Equal levy rate across all taxable King County properties based on assessed value

•

Requires a simple majority vote in countywide election or a greater allocation of the
Current Expense levy, which funds other mandatory and essential services including
police, fire, public health, courts and parks

•

Conclusion: Not recommended because of limitations in securing a majority vote of
King County voters to approve an increase in property taxes as well as concerns in
apportioning additional Current Expense funds to the detriment of other countywide
mandatory and essential services.

•

Can be enacted by simple majority vote of the King County Council

•

Surface water management addresses local stormwater issues whereas flooding is a
regional issue

•

Considered inequitable because King County’s surface water management fees are
collected in unincorporated areas only while flood hazard management actions are
provided regionally

•

Rate increase would compete with future surface water management fee needs, requiring
a corresponding fee increase and therefore not a significant source of funds

•

Total revenue from surface water management fees is expected to be reduced by
approximately 46 percent over a 10-year horizon because of annexations and
incorporations

•

Conclusion: Not recommended because King County surface water management fees are
assessed only in unincorporated areas of the County and are insufficient in amounts
necessary to fund critical countywide regional flood hazard management projects and
programs.

King County
Surface
Water
Management
Fee Increase
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TABLE 7-11. (continued)
SUMMARY OF CONSIDERATIONS FOR ENHANCED FUNDING OPTIONS
Countywide
Flood
Control Zone
Districts

•

Can be created by simple majority vote of the King County Council

•

Equal levy rate across all taxable King County properties based on assessed value

•

Can participate in cooperative watershed management actions for purposes of water
supply, water quality, and water resource and habitat protection

•

Existing flood control zone districts would have to be abolished and any ongoing
programs and facility maintenance incorporated into the countywide district

•

Flood control zone districts are “junior” taxing districts at risk of being eliminated or
reduced if $5.90 aggregate total for county, city and junior taxing districts is exceeded

•

Conclusion: Recommended because the statutory authorities for this option are fully
consistent with the goals and objectives for Plan implementation, this option provides a
long-term solution to funding flood risk reduction actions, and it represents an equal
allocation of costs between current and future rate payers and beneficiaries.

7.3.5 Capital Financing
King County’s current funding levels are insufficient to address current needs for flood protection facility
maintenance and repair. As an alternative, the acquisition, design, construction, mitigation, permit
compliance, or other activities such as technical studies needed to achieve a specific “fixed” tangible
capital asset such as a levee, revetment and pump station could be financed through capital bond
financing. Capital bond financing can be used for projects with a long useful life that add capacity to a
facility, replace a facility, or enhance a facility’s effectiveness. However, the funding options identified
in this Plan do not require bonding and the recommendation to create a countywide flood control zone
district does not rely on bonding to address the revenue shortfall.
Capital bond financing is an option to repay the debt over a longer period of time, thus reducing the
annual revenue needed to support a given level of investment. Additionally, the debt service cost of the
investments is spread across a larger set of future taxpayers who would benefit from the investment in the
long term. A significant disadvantage of capital bond financing is that cumulative lifetime debt service
costs are often 60 to 100 percent more than the proceeds from the bond sale, depending on the duration of
debt service and interest rate. Implementation of this Plan does not require capital bond financing.

Bond Alternatives Available to King County
General Obligation Bonds
Unlimited general obligation bonds are approved through an excess capital levy, which requires
60 percent voter approval and voter turnout of more than 40 percent of the turnout for the last general
state election. Debt service for general obligation bonds is through an excess property tax levy. The
feasibility of bond financing through a countywide flood control zone district is still being assessed
because of statutory limitation.

Limited Tax General Obligation Bonds
Limited tax general obligation bonds, which are non-voted bonds backed by King County’s general tax
authority, are approved by ordinance and a simple majority vote of the King County Council.
Authorization to establish rates, fees or service charges for debt service is by a simple majority vote of the
King County Council.
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Revenue Bonds
RCW 36.67.500 provides the legislative authority to contract indebtedness and to issue revenue bonds
that are issued and sold in accordance with Chapter 39.46 RCW. Revenue bonds may be issued and sold
in amounts deemed necessary by the legislative authority of each county to provide sufficient funds to
carry out all county powers, including acquisition, construction, reconstruction, maintenance and repair of
flood hazard protection facilities.

Debt Service Payment
Financing capital projects without establishing an additional revenue stream to pay for the debt service
costs will create additional financial strain on current funds. For instance, debt service on a $15 million
bond would require nearly one-half of the total River Improvement Fund levy collected annually and debt
service on a $33 million bond would require the entire River Improvement Fund levy collected annually.
Such commitment to debt service would limit the ability to fund maintenance, staffing, flood warning and
other essential projects and programs. Table 7-12 shows the annual debt service cost of bonds in the
amounts of $15 million, $30 million and $99 million. If flood hazard management projects are financed
through bonds, at a minimum a new or enhanced revenue source would be needed to fund debt service
payments in order to maintain King County’s ability to fund current ongoing flood hazard management
project maintenance and programs.
TABLE 7-12.
ANNUAL BOND DEBT SERVICE
Amount of Bond Financed

Annual Debt Service Payment a

$15,000,000

$1,267,742

$30,000,000

$2,535,484 b

$99,000,000

$8,367,032

a.

20-year term, 5.5% fixed interest rate and 1% issuance cost

b.

2005 River Improvement Fund levy revenue is $2,575,805

7.4 LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL PARTNERSHIPS
The status quo and enhanced funding scenarios associated with Action Plan implementation reflect
assumptions regarding ongoing partnerships and other external funding sources. The River and
Floodplain Management Program regularly pursues and has been successfully awarded millions of dollars
in federal, state and local grants and disaster assistance to supplement King County’s dedicated funding
sources for flood risk reduction projects. Grants and disaster assistance funds are typically limited to
major capital improvement projects or limited-duration federal initiatives, such as FEMA’s Map
Modernization Program, and therefore are not a consistent, long-term dedicated funding source. Federal
and state programs that offer grants and public assistance funds typically do not fund routine maintenance
and repair activities. Moreover, limited funding resources for local flood hazard management often
preclude the ability to meet requirements for local matching of federal or state funds.
This section highlights local, state and federal programs that provide funding opportunities for flood risk
reduction activities and lists examples of projects that have benefited from these partnerships.
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7.4.1 Local County Funding Programs
Conservation Futures Tax
Authorized under Chapter 84.34 RCW, conservation futures tax funds are collected from property taxes
levied throughout King County and dedicated to the acquisition of open space and passive use lands in
cities and rural areas. Annually, approximately $9 to $11 million is collected and allocated for
acquisition. The acquisition component of multi-objective flood risk reduction projects have been funded
with Conservation Futures Tax funds. The following are examples of recent activities using this funding
source:
•

In 2006, $530,000 in conservation futures tax funds were awarded to supplement the project
costs of the Rainbow Bend Buyout on the Cedar River to purchase 10 repetitively flood
damaged homes.



In 2002, $100,000 in conservation futures tax funds were combined with River Improvement
Funds and Parks funding to acquire open space parcels and remove an at-risk structure along
the White River.

Real Estate Excise Tax
Chapter 82.46 RCW authorizes King County to impose two excise taxes on each sale of real property in
unincorporated areas. Both are levied at one quarter of 1 percent of the selling price. Real Estate Excise
Tax #1 (REET #1) may be used for capital improvements benefiting unincorporated residents and has
typically been used to fund the planning, acquisition, repair and development of park facilities. Real
Estate Excise Tax #2 (REET #2) is limited by County Ordinance No. 10455 to funding park planning,
repair and construction. REET #2 is similar to REET #1 in its expenditures emphasis, however it is not
used for acquisition of parks. The following is an example of activities using this funding source:
•

Following the November 1995 and February 1996 flood events, $300,000 in REET #1 funds
were appropriated to help fund King County’s local match for federal disaster relief funds
and hazard mitigation grant programs.

7.4.2 State Funding Programs
Flood Control Assistance Account Program
The Washington State Legislature established the Flood Control Assistance Account Program in 1984 to
help counties, cities, towns, and districts throughout Washington State reduce flood hazards and flood
damage. The program, authorized under Chapter 86.26 RCW, is administered by the Department of
Ecology’s Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program, which emphasizes resource protection,
fisheries restoration, integrated planning, growth management, watershed planning and non-structural
flood protection measures in an effort to foster watershed-based, multi-objective approaches to
minimizing flood hazards. Eligible projects include acquisitions; flood protection facility retrofits,
setbacks and removals; floodplain and channel migration zone mapping studies; comprehensive flood
hazard management planning; and flood emergency warning services. Table 7-13 lists Flood Control
Assistance Account Program grants received by King County since 1993.
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TABLE 7-13.
FLOOD CONTROL ASSISTANCE ACCOUNT PROGRAM GRANTS SINCE 1993
Biennium

Project Name

Amount

1993-1995
1993-1995
1993-1995
1995-1997
1995-1997
1995-1997
1995-1997
1997-1999
1997-1999
1999-2001
1999-2001
1999-2001
2001-2003
2001-2003
2001-2003
2003-2005
2003-2005
2003-2005
2005-2007
2005-2007

Hamakami Levee Stabilization
Holberg Levee Stabilization
Green River Flood Control Zone District Levee Maintenance
McCoy-Breda Bioengineering
Plemmons Bioengineering
Cedar Grove Road Home Buyouts
Miller River Bridge/Old Cascade Scenic Highway Repair
Flood Warning Center Improvements
Narita Levee Biostabilization
Comprehensive Flood Hazard Management Plan Update
Cedar Grove Floodplain Restoration
Boeing Levee Setback
Cedar River Channel Migration Zone Mapping
Jones Road Buyout
Boeing Reach Levee Biotechnical Bank Stabilization
Flood Plan Update for CRS and DMA 2000 Compliance
South Fork Skykomish Historic Channel Mapping
Cedar River Floodway Property Acquisition/Demolition
Green River Floodplain Study and Risk Analysis
Economic Assessment of Ecological-Based Floodplain Mgmt.

$50,000
$117,500
$75,200
$80,000
$36,000
$80,000
$134,440
$50,000
$80,000
$50,000
$75,000
$150,050
$47,500
$60,000
$104,000
$30,000
$45,000
$125,000
$100,000
$24,900

TOTAL

$1,513,690

Salmon Recovery Grant Program
Since 1999, the Salmon Recovery Grant Program, under the direction of the Salmon Recovery Funding
Board, provides grant funds for projects that protect, preserve, restore and enhance salmon habitat and
watershed functions. Authorized under Chapter 77.85 RCW, the program is funded by state general
obligation bonds and the federal Pacific Coast Salmon Recovery Fund. This program identifies and funds
the most important habitat protection and restoration projects in a watershed, guided by the best available
science. Projects are prioritized based on anticipated benefits to Endangered Species Act listed salmon
stocks, the certainty that the project will be successful in providing those benefits, and the cost relative to
anticipated benefits. Emphasis is placed on projects aimed at restoring natural habitat-forming processes
and addressing degraded conditions. Eligible projects include acquisitions and flood protection facility
retrofits, setbacks and removals.
The River and Floodplain Management Program has partnered with King County’s watershed stewards
and other jurisdictions to use Salmon Recovery Grant Program funds for projects that include acquisition
and restoration design and levee removals and setbacks:
•

In 2003 and 2004, $424,000 and $708,907, respectively, was awarded for the Cedar Rapids
Floodplain Restoration Project for the acquisition, design and construction of a flood hazard
reduction and habitat improvement project along the lower Cedar River. The project will set
back and partially remove levees and revetments that line several thousand feet on both banks
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of the Cedar River to increase flood storage and conveyance and reduce localized flood
elevations and velocities along adjacent flood protection facilities. Additionally, the project
will improve habitat conditions for fish and wildlife.
•

In 2005, $900,621 was awarded for the Rainbow Bend Floodplain Acquisition project to
purchase 14 contiguous parcels, which include 10 flood-prone residential homes, in the
floodway and floodplain of the Cedar River. The removal of structures and the subsequent
reconnection of the floodplain will increase flood conveyance and storage to lower flood
elevations and velocities along adjacent flood protection facilities. It will also improve
habitat conditions, foster creation and reoccupation of side channels, and protect and enhance
riparian vegetation.

7.4.3 Federal Funding Programs
The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act
The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act of 1988 authorizes the President to
provide assistance to state and local governments, as well as some nonprofit entities and individual
disaster victims, in the aftermath of federally declared emergencies and disasters through the Public
Assistance Program.
The Public Assistance Program provides supplemental federal disaster grant assistance for the repair,
replacement, or restoration of disaster-damaged, publicly owned or maintained facilities. The federal
share of assistance cannot be more than 75 percent of the eligible cost for emergency measures and
permanent restoration. Each individual state determines how the non-federal share of the cost, at least
25 percent, is split. Typically the state and the local jurisdiction are assigned 12.5 percent each. Since
1990, following a federally declared flood event, King County’s ability to match federal and state disaster
assistance has been contingent on the King County Executive’s request to the King County Council for a
supplemental budget appropriation. Despite supplemental budget appropriation, federal and state disaster
assistance funds have been abandoned because of insufficient local matching funds. As a result,
unrepaired flood protection facilities are ineligible for future federal and state disaster assistance; left
unrepaired, these facilities are subject to increased risks of damage or failure.
The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (Public Law 106-390) amended the Stafford Act in October 2000. It
provides an opportunity for states, Native American tribes, and local governments to replace previous
hazard mitigation planning with new requirements that emphasize coordination among state, tribal, and
local entities. The act requires states and local governments to have a federally approved all hazards
mitigation plan to be eligible to receive project grant funding for nearly all federally sponsored programs.
FEMA approved the King County Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan in 2004 for compliance with the
federal Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000. This Flood Hazard Management Plan will function as the flood
component in future revisions to the King County Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan.

Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
Authorized under Section 404 of the Stafford Act, the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program administered by
FEMA provides grants to states and local governments to implement long-term hazard mitigation
measures after a federal disaster declaration. The purpose of the program is to reduce or eliminate the
long-term risk to human life and property due to natural disasters and to enable mitigation measures to be
implemented during the immediate recovery from a disaster. The Hazard Mitigation Grant Program is
activated after a federally declared disaster, with available funds calculated as a percentage of the total
disaster costs, typically at 15 percent. Local and state match monies or in-kind services are required.
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States and communities use the hazard mitigation planning process to set short and long-range mitigation
goals and objectives. Hazard mitigation planning is a collaborative process whereby hazards affecting the
community are identified, vulnerability to the hazards is assessed, and consensus by the affected
communities is reached on how to minimize or eliminate the effects of these hazards. Based on program
amendments under the Disaster Mitigation Act, projects funded under the Hazard Mitigation Grant
Program are contingent upon having an approved hazard mitigation plan that has identified actions
attributable to that project. Under the Disaster Mitigation Act, states are also required to have approved
Hazard Mitigation Plans for program eligibility. States such as Washington with approved enhanced
mitigation plans in effect at the time of a federal disaster declaration may receive additional Hazard
Mitigation Grant Program funding, dependant upon Congressional appropriation.
King County has received several grants from the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program since 1993 that have
assisted in the acquisition of 20 home buyouts in the Snoqualmie, Cedar, Sammamish and White River
basins, one residential home elevation in the Sammamish River basin, and the repair of a flood protection
facility on the Green River.

Flood Mitigation Assistance Program
The Flood Mitigation Assistance Program was created as part of the 1994 National Flood Insurance
Reform Act with the goal of reducing or eliminating claims under the National Flood Insurance Program.
Annual funding of up to $20 million nationwide is provided through the National Flood Insurance Fund
for the program. The Flood Mitigation Assistance Program is available to applicants annually and
provides funding to assist states and communities in implementing measures that reduce or eliminate the
long-term risk of flood damage to buildings, manufactured homes, and other structures insurable under
the National Flood Insurance Program, with an emphasis on identified repetitive loss properties. The
program offers two types of grants, with $250,000 to $500,000 annually available for Washington State:
•

Planning grants—Available to states and communities to prepare flood mitigation plans.
National Flood Insurance Program-participating communities with approved flood mitigation
plans can apply for Flood Mitigation Assistance Project Grants.

•

Project grants—Available to states and to communities participating in the National Flood
Insurance Program to implement measures to reduce flood losses. Eligible projects include
the elevation, acquisition, or relocation of National Flood Insurance Program-insured
structures. The continuing priority of the Flood Mitigation Assistance program is to
encourage states and communities to address repetitive loss properties.

The following is an example of an activity using this program in King County:
•

In 1999 and 2000, the River and Floodplain Management Program was awarded two Flood
Mitigation Assistance project grants totaling $550,000 that funded the elevation of
10 residential homes in the lower and upper Snoqualmie River basin’s floodplain.

Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant Program
The Pre-Disaster Mitigation Program was authorized and created when the Disaster Mitigation Act of
2000 amended the Stafford Act to provide a funding mechanism that is not dependent on a federal
disaster declaration. Funding for the program is provided through the National Pre-Disaster Mitigation
Fund to assist states, local governments and Native American tribal governments in implementing costeffective hazard mitigation activities that complement a comprehensive mitigation program. This is an
annual grant program with funding limits established by congressional appropriation. Since this program
is a pre-disaster program, a national competitive process has been established by FEMA that evaluates
and ranks project applications, with an emphasis on overall project benefits versus costs. Like the Hazard
Mitigation Program, project eligibility is limited based on program requirements. States and Native
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American governments applying for Pre-Disaster Mitigation must have an approved mitigation plan to be
eligible to receive project grant funding under the Pre-Disaster Mitigation Program.
The following is an example of an activity using this program in King County:
•

In 2005, the River and Floodplain Management Program was awarded a $1.2 million PreDisaster Mitigation grant for the Rainbow Bend Buyout to acquire 10 repetitively damaged
homes from flooding in the Rainbow Bend neighborhood along the Cedar River.

FEMA Map Modernization Program
FEMA has the responsibility to map flood-prone areas throughout the United States. The Federal
Insurance and Mitigation Administration’s Hazard Mapping Division maintains and updates the National
Flood Insurance Program maps. FEMA developed a plan in 1997 to modernize its flood mapping
program to provide crucial guidance for future building, development, and flood mitigation efforts
throughout the nation. In 2004, FEMA concluded that nearly 70 percent of the current flood map
inventory was more than 10 years old. New flood studies are essential to address current land use
conditions and enhanced hydrologic and hydraulic analyses, which can result in the changes to the
100-year floodplain map.
With funds appropriated by Congress in fiscal years 2000 through 2002, FEMA launched its Map
Modernization Program including such activities as developing new flood mapping standards and
procedures, expanding the Cooperating Technical Partner program that encourages state and local
participation in flood hazard data development and maintenance and developing some digital flood maps.
In fiscal years 2003, 2004 and 2005, Congress appropriated $150 million, $200 million and $200 million,
respectively, allowing FEMA to initiate the Multi-Hazard Flood Map Modernization Program, a full-scale
update of the nation’s flood maps.
The following is an example of an activity using this program in King County:
•

In 2003, King County was awarded $739,000 to map the Lower Snoqualmie and Skykomish
Rivers. Draft floodplain maps, developed in collaboration with Snohomish County and the
Snoqualmie Valley cities for both rivers, were completed in December 2005 and submitted to
FEMA. In 2006, a request to support a similar mapping effort of the Lower and Middle
Green River has been initiated.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
The Flood Control Act of 1936 gave the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers the mission to provide flood
protection to the entire country. Corps of Engineers flood control efforts range from small, local flood
hazard protection projects such as levees or non-structural flood control measures to major projects, such
as large-scale dams. Today, most flood protection projects constructed by the Corps of Engineers are
owned and maintained by a sponsoring local agency, such as King County. The Corps of Engineers,
however, continues to maintain and operate 383 dams and reservoirs for flood control nationwide, two of
which are in King County, on the White and Green Rivers.
The Corps of Engineers conducts its emergency response activities under two basic authorities: the Flood
Control and Coastal Emergency Act (Public Law 84-99, as amended) and the Stafford Disaster and
Emergency Assistance Act (Public Law 93-288, as amended). Under the Stafford Act, the Corps of
Engineers supports FEMA in carrying out the Federal Response Plan, which calls on 26 federal
departments and agencies to provide coordinated disaster relief and recovery. Under this plan, the Corps
of Engineers is one of the federal agencies tasked by FEMA to provide engineering, design, construction
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and contract management for public works and engineering projects in support of federal disaster
response and recovery operations

Emergency Response and Recovery Program
The Corps of Engineers provides emergency response to federally declared disasters under Public Law
84-99, which covers flood control and coastal emergencies. It also provides emergency support to other
agencies, particularly FEMA, under Public Law 92-288.
Under Public Law 84-99, the Chief of Engineers is authorized to carry out disaster preparedness work;
advanced measures; emergency operations such as flood fighting, rescue and emergency relief;
rehabilitation of levee systems and flood control works threatened or destroyed by floods; and protection
or repair of federally authorized shore protection works threatened or damaged by coastal storms. To be
included in the PL 84-99 program, a levee system or flood control project must be routinely inspected by
the Corps of Engineers and found to meet Corps of Engineers construction standards and to be maintained
in a fashion that does not deter from its structural integrity. This act also authorizes the Corps of
Engineers to provide emergency supplies of clean water in cases of drought or contaminated water
supply. After immediate flooding has passed, the Corps of Engineers may provide temporary
construction and repairs to essential public utilities and facilities and emergency access for a 10-day
period, at the request of a state’s governor.
Under the Stafford Act and the Federal Response Plan, the Corps of Engineers has a standing assignment
to provide public works and engineering support in response to federal disaster declarations. Under this
plan, the Corps of Engineers works directly with state authorities in providing temporary repair and
construction of roads, bridges, and utilities, temporary shelter, debris removal and demolition, water
supply, etc. The Corps of Engineers also provides support to other government agencies in
accomplishing their missions under the Federal Response Plan.
The following is an example of an activity using this program in King County:
•

During the November 1995 federal disaster declaration for King County, the Corps of
Engineers used this authority to participate in an emergency response action at the Segale
Levee to structurally stabilize the backside of the levee, which was in imminent danger of
failure from piping, a condition that results when water seeping through the levee exits the
backside and significantly compromises the structural integrity of the levee.

General Investigations Program
The Corps of Engineers helps communities solve water resource problems through the federally
authorized General Investigations Program. In this program, the Corps of Engineers jointly conducts a
study with a non-federal sponsor and constructs the project if the study shows it to be feasible. This
requires that Congress provide the Corps of Engineers with authority and funds for the feasibility study
and project construction. Local sponsors share the study and construction costs with the Corps of
Engineers and usually pay for all operation and maintenance costs. This approach may be used for water
resource problems including navigation, flood damage reduction and ecosystem restoration.
King County is currently participating with the Corps of Engineers and other state and federal
governments and Native American tribes on the following four projects under the General Investigations
Program:
•

Puget Sound Nearshore Ecosystem Restoration Project to identify significant ecosystem
degradation in the Puget Sound Basin, evaluate potential solutions, and restore and preserve
critical nearshore habitat.
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•

Green-Duwamish River Basin Ecosystem Restoration Project in the Green River watershed to
enhance and restore degraded habitats for anadromous fish and restore ecosystem functions
and processes for fish and wildlife production.

•

Lake Washington Basin Restoration Study to study and evaluate water-related issues in the
greater Lake Washington basin for improved salmon migration and survival through water
conservation and changes at the Hiram A. Chittenden Locks, and the creation of specific
habitat improvements throughout the basin for fish and wildlife.

•

White/Puyallup River Basin General Investigation to identify and implement measures to
restore fish, riparian, and wildlife conditions, while alleviating chronic flooding in the
White/Puyallup River Basin through actions that include setting back levees and reconnecting
oxbows.

Continuing Authorities Program
The Continuing Authorities Program establishes a process by which the Corps of Engineers can respond
to a variety of water resource problems without obtaining congressional authorization for each project.
This decreases the time required to budget, develop, and approve a project for construction. The Seattle
District of the Corps of Engineers has constructed numerous small projects under the Continuing
Authorities Program and has developed a diversity of technical experience in solving problems associated
with shoreline and streambank erosion, navigation, flood damage reduction, and environmental
restoration. Under the Continuing Authorities Program, the Corps of Engineers is authorized to construct
small projects within specific federal funding limits. The total cost of a project is shared among the
federal government and non-federal sponsors.
The following is an example of an activity using this program in King County:
•

The 14-mile Sammamish River channel connecting Lake Washington with Lake Sammamish
was widened and deepened to protect adjacent farmlands from annual spring flooding.
Completed in November 1966, the project was transferred to King County for operation and
maintenance. The improvement significantly reduced flooding and drainage problems, but
inflows into Lake Sammamish often exceed outflows through the Sammamish River, causing
the lake level to rise, though well below pre-project flood elevations. Project costs were
$2,583,536 from federal funds and $696,923 from local match contributions. Flood damage
prevented through September 1998 is estimated by the Corps of Engineers to be $18,668,000.

Small Flood Control Projects
Small flood control projects are authorized by Section 205 of the 1948 Flood Control Act, as amended;
the federal share may not exceed $7 million for each project under existing authorities. Work under this
authority provides local protection from flooding by the construction or improvement of flood control
works such as levees, channels, and dams. Non-structural alternatives may include flood warning
systems, raising or flood-proofing of structures, and relocation of flood prone infrastructure.
Projects completed under this authority include the following:
•

The Snoqualmie Flood Reduction Project lowered flood depths in and around the City of
Snoqualmie and unincorporated King County. This was accomplished through the excavation
of the right and left banks of the Snoqualmie River just above Snoqualmie Falls to increase
conveyance and the removal of a partially failed railroad bridge to eliminate debris
accumulation and potential backwater impacts. Construction was completed in 2005. Total
project cost was $7.65 million, of which the Corps funded $4.40 million and King County
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and the City of Snoqualmie equally split the local match of $3.25 million, or $1.625 million
each.
•

King County and the City of Tukwila requested a study in 1988 to upgrade levee protection
along the Green River by providing standard project flood protection to a portion of the City
of Tukwila. Construction was completed in May 1992, with the total federal cost for new
work totaling $912,000 and non-federal cost totaling $121,000. The Green River Flood
Control Zone District has operation and maintenance responsibilities of the Tukwila 205
project through an interlocal agreement with the City of Tukwila.

•

In 1996, right bank levee improvements to provide enhanced flood protection on the Green
River were completed from approximately River Mile 24.4 to River Mile 25.0 in the City of
Kent along the Horseshoe Bend reach of the Green River. The Green River Flood Control
Zone District was the local sponsor. Construction costs were $373,820, with $293,820 from
the Army Corps of Engineers and $80,000 from the Green River Flood Control Zone District.

Emergency Streambank and Shoreline Erosion
Emergency streambank and shoreline erosion projects are authorized by Section 14 of the 1946 Flood
Control Act, as amended; the federal share may not exceed $1 million for each project. Work under this
authority allows emergency streambank and shoreline protection for public facilities, such as roads,
bridges, hospitals, schools, and water/sewage treatment plants, which are in imminent danger of failing.
The cost-share is 65 percent federal and 35 percent non-federal.
The following is an example of an activity using this program in King County:
•

In 1980, 2,000 feet of eroded embankment along the Green River near the City of Kent was
repaired by placing riprap below the ordinary high water mark, and four varieties of shrubs
and grass were planted on the slopes to provide erosion resistance. Total cost of this project
was $489,320. King County remains the local sponsor of the project and the Green River
Flood Control Zone District provides operation and maintenance.

Snagging and Clearing for Flood Control
Snagging and clearing for flood control projects are authorized by Section 208 of the 1954 Flood Control
Act, as amended; the federal share may not exceed $500,000 for each project. Work under this authority
provides local protection from flooding by channel clearing and excavation, with limited embankment
construction using materials from the clearing operation only. The cost-share is 65 percent federal and
35 percent non-federal. King County has not used this program in the past several decades.

Project Modifications for Improvement of the Environment
Project modifications for improvement of the environment are authorized by Section 1135 of the Water
Resources Development Act of 1986, as amended. The federal share of each separate project may not
exceed $5 million, including studies, plans and specifications, and construction. A non-federal sponsor is
required to provide 25 percent of the cost of the project. Work under this authority provides for
modifications to the structures and operations of water resources projects constructed by the Corps of
Engineers to improve the quality of the environment. Additionally, the Corps of Engineers may
undertake restoration projects at locations where a Corps project has contributed to degradation. The
primary goal of these projects is ecosystem restoration, with an emphasis on projects benefiting fish and
wildlife. The project must be consistent with the authorized purposes of the project being modified,
environmentally acceptable, and complete within itself.
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King County’s floodplain management approach of addressing flood risk reduction and habitat
degradation allows this funding source to support project recommendations in this Plan. Projects already
completed on major river systems under this authority include the following:
•

The Sammamish River Flood Control weir, located in King County's Marymoor Park on the
Sammamish River downstream of Lake Sammamish was modified under Section 1135
Restoration authority. The purpose was to modify the weir to improve upstream salmon
migration and to improve the river bank habitat for wildlife. Construction was completed in
October 1998. Total project costs were $224,000 of which $168,000 was from the Corps and
$56,000 from King County.

•

The Sammamish River Flood Control project was modified to restore fish and wildlife habitat
by excavating material from the sides of the channel, installing in-stream fish habitat features
such as large organic debris and low flow deflectors, constructing an open channel and
footbridge to bypass perched culverts, and planting native trees and shrubs. Construction was
completed in November 1994. King County was the local sponsor. Total project cost was
$391,200 of which $326,900 came from the Corps and $64,300 from King County.

Aquatic Ecosystem Restoration
Aquatic ecosystem restoration projects are authorized by Section 206 of the Water Resources
Development Act of 1996. The non-federal share of these projects is 35 percent and the federal share is
limited to $5 million, including studies, plans and specifications, and construction. Work under this
authority may carry out aquatic ecosystem restoration projects that will improve the quality of the
environment, are in the public interest, and are cost-effective. King County’s floodplain management
approach of addressing flood risk reduction and habitat degradation could support this funding source to
implement project recommendations in this Plan. King County has not regularly used this program.

Planning Assistance to States Program
Section 22 of the Water Resources Development Act of 1974, as amended, provides authority for the
Corps of Engineers to assist individual states, local governments, Native American tribes, and other nonfederal entities in the preparation of comprehensive plans for the development, use, and conservation of
water and related land resources. The Planning Assistance to States Program is funded annually by
Congress. Allotments for each state or tribe are limited to $500,000 annually, but typically are much less.
Typical studies in recent years have included water supply, water quality, water conservation, hydropower
development, flood control, environmental restoration, erosion, and navigation. Studies are cost-shared
with 50 percent of the costs furnished by a local sponsor and 50 percent by the Corps of Engineers. King
County has not recently used this program.

Flood Plain Management Services Program
Section 206 of the Flood Control Act of 1960 (Public Law 86-645) as amended, provides authority for the
Corps to use its floodplain management technical capabilities to help public and private interests. The
objective of the Flood Plain Management Services Program is to foster public understanding for dealing
with flood hazards and to promote prudent use and management of the nation’s floodplains. Program
services are provided to state, regional and local governments, Native American tribes, and other nonfederal public agencies without charge. However, local jurisdictions are encouraged to make available
field survey data, maps, historical flood information and other related documentation to help reduce the
cost of services. King County has not recently used this program.
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U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Community Development
Block Grant Program
The Federal Financial Assistance Management Improvement Act of 1999 (Public Law 106-107) sets forth
the authority for King County’s annual receipt of Community Development Block Grant Program funds
from Housing and Urban Development. The Community Development Block Grant Program is one of
the largest federal grant programs and makes funds available to economically disadvantaged communities
to fund, among other needs, hazard mitigation projects. The primary objective of the Community
Development Block Grant Program as set forth by Congress is “the development of viable urban
communities, by providing decent housing and a suitable living environment and expanding economic
opportunities, principally for persons of low and moderate income.”
King County administers Community Development Block Grant Program funds on behalf of the King
County Community Development Block Grant Program Consortium, established under an interlocal
agreement among King County and 32 suburban cities. Community Development Block Grant Program
funds may be awarded to individuals for home improvement projects such as residential elevations or to
local jurisdiction for projects that benefit a community or a subset of a community.
The following is an example of an activity using this program in King County:
•

The Community Development Block Grant Program has provided financial assistance to
homeowners for home elevation projects and funded the construction of the Meadowbrook
bank stabilization project on the upper Snoqualmie River to provide enhanced flood
protection to residents of an adjacent mobile home park, residential homes and a public park.
The total cost of the Meadowbrook project was $780,000.

The Natural Resources Conservation Service
The Natural Resources Conservation Service, formerly known as the Soil Conservation Service, has two
programs that can provide funding for hazard mitigation projects:
•

Small Watershed Program and Flood Prevention Program—The Small Watershed
Program helps federal, state, and local agencies, local government sponsors, Native American
tribal governments, and program participants to:
–

Protect watersheds from damage caused by erosion, floodwater and sediment

–

Conserve and develop water and land resources

–

Solve natural resource and related economic problems on a watershed basis

The program empowers local people or decision-makers, builds partnerships, and requires
local and state funding contribution. Types of surveys and plans include watershed plans,
river basin surveys and studies, flood hazard analyses, and floodplain management
assistance. The focus of these plans is to identify solutions that use land treatment and
nonstructural measures to solve resource problems.
Construction of the Black River Pump Station in the lower Green River basin between 1970
and 1972 was funded through the Small Watershed Program and the Flood Prevention
Program.
•

Emergency Watershed Protection Program—The Emergency Watershed Protection
Program undertakes emergency measures to reduce runoff and prevent soil erosion in order to
safeguard lives and property from floods, drought and the products of erosion. These
measures may be taken whenever fire, flood, or any other natural occurrence is causing or has
caused a sudden impairment of a watershed. The objective is to assist sponsors and
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individuals in implementing emergency measures to relieve imminent hazards to life and
property created by a natural disaster. Activities include financial and technical assistance to
remove debris from streams, protect destabilized stream banks, establish cover on critically
eroding lands, repair conservation practices, and purchase floodplain easements. The
program is designed for installation of recovery measures.

7.5 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
King County’s current funding level and pay-as-you-go approach does not provide sufficient funding to
address current flood protection facility maintenance, repair and reconstruction needs. Most of these
facilities were constructed in the early 1960s to design standards that are no longer consistent with federal
levee certification standards and have, over time, become less effective in reducing significant risks to
public safety and regionally important economic centers and transportation corridors. Proactively
addressing these deficiencies will reduce the overall risks from flooding.
Current funding limitations significantly jeopardize the ability for King County to provide basic flood
protection facility management and risk reduction services, including the implementation of high priority
flood risk reduction projects and programs. Under current funding levels, the River and Floodplain
Management Program can only construct two or three flood risk reduction projects per year. Existing
dedicated funding sources must be significantly increased in order for King County to provide adequate
flood hazard management services and implement preventive projects and programs, and reverse the trend
of declining levels of protection.
The current backlog of flood protection facilities needing repair, in addition to other high priority projects
and program recommendations, such as acquisitions and floodplain mapping, cannot be completed under
current funding, particularly with the limits on revenues described in this chapter. Provision for the
associated benefits of endangered and threatened salmon recovery also needs to be considered. Providing
public safety together with land stewardship will require enhanced funding and financial commitments.
Any revenue increases should provide the lowest feasible cost to rate payers for a specified level of
service and ensure an equal allocation of costs between current and future rate payers. The revenue
enhancement also should be justifiable and efficient, be dedicated, be readily understood by the public, be
straightforward to administer and collect, and provide an opportunity for rate payer review and comment.
As such, it is the recommendation as set forth in this Plan for King County to establish and enact a
countywide flood control zone district that would incorporate the boundaries of all watersheds within the
County and be funded at a level to ensure long-term funding of flood risk reduction actions to protect
lives, public and private properties, regional economic centers and transportation corridors, natural
resources, and prime agricultural soils.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Adaptive Management. Adaptive management is a systematic approach for continually improving
management policies and practices by learning from the outcomes of operational programs.
Aquatic Area. Any non-wetland water feature including all shorelines of the state, rivers, streams,
marine waters, inland bodies of open water including lakes and ponds, reservoirs and conveyance systems
and impoundments of these features if any portion of the feature is formed from a stream or wetland and
if any stream or wetland contributing flows is not created solely as a consequence of stormwater pond
construction. "Aquatic area" does not include water features that are entirely artificially collected or
conveyed storm or wastewater systems or entirely artificial channels, ponds, pools or other similar
constructed water features.
Base Flood. The base flood is a flood having a one percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any
given year, often referred to as the "100-year flood."
Basin. A basin is a geographic area that contains and drains to a stream named and noted on common
maps or a geographic area that drains to a non-flowing water body, such as a lake or marine area, named
and noted on common maps.
Basin Plan. A basin plan is a plan and all implementing regulations and procedures including, but not
limited to, capital projects, public education activities, land use management adopted by ordinance for
managing surface and storm water within the basin.
Benefit. A benefit is a net project outcome and is usually defined in monetary terms. Benefits may
include direct and indirect effects. For the purposes of benefit-cost analysis of proposed mitigation
measures, benefits are limited to specific, measurable, risk reduction factors, including reduction in
expected property losses (buildings, contents, and functions) and protection of human life.
Benefit/Cost Analysis. A benefit/cost analysis is a systematic, quantitative method of comparing
projected benefits to projected costs of a project or policy. It is used as a measure of cost effectiveness.
Bioengineering. Bioengineering is the use of vegetation and other natural materials such as soil, wood
and rock to stabilize soil, typically against slides and stream flow erosion. When natural materials alone
do not possess the needed strength to resist hydraulic and gravitational forces, "bioengineering" may
consist of the use of natural materials integrated with human-made fabrics and connecting materials to
create a complex matrix that joins with in-place native materials to provide erosion control.
Capital Improvement Project. A capital improvement project is a constructed project facility such as a
road improvement or stormwater control facility that is generally of a durable nature. Capital
improvement projects may be considered assets rather than as expenses for accounting purposes.
Channel Migration Zone. A channel migration zone is those areas within the lateral extent of likely
stream channel movement that are subject to risk due to stream bank destabilization, rapid stream incision,
stream bank erosion and shifts in the location of stream channels, as shown on King County's Channel
Migration Zone maps. "Channel migration zone" means the corridor that includes the present channel,
the severe channel migration hazard area and the moderate channel migration hazard area. "Channel
migration zone" does not include areas that lie behind an arterial road, a public road serving as a sole
access route, a state or federal highway or a railroad. "Channel migration zone" may exclude areas that
lie behind a lawfully established flood protection facility that is likely to be maintained by existing
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programs for public maintenance consistent with designation and classification criteria specified by public
rule. When a natural geologic feature affects channel migration, the channel migration zone width will
consider such natural constraints.
Community Rating System (CRS). The CRS is a voluntary program under the NFIP that rewards
participating communities (provides incentives) for exceeding the minimum requirements of the NFIP
and completing activities that reduce flood hazard risk by providing flood insurance premium discounts.
Compensatory Storage. Compensatory storage is new, excavated storage volume equivalent to any
flood storage which is eliminated by building filling or grading within the flood plain. For the purpose of
this definition, equivalent flood storage capacity is that which is replaced by equal volume between
corresponding one-foot contour intervals which are hydraulically connected to the floodway through their
entire depth.
Critical Area. Critical area is any area that is subject to natural hazards or a land feature that supports
unique, fragile or valuable natural resources including fish, wildlife or other organisms or their habitats or
such resources that carry, hold or purify water in their natural state. "Critical area" includes the following
areas:
A. Aquatic areas;
B. Coal mine hazard areas;
C. Critical aquifer recharge area;
D. Erosion hazard areas;
E. Flood hazard areas;
F. Landslide hazard areas;
G. Seismic hazard areas;
H. Steep slope hazard areas;
I. Volcanic hazard areas;
J. Wetlands;
K. Wildlife habitat conservation areas; and
L. Wildlife habitat networks.
Critical Facility. Critical facility is a facility necessary to protect the public health, safety and welfare
including, but not limited to, a facility defined under the occupancy categories of "essential facilities,"
"hazardous facilities" and "special occupancy structures" in the structural forces chapter or succeeding
chapter in K.C.C. Title 16. Critical facilities also include nursing and personal care facilities, schools,
senior citizen assisted housing, public roadway bridges and sites that produce, use or store hazardous
substances or hazardous waste, not including the temporary storage of consumer products containing
hazardous substances or hazardous waste intended for household use or for retail sale on the site.
Depth of Flooding (DOF). The DOF is difference between regulatory flood elevation (RFE) and the
elevation of the lowest grade adjacent to a structure.
Development. Any man-made change to improved or unimproved real estate, including, but not limited
to, buildings and other structures, mining, dredging, filling, grading, paving, extraction or drilling
operations, farming, or storage of equipment or materials.
Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (DMA). The DMA is Public Law 106-390 and is the latest federal
legislation enacted to encourage and promote proactive, pre-disaster planning as a condition of receiving
financial assistance under the Robert T. Stafford Act. The DMA emphasizes planning for disasters before
they occur. Under the DMA, a pre-disaster hazard mitigation program and new requirements for the
national post-disaster hazard mitigation grant program (HMGP) were established.
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Drainage Basin. A drainage area that drains to the Cedar river, Green river, Snoqualmie river, South Fork
Skykomish river, White river, Lake Washington or other drainage area that eventually drains to Puget
Sound.
Drainage Subbasin. A drainage area identified as a drainage subbasin in a county-approved basin plan or,
if not identified, a drainage area that drains to a body of water that is named and mapped and contained
within a drainage basin.
Erosion. Erosion is the wearing away of ground surface as the result of the movement of wind, water or
ice.
Exposure. Exposure is defined as the number and dollar value of assets considered to be at risk during
the occurrence of a specific hazard.
Extent. The extent is the size of an area affected by a hazard.
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). FEMA is an independent agency (now part of the
Department of Homeland Security) created in 1978 to provide a single point of accountability for all
federal activities related to disaster mitigation and emergency preparedness, response, and recovery.
FEMA Floodway. The FEMA floodway is the channel of the stream and that portion of the adjoining
floodplain that is necessary to contain and discharge the base flood flow without increasing the base flood
elevation more than one foot.
Flood or Flooding. A general and temporary condition of partial or complete inundation of normally dry
land areas from the overflow of inland or tidal waters or the unusual and rapid accumulation of runoff of
surface waters from any source.
Flood Fringe, Zero-Rise. The zero rise flood fringe is that portion of the floodplain outside of the zerorise floodway. The zero-rise flood fringe is generally associated with standing water rather than rapidly
flowing water.
Flood Hazard Areas. A flood hazard area is any area subject to inundation by the base flood or risk
from channel migration including, but not limited to, an aquatic area, wetland or closed depression.
Flood Hazard Management Corridor. The flood hazard management corridor is an area of the
floodplain allowing for the conveyance of unobstructed flood waters and providing for a range of riparian
conditions of the river ecosystem.
Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM). FIRMs are the official maps on which the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) has delineated the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA).
Flood Insurance Study. A report published by the Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration for
a community in conjunction with the community’s Flood Insurance Rate Map. The study contains such
background data as the base flood discharges and water surface elevations that were used to prepare the
FIRM. In most cases, a community FIRM with detailed mapping will have a corresponding flood
insurance study.
Flood Protection Elevation. An elevation that is one foot above the base flood elevation.
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Flood Protection Facility. A flood protection facility is a structure that provides protection from flood
damage. Flood protection facility includes, but is not limited to, the following structures and supporting
infrastructure:
A. Dams or water diversions, regardless of primary purpose, if the facility provides flood
protection benefits;
B. Flood containment facilities such as levees, dikes, berms, walls and raised banks, including
pump stations and other supporting structures; and
C. Bank stabilization structures, often called revetments.
Flood Risk Reduction. Flood risk reduction is an action taken to decrease exposure of people and
property to flood or channel migration hazards.
Floodplain. The floodplain is the total area subject to inundation by the base flood.
Floodway, Zero-Rise. The zero-rise floodway is the channel of a stream and that portion of the adjoining
floodplain that is necessary to contain and discharge the base flood flow without any measurable increase in
base flood elevation.
A. For the purpose of this definition, "measurable increase in base flood elevation" means a
calculated upward rise in the base flood elevation, equal to or greater than 0.01 foot, resulting from a
comparison of existing conditions and changed conditions directly attributable to alterations of the
topography or any other flow obstructions in the floodplain. "Zero-rise floodway" is broader than that of the
FEMA floodway but always includes the FEMA floodway.
B. "Zero-rise floodway" includes the entire floodplain unless a critical areas report demonstrates
otherwise.
Freeboard. A factor of safety usually expressed in feet above a flood level for purposes of floodplain
management.
Future Conditions Floodplain or Flood Hazard Area. The land area that would be inundated by the 1percent-annual-chance (100-year) flood based on future conditions hydrology.
Future Conditions Hydrology. Future conditions hydrology is the flood discharges associated with
projected land-use conditions based on a community's zoning maps and/or comprehensive land-use plans
and without consideration of projected future construction of flood detention structures or projected future
hydraulic modifications within a stream or other waterway, such as bridge and culvert construction, fill, and
excavation.
Growth Management Act. In 1990, the Washington State Legislature passed the State Growth
Management Act (ESHB 2929). The Act calls for urban counties and cities in the state to develop
comprehensive plans to guide growth management decisions for at least the next decade. An amendment to
the Act in 1991 required that counties, working with cities within their boundaries, develop Countywide
Planning Policies to provide a common vision of the future to serve as the framework for all comprehensive
plans throughout the county.
Hazard. An event or physical condition that has the potential to cause fatalities, injuries, property damage,
infrastructure damage, agricultural loss, damage to the environment, interruption of business, and other
types of loss or harm.
Hazard Mitigation. Hazard mitigation refers to reduction or alleviation of the loss of life, personal
injury, and property damage that could result from a disaster through long- and short-term strategies.
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Hazard mitigation involves strategies such as planning, policy changes, programs, projects, and other
activities that could mitigate the impacts of hazards.
Hydraulic. Hydraulic is the branch of science or engineering that addresses fluids (especially water) in
motion in rivers or canals, works and machinery for conducting or raising water, the use of water as a
prime mover, and other fluid-related areas.
Hydrology. Hydrology is the analysis of waters of the earth. For example, a flood discharge estimate is
developed by conducting a hydrologic study.
Incorporated Areas. Incorporated areas are those areas that exist within a city or a city's jurisdiction. King
County contains 39 whole incorporated cities and parts of two others.
Large Woody Debris. Large pieces of wood in or partially in stream channels, including logs, pieces of
logs, rootwads of trees, and other large chunks of wood. LWD provides streambed and bank stability and
habitat complexity. LWD is also referred to as coarse woody debris (CWD). Either term usually refers to
pieces at least 20 inches (51 cm) in diameter.
Levee. A manmade structure, usually an earthen embankment, designed and constructed to contain,
control, or divert the flow of water so as to provide protection from temporary flooding.
Levee, Training. A partial levee system that does not tie off to high ground at one or both ends and
functions as a raised revetment to re-direct the main flow of the river. A training levee is designed to
prevent bank erosion and channel migration or avulsion. A training levee does not contain the base flood,
but may provide limited protection against low level flooding.
Maintenance. Maintenance is the usual acts to prevent a decline, lapse or cessation from a lawfully
established condition without any expansion of or significant change from that originally established
condition. Activities within landscaped areas within areas subject to native vegetation retention
requirements may be considered "maintenance" only if they maintain or enhance the canopy and understory
cover. "Maintenance" includes repair work but does not include replacement work. When maintenance is
conducted specifically in accordance with the Regional Road Maintenance Guidelines, the definition of
"maintenance" in the glossary of those guidelines supersedes the definition of "maintenance" in this section.
May. See definition for "Shall."
National Flood Insurance Program. The Federal Program under which flood-prone areas are identified
and flood insurance is made available to the owners of the property in participating communities.
Native Vegetation. Native vegetation is plant species indigenous to the Puget Sound region that reasonably
could be expected to naturally occur on the site.
Natural Resource Lands. The Growth Management Act requires cities and counties to designate natural
resource lands which include the following: 1) agricultural land that have long-term significance for the
commercial production of food or other agricultural products; 2) forest lands that have long-term
significance for the commercial production of timber; and 3) mineral resource lands that have long-term
significance for the extraction of minerals. The comprehensive Plan designates Agricultural Production
Districts, Forest Production Districts, and Mineral Resource Sites.
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No Adverse Impact Floodplain Management. No Adverse Impact Floodplain Management is where
the action of one property owner does not adversely impact the rights of other property owners, as
measured by increased flood peaks, flood stage, flood velocity, and erosion and sedimentation.
Non-Structural Solutions. Non-structural solutions are methods of reducing flood risks through
regulations of development in the floodplain, rather than structurally altering the river or stream itself.
Open Space. Open space is areas left predominately in a natural state to create urban separators and
greenbelts, sustain native ecosystems, connect and increase protective buffers for environmentally sensitive
areas, provide a visual contrast to continuous development, reinforce community identity and aesthetics, or
provide links between important environmental or recreational resources.
Passive Recreation. Passive recreation requires a lower level of development and provides areas for
informal, self-directed activities for individuals and groups.
Public Agency. Public agency means any agency, political subdivision or unit of local government of this
state including, but not limited to, municipal corporations, special purpose districts and local service
districts, any agency of the State of Washington, the United States or any state thereof or any Indian tribe
recognized as such by the federal government.
Redds. Redds are nests made in gravel (particularly by salmonids); consisting of a depression that is
created and then covered.
Regulatory Floodplain. This term refers to an area regulated by King County as floodplain through its
land-use regulations. It includes, but is not limited to, areas identified by FEMA and published on FIRMs
and additional areas identified by King County as being susceptible to flooding using best available flood
information.
Repair. Repair means to fix or restore to sound condition after damage. "Repair" does not include
replacement of structures or systems.
Repetitive Loss Property. A repetitive loss property is any NFIP-insured property that, since 1978 and
regardless of any change(s) of ownership during that period, has experienced any of the following:
• Four or more paid flood losses exceeding $1,000 each
• Two paid flood losses exceeding $1,000 each within any 10-year period since 1978
• Three or more paid losses that equal or exceed the current value of the insured property
Repetitive Loss Area. A defined area that includes identified repetitive loss properties and other properties
not listed as repetitive loss that are subject to the same flooding conditions.
Revetment. A facing of stone, broken rock, or other material placed on a streambank or slope to minimize
erosion by moving water.
Riparian Area. The area adjacent to flowing water, for example rivers, perennial or intermittent streams,
seeps or springs, that contains elements of both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, which mutually
influence each other.
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Risk. Risk is the estimated impact that a hazard would have on people, services, facilities, and structures
in a community. Risk measures the likelihood of a hazard occurring and resulting in an adverse condition
that causes injury or damage. Risk is often expressed in relative terms such as a high, moderate, or low
likelihood of sustaining damage above a particular threshold due to occurrence of a specific type of
hazard. Risk also can be expressed in terms of potential monetary losses associated with the intensity of
the hazard.
Risk Assessment. Risk assessment is the process of measuring potential loss of life, personal injury,
economic injury, and property damage resulting from hazards. This process assesses the vulnerability of
people, buildings, and infrastructure to hazards and focuses on (1) hazard identification; (2) impacts of
hazards on physical, social, and economic assets; (3) vulnerability identification; and (4) estimates of the
cost of damage or costs that could be avoided through mitigation.
River Improvement Fund. The River Improvement Fund is a county-wide property tax levy authorized
under 86.12 Revised Code of Washington, for the purpose of funding the construction and repair of flood
control facilities on major rivers throughout King County.
Riverine. Of or produced by a river. Riverine floodplains have readily identifiable channels.
River and Floodplain Management Program. The River and Floodplain Management Program is the
program administered by the Regional Services Section of the Water and Land Resources Division,
Department of Natural Resources and Parks, and funded by the River Improvement Fund, Green River
Flood Control Zone District and Inter-County River Improvement Fund, to conduct the following
activities:
A. Structural Capital Improvement Projects;
B. Relocation and Elevation Projects;
C. Maintenance and Monitoring:
D. River Planning;
E. Flood Hazard Education;
F. Flood Warning and Emergency Response;
G. Complaint Response and Enforcement; and
H. Interlocal Coordination.
Salmonid. Salmonid are a member of the fish family Salmonidae, including, but not limited to:
A. Chinook, coho, chum, sockeye and pink salmon;
B. Rainbow, steelhead and cutthroat salmon, which are also known as trout;
C. Brown trout;
D. Brook, bull trout, which is also known as char, and Dolly Varden char;
E. Kokanee; and
F. Pygmy whitefish.
Shall. To guide King County, the use of the terms “shall,” “will,” “should,” and “may” in policies
determine the level of discretion the County can exercise in making future and specific land use, budget,
development regulation and other decisions. “Shall” and “will” in a policy mean that it is mandatory for
the County to carry out the policy, even if a timeframe is not included. “Shall” and “will” are imperative
and nondiscretionary – the County must make decisions based on what the policy says to do. “Should” in
a policy provides noncompulsory guidance, and establishes that the County has some discretion in
making decisions. “May” in a policy means that it is in the County’s interest to carry out the policy, but
the County has total discretion in making decisions.
Should. See definition for "Shall."
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Stakeholder. Stakeholders are individuals or groups that could be affected in any way by an action or
policy and include business leaders, civic groups, academia, non-profit organizations, major employers,
managers of critical facilities, farmers, developers, special purpose districts, and others.
Structural Solution. Reducing flood hazard through physical means, such as dams, levees, revetments,
or channelization of rivers and streams.
Structure. A structure is anything permanently constructed in or on the ground, or over the water;
excluding fences six feet or less in height, decks less than 18 inches above grade, paved areas, and structural
or non-structural fill.
Vulnerability. Vulnerability describes how exposed or susceptible an asset is to damage. Vulnerability
depends on an asset’s construction, contents, and the economic value of its functions. Like indirect
damages, the vulnerability of one element of the community is often related to the vulnerability of
another. For example, many businesses depend on uninterrupted electrical power. Flooding of an electric
substation would affect not only the substation itself but businesses as well. Often, indirect effects can be
much more widespread and damaging than direct effects.
Water Resource Inventory Area (WRIA). WRIAs were formalized under WAC 173-500-040 and
authorized under the Water Resources Act of 1971, RCW 90.54. Ecology was given the responsibility for
the development and management of these administrative and planning boundaries. These boundaries
represent the administrative under pinning of this agency’s business activities. The original WRIA
boundary agreements and judgments were reached jointly by Washington’s natural resource agencies
(Ecology, Natural Resources, Fish and Wildlife) in 1970.
Watershed. An area of land that drains into a single outlet and is separated from other drainage basins by a
divide.
Wild and Scenic River. A federal designation that is intended to protect the natural character of rivers
and their habitat without adversely affecting surrounding property.
Will. See definition for "Shall."
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APPENDIX A.
NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM
COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM (CRS)
ACTIVITY 510 CROSSWALK
OVERVIEW
As the nation’s highest rated county under the National Flood Insurance Program’s Community Rating
System (CRS), King County has established standards in floodplain management that are progressive, proactive and that have become modeled nationally. These standards have been developed utilizing a
planning foundation culminated in the 1993 Flood Hazard Reduction Plan, and this subsequent revision,
the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan. As the cornerstone to its Community Rating
System program, the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan will aid King County in
maintaining its Community Rating System benefits by meeting program prerequisites and insuring that
credited programs remain in place at existing or enhanced levels. This appendix has been created for King
County and the subsequent reviewers of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan to provide
a crosswalk to the Community Rating System planning requirements and their location in the plan. King
County’s Community Rating System classification is dependent upon the 2006 King County Flood Hazard
Management Plan meeting very prescriptive requirements as identified in the 2006, Community Rating
System Coordinators Manual. This crosswalk will also be beneficial in illustrating program compliance
for other programs such as the Disaster Mitigation Act Planning Requirements, and The Flood Mitigation
Assistance Grant Program planning requirements. The CRS 10-step planning process was the foundation
for both of these programs. Plans created utilizing the Community Rating System process will tend to
meet or exceed these programs planning requirements.
The Community Rating System prescribes that certain required planning elements be included in the actual
plan, while also prescribing a process the plans development should go through. This appendix has been
set up such that all of those elements that are required to be inclusive in the plan document are illustrated
in the attached crosswalk. Those process related elements that are not an inclusive requirement, are
described in narrative format, by Community Rating System credit element. A description of each of the
credit requirements is contained in the attached crosswalk. Those elements annotated with the
“(Required)” field are mandatory elements to receiving credit for that planning step. A community must
receive some verified credit under each of the ten planning steps for the overall plan to be creditable. If a
mandatory element is not met, no credit can be verified for that planning step, and the plan would be
considered non-compliant.
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2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan
Community Rating System Crosswalk
Attached is a plan review crosswalk based on the Community Rating System (CRS) Activity 510, Floodplain Management Planning
credit requirements identified in the 2006 CRS Coordinators Manual. This crosswalk will identify compliance with each of 10 CRS
planning steps, where in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan each element addressed, and credit points for each
step the county will request under CRS Activity 510. This crosswalk was prepared as a documentation aid in meeting the CRS
documentation requirements specified in the 2006 CRS Coordinators Manual. Final verification of all verified credit for this activity
will be based on the technical review process established by FEMA and the CRS verification procedures.
Element

511.a.1
511.a.1.(a)
511.a.1.(b)

511.a.1.(c)

511.a.2

Location in the Plan
(Section#, Page # or Appendix#)

Description of Credit Criteria

Credit
Points
Available

Credit
Points
Requested

Phase 1
Planning Process
Organize to Prepare the Plan (Maximum credit: 10 points). The credit for this step is the total of the following points, which
are based on how the community organizes to prepare its floodplain management plan.
If the planning process is under the supervision Chapter1, Section 1.6, pages 6 -7
2
2
or direction of a professional planner;
Appendix A, 511.a.1.(a), Page 12
If the planning process is conducted through a Chapter1, Section 1.6, pages 6-7
Appendix A, 511.a.1.(b), Page 12
committee composed of staff from those
6
6
community departments that will be
implementing the majority of the plan’s
recommendations;
If the planning process and/or the committee
Not applicable
are formally created or recognized by action of
2
0
the community’s governing board.
The plan document must discuss how it was prepared, who was involved in the planning process, and how the public was
involved during the planning process.(Required)
Involve the public (Maximum credit: 85 points).
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Element
511.a.2.(a)

511.1.2.(b)

511.a.2.(c)

511.a.2.(d)

Description of Credit Criteria
If the planning process is conducted through a
planning committee that includes members of
the public. If this is the same planning
committee credited under step 1, items (b) and
(c), at least one half of the members must be
representatives of the public, including some
residents or property owners from the
floodprone areas. The committee must hold a
sufficient number of meetings that involve the
members in planning steps 4 through 9 (e.g., at
least one meeting on each step).
If one or more public meetings are held in the
affected area(s) at the beginning of the
planning process to obtain public input on the
natural hazards, problems, and possible
solutions. At least one meeting must be held
separate from the planning committee
meetings in item (a).
For holding at least one public meeting to
obtain input on the draft plan. The meeting
must be at the end of the planning process, at
least two weeks before submittal of the
recommended plan to the community’s
governing body.
If questionnaires are distributed asking the
public for information on their natural hazards,
problems, and possible solutions. The
questionnaires must be distributed to at least
90% of the floodplain residents.
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Location in the Plan
(Section#, Page # or Appendix#)

Credit
Points
Available

Credit
Points
Requested

40

40

15

15

15

15

5

15

Chapter1, Section 1.6, pages 6 - 7
Appendix A, Step 2, 511.a.2.(a), Pages 13-17

Chapter1, Section 1.6, page 7
Appendix A, Step 2, 511.a.2.(b), Pages 17-18

Chapter1, Section 1.6, page 7
Appendix A, Step 2, 511.a.2.(c), Page 18-19

Appendix A, Step 2, 511.a.2.(d), Pages 19-22
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Element
511.a.2.(e)

511.a.2.(f)

511.a.3
511.a.3.(a)

511.a.3.(b)

Description of Credit Criteria
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Location in the Plan
(Section#, Page # or Appendix#)

Credit
Points
Available

Credit
Points
Requested

If written comments and recommendations are Chapter1, Section 1.6, page 7
Appendix A, Step 2, 511.a.2.(e), Page 22-23
solicited from neighborhood advisory groups,
homeowners’ associations, parent teacher
5
5
organizations, the Chamber of Commerce, or
similar organizations that represent the public
in the affected area(s).
Appendix A, Step 2, 511.a.2.(f), Page 23-25
If other public information activities are
implemented to explain the planning process
5
5
and encourage input to the planner or planning
committee.
The planning process must include an opportunity for the
This requirement is considered to be met based on the
public to comment on the plan during the drafting stage and
documentation discussed above.
prior to plan approval (REQUIRED).
Coordinate (Maximum credit: 25 points). Other agencies and organizations must be contacted to see if they are doing anything
that may affect the community’s program and to see if they could support the community’s efforts.
Chapter1, Sections 1.1, 1.6, pages 1 - 7
If the planning includes a review of existing
studies, reports, and technical information and Chapter 2, Sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2, pages 11-15
of the community’s needs, goals, and plans for Chapter 3, Section 3.2 , pages 26-30
Chapter 4, Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.5, pages 35-92
the area. (REQUIRED)
3
3
Chapter 5, Introduction, Section 5.1, pages 9598
All of Chapter 7, pages 309-338
Appendix A, Step 3, 511.1.3.(a), Page 24
If neighboring communities, local and regional All of Chapter 6, pages 301-306
Appendix A, Step 3, 511.a.3.(b), Pages 24-26
agencies involved in hazard mitigation
activities, and agencies that have the authority
to regulate development, as well as businesses,
1
1
academia and other private and non-profit
interests are given an opportunity to be
involved in the planning process
(REQUIRED)
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Element
511.a.3.(c)

511.a.3.(d)

511.a.3.(e)

511.a.3.(f)

Description of Credit Criteria
If neighboring communities, the state NFIP
Coordinator, the state water
resources agency, the county and state
emergency management agency, the FEMA
Regional Office, and (where appropriate) the
state’s coastal zone management agency are
contacted at the beginning of the planning
process to see if they are doing anything that
may affect the community's program and to
see how they can support the community's
efforts.
If other governmental and nongovernmental
organizations, such as the National Weather
Service, Red Cross, homebuilders association,
and environmental groups are contacted at the
beginning of the planning process to see if
they are doing anything that may affect the
community's program and to see how they can
support the community's efforts.
If the coordination effort includes holding
meetings with representatives of the other
agencies and organizations to review common
problems, development policies, mitigation
strategies, inconsistencies and conflicts in
policies, plans, programs, and regulations.
For sending the draft action plan to the other
agencies and organizations contacted under
items (b), (c), (d), and (e) and asking them to
comment by a certain date.
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Location in the Plan
(Section#, Page # or Appendix#)

Credit
Points
Available

Credit
Points
Requested

4

4

4

4

10

10

3

3

Chapter 1, section 1.6, page 6
Appendix A, Step 3, 511.a.3.(c), Pages 25-27

Chapter 1, section 1.6, page 6
Appendix A, Step 3, 511.a.3.(d), Page 25-27

Appendix A, Step 3, 511.a.3.(e), Page 27

Chapter 1, section 1.6, page 7
Appendix A, Step 3, 511.a.3.(f), pages 25-27

Phase II
Risk Assessment
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Element
511.a.4

511.a.4.(a)

511.a.4.(a)(1)

511.a.4.(a)(2)

511.a.4.(a)(3)

511.a.4.(b)

January 2007

Credit
Credit
Points
Points
Available
Requested
Assess the hazard (Maximum credit: 20 points). The credit for this step is the total of the following points based on what the
community includes in its assessment of the hazard. To receive CRS credit for this step, the assessment must include item (a). If
the community wants the plan to also qualify as a FEMA multi-hazard mitigation plan, item (b) must also be completed.
For including an assessment of the flood hazard in the plan. If the community is a Category B or C repetitive loss community,
this step must cover all of its repetitive loss areas (REQUIRED). The assessment must include at least one of the following
items:
Chapter 5, pages 101, 115, 129, 145, 163, 177,
A map of the known flood hazards. “Known
flood hazards” means the floodplain shown on 191, 227, and 275
All of Appendix C
the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM),
repetitive loss areas, areas not mapped on the
5
5
FIRM that have flooded in the past, and
surface flooding identified in existing studies.
No new studies need to be conducted for this
assessment.
A description of the known flood hazards,
All of Chapter 5, pages 93 -300
5
5
including source of water, depth of flooding,
All of Appendix C
velocities, and warning time.
A discussion of past floods
Chapter 3, section 3.3, pages 30-32
Chapter 5, subsection _._.6 of each basin
5
5
discussion in chapter 5, Pages 93-300
All of Appendix C
Chapter 1, section 1.5, page 6
If the plan includes a map, description of the
Chapter 6, section 6.1, page 301-302
magnitude or severity, history and probability
of future events for other natural hazards, such Chapter 7, section 7.4.3, page 329-337
(Note) compliance with this element is based
as erosion, tsunamis, earthquakes, and
5
5
hurricanes. The plan should include all natural on the creation of “linkage” between the Flood
Hazard Management Plan, and the King
hazards that affect the community. At a
County Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan that
minimum, it should include those hazards
identified by the state’s hazard mitigation plan. was prepared by King County in response to
the Disaster Mitigation Act.
Description of Credit Criteria

Location in the Plan
(Section#, Page # or Appendix#)
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Element
511.a.5

511.a.5.(a)

511.a.5.(b)
511.a.5.(b)
(1)
511.a.5.(b)
(2)
511.a.5.(b)
(3)
511.a.5.(c)

511.a.5.(d)

511.a.5.(e)

January 2007

Credit
Credit
Points
Points
Available
Requested
Assess the problem (Maximum credit: 35 points) The credit for this step is the total of the following points, based on what is
included in the assessment of the vulnerability of the community to the hazards identified in the previous hazard assessment step.
To receive credit for this step, the assessment must include item (a) and must evaluate the hazard data in light of their impact on
the community. Simply listing data, such as the names of the critical facilities or the number of flood insurance claims, will not
suffice for credit.
If the plan includes an overall summary of the All of Chapter 5, Pages 93-300
All of Appendix C
jurisdiction’s vulnerability to each hazard
2
2
identified in the hazard assessment (step 4) and
the impact on the community. (REQUIRED)
If the plan includes a description of the impact that the hazards identified in the hazard assessment (step 4) have on:
Life, safety, and health and the need and
All of Appendix C
procedures for warning and evacuating
5
5
residents and visitors.
Critical facilities and infrastructure.
All of Appendix C
5
5
Description of Credit Criteria

Location in the Plan
(Section#, Page # or Appendix#)

The community’s economy and tax base

All of Appendix C

For including the number and types of
buildings subject to the hazards identified in
the hazard assessment.
If the assessment includes a review of all
properties that have received flood insurance
claims (in addition to the repetitive loss
properties) or an estimate of the potential
dollar losses to vulnerable structures.
If the plan describes areas that provide natural
and beneficial functions, such as wetlands,
riparian areas, sensitive areas, and habitat for
rare or endangered species.

Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2, Table 3-1, page 27
Appendix C

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

Appendix C

All of Chapter 5, Pages 93-300
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Element
511.a.5.(f)

511.a.6

511.a.7

511.a.7.(a)

511.a.7.(b)

Description of Credit Criteria
If the plan includes a description of
development, redevelopment, and population
trends and a discussion of what the future
brings for development and redevelopment in
the community, the watershed, and natural
resource areas.
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Location in the Plan
(Section#, Page # or Appendix#)

Credit
Points
Available

Credit
Points
Requested

5

5

2

2

Appendix C

Phase III
Mitigation Strategy
Chapter1, Sections 1.2, 1.3, pages 1-5
Set goals (Maximum credit: 2 points). The
two credit points for this step are provided if
the plan includes a statement of the goals of
the community’s floodplain management or
hazard mitigation program. (REQUIRED)

Review possible activities (Maximum credit: 30 points) The plan must describe those activities that were considered and note
why they were or were not recommended (e.g., they were not cost-effective or they did not support the community’s goals).
(REQUIRED) The credit for this step is the total of the following points based on which floodplain management or hazard
mitigation activities are reviewed in the plan.
Chapter 2, Pages 11-24 Introduction, Policies:
If the plan reviews preventive activities, such
G-2, G-3, FP-1, FP-2, FP-3, FP-4, FP-5, FP-6,
as zoning, stormwater management
FP-7, FP-8, FP-9, FP-10, FP-11
regulations, building codes, and preservation
5
5
All of Chapter 4, pages 35-92
of open space and the effectiveness of current
Recommendations: MAP 1-7, CMZ 1-3, COR
regulatory and preventive standards and
1-6, REG 1-2,
programs.
All of Chapter 5, pages 93-300
If the plan reviews property protection
Chapter 2, pages 11-24 Introduction,
activities, such as acquisition, retrofitting, and Policies:G-2, FRR-3
5
5
flood insurance.
All of Chapter 4, pages 35-92
Recommendations: ERA 1-7,
All of Chapter 5, pages 93-300
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Element
511.a.7.(c)

511.a.7.(d)

511.a.7.(e)

511.a.7.(f)

511.a.8

Description of Credit Criteria
If the plan reviews activities to protect the
natural and beneficial functions of the
floodplain, such as wetlands protection.

If the plan reviews emergency services
activities, such as warning and sandbagging.

If the plan reviews structural projects, such as
reservoirs and channel modifications.

If the plan reviews public information
activities, such as outreach projects and
environmental education programs.

January 2007

Location in the Plan
(Section#, Page # or Appendix#)
Chapter 2, pages 11-24, Introduction,
Policies:G-2, G-8, FRR-2, FRR-5, RCM-1,
RCM-2
All of Chapter 4, pages 35-92,
Recommendations: COR 1-6, SED 1-5, WD 13,
All of Chapter 5, pages 93-300
Chapter 2, pages 11-24, Introduction, Policies:
G-1, G-2, ER-1, ER-2, ER-3, ER-4,
Recommendation: RESP 1-2
All of Chapter 4, pages 35-92,
Recommendations: WARN 1-4, RESP 1-2
All of Chapter 5, pages 93-300
Chapter 2, pages 11-24, Introduction,
Policies:G-1, G-2, G-6, FRR-2, FRR-6, FRR7, FRR-8, FRR -12
All of Chapter 4, pages 35-92,
Recommendations: INFRA 1-3
All of Chapter 5, pages 93-300
Chapter 2, Pages 11-24, Introduction,
Policies: G-2
All of Chapter 4, Pages 35-92,
Recommendations: TECH 1-6, ERA 2-4,
PREP 1-5,
Chapter 5, section 5.1, page 95-98

Credit
Points
Available

Credit
Points
Requested

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Draft an action plan (Maximum credit: 70 points). The action plan specifies those activities appropriate to the community’s
resources, hazards, and vulnerable properties. For each recommendation, the action plan must identify who does what, when it
will be done, and how it will be financed. The actions must be prioritized and include a review of the benefits of the proposed
projects and their associated costs. (REQUIRED)
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Element
511.a.8.(a)

511.a.8.(b)

511.a.8.(c)

511.a.8.(d)

511.a.8.(e)

511.a.8.(f)

511.a.8.(g)

Description of Credit Criteria
If the action plan includes flood-related
recommendations for activities from two of the
six categories credited in step 7, Review
possible activities.
If the action plan includes flood-related
recommendations for activities from three of
the six categories credited in step 7, Review
possible activities.
If the action plan includes flood-related
recommendations for activities from four of
the six categories credited in step 7, Review
possible activities.
If the action plan includes flood-related
recommendations for activities from five of
the six categories credited in step 7, Review
possible activities.
Additional points are provided if the action
plan establishes post-disaster mitigation
policies and procedures.
Additional points are provided if the action
plan’s recommended natural resource
protection activities include recommendations
from a Regional Habitat Conservation Plan as
credited under Section 511.c.
Additional points are provided if the plan
includes action items (other than public
information activities) to mitigate the effects
of the other natural hazards identified in the
hazard assessment (step 4, item (b)).
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Location in the Plan
(Section#, Page # or Appendix#)

Credit
Points
Available

Credit
Points
Requested

10

N/A

20

N/A

30

N/A

45

45

10

0

10

10

5

5

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

All of Chapters 2, 4, 5, and 6
See also Action Plan Matrix, Appendix F

Not applicable

Chapter 2, Policies G-4, G-8, pages 13-14
Chapter 6, Section 6.2.4, page 304
Appendix A, Phase III, 511.a.8.(g)

Chapter 1, section 1.5, page 6
Chapter 6, section 6.1, page 301-302
Chapter 7, section 7.4.3, page 329-337
(Note) compliance with this element is based
on the creation of “linkage” between the Flood
Hazard Management Plan, and the King
County Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan that
was prepared by King County in response to
the Disaster Mitigation Act.
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Element

511.a.9

511.a.10
511.a.10.(a)

511.a.10.(b)

Description of Credit Criteria

January 2007

Location in the Plan
(Section#, Page # or Appendix#)

Phase IV
Plan Maintenance
Adopt the plan (Maximum credit: 2 points) To be inserted once plan is adopted
The 2 credit points for this step are provided if
the plan and later amendments are officially
adopted by the community’s governing body.
(REQUIRED)

Credit
Points
Available

Credit
Points
Requested

2

2

Implement, evaluate, and revise (Maximum credit: 15 points) The credit for this step is the total of the following points based
on how the community monitors and evaluates its plan.
Chapter 1, Section 1.7, page 7
If the community has procedures for
Chapter 6, Section 6.3, page 305
monitoring implementation, reviewing
progress, and recommending revisions to the
2
2
plan in an annual evaluation report. The report
must be submitted to the governing body,
released to the media and made available to
the public. (REQUIRED)
If the evaluation report is prepared by the same Not Applicable
planning committee that prepared the plan or
by a successor committee with a similar
membership that was created to replace the
13
0
planning committee and charged with
monitoring and evaluating implementation of
the plan.
To maintain this credit, the community must submit a copy of its annual evaluation report with its recertification each year and
update the plan at least every five years.

Habitat conservation plan (HCP)
HCP = the total of the following points:
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Element
511.c.1

511.c.2

512.a

Description of Credit Criteria
If the community has adopted a regional

Habitat Conservation Plan or other plan that
explains and recommends actions to protect
rare, threatened, or endangered aquatic or
riparian species. The plan must have been
adopted by the community’s governing board
and there must be documentation that the plan
is being implemented. The plan must identify:
• the species in need of protection,
• the impact of new development on their
habitat,
• alternative actions that could be taken to
protect that habitat,
• what actions are recommended to protect that
habitat and why they were selected from the
alternatives, and
• how the recommendations will be funded.
If the plan has also been accepted as a Habitat
Conservation Plan by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service or the National Marine
Fisheries Service.
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Location in the Plan
(Section#, Page # or Appendix#)

Credit
Points
Available

Credit
Points
Requested

10

10

5

0

309

289

Chapter 2, Policies G-4, G-8, pages 13-14
Chapter 6, Section 6.2.4, page 304
Appendix A, Phase III, 511.a.8.(g), Page 28-29

Not applicable

Impact Adjustment
rFMP = 1.0 if the planning covers all of the community’s
known flood hazard areas.
Total
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Process Related Elements
STEP 1
ORGANIZE TO PREPARE THE PLAN
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan was prepared by a multidisciplinary team of King
County Employees, with input and support from incorporated King County Cities, public agencies, Native
American Tribes, an Advisory Committee of floodplain residents and stakeholders, and the general public.
Public participation is an important component of a successful planning process to allow the public to help
shape the purpose, vision, goals, objectives and guiding principles of the plan. The public participation
process for the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan began early, as both the Growth
Management Act (GMA) and the Community Rating System (CRS) require early and continuous public
involvement in the plan development (RCW 36.70A.035, CRS Activity 510).
511.a.1(a): The planning process is under the supervision or direction of a professional planner;
Priscilla Kaufmann, Jennifer Knauer and John Koon were the Project Managers on the 2006 Flood
Hazard Management Plan. Priscilla, Jennifer and John have over 50 years combined experience in
planning, surface water management engineering, environmental and conservation project
management, plan and policy development, and code writing in King County and other jurisdictions
511.a.1(b): The planning process is conducted through a committee composed of staff from those
community departments that will be implementing the majority of the plan's
recommendations;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan was prepared by staff from the
Department of Natural Resources and Parks. This multi-disciplinary team was composed of
planners, project managers, biologists, earth scientists, engineers and consultants. The Project
Team Members Include:
Tom Bean, P.E. Senior Engineer [South Fork Skykomish and Snoqualmie Rivers]
Steve Bleifuhs, River and Floodplain Management Unit Manager [Financing; Action Plan]
Terry Butler, P.E., L.G., Geologist [Tolt and Raging Rivers, Channel Migration Zones; Gravel and
Sediment Monitoring]
Dave Clark, Flood Hazard Reduction Services Section Manager
Claire Dyckman, Project/Program Manager [Agriculture]
Nancy Faegenburg, Project/Program Manager [Sammamish and Cedar Rivers, Boater Safety;
Agriculture]
Rob Flaner, Tetra Tech, Inc. [Consultant on CRS and DMA 2000]
Heidi Kandathil, Engineer [Hazard Identification & Vulnerability Analysis; Cost Estimates]
Priscilla Kaufmann, Project/Program Manger [Plan Project Manager, Policies, Regulations, SEPA]
Jennifer Knauer, Project/Program Analyst [Plan Project Manager, Funding and Financing; Action
Plan, Land Management]
John Koon, Engineer [Plan Project Manager, Emergency Response; Action Plan, Project and Risk
Identification]
Andy Levesque, Senior Engineer [Green River, River Corridor]
Gino Lucchetti, Senior Ecologist [Scientific Lead]
Ruth Schaeffer, Senior Ecologist [Green River, Archaeological Resources, SEPA]
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Jeanne Stypula, P.E., Supervising Engineer [White River, River Corridor; ESA Response; Mapping
and Technical Studies]
Ken Zweig, Program Manger [GIS; Flood Preparedness, Flood Warning]

511.a.1.(c): The planning process and/or the committee are formally created or recognized by action
of the community's governing board.
Credit for this element is not requested by King County.
STEP 2
INVOLVE THE PUBLIC
511.a.2.(a): If the planning process is conducted through a planning committee that includes
members of the public. If this is the same planning committee credited under step 1, items (b)
and (c), at least one half of the members must be representatives of the public, including some
residents or property owners from the floodprone areas. The committee must hold a sufficient
number of meetings that involve the members in planning steps 4 through 9 (e.g., at least one
meeting on each step).
A 13-member Advisory Committee, selected from each of the six major river basins, was established in
2004 to help guide development of this Plan. The Committee included members representing major
industries in the region, a non-profit environmental group, water resource engineering, wetland biology and
botany, a recreational boater and angler, and a Certified Floodplain Manager. Over 50 percent of the
members live or work in floodplains.
The Advisory Committee included the following stakeholders in the community:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Joseph Herr (Chair), Floodplain Property Owner, Cedar River, Recreational Boater and Angler
John King (Vice-Chair), a flood protection engineer for FM Global, an industrial property insurer
for The Boeing Company, Washington Schools, Costco, Continental Mills, MCI, REI, Seattle
Times and King County and other larger regional companies.
Brian Winslow, representing the Boeing Company, one of the region's largest employers;
Candace Beardslee, Board Member of Washington Trout, a non-profit environmental
organization;
Debi Heiden, a Certified Floodplain Manager and Regional Director of the Association of State
Floodplain Managers
Lisa Danielski, Wetland Biologist/Botanist
James Gessford, Civil Engineer, Water Resources Engineering
Randy LaVigne, Floodplain Property Owner, Cedar River
James McBride, Floodplain Property Owner, Lower Snoqualmie River
Pam Pederson, Floodplain Property Owner, Burns Creek
Joel Roalkvan, Floodplain Property Owner, Upper Snoqualmie River
Robert Seana, Floodplain Property Owner, Lower Snoqualmie River
Leonard Carlson, Floodplain Property Owner, Lower Snoqualmie River

Purpose of the Advisory Committee:
The purpose of the advisory committee was to provide an information exchange on the 2006 King County
Flood Hazard Management Plan proposal between King County staff and floodplain property owners and
other stakeholders who have a vested interest in rivers, streams and floodplains.
Role of the Advisory Committee:
The Role of the Advisory Committee is to assist and provide general advice to the River and Floodplain
Management staff of the Department of Natural Resources and Parks and the King County Executive on the
Appendix A
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Executive Proposed 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan. The King County Executive will
make the final decisions and recommendations on the Executive Proposed 2006 King County Flood Hazard
Management Plan.
Committee Responsibilities:
1.
Attend Advisory Committee meetings.
2.
Review and provide comments on materials and issues brought to the Advisory Committee.
3.
Provide an information exchange between King County staff and floodplain property owners and
stakeholders.
4.
Help identify goals and objectives of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan.
5.
Review and provide comments on policy, program and project recommendations.
6.
Attend meetings, as needed, and gather suggestions from special interest groups, such as
commissions, or the Master Builders.
7.
Attend public workshops and meetings, as needed, on the 2006 King County Flood Hazard
Management Plan.
8.
Assist with Department and Executive reviews of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard
Management Plan, including attending meetings, writing letters, or other forms of plan support.
2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan
Advisory Committee Ground Rules
December 2004
Roles and Responsibilities of King County River and Floodplain Management Staff
•
Identify issues to be brought to the committee for review, comment and those items that need decision
from the committee
•
Prepare meeting agendas and send out prior to the meeting
•
Schedule and staff the committee meetings, arrange for meeting locations
•
Write up meeting minutes and distribute
•
Prepare the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan
Roles and Responsibilities of Chair
•
Conduct meetings in accordance with the agenda and the meeting format
•
Assure all committee members have equal opportunity to express their viewpoint
•
Moderate discussions and assure that a respectful atmosphere is maintained
•
Facilitate Committee decision-making on issues brought to the committee by King County staff
•
Be the spokesperson for the committee on the Committee position and identify the spokesperson on
Committee minority positions, as appropriate
Roles and Responsibilities of Vice-Chair
•
Perform the roles and responsibilities of the Chair when Chair is not in attendance
Decision-Making
The Advisory Committee should strive for consensus rather than voting. Consensus does not mean that
everyone agrees, but rather includes shades of grey on agreement. For example, individual Committee
member positions on an issue could be expressed as:
1. Agree
2. Do not agree, but will go along with the group
3. Disagree
If anyone on the Committee disagrees on an issue, then the person or persons who disagree have an
opportunity to express their position on the issue. After a set amount of time (e.g. 15 minutes of discussion)
the Chair will request that the committee express their position a second time. If there is still a person or
persons that disagree, the minority positions are documented in the meeting minutes and the majority
position becomes the Committee's recommendation. Each committee member will have one vote. If a
Committee member cannot attend a meeting where there is an action item on the agenda, the Committee
member may send an alternate, who may ask questions, participate in the discussion and state the
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Committee member's position on the action item. The Committee member must authorize the proxy
through either a signed paper document or via an e-mail to the person who is the point of contact.
Meetings
Meetings will be held the third Wednesday of the month through November 2005. At that time, the
Committee will evaluate the need to continue if an Executive Proposed Plan is not completed. The
meetings will be held from 4:00 to 5:30 at the Issaquah Fish Hatchery Watershed Science Center. If
additional meetings of the Committee are needed, the FHRS staff will schedule those according to
availability of the Committee members. Committee members may be requested to attend additional public
meetings, King County Council meetings or other stakeholder meetings.
Standard Meeting Format
Welcome and Introductions
Review Agenda
Review minutes from last meeting
Discussion Items
Presentations
Action Items
Next Steps
Citizen comments
Protocols
Follow the agenda
Stay on schedule and adjourn meeting at the set time
Allow only one person to speak at a time and be respectful of others opinions
Attendance
Committee members are expected to attend all scheduled meetings. If a committee member misses more
than two meetings in a row or three cumulative meetings, they will be contacted by Flood Hazard
Reduction Services staff and asked if they want to continue on the committee. If additional meetings are
missed, the committee member may be replaced at the option of River and Floodplain Management staff. A
committee member may send a representative to the meeting if the committee member cannot attend. The
role of the representative will be to record information for the committee member, but the representative
cannot participate in the discussion and cannot vote on items unless they bring a signed proxy on a specific
action items that is scheduled in advance.
Quorum
In order to have a viable committee, at least seven committee members are needed to conduct business and
make decisions on action items. An alternate that is serving as a proxy for a Committee member on a
specific action item does not count toward the quorum.
Protocol for Representing the Committee
When a committee member is discussing topics outside the Committee meetings, they must distinguish
between statements that represent the committee position vs. their own personal views.
Recommendations
The Committee recommendations will be recorded in the meeting minutes and reflected in the plan, as
appropriate. The final decision on the Executive Proposed Plan will be the County Executive.
Points of Contact
Priscilla Kaufmann is the point of contact with committee members. The River and Floodplain
Management staff, or other County employees, will participate in Committee meetings, as needed.
Advisory Committee Selection:
The River and Floodplain Management staff sent postcards to all floodplain property owners in
unincorporated King County (approximately 5,000) and floodplain stakeholders (approximately 42 groups).
We defined stakeholders as people who are not necessarily floodplain land owners, but have a vested
interest in rivers, streams and floodplains for environmental, recreational or development potential reasons.
This included people who visited the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan web site and
asked to be placed on our mailing list. The postcard informed the recipient of the plan update, where they
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could get information on the plan update (i.e. web site, newspaper notices); invited them to serve on the
advisory committee, where they could get an application, and the process and deadline for submitting the
application. A copy of the application is on file.
Advisory committee meeting dates and locations
The Advisory Committee met October 2004 through April 2006. The meetings were held on the third
Wednesday of the month from 4:00 to 5:30. The Committee met on the following dates:
October 27, 2004
August 17, 2005
November 17, 2004
September 21, 2005
December 15, 2004
October 19, 2005
January 19, 2005
November 16, 2005
February 16, 2005
January 4, 2006
March 2, 2005
January 11, 2006
March 16, 2005
January 18, 2006
April 6, 2005
February 13, 2006 (Public Meeting)
April 20, 2005
February 16, 2006 (Public Meeting)
May 18, 2005
March 21, 2006
June 15, 2005
July 20, 2005
Duration of the advisory committee:
The advisory committee served for approximately one and a half years and attended one to three meetings a
month and attended public meetings on the draft Plan and meetings with stakeholders, such as the
Snoqualmie Watershed Forum. The committee will also participate at the council review of the plan.
Stakeholder groups
The following groups from the non-profit, retail, environmental and recreational sectors were contacted and
invited to submit an application to serve on the Advisory committee and were asked for comments on the
2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan:
1000 Friends of Washington
Adopt a Stream Foundation
American Red Cross
American Rivers, Northwest Regional Office
American Whitewater, Washington Region
Aquasports (Redmond)
Audubon Society
Cascade Canoe & Kayak Centers Inc.
Cascade Crags (Everett)
Cascade Land Conservancy
Center for Environmental Law and Policy
Community Coalition for Environmental Justice
Earth Corps
Earth Share of Washington
Easy Rider Canoes
First Descent (Seattle)
Friends of Issaquah Salmon Hatchery
Klub Kayak Inc.
Master Builders Association of King and Snohomish Counties
Moss Bay Kayaking Center
Mountain and Sound Recovery
Mountaineers, The
National Wildlife Federation
Nature Consortium
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Northwest Ecosystem Alliance
Northwest Energy Coalition
Northwest Environment Watch
Northwest Outdoor Center (Seattle)
Paddle Trails Canoe Club
Rainier Audubon Society
Recreational Equipment Inc.
Seattle Audubon Society
Sierra Club, Cascade Chapter
Washington Kayak Club
Washington Trails Association
Washington Water Trust
Wilderness Society, Pacific Northwest Regional Office
Washington Wilderness Coalition
People who requested to be placed on the mailing list
511.a.2.(b): One or more public meetings are held in the affected area(s) at the beginning of the
planning process to obtain public input on the natural hazards, problems, and possible solutions. At
least one meeting must be held separate from the planning committee meetings in item (a).
PUBLIC WORKSHOPS
What was the purpose of the public workshops?
The purpose of the public workshops was to find out what flooding issues were of concern to the residents
and what they wanted addressed in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan. A second
purpose was to get their response to questions or issues that were brought to them that had been identified
by the plan update team.
Where and when were the public workshops held?
The public workshops were held in four locations to capture each of the major river basins. The public
workshops were held:
• Wednesday, September 8, 2004 at the North Bend Library, North Bend
• Monday, September 13, 2004 at the Auburn Library, Auburn
• Tuesday, September 14, 2004 at the Renton Community Center, Renton
• Wednesday, September 15, 2004 at the Sno-Valley Senior Center, Carnation
Minutes from the public workshops and the sign-in sheets are on file.
How were the public workshops advertised?
The public workshops were advertised by (1) direct mailing to all floodplain property owners
(approximately 4,680 post cards mailed August 31, 2004); (2) newspaper announcements; and (3) notice on
the King County web page.
What was the format for the public workshops?
The public workshops began with a PowerPoint presentation on an overview of the existing 1993 Flood
Hazard Reduction Plan, why it was being updated and the process and schedule for the update. Following
the formal presentation, there was a question and answer period where the public could ask questions. If
staff could not answer the question, the person's name and contact information was recorded and staff
followed up with answers at a later date. The remainder of the public workshops was an open-house type
format where citizens could speak with King County staff. A series of tables were set up with information
on various topics, such as financing needs, flood warning, facilities maintenance, projects, etc. The staff
person who was the "lead" on that topic was available and identifiable as the person to answer questions.
Short issue papers were available on a variety of topics for citizens to pick up and read. The issue papers
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included a few questions that could either be answered at the workshop or mailed or faxed in later. The
following Issue Papers were prepared:
• Financing and Funding
• Agriculture and Flood Hazard Reduction
• River Corridor Floodplain Concept
• Boater and Recreational Safety
• Flood Preparedness
• Flood Warning
511.a.2.(c): For holding at least one public meeting to obtain input on the draft plan. The meeting
must be at the end of the planning process, at least two weeks before submittal of the recommended
plan to the community’s governing body.
PUBLIC MEETINGS
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan was prepared by the executive branch of King
County government and transmitted by the Executive to the Council for their review and approval on
January 16, 2007. Public meetings were held at both the beginning and the end of the planning process by
the executive branch.
Executive-Sponsored Public Meetings
What was the purpose of the Executive-sponsored public meetings?
The purpose of the Executive-sponsored public meetings was to present an overview to the public of what is
being proposed in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan and get comments on the
proposal. It was an opportunity for the public to see if the issues they raised at the public workshop held at
the beginning of the planning process had been addressed in the draft plan.
When and where were the Executive-sponsored public meetings held?
•
Monday, February 13, 2006, North Bend Elementary School, North Bend, WA
•
Thursday, February 16, 2006, Auburn Senior Center, Auburn, WA
How were the Executive-sponsored public meetings advertised?
Approximately 5,200 post cards were mailed to floodplain property owners in incorporated and
unincorporated King County, all 39 cities in King County, state and federal agencies, Native American
tribes and other public agencies. In addition, the public meetings were advertised two times in each of the
following newspapers:
•
The Seattle Times, a daily newspaper, published in Seattle, King County, Washington
•
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer, a daily newspaper, published in Seattle, King County, Washington.
•
The News Tribune, a daily newspaper, published in Tacoma, Pierce County, Washington with a daily
circulation of over 139,638 copies.
The following newspapers were also requested to add the public meetings to their calendar of events:
•
The Seattle Times
•
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer
•
The King County Journal
•
The Seattle Weekly
•
Robinson Newspapers (West Seattle, Ballard, White Center)
•
Federal Way News
•
Bothell Northshore Citizen
•
Woodinville Weekly
•
Snoqualmie Valley Record
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•
Sammamish Review
•
Newcastle News
•
Issaquah Press
•
Valley View
•
Renton Reporter
•
Enumclaw Courier-Herald
A news release was also sent to television and radio stations.
What was the format for the Executive-Sponsored public meetings?
The public meetings began with a PowerPoint presentation on the draft plan followed by an opportunity for
the public to ask questions. Large-scale maps were prepared for each of the major river basins that showed
the existing flood protection facilities and proposed projects. The basin leads for each of the major basins
were available to answer questions from the public and to provide additional information. Copies of the
draft plan were distributed on CDs and printed documents.
511.a.2.(d): Questionnaires are distributed asking the public for information on their natural
hazards, problems, and possible solutions. The questionnaires must be distributed to at least
90% of the floodplain residents.
QUESTIONNAIRES
The King County website contained a questionnaire that people could fill out on line and provide
comments. This questionnaire was on the web site for over four years and the project manager monitored
the responses and comments. All floodplain property owners within King County were notified of this
questionnaire via mailings and other outreach mechanisms employed by King County. The questionnaire is
as follows:

King County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan Update
Poll
King County is a regional leader in protecting area residents and significant
natural resources from flood hazards and damages. We are currently updating our
comprehensive guide to flooding policies and programs, the King County Flood
Hazard Reduction Plan. As part of that effort, we want to hear from you. Let us
better understand your interests and ideas about flooding and floodplain
management by taking the brief poll below.
1. How do you use King County's major rivers and their floodplains?
The major rivers include the Snoqualmie, Skykomish, Sammamish, Cedar, Green,
and White and their larger tributaries. Please check all that apply.
I own or rent a home near a river or in a floodplain
I work or own a business near a river or in a floodplain
I raise livestock or grow crops near a river or in a floodplain
I walk, bike, or commute on a trail along a river
I fish, swim, boat or float on rivers
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I participate in sports, observe nature or wildlife, picnic, or create art near a
river
Other:
I don't use King County rivers or their floodplains

2. Are you knowledgeable about the following flood-related topics?
Topic

Very
knowledgeable

Somewhat
Knowledgeable

Never
heard of it

Causes of flooding
Impacts of past flood events on
neighbors and local area
Impacts of past flood events
countywide or regionally
How rivers change form or migrate
Ecological functions supported by
river systems in King County
Endangered Species Act and recent
listings of fish in the Pacific Northwest

3. Are you aware of the following flood-related services that King County
provides?
Very
familiar

Service

Somewhat
aware

Never
heard of it

Flood season preparedness
Early flood warning and emergency response
systems
Constructed flood protection facilities (e.g., bank
stabilization, levees or drainage features)
Home buyouts and elevation projects
Habitat restoration projects
Regulations governing land uses and activities in
the floodplain
Mapping of floodplains and other hazards

4. Please let us know which of the following information sources provide an
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effective way to keep you informed about King County's flood-related
programs and policies? Please check all that apply
Web site
Direct e-mail
Local libraries
Public meetings
Newspaper articles
5. Other comments:

Submit poll

About this poll
How are the poll results used? This opinion poll is not scientific and reflects only
the opinions of those users who have chosen to participate. The results should
not be assumed to represent the opinions of County citizens or the public as a
whole. Because the poll is not scientific, its results are not relied upon in decision
making. However, all input and comments will be considered in development of
the Flood Hazard Reduction Plan Update.
How often is the poll updated? The poll results are updated in real time, as you
vote.
Can I vote more than once on the poll? No. The polls are designed to accept
only one vote per user. However, stay tuned to this site -- subsequent polls may
be added as the Plan Update progresses and new input is sought.
Does this poll make use of "cookies?" Yes. The poll uses cookies to limit votes
to one per user.
What are "cookies?" A cookie is a small text file which is stored on your
computer when you visit a site that is programmed to use cookies. Cookies, which
are harmless, provide a unique identification of your computer for use in a return
visit to a site.

For questions about the King County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan Update, please contact
Priscilla Kaufmann, Rivers Section.
For questions about the
Water and Land Resources Web Site,
please contact Fred Bentler,
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Visual Communication & GIS Unit.

In addition, five "Issue Papers" were distributed at the Public Workshops discussed in 511 a.2.(b). These
issue papers were designed as a questionnaire to be either completed at the Public Workshops or taken
home and completed and then returned by mail. The "Issue Papers" were also distributed to the Advisory
Committee discussed in 511 a.2.(a). The "Issue Papers" covered the following topics:
•
Flood Warning
•
Flood Preparedness
•
Financing and Funding
•
Boater and Recreational Safety
•
Agriculture and Flood Hazard Reduction
During the course of the plan development process, approximately 60 responses to the questionnaire based
outreach were received reviewed by the planning team.
511.a.2.(e): Written comments and recommendations are solicited from neighborhood advisory
groups, homeowners’ associations, parent teacher organizations, the Chamber of Commerce,
or similar organizations that represent the public in the affected area(s).
ADVISORY GROUPS
King County Unincorporated Area Councils
There are six Unincorporated Area Councils (UACs) in King County. The UACs are recognized
community groups which organized themselves "to provide effective and continuing opportunities for
citizens to participate in county government processes and decisions that affect their communities" on
policies, county programs, citizen appointments to advisory committees, community plans, sub-area plans,
and other plans and issues specifically affecting the citizens within the UAC boundaries. This includes, but
is not limited to:
• Identifying issues of concern related to affordable housing, environmental protections, open
space, water quality, surface water management, economic development, and growth
management;
• Developing and recommending priorities for services and methods of services delivery for
public safety, public health, human services, transportation, transit, parks, recreation, and arts
and heritage programs;
• Serving as a resource for input and advice on community or sub-area plans; and,
• Reviewing proposed county spending in the community and recommending priorities or
alternatives.
The UACs were offered the opportunity for briefings on the Flood Hazard Management Plan during their
regularly scheduled meetings. They were also encouraged to review and provide comments on the draft
plan and provide any suggestions that may strengthen the flood protection measures for unincorporated
areas of King County. A presentation was given to the Maple Valley Unincorporated Area Council on
Monday, March 6, 2006.
King County Agriculture Commission
The King County Agriculture Commission was established in 1995 to provide input to the Executive and
Council on issues relating to agriculture. The Agriculture Commission holds regular meetings. The project
management team provided a briefing on the draft 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan to
the Agriculture Commission on Thursday, March 9, 2006. An agenda and a handout for that meeting are
included in the file.
Cedar River Council
The Cedar rive Council is comprised of twenty-four members, including two King County Council
members and representation from Native American Tribes. The River and Floodplain Management staff
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attended the October 26, 2004 meeting of the Cedar River Council and provided a presentation on the 2006
King County Flood Hazard Management Plan. A copy of the meeting agenda, minutes and Council
members is included in the file. A second presentation on the draft 2006 King County Flood Hazard
Management Plan was made to the Cedar River Council on February 28, 2006. A copy of the meeting
minutes is included in the file.
North Bend John L. Scott Realtors
Staff from the River and Floodplain Management Unit and the CRS Coordinator for the City of North Bend
met with employees of the John L. Scott Real Estate office in North Bend on November 1, 2004. The
meeting was requested by the Realtors for the purpose of receiving the most current information on
floodplain mapping, existing levees, regulations and the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management
Plan. North Bend is located near the confluence of the South Fork and Middle Fork of the Snoqualmie
River. Approximately 44% of North Bend's land area is mapped or identified as floodplain and has
experienced severe flooding in the past. Minutes from this meeting are included in the file.
Neighbors Against Flooding
Neighbors Against Flooding is an informal floodplain property owners group organized to work with King
County to address flooding issues in the lower Snoqualmie River valley. On February 9, 2005
representative from the Flood Hazard Reduction Services Section met with floodplain property owners to
discuss options for addressing flooding in their neighborhood. Two members from this group serve on the
2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan Advisory Committee. Minutes from this meeting are
included in the file.
511.a.2.(f): If other public information activities are implemented to explain the planning process
and encourage input to the planner or planning committee.
PUBLIC INFORMATION ACTIVITIES
Newspaper notices
Press releases were prepared throughout the planning process. Press releases were used to solicit Advisory
Committee members, advertise public workshops, the availability of a draft plan and environmental
documents for review and comment, advertise the public meetings. Copies of all press releases and
newspaper articles are on file. The following newspapers were commonly used:
• Seattle Times
• Seattle-Post-Intelligencer
• Tacoma Tribune
• Eastside Journal
• Snoqualmie Valley Record
• Issaquah Press
• Daily Journal of Commerce
• Puget Sound Business Journal
• South County Journal
King County web site
The River and Floodplain Management Unit web site was an important source of information on the 2006
King County Flood Hazard Management Plan. The web site was used to advertise public workshops and
public meetings, post the draft 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan, post the SEPA
determination and provide the public with other information on how they can provide comments and
participate in the planning process.
King County Library System
Copies of the draft 2006 Flood Hazard Management Plan were made available for public review at fourteen
public libraries throughout King County. See February 7, 2006 letter to King County Library System.
Mailings and e-mails to others
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Standard distribution lists used for other planning processes, such as incorporated cities, state and federal
agencies and Native American tribes. Either a paper copy or a CD of the draft 2006 King County Flood
Hazard Management Plan was mailed to all 39 incorporated cities.
Distribution in County News Letter
An article about the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan was included in the fall 2004 copy
of Downstream News, a publication of the King County Department of Natural Resources and Parks
dedicated to educating and inspiring people to protect and enhance King County's water resources. This
publication is mailed to approximately 11,000 people in King County. A copy of the fall 2004 Downstream
News is included in the file.
SEPA review
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan required a State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)
Threshold Determination. The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan is a "non-project
action" under SEPA (WAC 197-11-704(2)(b)). A Determination of Non-Significance (DNS) was issued for
the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan. Notice requirements for SEPA were provided in
accordance with K.C.C. Chapter 20.20, which requires newspaper notices. In addition, the SEPA Threshold
Determination and the Environmental Checklist were mailed to all 39 incorporated cities, state and public
agencies, and Indian Tribes. The SEPA Threshold Determination was also posted on the River and
Floodplain Management Unit web site.
STEP 3
COORDINATE WITH AGENCIES
511.a.3.(a): The planning includes a review of existing studies, reports, and technical information and
of the community’s needs, goals, and plans for the area. (REQUIRED)
EXISTING STUDIES, REPORTS AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
FEMA maps and studies
Channel Migration Zone maps and studies
Biological Effects Analysis of the River Management Program
Best Available Science Paper for King County Critical Areas Ordinance
Also, see references at the end of Chapter 7 of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management
Plan
Washington State Climate Change Conference, October 27, 2005
COMMUNITY'S NEEDS, GOALS, AND PLANS
Growth Management Act [frequently flooded areas]
County-Wide Planning Policies
King County Comprehensive Plan
King County Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan (2003)
WRIA Plans
Annual Growth Report
511.a.3.(b): Neighboring communities, local and regional agencies involved in hazard mitigation
activities, and agencies that have the authority to regulate development, as well as businesses,
academia and other private and non-profit interests are given an opportunity to be involved in the
planning process. (REQUIRED)
PUBLIC AGENCIES COORDINATION
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Purpose of the Public Agency Meetings:
The purpose of the public agency meetings was to participate in development of the 2006 King County
Flood Hazard Management Plan, as required by RCW 86.12.210 and RCW 86.12.220. The public
agencies helped identify flooding hazards in their jurisdictions and provided general advice to the King
County staff. River and Floodplain Management staff, Wand Land Resources Division and Department of
Natural Resources and Parks Management and the County Executive made the final decisions on the
Executive Proposed Flood Hazard Reduction Plan update.
Public Agency Meeting Notification:
A letter was sent to all thirty-nine incorporated cities and towns in King County, adjacent counties, flood
control zone districts, diking districts, conservation districts, state and federal agencies and tribes. This
mailing informed the recipient of the plan update, where they could get information on the plan update,
such as the King County web site and newspaper notices; and invited them to attend the meetings.
Public Agency Meetings:
July 27, 2004, Issaquah Salmon Hatchery, 125 W. Sunset Way, Issaquah - all 39 cities invited
August 11, 2004, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, Auburn, meeting minutes in the file
August 26, 2004, meeting with the Green River Flood Control Zone District, meeting minutes in the file
October 6, 2004, City of Seattle
November 2, 2005 at the Issaquah Police Station, Eagle Conference Room, Issaquah - all 39 cities invited
February 15, 2006 at the Snoqualmie Fire Department, Snoqualmie - Duvall, Carnation, Snoqualmie, North
Bend
February 27, 2006, meeting with the Green River Flood Control Zone District, meeting minutes in the file
March 16, 2006, meeting with City of Pacific
Public Agencies Invited to Participate:
Incorporated cities and towns in King County
Algona
Auburn
Beaux Arts
Bellevue
Black Diamond
Bothell
Burien
Carnation
Clyde Hill
Covington
Des Moines
Duvall
Enumclaw
Federal Way
Hunts Point
Issaquah
Kenmore
Kent
Kirkland
Lake Forest Park
Maple Valley
Medina
Mercer Island
Milton
Newcastle
North Bend
Normandy Park
Pacific
Redmond
Renton
Sammamish
SeaTac
Seattle
Shoreline
Skykomish
Snoqualmie
Tukwila
Woodinville
Yarrow Point
Adjacent Counties
Pierce County
Snohomish County
Kitsap County
Flood Control Zone Districts
The Green River Flood Control Zone District (GRFCZD) was established in 1960 and activated in
December 1990. The purpose of the district is to provide a funding base for operation and maintenance of
levees, revetments and pump stations on the Green River within this district's boundaries, and to fund
administration of the Green River Flood Control Zone District's work program.
The Patterson Creek Flood Control Zone District Advisory Board provides a forum for citizens to express
stream-related concerns and advises the King County Council and the Water and Land Resources Division
about flooding and surface water management issues. The Board helps to organize volunteer stewardship
activities and to educate local residents about flooding, water quality and habitat issues.
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Inter-County River Improvement Districts (ICRID)
The Inter-County River Improvement District (ICRID) was established in 1914 to jointly fund and manage
the maintenance of approximately 19 miles of the White River between King and Pierce Counties.
Conservation Districts
The King Conservation District (KCD) was established in 1949 and is a natural resources assistance agency
authorized by the State of Washington and guided by the Washington State Conservation Commission. The
KCD is funded primarily by a per-parcel assessment fee. A five member Board of Supervisors is
responsible for all District programs and activities. The KCD educates landowners, schools, scientists,
consultants and agencies in how to recognize problem situations, how to avoid creating them and provides
technical assistance in solving problems.
State and Federal Agencies
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region 10
Insurance Services Office (ISO)
National Weather Service
NOAA Fisheries
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Department
Washington State Department of Ecology
Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife
Washington State Department of Emergency Management
Washington State Department of Parks
Washington State Department of Transportation
Tribes
Snoqualmie Indian Tribe
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe
Tulalip Indian Tribe
Puyallup Tribe of Indians
511.a.3.(c): Neighboring communities, the state NFIP Coordinator, the state water resources agency,
the county and state emergency management agency, the FEMA Regional Office, and (where
appropriate) the state’s coastal zone management agency are contacted at the beginning of the
planning process to see if they are doing anything that may affect the community's program and to
see how they can support the community's efforts.
See response to 511.a.3.(b).
511.a.3.(d): Other governmental and nongovernmental organizations, such as the National Weather
Service, Red Cross, homebuilders association, and environmental groups are contacted at the
beginning of the planning process to see if they are doing anything that may affect the community's
program and to see how they can support the community's efforts.
MEETINGS WITH OTHER AGENCIES AND COUNTY GROUPS
Tuesday, April 6, 2004
Presentation to Land and Water Stewardship Section,
Water and Land Resources Division,
King County Department of Natural Resources and Parks
Tuesday, April 6, 2004
Presentation to Water Resource Inventory Areas (WRIA) 9
Water and Land Resources Division,
King County Department of Natural Resources and Parks
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Thursday, July 15, 2004
Presentation to Water Resource Inventory Areas (WRIA) 7
Water and Land Resources Division,
King County Department of Natural Resources and Parks
Thursday, August 5, 2004
Presentation to Office of Rural Resource Programs
Water and Land Resources Division,
King County Department of Natural Resources and Parks
Wednesday, September 21, 2005
Meeting of Snoqualmie Watershed Forum (WRIA 7)
Meeting minutes are in the file.
Tuesday, September 27, 2005
Meeting with Watershed Ecology Team
Water and Land Resources Division,
King County Department of Natural Resources and Parks
Meeting minutes are in the file.
Thursday, October 6, 2005
Meeting with Watershed Stewardship Team
Water and Land Resources Division,
King County Department of Natural Resources and Parks
Meeting minutes are in the file.
Thursday, January 12, 2006
Meeting with Office of Rural and Resource Programs
Water and Land Resources Division,
King County Department of Natural Resources and Parks
Meeting minutes are in the file.
Wednesday, January 18, 2006
Meeting of Snoqualmie Watershed Forum (WRIA 7)
Meeting minutes are in the file.
Wednesday, February 15, 2006
Meeting of Snoqualmie Watershed Forum (WRIA 7) staff
Meeting minutes are in the file.
Wednesday, March 15, 2006
Meeting of Snoqualmie Watershed Forum (WRIA 7)
Meeting minutes are in the file.
511.a.3.e: The coordination effort includes holding meetings with representatives of the other
agencies and organizations to review common problems, development policies, mitigation strategies,
inconsistencies and conflicts in policies, plans, programs, and regulations.
See response to 511.a.3.(b).
511.a.3.(f): For sending the draft action plan to the other agencies and organizations contacted under
items (b), (c), (d), and (e) and asking them to comment by a certain date.
The intra-agency review of the draft 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan was distributed
electronically to King County Departments for review and comment on December 5, 2005. The County
Departments were asked to provide comments by December 23, 2005. The Advisory Committee members
also received a copy of the department review draft plan on December 5, 2005.
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The public review of the draft 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan was distributed through
the internet web site, paper copies were available at libraries and County departments and paper copies and
CDs mailed to county departments, cities, and state and federal agencies on February 6, 2006. The
comment period extended for seven weeks and comments were due by March 27, 2006. The Advisory
Committee members also received a copy of the public review draft plan on February 6, 2006.
HABITAT CONSERVATION PLANNING ELEMENTS
511.a.8.(f): Additional points are provided if the action plan’s recommended natural resource
protection activities include recommendations from a Regional Habitat Conservation Plan as credited
under Section 511.c.
Water Resource Inventory Area (WRIA) were formalized under WAC 173-500-040 and authorized under
the Water Resources Act of 1971, RCW 90.54. Ecology was given the responsibility for the development
and management of these administrative and planning boundaries. These boundaries represent the
administrative under pinning of this agency’s business activities. The original WRIA boundary agreements
and judgments were reached jointly by Washington’s natural resource agencies (Ecology, Natural
Resources, Fish and Wildlife) in 1970. The King County planning area addressed by this plan overlaps the
boundaries of WRIA 7, 8, 9 and 10.
In response to mandates imposed under the Endangered Species Act, the WRIA’s within the Puget Sound
basin worked together to create a “shared strategy” that would meet programmatic elements of the ESA.
The Shared Strategy is a groundbreaking collaborative effort to protect and restore salmon runs across
Puget Sound. Shared Strategy engages local citizens, tribes, technical experts and policy makers to build a
practical, cost-effective recovery plan endorsed by the people living and working in the watersheds of Puget
Sound.
The Shared Strategy is based on the conviction that:
•

people in Puget Sound have the creativity, knowledge, and motivation to find lasting solutions to
complex ecological, economic, and cultural challenges;

•

watershed groups that represent diverse communities are essential to the success of salmon recovery;

•

effective stewardship occurs only when all levels of government coordinate their efforts;

•

the health and vitality of Puget Sound depends on timely planning for ecosystem health and strong local
and regional economies; and

•

the health of salmon are an indicator of the health of our region salmon recovery will benefit both
human and natural communities.

The 5-Step Shared Strategy
1. Identify what should be in a recovery plan and assess how current efforts can support the plan.
2. Set recovery targets and ranges for each watershed.
3. Identify actions needed at the watershed level to meet targets.
4. Determine if identified actions add up to recovery. If not, identify needed adjustments.
5. Finalize the plan and actions and commitment necessary for successful implementation.
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How Shared Strategy Fits into Puget Sound Salmon Recovery
Shared Strategy is supported by NOAA Fisheries, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Governor Christine
Gregoire, Puget Sound Tribes, state natural resources agencies, local governments and key non-government
organizations.
Background
Endangered Species Act (ESA) listings of the Chinook salmon, summer chum, and bull trout in Puget
Sound have brought a growing crisis to the forefront of discussion here in the Pacific Northwest. Decades
of work have already gone into reducing salmon harvest in response to dwindling populations. Federal,
state, tribal and local government, along with various industries, have all stepped up to the plate and taken
steps to protect salmon.
There has been an increasing concern, however, that all these salmon recovery efforts and initiatives are
operating in isolation – unaware of other actions and efforts launched with the same laudable goals. The
need to develop comprehensive framework and collaborative strategy becomes more important with each
additional level of agency or organization action and as the efforts move from near-term actions to a longterm plan for recovery.
All 4 WRIA’s within the King County planning area have completed salmon recovery plans pursuant to this
shared strategy. These plans can be viewed in detail on-line at:
http://www.sharedsalmonstrategy.org/index.htm
The 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan includes recommended actions consistent with
those recommended in these salmon recovery plans. The plan identifies coordination strategies with the
WRIA’s that will maximize the benefits of projects and leverage resources within the planning area. This
shared strategy has been recognized as a habitat conservation planning element by the Community Rating
System Technical Review process for other jurisdictions within the shared strategy planning area and the
King County program is consistent with those programs that have established the precedent for this credit.

511.c.1: if the community has adopted a regional Habitat Conservation Plan or other plan that
explains and recommends actions to protect rare, threatened, or endangered aquatic or riparian
species. The plan must have been adopted by the community’s governing board and there must be
documentation that the plan is being implemented. The plan must identify:
• the species in need of protection,
• the impact of new development on their habitat,
• alternative actions that could be taken to protect that habitat,
• what actions are recommended to protect that habitat and why they were selected from the
alternatives, and
• how the recommendations will be funded.
All 4 WRIA’s within the King County planning area have developed plans pursuant to the shared strategy,
which have been adopted by King County. These plans can be viewed at:
http://www.govlink.org/watersheds/
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FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS
Federal, state and local regulations direct how floodplain management is conducted in King County. The
wide range of regulatory programs and enabling legislation require floodplain managers to balance
multiple objectives, including protecting public health and safety, preserving and restoring the natural
environment, maintaining economic viability of the region and respecting private property rights.

NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM (42 CFR Chapter 50)
The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) was created in 1968 to address the rising cost of taxpayer
funded disaster relief. The goal of the program is to decrease the amount of money the federal
government pays in post-flood disaster relief by encouraging jurisdictions to reduce the risk to property
owners through floodplain mapping, regulations, education and other programs. The NFIP provides the
financial backing for flood insurance policies within participating communities, making them more
affordable to private property owners. There is an incentive for jurisdictions to adopt standards that
exceed the minimum standards of the NFIP by reducing the cost of flood insurance premiums within
jurisdictions with higher standards. While participation in the NFIP is technically not required under
federal law, it is highly impractical for King County to not participate since most federally-backed
mortgage loans require the purchase of flood insurance.
According to FEMA, approximately 20,000 communities across the United States participate in the NFIP.
(www.fema.gov/nfip/whonfp.shtm) King County began participation in the NFIP in 1972 and is
currently the highest rated county in the country under the Community Rating System (CRS), which is the
method for rating communities that participate in the NFIP. In addition to King County, almost all
incorporated cities (34 of 39) within King County participate in the NFIP.

DISASTER MITIGATION ACT (44 CFR Parts 201 and 206)
The Disaster Mitigation Act (DMA) was adopted in 2000 and is designed to encourage communities to
develop a comprehensive disaster mitigation plan that incorporates all hazards, including both natural and
human-created disasters, such as terrorism. The incentive to encourage communities to take on this
planning effort is that only those communities that have an adopted Hazard Mitigation Plan are eligible
for participation in the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMPG). State Emergency Management
Agencies are responsible for reviewing and approving local jurisdictions Hazard Mitigation Plans. Final
approval must be granted by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The King County
Office of Emergency Management developed the King County Hazard Mitigation Plan in 2003 and the
plan has received approval from FEMA. The Flood Hazard Management Plan is considered to be the
flood hazard component of the King County Hazard Mitigation Plan, and must be consistent with DMA
to assure that King County is eligible for participation in the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program.

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (42 CFR)
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires that all federally sponsored actions, and all
privately sponsored actions using federal funds, must evaluate the action to determine if it will have a
significant adverse environmental impact on the environment. In addition, federal agencies that issue
permits or give approval for actions, must also evaluate the action for significant adverse environmental
impacts. A full disclosure of all impacts is required and regulatory agencies, both federal and local, with
decision authority over the action must consider the impacts prior to an agency decision. Many of King
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County's flood hazard management projects and programs utilize federal funding or require permits from
federal agencies and must, therefore, conform with the NEPA regulations.

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT (50 CFR Part 223)
The Endangered Species Act (50 CFR Part 223) prohibits any actions that may result in a "take" of any
species listed as threatened or endangered under the Act, including the prohibition against impacts to
these species' habitats. "Take" means to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or
collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct. With the listing of Puget Sound Chinook salmon and
bull trout as threatened, and the potential for listing of other riverine and marine species, the policies,
programs and projects established in this Plan take into consideration what these actions may have on
listed species and their habitats to assure that King County is not subject to legal challenges under the
Endangered Species Act.

WASHINGTON STATE FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT
(Chapter 86.16 RCW)
The Washington state flood control regulations are contained primarily within the Revised Code of
Washington (RCW) Chapter 86.16. The state has adopted higher standards than the minimum
requirements for participation under the National Flood Insurance Program. All local floodplain
management regulations must be reviewed and approved by the Washington State Department of Ecology
before a community is eligible for participation in the National Flood Insurance Program. The state law
establishes the duties of the Department of Ecology for floodplain management and assistance to local
jurisdictions.

WASHINGTON STATE GROWTH MANAGEMENT - PLANNING BY
SELECTED COUNTIES AND CITIES (Chapter 36.70A RCW)
The Washington State Growth Management Act (GMA) was passed by the Washington State Legislature
in 1990 and seeks to further protect the quality of life in the Pacific Northwest. The GMA requires that
the state's most populous and fastest growing counties and their cities prepare comprehensive land use
plans that anticipate growth for a 20-year horizon. Smaller communities and those communities that are
experiencing a slow rate of growth may choose to plan under the GMA, but are not required to do so.
Comprehensive plans adopted in accordance with GMA must manage growth so that development is
directed to designated urban areas and away from rural areas. The GMA also requires jurisdictions to
designate and protect critical areas, including frequently flooded areas. Comprehensive Plans must
identify and protect natural resource lands, which include commercially significant forestry, agriculture,
and mining areas.

WASHINGTON STATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT
(Chapter 43.21 RCW)
The Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) was established in 1969 for the purpose of
considering the impacts of actions on the environmental. "Actions" are either project actions or
nonproject actions and include a wide variety of activities that may impact the environment, such as new
construction, developing comprehensive plans or establishing zoning. The Act also identifies a number of
actions that are categorically exempt from SEPA review. The development of this Plan required review
under SEPA. Construction projects conducted under the policies and programs established in this plan
will require SEPA review on a case by case basis.
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WASHINGTON STATE SHORELINE MANAGEMENT ACT
(Chapter 90.58 RCW and Chapter 173-26 WAC)
The Washington State Shoreline Management Act (Chapter 90.58 RCW) was first adopted in 1971 to
address development along designated shorelines in the state. Under the Act, local governments have the
responsibility to initiate the development of a Shoreline Management Master Program and to regulate
development within those areas identified as "shorelines of the state." The Shoreline Management Act
Guidelines are codified in Chapter 173-26 (WAC) and were updated in 2003. All construction projects
that are located within a shoreline of the state are subject to the requirements of the King County
Shoreline Management Program.

GROWTH MANAGEMENT PLANNING COUNCIL AND
COUNTY-WIDE PLANNING POLICIES
King County, along with the City of Seattle and Suburban cities established the Growth Management
Planning Council (GMPC), as required by RCW 36.70A.210 to prepare a coordinated policy framework
for future development in King County. In July 1992, the GMPC adopted Phase 1 of the County-Wide
Planning Policies. Phase 2 was adopted in 1994. The King County Countywide Planning Policies have
been ratified by a majority of the jurisdictions in King County. One of the elements addressed by the
County-Wide Planning Policies is the protection of critical areas, as required under the Growth
Management Act (GMA). "Frequently flooded areas" are critical areas under the GMA. Policy CA-12 is
relevant to protection of frequently flooded areas and floodplain management. This policy requires that
cities and the county coordinate with each other on flood hazard management and that jurisdictions be
consistent with the King County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan.
CA-12

The cities and the County should closely plan and coordinate implementation of their
flood hazard reduction activities within the major river basins (the Snoqualmie,
Skykomish, Sammamish, Cedar, Green, and White).
a. Comprehensive plan policies, regulations, and programs of jurisdictions in any of the
six major river basins should be consistent with the King County Flood Hazard
Reduction Plan (FHRP) Policies.
b. Each jurisdiction's policies, regulations, and programs should effectively prevent new
development and other actions from causing significant adverse impacts on major river
flooding, erosion, and natural resources outside their jurisdiction.

KING COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
King County's first comprehensive plan dates back to 1964. With the passage of the Washington State
Growth Management Act (GMA) in 1990, King County rewrote its comprehensive plan for consistency
with GMA in 1994. The GMA established specific elements that must be included in a comprehensive
plan and other optional elements that a local jurisdiction may choose to include for GMA compliance.
One key element of the GMA is to identify and protect critical areas. Frequently flooded areas are critical
areas under GMA, and the comprehensive plan must establish policies on how they will be protected.
The Flood Hazard Management Plan is considered an augmentation of the King County Comprehensive
Plan polices for the protection of frequently flooded areas and floodplain management.
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KING COUNTY CODE (K.C.C.)
Title 9 (Surface Water Management)
K.C.C. Title 9 is the County's Surface Water Management code and supplements the King County Surface
Water Design Manual and basin plans, which are adopted in K.C.C. Title 20. Title 9 is divided into four
primary sections: Surface Water Runoff Policy; the Surface Water Management Program; Water Quality;
and Groundwater Protection. Title 9 has been adopted to be consistent with and implement
Comprehensive Plan policies, which have been adopted in accordance with Chapter 36.70A RCW,
Growth Management.
Title 16 (Building and Construction Standards)
K.C.C. Title 16 is the County's building and construction standards code. King County has adopted the
International Building Code, the International Residential Code, the International Property Maintenance
Code, the International Mechanical Code and the International Security Code. These International codes
have all been amended by the State of Washington for application in the state, including amendments to
assure compliance with the Washington State floodplain management regulations. King County has made
additional amendments to these codes for application within the County to assure that the County's higher
regulatory floodplain standards are maintained. Those sections of the International Codes that are
inconsistent with state or local regulations have either not been adopted or have been amended.
Title 21A (Zoning)
K.C.C. Title 21A is the County's zoning code and contains the majority of the development regulations
for construction within floodplains. K.C.C. chapter 21A.06 contains definitions of terms used in the
zoning code. The development regulations are located within K.C.C. chapter 21A.24, Critical Areas. The
zoning code is enacted to be consistent with and implement the Comprehensive Plan in accordance with
chapter 36.70A RCW, Growth Management.
Title 23 (Code Compliance)
The purpose of this Title 23 is to identify processes and methods to encourage compliance with county laws
and regulations that King County has adopted pursuant to the Washington Constitution and other state laws
to promote and protect the general public health, safety and environment of county residents. This title
declares certain acts to be civil violations and establishes non-penal enforcement procedures and civil
penalties. This title also declares certain acts to be misdemeanors. The regulations adopted by the County
for development within floodplain are enforced by this Title.
Title 25 (Shoreline Management)
King County's Shoreline Management Master Program, adopted in 1975, inventoried and designated
shoreline environments based on natural characteristics, developed policies for activities and uses within
each designation. Regulations implementing the shoreline policies are codified in King County Code
Title 25. All activities implementing the River and Floodplain Management Program must be in
compliance with Title 25.
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APPENDIX C.
KING COUNTY FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT
INTRODUCTION
The King County Flood Risk Assessment is used to determine potential losses from a flood event in terms
of life, property, economy and environment. The assessment required the systematic use of all available
information to determine how each flood hazard may affect King County, how often flood events can
occur and the potential severity of their consequence. The information in this risk assessment was used in
development of the Flood Hazard Management Plan to support the decision-making process. Three steps
were used in generating this analysis:
•

Identify the flood hazard

•

Determine impacts of the flood hazard

•

Analyze vulnerability.

The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 is federal legislation that emphasizes planning for disaster events
before they occur. It addresses local and state mitigation planning and requires that plans be completed
before Hazard Mitigation Grant Program funds are available to communities. This is intended to reduce
the risk of repetitive disaster damage on communities and establish long-term solutions to impacts from
disasters. The Disaster Mitigation Act requires a local government to assess its risk from natural hazards
that may impact it. Creation of this risk assessment completes this task for the flood hazard.

Planning Context
The risk assessment is a key element of the overall planning process prescribed by programs such as the
Disaster Mitigation Act, the Community Rating System, the Flood Mitigation Assistance Grant Program,
and the Washington State Flood Control Account Assistance Program. This process provides a loss
estimation that identifies the effects of the flood events in monetary terms. The loss estimation informs
the public, policy-makers and decision-makers about the tangible effects of disaster events on
communities. The risk assessment can identify specific issues that will help determine areas that should
be focused on and provide information to aid policy makers in comparing benefits and costs of possible
mitigation strategies and establishing priorities for those strategies.
The information used in the preparation of this risk assessment was the best available at the time of this
assessment. As is pointed out frequently in this plan, there is a need for new and updated information
regarding flooding extent and location in King County. This risk assessment may identify vulnerabilities
that appear to not be addressed by actions identified by the Flood Hazard Management Plan; however,
this is not the case. Some vulnerabilities will need to be reevaluated once new information and technology
become available.

Methodology
The risk assessment was developed with guidance provided in the Federal Emergency Management
Agency’s (FEMA’s) local mitigation planning guide, Understanding Your Risks, Identifying Hazards and
Estimating Losses and Section 510 of the 2006 Community Rating System Coordinator’s Manual. The
assessment augments information provided in the main body of the Plan to ensure that programmatic
requirements prescribed under federal and state planning programs are met. Specifically, it addresses the
following planning requirements:
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•

Identify the flood hazard—A detailed description of the extent and location of flooding by
basin is presented in Chapter 5 of the Plan.

•

Profile the flood hazard— The risk assessment performed for each basin is reach-based,
segregating each basin into segments with similar flood-related characteristics, such as land
use, geomorphology or hydrology. Profiling the flood hazard was determined with the
following information:

•

–

Past Events—This provides detailed information, where available, on past flood events,
including dollar estimates of losses.

–

Flood Characteristics—Flood characteristics are analyzed in two categories. Basin flow
characteristics describe drainage, the 100-year flow at various gage stations and the flow
for the flood of record. Basin flood characteristics describe land use, estimated depth of
flooding, presence of channel migration zones as defined by King County and estimated
warning time by reach. Land use by reach is evaluated in terms defined by the King
County Comprehensive plan.

Vulnerability Analysis—Vulnerability was determined using Geographic Information
System (GIS) overlays of the King County floodplain and anecdotal information from
County, state and other public sources. Vulnerability from flooding was analyzed based on
impacts on life, safety and health, structures, natural and environmental areas, future
development and economic areas.
–

Public Health and Safety—This is a discussion of how flooding affects public health
and welfare. This is defined in terms of regulated floodplain area and length of
unmapped floodplain.

–

Critical Facilities—This identifies the critical facilities and infrastructure that are
vulnerable to flooding, using GIS overlays and anecdotal information.

–

Land Use and Structures—GIS methods were used to determine the estimated number
of parcels and structures in the floodplain. The following criteria were used to identify
floodplain parcels:
•
•

Parcels with 50 percent or more of their land area in the floodplain
Parcels with improvements with an assessed value of $50,000 or greater

King County’s GIS data indicated the structure on a property is likely to be located in the
floodplain for parcels with 50 percent or more of their land area within the floodplain.
There is some level of error in this assumption but it is an appropriate assumption based
on available information and technology. Improvements on these parcels were then
surveyed for assessed values of $50,000 or more. This threshold was determined based
on an evaluation of housing values in King County. These are the structures that would
be most impacted by flooding. The corresponding flood vulnerability was then estimated
applying FEMA’s flood loss estimation tables to these approximate values for structures.
It should be noted that this analysis focused on building values and did not include the
value of contents or functional down time. It was not possible to perform analysis to this
detail based from the information available.
–

Environment—An ecological review of each basin is presented in Chapter 5 of the
Plan.

–

Development Trends—This identifies vacant lands zoned as residential or commercial
in the floodplain and buildable lands to determine which parcels may be at risk in the
future.
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Economy—This consists of a very brief discussion of what drives the economy in the
basin and what is vulnerable to flooding. No detailed analysis of the economic impact of
flooding was performed for this risk assessment. It is the County’s intentions to perform a
more detailed analysis using FEMA’s HAZUS program in the future. For this risk
assessment, an anecdotal approach was used to evaluate the economic impact of flooding
in each basin. This evaluation was based primarily on historical flooding in the basin.
The following classifications of potential impacts were assigned for planning purposes:
•
•
•

Significant Impact—Flooding in the basin would have a major countywide economic
impact.
Moderate Impact—Flooding in the basin would have an economic impact on citizens
in the basin, but not severely impact the countywide economy.
Minimal Impact—Flooding in the basin would not cause significant economic impact
in the basin or countywide.

–

Repetitive Loss—This identifies all properties in the basin that have repeatedly been
flooded, as identified by FEMA.

–

Insurance Analysis—A flood insurance policy analysis was performed for each basin to
identify possible flood risks beyond those known in identified floodplains. The concept
of this analysis was to plot the location of flood insurance policies in the basin to identify
possible pockets of coverage outside known floodplains. This could indicate a flood risk
be considered under the scope of the Plan.

Data Sources
The risk assessment was developed based on existing information from various sources, including several
planning documents King County has developed. A large part of the analysis required the use of data
from King County’s GIS system. Other technical information, including river flow data, was taken from
data developed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The outputs generated for this risk assessment
represent those generated from FEMA loss estimation tools and planning guidance.

Repetitive Loss Properties
Repetitive loss properties require special attention in terms of flood mitigation planning. A repetitive loss
property as defined by FEMA is a property insured under the National Flood Insurance Program that,
since 1978 and regardless of changes in ownership during that period, has experienced any of the
following:
•

Four or more paid losses in excess of $1,000

•

Two paid losses in excess of $1,000 within any rolling 10-year period since 1978

•

Three or more paid losses that equal or exceed the current value of the insured property.

The main identifiers for repetitive loss properties are the existence of flood insurance policies and claims
paid by those policies. The Community Rating System program, which King County is a part of, requires
that repetitive loss properties be identified. A repetitive loss area is the portion of a floodplain where
buildings that meet FEMA’s definition of repetitive loss properties are clustered together.

How to Use This Risk Assessment
This risk assessment is organized by drainage basin within King County. This follows the approach the
County uses in the management of its floodplains, and thus better enables this assessment to provide the
degree of information necessary to augment the County’s floodplain management activities. The risk
assessment methodology was followed for each of the following basins:
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•

South Fork Skykomish River Basin

•

Snoqualmie River Basin

•

Sammamish River Basin

•

Cedar River Basin

•

Green River Basin

•

White River Basin

Basin specific information is analyzed for each of these basins in the following sections.
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SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER BASIN PROFILE
The South Fork Skykomish River basin lies predominantly in the northeast portion of King County and is
a part of Water Resource Inventory Area 7. The King County portion of the South Fork Skykomish
drains 234 square miles of mountainous terrain within the forest production zone and Alpine Lakes
Wilderness Area. Major tributaries within King County include the Foss, Tye, Miller, and Beckler
Rivers.

Hazard Profile
Past Events
Table 1 summarizes the history of flood events for the South Fork Skykomish River Basin since 1990.
Peak flows are listed in cubic feet per second (cfs). The most severe recent flood event was the
November 1990 flood. The flow data used is collected in the Snohomish County portion of the
Skykomish River. Most of the data in Table 1 is from gage data collected in Snohomish County.
TABLE 1.
SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH BASIN FLOOD EVENT HISTORY
Peak Flow
Type of Damage
(cfs)a

Date of
Flood

Declaration
(yes/no) #

11/26/1990

Yes/#883

102,000

Overbank flooding causing damage to both public $1.4 million for
and private property. Stream bank erosion.
entire County

02/19/1995

No

44,100

Overbank flooding. No significant property
damage reported

12/03/1995

Yes/#1079

79,600

Overbank flooding causing damage to both public $ 1,141,498 in
and private property. Levee damage.
public property
damage

02/10/1996

Yes/#1100

74,400

Overbank flooding causing damage to both public $215,142 in
and private property. Stream bank erosion. Levee public property
damage.
damage

10/20/2003

Yes/#1499

86,500

Public property damage only.

a.

Estimated Cost

No information
available

Flow estimates based on USGS #12134500

Flood Characteristics
Tables 2 and 3 summarize observed flooding characteristics typical for this basin. Understanding the
potential flood conditions for a specific area enables the County to identify mitigation alternatives
appropriate for the level of risk for that stream or reach. None of the flood events so far have surpassed
the 100-year flood flow at the Goldbar gage. Observed flooding depths for this basin vary from less than
1 foot to 6 feet. King County considers the South Fork Skykomish River to have channel migration
potential, and regulates this region under the channel migration zone provisions of the King County
Critical Areas Ordinance.
King County provides no flood warning on the South Fork Skykomish River System. The only available
flow data is collected near the City of Goldbar in Snohomish County, which is significantly downstream
from hazard areas in King County. The available data is not useful for providing flood warning to
residents in these area.
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TABLE 2.
SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER BASIN FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
Gage
Location

USGS Station
Number

River
Mile

Drainage Area
(square miles)

100-Year Flow
(cfs)

Flood of Record,
Date & Peak Flow (cfs)

12133000

43.0

535

74,700

Recent Data Not Available

Index

TABLE 3.
SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER BASIN FLOOD CHARACTERISTICS

Reach

Land Uses Surrounding
the Reach

Depth of
Flooding

Mapped Channel
Migration Zone
(yes/no)

Approximate Warning
Time

South Fork
Skykomish

Clustered residential,
National Forrest.

0 - 6 Feet

Yes

No Warning Time

Vulnerability Analysis
Public Safety and Health
Flooding in the South Fork Skykomish River basin has a variety of potential impacts on life, safety and
health. Very few lives have been lost, but damage and disruption caused by flooding have been
significant. The South Fork Skykomish River is generally clean and free-flowing, with a very steep
gradient and numerous rock cascades of white water in the King County portion. The steep gradient
produces deep and high velocity flows that can be extremely dangerous for public heath and safety.
Several small communities have development within the floodplain, and deep flooding over State Route 2
has the potential to isolate these communities from the rest of the county.
Table 4 shows the length of unmapped floodplain in King County for the South Fork Skykomish River
basin. Since there is no mapped floodplain in these areas, the risk of flooding to the public may be more
significant during severe events and may need to be monitored closely. This is especially true for
communities having ingress and egress on only one road.
TABLE 4.
UNMAPPED FLOODPLAIN IN THE SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER BASIN
Description

Length (miles)

Total streams, lakes major rivers and tributaries

78

Total unmapped floodplain

67

Unmapped floodplain—incorporated areas

0

Unmapped floodplain—unincorporated King County

67

Critical Facilities
Critical facilities in the South Fork Skykomish River basin were identified using GIS and anecdotal
information. For purposes of this document, critical facilities are identified in two categories: 1) facilities
and infrastructure that are critical to public health and welfare that are especially important following a
flood event; and 2) facilities and infrastructure that are critical to King County for floodplain management
(roads, dams, etc.).
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Table 5 lists the critical facilities in the South Fork Skykomish River basin. All of these facilities are
considered to be vulnerable to the impacts of flooding. The degree of vulnerability for the public health
and safety facilities identified in Table 5 varies. Damage to existing King County flood control facilities
from the 1990 floods totaled $192,000. King County has established policies in both its Regional Hazard
Mitigation Plan and the Flood Hazard Mitigation Plan to proactively mitigate impacts on identified
critical facilities when opportunities arise. Several of the facilities listed in Table 5 are not under County
ownership. The County will work with all agencies involved to achieve this objective.
TABLE 5.
CRITICAL FACILITIES IN THE SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH BASIN
Location
(River Mile)

Public
Flood
Health & Protection
Safety
Facility

Facility or Infrastructure

Owner

Skykomish Police Substation

Town of Skykomish

16.3

X

City Hall

City of Skykomish

16.3

X

Skykomish K to 12 School

Skykomish School District

16.1

X

Levee (Town of Skykomish left bank)a

King County

16.2

Fire Station 1

City of Skykomish

16.2

X

Railroad Line and Bridges

Burlington Northern

Length

X

State Route 2 and bridges

Washington State

a.

Full length

X
X
X

This is a training levee that protects the school

Land Use and Structures
The predominant land use in the South Fork Skykomish basin is forest use. Fifty percent of the basin is
protected wilderness; 43 percent is zoned for forest production; 6 percent is in rural residential use; and
approximately 1 percent is in urban use (King County 2002c). Development in the basin has been
limited, but much of it has occurred in the floodplain. There are several developments in the Town of
Skykomish, the unincorporated communities of Grotto and Baring and scattered residential subdivisions.
During the November 1990 flood event, several riverfront homes were affected by severe bank erosion
(King County 1993b).
FEMA floodplain mapping shows 1,146 acres of mapped floodplain in the South Fork Skykomish River
basin, all of it along the South Fork Skykomish mainstem. A floodplain study of the South Fork
Skykomish was completed in 1998. The total area of regulatory floodplain for the South Fork Skykomish
River basin includes all portions of the FEMA flood zones and King County’s regulatory floodplain and
floodway map, which includes most current floodplain studies. A channel migration study is in progress
for portions of the South Fork Skykomish River. Approximately 86 percent of the South Fork Skykomish
River basin regulatory floodplain is in unincorporated King County. Table 6 shows the area of regulatory
floodplain.
Within the South Fork Skykomish River basin floodplain there are a total of 170 parcels. This is
approximately 4 percent of the total number of parcels in King County floodplains (4,738). There are
structures at risk from flooding on 36 of these parcels. The depth of flooding varies with location. Table
7 summarizes estimated flood loss potential. Of the 36 structures in the South Fork Skykomish River
basin floodplain, 33 are residential and 3 are commercial.
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TABLE 6.
SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER BASIN AREA OF REGULATORY FLOODPLAIN
Area of Regulatory Floodplain (acres)
Unincorporated King County

2,113

Incorporated Areas

207

Total

2,320

TABLE 7.
PARCELS IN THE 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN IN THE SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH BASIN

Reach
South Fork
Skykomish
a.

Parcels

Total Area
Structuresa
(acres)

170

36

1,597

Assessed Assessed Value
Land Value Improvements
$1,797,300

$7,535,600

Total
Assessed
Value

Estimated
Flood Loss
Potential

$9,332,900 $2,109,968

The number of structures in each reach is an estimate generated as described in the introduction to this
risk assessment.

Development Trends
The South Fork Skykomish River basin has maintained a rural land use environment. Significant
development has not and likely will not occur in this area because a large portion of it is protected
wilderness area and forest production area. Future land use is projected to be similar to current land use
conditions. Only a small increase in households is projected for the 2001 through 2022 planning period
(King County 2004).
An assessment of buildable and potentially buildable lands was completed to help determine future risk in
the South Fork Skykomish River basin. Vacant lands from King County Assessor’s data were used to
determine potentially buildable lands in the floodplain. Table 8 summarizes the number of vacant lands
susceptible to 100-year flood flows for the South Fork Skykomish River basin.
TABLE 8.
VACANT LANDS IN THE 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN
IN THE SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH BASIN
Number of Vacant Parcels
293

Total Area (acres)

Total Land Value

778

$7,791,100

Economic Impact
Based on existing land use and past experience, flooding along the South Fork of the Skykomish River
would have nominal economic impact within the basin, due primarily to the lack of significant population
density within the basin. There are no major employment centers in this basin, but the loss of use of
transportation corridors to major employment centers elsewhere in the County could have some economic
impact within the basin. Due to the low population density, this potential impact is not considered
significant. No detailed analysis of this potential impact was performed under this risk assessment. For
planning purposes, King County considers the possible economic impact of typical flooding in this basin
to be minimal.
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Repetitive Loss Areas
There are tem repetitive loss properties in the South Fork Skykomish River basin, one of which has been
mitigated, as summarized in Table 9. Five of the unmitigated properties are located near Baring,
Washington, and the remaining four are scattered along the length river. All of these parcels are singlefamily residences located in the floodway, and it is concluded that the cause of repetitive flooding for all
of them is overbank riverine flooding, as reflected by the mapping for the basin.
TABLE 9.
UNMITIGATED REPETITIVE LOSS PROPERTIES IN THE SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH BASIN
Number of Parcels

Total Area (acres)

Total Land Value

Total Improvement Value

9

2.39

$72,000

$672,000

Insurance Analysis
Flood insurance statistics can help identify vulnerability by regionally isolating areas where claim activity
is high and a high rate of flood insurance is in force. Table 10 summarizes insurance statistics that can be
used to help identify vulnerability within the South Fork Skykomish River Basin.
TABLE 10
FLOOD INSURANCE STATISTICS FOR THE SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER BASIN
Number of flood insurance policies in force within the basin

54

Number of policies within a mapped floodplain

49

Number of policies outside of a mapped floodplain

5

Estimated number of structures in mapped floodplains

36

Estimated percent of at risk structures with flood insurance coverage

91

Percent of flood insurance coverage outside of a mapped floodplain

9

Based on a review of this data, the following observations can be made:
•

Based on the approximate number of structures in the floodplain and the insurance coverage
in force within the floodplain, insurance coverage as a form of mitigation appears to be
adequate in this basin.

•

With approximately 17 percent of the flood insurance policies in this basin qualifying as
repetitive loss, flood insurance programmatic mechanisms such as “Increased Cost of
Compliance” could be promoted as a form of flood hazard mitigation in this basin.

•

The low percent of insurance coverage outside the floodplain indicates no apparent flood
risks not currently mapped or identified by King County.

•

The County’s ongoing promotion of flood insurance through its public outreach strategy
appears to be working in this basin and should be continued.
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SNOQUALMIE RIVER BASIN PROFILE
The Snoqualmie River basin covers northeast King County and drains to the Snohomish River and
ultimately to Puget Sound. It is a part of Water Resource Inventory Area 7. The watershed includes the
Tolt River, Raging River, Miller River, Tokul Creek, Griffin Creek, Harris Creek, Patterson Creek, and
other tributaries.

Hazard Profile
To provide additional detail of the characteristics of flooding in Snoqualmie Basin, the analysis is
separated into six reaches:
•

Upper Snoqualmie Reach—Headwaters to Snoqualmie Falls

•

Fall City Reach—Base of Snoqualmie Falls to Fall City

•

Raging River Reach—Raging River Headwaters to Fall City

•

Carnation Reach—Fall City to Carnation

•

Tolt River Reach—Tolt River headwaters to Carnation

•

Duvall Reach—Carnation to Snohomish County line

Past Events
Table 11 summarizes the history of flood events for this basin since 1990. The most severe recent
flooding event was the November 1990 flood. There has been millions of dollars worth of damage in the
Snoqualmie River basin as result of flood events.
Flood severity is identified in terms of phases. Table 11 shows events that reached Phase III or above.
Below are the phases of flooding for the Snoqualmie River.
•

Phase I—The flow is greater than 6,000 cfs and is considered an internal alert to the King
County Flood Warning Center.

•

Phase II—The flow is greater than 12,000 cfs and lowland flooding will occur. Several roads
will be overtopped or closed (Neal Road, SE Reinig Road, West Snoqualmie River Road NE,
Snoqualmie Meadowbrook Road, and Mill Pond Road).

•

Phase III—This is considered moderate flooding and exhibits flows greater than 20,000 cfs.
Flooding of varied depth will occur in the entire Snoqualmie area. Fall City-Carnation Road,
Tolt Hill Road and Novelty Flats Road will be overtopped or closed.

•

Phase IV—This is extreme flooding. Flow is greater than 38,000 cfs and some residential
areas may experience dangerous high velocities and flooding of homes. Roads that may be
overtopped or closed are Woodinville-Duvall Road, State Route 203 between Duvall and
Carnation, Moon Valley Road, and South Fork Road.

Flood Characteristics
Tables 12 and 13 summarize observed flooding characteristics typical for this basin. These tables reflect
the range of flood conditions by identifiable reach or stream for planning purposes only. Understanding
the potential flood conditions for a specific area enables the County to identify mitigation alternatives
appropriate for the level of risk for that stream or reach. Flood depths in this basin can vary from less than
1 foot to 6 feet, with significant velocities depending on extent and location within the basin.
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TABLE 11.
SNOQUALMIE RIVER BASIN FLOOD EVENT HISTORY
Flood Phase/
Peak Flow
Type of Damage
(cfs)

Date of
Flood

Declaration
(yes/no) #

01/10/1990

Yes/#852

IV/48,522

11/1990

Yes/#883

IV/50,100

11/7/1995

Yes/#1079

IV/49,350

01/1996

Yes/#1100

IV/44,430

01/1997

Yes/#1159

III/>20,000

03/1997

Yes/#1172

III/>20,000

10/1997

No

III/>20,000

11/1999

No

IV/>38,000

12/2000

No

III/>20,000

01/2003

No

III/>20,000

03/2003

No

III/>20,000

10/21/2003 Yes/#1499

III/32,700

Estimated Cost

Overbank flooding causing damage to both
public and private property. Channel avulsion.
Overbank flooding causing damage to both
public and private property. Channel avulsion.
Overbank flooding causing damage to both
public and private property. Channel avulsion.
Overbank flooding causing damage to both
public and private property. Channel avulsion.
Overbank flooding causing damage to both
public and private property. Channel avulsion.
Overbank flooding causing damage to both
public and private property. Channel avulsion.
No significant damage reported to public or
private property.
Overbank flooding. No major damage to public
or private property reported
No significant damage reported to public or
private property.
No significant damage reported to public or
private property.
No significant damage reported to public or
private property.
Overbank flooding causing damage to both
public and private property. Channel avulsion.

$4.9 million for entire
county
$5.6 million for entire
county
$ 683,612 in public
property damage
$1,598,304 in public
property damage
No information
available
$647,005
No information
available
No information
available
No information
available
No information
available
No information
available
Individual assistance
only; approximately
$68,748 countywide

TABLE 12.
SNOQUALMIE RIVER BASIN FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

Gage Location
North Fork
Middle Fork
South Fork
Snoqualmie @ Snoqualmie.
Snoqualmie @ Carnation
Raging @ Fall City
North Fork Tolt
South Fork Tolt
Tolt @ Carnation

USGS
Station
Number

River
Mile

Drainage Area
(square miles)

100-Year
Flow
(cfs)

Flood of Record, Date
& Peak Flow (cfs)

12142000
12141300
12143400
12145500
12147500
12148000
12148500

9.2
55.6
17.3
40.0
23
2.75
11.7
6.8
8.7

64.0
154.0
41.6
375
603.0
30.6
39.9
19.7
81.4

27,200 a
43,000 a
15,000 a
79,100 b
91,800 b
6,970
10,300
9,160
18,800

02/26/1932; 15,800 cfs
12/02/1977; 30,200 cfs
11/23/1986; 8,450 cfs
11/24/1990; 78,800 cfs
11/24/1990; 65,200 cfs
11/24/1990; 6,220 cfs
12/15/1959; 9,560 cfs
23/15/1959; 6,500 cfs
12/15/1959; 17,400 cfs
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River
Mile

Drainage Area
(square miles)

100-Year
Flow
(cfs)

Flood of Record, Date
& Peak Flow (cfs)

FEMA 2005. Period of record of USGS gage data used to derive values in table may differ from period of
record currently available. See Chapter 4, Section 4.1 for further discussion on derivation of flood
frequencies.

b. Flow estimates based on hydrologic analysis for the Lower Snoqualmie and Skykomish River Revised Flood
Insurance Study (Draft 2005).

TABLE 13.
SNOQUALMIE RIVER BASIN FLOOD CHARACTERISTICS
Mapped
Channel
Migration
Zone (yes/no)

Approximat
e Warning
Time

Reach

Land Uses Surrounding the Reach

Depth of Flooding

Upper
Snoqualmie

Mixed land use. Commercial,
Industrial, Residential. Urban area
land uses from the Cities of North
Bend and Snoqualmie. Upper areas
of this reach predominately national
forest.

6 feet or greater with
measurable velocity

Yes

2-4 hours

Fall City

Urban residential, light commercial,
agricultural

6 feet or greater with
measurable velocity

No

4 hours

Raging
River

Rural Residential, National Forrest

Shallow Flooding 0-6 feet,
with measurable velocity

Yes

No
Warning

Carnation

Mixed land use. High density
residential, commercial, industrial
and agricultural

Shallow Flooding 3-6 feet

No

12+ hours

Tolt River

Rural residential, agricultural,
National Forrest

Shallow Flooding 0-6 feet,
with measurable velocity

Yes

2 hours

Duvall

Agricultural and open space uses

6 feet or greater with
measurable velocity

No

24 hours

Vulnerability Analysis
Public Safety and Health
Flooding in the Snoqualmie River basin has a variety of potential impacts on life, safety and health. Very
few lives have been lost, but damage and disruption cased by flooding have been a recurrent problem.
The Cities of Snoqualmie and North Bend have been urbanizing since 1980. Significant growth is
expected throughout the basin. Between 1980 and 1999, the population in the basin went from
approximately 20,000 to approximately 38,000 (King County 2002c). The Puget Sound Regional
Council predicts that the population in the Snoqualmie basin will grow from its current estimated level of
approximately 40,000 to over 70,000 residents by 2020 (King County 2001).
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Table 14 shows the length of unmapped floodplain in the Snoqualmie River basin. The risk of flooding to
the public may be more significant in these areas during severe event, requiring close monitoring.
TABLE 14.
UNMAPPED FLOODPLAIN IN THE SNOQUALMIE RIVER BASIN
Description

Length (miles)

Total streams, lakes major rivers and tributaries

1,341

Total unmapped floodplain

1,017

Unmapped floodplain—incorporated areas

19

Unmapped floodplain—unincorporated King County

999

Critical Facilities
Critical facilities in the Snoqualmie River basin were identified using GIS. For purposes of this
document, critical facilities are identified in two categories: 1) facilities and infrastructure that are critical
to public health and welfare that are especially important following a flood event; and 2) facilities and
infrastructure that are critical to King County for floodplain management (roads, dams, etc.).
Table 15 lists the critical facilities in the Snoqualmie River basin. All of these facilities are considered to
be vulnerable to the impacts of flooding. In the 1990 flood, King County levees and revetments sustained
$660,000 worth of damage. The degree of vulnerability for the public health and safety facilities
identified in Table 15 varies. King County has established policies in both its Regional Hazard Mitigation
Plan and the Flood Hazard Management Plan to proactively mitigate risks to identified critical facilities
when opportunities arise. Several of the facilities listed in Table 15 are not under County ownership. The
County will work with all agencies involved to achieve this objective.
TABLE 15.
CRITICAL FACILITIES IN THE SNOQUALMIE RIVER BASIN
Location
(River Mile)

Public
Health &
Safety

Facility or Infrastructure

Owner

Snoqualmie City Hall

City of Snoqualmie

41.0

X

North Bend City Hall

City of North Bend

South Fork—2.5

X

North Bend Elementary

North Bend

South Fork—2.5

X

Two Rivers High School

Snoqualmie Valley

South Fork—2.5

X

Administration/Transportation
(Snoqualmie Valley)

Snoqualmie Valley

40.8

X

Mt. Si High School

Snoqualmie Valley

42.0

X

Snoqualmie Elementary

Snoqualmie Valley

42.0

X

Snoqualmie Middle School

Snoqualmie Valley

42.0

X

Wastewater Treatment Plant

North Bend Treatment Plant

North Fork—2.0

X

Wastewater Treatment Plant

Snoqualmie Treatment Plant

40.2

X

Police Department

City of North Bend

South Fork—1.0

X
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Location
(River Mile)

Public
Health &
Safety

Flood
Protection
Facility

Facility or Infrastructure

Owner

State Patrol District 2 North
Bend Detachment

City of North Bend

South Fork—2.5

X

Fire Station 87

Fire District 38—North Bend South Fork—2.5

X

Fire Station 28

Snoqualmie

41.0

X

Tolt River Dam

City of Seattle

South Fork Tolt
– 8.5

X

S. Fork Levee at N. Bend

King County

South Fork - 2.03.0

X

Tolt River levee @ Carnation

King County

Tolt– 0.0-1.0

X

Raging – 0.0-1.0

X

Raging River Levee @ Fall City King County

X

Critical facilities can also include critical infrastructure, such as roads whose closure could cause isolation
and evacuation problems during flood events. Isolation is a key issue for flood preparedness and response
in this basin. King County has determined that the following major roadways and stream crossings
(bridges or culverts) would be impassable during a 100-year flood event:
•

Neal Road

•

Tolt Hill Road.

•

SE Reinig Road

•

Novelty Flats Road.

•

West Snoqualmie River Road NE (Walker Road)

•

Woodinville-Duvall Road

•

Snoqualmie Meadowbrook Road

•

SR 203 between Duvall and Carnation

•

Mill Pond Road.

•

Moon Valley Road, South Fork Road

•

Fall City-Carnation Road

Land Use and Structures
The major portion of the Snoqualmie River basin floodplain is in unincorporated King County, with small
but significant portions in the cities of North Bend, Snoqualmie, Duvall and Carnation. Development
throughout the incorporated portions of the Snoqualmie River floodplain is mainly commercial and
residential. Agricultural and residential development predominates in unincorporated King County along
the lower and upper portions of the river.
FEMA floodplain mapping shows 22,129 acres of mapped floodplain in the Snoqualmie River basin.
This includes the Raging and Tolt River, the three Forks of the Snoqualmie River and the mainstem of the
Snoqualmie River. Approximately 97 percent of this, or 21,408 acres, is along the Snoqualmie River
mainstem. Table 16 defines the mapped floodplain in terms of incorporated and unincorporated King
County. A floodplain study of the mainstem of the Snoqualmie River is nearly complete and will update
the floodplain and floodway data in 2006. Studies and new floodplain boundaries for the Forks and the
Raging and Tolt Rivers were completed during the past 10 years.
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TABLE 16.
SNOQUALMIE RIVER BASIN MAINSTEM AREA
FEMA-Mapped Floodplain
Area (acres)
Mainstem Unincorporated

18,502

Mainstem Incorporated

2,906

Mainstem Total

21,408

Snoqualmie River Basin Total

22,129

The total area of regulatory floodplain for the Snoqualmie River basin includes all portions of the FEMA
flood zones and King County’s regulatory floodplain and floodway map, which includes most current
floodplain studies. Results of a channel migration study on the Tolt River and portions of the Snoqualmie
River are included in the area of regulatory floodplain. Approximately 86 percent of the Snoqualmie
River basin regulatory floodplain is in unincorporated King County. Table 17 shows the area of
regulatory floodplain.
TABLE 17.
SNOQUALMIE RIVER BASIN AREA OF REGULATORY FLOODPLAIN
Area of Regulatory Floodplain (acres)
Unincorporated King County

41,244

Incorporated Areas

6,689

Total

47,933

The cities of North Bend and Snoqualmie have significant residential development. During the 1990
flood, both cities suffered significantly from flood damage. Most structures in the City of Snoqualmie
suffered substantial damage.
Approximately 75 percent of the Snoqualmie basin is in the forest production district. Most of the
Snoqualmie River floodplain below Snoqualmie Falls is within the agricultural production district. As
timber harvesting in the basin has decreased, the timber companies have been slowly selling off their
land. Much of that land could be developed, but there have been some efforts to conserve it. The
potential for high density development in incorporated areas is increased by the presence of vested lots
and plats.
Within the Snoqualmie River basin floodplain there are a total of 1,880 parcels. This is approximately
40 percent of the total number of parcels in King County floodplains (4,738). There are structures at risk
from flooding on 867 of these parcels. The depth of flooding varies depending on location. Table 18
summarizes estimated flood loss potential. Of the 867 structures in the Snoqualmie River basin
floodplain, 772 are residential structures and 95 are commercial.
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TABLE 18.
PARCELS IN THE 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN IN THE SNOQUALMIE RIVER BASIN

Reach

Parcels

Total Area
Structuresa
(acres)

Assessed
Land Value

Assessed Value
Improvements

Total
Assessed
Value

Estimated
Flood Loss
Potential

Upper
Snoqualmie

953

473

1,845

$92,036,300

$145,218,100

$237,254,400

$58,087,240

Fall City

265

105

4,240

$31,127,400

$32,376,800

$63,504,200

$12,950,720

Raging River

67

33

82

$3,794,000

$8,865,000

$12,659,000

$2,482,200

Carnation

176

97

2,488

$20,050,700

$24,543,900

$44,594,600

$10,860,675

Tolt River

143

52

1,230

$14,353,700

$15,010,800

$29,364,500

$4,203,024

Duvall

276

107

4,729

$36,010,400

$32,866,800

$68,877,200

$13,146,720

Basin Totals

1880

867

14,614

$197,372,500

$258,881,400

$456,253,900 $101,730,579

a.

The number of structures in each reach is an estimate generated as described in the introduction to this risk
assessment.

Development Trends
Much of the urbanization of the watershed has been contained in high density incorporated areas. While
urban areas constitute only about 3 percent of the total watershed area, they make up a significant portion
of some subwatersheds including Coal Creek (50 percent), mainstem Snoqualmie (15 percent), Patterson
Creek (10 percent), and Cherry Creek (6 percent). The potential for high density development is
increased by the presence of vested lots and plats, particularly in the Patterson and Ames Creeks areas
(King County 2002c).
An assessment of buildable and potential buildable lands was completed to help determine future risk in
the Snoqualmie River basin. Vacant lands from King County Assessor’s data were used to determine
potential buildable lands in the floodplain. Table 19 summarizes the number of vacant parcels susceptible
to 100-year flood flows for the Snoqualmie River basin.
TABLE 19.
VACANT LANDS IN THE 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN
SNOQUALMIE RIVER BASIN
Number of Vacant Parcels
1,053

Total Area (acres)

Total Land Value

9,240

$124,672,290

Economic Impact
With the largest floodplain in King County, the Snoqualmie basin has experienced significant economic
impact from flooding. It is estimated that 34 percent of the $25,215,505 in countywide flood damage from
federally declared flood events since 1990 occurred in this basin. The Snoqualmie basin contains
approximately 66 percent of the mapped floodplain in all of unincorporated King County and 35 percent
of the at-risk structures. Although this basin is not a major employment center although is a significant
commercial agricultural community, flooding can have an economic impact on employment for the
County because many of the basin’s residents are not able to get to work due to road closures and
isolation caused by flooding. Functional down time of roads is a major economic factor in this basin. No
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detailed analysis of this potential impact was performed under this risk assessment. For planning
purposes, King County considers the possible economic impact of typical flooding in this basin to be
significant.
It is the working assumption of this Plan that cities such as Snoqualmie and North Bend are carefully
addressing significant flood-related hazards through coordinated planning efforts. This coordination at a
minimum should involve consultations with King County, the Washington Department of Ecology,
FEMA, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and other agencies with expertise and responsibility for
addressing flooding concerns. It should be carried out in a manner that fully meets state standards for city
consistency with County flood hazard planning, as set forth in Chapter 86.12 RCW.

Repetitive Loss Areas
The Snoqualmie River basin has 46 repetitive loss properties, 27 of which have been mitigated. Table 20
summarizes the number of unmitigated repetitive loss properties in the basin. These properties are not
clustered together. Of the 19 properties, all are single-family residential. All but one property lies within
a mapped 100-year floodplain, so it is concluded that the main cause of repetitive flooding for this basin
is overbank riverine flooding reflected by the mapping for the basin.
TABLE 20.
UNMITIGATED REPETITIVE LOSS PROPERTIES IN THE SNOQUALMIE RIVER BASIN
Number of Parcels

Total Area (acres)

Total Land Value

Total Improvement Value

19

403

$3,021,500

$4,090,100

Insurance Analysis
Table 21 summarizes insurance statistics that can be used to help identify vulnerability in the Snoqualmie
River Basin.
TABLE 21.
FLOOD INSURANCE STATISTICS FOR THE SNOQUALMIE RIVER BASIN
Number of flood insurance policies in force within the basin

559

Number of policies within a mapped floodplain

388

Number of policies outside of a mapped floodplain

171

Estimated number of structures in mapped floodplains

867

Estimated percent of at risk structures with flood insurance coverage

44

Percent of flood insurance coverage outside of a mapped floodplain

31

Based on a review of this data, the following observations can be made:
•

It is estimated that less than 50 percent of the structures in this basin have flood insurance
coverage in force as a form of property protection/mitigation.

•

With the high number of repetitive loss properties in this basin, the promotion of flood
insurance could impact mitigation opportunities in this basin by leveraging programmatic
insurance mechanisms such as “Increased Cost of Compliance.”

•

With a relatively high percentage of flood insurance coverage outside of the floodplain, an
analysis of where these policies lie and why they are in force could be performed to
determine future needs for mapping and hazard identification.
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The County’s ongoing public information strategy that includes elements that promote flood
insurance as a form of property protection should be continued or enhanced in this basin.
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SAMMAMISH RIVER BASIN PROFILE
The Sammamish River originates at Lake Sammamish and drains a 240-square-mile watershed that
includes 97 square miles of the Lake Sammamish basin, 50 square miles in the Bear Creek basin and 67
square miles of the combined Little Bear, North, and Swamp Creek basins.

Hazard Profile
To provide additional detail of the characteristics of flooding in the Sammamish River basin, the analysis
of this basin is separated into the following reaches:
•

Issaquah Creek Reach—Issaquah Creek headwaters to Lake Sammamish

•

Upper Sammamish Reach—Lake Sammamish at Issaquah to River Mile 15.3

•

Lower Sammamish Reach—River Mile 15.3 to Lake Washington

•

Evans Creek Reach—Evans Creek headwaters to confluence with the Bear Creek in
Redmond

•

Bear Creek Reach—Bear Creek headwaters to confluence with Sammamish River in
Redmond

Past Events
Table 22 summarizes the history of flood events for the Sammamish River basin. The data collected is
mainly from Issaquah Creek.
TABLE 22.
SAMMAMISH RIVER BASIN FLOOD EVENT HISTORY
Date of
Flood

Declaration Flood Phase/
(yes/no) # Peak Flow (cfs) Type of Damage

Estimated Cost

12/1/1995

Yes/#1079

IV/1,240

Overbank flooding causing both public and
private property damage within the Issaquah
Creek Basin.

$5.2 million for
entire county

01/1997

No

IV/1,240

Flooded farmland. No reports of significant
public or private property damage.

No information
available

Severity of historical floods is listed in terms of phases in Table 22. Below are the phases of flooding for
Issaquah Creek.


Phase I—This is considered an internal alert and has a flow of 200 cfs.



Phase II—The flow is greater than 500 cfs.



Phase III—This indicates a moderate flooding event and exhibits flows greater than 800 cfs.



Phase IV—This is considered extreme flooding and the flow is greater than 1,000 cfs.

So far there have no been flood events surpassing the 100-year flood flow at the Hobart gage. Nine of the
last 10 events on Issaquah Creek have been Phase IV events.

Flood Characteristics
Tables 23 and 24 summarize observed flooding characteristics typical for this basin. These tables reflect
the range of flood conditions by identifiable reach or stream for planning purposes only. Understanding
the potential flood conditions for a specific area enables the County to identify mitigation alternatives
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appropriate for the level of risk for that stream or reach. Table 23 shows events that reached above Phase
III at the Hobart gage for Issaquah Creek unless otherwise indicated. Warning time estimates were not
available for the Sammamish River basin. Table 23 shows the calculated 100-year flow for each gage.
King County collects gage information only on Issaquah Creek. Observed depths of flooding in this basin
range from less than 1 foot to 8.5 feet.
TABLE 23.
SAMMAMISH RIVER BASIN FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

River
Mile

Drainage
Area
(square
miles)

100-Year Flow
(cfs) a,b

Flood of Record, Date &
Peak Flow (cfs)

12122000

5.6

99.6

4,300

-

12121600

1.2

55.6

3,960

01/09/1990; 3,200 cfs

USGS
Station
Number

Sammamish River @
Mouth
Issaquah Creek @ Mouth

Gage Location

a.

FEMA 2005.

b. Period of record of USGS gage data used to derive values in table may differ from period of record currently
available. See Chapter 4, Section 4.1 for further discussion on derivation of flood frequencies.

TABLE 24.
SAMMAMISH RIVER BASIN FLOOD CHARACTERISTICS

Reach

Land Uses Surrounding the
Reach

Depth of Flooding

Mapped
Channel
Migration
Zone (yes/no)

Approximate
Warning
Time

Issaquah
Creek

Urban residential, rural
residential, Commercial,
agricultural

6-8.5 feet with
measurable velocity

No

3-4 Hoursa

Upper
Sammamish

Urban Residential, light
commercial

Shallow flooding 0-3 feet

No

No Warning

Lower
Sammamish

Agricultural, Recreational/Open
Space, Urban residential

Shallow flooding 0-3 feet

No

No Warning

Evans
Creek

Rural Residential/Urban
Residential

Shallow flooding 0-3 feet

No

No Warning

Bear Creek

Rural Residential/Urban
Residential

Shallow flooding 0-3 feet

No

No Warning

a. Flood warning system on Issaquah Creek is operated by the City of Issaquah.
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Vulnerability Analysis
Public Safety and Health
Flooding in the Sammamish River basin has a variety of potential impacts on life, safety and health.
Table 25 shows the length of unmapped floodplain in the Sammamish River basin. Since there is no
mapped floodplain in these areas, risk of flooding to the public may be more significant during severe
events and may need to be monitored closely.
TABLE 25.
UNMAPPED FLOODPLAIN IN THE SAMMAMISH RIVER BASIN
Description

Length (miles)

Total streams, lakes major rivers and tributaries

744

Total unmapped floodplain

255

Unmapped floodplain—incorporated areas

101

Unmapped floodplain—unincorporated King County

154

Critical Facilities
Critical facilities in the Sammamish River basin were identified using GIS and anecdotal information.
For purposes of this document, critical facilities are identified in two categories: 1) facilities and
infrastructure that are critical to public health and welfare that are especially important following a flood
event; and 2) facilities and infrastructure that are critical to King County for floodplain management
(roads, dams, etc.).
Table 26 shows the critical facilities in the Sammamish River basin. King County has established policies
in both its Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan and the Flood Hazard Management Plan to proactively
mitigate risks to identified critical facilities when opportunities arise. Several of the facilities listed in
Table 26 are not under County ownership. The County will work with all agencies involved to achieve
this objective.
TABLE 26.
CRITICAL FACILITIES IN THE SAMMAMISH RIVER BASIN
Location
(River Mile)

Public
Health &
Safety

Facility or Infrastructure

Owner

Flood Control Weir

Army Corps of Engineers

14.0

Redmond City Hall

City of Redmond

11.5

X

Redmond Police Department City of Redmond

11.5

X

Support Service Center

Lake Washington School District

10.8

X

Metro Sewer Linea

Seattle Metro

Hollywood Pump Station

King County

a.

Flood
Protection
Facility
X

X

X
X

Considered a critical site due to its public health impacts
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Land Use and Structures
In recent decades, substantial development has occurred in the Sammamish River basin. Extensive
commercial and residential developments have been constructed throughout the floodplain. There are
also several parks and other recreational facilities. Land uses in the upper 10 miles are mainly
recreational and agricultural as well as urban commercial, specifically in the Cities of Redmond and
Woodinville. The lower 5 miles include significant residential and commercial developments as well as
some open space areas.
FEMA floodplain mapping shows 5,281 acres of mapped floodplain in the Sammamish River basin,
including Lake Sammamish. Approximately 35 percent of this, or 1,824 acres, is along the Sammamish
River mainstem. Table 27 defines the mapped floodplain in terms of incorporated and unincorporated
areas.
TABLE 27.
SAMMAMISH RIVER BASIN MAINSTEM AREA
FEMA-Mapped Floodplain
Area (acres)
Mainstem Unincorporated

664

Mainstem Incorporated

1,161

Mainstem Total

1,824

Sammamish River Basin Total

5,281

The total area of regulatory floodplain for the Sammamish River basin includes all portions of the FEMA
flood zones and King County’s regulatory floodplain and floodway map, which includes most current
floodplain studies. No channel migration area has been mapped in the Sammamish River basin.
Approximately 51 percent of the Sammamish River basin regulatory floodplain is in unincorporated King
County. Table 28 shows the area of regulatory floodplain.
TABLE 28.
SAMMAMISH RIVER BASIN AREA OF REGULATORY FLOODPLAIN
Area of Regulatory Floodplain (acres)
Unincorporated King County

5,008

Incorporated Areas

4,780

Total

9,788

Within the Sammamish River basin floodplain there are a total of 710 parcels. This is approximately
16 percent of the total number of parcels in King County floodplains (4,738). There are structures at risk
from flooding on 363 of these parcels. The depth of flooding varies with location. Table 29 summarizes
estimated flood loss potential. Of the 363 structures in the Sammamish River basin floodplain, 219 are
residential structures and 144 are commercial.

Development Trends
The Sammamish River basin has been urbanizing rapidly since the 1950s. Future development is
expected to continue throughout the Sammamish basin. Bellevue, Issaquah, Kirkland and Redmond have
designated potential annexation areas, some of which are within the floodplain.
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An assessment of buildable and potential buildable lands was completed to help determine future risk in
the Sammamish River basin. Vacant lands from King County Assessor’s data were used to determine
potential buildable lands in the floodplain. Table 30 summarizes the number of vacant parcels susceptible
to 100-year flood flows for the Sammamish River basin.
TABLE 29.
PARCELS IN THE 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN IN THE SAMMAMISH RIVER BASIN

Reach

Parcels

Total Area
Structuresa
(acres)

Assessed
Land Value

Assessed Value
Improvements

Total
Assessed
Value

Estimated
Flood Loss
Potential

Issaquah
Creek

245

130

459

$93,556,700

$79,454,600

$173,011,300

$34,165,478

Upper
Sammamish

58

33

85

$16,639,000

$14,123,600

$30,762,600

$3,107,192

Lower
Sammamish

248

126

771

$126,868,800

$300,403,900

$427,272,700

$66,088,858

Evans Creek

59

22

161

$3,715,700

$5,300,100

$9,015,800

$1,166,022

Bear Creek

100

52

122

$35,548,600

$85,871,800

$121,420,400

$18,891,796

Basin Totals

710

363

1598

$276,328,800

$485,154,000

$761,482,800 $123,419,346

a.

The number of structures in each reach is an estimate generated as described in the introduction to this risk
assessment.

TABLE 30.
VACANT LANDS IN THE 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN
SAMMAMISH RIVER BASIN
Number of Vacant Parcels
386

Total Area (acres)

Total Land Value

1,806

$126,757,300

Economic Impact
Historically, flooding has not caused significant property damage in this basin, aside from significant
public and private property in the City of Issaquah in December 1995. This basin is fairly urbanized, with
population centers in the Cities of Issaquah, Redmond, and Bothell. Within these population centers are
businesses that employ many of the citizens of King County. However, past history shows that flooding
in this basin has not shut down commerce for any prolonged period of time or had any measurable impact
on tax base. No detailed analysis of this potential impact was performed under this risk assessment. For
planning purposes, King County considers the possible economic impact of typical flooding in this basin
to be minimal.
It is the working assumption of this Plan that cities such as Issaquah, Redmond and Bothell are carefully
addressing significant flood-related hazards through coordinated planning efforts. This coordination at a
minimum should involve consultations with King County, the Washington Department of Ecology,
FEMA, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and other agencies with expertise and responsibility for
addressing flooding concerns. It should be carried out in a manner that fully meets state standards for city
consistency with County flood hazard planning, as set forth in Chapter 86.12 RCW.
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Repetitive Loss Areas
Repetitive loss areas are not numerous in the Sammamish River basin. Table 31 summarizes the
repetitive loss properties in the Sammamish River basin. Both properties are located on Issaquah Creek,
but they are not clustered together. One is a single-family residential property and the other is a mobile
home. Both lie within a mapped 100-year floodplain, so it is concluded that the cause of repetitive
flooding for this basin is overbank riverine flooding reflected by the mapping for the basin.
TABLE 31.
UNMITIGATED REPETITIVE LOSS PROPERTIES IN THE SAMMAMISH RIVER BASIN
Number of Parcels

Total Area (acres)

Total Land Value

Total Improvement Value

2

7.59

$332,000

$502,000

Insurance Analysis
Table 32 summarizes insurance statistics that can be used to help identify vulnerability within the
Sammamish River Basin.
TABLE 32.
FLOOD INSURANCE STATISTICS FOR THE SAMMAMISH RIVER BASIN
Number of flood insurance policies in force within the basin

134

Number of policies within a mapped floodplain

39

Number of policies outside of a mapped floodplain

95

Estimated number of structures in mapped floodplains

363

Estimated percent of at risk structures with flood insurance coverage

11

Percent of flood insurance coverage outside of a mapped floodplain

71

Based on a review of this data, the following observations can be made:
•

It is estimated that only 10 percent of the at-risk structures within the floodplain have
insurance coverage in this basin. This is well below the national average of 18 percent.

•

With a high percentage of flood insurance coverage outside the floodplain, an analysis of
where these policies lie and why they are in force could be performed to determine future
needs for mapping and hazard identification.

•

The County’s ongoing public information strategy that includes elements that promote flood
insurance as a form of property protection should be continued or enhanced in this basin.
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CEDAR RIVER BASIN PROFILE
The Cedar River flows west from the Cascade Mountains and then turns north to enter the south end of
Lake Washington. The Cedar River is approximately 36 miles long from its mouth at Lake Washington
in the City of Renton to Chester Morse Lake.

Hazard Profile
To provide additional detail of the characteristics of flooding in the Lower Cedar, the analysis of this
basin is separated into five reaches:
•

The Cedar River Reach—Headwaters to Landsburg diversion dam

•

Lower Mainstem Reach— Landsburg diversion dam to Renton City Limits

•

The Renton Reach—Renton City Limits to Interstate 405

•

The Boeing Reach—Interstate 405 to Lake Washington

•

Lake Washington Reach—The Lake Washington drainage basin, including May Creek

Past Events
Table 33 summarizes the history of flood events for the Cedar River basin since 1990. The most severe
recent flooding events were the 1990, 1995 and 1996 federally declared disaster events.
TABLE 33.
CEDAR RIVER BASIN FLOOD EVENT HISTORY
Date of
Flood

Declaration Flood Phase/
(yes/no) # Peak Flow (cfs) Type of Damage

Estimated Cost

01/09/1990

No

IV/5,308

Landslides and road damage due to
flooding on small streams

Information not available

11/22/1990

Yes/#883

IV/10,800

Overbank flooding causing damage to
both public and private property. Levee
failure

$1.4 million for entire
County

11/30/1995

Yes/#1079

IV/6,750

Overbank flooding causing damage to
both public and private property.

$882,965 public property
damage ($5.2 million for
entire county

02/10/1996

Yes/#1100

IV/5,510

Overbank flooding causing damage to
both public and private property. Levee
failure

$1,385,193 in public
property damage
($7.4 million for entire
county

Severity is identified in terms of phases. Table 33 shows events that reached Phase III or above at the
Landsburg gage. Below are the phases of flooding for the Cedar River:
•

Phase I—The flow is greater than 1,000 cfs and is considered an internal alert to the King
County Flood Warning Center.

•

Phase II—The flow is greater than 2,800 cfs and Jones Road near 156 Street NE will be
overtopped.

•

Phase III—This is a moderate flooding event that exhibits flows greater than 3,500 cfs. This
generally indicates that there is a strong chance of Lower Dorre Don and Byers Road being
overtopped.
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Phase IV—This is considered extreme flooding and the flow is greater than 4,200 cfs. Some
residential areas may experience dangerous high flows and home flooding. The Renton
Airport experiences flooding and State Route 169 may be overtopped and closed.

Flood Characteristics
Tables 34 and 35 summarize observed flooding characteristics typical for this basin. Understanding the
potential flood conditions for a specific area enables the County to identify mitigation alternatives
appropriate for the level of risk for that stream or reach. Table 35 also shows warning time in terms
approximate amount of lead time county officials have to initiate warning procedures within the reach.
These warning times are estimates based on the length of travel time from gage to gage where available
and practical experience based on observed conditions.
TABLE 34.
CEDAR RIVER BASIN FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
USGS Station
Number

River
Mile

Drainage
Area (square
miles)

100-Year Flow (cfs) a

Flood of Record, Date &
Peak Flow (cfs)

Cedar Falls

12116500

33.2

84.2

8,930

11/24/1990; 12,300

Landsburg

12117500

23.4

121.0

10,300

11/18/1911; 14,200

Renton

12119000

1.6

184.0

12,000

11/24/1990; 10,600

Gage
Location

a.

Final Flood Frequency Analysis Curve For Year 2000 Floodplain Mapping on the Lower Cedar River march
2000 include with King county’s submittal to FEMA for a revised Flood Insurance Study for the Cedar River.
Period of record of USGS gage data used to derive values in table may differ from period of record currently
available. See Chapter 4, Section 4.1 for further discussion on derivation of flood frequencies.

TABLE 35.
CEDAR RIVER BASIN FLOOD CHARACTERISTICS
Mapped
Channel
Migration Zone
(yes/no)

Approximate
Warning Time

Reach

Land Uses Surrounding the Reach

Depth of
Flooding

Cedar River

Open Space, Agricultural, Forest

1-6 feet

No

No Warning

Lower Mainstem Rural Residential

1-6 feet

No

1.5 to 6 hours

Renton

Residential, Commercial, Some Open Space

3-6 feet

No

6 hours

Boeing

High density, Industrial, Commercial

1-3 feet

No

6 hours

3-6 Feet

No

0.5 to 1.5 Hours

Lake Washington Forest, Rural Residential

Vulnerability Analysis
Public Safety and Health
Flooding in the Cedar River basin has a variety of potential impacts on life, safety and health. The
mainstem Cedar upstream of the City of Renton is relatively narrow and steep. Flow velocities are
generally high, and at many locations, the river approaches the steep valley walls at sharp angles, eroding
the bases of several tall cliffs and at times, inducing landslides. The river’s slope flattens in the city,
reducing both its flow velocity and its sediment carrying capacity.
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Due to the valley’s steep gradient, flood flows are generally very fast along the Cedar River. Given the
heavy residential use of the valley bottom, these high velocities represent significant threats to health and
safety. Flows can be made even more hazardous by the significant amount of logs and debris, generally
carried by floods (King County 1993b). In one neighborhood during the November 1990 flood,
floodwaters carried several trees out of the channel and piled them in two large jams on the riverbank,
nearby crushing a garage and a residential structure.
The Renton reach of the mainstem Cedar has a wider floodplain and gentler channel gradient. These
characteristics contribute to sediment deposition and repeated flooding. Between River Miles 1 and 3,
channel capacity had been restricted by the encroachment of fill that was placed through the years by
adjacent commercial operations (King County 1993b).
Table 36 shows the length of unmapped floodplain in the Cedar River basin. Since mapping is not
available in these floodplain areas, risk of flooding to the public may be more significant during severe
events and may need to be monitored closely. The lower Cedar River is highly urbanized and parts of the
upper Cedar are beginning to urbanize. As more areas begin to urbanize the need for accurate floodplain
mapping in unmapped areas becomes essential to minimize effects on public safety and health. King
County has adopted comprehensive regulations to deal with the impacts of new development in the
floodplain (see Appendix B of this Flood Hazard Management Plan). The impact of this regulatory
program should hold in check the possible increase in vulnerability due to new development in this basin.
TABLE 36.
UNMAPPED FLOODPLAIN IN THE CEDAR RIVER BASIN
Description

Length (miles)

Total streams, lakes major rivers and tributaries

774

Total unmapped floodplain

624

Unmapped floodplain—incorporated areas

110

Unmapped floodplain—unincorporated King County

514

Critical Facilities
Critical facilities in the Cedar River basin were identified by anecdotal information. For purposes of this
document, critical facilities are identified in two categories: 1) facilities and infrastructure that are critical
to public health and welfare that are especially important following a flood event; and 2) facilities and
infrastructure that are critical to King County for floodplain management (roads, dams, etc.).
Table 37 lists the critical facilities in the Cedar River basin. In Renton there are several roads and bridges
in the floodplain as well as public facilities such as City Hall, a public library and the Renton Airport.
However, since the Cedar River dredging project was implemented in the City of Renton, the area near
the Renton Airport is generally considered at less risk from flooding. As long as there is periodic
dredging of the channel, this is expected to remain so. Severe flood damage was experienced during the
November 1990 floods, in which damage to river facilities totaled $1.2 million. Other than the public
facilities in the City of Renton, there are no other identified critical facilities within the currently mapped
Cedar river floodplain.
Critical facilities can also include critical infrastructure such as roads that could cause isolation and
evacuation problems during flood events. King County has determined that the following major
roadways and stream crossings (bridges or culverts) would be impassable during a 100-year flood event:
•

Dorre Don Road

•

Arcadia Road
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TABLE 37.
CRITICAL FACILITIES IN THE CEDAR RIVER BASIN
Location
(River Mile)

Public
Health &
Safety

Flood
Protection
Facility

Facility or Infrastructure

Owner

Levees and Revetmentsa

King County

NA

X

Landsburg Dam

City of Seattle

21.7

X

Cedar Falls Powerhouse

City of Seattle

33.7

X

Masonry Dam

Seattle Public Utilities

35.7

X

Leachate Lineb

King County

a.
b.

At Rainbow

X

There are several critical levees and revetments along the length of the Cedar River that overtop or
could be subject to failure.
Considered a critical site due to its public health impacts.

Land Use and Structures
Land use in the Cedar River basin is dominated by forest uses (60.6 percent). The other main uses are
residential; 21.3 percent can be classified as low-density development, 7.7 percent as medium and
0.9 percent as high density development. High-density development is located primarily in the Cities of
Renton and Maple Valley. Damage in the City of Renton during the November 1990 flood was estimated
to be $5 million.
FEMA floodplain mapping shows 2,556 acres of mapped floodplain in the Cedar River basin.
Approximately 65 percent of this, or 1,661 acres, is along the Cedar River mainstem. Table 38 defines
the mapped floodplain in terms of incorporated and unincorporated King County. A new flood study of
the Cedar River, completed by King County has been reviewed by FEMA and will update the FIS
floodplain and floodway data in late 2006.
TABLE 38.
CEDAR RIVER BASIN MAINSTEM AREA
FEMA-Mapped Floodplain
Area (acres)
Mainstem Unincorporated
Mainstem Incorporated

1,355
306

Mainstem Total

1,661

Cedar River Basin Total

2,556

The total area of regulatory floodplain for the Cedar River basin includes all portions of the FEMA flood
zones and King County’s regulatory floodplain and floodway map, which includes most current
floodplain studies. A channel migration study is currently being completed for the Cedar River but it is
not included in the area of regulatory floodplain because it has yet to be finalized. Approximately
63 percent of the Cedar River basin regulatory floodplain is in unincorporated King County. The area of
regulatory floodplain in the Cedar River basin is reflected in Table 39.
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TABLE 39.
CEDAR RIVER BASIN AREA OF REGULATORY FLOODPLAIN
Area of Regulatory Floodplain (acres)
Unincorporated King County

3,184

Incorporated Areas

1,913

Total

5,097

Within the Cedar River basin floodplain there are a total of 463 parcels, approximately 9 percent of the
total number of parcels in King County floodplains (4,738). There are structures at risk from flooding on
219 of these parcels. The depth of flooding varies with location. Table 40 summarizes estimated flood
loss potential. Of the 219 structures in the Cedar River basin floodplain, 200 are residential structures and
19 are commercial.
TABLE 40.
PARCELS IN THE 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN IN THE CEDAR RIVER BASIN
Total Area
(acres)
Structuresa

Assessed
Land Value

Assessed Value
Improvements

Total
Assessed
Value

Estimated
Flood Loss
Potential

Reach

Parcels

Boeing

1

1

164

$65,619,600

$13,629,200

$79,248,966

$2,988,424

Renton

27

12

1032

$1,934,800

$1,852,600

$3,788,471

$518,728

Lower
Mainstem

322

164

402

$18,079,700

$28,001,300

$46,081,888

$7,840,364

Upper Cedar

113

42

631

$16,842,675

$31,670,325

$48,513,786

$9,342,746

Basin Totals

463

219

2229

$102,476,775

$75,153,425

$177,633,111

$20,690,262

a.

The number of structures in each reach is an estimate generated as described in the introduction to this risk
assessment.

Development Trends
The greater part of the Cedar River floodplain is in unincorporated King County, with a smaller portion in
the City of Renton. There is commercial, industrial and residential development throughout the
incorporated areas of the Cedar River floodplain. Residential development has also occurred in
unincorporated King County along the upper floodplain, which is likely due to its proximity to Renton.
Renton is expected to annex portions of the land along the Cedar River. There is expected to be a
significant amount of growth in Renton during the 2001 to 2022 planning period (King County 2005).
An assessment of buildable and potential buildable lands was completed to help determine future risk in
the Cedar River basin. Vacant lands from King County Assessor’s data were used to determine potential
buildable lands in the floodplain. Table 41 summarizes the number of vacant parcels susceptible to
100-year flood flows for the Cedar River basin. King County and City of Renton regulations currently in
effect strive to limit the impact of new development on the floodplain and the impact of flooding on new
development.
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TABLE 41.
VACANT LANDS IN THE 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN
CEDAR RIVER BASIN
Number of Vacant Parcels

Total Area (acres)

Total Land Value

820

$46,052,600

278

Economic Impact
Based on existing land use and past experience, flooding along the Boeing and Renton reaches of the
Cedar River would have the most severe economic impact within the basin. Both of theses reaches
contain the major population centers in the basin, and the Boeing reach contains areas of major
employment for the entire County. The functional down time associated with the flooding typical for this
basin could have a significant financial impact on the region. No detailed analysis of this potential impact
was performed under this risk assessment. For planning purposes, King County considers the possible
economic impact of typical flooding in this basin to be significant.
It is the working assumption of this Plan that cities such as Renton are carefully addressing significant
flood-related hazards through coordinated planning efforts. This coordination at a minimum should
involve consultations with King County, the Washington Department of Ecology, FEMA, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, and other agencies with expertise and responsibility for addressing flooding
concerns. It should be carried out in a manner that fully meets state standards for city consistency with
County flood hazard planning, as set forth in Chapter 86.12 RCW.

Repetitive Loss Areas
There are 17 repetitive loss properties in the Cedar River basin , five of which are mitigated. Table 42
summarizes the unmitigated repetitive loss properties in the Cedar River basin. The 12 unmitigated
properties are located in no consistent location in the basin and all are single-family residential properties.
They all lie within a mapped 100-year floodplain, so it is concluded that the cause of repetitive flooding
for this basin is overbank riverine flooding reflected by the mapping for the basin.
TABLE 42.
UNMITIGATED REPETITIVE LOSS PROPERTIES IN THE CEDAR RIVER BASIN
Number of Parcels

Total Area (acres)

Total Land Value

Total Improvement Value

12

7.83

$931,000

$1,287,000

Insurance Analysis
Flood insurance statistics can help identify vulnerability by regionally isolating areas where claim activity
is high and a high rate of flood insurance is in force. Table 43 summarizes insurance statistics that can be
used to help identify vulnerability within the Cedar River Basin. Based on a review of this data, the
following observations can be made:
•

The estimated percentage of flood insurance coverage for structures at risk is well above the
national average (18 percent).

•

With a relatively high percentage of flood insurance coverage outside the floodplain, an
analysis of where these policies lie and why they are in force could be performed to
determine future needs for mapping and hazard identification.
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The County’s ongoing public information strategy that includes elements that promote flood
insurance as a form of property protection should be continued in this basin.

TABLE 43.
FLOOD INSURANCE STATISTICS FOR THE CEDAR RIVER BASIN
Number of flood insurance policies in force within the basin

287

Number of policies within a mapped floodplain

138

Number of policies outside of a mapped floodplain

149

Estimated number of structures in mapped floodplains

219

Estimated percent of at risk structures with flood insurance coverage

63

Percent of flood insurance coverage outside of a mapped floodplain

52
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GREEN RIVER BASIN PROFILE
The Green/Duwamish River is a 93-mile long river system that originates in the Cascade Mountains at an
approximate elevation of 4,500 feet. The headwaters are in the vicinity of Blowout Mountain and
Snowshoe Butte, about 30 miles northeast of Mount Rainier (King County 2002b). The river basin is part
of Watershed Resource Inventory Area 9.

Hazard Profile
For the purposes of this risk assessment, the Green River basin can be divided into five reaches:
•

The Upper Green River reach —Headwaters to the Howard Hanson Dam at River Mile 64.5

•

The Gorge Reach—Howard Hanson Dam to Flaming Geyser park at River Mile 45.2

•

The Middle Green River reach—Flaming Geyser Park at River Mile 45.2 to Auburn city limit
at River Mile 31.8

•

The Lower Green River reach—Auburn city limit at River Mile 31.8 to confluence with the
Black River at River Mile 11.

•

The Mill Creek reach—Mill Creek headwaters to confluence at Tukwila

Past Events
Historically, there have been several severe flooding events in the Green River basin, with records dating
back to 1933. Table 44 summarizes the history of flood events for this basin since 1990. The most
severe recent flooding event was the February 1996 flood.
Severity is identified in terms of phases. Table 44 shows events that reached Phase III or above at the
Auburn gage. Below are the phases of flooding for the Green River.
•

Phase I—The flow is greater than 5,000 cfs and is considered an internal alert to the King
County Flood Warning Center.

•

Phase II—The flow is greater than 7,000 cfs and lowland flooding in the valley upstream of
Auburn will occur.

•

Phase III—This is a moderate flooding event and exhibits flows greater than 9,000 cfs. This
generally means that flooding of varied depths will occur in the valley upstream of Auburn
and lower Mill Creek. Roads that may be overtopped are SE Green Valley Road and West
Valley Road.

•

Phase IV—This is considered extreme flooding and the flow is greater than 12,000 cfs.
Levees may exhibit seepage or weaken from saturation.

Flood Characteristics
Tables 45 and 46 summarize observed flooding characteristics typical for this basin. Understanding the
potential flood conditions for a specific area enables the County to identify mitigation alternatives
appropriate for the level of risk for that stream or reach. Table 46 also shows warning time in terms of
length of time from gage to gage where available. This is shown as the time that it takes peak flows to
travel downstream from one gage to the next. Table 45 also shows the calculated 100-year flow for each
gage.
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TABLE 44.
GREEN RIVER BASIN FLOOD EVENT HISTORY
Date of
Flood

Declaration Flood Phase/
(yes/no) # Peak Flow (cfs) Type of Damage

Estimated Cost

01/09/1990

No

III/10,800

No significant public or private property Information not available
damage reported for this event

11/09/1990

Yes/#883

III/10,200

Overbank flooding. Property damage to $5.6 million for entire
both public and private property. Levee county
damage.

11/22/1990

Yes/#896

III/11,500

Overbank flooding. Property damage to $1.4 million for entire
both public and private property. Levee county
damage.

02/19/1991

No

III/10,300

No significant public or private property Information not available
damage reported for this event

02/19/1995

No

III/9,450

No significant public or private property Information not available
damage reported for this event

12/01/1995

Yes/#1079

III/11,700

Overbank flooding. Property damage to $2,402,374 in damage to
both public and private property. Levee public property
damage.

02/10/1996

Yes/#1100

IV/12,400

Overbank flooding. Property damage to $1,728,704 in damage to
both public and private property. Levee public property
damage.

03/20/1997

Yes/#1172

III/9,290

No significant public or private property Information not available
damage reported for this event

11/26/1999

No

III/9,200

No significant public or private property Information not available
damage reported for this event

12/16/1999

No

III/9,130

No significant public or private property Information not available
damage reported for this event

TABLE 45.
GREEN RIVER BASIN FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
USGS
Station
Number

River
Mile

Drainage Area
(square miles)

Howard
Hanson Dam

12105900

63.8

Auburn

12113000

Tukwila

12113350

Gage
Location

a.

100-Year Flow (cfs)a,b

Flood of Record, Date
& Peak Flow (cfs)

221.0

Maximum flow release to meet
target of 12,000 cfs at Auburn

12/21/1960; 12,200
(pre-dam)

32.0

399.0

12,000 (as regulated by Howard
Hanson Dam)

11/23/1959; 28,100
(pre-dam)

NA

440.0

12,400

01/31/1965; 12,100

FEMA (2005)

b. Affected by regulation at the Howard Hanson Dam
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TABLE 46.
GREEN RIVER BASIN FLOOD CHARACTERISTICS
Mapped
Channel
Migration Zone
(yes/no)

Approximate
Warning Time

Reach

Land Uses Surrounding the
Reach

Depth of Flooding

Upper Green

Forestry, flood control

1-6 feet

Yes

No Warning

Gorge

Forestry, Open
Space/Recreation

Up to 20 feet with
measurable velocity
contained in gorge channel

Yes

Not applicable.
Nothing to warn.

Shallow Flooding; 1 – 3 feet

Yes

8 hours

Middle Green Agricultural, Rural
Residential
Lower Green

Urban Residential,
1 – 6 feet
Commercial, Light Industrial

No

12 hours

Mill Creek

Some agricultural, mixed
rural and urban residential

No

No warning

Up to 12 feet in Johnson
Creek vicinity, 1 – 6 feet
everywhere else

Vulnerability Analysis
Public Safety and Health
Flooding in the Green River basin has a variety of potential impacts on life, safety and health. Very few
lives have been lost, but damage and disruption caused by flooding have been significant. The river’s
historical floodplain on the Lower and Middle Green River includes the Southcenter commercial area and
much of the region’s industrial and warehouse capacity. The Middle Green River is a broad valley. The
Middle and Lower Green River areas are protected by the Howard Hanson Dam and extensive flood
containment levees and pumps. The Upper Green River is steep with high velocity flows.
Table 47 shows the length of unmapped floodplain in the Green River Basin. Since there is no mapped
floodplain in these areas, risk of flooding to the public may be more significant during severe events and
may need to be monitored closely. There are significant amounts of development throughout the Green
River valley. It is home to several commercial and industrial centers and has a growing residential
population. With this growth, it is likely that public health and welfare will be at risk from flooding. The
population in the Green River basin, estimated to be 564,000 in the 2000 census, is mostly concentrated
in the lower end of the basin, but the fastest rate of population increase is in the suburban cities and
nearby unincorporated areas east of Seattle (King County 2002b).
TABLE 47.
UNMAPPED FLOODPLAIN IN THE GREEN RIVER BASIN
Description

Length (miles)

Total streams, lakes major rivers and tributaries

1,276

Total unmapped floodplain

1,058

Unmapped floodplain—incorporated areas

90

Unmapped floodplain—unincorporated King County

966
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Critical Facilities
Critical Facilities in the Green River basin were identified using GIS and anecdotal information. For
purposes of this document, critical facilities are identified in two categories: 1) facilities and infrastructure
that are critical to public health and welfare that are especially important following a flood event; and 2)
facilities and infrastructure that are critical to King County for floodplain management (roads, dams, etc.).
Table 48 lists the critical facilities in the Green River basin. King County has established policies in both
its Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan and the Flood Hazard reduction Plan to proactively mitigate risks to
identified critical facilities when opportunities arise. Several of the facilities listed in Table 48 are not
under County ownership. The County will work with all agencies involved to achieve this objective.
TABLE 48.
CRITICAL FACILITIES IN THE GREEN RIVER BASIN
Location
(River
Mile)

Public
Flood
Health & Protection
Safety
Facility

Facility or Infrastructure

Owner

Kent Junior High

Kent School District

10.0

X

Fire Station 14

City of Renton

1.0

X

Neely O’Brien Elementary Kent School District

20.0

X

Tukwila Fire Station

13.0

X

City of Tukwila

Pipeline #5 (Water Supply) King County

X

Leveesa

King County and private property owners

Howard Hanson Dam

Army Corps of Engineers

a.

X
64.5

X

Various levees along the Green River are in need of repair. Further analysis will be done to determine
which should be repaired.

Land Use and Structures
Land use in the Green River basin varies significantly among the lower, middle and upper portions. The
land in the Upper Green River is primarily forestland. The Middle Green River is primarily farmland and
a mix of urban and rural residential. The major land uses are residential (50 percent), forestry
(27 percent) and agriculture (12 percent) (King County 2005). Several large state and county parks abut
the river in this segment. The Lower Green River contains less farmland and is mainly urban. Except for
occasional stretches of parkland, a mixture of residential, commercial and industrial land uses are the
main land uses. Residential development (50 percent), industrial development (17 percent), and
commercial development (10 percent) are the primary uses along the Lower Green River.
FEMA floodplain mapping shows 8,753 acres of mapped floodplain in the Green River basin.
Approximately 44 percent of this, or 3,821 acres, is along the Green River mainstem. Table 49 defines
the mapped floodplain in terms of incorporated and unincorporated King County. A floodplain study of
the Lower and Middle Green River has been initiated in 2006 and will be used to update the floodplain
and floodway data.
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TABLE 49.
GREEN RIVER BASIN MAINSTEM AREA
FEMA-Mapped Floodplain
Area (acres)
Mainstem Unincorporated

2,465

Mainstem Incorporated

1,357

Mainstem Total

3,821

Green River Basin Total

8,753

The total area of regulatory floodplain for the Green River basin includes all portions of the Flood
Insurance Rate Map’s flood zones and King County’s regulatory floodplain and floodway map that
include most current floodplain studies. A channel migration study is completed for portions of the Green
River, and the results are included in the area of regulatory floodplain. The area of regulatory floodplain
is shown in Table 50. Approximately 57 percent of the Green River regulatory floodplain is in
unincorporated King County.
TABLE 50.
GREEN RIVER BASIN AREA OF REGULATORY FLOODPLAIN
Area of Regulatory Floodplain (acres)
Unincorporated King County

11,744

Incorporated Areas

8,715

Total

20,459

Within the Green River basin floodplain there are a total of 1,161 parcels. This is approximately
25 percent of the total number of parcels in King County floodplains (4,738). There are 496 parcels with
structures at risk from flooding. Of these, 312 are residential structures and 184 are commercial. The
depth of flooding varies with location. Table 51 summarizes estimated flood loss potential.
TABLE 51.
PARCELS IN THE 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN IN THE GREEN RIVER BASIN

Reach

Parcels

Total Area
Structuresa
(acres)

Assessed
Land Value

Assessed Value Total Assessed
Improvements
Value

Estimated
Flood Loss
Potential

Upper Green

1

1

1

$50,000

$229,000

$279,000

$20,000

Gorge

53

32

351

$4,994,000

$6,794,000

$11,788,436

$2,717,600

Middle Green

422

220

1470

$26,525,000

$44,871,000

$71,398,112

$9,871,620

Lower Green

549

196

1955

$67,511,700

$842,829,800

$910,344,200

$235,992,344

Mill Creek

137

48

740

$239,666,400

$43,356,500

$283,023,825

$12,139,820

Basin Totals

1161

496

4516

$338,697,100

$937,851,300

a.

$1,276,554,573 $260,741,384

The number of structures in each reach is an estimate generated as described in the introduction.
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Development Trends
The Green River basin has been urbanizing since the 1970s. In the 1990s, Black Diamond, Enumclaw
and Covington experienced rapid growth. Land development estimates indicate that the largest areas of
future development will be in the Lower and Middle Green River areas.
An assessment of buildable and potentially buildable lands was completed to help determine future risk in
the Green River basin. Vacant lands from King County Assessor’s data were used to determine
potentially buildable lands in the floodplain. Table 52 summarizes the number of vacant parcels
susceptible to 100-year flood flows for the Green River basin.
TABLE 52.
VACANT LANDS IN THE 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN
GREEN RIVER BASIN
Number of Vacant Parcels
610

Total Area (acres)

Total Land Value

3,669

$175,737,200

Economic Impact
Based on existing land use and past experience, flooding along the middle and lower reaches of the Green
River would have the most severe economic impact in the basin. Theses reaches contain the major
population/employment centers in the basin and in the county. The river flows in the lower reaches of the
Green River are contained by levee systems, and costs associated with flood fighting and levee repair
have been the highest of all basins in King County. Such costs can have an impact on the tax base in the
long run. The functional down time associated with the flooding typical for this basin could have a
significant financial impact on the region. No detailed analysis of this potential impact was performed for
this risk assessment although a risk analysis on levees will be performed beginning 2007. For planning
purposes, King County considers the possible economic impact of typical flooding in this basin to be
significant.
It is the working assumption of this Plan that cities such as Auburn, Kent, Renton and Tukwila are
carefully addressing significant flood-related hazards through coordinated planning efforts. This
coordination at a minimum should involve consultations with King County, the Washington Department
of Ecology, FEMA, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and other agencies with expertise and
responsibility for addressing flooding concerns. It should be carried out in a manner that fully meets state
standards for city consistency with County flood hazard planning, as set forth in Chapter 86.12 RCW.

Repetitive Loss Areas
Based on the County’s review of repetitive loss data provided by FEMA, there is one repetitive loss
property in the Green River basin that has been mitigated by a stormwater drainage project. The property
is single-family residential. This property is currently not mapped in the 100-year floodplain which
means that the flooding was likely due to storm water drainage problems.

Insurance Analysis
Flood insurance statistics can help identify vulnerability by regionally isolating areas where claim activity
is high and a high rate of flood insurance is in force. Table 53 summarizes insurance statistics that can be
used to help identify vulnerability within the Green River Basin. Based on a review of this data, the
following observations can be made:
•

It is estimated that only 7 percent of the at-risk structures in the floodplain have insurance
coverage in this basin. This is well below the national average of 18 percent.
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•

With a high percentage of flood insurance coverage outside of the floodplain (67 percent), an
analysis of where these policies lie and why they are in force could be performed to
determine future needs for mapping and hazard identification.

•

The County’s ongoing public information strategy that includes elements that promote flood
insurance as a form of property protection should be continued or enhanced in this basin.

TABLE 53.
FLOOD INSURANCE STATISTICS FOR THE GREEN RIVER BASIN
Number of flood insurance policies in force within the basin

113

Number of policies within a mapped floodplain

37

Number of policies outside of a mapped floodplain

76

Estimated number of structures in mapped floodplains

496

Estimated percent of at risk structures with flood insurance coverage

7

Percent of flood insurance coverage outside of a mapped floodplain

67
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WHITE RIVER BASIN PROFILE
The White River is a glacially-fed river system that originates on the northeast face of Mount Rainier and
is a part of Water Resource Inventory Area 10. The White River flows in northwest from its headwaters
and then turns south to join with the Puyallup River near the City of Sumner. The Puyallup River flows
for 10 miles through the Cities of Puyallup and Tacoma to Commencement Bay in south Puget Sound.
The White River drains an area of approximately 494 square miles (King County 2002d).

Hazard Profile
The analysis of this basin is separated into five reaches:
•

Upper White/Greenwater Reach—Basin divide to Mud Mountain Dam

•

Boise Creek Reach—Boise Creek headwaters to confluence with the White River

•

Dams Reach—Mud Mountain Dam to SR 410

•

Natural Reach—SR 410 to upper end of levee protected channel

•

Lower White—Upper end of levee protected channel to King County/Pierce County line

Past Events
Historically, there have been several severe flooding events in the White River basin.
summarizes the history of flood events for this basin since 1990.

Table 54

TABLE 54.
WHITE RIVER BASIN FLOOD EVENT HISTORY
Date of
Flood

Declaration Flood Phase/
(yes/no) # Peak Flow (cfs) Type of Damage

Estimated Cost

01/11/1990

No

IV/13,000

No significant public or private property No information available
damage reported for this event

12/02/1995

Yes/#1079

IV/15,000 @
Auburn

Overbank flooding. Property damage to $304,054 in damage to
both public and private property.
public facilities

02/10/1996

Yes/#1100

III/10,600

Overbank flooding. Property damage to $20,213 in damage to
both public and private property.
public facilities

12/30/1996

No

III/>8,000

No significant public or private property No information available
damage reported for this event

Severity is identified in terms of phases. Table 54 shows events that reached Phase III or above at the
Buckley gage, unless otherwise indicated. Below are the phases of flooding for the White River:
•

Phase I—The flow is greater than 2,500 cfs and is considered an internal alert to the King
County Flood Warning Center.

•

Phase II—The flow is greater than 6,000 cfs and Red Creek area residents may experience
overtopped roads and high water.

•

Phase III—This is moderate flooding and exhibits flows greater than 8,000 cfs. Red Creek
area residents may experience dangerous, high velocities, debris flow, and residential
flooding.

•

Phase IV—This is considered extreme flooding. The flow is greater than 12,000 cfs and
there is likely to be significant overbank flooding, possibly inundating areas of State
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Route 410 and Sumner. Area residents may experience dangerous high velocities and debris
flows.

Flood Characteristics
Tables 55 and 56 summarize observed flooding characteristics typical for this basin. Understanding the
potential flood conditions for a specific area enables the County to identify mitigation alternatives
appropriate for the level of risk for that stream or reach.
TABLE 55.
WHITE RIVER BASIN FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

Gage
Location

USGS
Station
Number

River
Mile

Drainage
Area
(square
miles)

Buckley

12098500

27.9

Auburn

12100496

Greenwater

12097500

a.

100-Year Flow (cfs) a

Flood of Record,
Date & Peak Flow
(cfs)

401.0

17,600 (maximum release from Mud
Mountain Dam)

12/01/1933; 28,000
(pre-dam)

6.30

464.0

18,370

02/10/1996; 15,000

1.10

73.5

5,776

12/02/1977; 10,500

FEMA 2005.

TABLE 56.
WHITE RIVER BASIN FLOOD CHARACTERISTICS

Reach

Land Uses Surrounding the
Reach

Depth of Flooding

Channel
Migration Zone
(yes/no)

Approximate
Warning Time

Upper White/ Low density Residential,
Greenwater
Forestry

Shallow Flooding, 0-3 feet

No

No warning

Boise Creek

Low density Residential,
Agricultural

Shallow Flooding, 0-3 feet

No

No warning

Dams

Low density Residential,
Agricultural

6 feet or greater with
measurable velocities

No

2-4 hours

Natural

APD, recreational-open
space, Agricultural

Shallow flooding 0-6 feet
with some measurable
velocity

No

2-4 hours

Lower White

Mixed Use: Urban
residential, commercial,
industrial

Shallow flooding,0-6 feet
with some measurable
velocity

No

4-5 hours

Vulnerability Analysis
Public Safety and Health
Flooding in the White River basin has a variety of potential impacts on life, safety and health. The large
amount of sediment carried by the White River affects its drainage pattern and can cause flooding in the
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valley lands near the cities of Auburn and Pacific. In this area, the gradient lessens, the velocity slows
and the sediments and debris tend to settle out onto the floodplain (King County 1993b). Additionally,
much of the lower White River in the Auburn and Pacific area has been channelized, and overbank flows
occur only in rare events.
Table 57 shows the length of unmapped floodplain in King County for the White River basin. Since there
is no mapped floodplain in these areas, risk of flooding to the public may be more significant during
severe events and may need to be monitored closely. This is more of a concern in areas that are becoming
more urbanized, such as the lower White River near Auburn and Pacific.
TABLE 57.
UNMAPPED FLOODPLAIN IN THE WHITE RIVER BASIN
Description

Length (miles)

Total streams, lakes major rivers and tributaries

311

Total unmapped floodplain

229

Unmapped floodplain—incorporated areas

13

Unmapped floodplain—unincorporated King County

216

Critical Facilities
Critical Facilities in the White River basin were identified by using GIS and anecdotal information. For
purposes of this document, critical facilities are identified in two categories: 1) facilities and infrastructure
that are critical to public health and welfare that are especially important following a flood event; and 2)
facilities and infrastructure that are critical to King County for floodplain management (roads, dams, etc.).
Table 58 lists the critical facilities in the White River basin.

Land Use and Structures
Approximately 175 square miles in the White River basin is owned and managed by the Mount BakerSnoqualmie National Forest. Another 90 square miles of the basin is part of Mount Rainier National
Park. In this upper portion, the basin is mainly undeveloped but includes some scattered residential and
commercial property around Greenwater (King County 1993b). In the lower areas of the basin, there are
some agricultural lands and a mix of residential, commercial and industrial uses closer to and in the cities.
Upstream of the Muckleshoot Indian Reservation, the river is unconstrained and the valley is mostly
undeveloped (King County 1993b).
FEMA floodplain mapping shows 3,025 acres of mapped floodplain in the White River basin.
Approximately 74 percent of this, or 2,246 acres, is along the White River mainstem. Table 59 defines
the mapped floodplain in terms of incorporated and unincorporated King County. One of the major risks
in the White River basin is that there are significant channel migration hazards related to the river’s
significant sediment load and debris local, especially in the upper basin. Floodplain maps for the White
River are outdated and do not reflect recent changes in several channel locations.
The total area of regulatory floodplain for the White River basin includes all portions of the FEMA flood
zones. A channel migration study will be completed on the White River but is not currently included in
the area of regulatory floodplain. About 91 percent of the regulatory floodplain in the basin is in
unincorporated King County. Table 60 shows the area of regulatory floodplain.
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TABLE 58.
CRITICAL FACILITIES IN THE WHITE RIVER BASIN
Location
(River Mile)

Public
Flood
Health & Protection
Safety
Facility

Facility or Infrastructure

Owner

Pump Station

King County—Wastewater Treatment
Division

6.5

X

Natural Gas Pipelinea

Williams

10.8

X

23.3

X

Approximately
9.0

X

Water Supply Pipeline #1b Tacoma Public Utilities
Water supply well-fieldc

City of Auburn

Auburn Walld

King County—Water and Land
Resources Division

8.1

Riverside High Schoole

Riverside High School

6.5

X

Mount Baker Middle
Schoolf

Mount Baker Middle School

7.0

X

Abandoned Land Fillg

King County

6.0

X

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

X

Pipeline exposed in 1995 flood. In 2003, Williams replaced crossing with new pipeline well-below
expected scour depth.
In 2003, TPU replaced crossing with the new pipeline well-below expected scour depth.
Only a major avulsion would affect the well-field
This facility protects the City of Auburn from any potential avulsion into the historic White River
channel.
This is on the left bank and is built on fill and will likely be in a moderate channel migration zone.
This is on the right bank and is built on fill and will likely be in a moderate channel migration zone.
Considered a critical site due to its potential public health impacts.

TABLE 59.
WHITE RIVER BASIN MAINSTEM AREA
FEMA-Mapped Floodplain
Area (acres)
Mainstem Unincorporated
Mainstem Incorporated

1,937
308

Mainstem Total

2,246

White River Basin Total

3,025

TABLE 60.
WHITE RIVER BASIN AREA OF REGULATORY FLOODPLAIN
Area of Regulatory Floodplain (acres)
Unincorporated King County
Incorporated Areas
Total

5,500
550
6,050
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Within the White River basin floodplain there are a total of 175 parcels. This is approximately 4 percent
of the total number of parcels in King County floodplains (4,738). There are structures at risk from
flooding on 64 of these parcels. The depth of flooding varies depending on location. Table 61
summarizes estimated flood loss potential. Of the 64 identified structures in the White River basin
floodplain, 61 are residential structures and 3 are commercial.
TABLE 61.
PARCELS IN THE MAPPED 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN IN THE WHITE RIVER BASIN

Reach

Parcels

Total Area
Structuresa
(acres)

Assessed
Land Value

Assessed Value Total Assessed
Improvements
Value

Estimated
Flood Loss
Potential

Upper
White/
Greenwater

0

0

0

0

0

0

$0

Boise Creek

64

33

247

$4,643,000

$6,943,000

$11,586,000

$1,527,460

Dams

29

11

117

$1,579,100

$3,246,860

$4,825,960

$1,298,744

Natural

65

19

251

$3,837,100

$4,635,300

$8,472,400.00

$1,297,884

Lower White

17

1

2

$227,900

$147,100

$375,000

$41,188

Basin Totals

175

64

617

$10,287,100

$14,972,260

$25,259,360

$4,165,276

a.

The number of structures in each reach is an estimate generated as described in the introduction to this risk
assessment.

Development Trends
The majority of the White River basin is in unincorporated King County, with a smaller portion in the
cities and the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Reservation. There is commercial, industrial and residential
development throughout the incorporated areas of the White River floodplain. The majority of
development is along the White River in the Auburn and Pacific area. This area has significant potential
for new residential, commercial and industrial development.
An assessment of buildable and potentially buildable lands was completed to help determine future risk in
the White River basin. Vacant lands from King County Assessor’s data were used to determine
potentially buildable lands in the floodplain. Table 62 summarizes the number of vacant parcels
susceptible to 100-year flood flows for the White River basin.
TABLE 62.
VACANT LANDS IN THE 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN
WHITE RIVER BASIN
Number of Vacant Parcels
215

Total Area (acres)

Total Land Value

2,348

$23,664,345

Economic Impact
The economic impact for this basin is based on a review of historical flooding, the inventory of structures
at risk, and current land use in the basin. The current land use is predominantly open space, forestry and
agricultural in the upper reaches, and the urbanized lower reaches are channelized and protected by flood
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control facilities. The safety provided by flood control facilities is dependent on the functionality and
integrity of the facilities at the time of a flood event. Failure of a flood control facility in this basin could
have a measurable economic impact within the basin due to functional downtime, flood fighting costs and
facility repair. However, since these costs have not been significant during past events, King County
considers the possible economic impact of typical flooding in this basin to be minimal.

Repetitive Loss areas
There currently are no repetitive loss properties in this basin. However, at one time, this basin included a
single property with the most flood insurance claims of any property in the County. This property was
located along the Boise Creek reach of this basin, and was mitigated through a property acquisition by
King County in 2000.

Insurance Analysis
Flood insurance statistics can help identify vulnerability by regionally isolating areas where claim activity
is high and a high rate of flood insurance is in force. Table 63 summarizes insurance statistics that can be
used to help identify vulnerability within the White River Basin.
TABLE 63.
FLOOD INSURANCE STATISTICS FOR THE WHITE RIVER BASIN
Number of flood insurance policies in force within the basin

17

Number of policies within a mapped floodplain

11

Number of policies outside of a mapped floodplain

6

Estimated number of structures in mapped floodplains

64

Estimated percent of at risk structures with flood insurance coverage

17

Percent of flood insurance coverage outside of a mapped floodplain

35

Based on a review of this data, the following observations can be made:
•

The flood insurance statistics for this basin mirror the low vulnerability of structures
identified in the land use and structures analysis.

•

The estimated percent of flood insurance coverage for at-risk structures is comparable to the
national average (18 percent).

•

Although the percent of flood insurance coverage is fairly high, which can be attributed to the
low number of policies in force, there appears to no apparent indication of flood risks not
currently mapped or identified by King County due to the presence of flood insurance
policies.

•

The County’s ongoing public information strategy that includes elements that promote flood
insurance as a form of property protection should be continued in this basin.
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APPENDIX D.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS SINCE 1993
This appendix provides a summary of on-the-ground projects completed between the time the King
County Flood Hazard Reduction Plan was adopted in 1993 and the end of 2005. These projects, which
are listed by river basin in the following tables, include projects related to the maintenance, repair and
retrofit of King County’s flood protection facilities, and property acquisitions made to remove homes at
risk from flood hazards, provide for future flood hazard reduction projects, or secure open space for the
purpose of flood conveyance. Information on the location, nature, driver and cost associated with each
project is provided. In addition to the projects described in the following two tables, King County’s River
and Floodplain Management Program has participated in the elevation of ten homes since 1993.
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TABLE D-1.
FLOOD PROTECTION INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS

River/Project Name

Type

Proposed in
1993 Plan

Unplanned
Flood Damage
Repair

Other RFPM
Program
Action

X

X

$7,514

X

$208,696

X

$82,939

Total Project
Cost

SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER
McKnight

Revetment Repair

Town of Skykomish Left US Bridge

Revetment Repair

Winkler

Revetment Repair

Miller River Curve

Levee Repair

X

$47,204

Miller River Training Levee

Levee Repair

X

$104,330

UPPER SNOQUALMIE RIVER

Levee

Mainstem
Meadowbrook
Snoqualmie 205

Engineered Logjam
Channel Excavation

X

$791,651
$7,800,000

Middle Fork Snoqualmie
Mason Thorson Ext.
Tanner

Levee Repair
Revetment Repair

X
X

$137,116
$104,949

South Fork Snoqualmie
Reif Road
Edgewick Bridge
Stanley Carlin
Reif Road
Riverbend

Levee Repair
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Repair

X

X
X
X
X
X

$97,663
$7,970
$31,220
$109,090
$31,820

Si View Levee

Levee Repair

X

X

$206,971

X

X

X

X
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TABLE D-1(Continued).
FLOOD PROTECTION INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS

River/Project Name
LOWER SNOQUALMIE RIVER
McElhoe/Pearson Segment 1
Haffner
McElhoe/Pearson Segment 2
Williams
Camp Gilead
TOLT RIVER
Holberg
Tolt River Road Protection
Holberg
Frew
Frew Side Channel
Remlinger
RAGING RIVER
Arruda
Bryce’s Bump
Hursh
Waring
Bridge to Bridge Left
Above 328th
Raging Bridge to Mouth – Right

Type

Proposed in
1993 Plan

Levee Repair
Revetment Repair
Levee Repair
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair
Levee Setback
Revetment Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Floodplain Restoration
Revetment Repair

X
X

Unplanned
Flood Damage
Repair

Other RFPM
Program
Action

X
X
X
X
X

$16,996
$26,788
$192,362
$81,532
$41,253

X
X
X
X
X

$610,000
$82,416
$49,277
$127,200
$28,251
$148,105

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

$10,512
$20,774
$42,754
$8,960
$70,123
$13,447
$50,054

X

Revetment Repair
Levee Repair
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair
Levee Repair
Revetment Repair
Levee Repair

X
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TABLE D-1(Continued).
FLOOD PROTECTION INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS

River/Project Name
SAMMAMISH RIVER

Type

Proposed in
1993 Plan

Unplanned
Flood Damage
Repair

Other RFPM
Program
Action

Total Project
Cost

Mammoth Sammamish RM 6.2, 9.2, 10.6

Riverbank Restoration

X

$452,000

Little Bear Creek Mouth Restoration

Riverbank Restoration

X

$25,000

Urban Reforestation Project

Riverbank restoration

X

$5,000

Quinault Estates

Sediment Removal

Weir Replacement and Bank restoration

Weir Replacemnt

Sammamish Slump
CEDAR RIVER
Cedar River Trail Site #7
Elliot Park Levee Setback
Elliot Groundwater Channel
McDonald Revetment
Upper Elliot Park Channel
Brassfield/Maxwell
Brodell
Cedar River Trail Site #2B
Cedar River Trail Site #6
Cedar Trail Bridge

Groundwater Channel
Levee Repair
Groundwater Channel
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair

Dorre Don Road Revetment
Rhode
Young
Arcadia
Buck’s Curve

Revetment Repair
Levee Repair
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair

X

$28,072

X

$233,000

Revetment Repair

X

$46,662

Revetment Repair
Levee Repair

X
X

$75,975
$296,040

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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$152,323
$39,335
$170,228
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$47,918
$48,579
$42,579
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$64,498
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$70,229
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$47,170
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TABLE D-1(Continued).
FLOOD PROTECTION INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS

River/Project Name
CEDAR RIVER (Continued)
Cedar River Trail Site #1
Cedar River Trail Site #2
Cedar River Trail Site #3
Cedar River Trail Site #4
Elkington Mitigation
Rutledge/Johnson
Cedar Grove Floodplain Restoration
GREEN RIVER
Brannon
Okimoto
Dykstra/Lone’s Addition
Plemmons U/S
Segale Riverward Levee
42nd Avenue South
Boeing RM 17.80
Hamakami
Home Depot (Tuk. 205)
McCoy Breda
Nursing Home
Plemmons
Segale Landward Levee
Signature Point Lower
Russell Road Lowest

Type

Proposed in
1993 Plan

Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair
Mitigation
Revetment Repair

Unplanned
Flood Damage
Repair

Other RFPM
Program
Action

X
X
X
X
X
X

Floodplain Restoration

$66,971
$47,440
$61,125
$110,415
$33,734
$48,587

X

Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Revetment Repair
Levee Repair
Revetment Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair

$148,962
X

X

X
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Total Project
Cost

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

$5,894
$136,145
$130,038
$82,507
$741,635
$466,001
$115,872
$23,237
$242,435
$373,820
$83,502
$81,532
$426,689
$174,661
$213,386
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TABLE D-1(Continued).
FLOOD PROTECTION INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS

Type

Proposed in
1993 Plan

Unplanned
Flood Damage
Repair

Other RFPM
Program
Action

Total Project
Cost

River/Project Name
GREEN RIVER (Continued)
Segale Landward Levee
Signature Point Upper
Strander Bridge Tree Removal
Boeing RM 17.62
Christian Brothers
Desimone (Tukwila 205)
Russell Road Lower
Russell Road Upper
Christian Brothers–LWD Adjustments
Desimone
Narita
Pipeline

Levee Repair
Revetment Repair
Maintenance
Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Revetment Repair
Revetment Repair
Maintenance
Levee Setback
Levee Setback
Levee Setback

Russell Road Lower–LWD Adjustments

Maintenance

X

$20,660

Russell Road Upper–LWD Adjustments
Boeing Setback Levee

Maintenance
Levee Setback

X

$12,513
$534,459

White Swan (Southcenter Trail)
Desimone Levee – Toe Repair
Pipeline Levee – Toe Repair
3rd Avenue South Outfall–Kent
Narita Levee – Toe Repair
Segale Levee – Toe Repair
Fenster Revetment Repair
Breda
Strander Outfall

Revetment Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Repair
Levee Setback
Levee Repair
Revetment Repair
Levee Setback
Levee Repair

X

$48,152
$562,957
$219,953
$33,745
$403,016
$207,416
$196,023
$287,843
$22,478

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
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$1,186,614
$332,127
$10,549
$104,946
$247,846
$442,435
$273,653
$236,572
$15,341
$309,608
$150,539
$354,922
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TABLE D-1(Continued).
FLOOD PROTECTION INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS
WHITE RIVER
A-Street Trailer Court
Revetment Repair

X

$62,883

TABLE D-2.
HOME BUYOUTS AND FLOODPLAIN ACQUISITIONS

Project/Parcel Name
Type
SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH AND SNOQUALMIE
Snoqualmie #14 Williams Addition
Home Buyout
Raging #1 Dumond
Home Buyout
Tolt River #3
Floodplain Acquisition
Snoqualmie #12 Williams Addition
Home Buyout
Snoqualmie #11 Williams Addition
Home Buyout
Snoqualmie #10 Williams Addition
Home Buyout
Snoqualmie #13 Williams Addition
Home Buyout
Snoqualmie #15 Williams Addition
Home Buyout
Raging #3
Floodplain Acquisition
Skykomish #2 Maloney Creek
Floodplain Acquisition
Raging #5
Floodplain Acquisition
Skykomish #1 Index Creek
Floodplain Acquisition
Snoqualmie #4 Blue Hole
Home Buyout
Snoqualmie #16 Williams Addition
Home Buyout
Snoqualmie #2 Blue Hole
Home Buyout
Snoqualmie #: McElhoe
Floodplain Acquisition
Snoqualmie #3 Mt Si Road
Floodplain Acquisition
Snoqualmie #5
Floodplain Acquisition

Proposed in
1993 Plan

Unplanned
Flood Damage
Response

Other FHR
Action

N/A
N/A
N/A
X
X
X
X
X
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X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Purchase
Price
$96,136
$142,194
$0
$122,000
$120,000
$133,000
$136,000
$132,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$50,000
$125,000
$35,000
$0
$0
$0
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TABLE D-2 (Continued).
HOME BUYOUTS AND FLOODPLAIN ACQUISITIONS

Project/Parcel Name
Type
SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH AND SNOQUALMIE (Continued)
Tolt River #4
Floodplain Acquisition
Snoqualmie #6 Raging
Floodplain Acquisition
Raging #6 Bryce
Floodplain Acquisition
Raging #7 Bryce
Floodplain Acquisition
Duval Left Bank
Floodplain Acquisition
Raging #2 Mackenzie
Home Buyout
Kimball Creek #2 Schoen/Visconti
Home Buyout
Raging #4 Carlin
Home Buyout
Snoqualmie #9 Lawton
Home Buyout
Tolt River #2
Floodplain Acquisition
Snoqualmie #7 Northbend
Floodplain Acquisition
Snoqualmie #8 Fall City
Floodplain Acquisition
Tolt River #5
Floodplain Acquisition
Tolt River #1
Floodplain Acquisition
Skykomish #3
Floodplain Acquisition
Kimball Creek #1 Schoen/Visconti
Floodplain Acquisition
Skykomish #4 Skykomish townsite
Floodplain Acquisition
Skykomish #5 Skykomish townsite
Floodplain Acquisition
Skykomish #6 Skykomish townsite
Floodplain Acquisition
Skykomish #7 Skykomish townsite
Floodplain Acquisition
CEDAR RIVER AND ISSAQUAH CREEK
Ricardi
Floodplain Acquisition
Ricardi - Schuster
Home Buyout
Dorre Don - Elkinton Mitigation
Floodplain Acquisition

Proposed in
1993 Plan
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Unplanned
Flood Damage
Response

X
X

Other FHR
Action

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
Xa
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

Purchase
Price
$0
$0
$25,000
$25,000
$8,495
$73,500
$275,000
$300,000
$250,000
$8,485
$8,485
$8,485
$0
$8,485
$8,485
$275,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$35,000
$190,000
$0
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TABLE D-2 (Continued).
HOME BUYOUTS AND FLOODPLAIN ACQUISITIONS

Project/Parcel Name
Type
CEDAR RIVER AND ISSAQUAH CREEK (Continued)
Cedar Grove - Barchi
Home Buyout
Cedar Grove - Sipin
Home Buyout
Dooley
Home Buyout
Buck's Curve, Fothergill
Home Buyout
Heath, Zoe L.
Home Buyout
Royal Arch
Floodplain Acquisition
Bucks Curve, Irwin
Home Buyout
Stromberg
Home Buyout
Dorre Don Rd Revetment
Floodplain Acquisition
Rhode - Fred Buck
Home Buyout
Jan Curve-Hermann
Floodplain Acquisition
Ricardi - Vukov donation to Rds
Floodplain Donation
Getchman
Floodplain Acquisition
Bucks Curve, John Buck
Home Buyout
Ricardi - Genevieve
Floodplain Donation
Cedar Slide Buyouts - Chapman
Home Buyout
Cedar Slide Buyouts - Flint
Home Buyout
Cedar Slide Buyouts - Mandelin
Home Buyout
McGuirk
Home Buyout
Getchman Buyout
Home Buyout
Bushnell
Floodplain Acquisition
Arcadia Buyout - McBrayer
Home Buyout
Riverbend - Sears
Floodplain Acquisition
Ricardi - Moran
Floodplain Acquisition

Proposed in
1993 Plan
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Unplanned
Flood Damage
Response

Other FHR
Action

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Purchase
Price
$166,000
$200,000
$158,000
$85,000
$291,179
$0
$135,000
$200,000
$8,485
$190,000
$134,000
$0
$43,750
$250,000
$0
$270,000
$340,000
$210,000
$210,000
$225,000
$320,000
$232,182
$135,000
$3,105
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TABLE D-2 (Continued).
HOME BUYOUTS AND FLOODPLAIN ACQUISITIONS

Project/Parcel Name
Type
CEDAR RIVER AND ISSAQUAH CREEK (Continued)
Issaquah Ck. File 6
Floodplain Acquisition
SAMMAMISH RIVER
Swamp Creek
Home Buyout
Swamp Creek
Home Buyout
Swamp Creek
Home Buyout
Swamp Creek
Home Buyout
Sammamish River
Floodplain Acquisition
GREEN RIVER
Lisowski
Home Buyout
Palmer Cutoff
Floodplain Acquisition
Desimone
Floodplain Acquisition
Tax Delinquency – Mill Creek @167
Floodplain Acquisition
Mill Creek Channel
Floodplain Acquisition
SAMMAMISH RIVER
Swamp Creek
Home Buyout
Swamp Creek
Home Buyout
Swamp Creek
Home Buyout
Swamp Creek
Home Buyout
Sammamish River
Floodplain Acquisition
WHITE RIVER
Parson-Bocek
Floodplain Acquisition
Boise Creek #2
Floodplain Acquisition
Boise Creek #1 Schiff Property
Home Buyout
Dvorak
Home Buyout

Proposed in
1993 Plan
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Unplanned
Flood Damage
Response

Other FHR
Action

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

$175,000
$200,000
$235,000
$355,457
$0

X
X
X

$76,335
$0
$195,000
$14,185
$860,000

X

$175,000
$200,000
$235,000
$355,457
$0

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Purchase
Price

$356,000
$8,485
$260,576
$235,000
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TABLE D-2 (Continued).
HOME BUYOUTS AND FLOODPLAIN ACQUISITIONS

Project/Parcel Name
WHITE RIVER (Continued)
Paulsen, et. al
White River Near Buckley
White River Near Buckley
White River Near Buckley
White River Near Buckley

Proposed in
1993 Plan

Type
Floodplain Acquisition
Floodplain Acquisition
Floodplain Acquisition
Floodplain Acquisition
Floodplain Acquisition
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Unplanned
Flood Damage
Response

Other FHR
Action

X
X
X
X
X

Purchase
Price
$153,500
$577
$577
$577
$577

APPENDIX E
KING COUNTY FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES
This appendix contains a list of the revetments and levees managed by King County. In addition to
providing information on the location, type and length of each flood protection facility, this appendix
provides the status of each facility with respect to its eligibility for federal flood damage repair funding.
Eligibility for federal funding to repair flood damages varies with the type and condition of the flood
protection facility in question. While federal programs do exist that can fund improvements to revetments
and levees on a case by case basis, the primary means through which flood protection facility flood
damages are repaired using federal funds are the Public Assistance Program administered by the FEMA
and the Rehabilitation and Inspection Program managed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Federal Funding for Repairs to Revetments and Other Flood Protection Facilities –
The Public Assistance Program
The Public Assistance Program, authorized by the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act of 1988, is administered by FEMA. This program is intended to help communities recover
from damages caused by federally declared disasters. The act includes provisions that allow local
governments to receive funding for up to 75% of the costs to repair damaged infrastructure that is not
eligible for assistance through other federal programs. Since levees are eligible for assistance under the
federal Rehabilitation and Inspection Program managed by the Army Corps of Engineers, they are not
eligible for assistance through the Public Assistance Program..
The Public Assistance Program can, however, play a vital role in the repair of revetments and other flood
protection related facilities such as pump stations, drainage systems and sedimentation ponds. While there
are no specific standards that a revetment must meet to be eligible for this program, funds are allocated
only for repairs to damages caused by the federally declared disaster. Damages caused by non federally
declared flood disasters are not eligible through the Public Assistance Program. In addition, damages
documented by previous post-disaster inspection, but that not repaired, are ineligible and can result in the
entire flood protection facility being ineligible for funding through the program.
This appendix includes tables that provide a summary of the eligibility of King County’s revetments, based
on records covering past flood damages documented after federally declared disasters, and documentation
concerning of the degree to which these damages were or were not repaired. In these tables, revetments are
characterized as being “eligible”, “ineligible” or “partially eligible”. For facilities which have not been
chracterized, or where records are not clear, the eligibility for assistance under the Public Assistance
Program have been listed as “uncertain.” The designation “N/A” under the column with the heading
“PAP” for “Public Assistance Program” indicates that the river protection facility is a levee, and therefore
not eligible for the program.

Federal Funding for Levee Repairs – The Rehabilitation and Inspection Program
The Rehabilitation and Inspection Program, promulgated through Public Law 84-99, is managed by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. This program is intended to help local jurisdictions repair levees damaged
by flood events by providing a 80:20 federal to local cost share for levee repairs. The Rehabilitation and
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Inspection Program can implement flood damage repair projects on a levee regardless of whether the
damage occurred as a result of a federally declared flood disaster. Participation in the program is voluntary
on the part of the local jurisdiction. Levees are eligible for consideration in this program regardless of
whether they meet FEMA levee certification standards. Certification or decertification of a levee by
FEMA can affect the 100-year floodplain as portrayed on the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps, but does
not affect the ability of the local jurisdictions to seek federal assistance to repair levees through the
Rehabilitation and Inspection Program.
To qualify for the Rehabilitation and Inspection Program, levees are initially inspected the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers and the local sponsor to determine whether they meet minimum structural and
inspectablity standards established by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. If a levee meets these standards,
it is considered “active” and is eligible for assistance if it is subsequently damaged and if the benefit-cost
ratio of the needed repair is favorable. Levees which do not meet the minimum standards during the initial
inspection, may become active if deficiencies are corrected. Correcting these deficiencies is the
responsibility of the local jurisdiction.
Once enrolled in the Rehabilitation and Inspection Program, levees are reinspected annually to identify
potential damages and determine whether minimums standards are still being met. During these
inspections, outstanding maintenance needs are noted and the status of each levee is conveyed from the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to the local jurisdiction via an inspection report. Levees with significant
deficiencies may be put on probation, but remain active and eligible for flood damage repair funding until
the next inspection. If the documented deficiencies have not been corrected by the next inspection, the
levee is considered inactive and ineligible for assistance through the program. At any time, the local
jurisdiction may correct deficiencies, request reinspection, and seek restoration of the flood protection
facility to active status.
King County currently has approximately 35 miles of levees that could be considered for inclusion for the
Rehabilitation and Inspection Program; however, due to structural shortcomings and an ongoing
disagreement between King County and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers concerning appropriate
vegetation management standards for salmonid bearing streams in the Pacific Northwest, few of these
levees are active in the program. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers standards were developed for
nationwide purposes and require that all vegetation over two inches in diameter be removed from the
levees. In the late 1990’s King County took the positions that preventing the natural development of native
plant communities on King County levees was inconsistent with the multiple use objective of King
County’s River and Floodplain Management Program. While King County annually removes most of the
non-native vegetation from its high priority levees for access and inspection purposes, the alteration of
native vegetation is limited to the removal of hazard trees and minor damage inherent in the control of
invasive species.
In the tables following this section, the status of King County levees with regard the Rehabilitation and
Inspection Program is listed as either “active”, “inactive”, “on probation” or “TBD”. “TBD” indicates that
the levee still needs to be inspected by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The designation “N/A” Under
the column with the header “RIP” for “Rehabilitation and Inspection Program” indicates that the flood
protection facility is a revetement, and therefore not eligible for the program.
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Conventions used in King County River Protection Facility Tables
The following conventions are used in the tables in this appendix:
Name: The common, historic name used by King County for the levee or revetment. In many cases these
names were derived from the names of the landowners at the time the flood protection facility was
constructed. In some cases, they are descriptive of the facility location or what it protects or historically
protected.
Type: The letter “R” indicates that the flood protection facility is a revetment, the letter “L” indicates that
it is a levee, and the letter “O” indicates other types of facilities in the River and Floodplain Management
inventory such as a boat ramp or log crib. In some cases, the flood protection facility type is not known, in
which case this type designation is left blank.
D/S RM: Downstream River Mile. The number shown indicates the approximate location of the
downstream end of the flood protection facility as measured in miles, from the mouth of the river or creek.
U/S RM: Upstream River Mile. The number shown indicates the approximate location of the upstream
end of the flood protection facility as measured in miles, from the mouth of the river or creek.
Bank: Indicates which bank the flood protection facility is on when viewed facing downstream. The letter
“R” indicates and right bank, the letter “L” indicates left bank.
Length: Length of the flood protection facility in feet.
PAP (FEMA): Provides the status of the flood protection facility with respect to the Public Assistance
Program administered by the FEMA.
RIP (ACOE): Provides the status of the flood protection facility with respect to the Rehabilitation and
Inspection Program administered by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The status of five federally
authorized levees, for which, unlike the vast majority of King County’s levees, King County has a
contractual obligation to the federal government to maintain, are also included in this column with the label
“Authorized.”
TABLE E-1.
SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER AND MILLER RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
SOUTH FORK SYKOMISH
Winkler
McKnight
Dallas
Town of Skykomish R
Town of Skykomish L
MILLER RIVER
Miller River Bridge
Miller River Crib
Miller River Curve
Unnamed

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

R
R
R
R
L

8.1
8.2
8.3
16.1
15.9

8.1
8.2
8.3
16.2
16.5

R
R
R
R
L

155
108
138
800
2747

Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Partially
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD

R
O
L
L

0.2
0.2
0.3
0.8

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.9

L
L
L
L

261
450
917
250

Uncertain
Eligible
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
TBD
TBD

Type
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Bank

Length
(feet)

PAP
(FEMA)

RIP
(ACOE)
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TABLE E-2.
UPPER SNOQUALMIE RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name

FOSS RIVER
Foss River
NORTH FORK SNOQUALMIE
Proctor
Scott
Pearson
Shake Mill L
Shake Mill R
Tarp
Burhans
Vallcuda
North Park
Schodde
MIDDLE FORK SNOQUALMIE
Middle Fork Bridge DS L
Middle Fork Bridge DS R
Middle Fork Bridge US L
Middle Fork Bridge US R
Norman Lower
Moskvin
Norman Upper
Duprels
Mason Thorson Ext
Mason Thorson Ells
Mt Si Bridge
N/A
Tanner
SOUTH FORK SNOQUALMIE
Circle River Ranch
Prairie Acres R
Prairie Acres L
Bendigo Lower L
Bendigo Lower R
Bendigo Upper L
Bendigo Upper R
Reif Road
Si View Park
Si View Levee
Holstein Extension
McConky
Below Cedar Falls Channel
US Cedar Falls Bridge

Type

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

L

0.4

0.5

R
R
R
R
L
R
L
L
L
R

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.2
1.7

R
R
R
R
R
R
L
R
L
L
R

Bank

Length
(feet)

R

261

0.1
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.9
1.3
1.4
1.9

L
L
R
L
R
L
L
L
R
R

R

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.9
1.4
2.0
2.8
3.0
3.8

0.5
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.5
2.4
3.0
3.1
4.1

R
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
R
R

1.4
2.1
2.1
2.3
2.3
2.5
2.5
2.9
2.9
3.3
4.8
4.8
5.4
5.9

1.5
2.3
2.3
2.5
2.5
2.9
2.9
4.8
3.3
4.8
5.4
5.2
5.9
6.1
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PAP
(FEMA)

RIP
(ACOE)

N/A

TBD

78
355
320
1149
660
357
1028
1611
1348
1249

Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
N/A
Eligible
N/A
N/A
N/A
Eligible

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
TBD
TBD
TBD
N/A

L
R
L
R
R
L
R
L
L
L
R
L
L

73
75
127
560
741
1048
1533
217
744
2146
1221
372
1203

Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
N/A
Eligible
N/A
N/A
Not Eligible
Uncertain
Eligible

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
TBD
TBD
N/A
TBD
N/A

R
R
L
L
R
L
R
L
R
R
R
L
R
L

426
1022
1022
1413
1415
1882
1799
9636
2113
7222
2554
1776
2806
1053

Uncertain
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Eligible
Partially

N/A
Probation
Probation
Probation
Probation
Probation
Probation
Probation
Probation
Probation
Probation
Probation
N/A
Probation

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan

January 2007

TABLE E-2. (CONTINUED)
UPPER SNOQUALMIE RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES
D/S
River/Facility Name
Type
RM
SOUTH FORK SNOQUALMIE (Continued)
Brissack Bridge Sidestream
L
5.9
Sabean
R
6.1
Riverbend
L
6.3
Stanley Carlin
L
6.3
O’bert
L
7.2
Edgewick Road L
R
8.8
Edgewick Road R
R
8.8
B.P.A.
R
8.9
Allen
R
9.5
Garcia Lower
R
15.4
Garcia Upper
R
15.7
Alice Creek
R
16.1
Camp Mason
R
16.3
State Highway
R
17.2
KIMBALL CREEK
202 to Mouth Left
R
0.0
202 to Mouth Right
R
0.0
Country Road Bridge 996
R
0.5
Vivi Hughes
R
0.6
Chicalero by Bridge
R
1.1
Chicalero
R
1.3
UPPER SNOQUALMIE MAINSTEM
Mill Pond
R
40.0
Record Office
R
41.0
Meadowbrook
R
41.2
Meadowbrook Bridge
R
41.5
Pump Station
R
41.5
Railroad Bridge
L
41.6
Railroad
R
41.9
Meadowbrook Way Road
Protection
R
42.2
Pratt
R
42.2
Groin
L
42.5
Wasecther
R
42.7
Con Fury
R
42.8
Reinig Road
R
42.8

U/S
RM

Bank

5.9
6.3
6.5
6.8
7.2
9.0
8.9
9.1
9.6
15.6
15.8
16.3
16.8
17.3

L
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
R
R
R
R

185
759
1369
1675
151
117
208
880
246
1342
421
1244
2251
515

0.1
0.1
0.6
0.7
1.2
1.4

L
R
R
L
L
L

425
450
355
326
366
446

40.2
41.1
41.5
41.5
41.5
41.9
42.1

R
R
L
R
L
R
L

42.3
42.4
42.6
42.8
42.8
43.4

L
L
R
R
R
R
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Length
(feet)

PAP
(FEMA)

RIP
(ACOE)

N/A
Partially
N/A
N/A
N/A
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Partially
Partially
Partially
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible

TBD
N/A
Probation
Probation
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1191
660
1418
120
188
1378
1215

Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Partially
N/A
Eligible

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A

412
1166
582
160
52
2795

Eligible
Partially
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
Partially

N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
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TABLE E-3.
LOWER SNOQUALMIE RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
Type
LOWER SNOQULAMIE RIVER
County Line
R
Dutch Row
R
Dutchman Road Lower
R
Zylstra
R
Cherry Creek
R
Cherry Creek Mouth DS
R
Cherry Creek Mouth US
R
Dutchman Road Upper
R
Hampson Rd Lower
R
Captain Larson
R
Hampson Rd Upper
R
Chapman Lower
R
No. 1
R
Chapman Upper
R
Dutchman Rd
R
Lampaert
R
Rupard
R
Roney
R
Joy
R
Duvall Boat Ramp
O
Herman
R
Wallace
R
Tuck Creek Outlet
R
Nestgaard
R
Collett
R
Tolt Pipeline
R
S. Wallace #1
R
S. Wallace #2
R
S. Wallace #3
R
13.5
R
Pickering
R
S. Wallace #4
R
No. 2
R
S. Wallace #5
R
No. 3
R
S. Wallace #6
R
S. Wallace #7
R
S. Wallace #8
R
S. Wallace #9
R
Rathbone
R

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

6.3
6.3
6.5
6.6
6.8
6.9
7.0
7.0
7.6
7.7
7.7
8.2
8.2
8.6
8.7
8.9
9.2
9.5
9.7
9.8
9.8
10.1
10.5
11.5
12.5
12.8
13.2
13.3
13.6
13.8
14.1
14.2
14.5
14.7
14.8
14.8
15.1
15.2
15.4
15.5

6.3
6.5
7.0
6.6
6.8
7.0
7.0
7.4
7.7
7.7
7.9
8.3
8.2
8.9
9.0
9.0
9.3
9.7
9.8
9.9
9.9
10.3
10.5
11.8
12.6
13.0
13.3
13.5
13.8
13.9
14.3
14.3
14.5
14.7
14.8
15.1
15.1
15.3
15.5
15.6

R
L
L
R
R
R
R
L
R
L
R
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
R
R
L
L
L
L
R
L
L
L
L
R
R
L
L
R
R
L
L
R
L
L
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Length
(feet)

202
1366
2218
90
351
280
66
2065
643
121
689
585
209
155
1164
381
673
958
800
96
660
1053
92
1565
638
852
326
1095
1009
1160
646
425
356
117
101
1425
139
844
754
650

PAP
(FEMA)

Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Uncertain
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Uncertain
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible

RIP
(ACOE)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan

January 2007

TABLE E-3 (Continued).
LOWER SNOQUALMIE RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES
D/S
River/Facility Name
Type
RM
LOWER SNOQULAMIE RIVER (Continued)
Decker Dairy
R
15.8
Unknown Farm
R
16.0
Case
R
16.2
Sinn
R
16.5
Busch
R
17.0
Carnes
R
17.0
Qualle
R
17.2
Adair Rd
R
17.5
Sato
R
17.7
Alberg
R
17.9
Carnes Alberg
R
18.2
Alberg 18.2
R
18.3
Sinnera Qualle Upper
R
18.3
Sinnera Lower
R
18.9
Sinnera Upper
R
19.1
Sinnera Qualle Lower
R
19.3
Barry
R
19.5
Little Friskie Revetment
R
20.2
Carnation Farms C
R
20.8
Carnation Farms B
R
21.0
Game Farm De Ryke
R
21.2
Carnation Farms A
R
21.3
Carnation Dike
R
21.6
Game Farm
L
21.8
Carnation Dike Ext.
R
22.0
Meehan
L
22.2
Carnation Farms Lower
L
22.3
Carnation Farms Upper
L
22.5
Stossel Bridge R
L
22.5
Stossel Bridge L
R
22.6
Old Bridge Revetment
R
22.8
Camp Gilead
R
23.0
McElhoe Pearson
L
23.1
Schiessel-Phiffer
R
23.7
McDonald Park
R
24.0
Tolt Park
R
24.3
Welcome
R
24.4
Boat Ramp
R
24.8
Foster #2
R
25.1
Carnation Golf #1
R
25.6
Carnation Golf #2
R
26.0

U/S
RM

Bank

15.9
16.2
16.4
16.7
17.1
17.5
17.4
17.7
17.9
18.1
18.3
18.4
18.7
19.1
19.2
19.4
19.7
20.3
21.0
21.2
21.3
21.5
21.9
22.2
22.0
22.5
22.5
22.6
22.7
22.8
22.8
23.3
23.6
24.0
24.3
24.6
24.7
24.8
25.3
25.8
26.2

R
R
L
R
L
R
L
L
L
R
R
R
R
L
L
R
L
L
L
L
R
L
L
R
L
R
L
L
R
L
L
L
R
R
R
R
L
R
R
L
L
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Length
(feet)

796
855
1017
1199
629
2334
717
1002
1212
1076
577
1503
1827
507
1032
654
880
680
973
1006
880
1210
1600
2128
120
1806
784
753
1385
668
191
1558
2443
1861
1638
977
1708
70
1061
1088
713

PAP
(FEMA)

Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Uncertain
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Uncertain
Uncertain
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Uncertain
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
Partially
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible

RIP
(ACOE)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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TABLE E-3 (Continued).
LOWER SNOQUALMIE RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES
D/S
River/Facility Name
Type
RM
LOWER SNOQULAMIE RIVER (Continued)
Foster Upper
R
26.2
Griffin Creek DS
R
26.7
Griffin Creek US
R
26.8
Lynn DS
R
27.1
Lynn US
R
27.2
Glen Peterson
R
27.3
Pleasant Hill School
R
28.4
Gonneson
R
28.6
Angerer Lower
R
28.9
Lower Robertson
R
29.1
Angerer Upper
R
29.2
Upper Robertson
R
29.2
Harry Peterson
R
29.4
Schiessel Lower
R
29.8
Carlson L
R
29.9
Rhode Snoqualmie
R
30.1
Baer
R
30.2
Schiessel Upper
R
30.3
Ranson
R
30.5
Pleasent Hill Farm
L
30.7
Sletten '70
R
30.9
Below Pleasent Hill Rd
R
31.3
Sletten '69
R
31.6
Pleasent Hill Rd Protection
R
31.6
Janicke Road Protection
R
32.1
Sletten DS
R
32.2
Sletten US
R
32.6
SE 19th Way Rd Protection
R
32.7
Hanson
L
32.8
Richter
R
32.8
Old Gravel Pit
R
32.9
Hanson US
R
32.9
Carlson R
R
33.1
Aldair
L
33.5
Carlson Upper
R
33.8
Hafner
R
34.5
Barfuse
L
34.6
Sorenson
R
35.0
Bush
R
35.2
Fall City
R
35.2

U/S
RM

Bank

26.4
26.7
26.8
27.2
27.3
27.4
28.5
28.8
29.0
29.2
29.3
29.4
29.6
29.9
30.1
30.2
30.5
30.5
30.7
31.1
30.3
31.6
31.9
31.7
32.3
32.4
32.7
32.8
32.9
33.1
33.2
32.9
33.5
34.4
33.9
34.8
35.0
35.2
35.3
35.3

R
R
R
R
R
L
R
L
L
R
L
R
L
R
L
L
L
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
R
L
L
L
L
R
L
L
R
L
R
R
L
L
R
L
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Length
(feet)

1519
77
83
233
801
1019
575
1358
514
666
719
889
650
257
756
864
1396
864
1024
1949
1808
1429
1769
694
468
760
520
329
450
1200
1550
174
2359
4558
444
2176
1905
785
357
821

PAP
(FEMA)

Not Eligible
Uncertain
Uncertain
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Uncertain
Partially
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
Uncertain
Eligible
N/A
Uncertain
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible

RIP
(ACOE)

N/A
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
TBD
TBD
N/A
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan
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TABLE E-3 (Continued).
LOWER SNOQUALMIE RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES
D/S
River/Facility Name
Type
RM
LOWER SNOQULAMIE RIVER (Continued)
Fall City Boat Ramp
O
35.6
SR 202 Road Protection
R
35.9
Tarr
R
36.5
Williams
R
37.6
Plum Lower
R
37.8
Plum Upper
R
38.2
Plum Boat Ramp
R
38.5
TOKUL CREEK
Tokul Creek
L
0.1

U/S
RM

Bank

Length
(feet)

35.6
36.1
37.1
37.8
37.9
38.3
38.6

L
R
L
L
R
R
R

133
927
3494
773
298
256
112

0.2

L

PAP
(FEMA)

RIP
(ACOE)

Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

536

Uncertain

TBD

Length
(feet)

PAP
(FEMA)

TABLE E-4.
TOLT RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
TOLT RIVER
Tolt River Levee L
Tolt River Levee R
Frew
Hwy. to RR Bridge
Pond Berm
Frew Upper
Remlinger
Swiftwater Berm
Girl Scout Camp
Holberg
Edenholm
Tolt River Road Protection

Type

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
R

0.0
0.0
0.5
0.5
0.6
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.4
1.7
2.6
2.9

0.5
0.5
1.1
1.1
0.7
1.7
1.4
1.3
1.7
2.2
2.9
2.9

L
R
R
L
R
R
L
R
L
R
R
R
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2552
2947
2817
2796
313
2768
1577
814
1355
2615
1694
413

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Eligible

RIP
(ACOE)

Probation
Probation
Probation
Probation
TBD
Probation
Probation
TBD
Probation
Probation
TBD
N/A

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan

January 2007

TABLE E-5.
RAGING RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
RAGING RIVER
Mouth to Bridge L
Mouth to Bridge R
Bridge to Bridge L
Bridge to Bridge R
Above 328th St Bridge
Bryce
Preston Fall City Lowest
Preston Fall City Lower
Preston Fall City Upper
Carlin Dike
312th
I-90 L
I-90 R
Hirsch
Waring
Jelstrup
Leroy Hess
Georgeff
Arruda
Upstream Bridge on Right

Type

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

L
L
L
L
R
L
R
R
R
L
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

0.0
0.0
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.8
3.3
3.6
3.9
4.0
4.4
4.8
4.8
4.9
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.7
7.7
7.8

0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.9
3.4
3.7
4.0
4.2
4.5
4.9
4.9
5.1
5.2
5.4
5.4
5.7
7.7
7.8

L
R
L
R
L
R
L
L
L
L
R
L
R
L
R
R
R
R
L
R
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Length
(feet)

2276
2473
4971
5036
368
222
222
369
384
1054
182
210
278
649
100
285
182
115
116
40

PAP
(FEMA)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Uncertain
N/A
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
N/A
Uncertain
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible

RIP
(ACOE)

Probation
Probation
Probation
Probation
N/A
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan

January 2007

TABLE E-6.
CEDAR RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
CEDAR RIVER
Haddad
Tabor-Crowall
Brodell
Person
Erickson
Maplewood Golf Course
Lower Elliot Park
Upper Elliot Park
Punnet Briggs
Elliot Bridge
Orting Hill
Tobacco Datson
Lund
Cedar Trail 1
Buck’s Curve
Camp Freeman
Cedar Trail 2
Herzman
Riverbend Lower Ext.
Riverbend Lower
Riverbend Upper
Brassfield Maxwell Guth
Ricardi Pond (Off Channel)
Ricardi
Cedar Trail 3
Cook\Jeffries
Cedar Trail 4
Scott-Indian Grove
Progressive Investment
Cedar Trail 5
Littlefield
Cummings
WPA
Cedar Trail 6
Rainbow Bend
Seppi/Safe US
McDonald
Rainbow Bend US
Lions Club
Rawson

Type

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L
R
L
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L
L
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L
L
R
R
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
R
R

2.73
2.77
3.33
3.92
4.11
4.26
4.28
4.73
4.92
5.36
5.47
5.76
5.86
5.91
6.03
6.20
6.41
6.56
6.60
6.71
7.00
7.02
7.50
7.51
7.72
7.82
8.15
8.23
8.39
9.37
9.43
9.72
10.75
11.00
11.33
11.34
11.50
11.50
12.05
12.56

2.78
2.87
3.50
4.06
4.21
4.32
4.43
4.90
5.28
5.43
5.54
5.81
5.89
5.98
6.20
6.27
6.50
6.71
6.90
7.00
7.49
7.38
7.51
7.66
7.82
8.16
8.24
8.77
8.51
9.43
9.57
9.75
11.00
11.34
11.50
11.36
11.70
11.51
12.15
12.61

L
R
R
L
R
R
L
L
R
L
R
R
R
L
R
R
L
R
L
L
L
R
R
R
L
R
L
R
L
L
L
L
L
L
R
L
L
R
L
R
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Length
(feet)

290
503
936
834
492
302
798
918
1879
353
393
286
200
361
926
391
486
785
465
1533
2535
1895
92
776
569
1670
519
2789
645
327
755
177
1293
1815
897
109
1095
39
546
246

PAP
(FEMA)

Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Not eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
N/A
Not Eligible
N/A
Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
N/A
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
N/A
N/A
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible

RIP
(ACOE)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
Active
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Probation
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
Probation
N/A
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan

January 2007

TABLE E-6 (Continued).
CEDAR RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
CEDAR RIVER (Continued)
Byer’s Curve
Ramon Property
Cedar Trail 7
Jan Road
Rutledge Johnson
Getchman
Rhode Cedar
Royal Arch
Lower Bain Road
Bain Road
Bain Road Bridge
Alquist
Coleman\Lotto
Bancharo Bains
Edwards
Lower Dorre Don
Elkington
Young
Orchard Grove
Mitchell
Kazzka
Arcadia Nobel
Petorak Wadhams
20.2
20.6

Type

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

L
R
R
L
L
L
L
L
L
R
R
L
R
R
R
L
R
R
L
R
R
R
R
R
R

12.75
12.79
13.11
13.21
13.49
13.72
13.73
14.05
14.90
15.03
15.10
15.47
15.60
15.75
16.02
16.27
16.55
16.78
17.30
18.77
18.82
18.94
19.73
20.37
21.04

12.87
12.87
13.17
13.43
13.64
14.04
14.04
14.28
15.01
15.05
15.16
15.53
15.75
15.87
16.07
16.85
16.58
16.85
17.54
18.87
19.00
19.01
19.75
20.50
21.23

L
R
L
R
L
R
L
L
L
L
R
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
R
R
R
L
R
L
R
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Length
(feet)

614
425
340
1168
878
1782
1581
1276
591
107
315
305
928
642
112
3019
136
391
1750
515
406
828
113
705
1031

PAP
(FEMA)

N/A
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
Uncertain
Uncertain

RIP
(ACOE)

Active
N/A
N/A
Probation
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A
Probation
N/A
N/A
N/A
Active
N/A
N/A
Probation
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
TBD

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan

January 2007

TABLE E-7.
ISSAQUAH CREEK FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
ISSAQUAH CREEK
Alpine
Pickering DS
North of East Fork
Tweedale DS L
Tweedale DS R
Tweedale US L
Tweedale US R
Old Brook
Old Brook Birch
By Stone Bridge
Dodge
Anderson
Sycamore R
Sycamore Bayless
Bayless
Sycamore Bridge
Hawer
Roath
Shearer
Floyd/Erickson
Jerome
Mortenson
Petty DS
Pickering US
Abernathy
Dodge by Bridge
Irwin L
Irwin R
Issaquah Creek gage R DS
Issaquah Creek gage R US
Kenyon
Momb
Petty US
FIFTEEN MILE CREEK
15 Mile Creek L DS
15 Mile Creek L US
15 Mile Creek R
HOLDER CREEK
SR 18 DS
SR 18 US

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

1.3
1.6
2.8
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.4
3.4
3.8
3.9
4.6
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.1
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.4
5.4
6.1
6.1
1.8
7.7
10.1
7.3
7.4
11.3
11.3
11.5
9.8
6.3

1.5
1.6
2.8
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.4
3.4
3.8
4.0
4.6
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.1
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.4
5.5
6.2
6.1
1.8
7.8
10.1
7.4
7.4
11.3
11.3
11.5
10.0
6.3

L
L
R
L
R
L
R
R
L
L
R
R
R
L
R
R
L
L
R
R
L
L
R
L
R
R
L
R
R
R
R
L
R

703
173
92
58
47
63
35
121
102
75
511
156
229
274
126
207
125
142
99
202
344
268
320
190
493
166
502
231
202
138
333
519
111

Eligible
Eligible
Uncertain
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Uncertain
Uncertain
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible

N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

R
R
R

0.4
0.5
0.5

0.4
0.5
0.5

L
L
R

153
130
141

Eligible
Eligible
Eligible

N/A
N/A
N/A

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

R
R

196
256

Uncertain
Uncertain

TBD
TBD

Type

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
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Length
(feet)

PAP
(FEMA)

RIP
(ACOE)

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan

January 2007

TABLE E-7 (Continued).
ISSAQUAH CREEK FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
HOLDER CREEK
Urlich L DS
Urlich L US
Urlich R

Type

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

R
R
R

0.7
0.6
0.7

0.7
0.6
0.6

L
L
R

Appendix E
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Length
(feet)

186
179
379

PAP
(FEMA)

Eligible
Eligible
Eligible

RIP
(ACOE)

N/A
N/A
N/A

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan

January 2007

TABLE E-8.
GREEN RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
GREEN RIVER
Boeing Left
Top Bank Protection Right
City Light
Rubber Tire Revetment
Boeing/old Duwamish Drive
Gateway Lowest
Interurban South
S 115th St
42nd Av S
Banchero Left
Banchero Right
Codiga Left
Gateway Lower
Tukwila Community Center
Gateway Upper
Seattle-LA Freight
Steel Hill Bridge Right
9.6 Revetment Right
Vanni
Rendering Works Lower
Foster Lower
Rendering Works Middle
Railroad Embankment
Foster Middle
Foster Upper
Tukwila Trail
Ft. Dent
Fiorito
Tukwila Bend Revetment
Family Fun Center
White Swan
I-405 Levee
Tukwila 205 Levee
Best Western/Nedel’s
Van Warden
Strander Bridge
Christensen Rd.
Nelson
N.C. Machinery
Ratolo

Type

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L
L
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L
R
R
L
L
R
R
L
R
L
L
R
L
L
L
R
R
L

5.57
5.67
6.14
6.27
6.28
6.55
7.05
7.13
7.17
7.85
7.90
7.93
8.00
8.07
8.35
8.53
8.62
8.93
9.00
9.75
9.90
10.21
10.28
10.31
10.43
10.86
11.15
11.71
12.00
12.18
12.53
12.60
12.60
12.71
12.94
13.18
13.21
13.32
13.74
14.47

5.67
5.74
6.21
6.29
6.55
6.83
7.10
7.17
7.85
7.92
7.97
8.00
8.35
8.23
8.53
8.91
8.89
9.00
9.03
9.87
10.08
10.28
10.39
10.34
10.59
11.05
12.01
12.00
12.39
12.38
12.55
12.71
12.94
12.94
13.19
13.20
14.45
13.36
13.93
15.04

L
R
L
L
R
L
L
R
R
L
R
L
L
R
L
L
R
R
R
R
L
R
R
L
L
L
R
L
L
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
R
L
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Length
(feet)

547
585
586
126
1169
1558
282
307
3482
362
357
409
1520
693
732
1844
1330
326
254
741
1075
508
681
162
961
920
4189
1469
1905
1030
113
622
1779
1108
1332
122
6534
248
1100
2975

PAP
(FEMA)

Eligible
Uncertain
Eligible
Eligible
Uncertain
Uncertain
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
N/A
Uncertain
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
N/A
N/A
Eligible
N/A
N/A
N/A
Uncertain
Not Eligible
N/A

RIP
(ACOE)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
N/A
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
TBD
Authorized
N/A
Authorized
Authorized
Authorized
N/A
N/A
Authorized

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan

January 2007

TABLE E-8 (Continued).
GREEN RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
GREEN RIVER (Continued)
Desimone
Segale-Green
Briscoe Meander
Gunter
Briscoe
Briscoe School
Frager Lowest
Christian Brothers
Boeing Setback
O’Connell
Omlid
Boeing
Russell Rd Lowest
216th St
19.5-19.6
Holiday Kennel
216th St US
Frager Rd Lower
Russell Rd Lower
Somes Dolan 1,2&3
Stoneway Lower
Russell Rd Upper
Stoneway Upper
Narita 1&2
Corps GR 1-75
Maddox
Myers Golf
Leber Brothers
P,D & J #1
Pipeline
Okimoto
Signature Pointe
P,D & J #2
Frager Road Upper
Country Road #8
Hawley
Koch
Corps Revet
Bradley
Milwaukee #1

Type

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

L
L
L
L
L
L
R
L
L
R
R
L
L
R
R
R
R
R
L
L
R
L
R
L
R
R
L
R
R
L
L
R
R
R
L
R
R
L
R
R

14.62
15.04
15.61
15.90
16.32
16.38
16.83
17.12
17.18
17.22
17.59
17.63
17.97
18.12
18.38
18.47
18.51
18.59
18.79
19.34
19.40
19.79
19.86
20.47
20.87
21.18
21.34
21.35
21.91
21.92
22.00
22.14
22.16
22.35
23.06
23.27
23.51
23.61
23.72
23.96

15.61
15.90
16.32
16.83
16.38
17.12
16.95
17.31
17.95
17.59
17.65
17.97
18.09
18.31
18.47
18.79
18.59
19.40
19.34
19.79
19.73
20.47
20.00
21.33
20.93
21.34
21.92
21.57
21.95
22.00
22.12
23.06
22.23
22.71
23.26
23.51
23.61
23.71
23.83
24.18

R
L
R
L
R
R
L
R
R
L
L
R
R
L
R
R
L
L
R
R
L
R
L
R
L
L
R
L
L
R
R
R
L
L
R
R
L
L
L
R
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Length
(feet)

5125
4393
2485
6087
392
3895
692
1133
4111
1918
405
1847
656
964
541
1475
516
4267
2987
2449
1851
3681
909
4583
404
793
2729
1215
217
440
775
4796
438
2145
976
1369
475
495
634
1124

PAP
(FEMA)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Eligible
N/A
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
N/A
N/A
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
Not Eligible
Eligible
N/A
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
N/A
Not Eligible
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
Not Eligible

RIP
(ACOE)

Probation
Authorized
TBD
Authorized
TBD
Probation
N/A
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A
Probation
N/A
N/A
TBD
Probation
N/A
TBD
N/A
Probation
N/A
N/A
Probation
N/A
N/A
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
Probation
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A
N/A

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan

January 2007

TABLE E-8 (Continued).
GREEN RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
GREEN RIVER (Continued)
Kent Airport
Milwaukee #2
McCoy
78 Av S
Breda
Plemmons
Monk
Nursing Home
Nursing Home Extension
Titus Boat Ramp
Titus Pit
Jeff Estates
Green River Rd Lower
Neilson
Mallory
Malnati
Auburn Golf & Olson
Engle Extension
Reddington Section
Brannon Park
Galli’s Section
Dykstra
Valentine
104th Road Protection
30.5 Road Protection
Pig Farm
Lone’s Addition
Porter Bridge
Matson
Barnett
Porter Gage
Fenster
Pautzki
Mueller
33.8
Soos Creek DS
Soos Creek US
Lake Holm Rd
Porter
Neely

Type

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

R
R
L
R
L
L
R
L
L
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L
L
L
L
L
R
R
L
L
L
L
R
L
R
L
L
L
L
R
R
R
L
R

23.97
24.21
24.38
24.55
24.56
25.23
25.31
25.40
26.10
26.56
26.65
26.69
26.94
27.24
27.59
28.22
28.50
28.69
28.70
29.31
29.55
29.73
29.94
30.22
30.25
30.45
30.82
30.97
31.13
31.20
31.28
31.77
32.36
33.32
33.75
33.81
33.86
33.88
34.34
34.93

24.17
24.38
24.56
25.00
25.23
25.40
25.41
26.10
26.21
27.00
26.67
26.96
27.11
27.38
27.78
28.46
29.10
28.70
29.32
29.55
29.73
30.82
30.08
30.24
30.45
30.60
30.92
31.99
31.16
31.22
31.33
32.02
32.63
33.73
33.78
33.85
33.88
33.93
34.58
35.27

L
R
R
L
R
R
L
R
R
R
R
L
R
R
R
R
R
L
L
L
L
L
R
R
R
R
L
R
L
L
L
L
L
L
R
L
L
R
L
L
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Length
(feet)

1164
1002
1093
2533
3576
951
500
3643
687
248
131
1565
934
809
1072
1304
3192
378
3150
1222
1048
5838
830
104
1123
1009
592
697
187
132
275
1554
1522
2444
139
229
105
281
1349
1905

PAP
(FEMA)

Uncertain
Not Eligible
Eligible
Not Eligible
N/A
N/A
Eligible
N/A
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Uncertain
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Eligible
N/A
Not Eligible
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
Partially

RIP
(ACOE)

N/A
N/A
Authorized
N/A
Authorized
Authorized
N/A
Authorized
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
Probation
Probation
TBD
Active
N/A
N/A
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
N/A
TBD
N/A
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
N/A

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan

January 2007

TABLE E-8 (Continued).
GREEN RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
GREEN RIVER (Continued)
Koech
Pre-1959
Horath
Hamakami
Turley
Loans
Margarite Hansel
Meyer Dike
Imhof
41.8
41.9
Green Valley Road Protect
DS Flaming Geyser Bridge
US Flaming Geyser Bridge
Old Flaming Geyser Bridge
Flaming Geyser Road
Park DS
Park US

Type

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

L
L
L
R
R
R
R
R
R
L
L
R
L
R
L
R
L
L

35.05
35.33
35.36
35.78
37.18
37.94
40.98
41.18
41.42
41.84
41.91
42.34
43.16
43.27
43.40
43.89
44.69
44.73

35.35
35.55
35.72
36.05
37.47
38.21
41.03
41.34
41.58
41.89
41.98
42.47
43.25
43.37
43.55
44.60
44.71
44.75

R
L
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L
L
R
L
L
L
L
L
L

Length
(feet)

1549
1213
1913
1380
1631
1520
259
942
917
287
399
770
486
555
781
4181
92
122

PAP
(FEMA)

N/A
N/A
N/A
Uncertain
Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
N/A
N/A
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
N/A
Eligible
N/A
N/A

RIP
(ACOE)

TBD
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
TBD
N/A
TBD
N/A
TBD
N/A
TBD
TBD

TABLE E-9.
WHITE RIVER AND GREENWATER RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
WHITE RIVER
Countyline-A Street
Pacific City Park Levee
Pacific City Park Revetment
Union Pacific
A-Street Trailer Court
Oravetz School
Roegner Park
Segale-White
R-Street DS
R-Street US
Stuck River Drive
Auburn Wall
Valley Wall
Game Farm Wilderness Park

Type

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

R
L
R
L
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
L

5.4
5.6
5.9
6.3
6.4
6.4
6.7
7.0
7.4
7.7
7.7
8.0
8.1
8.3

6.3
5.9
6.4
6.4
7.0
6.7
7.3
7.7
7.7
8.0
8.2
8.4
8.8
8.8

L
R
R
L
R
L
L
R
R
R
L
R
R
L
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Length
(feet)

3247
1522
2833
724
2875
1654
2420
3640
1794
1710
2741
1529
3679
2183

PAP
(FEMA)

RIP
(ACOE)

Not Eligible
N/A
Uncertain
N/A
Uncertain
Not Eligible
Not Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
N/A

N/A
TBD
N/A
TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD

2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan

January 2007

TABLE E-9 (Continued).
WHITE RIVER AND GREENWATER RIVER FLOOD PROTECTION FACILITIES

River/Facility Name
WHITE RIVER (Continued)
Trans-Canada
Kahne
GREENWATER RIVER
Greenwater Lower
Greenwater Upper

Type

D/S
RM

U/S
RM

Bank

L
L

8.8
23.9

9.0
24.3

R
R

0.5
0.6

0.5
0.7
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Length
(feet)

PAP
(FEMA)

RIP
(ACOE)

L
R

1336
1173

Uncertain
Uncertain

TBD
TBD

R
R

199
618

Not Eligible
Not Eligible

N/A
N/A

APPENDIX F
ACTION PLAN
This appendix provides a summary of the actions proposed in the 2006 King County Flood Hazard
Management Plan. These actions are presented in a series of countywide and basin-specific listings (
Tables F-1 – F-11), each of which corresponds to the programs and projects tables presented in Chapter 5
of the Plan. A brief narrative description and estimated costs are provided for each proposed flood
mitigation action. Individual actions are further characterized using standard flood mitigation action
categories; Table F-12 provides definitions for these action type categories. Together, these tables make
up King County’s flood hazard mitigation Action Plan for the period between January 2007 and
December 2016.
TABLE F-1.
10-YEAR ACTION PLAN: COUNTYWIDE PROGRAMS
Type of
Action

Estimated
10-Year
Cost

Preventative

$3,900,000

Develop and implement a flood protection facility
inventory database and a routine program of inspection,
condition assessment, and monitoring for all flood
protection facilities and appurtenances, including
levees, revetments, raised banks, pump stations,
stormwater discharge structures, cross-culverts and
closure structures. Supports recommendations INFRA2 through 4.

Preventative

$750,000

Flood Protection
Carry out annual routine maintenance, including flood
Facility Maintenance protection facility mowing, noxious weed control,
installation and repair of access control, and minor
repair and maintenance of flood protection facilities and
related properties and appurtenances. Supports
recommendation INFRA-1.

Preventative

$1,450,000

Proposed Action

Description

Status Quo Funding
Flood Preparedness, Provide regional flood preparedness, warning and flood
Warning and
emergency response services. Supports
Emergency Response recommendations PREP-1 to 5; WARN-1 to 4; RESP-1
and 2.
Flood Protection
Facility Inventory
and Assessment

Sediment
Management
Program

Establish a sediment management program that includes
expanded channel monitoring, establishment of
thresholds to trigger actions, and analysis of sediment
management action alternatives. Supports
recommendations SED-1 and SED-2.
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TABLE F-1. (CONTINUED)
10-YEAR ACTION PLAN: COUNTYWIDE PROGRAMS
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Status Quo Funding (Continued)
Floodplain
Provide technical support to King County’s Department
Information and
of Development and Environmental Services for
Permit Review
floodplain permits and inquiries, floodplain mapping,
Technical Support
elevation certificates, and Critical Areas Ordinance
updates. Supports recommendations MAP-2, COR-1,
REG-1 to 3, TECH-3,-4, ERA-3

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Technical
Assistance

$400,000

Natural
Resource
Protection

$1,000,000

Technical Support to Provide floodplain management technical support to all
Other Agencies
King County departments proposing activities or
projects that affect floodplain functions. Supports
recommendations TECH-3 through 5.

Technical
Assistance

$250,000

Public Outreach

Carry out public outreach on floodplain management
programs and projects, and respond to inquiries and
complaints from citizen and other public and private
agencies. Supports recommendations TECH-3, ERA-2
through 4, PREP-1 through 5.

Public
Information

$500,000

Grant Applications

Maximize federal, state and local funding opportunities
through grant application submittals in support of
completing capital improvement projects, technical
studies and other flood hazard management activities.
Supports recommendations ERA-4, INFRA-6 and
MAP-5.

Plan
Performance

$100,000

Community Rating
System Certification

Plan
Provide supporting documentation, technical support
Performance
and staff training required to maintain favorable status
in the FEMA’s Community Rating System. This work
supplements work, carried out in the Department of
Natural Resources and Parks and compliment-related
work carried out by the Department of Development
and Environmental Services. Supports recommendation
IMP-3.

$500,000

River and Floodplain Provide for program administration, staff supervision
Plan
Unit Administration and training, Flood Hazard Management Plan updates, Performance
Comprehensive Plan Consistency, and the River and
Floodplain Management Unit Annual Report. Supports
recommendations IMP-3 through 9.

$4,685,000

Salmon Habitat
Recovery Technical
Support

Provide floodplain management technical support to
Snohomish, Cedar, Green and White River watershed
coordination and salmon habitat recovery activities.
Supports recommendation TECH-6.

Total Status Quo Funding
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TABLE F-1. (CONTINUED)
10-YEAR ACTION PLAN: COUNTYWIDE PROGRAMS
Enhanced Funding
Flood Protection
Meet routine maintenance needs associated with the
Facility Maintenance implementation of an enhanced flood hazards
Enhancements
management program, and carry out routine
maintenance on underserved flood protection facilities
Supports recommendation INFRA-2.

Preventative

$3,550,000

Public Outreach
Enhancements

Public
Information

$1,000,000

Meet additional public outreach needs associated with
an expanded program, including increased interaction
with incorporated cities and preparation of an annual
report. Supports recommendations TECH-3, ERA-2
through 4, PREP-1 through 5.

Total Enhanced Funding

$4,550,000

Total Countywide Programs $18,585,000
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TABLE F-2.
PROPOSED COUNTYWIDE PROJECTS AND COSTS (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Status Quo Funding
Flood Hazard
Corridor Mapping

Update flood hazard management corridor maps with
Preventative
flood hazard, land use and evaluate the feasibility of
assessing the cumulative effects of flood risk reduction
projects. Integrate flood hazard and ecological data in a
readily accessible information management system.
Supports recommendations COR-1, 4 and 5.

$50,000

Countywide Risk
Assessment

Carry out flood damage risk assessments to evaluate the Preventative
potential consequences of flood protection facility
failure along major river systems. Risk assessments
will focus on areas of potential levee failure and known
repetitive loss areas. Supports recommendation COR-2.

$500,000

Flood Protection
Implement flood protection facility revegetation
Facility Revegetation projects to promote the growth of native vegetation to
decrease long-term maintenance needs and enhance fish
and wildlife habitat Funding adequate to support one or
two small projects per year Supports recommendations
INFRA-1 and 2.
Flood Emergency
Response Reserve

Adaptive
Management
Analyses and
Implementation

Natural
Resource
Protection

$250,000

Provide funding to repair flood protection facilities
damaged by floods. To the maximum extent possible,
funds would be used to match state and federal
emergency and disaster mitigation funds. Supports
recommendations RESP-1 and 2.

Emergency
Services

Monitor projects using performance measures and
adaptive management to track the effectiveness of
completed projects and inform the design and
implementation of future projects. Supports
recommendation IMP-8.

Plan
Performance

$100,000

Total Status Quo Funding

$2,700,000
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TABLE 5-2 (CONTINUED).
PROPOSED COUNTYWIDE PROJECTS AND COSTS (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Enhanced Funding (Continued)
Flood Protection
Implement enhanced flood protection facility
Facility Revegetation revegetation projects to promote the growth of native
vegetation, decrease long-term maintenance needs, and
enhance fish and wildlife habitat Enhanced funding
would allow completion of an additional one or two
projects per year. Supports recommendations INFRA1.

Natural
Resource
Protection

$250,000

Large Woody Debris
and Landslide Hazard
Assessment and
Management
Alternatives
Analyses

Complete an assessment of flood hazards associated
Plan
with increasing accumulations of large woody debris in Performance
river channels and the potential impacts future
landslides may have on flooding and erosion. Develop
alternative analysis and protocols for the management
of flood hazards related to these natural river and
floodplain elements. Supports recommendations WD-1
through 3 and LS-4.

$200,000

Small Stream and
Marine Shoreline
Area Flood Studies

Complete flood studies and flood boundary delineations
Plan
to update the corresponding FEMA Flood Insurance
Performance
Studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps for small
streams and marine shoreline areas in unincorporated
King County. Supports recommendations MAP-2,
MAP-5 and MAP-7.

$1,125,000

Sediment
Provide funding to implement one or more gravel
Management Reserve removal projects based on sediment management
Fund
program monitoring findings. Supports
recommendation SED-2.

Natural
Resource
Protection

$1,000,000

Flood Emergency
Response Reserve
Enhancement

Increase rate of accrual and total amount of funds
available to repair flood protection facilities damaged
by floods. To the maximum extent possible, funds
would be used to match state and federal emergency
and disaster mitigation funds. Supports
recommendations RESP-1 and 2.

Emergency
Services

$700,000

Flood Mitigation
Opportunity Fund

Identify and provide funding for home elevations and
floodplain property acquisitions recommended through
the analyses of repetitive loss areas, basin-specific
alternative analyses, and countywide risk assessment.
Supports recommendation ERA-1.

Property
Protection

$20,000,000

Total Enhanced Funding $23,275,000
Total Countywide Projects $25,975,000
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TABLE F-3.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE SOUTH FORK SKYKOMISH RIVER IN
KING COUNTY (2007-2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated
10-Year Cost

Status Quo Funding
Miller River Road
Protection

Enhance constructed log jam to reduce erosion risks to
the Old Cascade Highway.

Timber Lane Village Purchase homes and property in this residential
Home Buyouts
neighborhood, which is subject to extreme erosion.
(Erosion)
South Fork
Skykomish River
Channel Migration
Zone

South Fork Skykomish River Channel Migration Zone
Study and Mapping. Supports recommendation CMZ1.

Structural

$96,000

Property
Protection

$3,367,000

Preventative

$30,000

Total Status Quo Funding

$3,493,000

Enhanced Funding
South Fork
Skykomish River
Early Action
Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation.

Purchase or otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive
loss properties. Supports recommendations ERA-1 and
ERA-4.

Property
Protection

$1,059,000

Miller River Home
Buyout

Purchase residential compound threatened by flooding
and erosion.

Property
Protection

$683,000

Town of Skykomish
Home Buyouts

Purchase homes and property in this residential
neighborhood, which is subject to flood-borne debris.

Property
Protection

$1,952,000

Property
Protection

$800,000

Timber Lane Village Purchase homes and property in this residential
Home Buyouts
neighborhood, which is subject to extreme flooding.
(Flooding)

Total Enhanced Funding

$4,494,000

Total South Fork Skykomish River

$7,987,000
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TABLE F-4.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE UPPER SNOQUALMIE RIVER
(2007-2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated 10Year Cost

Status Quo Funding
South Fork Levee
System
Improvements

Initiate rehabilitation of the levee system on the South
Fork Snoqualmie River.

Structural

$5,039,000

North Bend Area
Residential Flood
Mitigation

Reduce flood risks to homes in the North Bend area.
Initially focus on five unmitigated repetitive loss
properties and surrounding areas.

Property
Protection

$4,827,000

Total Status Quo Funding

$9,866,000

Enhanced Funding
Middle Fork Levee
System Capacity
Improvements

Reduce flood risks associated with constrictions caused
by segments of the incomplete levee system on the
Middle Fork Snoqualmie River.

Structural

$2,831,000

Total Enhanced Funding

$2,831,000

Total Upper Snoqualmie River

$12,697,000

TABLE F-5.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE LOWER SNOQUALMIE RIVER
(2007-2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated 10Year Cost

Status Quo Funding
Aldair Buyout

Purchase homes and property at risk from failure of the
Aldair levee.

Property
Protection

$2,299,000

Lower Snoqualmie
River Early Action
Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation

Elevate structures or otherwise mitigate flood risks to
ten repetitive loss properties. Supports
recommendations ERA-1 through 4.

Property
Protection

$660,000

Total Status Quo Funding

$2,959,000

Enhanced Funding
Tolt Pipeline
Protection

Construct wood piling and log revetment to halt erosion
that threatens the Tolt water supply pipeline.

Structural

$2,367,000

SE 19th Way
Buyout

Purchase farm which is at risk of being isolated by bank
erosion.

Property
Protection

$1,772,000

Neal Road
Relocation

Realign road currently closed due to bank failure.

Emergency
Services/
Structural

$1,450,000

Total Enhanced Funding

$5,589,000

Total Lower Snoqualmie River

$8,548,000
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TABLE F-6.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE TOLT RIVER (2007– 2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated 10Year Cost

Status Quo Funding
Tolt River Mouth to Continue providing technical support for flood and
State Route 203
channel dynamics aspects of the Tolt River Levee
Floodplain
Setback project.
Reconnection
Technical Support

Technical
Assistance

$105,000

Tolt River Road
Protect road from channel migration.
Shoulder Protection

Emergency
Services

$385,000

San Souci
Neighborhood
Buyout

Property
Protection

$2,003,000

Purchase homes in high flood and erosion hazard area.

Total Status Quo Funding

$2,493,000

Enhanced Funding
Tolt River Flood
Early Action
Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation

Elevate structures on two repetitive loss properties.
Supports recommendations ERA-1 through 4.

Property
Protection

$132,000

Tolt River State
Route 203 to Trail
Bridge Floodplain
Reconnection

Set back levee to improve conveyance and allow habitat
enhancement.

Structural/
Natural
Resource
Protection

$4,585,000

Tolt River Mile 1.1
Levee Setback

Set back levee to improve conveyance and allow habitat
enhancement. Include purchase and removal of homes.

Structural/
Property
Protection/
Natural
Resource
Protection

$5,677,000
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TABLE F-7.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE RAGING RIVER (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated 10Year Cost

Status Quo Funding
Fall City Levee
Setback Feasibility
Study

Determine best alternative for homes in areas subject to
flood hazards areas.

Preventative

Total Status Quo Funding

$50,000

$50,000

Enhanced Funding
Alpine Manor
Mobile Home Park
Neighborhood
Buyout

Purchase and remove homes from high flood and
erosion hazard area and allow habitat enhancement.

Property
Protection/
Natural
Resource
Protection

$5,596,000

Total Enhanced Funding

$5,596,000

Total Raging River

$5,646,000

TABLE F-8.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE SAMMAMISH RIVER (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated 10Year Cost

Status Quo Funding
Willowmoor
Floodplain
Restoration

Reconfigure outflow from Lake Sammamish to
maintain or reduced current level of flood risk along the
lake in a manner that reduces impacts on fish and
wildlife in the transition zone between the lake and the
Sammamish River. Project is required mitigation for
current maintenance practices required by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers.

Structural/
Natural
Resource
Protection

Total Status Quo Funding

$2,944,000

$2,944,000

Enhanced Funding
Sammamish River
(Issaquah Creek)
Early Residential
Flood Hazard
Mitigation

Mitigate two repetitive loss properties on Issaquah
Creek. Investigate other potential at-risk homes in
repetitive loss areas. Supports recommendations ERA1 through 4.

Sammamish River
Flood Study

Prepare flood study and corresponding FEMA Flood
Insurance Studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps for
the Sammamish River. Supports recommendation
MAP-1.
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TABLE F-9.
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE CEDAR RIVER (2007 – 2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated 10Year Cost

Status Quo Funding
Cedar River
Channel Migration
Zone Study and
Mapping.

Prepare channel migration zone study and maps for the
Cedar River. Supports recommendation CMZ-1.

Preventative

$30,000

Cedar Rapids Levee Set back levee to improve flood conveyance and restore
Setback
habitat. Complete project design, permits, and
construction. Funding will cover project management
and non reimbursable grant expenses associated with
this grant funded project. Total project cost is estimated
at $1,500,000.

Structural/
Natural
Resource
Protection

$137,000

Jan Road-Rutledge
Johnson Levee
Setbacks

Remove portions of both levees that protect only open
space. Segments of existing levees constrict
conveyance and direct erosive flood flows into the
Cedar River Trail and State Route 169.

Natural
Resource
Protection

$955,000

Cedar River
Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation
Analysis

Determine best alternative(s) for reducing risks to
homes in areas subject to flood hazards including both
repetitive loss and proposed project areas. Emphasis
will be on residential neighborhoods with extensive
flood hazard areas. Supports recommendations ERA-1
through 4.

Preventative

$175,000

Total Status Quo Funding

$1,297,000
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TABLE F-9. (CONTINUED)
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE CEDAR RIVER (2007 – 2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated 10Year Cost

Enhanced Funding
Cedar River Early
Action Residential
Flood Hazard
Mitigation

Purchase or otherwise mitigate flood risks to nine
repetitive loss properties not addressed by other projects
in this basin. Supports recommendations ERA-1 and 4.

Property
Protection

$2,811,000

Cedar River Gravel
Removal Project

Support periodic gravel removal from the lower Cedar
River to maintain 100-year flood protection.

Structural

$4,827,000

Lower Jones Road
Setback Project

Purchase the homes and property, and set back road and
associated revetment.

Property
Protection

$4,408,000

Herzman Levee
Setback &
Floodplain
Reconnection

Set back levee to reduce erosive forces on the Cedar
River Trail and State Route 169.

Structural

$1,023,000

Cedar Grove Mobile Purchase mobile home park and provide relocation
Home Park
assistance to the residents in this area of major flood
Acquisition Project hazards.

Property
Protection

$4,349,000

Rainbow Bend
Levee Setback and
Floodplain
Reconnection

Set back or remove levee to improve flood conveyance
and storage through this reach and to restore floodplain
functions.

Property
Protection

$1,733,000

Getchman Levee
Setback and
Floodplain
Reconnection

Set back the levee to improve river’s flood conveyance,
flood storage, and its interaction with lower Taylor
Creek, while maintaining protection for Maxwell Road.
Most of the acquisitions for this project are already
completed or are underway.

Structural

$2,670,000

Rhode Levee
Setback and Home
Buyouts

Purchase homes along path of fastest, deepest flood
flow, and set back the levee to lower localized
velocities and depths.

Property
Protection

$3,518,000
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TABLE F-10
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE GREEN RIVER (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated 10Year Cost

Status Quo Funding
Pump Station
Operation

Maintain and operate Black River, P-17 and
Segale/Southcenter pump stations in the Green River
Flood Control Zone District. Supports recommendation
IMP-1.

Green River Flood
Study

Complete flood study and corresponding FEMA Flood Preventative
Insurance Studies and Flood Insurance Rate Maps for
the Green River between River Mile 5.0 and River Mile
45.0. Supports recommendation MAP-1.

Desimone Levee
Project 3

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

Structural

$650,000

Segale Levee
Project 1

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

Structural

$1,913,000

Briscoe Levee
Project 4

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

Structural

$1,135,000

Nursing Home
Levee Project

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River

Structural

$2,438,000

Salmon Habitat
Recovery Cost
Share

Provide financial support to, and participate in, Salmon
Recovery Funding Board and U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers Ecosystem Recovery Project habitat projects.
Supports recommendation TECH-6.

Natural
Resource
Protection

$1,000,000

Green River Flood
Control Zone
District Program
Management

Provide program management and administration to
Green River Flood Control Zone District projects,
programs and other related activities. Supports
recommendation IMP-10.

Technical
Assistance

$1,000,000

Structural

Total Status Quo Funding
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TABLE F-10 (continued)
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE GREEN RIVER (2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated 10Year Cost

Enhanced Funding
Desimone Levee
Project 1

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

Structural

$860,000

Desimone Levee
Project 2

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

Structural

$1,071,000

Desimone Levee
Project 4

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

Structural

$3,491,000

Segale Levee
Project 2

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

Structural

$1,913,000

Brisco Levee
Projects 1-3, 5-8

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

Structural

$14,970,000

Russell Upper
Levee Project

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

Structural

$472,000

Kent Shops Levee
Project

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

Structural

$3,596,000

Narita Levee Project Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

Structural

$1,913,000

Myer’s Golf Levee
Project

Rehabilitate levees to reduce the risk of flooding in the
lower Green River.

Structural

$4,967,000

Middle Green
Floodplain
Acquisition

Purchase one home and associated property subject to
severe flood related hazards.

Property
Protection

$1,204,000
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TABLE F-11
PROPOSED ACTIONS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR THE WHITE AND GREENWATER RIVERS
(2007–2016)
Proposed Action

Type of
Action

Description

Estimated 10Year Cost

Status Quo Funding
White River Channel Migration
Zone Study and Mapping

Prepare channel migration zone study and Preventative
maps for the White River. Supports
recommendation CMZ-1.

$30,000

White River Flood Study

Prepare flood study and corresponding
Preventative
FEMA Flood Insurance Studies and Flood
Insurance Rate Maps for the White River.
Supports recommendation MAP-1.

$400,000

Greenwater River Flood Study

Prepare flood study and corresponding
Preventative
FEMA Flood Insurance Studies and Flood
Insurance Rate Maps for the Greenwater
River. Supports recommendation MAP-1.

$40,000

County Line to A-Street Flood
Conveyance Improvement

Reduce flood-related risk to residential
Property
area by purchasing flood-prone property
Protection/
and providing conveyance through an
Structural
existing levee into adjacent floodplain and
wetlands.

Pacific City Park Revetment
Repair

Repair damaged concrete revetment.

41st Street Setback Feasibility
Analysis

Conduct levee set back feasibility study to Preventative
protect homes and school.

Red Creek Acquisitions

Remove homes subject to flooding and
erosion hazards.

Structural

Property
Protection

Total Status Quo Funding

$1,193,000

$183,000
$25,000
$735,000
$2,606,000

Enhanced Funding
3rd Place and Pacific City Park
Revetment Retrofit

Rehabilitate failing concrete slab
revetment by replacing with
bioengineered flood protection facility.

Structural

$6,447,000

TransCanada Flood Conveyance
Improvement

Implement levee modification project.

Preventative

$1,421,000

White-Greenwater Acquisition

Purchase and remove residential
structures subject to flood and erosion
hazards.

Property
Protection

$785,000

Total Enhanced Funding

$8,653,000

Total White and Greenwater Rivers

$11,259,000
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TABLE F-12.
ACTION PLAN FLOOD MITIGATION CATAGORIES AND DEFINITIONS
Category
Definition
Impact

Examples
Planning
Land Use
Regulations
Mapping

Preventive

Activities that keep problems from
getting worse and helps the County
identify risk and vulnerability.

Increases capability
and decreases
vulnerability and
exposure.

•
•
•
•

Property
Protection

Actions that can singularly protect
property on a building –by-building
or parcel basis. Actions can be
implemented at a private and/or
public level

Decreases
vulnerability and
exposure.

Property:
• Acquisition
• Relocation
• Retrofitting
•
•

Natural
Resource
Protection

Activities that preserve or restore
natural areas or enhance the
environments ability to attenuate the
impacts of natural hazards.

Emergency
Services

Measures taken during an emergency
to minimize the impact of the event.
Also included preparedness and
recovery actions.

Increases capability

Structural
Solutions

Actions taken to prevent the hazard
for impacting a populace. Involves
controlling the hazard.

Manipulates the
hazard

Public
Information

Activities implemented to inform the
public about the preparedness for and
the mitigation of the impacts of
natural hazards.

Increases capability

Technical
Assistance

Plan
Performance

Actions that support objectives of the
plan by providing assistance to other
stakeholders that can implement
actions that will enhance the
objectives of the plan

Reduces exposure

•
•
•
•
•
•

Increases capability
by leveraging
resources

Actions that enhance the
implementation of the actions
identified in the plan

Increased
capability
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Wetlands protection
Erosion and
sedimentation
control/management
BMP’s
Normative Flow
practices
Hazard Warning
Hazard Response
Critical Facilities
protection
Health and Safety
Maintenance
Levees
Floodwalls
Diversions
Channel Modifications
Websites
Publications
Media release
Public Awareness
Time frame
Public meetings
Promotes consistency
Enhances
Coordination

Funding alternatives
Coordination
Oversight
Performance

APPENDIX G.
FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT RISK AREAS
This appendix contains a complete listing of the flooding and erosion related risk areas identified by the River and Floodplain Management Program staff during
the preparation of the 2006 King County Flood Hazard Management Plan. The approach to identifying and characterizing these risk areas varied from river to
river and was influenced by both the characteristics of each river, and by the professional judgment of the team compiling this information. This risk
identification was the first step in the development of project and program proposals contained in Appendices E and F of this Plan. These project and program
recommendation are cross referenced in the last columns of this table. In many cases the magnitude of these risks described is not well understood but will be
further evaluated through future technical studies and risk assessments.

South Fork Skykomish River, Miller River, Maloney Creek, Tye River and Anthracite Creek
(WRIA 7)
DS
RM

US
RM

Bank

Flood or Channel Migration Risk

6.4

19.9

L, R

7.8

7.8

L

South Fork Skykomish River Channel Migration Zone
Study and Map: Channel migration is a type of flood
hazard. King County maps channel migration zones to
identify the extent of this flood hazard and regulate land use
in the affected areas. Historical and recent evidence
indicates that this part of the South Fork Skykomish River is
subject to channel migration. A South Fork Skykomish
River channel migration zone study and map will be
completed under this project for use by the King County
Department of Development and Environmental Services in
land use regulation within King County. (Skykomish River,
Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 7809400070: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events.
Repetitive damage to this structure was determined by
FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy and
claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
South Fork Skykomish Channel Migration Zone:
Conduct South Fork Skykomish River Channel Migration
Zone Study and Mapping. (Skykomish River,
Unincorporated)

South Fork Skykomish River Early Action Residential
Flood Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure,
or otherwise mitigate flood risks to, repetitive loss
properties. (South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
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Parcel Number 7809400090: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 7809400100: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 7809300140: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number: 7809400160: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
South Fork Skykomish River Early Action Residential
Flood Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure,
or otherwise mitigate flood risks to, repetitive loss
properties... (South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)

Y

South Fork Skykomish River Early Action Residential
Flood Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure,
or otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)

Y

South Fork Skykomish River Early Action Residential
Flood Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure,
or otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)

Y

South Fork Skykomish River Early Action Residential
Flood Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure,
or otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
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Parcel Number: 7349800250: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 2526119037: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
Montagna Park: The upstream end of NE 196th Street has
been undermined by severe bank erosion during moderate
flooding. Emergency revetment construction did not
achieve a slope that will be stable over the long term. Both
the road and one residence are at risk from this erosion
problem. Several homes and nonresidential structures exist
in both the floodplain and floodway; many were built after
1993. (South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
Chamonix: Bank erosion threatens several homes built
very near the edge of the river bank. A revetment of large
rock riprap has slowed, but has not halted, this erosion.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
Skylandia: Existing homes have been inundated by fastmoving flood waters. Erosion and deposition damages are
locally severe. Residential damages included structural
problems as high-velocity waters shifted homes on their
foundations. Flood study shows 100-year depths as great as
8 feet at these homes. (South Fork Skykomish River,
Unincorporated)
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South Fork Skykomish River Early Action Residential
Flood Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure,
or otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)

Y

South Fork Skykomish River Early Action Residential
Flood Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure,
or otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
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Skyko Park: Several residential erosion problems have
been patched with revetments and rockeries that are not
showing recent damages but remain susceptible to extreme
flood flow. Several homes and nonresidential structures
exist in both the floodplain and floodway; it appears some
were built after 1993. (South Fork Skykomish River,
Unincorporated)
Riverwood Park: Several residential erosion problems
have been patched with revetments and rockeries that are not
showing recent damages but remain susceptible to extreme
flood flow. Several homes and nonresidential structures
exist in both the floodplain and floodway; it appears some
were built after 1993. Flood study shows 100-year depths of
3 to 6 feet through most of this large subdivision. (South
Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
Baring Left: Severe channel erosion problems have been
evident in this area, especially near the south end of 639th
Ave NE, where one home was nearly undermined and
perched over a tall vertical erosion scar that has been
patched with concrete revetments. Although such
revetments and rockeries are not showing recent damages,
they remain susceptible to extreme flood flow. (South Fork
Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
Grotto: Extensive fill restricts natural floodplain
conveyance and storage functions. (South Fork Skykomish
River, Unincorporated)
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Money Creek: Logs and debris are jammed against the
piers of the Miller River Road bridge over the South Fork
Skykomish River at the Money Creek Campground.
Downstream of the bridge, severe bank erosion has claimed
residential property but does not imminently threaten
residences. Further upstream, overbank flows were
concentrated along the riverward side of the BNSF Railway
grade. Where these concentrated flows hit the Miller River
Road, they exceeded culvert capacity and damaged the road
where they overtopped it. Further damages occurred as
these flows split and continued, generally westward,
overbank. A northwest split scoured both the railroad grade
and the adjacent portions of the Money Creek Campground.
A southwest split scoured through commercial and industrial
property on its way to the Money Creek channel. (South
Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
Miller River Road Protection: The Old Cascade Highway
crossed the Miller River near its confluence with the
Skykomish River. The left bank (west) road approach is at a
relatively low elevation across the Miller River's broad
alluvial fan. The highway has been severely damaged in
past floods. Structural improvements have strengthened the
road, but it remains at risk to channel migration on the fan.
From a flood hazard standpoint, the ideal solution would be
to relocate the Old Cascade Highway to a more stable
location away from the alluvial fan. However, this does not
appear to be feasible in the near term. (Miller River,
Unincorporated)
Miller River Neighborhood Flooding: The Old Cascade
Highway crosses the Miller River near its confluence with
the Skykomish River. The left bank (west) road approach is
at a relatively low elevation across the Miller River’s broad
alluvial fan. Flood Flows across this road threaten homes
downstream of the Miller River Road. (Miller River,
Unincorporated)
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Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Miller River Road Protection: Supplement and extend the
existing log crib that helps to direct flow toward the Miller
River bridge. (Miller River, Unincorporated)

Y

Miller River Home Buyout: Remove homes from hazard
area. (Miller River, Unincorporated)
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Miller River Curve Levee: The existing levee along
former Miller River channel protects against avulsion into
remnant channels on the river’s alluvial fan. The upstream
end of this levee is subject to flanking, and the levee itself
frequently overtops, so this protection is not complete. Even
so, the levee restricts the natural processes of deposition and
channel change, and limits the potential for fish use of
several overbank channels. (Miller River, Unincorporated)
Upper Miller River Levee: Existing levee along Miller
River channel protects against avulsion into remnant channel
on the river’s alluvial fan. The downstream end of this levee
has been shortened by erosion that may compromise its
protection to the downstream remnant channel and the
adjoining public road. The levee also restricts the natural
process of deposition and channel change, and it limits the
potential for fish use of the former river channel. (Miller
River, Unincorporated)
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Maloney Creek: Sediment and debris flows in Maloney
Creek frequently plug its narrow channel and cause flow
diversion into the Town of Skykomish. The Thanksgiving
1990 flood was no exception. Debris plugged the channel,
sending flood flows through the U.S. Forest Service
compound and the residential and commercial properties to
the west. Emergency excavation by U.S. Forest Service
crews kept the low flows in their accustomed channel, but
left side-cast levees that limit that channel's capacity. This
problem has a long history. The Town appears to be built
upon the Maloney Creek alluvial fan, and much effort has
been spent keeping the fan reasonably dry. Residents report
that historic Maloney Creek blowouts sent flows down both
2nd Street and 3rd Street. Remnants of enormous log crib
walls testify to the efforts required to stop those flows.
Further downstream, large rock riprap lends similar
protection to the shorter banks along the Forest Service
compound. Aggradation problems continue downstream as
far as the Old Cascade Highway, where the flow capacity
under the bridge appears to have been limited by
sedimentation within the channel. In the past, maintenance
crews for the U.S. Forest Service, the Washington State
Department of Transportation, and King County have
informally taken turns dredging Maloney Creek sediments.
(Maloney Creek, Unincorporated)
Milltown: Homes in old Milltown neighborhood west of
Skykomish are subject to inundation by the river and by
local drainage. (South Fork Skykomish River,
Unincorporated)
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Lower Town: Most of Skykomish is within the 100-year
floodplain; much of it is also within the one-foot floodway.
A training levee follows the left bank of the river
downstream of the 5th Street N bridge. This levee does not
provide containment as it does not tie to high ground at its
downstream end, just upstream of where Maloney Creek
enters the river. It does tend to reduce the speed of deep
flood waters in the school and residential neighborhood
behind the levee. Flood study shows depths of 3 to 8 feet
near homes in that area. (South Fork Skykomish River,
Unincorporated)
Upper Town: High-velocity flows can overtop the tall
bank, flooding both homes and businesses. Structural
damage has resulted when homes have been struck by fastmoving flood debris. Extensive bank erosion has been a
recurring problem. The flood study shows 100-year depths
of 3 to 6 feet at homes. (South Fork Skykomish River, City
of Skykomish)
Riverview: Eight homes along the left-bank of the Tye
River (looking downstream) were damaged by erosion and
inundation. Severe erosion continues to threaten several of
these homes, and all but one are subject to inundation
damages when overbank flows cross the Riverview point.
Flood study shows depths of 5 to 8 feet near these homes,
and all are within the one-foot floodway. (Tye River,
Unincorporated)
Timber Lane Village Reach of Anthracite Creek:
Sediment and debris flows in Anthracite Creek frequently
plug its narrow channel. This sends flows over the Stevens
Pass Highway (SR 2) and through Timber Lane Village.
This damage area includes a private road, an extension of
NE 122nd Street, and the community's potable water supply
watershed and pump station. (Anthracite Creek,
Unincorporated)
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Town of Skykomish Home Buyouts: Remove homes.
(South Fork Skykomish River, Unincorporated)
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Town of Skykomish Home Buyouts: Remove homes.
(South Fork Skykomish River, City of Skykomish)
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Timber Lane Village on Tye River: This community of
roughly 50 homes is built on the left bank of the Tye River
(looking downstream), inside a gentle bend. Roughly one
third of the community is on a high terrace and generally
escaped Thanksgiving 1990 flood damage. Of the other two
thirds of the community, the upstream portion is separated
from the river by a large, vegetated left-bank point bar.
Downstream of this left-bank bar, bank erosion has
completely destroyed one home and threatens several others.
This erosion is most severe immediately across from a rightbank bar that has formed below a tall scarp on the valley
wall. Numerous vertical rockeries and a few sloped
revetments have been built to stabilize these banks but none
appear to provide reliable protection against extreme flood
scour. Farther downstream, the residences were low enough
to be inundated by fast-moving flood waters. Sand was
deposited to a depth of three feet against one home. Another
home was pushed off its foundation but has since been
repaired and elevated. Flood study shows 100-year depths
of 3 to 6 feet in these homes. (Tye River, Unincorporated)
Profitts Pond: High-velocity inundation is likely for two
residences situated on very large lots. Because there is a
large log jam in main channel, channel migration is likely;
an avulsion path is very near these homes. (Tye River,
Unincorporated)
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Timberlane Village Home Buyouts (Erosion and
Flooding): Remove homes. (Tye River, Unincorporated)

Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Kimball Creek Flooding: Backwatering of Kimball Creek
from the Snoqualmie River frequently results in the flooding
of homes and roads in the Kimball Creek floodplain. Flood
water from the South Fork of the Snoqualmie River
overflows toward this area during extreme events. Road
crossings and other obstructions may exacerbate this
problem by limiting flow capacity. (Kimball Creek,
Unincorporated, City of Snoqualmie)
Coal Creek Sediment Deposition and Channel
Migration: Sediment from Coal Creek creates a delta at the
confluence of Coal Creek and the much slower Kimball
Creek resulting in frequent channel changes and
undermining of one house. (Coal Creek, Unincorporated)
Neighborhood Flooding in Snoqualmie Area: More than
600 homes and hundreds of other structures are subject to
flood inundation in and around the City of Snoqualmie.
Recent projects have reduced the frequency and severity of
local flood conditions, but the area continues to be at risk.
(Upper Snoqualmie River, City of Snoqualmie)
Sandy Cove Park Erosion: Sandy Cove Park adjoins the
Snoqualmie River in the City of Snoqualmie. Several feet of
the park’s eastern boundary have been lost to river erosion.
The process has exposed a tall vertical bank of relatively
loose material along the edge of this small urban park.
Users could fall in the river and could have trouble getting
out. (Upper Snoqualmie River, City of Snoqualmie)
Three Forks Vegetation Maintenance: Existing levees
and revetments have been built to reduce risk of damage
from flooding and erosion. This represents a significant
extent of riparian land that has problems with invasive, nonnative vegetation. Eradication of these invasive plants and
the establishment of native riparian plantings remain as a
levee or revetment maintenance need. (Upper Snoqualmie
River, Unincorporated)
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City of Snoqualmie Natural Area Acquisitions: This
project is to acquire property along the Snoqualmie River for
shoreline, floodplain and native habitat protection. The
project would acquire flood-prone land and eliminate flood
risk to one home. (Upper Snoqualmie River, City of
Snoqualmie)
Sandy Cove Park Restoration: The project would restore
approximately 200 feet of riparian and floodplain habitat
along the mainstem of the upper Snoqualmie. It would also
place a large bioengineered log structure along the bank to
reduce the risk of erosion damage to a public park. (Upper
Snoqualmie River, City of Snoqualmie)

N

N

Proposed Project

Three Forks Natural Area Restoration: The project
would provide vegetation maintenance of Upper Norman
Levee (to be planted) by removing non-native plants and
replant 35 acres of formerly grazed lands. (Upper
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
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Mill Pond Road Flooding and Flood Damage: Frequent
overbank flooding results in damage to the road shoulders
and debris accumulations on the road. Flooding in this area
has also damaged facilities at the privately owned mill. Mill
pond road is also within the channel migration zone in this
area. In addition, most of Mill Pond Road lies within or
adjacent to the channel migration zone. (Upper Snoqualmie
River, Unincorporated)
Reinig Road Erosion and Neighborhood Flooding: A 1.8
mile segment of Reinig Road borders the channel migration
zone and in one location has been damaged to the point that
an emergency repair was required. Five homes along this
road segment are also subject to flooding and erosion.
(Upper Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
South Fork Avenue SW and Shamrock Park Flooding:
Levee overtopping, seepage, and poor local drainage have
caused, and will continue to cause, flooding landward of the
Reif Road levee. (South Fork Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)
South Fork Levee Conditions: Extensive geotechnical
deficiencies have been observed on the existing levee
system along both banks of the South Fork Snoqualmie
River through North Bend and the surrounding
unincorporated areas. These problems can compromise the
flood protection benefits of the levee system. (South Fork
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Riverbend Flooding and Erosion: A manually-adjustable
flood gate that separates the South Fork Snoqualmie River
from a private lake can allow floodwater to enter the lake,
increasing water surface elevations and causing flood
damage to homes around the lake. Flood waters in this
constricted reach also cause erosion problems on the right
bank. (South Fork Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
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North Bend Area Residential Flood Mitigation: Relocate
or elevate individual structures to eliminate the associated
risk of flood damage. (South Fork Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated, City of North Bend)

Y

South Fork Levee System Improvements: Rebuild and
strengthen selected portions of the existing levee system in a
manner that maintains current preferential protection of the
more heavily developed parts of the City of North Bend.
(South Fork Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
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Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Edgewick Area Flooding: Flooding along this steep reach
affects homes on both banks of the river in this reach. The
left bank abutment of the Edgewick Road Bridge encroaches
sharply into the channel and is subject to erosion. (South
Fork Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Reinig Road Slope Instability: Road bank failure at this
location at which the river make a nearly 90 degree bend has
been repaired by King County Roads. Continuing erosion at
the revetment’s shallow toe is likely to undermine this
repair. Upstream and downstream banks are unprotected,
leaving the road at risk from future erosion damage in these
areas as well. (Upper Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Reinig Road Erosion across from Confluence with South
Fork: Right bank erosion at the confluence of the South
Fork and the mainstem Snoqualmie may damage Reinig
Road in this location. (Upper Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)
Upper Norman Flooding, Erosion and Habitat
Degradation: Channel aggradation and changes in the
thalweg have contributed to damage to two river facilities in
this constrained reach. The status of these two facilities with
respect to the need to maintain is rather ambiguous. One
home on the right bank is subject to both flood and, in the
long term, channel migration. The Upper Norman flood
protection facility effectively isolates a fish bearing wetland
from the mainstem of the river except during extreme high
flows. Both facilities inhibit natural riverine process and are
largely devoid of native vegetation. (Middle Fork
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Middle Fork Levee Conditions: Channel constriction and
bed aggradation caused by two existing levees currently
exacerbate flood flows through high flow channels in
northeast North Bend, resulting in damage to local streets
and causing some residential flooding. Both facilities inhibit
natural riverine process and are largely devoid of native
vegetation. (Middle Fork Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated, City of North Bend)
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Middle Fork Levee System Capacity Improvements:
Shorten or realign the downstream ends of the existing levee
segments to improve the flow capacity along the river
channel. (Middle Fork Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated,
City of North Bend)
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North Bend Area Residential Flooding: Although a
system of levees generally protects most homes in the North
Bend area from damage during minor floods, the capacity of
the levee system is limited. Flows in excess of roughly 20year magnitude will overtop portions of the levee system
and cause damage to the neighboring properties. Hazards
are associated with both the Middle Fork Snoqualmie River
and the South Fork Snoqualmie River, as well as several
smaller tributary streams. (Middle Fork Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated, City of North Bend)
Mt Si Bridge Revetment Erosion: Extreme high flows
could result in damage to the revetments on both banks
adjacent to the Mt. Si Bridge. (Middle Fork Snoqualmie
River, Unincorporated)
Tanner Revetment Erosion: Extreme high flows could
result in damage to the Tanner revetment which protects the
intersection of SE Tanner Road and North Bend Way.
(Middle Fork Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Tanner Neighborhood Erosion: Bank erosion threatens
several residential properties both upstream of the Tanner
revetment. (Middle Fork Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)
Schodde Revetment and Ernie's Grove Residential
Property Erosion and Flooding: Reoccupation of the side
channel running along the base of the Schodde revetment
would likely result in damage to private property. (North
Fork Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Moon Valley Residential and Road (sole access)
Flooding: Inundation of residential properties and public
and private roads and fast-moving water on Moon Valley
Road completely isolates this community during moderate
and extreme flood events. (North Fork Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)
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North Bend Area Residential Flood Mitigation: Relocate
or elevate individual structures to eliminate the associated
risk of flood damage. (Middle Fork Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated, City of North Bend)
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Parcel Number 0626079010: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 1226069019: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 1426069004: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 0925079025: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Lower Snoqualmie River Early Action Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or
otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

Y

Lower Snoqualmie River Early Action Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or
otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

Y

Lower Snoqualmie River Early Action Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or
otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

Y

Lower Snoqualmie River Early Action Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or
otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
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Parcel Number 8656300195: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 2925079019: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 2825079011: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 3325079029: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Lower Snoqualmie River Early Action Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or
otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

Y

Lower Snoqualmie River Early Action Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or
otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

Y

Lower Snoqualmie River Early Action Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or
otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

Y

Lower Snoqualmie River Early Action Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or
otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
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Parcel Number 0424079028: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 0924079012: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Vegetation Maintenance: Existing levees and revetments
have been built to reduce risk of damage from flooding and
erosion. This represents a significant extent of riparian land
that has problems with invasive, non-native vegetation.
Eradication of these invasive plants and the establishment of
native riparian plantings remain as a levee or revetment
maintenance need. (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)
Vegetation Maintenance: Existing levees and revetments
have been built to reduce risk of damage from flooding and
erosion. This represents a significant extent of riparian land
that has problems with invasive, non-native vegetation.
Eradication of these invasive plants and the establishment of
native riparian plantings remain as a levee or revetment
maintenance need. (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Lower Snoqualmie River Early Action Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or
otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

Y

Lower Snoqualmie River Early Action Residential Flood
Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or
otherwise mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

N

Lower Snoqualmie Restoration and Maintenance:
Revegetation of existing levees or revetments to reduce cost
of flood risk reduction. Includes enhancement of 3 miles of
riparian habitat, improve access to off-channel habitat, open
1.5 miles of rearing habitat by removing blockages and
restore a three-acre wetland. (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)

N

Snoqualmie River Restoration on Agriculture Lands:
Revegetation of existing levees or revetments to reduce cost
of flood risk reduction. The goal is to plant 50 acres of
floodplain habitat throughout the Snoqualmie. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
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Levee and Revetment Maintenance: Existing levees and
revetments have been built to reduce risk of damage from
flooding and erosion. These facilities require maintenance
and repair in order to preserve their function. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

0.7

0.9

L, R

Deer Creek Flooding and Erosion: Existing alignment of
Deer Creek causes flood/storm risks to adjacent property
and downstream sediment problems. (Lower Snoqualmie
River, Unincorporated)

N
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Dutch Row Riverbank Erosion and Slumping: The
shoulder of the West Snoqualmie River road, which is a
primary access to 25 large agricultural properties, is
exhibiting slumping caused by scour on the left bank of the
Snoqualmie River. (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)
Herman and Joy Vegetation Maintenance: Existing
levees and revetments have been built to reduce risk of
damage from flooding and erosion. This represents a
significant extent of riparian land that has problems with
invasive, non-native vegetation. Eradication of these
invasive plants and the establishment of native riparian
plantings remain as a levee or revetment maintenance need.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Woodinville-Duvall Road Backwater Flooding and
Bridge Abutment Erosion: Fill placed in the floodplain for
construction of the Woodinville-Duvall Road exacerbates
flooding problems upstream of this heavily used cross-valley
road. Despite the multiple bridges in this road fill, the road
blocks most of the floodplain conveyance capacity,
contributes to flood depths upstream, and can cause
localized high-velocity flows that lead to scour damages on
adjacent private lands. (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated, City of Duvall)

Flood or Channel Migration Risk
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Proposed Project
Cherry Creek Mouth Restoration: Revegetation of
existing levees or revetments to reduce cost of flood risk
reduction. This project would restore the old channel
alignment, circa 1960, before it was straightened and
channelized. This would create approximately 2000 feet of
new channel. The project would also eliminate any need for
maintenance of existing channelized outlet (to be
abandoned). (Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Deer Creek Channel Relocation: The project would
relocate Deer Creek away from a farm road and two farm
buildings, provide a more natural stream alignment and
increase the stream reaches capacity to store sediment.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

HerbCo Farm: The project will remove blackberry and
knotweed and replant with native vegetation along 1000 feet
of the Snoqualmie River and provide vegetation
maintenance of the Herman and Joy revetments. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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River Mile 13.5 River Bank Erosion: Erosion along the
right bank of the Snoqualmie river channel threatens to
undermine the Tolt River water supply pipeline at this
location south of Duvall. A rock revetment was installed in
response to this problem in the 1960s, but little sign of that
revetment remains. The bank erosion process in this area
involves slumping of discrete failure blocks that can extend
horizontally more than 50 feet from the top of bank.
Replacement of this missing thin rock riprap revetment
would do little to inhibit future bank failures of this type.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Adair Road Revetment Failure: Subgrade failure beneath
the rock armor of the Adair Road revetment threatens this
flood protection facility and road. In addition, the bank
opposite this flood protection facility is actively eroding.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Levee and Revetment Maintenance: Existing levees and
revetments have been built to reduce risk of damage from
flooding and erosion. These facilities require maintenance
and repair in order to preserve their function. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

21.6

22.8

L

Levee and Revetment Maintenance: Existing levees and
revetments have been built to reduce risk of damage from
flooding and erosion. These facilities require maintenance
and repair in order to preserve their function. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

N

22.8

23.6

R

NE 50th to Horseshoe Lake Flooding and Erosion: Flood
flows over the right bank of the Snoqualmie River cause
minor damage to 55th Ave NE and more significant damage
to the more heavily used Carnation Farms Road. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

N
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Proposed Project
Tolt Pipeline Protection: Install one or more engineered
log jams to roughen the river channel near the toe of the
eroding bank, thereby helping to reduce local water
velocities and the resulting toe erosion process. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Stillwater Habitat Restoration: The project would restore
natural processes to this segment of the river by removing
levee and revetments across from Chinook Bend. Riparian
plantings would occur at the same time. The project would
reduce need for maintenance of existing Meehan/Game
Farm levee (portion to be removed). (Lower Snoqualmie
River, Unincorporated)
Chinook Bend Reach Restoration: The project is to
consider removing the levees on the Chinook Bend Natural
Area. Removal of the levee would allow better access to the
floodplain and encourage channel migration across the bend.
In addition, removal of the levee would eliminate any need
for maintenance of existing Carnation Farms Upper levee (to
be removed). (Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Levee and Revetment Maintenance: Existing levees and
revetments have been built to reduce risk of damage from
flooding and erosion. These facilities require maintenance
and repair in order to preserve their function. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

23.4

23.5

L

Levee and Revetment Maintenance: Existing levees and
revetments have been built to reduce risk of damage from
flooding and erosion. These facilities require maintenance
and repair in order to preserve their function. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

N

24.0

24.4

L

Levee and Revetment Maintenance: Existing levees and
revetments have been built to reduce risk of damage from
flooding and erosion. These facilities require maintenance
and repair in order to preserve their function. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

N

26.9

27.5

L

Byers Farm Flood Damage: Unique hydraulic patterns on
the Byers farm cause massive and repetitive deposition of
flood-borne debris - mostly fallen trees - on arable land.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

N

27.1

27.3

R

Pleasant Hill and Lynn Revetment Vegetation
Maintenance: Existing levees and revetments have been
built to reduce risk of damage from flooding and erosion.
This represents a significant extent of riparian land that has
problems with invasive, non-native vegetation. Eradication
of these invasive plants and the establishment of native
riparian plantings remain as a flood protection facility
maintenance need. (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)

N

Flood or Channel Migration Risk
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Proposed Project
McElhoe/Pearson Levee: The project will remove or
setting back about 1,300 feet of the levee, reconnecting
floodplain habitat and increasing side channel formation.
The setback project would reduce the need for maintenance
and flood repair along existing McElhoe/Person levee.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Camp Gilead Off-Channel Reconnection: The project
will remove approximately 400 feet of King County levee
on the Snoqualmie River and eliminate any need for
maintenance to this part of existing Camp Gilead levee (to
be removed). Fish access to four acres of off-channel habitat
and approximately 1.3 miles of stream would be restored.
(Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Snoqualmie River Footbridge Off Channel
Reconnection: Reconnection of floodplain for flood
storage to reduce risk of damage to existing revetments on
opposite river bank and to the properties those revetments
protect without impacting the park facilities. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Snoqualmie River Byers Floodplain and Riparian
Restoration: Install a 600 foot long "drift fence" to capture
the large amount of woody debris that is accumulating in the
back/tree line of the property to reduce erosion along
agricultural property. (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)
Stout Property Restoration: This project would plant
approximately two acres of riparian habitat along the
Pleasant Hill School and Lynn revetments on the mainstem
Snoqualmie River to reduce erosion and long-term
maintenance costs. (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)
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Levee and Revetment Maintenance: Existing levees and
revetments have been built to reduce risk of damage from
flooding and erosion. These facilities require maintenance
and repair in order to preserve their function. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
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Vegetation Maintenance: Existing levees and revetments
have been built to reduce risk of damage from flooding and
erosion. This represents a significant extent of riparian land
that has problems with invasive, non-native vegetation.
Eradication of these invasive plants and the establishment of
native riparian plantings remain as a levee or revetment
maintenance need. (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)
SE 19th Way Road and Revetment Damage: Erosion
along the left bank of the Snoqualmie River channel
threatens to undermine the road bed of SE 19th Way, which
serves one farm. A rock revetment was installed in response
to this problem in the 1960s, but the problems involve deep
failure surfaces that have not been stabilized by the rock
riprap. (Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Aldair Neighborhood Flooding: During recent flood
events, the Aldair levee has had problems with extensive
and increasing seepage. Ponds behind the levee have shown
an unusual silty coloration when these recent seepage
problems have been observed. This suggests possible piping
(underground erosion) of fine material from the levee and
the underlying banks. Piping can lead to sudden,
catastrophic levee breach. (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)

Flood or Channel Migration Risk
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Proposed Project
Gonneson Revetment Removal/Acquisition: The project
will restore the Snoqualmie River to allow it to migrate
laterally along this meander bend by removing existing bank
armor. This proposal would require the acquisition of 12
acres of property in order to allow the project to occur. It
would also eliminate any need for maintenance of existing
Gonneson revetment (to be removed). (Lower Snoqualmie
River, Unincorporated)
Jubilee Farm: This project will remove invasive species
and plant a 50 to 70 foot buffer along one mile of the
Snoqualmie River. The proposal would provide vegetation
maintenance of Harry Peterson, Angerer Upper, and Angerer
Lower revetments (to be planted) (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)

Y

SE 19th Way Buyout: The proposal would be to work with
the property owner to purchase the farm served by this road.
Then abandon the road and allow natural river processes to
occur. (Lower Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)

Y

Aldair Buyout: Remove existing homes from low-lying
ground immediately behind the Aldair levee. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
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Escape Dike Emergency Evacuation Road Damage and
Backwater Flooding: Overbank flows frequently damage
an emergency evacuation road constructed for residents in
the vicinity of Neal Road. The tendency for this flood
protection facility to be damaged during floods makes it
unreliable as an emergency evaluation route. In addition,
the presence of this flood protection facility across the
overbank flow area contributes to backwater flooding
upstream of the flood protection facility. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Neal Road Relocation: Erosion along the right bank of the
Snoqualmie River channel has undermined a portion of the
Neal Road, which runs parallel to the Fall City-Carnation
Road (SR 203) and serves several farms and a public boat
ramp. A rock revetment was installed in response to this
problem in the 1960s, but the problems involve deep failure
surfaces that have not been stabilized by the rock riprap.
The north end of the Neal Road has been closed since it was
undermined in 2003. (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)
See Aldair Neighborhood Flooding discussion (above).

35.4

36.3

R

Washington State Department of Transportation
Spillway Flooding: Floodwaters overtop SR 202 where it
abuts the right bank of the Snoqualmie River, across from
and upstream of the Raging River confluence. This causes
deep, fast, erosive flows in the rural residential area. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Feasibility and technical analysis required.

Y

Neal Road Relocation: The project would eliminate the
public safety hazard associated with potential road failure
and improve emergency access to flood-prone farms. The
project would also minimize disturbance of river channel
environment, as well as need for future inspection,
maintenance and repair. (Lower Snoqualmie River,
Unincorporated)

N

Snoqualmie River Fall City Reach Reconnection and
Acquisition: The project would reconnect adjacent
floodplain for flood conveyance and storage without
impacting Neal Road or nearby residents. (Lower
Snoqualmie River, Unincorporated)
Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N
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Parcel Number 2125079024: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage. (Tolt
River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number2125079038: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage. (Tolt
River, Unincorporated)
Tolt River Levee Confinement: The existing levee system
confines the Tolt River to a relatively narrow corridor,
limiting its capacity for flood conveyance. The levees also
limit the area available for sediment deposition, so the
vertical rate of aggradation is exaggerated. This, in turn,
reduces the levee system’s conveyance capacity over time,
meaning that flood risks in the surrounding area are
increasing. Further, the levees restrict use of natural habitats
such as the 35-acre wetland channel complex in the south
end of the Tolt-MacDonald Park, a smaller wetland complex
south of Tolt High School, and similar features between the
river and the Tolt Hill Road. (Tolt River, Unincorporated,
City of Carnation)
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Proposed Project
Tolt River Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Tolt River,
Unincorporated)

Y

Tolt River Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Tolt River,
Unincorporated)

Y

Tolt River Mouth to State Route 203 Floodplain
Reconnection and Technical Support; Tolt River State
Route 203 to Trail Bridge Floodplain Reconnection: Set
back existing levee. (Tolt River, Unincorporated, City of
Carnation)
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Tolt River Containment in Swiftwater Area: Channel
confinement by the right and left bank levee, and frequent
accumulation of large woody debris on the Snoqualmie Trail
Bridge, currently creates a risk of serious flooding through
the town of Carnation via overtopping of the right bank
levee and a secondary containment berm. In addition,
several homes and as-yet-undeveloped parcels along NE
32nd St on the left bank are subject to frequent flooding.
(Tolt River, Unincorporated, City of Carnation)

1.1

1.7

R

See Tolt River Levee Confinement and Tolt River
Containment in Swiftwater Area descriptions (above).

N
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R

Levee and Revetment Maintenance: Existing levees and
revetments have been built to reduce the risk of damage
from flooding and erosion. These facilities require
maintenance and repair in order to preserve their function.
(Tolt River, Unincorporated)

N

2.8

2.9

R

Tolt River Road Shoulder Protection: Erosion along the
right bank of the Tolt River channel threatens to undermine
the Tolt River Road at this location, roughly 1.5 miles east
of SR 203. A rock revetment was installed as an emergency
response to this problem during the 1990 flood, and is still
working to stabilize a portion of the road. However, the
road is not defended against recent erosion upstream of that
rock revetment. (Tolt River, Unincorporated)

Y
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Proposed Project
Tolt River Mile 1.1 Levee Setback: The existing left bank
levee was constructed well riverward of the southernmost
abutment of the Snoqualmie Trial Bridge, unnecessarily
confining the channel beneath this span. The proposed
project would increase conveyance beneath the Trail Bridge
by removing 2000 feet of the existing levee and
reconstructing a new levee adjacent to the southern bridge
abutment. This construction would require the acquisition
of 16 flood prone parcels on the left bank and approximately
1.5 acres of Remlinger Farm. The new levee would be
constructed at more stable slope than the existing flood
protection facility and would include the installation of large
woody debris and establishment of native vegetation in the
project area. (Tolt River, Unincorporated, City of Carnation)
Lower Tolt River Acquisition: The purpose of this project
is to permanently protect a natural floodplain buffer between
the City of Carnation and the Tolt River through acquisition
of 6.7 acres of habitat in the floodway. To accomplish this,
the project would acquire flood-prone land. (Tolt River,
Unincorporated, City of Carnation)
Tolt River Natural Area Floodplain
Reconnection/Acquisition: This project would assess the
feasibility of removing a levee that is currently
disconnecting a side channel from being active. In order to
remove the levee two homeowners must be bought out as
they are directly in the old side channel. The project would
reduce the need for maintenance of existing Edenholm levee
(portion to be removed) resulting in an elimination of the
risk to two homes. (Tolt River, Unincorporated)
Tolt River Road Shoulder Protection: Install a 200-foot
windrow of buried rock riprap along the shoulder of the Tolt
River Road to protect it from erosion upstream of the
existing revetment. (Tolt River, Unincorporated)
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San Souci Neighborhood Flooding: Deep, fast flood
waters surround several residences in the San Souci area.
These can isolate the neighborhood, preventing travel in or
out, during relatively minor flood events. Many residents
elect to stay in these homes, which are higher than moderate
flood levels. However, all of the homes are at risk during
extreme flood events. By the time the hazard becomes
convincingly visible, high water may prevent evacuation.
This compounds the life safety concerns in this area. (Tolt
River, Unincorporated)
Tolt River Residential Hazards: Problems described
above for the San Souci area exist more generally. Due to
the severity and concentration of these problems at San
Souci, it is a priority for action, but similar needs will
remain after that project is complete. (Tolt River,
Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
San Souci Neighborhood Buyout: Remove all homes from
this hazardous area. Then, remove existing rubble levee at
upstream end of community access road. (Tolt River,
Unincorporated)

Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Fall City Area Channel Aggradation and Flooding:
Although the Fall City levees were raised in 1997, channel
aggradation continues in a manner that is expected to
diminish flood containment capacity, particularly
downstream of the Preston-Fall city Road Bridge at RM 0.5.
Channel aggradation upstream of the Preston-Fall City Road
bridge is not as severe as in the downstream reach, but
continued aggradation, combined with the already
constrained channel and the angle at which the river passes
under the bridge, will create an increasing risk for flooding
through Fall City. (Raging River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project

See Fall City Area Channel Aggradation and Flooding
description (above).

N

Preston-Fall City Road Flooding and Erosion A: Rural
residential development and construction of 0.4 miles of the
Preston Fall City Road within the flood hazard corridor has
left both the road, several private residences and one bridge
at risk from flooding and erosion. (Raging River,
Unincorporated)
Preston Fall City Erosion and Flooding B:
Approximately 700 linear feet of the Preston-Fall City Road
and two homes are in, or immediately adjacent to, the
moderate channel migration hazard area. (Raging River,
Unincorporated)
Preston - Fall City Road Erosion and Flooding C:
Approximately 300 linear feet of the Preston-Fall City Road
and one home are in, or immediately adjacent to, the
moderate channel migration hazard area. (Raging River,
Unincorporated)

N

Fall City Levee Setback Feasibility Study: The proposed
project would involve setting back portions of the existing
levee system on both the right and left banks to increase
channel capacity and optimize the angle at which the Raging
River passes under the Preston-Fall City Road Bridge. The
project would require acquisition of, or additional easement
rights across, up to seven privately held parcels on the left
bank of the river and up to 31 parcels on the right bank of
the river. Because of the large number of property owners
and stakeholders that would be involved in project, and the
potential for alternative solutions, work on this project is
currently proposed to be limited to the completion of a
feasibility study. (Raging River, Unincorporated)
Lower Raging River Restoration: This project seeks to
setback existing Raging River levee system to increase its
level of flood protection to the Fall City community.
(Raging River, Unincorporated)
Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Preston - Fall City Road Erosion and Flooding D:
Approximately 500 linear feet of the Preston-Fall City Road
is in, or immediately adjacent to, the moderate channel
migration hazard area. (Raging River, Unincorporated)
Preston - Fall City Road Erosion and Flooding E:
Approximately 400 linear feet of the Preston-Fall City Road
and two homes adjacent to this stretch of road are, or
immediately adjacent to, the channel migration zone.
(Raging River, Unincorporated)
Ferchaud Property Erosion: A single home built in the
moderate channel migration hazard area is at risk from
erosion. (Raging River, Unincorporated)
Levee and Revetment Maintenance: Existing levees and
revetments have been built to reduce the risk of damage
from flooding and erosion. These facilities require
maintenance and repair in order to preserve their function.
(Raging River, Unincorporated)
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Preston - Fall City Road Erosion and Flooding:
Approximately 1600 linear feet of the Preston-Fall City
Road is immediately adjacent to the moderate or severe
channel migration hazard area. (Raging River,
Unincorporated)
Town of Preston Residential Erosion: Homes and a
church camp downstream from the SE 86th St Bridge are at
risk from erosion. (Raging River, Unincorporated)
Upper Preston Road Erosion A: 0.3 miles of the Upper
Preston Road and road bridge are within the moderate or
severe channel migration hazard area. (Raging River,
Unincorporated)
Hursh Neighborhood Access Erosion: Erosion around the
freeway support on the left bank of the river may threaten
the sole access to the upstream community of five or six
homes. Most of access road is in severe channel migration
hazard area. (Raging River, Unincorporated)
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Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Raging River Preston Reach Restoration/Acquisition:
This project would restore access to 7 acres of floodplain by
acquiring 10 acres immediately upstream and eliminating
any need for maintenance of existing Carlin levee (to be
removed). (Raging River, Unincorporated)

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Hursh Revetment Channel Constriction: The Hursh
revetment limits river migration toward the left bank and
may contribute to erosion on the right bank, at the base of
the Upper Preston Fall City Road. (Raging River,
Unincorporated)
Upper Preston Road above I-90 A Erosion Potential: A
0.18 mile section of the Upper Preston Road sits at the top of
a steep slope adjacent to the severe channel migration hazard
area and within the buffer. (Raging River, Unincorporated)
Abandoned Bridge Abutment and Waring Revetment
Channel Constriction: The remains of a set of abandoned
private bridge abutments could catch debris resulting in
gravel deposition upstream of the constriction and an
avulsion into a high-flow channel on the right bank. Such
an avulsion would direct erosive flood flows into the
upstream side of the Waring property. Currently the river
seems to be trying to move left behind concrete bridge
abutment which has already contributed to the formation of
a small logjam which is probably helping stabilize the left
bank. A left bank utility pole serving the left bank
community is at risk. If the bridge abutments are removed
and the Waring revetment remains, erosion on the left bank
would probably increase. (Raging River, Unincorporated)
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Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.

Y

See Alpine Manor Mobile Home Park Neighborhood
Buyout below

Proposed Project
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Alpine Manor Mobile Home Park Channel Avulsion
Risk: Flow between the cabled-log Jelstrup revetment and
the Hess rock revetment could result in a channel avulsion
through the Alpine Mobile Home Park. Nine of the
approximately 35 homes in the mobile home park are in the
severe or moderate channel migration hazard area. Five
homes in the neighborhood are also within the channel
migration zone. While none of these homes are within the
regulatory floodplain, flooding was observed throughout this
neighborhood during the November 1990 flood, which
reached a peak of 6,220 cubic feet per second at the U.S.
Geological Survey river flow gage. This flow is somewhat
lower than the calculated 100-year flood peak of 6,970 cubic
feet per second for the Raging River. (Raging River,
Unincorporated)
Upper Preston Road Slope Instability: A shift in flow
patterns could result in increased flows in a side channel
running along the slope upon which the Upper Preston Road
has been built resulting in erosion and potential slope
failure. (Raging River, Unincorporated)
Dumond-Georgeff Property Erosion: Continued erosion
and flooding at the Dumond property has prompted the
downstream neighbor to add rock along the top of the bank
to try and reduce flooding on his property. This fill is
prohibited in the FEMA covenants that allowed King
County to purchase the property as a flood buyout. At least
three other homes in this area are within either the severe or
moderate channel migration hazard area. (Raging River,
Unincorporated)
Raging River Mile 6.6 R Neighborhood Erosion and
Buffer Degradation: Development in the channel
migration zone and buffer has left one home at risk from
erosion from the moderate channel migration hazard area
and resulted in the degradation of approximately 1100 linear
feet of riverbank. (Raging River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Alpine Manor Mobile Home Park Neighborhood
Buyout: The proposed project would include the
acquisition and removal of most, if not all of the homes in
the neighborhood, and restoration of this riparian area in a
manner that supports salmon recovery needs. The project
could be phased though a long-term acquisition and
restoration strategy. (Raging River, Unincorporated)

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Raging River Mile 7.3 Channel Migration Zone:
Development in the channel migration zone and buffer has
left six homes at risk from the severe channel migration
hazard area and somewhat degraded the aquatic area buffer.
One home is at risk from erosion from the moderate channel
migration hazard area and has resulted in the degradation of
approximately 1100 linear feet of riverbank. (Raging River,
Unincorporated)
Arruda Neighborhood Residential Flooding and Erosion:
Several homes off the end of the Upper Preston Road are at
varying degrees of risk from channel migration. (Raging
River, Unincorporated)
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Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Sammamish River Flood Study: Survey data for the
Sammamish River dates from 1965. Extensive urban
development in the basin has altered flows and sediment
loads entering from tributaries. The contour interval used
for these existing flood maps is five feet rather than the
more detailed interval of two feet. A two-foot interval
greatly improves the mapping accuracy of flood hazard
boundaries, used in planning future development in the
valley. The insurance analysis performed in the Risk
Assessment for this Plan in Appendix C supports the need
for mapping by identifying that 71 percent of the flood
insurance policies in force within the Sammamish River
basin are outside the mapped 100-year floodplain.
(Sammamish River, Unincorporated, Cities of Redmond,
Woodinville, Bothell, and Kenmore)
Parcel Number 2616800580: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Issaquah Creek, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 2616800580: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Issaquah Creek, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Sammamish River Flood Study: Prepare flood study and
corresponding FEMA Flood Insurance Studies and Flood
Insurance Rate Maps for the Sammamish River.
(Sammamish River, Unincorporated, Cities of Redmond,
Woodinville, Bothell, and Kenmore)

Y

Sammamish River (Issaquah Creek) Early Action
Residential Flood Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and
remove structure, or otherwise mitigate flood risks to
repetitive loss properties. (Issaquah Creek, Unincorporated)

Y

Sammamish River (Issaquah Creek) Early Action
Residential Flood Hazard Mitigation: Purchase and
remove structure, or otherwise mitigate flood risks to
repetitive loss properties. (Issaquah Creek, Unincorporated)
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Sammamish Flood Protection Facility Maintenance and
Management: The entire Sammamish River was dredged
and channelized in the 1960s in order to reduce spring
flooding of the agricultural lands that comprised the
floodplain. This channelization followed the 1914 lowering
of the water surface at its mouth in Lake Washington, which
occurred as a result of construction of the Hiram Chittenden
Locks. These two large-scale projects, designed and
constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
successfully reduced the extent and frequency of floodplain
inundation so that flooding is largely confined within the
existing channel for all but the greatest floods. However,
the deepened and straightened river became isolated from
its floodplain, tributary streams were disconnected at their
mouths, and the complex bends and turns of the river were
removed. Additionally, protocols established by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers for channel maintenance requires
that the County perform extensive clearing of vegetation,
native and non-native, from the river’s banks and remove
accumulations of debris from within the channel along its
entire 14 mile length. This maintenance regimen is often in
conflict with healthy ecosystem management and the goals
for recovery of federal Endangered Species Act listed
species, and may not be permissible given current day
regulations. (Sammamish River, Unincorporated, Cities of
Redmond, Woodinville, Bothell, and Kenmore)
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Proposed Project
Sammamish Bank Restoration: Set back banks to
accommodate riparian vegetation while maintaining flood
protection. Re-vegetate denuded areas with native species,
install additional instream features and create cool water
refuge areas to support habitat within the river corridor.
(Sammamish River, Unincorporated, Cities of Redmond,
Woodinville, Bothell, and Kenmore)
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Delta Sedimentation at Mouth: Sediment frequently
tends to build up just downstream from the mouth of the
river, forming a delta in Lake Washington. Periodically,
dredging of these accumulated sediments is performed by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in order to maintain
commercial navigation at the north end of the lake. During
the interval between dredging, the expanding delta in the
lake may reduce river velocities at the river’s outlet, leading
to sediment build-up in the channel. Homeowners along the
lower end of the river frequently request that King County
dredge the river in order to maintain recreational navigation
for large-hulled boats between the river and the lake.
(Sammamish River, City of Kenmore)
Willowmoor Farms - Marymoor: The headwaters of the
Sammamish River are located within Marymoor Park,
where the river is formed by the outflow from Lake
Sammamish. The engineered flood protection of this river
system is initiated within its first 1,400 feet, in an area
called the Transition Zone, where lake outflows spill over a
low weir into a wide river cross-section. This area
encompasses the steepest gradient portion of the entire
river. At the downstream end of the transition zone, the
river tapers to the standard cross-section that defines the
remaining 13.5 miles of the river. The configuration of this
transition zone is considered central in establishing the
flood conveyance capability for this river system.
Maintenance of the flood protection mechanism of this
transition zone, as currently constructed, requires regular
removal of vegetation within the riparian buffer, which is
not only highly damaging to water quality and habitat, but is
also protecting ecological elements to recover federal
Endangered Species Act-listed species. (Sammamish River,
City of Redmond)
252nd Street: Erosion threatens the streambank in three
locations, placing 500 linear feet of 252nd Street and other
properties at risk. (Issaquah Creek, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Feasibility and technical analysis required.

Y

Willowmoor Floodplain Restoration: Reconfigure the
transition zone in order to increase channel complexity,
establish a native plant community and riparian buffer, and
maintain adequate flow conveyance to meet flood
protection obligations in a sustainable manner. Preliminary
studies point to widening the total cross-sectional area
available for flood flows so that native vegetation can be
retained throughout the riparian zone without obstructing
conveyance; and possible construction of a new high flow
bypass channel to provide additional conveyance out of the
Lake during flood events. Instream complexity will be
improved by both structural changes that are engineered in
the design, as well as natural geomorphic changes that
occur over time in response to the structural modifications.
(Sammamish River, City of Redmond)

N

Issaquah Streambank Restoration: Complete
biotechnical bank stabilization projects at 3 sites along
Issaquah Creek. (Issaquah Creek, Unincorporated)
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Parcel Number 2323059098: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 3223069089: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 3223069017: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 5108400040: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Cedar River Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)

Y

Cedar River Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)

Y

Cedar River Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)

Y

Cedar River Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)
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Parcel Number 5108400041: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 6399600105: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 6399600140: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 6399600145: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Cedar River Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)

Y

Cedar River Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)

Y

Cedar River Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)

Y

Cedar River Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)
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Parcel Number 2322069086: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy
and claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and
number of claims that have been paid, this property is
identified as being at high risk for future flood damage.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Cedar River Gravel Aggredation at Mouth: On average,
10,000 to 12,000 cubic yards of gravel passes as bedload
through the lower mainstem Cedar River each year. Of that,
about half is deposited in the lowest 1.25 miles of the river
at an average annual rate of gravel accumulation of about
6,000 cubic yards per year, while the balance comes to rest
on the delta in Lake Washington. This ongoing deposition
occurs in a segment of the Cedar River that lies adjacent to
Renton Municipal Airport, Boeing property, areas of
downtown Renton, and other public and private properties.
Periodic dredging of gravel and sediment has been
employed to maintain flow conveyance through this reach in
order to avert flood damages to the regionally significant
economic investments clustered in the vicinity.
(Cedar River, City of Renton)
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Proposed Project
Cedar River Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)

Cedar River Gravel Removal Project: The proposed
action includes three elements: periodic gravel removal,
spawning channel replacement and upper watershed gravel
supplementation. The periodic gravel removal maintenance
will be performed to maintain the project flood protection
benefits as required in the Project Cooperation Agreement
between the City of Renton and the U.S. Army Corp of
Engineers. During gravel removal maintenance actions, the
Cedar River channel within the project area will be
excavated to a depth of 4-feet below the 1995 bed profile.
The average annual maintenance dredging as estimated by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is expected to be $2.4
million every three years. To replace the lost ground water
spawning channel, the spawning channel replacement
project is proposed at River Mile 3.5. The spawning
channel replacement will consist of constructing a 950-foot
long by 10-foot wide channel that contains large woody
debris, native plants and spawning gravel, and is connected
to the Cedar River with an inlet structure. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated, City of Renton)
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Maplewood Residential: A densely populated residential
neighborhood on the right bank is subject to a number of
flood-related hazards. Two to three homes at the upstream
end experience overbank flooding during moderate flood
events when the Erickson Revetment is overtopped. The
Brodell Revetment, located at the downstream end of the
neighborhood, primarily functions to reduce erosion that
might allow the channel to migrate toward SR-169.
According to a new mapping study by the City of Renton,
more than half the neighborhood would be inundated by
shallow flooding in a 100-year event. In addition, an active
landslide scarp is located on the opposite bank. The Person
Revetment was built to stabilize the slope, but is typically
overwhelmed by the large scale of the landslide feature. The
occurrence of a major landslide could block all or a portion
of the channel suddenly and unexpectedly, which could
force deep and fast river flows across the residential area
with potentially devastating results. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)
Elliott Bridge: Homes on the left bank above and below
the Elliott Bridge are subject to high velocity flows, channel
migration, or both. One of the homes is identified as a
repetitive loss property. A major landslide hazard is located
immediately downstream from the homes. Blockage of the
river due to landslide activity causes flows to back up in and
around the nearby homes, further increasing flood risks in
this area. The existing bridge abutments and approach road
are a constriction to flow, but a scheduled removal of the
bridge abutments may help alleviate the constriction. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Maplewood: Solution alternatives to reduce the flood risk
appear limited due to the potential for catastrophic event to
be triggered by a landslide. Explore options for setting back
the banks to increase conveyance, independently or in
combination with possible flood buyouts from willing sellers
in this neighborhood. Bank work should incorporate the use
of bioengineering and other techniques to reduce rock
armoring. Where possible explore opportunities to restore
connection between the river and the floodplain for both
flood and habitat benefits. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)

Elliott Bridge: Remove former Elliott Bridge and pursue
acquisition of flood-prone and repetitive loss homes. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)
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Flood or Channel Migration Risk
Lower Jones Road Residential: Jones Road parallels a
segment of the Cedar River with no more than a narrow strip
of land, occupied by numerous homes, in between. These
homes are in the floodplain and appear to be in the severe
channel migration hazard area based on preliminary findings
of channel migration zone mapping in progress. Most of
these homes are built right at the top-of-bank, leaving
insufficient room to setback the banks to improve either the
level of protection or the structural integrity of the bank.
Despite extensive private investment to armor the banks, the
risk of erosion and undercutting pose a serious threat to the
homes. At least one home in this reach is a repetitive loss.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Lower Jones Road at Buck’s Curve: The entire length of
Jones Road follows the Cedar River, and nearly a mile of it
lies within the river’s floodplain, and what appears to be the
severe channel migration hazard area, based on preliminary
results of the channel migration zone study underway, or
both. At Buck’s Curve, where the river immediately abuts
the road shoulder, King County maintains a flood protection
facility to protect the road. This flood protection facility is
prone to scour and erosion and is vulnerable to significant
structural damage during high flows. In addition, the
confinement perpetuated by the armored right bank deflects
flood flows directly toward the Cedar River Trail Revetment
that protects not only the regional trail, but also the Maple
Valley Highway (SR-169) on the opposite bank. The
revetment protecting the road regularly experiences flood
damage and requires costly maintenance, but has no room
within the existing right-of-way to be setback or retrofitted
to a more stable slope. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Feasibility and technical analysis required.

Lower Jones Road Setback Project: The riverbanks
should be setback along this entire length of river to provide
more room for flood conveyance and to reduce the risks of
ongoing flood damage. At its upstream end, the flood
protection facility and about a 1500-foot section of Jones
Road will need to be relocated landward to accommodate a
stable slope angle on the banks, improved conveyance in the
channel, and a buffer separating the river and the road. This
will require purchase of an easement through several
contiguous properties on the landward side of the road, and
may require some additional property easements or
acquisitions. As part of a longer term solution, the
remaining high risk flood-prone homes downstream should
be acquired; banks should be setback; and the riparian buffer
should be restored with native vegetation. Elements of this
project have already been initiated. In recent years, King
County has purchased numerous homes along this reach for
both flood hazard management and road construction
purposes, reducing the number of vulnerable structures.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Herzman and Cedar River Trail Levees: The Herzman
Levee extends 17-18 feet high in an over-steepened
configuration lining 840 feet of river bank. It reduces the
risk of channel migration, but is not continuous with high
ground and does not provide flood containment. Seepage is
common behind the levee in an area of low undeveloped
floodplain formerly occupied by the river. Several
residential properties, as well as a section of Jones Road, are
located further behind the levee. These structures are set
back several hundred feet from the river on a section of high
ground above the flood elevation, and they do not
experience flooding as a result of the seepage, overtopping
or backwater behind the levee. The flood protection
facility, therefore, unnecessarily constricts flows within the
channel, forcing the full momentum of the river directly into
Cedar River Trail levee on the immediate opposite bank.
This significantly increases the risk of flood damage to that
levee which protects both the trail and the Maple Valley
Highway (SR-169). In addition, the Herzman levee prevents
the river’s ability to occupy of the undeveloped land
immediately behind the levee, and in doing so obstructs the
natural floodplain processes, reducing the quality and
quantity of riparian habitat, and preventing development of a
healthy vegetative buffer in an area of high fish use. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Herzman Levee Setback and Floodplain Reconnection:
Remove approximately 350 linear feet and setback another
190 linear feet of the levee in a manner that will reconnect
the river with its floodplain without increasing flood risks to
the existing homes or Jones Road. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)
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Brassfield / Riverbend / Cavanaugh Revetments:
Revetments constrain both sides of the river in much of this
segment, creating high velocities and elevated flood levels.
As a result, the flood protection facilities are highly
susceptible to erosion and scour. On the right bank, the
Brassfield Revetment armors the bank against undercutting
to protect a row of homes located just along the top-of-bank,
and Jones Road behind them. On the left bank the
Riverbend Revetment has two primary functions. At its
upstream end, it abuts the Riverbend Mobile Home Park
reducing erosion and undercutting, especially along the front
row of about 15 mobile homes. The downstream extension
of the Riverbend revetment protects the ecologicallysignificant Cavanaugh Pond from regular overtopping and
channel migration, but this armoring may interfere with
beneficial ecosystem processes. The banks throughout this
area are over steepened, and the flood protection facilities
are a major encroachment into the river channel, leading to
increased velocities, reduced instream habitat, and
inadequate riparian buffer. Both flood protection facilities
experienced significant damages in recent floods, and while
repaired, remain vulnerable. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Riverbend Trailer Park: One possible flood hazard
management strategy could involve purchasing and
removing the 19 mobile homes nearest river and the
property underlying them, combined with a recontour of the
existing revetment to set it back and reduce its slope, thereby
reducing flood damage to the flood protection facility and
the homes. These efforts would also improve flood
conveyance through the reach, reducing impact on
neighboring properties and facilities as well as improving
habitat. Alternatively, the entire park could be purchased,
removing all structures and opening up the entire floodplain
for conveyance. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Brassfield: Similar to Riverbend on the opposite bank, one
possible flood solution could involve exploring possible
flood buyouts and levee setback or removal opportunities to
reduce damages to the flood protection facility and adjacent
homes, as well as neighboring homes and structures. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)
Cavanaugh: Explore the possibility of lowering flood
elevations and velocities and increasing overbank
conveyance by removal or setback of the levee/revetment
that currently separates Cavanaugh Pond from the mainstem
river. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Cedar Rapids (Ricardi) Levee: Levees on both banks in
this area constrict the floodway, increasing velocities and
flood depths within the channel, resulting in a higher risk of
scour and erosion to flood protection facilities within and
downstream from the site, including the flood protection
facilities at Ricardi, Riverbend, and Brassfield-Maxwell as
well as Jones Road. In the early 1990s, two severely floodprone homes on the right bank were purchased, the
structures were removed, and the lands were designated as
permanent open space. The Ricardi Levee that formerly
protected the homes, however, was left in place and remains
an impediment to flood conveyance and floodplain
processes. Similarly, on the left bank, the Riverbend Levee
cuts off conveyance through about 5 acres of undeveloped
floodplain land along the upstream portion of a 100-unit
mobile home park. The position of these levees, right at the
edge of the low flow channel, unnecessarily isolates the
river from its adjacent floodplain, increasing the risk of
flood damage to these and neighboring flood protection
facilities and limiting natural habitat-forming processes.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Cedar Rapids Levee Setback: Additional acquisitions of
adjacent and contiguous lands on both the left bank and the
right bank would create an opportunity to set back the
existing levees and restore beneficial floodplain functions
and processes. The project will involve removing or setting
back approximately 800 linear feet of fill and riprap
comprising the right bank levee, and setting back a similar
length of levee on the left bank, in order to open up the
floodplain to more frequent overbank flows while
continuing to maintain existing levels of flood protection to
Jones Road and downstream properties, including the
mobile home park. The long range plans for this area could
include acquisition of additional properties remaining at risk
from flood hazards and set back of greater length or extent.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Horse Farm: The Cook-Jefferies Revetment extends along
the entire right bank through this reach and is a constriction
to flood conveyance and channel forming processes.
Portions of the revetment were modified by an adjacent
landowner. Large rounded rocks were placed on the banks
and toe. This rock overlay is intact along some portions of
the flood protection facility, but in others it is placed over
scour and erosion damage. This modified reach is likely to
be unstable and vulnerable during future flood events, but
does not pose a direct risk to homes, or public safety. At the
downstream end, a former oxbow, lined by mature
cottonwood trees, is still present but disconnected from the
river by the revetment. Throughout the reach, the right bank
revetment forces flood flows toward the two left bank flood
protection facilities that protect the Cedar River Trail, the
Maple Valley Highway, and portions of the regional park
system. Lacking room for setback, these two flood
protection facilities are over-steepened and highly
susceptible to erosion and scour. The revetment also
prevents connection to the former oxbow, limiting the
availability and quality of habitat. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)
Big Bend: A number of homes on the right bank are located
in an area of severe channel migration based on preliminary
findings of the channel migration zone study currently
underway. Toward the middle of this segment, several
additional homes are behind the Scott Indian Grove
Revetment. Most of these homes are on relatively high
ground, and are not known to experience regular flooding.
However, they are susceptible to undermining by channel
migration or erosion. At the downstream end, there are no
homes at risk, but the Scott-Indian Grove revetment
constricts conveyance, deflects flows toward the Cedar
River Trail flood protection facility, and prevents natural
river processes and establishment of an adequate riparian
buffer. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Feasibility and technical analysis required.

Scott-Indian/Jones Reach: The homes are not known to
experience regular flooding, but are susceptible to
undermining by channel migration or erosion. One possible
alternative to address the over-steepened banks should
explore options for setting back the banks to increase
conveyance, independently or in combination with possible
flood buyouts from willing sellers in this neighborhood.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Cedar Mountain: This reach contains two left bank flood
protection facilities and a bridge, and is underlain by one of
the river's few areas of bedrock. Toward the upstream end,
the Cummens levee provides limited reduction in overbank
flooding at low to moderate flood events affecting one or
two homes. The river is confined by bedrock on the
opposite bank, making the flood protection facility a
constriction to flood conveyance and channel process.
Downstream, a gravel bar has formed riverward of the
Littlefield revetment, making it obsolete. New abutments
were installed along both banks for support of the
reconstructed Jones Road Bridge. These are expected to
provide substantial stability in this segment of the river, but
a portion of the Cedar River Trail protection downstream
from the abutment on the left bank may remain vulnerable to
scour, erosion, or slumping. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Belmondo: This reach contains one of the only unconfined
areas within which the river regularly shifts channel location
across a wide band of active floodplain. A home located on
a terrace above the channel is at risk from channel migration
and erosion that could undercut the terrace. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)
WPA: The WPA levee reduces the risk of channel
migration and provides a minimal level of protection from
overbank flooding to five homes on the left bank which are
located in the floodway and what appears to be an area of
severe channel migration based on preliminary findings of
the channel migration zone study currently underway. The
levee also constricts flow conveyance through this segment,
where a mobile home park on the opposite bank is regularly
inundated by flood flows. The levee’s bank armor also
inhibits establishment of adequate stream buffer in the
vicinity of some of the highest quality instream habitat in the
lower Cedar River. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Littlefield-Cummens/Belmondo: One alternative solution
through this area could involve exploring options for setting
back the banks to increase conveyance, independently or in
combination with possible flood buyouts. Depending on
site-specific conditions, where acquisitions eliminate the
risks to homes, the levees could be setback or removed.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)

N

See potential project alternative description above.

N

WPA: One alternative solution through this area could
involve exploring options for setting back the banks to
increase conveyance, independently or in combination with
possible flood buyouts. Depending on site-specific
conditions, where acquisitions eliminate the risks to homes,
the levees could be setback or removed. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)
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Cedar Grove Mobile Home Park Acquisition Project:
The Cedar Grove Mobile Home Park is located entirely
within the floodplain as well as a high hazard overbank
flood path of the Cedar River. Repeated flooding and
damage of property and basic services has made this
perennially one of the highest priority flood hazard risk
areas in the basin. In 1990, flows overtopped the levee
upstream, inundating the entire area, which caused the septic
system to fail, contaminated the drinking water supply, cutoff the sole access in and out of the area, and damaged
residents’ homes. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Rainbow Bend Levee and Residential: The Rainbow
Bend Levee was not built to provide 100-year flood
protection, and provides neither sufficient freeboard nor a tie
in to high ground at its downstream end. A row of nine
single family homes is located behind the levee but still in
the floodway, floodplain, and what appears to be the severe
channel migration hazard area, based on preliminary
findings of channel migration zone mapping in progress for
the Cedar River. The levee is regularly overtopped and
damaged, causing substantial flood damage and safety risks
to the residents, including inundation and structural damage
to homes, wells, outbuildings, and the sole access road
serving the neighborhood; deposits of wood and rock debris;
personal property loss; and temporary displacement. The
levee itself severely constrains channel conveyance,
directing high velocity flows into the opposite bank where
an over-steepened levee is the sole protection for the Cedar
River Trail and the Maple Valley Highway (SR-169). In
addition, the Rainbow Bend levee is a barrier between the
river and its historic floodplain, preventing natural river
processes, and the rock blanket covering the levee’s banks
prevents the establishment of a healthy riparian buffer.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Cedar Grove Mobile Home Park Acquisition Project:
Acquire the entire flood-prone property at fair market value;
assist in relocating park residents; remove the homes and all
associated structures; , and decommission and remove
supporting infrastructure, such as the road, utilities, septic
systems, and water supply wells. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)

Rainbow Bend Levee Setback and Floodplain
Reconnection: Once acquisition of the flood-prone
properties immediately behind the levee is complete, the
levee can be setback or removed to provide greater
accommodation of flood conveyance and natural riverine
processes within the extensive floodplain currently cut-off
from the river. The project will extend along ¾ mile of the
mainstem Cedar River starting at Cedar Grove Road Bridge
and proceeding downstream. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Cedar Grove Road: High velocity flows overtop the
MacDonald levee on the left bank, threatening several
homes and their sole access road. At the downstream end of
this segment, Cedar Grove Road cuts across the flow path of
heavy overbank flooding through this neighborhood.
Portions of the roadway are on a raised prism, making it
susceptible to damage and causing backwater effects
through the neighborhood. Flows over the lowest section of
the roadway drop off a steep shoulder grade at the
downstream edge before re-entering the river, leading to
road washouts and closure of a major transportation
connection. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Byer's Bend/Cedar Grove Road: At the upstream end of
the reach, the Byer's Bend levee on the left bank is
overtopped at moderate to high flows. Overbank flow
leaves the main channel and cuts across a residential
neighborhood, placing homes and sole access drives at risk.
Mid-reach, an active landslide on an outside bend of the
right bank regularly contributes substantial deposits of
gravel and sediment to the river. Immediately following a
slide, the material restricts conveyance in the mainstem
channel. The restriction is typically temporary because the
river transports the material as suspended sediment and
bedload, but a large landslide could force the river out of its
banks and through the neighborhood. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)
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Jan Road - Rutledge Johnson Levee Setback: The Jan
Road levee, on the right bank of the Cedar River, and the
Rutledge-Johnson levee, on the left bank of the river,
constrict flood flows and increase flow velocities through
this reach. This constriction directs the full force of the river
downstream, across the channel and into the Cedar River
Trail Levee. The integrity of the trail levee is essential to
flood protection for this regionally-significant trail system
and the adjacent Maple Valley Highway (SR-169). A major
bank failure at the Cedar River Trail Levee was repaired
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Cedar Lower Lions: A solution to this flood problem is
likely to involve purchase of repetitive loss properties as
well as adjacent flood-prone homes and parcels.
Opportunities could then be pursued to reconfigure or
remove the levee to reduce channel confinement and
reconnect flows in the river with the flows across the
floodplain. Modification of Cedar Grove Road and the
overbank flow path through the upstream neighborhood
should be explored to address the backwater behind the road
and allow overbank conveyance to re-enter the river. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)
Cedar River Residential Flood Hazard Mitigation
Analysis: Home buyouts appear to be one of the most
feasible and effective solutions in many of these high hazard
areas, but the magnitude of impact of such a solution on
both the community and existing flood hazard management
resources is significant. Therefore, recommendations for
these areas warrant further consideration. A range of flood
hazard management alternatives for this area should be
developed and evaluated to determine the most prudent
course of action. The analyses should consider the flood
risk, especially for residential developments; the level of
protection provided by existing flood protection facilities;
options for facility modifications or retrofits; and the impact
of those facilities on flooding and habitat use in the vicinity.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Jan Road-Rutledge Johnson Levee Setback: Initial
project actions will involve design of a flood protection
facility retrofit for both the Jan Road and the RutledgeJohnson levees to reduce the channel constrictions and
associated high velocities. The initial design phase for the
project will evaluate various alternatives that may include
removal or setback of levee segments at the downstream end
of each flood protection facility. The principle objective
will be to allow higher flows, and the associated erosive
energy, to be spread out and dissipated over a larger area of
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following the floods of 1995 and 1996; however, this oversteepened levee could not be reconstructed to a more stable
slope angle due to its proximity to SR 169. The repaired
flood protection facility, therefore, remains over-steepened
and vulnerable to future damage.
Neither the Jan Road nor the Rutledge-Johnson Levees were
designed to provide 100-year flood containment, nor are
they tied off to high ground at either their upstream or
downstream ends. As a result, the properties behind them
are subject to flooding from water coming over the top of
the levees as well as around the upstream and downstream
ends. The upstream sections of both the Jan Road and
Rutledge-Johnson levees do serve important flood protection
functions; they reduce the frequency and severity of
overtopping and prevent migration of the river channel.
However, while the levees contain small floods, overtopping
and flooding can occur during larger events, affecting
several homes in the immediate vicinity. In addition, Taylor
Creek, which enters the river at the upstream end of the Jan
Road levee, can exacerbate flooding behind the Jan Road
levee. Floodwaters from this location can flow across Jan
Road, and through the neighborhood before re-entering the
river further downstream. Toward the downstream ends of
both the Rutledge-Johnson and the Jan Road levees, the
areas immediately landward of the levee are undeveloped
floodplain. At these locations the two flood protection
facilities unnecessarily direct the flow into the Cedar River
Trail Levee, and separate the river from its floodplain. In
addition, the levees are not designed to current standards;
their rip-rap slopes sit at a relatively steep angle right at the
river’s edge, resulting in a poorly vegetated riparian zone
that is vulnerable to erosion and scour. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)
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the floodplain, thereby reducing flood damages to the levees
themselves and the Cedar River Trail levee. Engineering
analyses will be used to determine the dimensions and
alignment of the removal or setback alternatives in order to
achieve the desired flood conveyance improvements without
creating any undesirable flood risks to neighboring homes
and properties. Communication with local residents will
take place both formally and informally during the project’s
design development and implementation phases to provide
an opportunity for them to be involved and informed.
Results of the design development phase of the project may
indicate that additional property easements or ownership are
needed to fully achieve the proposed conveyance and
floodplain reconnection improvements as recommended.
King County will work cooperatively with adjacent property
owners, to acquire conservation easements or other property
interests, or to modify designs, as needed. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)
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Rhode Levee Setback and Home Buyouts: Erosion, scour,
and lack of containment along the Rhode levee allows fast
and deep flows to overtop the banks and flow through the
adjacent residential neighborhood and across SE 203rd
Street. The flood protection facility, the homes, and the
roadway have all required regular repair and maintenance
due to flood damages. With levees flanking both banks for
approximately 1600 linear feet, the river is severely
constricted through this reach. This confinement leads to an
increase in localized scour velocities and flood elevations,
exacerbating flood damages and risks to the flood protection
facilities as well as the surrounding residential properties.
The Rhode Levee also separates the river from its floodplain
and disrupts the natural floodplain processes and
interactions. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Getchman Levee Setback and Floodplain Reconnection:
The Getchman levee was built to prevent bank erosion and
channel migration toward several homes and a section of
Maxwell Road. The two most severely flood-prone homes
located behind the Getchman levee have been acquired and
removed. The levee, in combination with the Rhode levee
on the opposite bank (see Rhode Levee Setback and Home
Buyouts), severely constricts flood conveyance through this
reach. This type of channel confinement tends to increase
localized scour velocities and flood elevations, increasing
the frequency of overtopping and exacerbating flood
damages and risks to both the flood protection facilities and
the surrounding residential properties. Both levees overtop
at moderate flows, surrounding a number of the homes on
the opposite bank by deep and fast flows. In addition to
these flood impacts, the Getchman Levee disconnects the
river from its floodplain, an historic oxbow channel, and the
lower end of Taylor Creek, diminishing the ability of the
river and its buffer to provide valuable habitat. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)
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Rhode Levee Setback and Home Buyouts: Project
designs for reducing flood damage and loss behind the
Rhode levee will need to give consideration to projects
planned for the Getchman Levee on the opposite bank. The
hydraulic model may need to be updated to reflect the new
topographic conditions, and the results evaluated to
determine the impact on flood hazards and future projects in
the vicinity. Homes in the highest hazard areas should be
acquired and the structures removed from the floodplain.
Following acquisition of these flood-prone homes, and as
part of a long-term flood hazard management strategy,
channel conveyance should be expanded to safely
accommodate flood flows while protecting SE 203rd Street
and the remaining homes from any increased flood risk.
This may be accomplished by setting back the levee or by
constructing a conveyance channel through the floodplain.
(Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Getchman Levee Setback and Floodplain Reconnection:
The Getchman Levee should be set back to reconnect the
river with its floodplain order to establish a greater area for
flood conveyance and natural floodplain processes. The
setback should be designed to maintain protection for
Maxwell Road while opening up access for flow in the
floodplain where homes have been removed or are
sufficiently setback from the riverbank. A hydraulic model
should be updated to reflect the new topographic conditions,
and the results evaluated to determine the impact on flood
hazards and future projects in the vicinity, such as along the
Rhode Levee on the opposite bank. The one remaining
home located behind the levee may still be at risk from
flooding, and should be considered for acquisition as part of
a long-term flood hazard management strategy. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)
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Royal Arch: Numerous homes occupy the wide floodway
and floodplain covering the right bank through much of this
segment. Along the left bank at the upstream end of this
segment, a row of homes lines the river margin and is almost
entirely within the floodway. In the middle and downstream
portion of this reach the left bank is dominated by an active
landslide that contributes a substantial amount of hillside
material to the river. A major landslide from this steep slope
could block all or portions of the river, placing the homes
upstream and across the river at even greater risk from
overbank flooding. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
Bain Road: This stretch located between the SR-169 and
SR-18 bridges has been identified as repetitive loss for two
of the three developed properties in this area, all of which
are outside the floodway but within the floodplain.
Constriction of flows caused by the embankments under the
SR-18 bridge at the downstream end of this segment may
contribute to the recurrent flood damage. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)
Banchero Revetment: The Banchero Revetment is a riprap armored bank designed to reduce erosion and scour
along an outside bend of the river in the vicinity of several
homes. The flood protection facility does not prevent
overtopping, but rather reduces the likelihood of channel
migration that could cut off the sole access to the
neighborhood or undermine the homes closest to the river.
In addition, the close proximity of several of the homes to
the river also prevents establishment of a healthy riparian
buffer. The flood protection facility was damaged during
the 1995-96 floods, but repairs could not be completed prior
to close-out of disaster repair funding. The damage includes
erosion and scour to the existing riprap bank, leaving the
bank vulnerable to further damage. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)
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Dorre Don Side Channel: This area contains relatively
dense residential use in areas of deep and fast flow. Flows
overtop both leveed and unleveed sections at moderate flood
events. The area is typified by wide meander bends and
active side channels, and is subject to severe channel
migration and avulsion hazards, which can flood homes or
cut-off access. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Lower Dorre Don: The right bank through this area
contains relatively dense residential use, almost entirely
within the floodway or the area that appears to be the severe
channel migration hazard area, based on preliminary
findings of the channel migration zone study currently
underway. The entire right bank is hardened by rock-lined
flood protection facilities which prevent channel mobility
and create an inadequate stream buffer. Flows overtop the
banks at moderate flood events, sometimes transporting and
depositing substantial amounts of large woody debris.
Several homes have been elevated, possibly above the base
flood elevation, reducing but not eliminating overall flood
risk. However, these elevations do not reduce the risks from
debris build-up against the structures or from access cut-off
due to fast and deep flows through the neighborhood. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)
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See Cedar River Residential Flood Hazard Mitigation
Analysis.
Dorre Don/Dorre Don Meanders: One alternative solution
through this area could involve exploring options for
purchase of flood prone homes. Depending on site-specific
conditions, where acquisitions eliminate the risks to homes,
existing levees could be setback, modified, or removed in
order to reconnect areas of the floodplain with the river,
improving conveyance as well as restoring off-channel
habitat. (Cedar river, Unincorporated)
See Cedar River Residential Flood Hazard Mitigation
Analysis. Also, see potential project alternative description
above.
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Orchard Grove: A continuous line of homes along the
right bank are located in severe flood hazard areas. These
homes are subject to flooding due to both inundation and
erosion. Along the upstream portion of this segment, all but
a few of the homes are in the floodway, but the extent and
frequency of overbank flooding has been reduced for
relatively minor floods by the Orchard Grove Levee.
However, this flood protection facility does not provide
protection for higher flows, nor does it tie into high ground
at its downstream terminus, so even the homes behind the
levee remain susceptible to overtopping and backwater
flooding. While the benefits are limited, the flood protection
facility does remain largely intact, and due to growth of
riparian vegetation along the banks, the downstream end of
the flood protection facility has started to accumulate a sand
and gravel bar along the channel margin. This slows
localized velocities, reducing risk of future scour or erosion
along the bank. In the downstream portion of this segment,
the homes are largely located outside the floodway, but are
in the floodplain as well as the area that appears to be the
severe channel migration hazard area, based on preliminary
findings of the channel migration zone study currently
underway. These homes are at risk from both overbank
flooding and back erosion. Fortunately, the sole access road
for the entire area is just outside the boundaries of these
severe flood hazards. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Cedar Orchard Grove: One alternative solution through
this area could involve exploring options for purchase of
flood prone homes. Depending on site-specific conditions,
where acquisitions eliminate the risks to homes, existing
levees could be setback, modified, or removed in order to
reconnect areas of the floodplain with the river, improving
conveyance as well as restoring off-channel habitat. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)
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Cedar Trail Bridge at Orchard Grove: Steep unstable
slopes along the right bank have contributed to a somewhat
dynamic channel in this reach, with active mid-channel
gravel bar formations in several locations. A private road
skirting the unstable hillside has experienced repeated
damage due to landslide activity. Homes located on this
road are at risk for loss of their sole access. The approach to
the trail bridge remains forested and supports varied and
beneficial habitat, but is at risk from erosion and scour
which could undermine the bridge abutments. Collapse of
the bridge would cause a major blockage in the river that
could have devastating effects up and downstream. (Cedar
River, Unincorporated)
Arcadia-Noble: Homes on both banks of the river are
located in the area that appears to be the severe channel
migration hazard area, the floodway, or both. Mid-reach,
the Arcadia Revetment runs along a number of homes,
including one repetitive loss property, reducing flood risk
due to channel migration and inundation during moderate
flows. However, the flood protection facility does not
provide containment or 100-year protection. This reach of
the river also contains numerous landslide-prone hillsides.
One slide site, at the apex of a tight meander bend,
contributes an estimated 1600 cubic feet of material
annually. Several other slide areas are evident through the
reach, any of which could cause a blockage of the river. The
riparian buffer is absent or disconnected from the river along
the length of the levee alignment. (Cedar River,
Unincorporated)
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Below Landsburg: Two revetments are located along
undeveloped portions of the river on publicly owned lands.
These flood protection facilities were probably originally
constructed to prevent channel migration or avulsion that
might adversely affect the railroad, now the Cedar River
Trail. The condition of these flood protection facilities is
unknown largely because there are no structures other than
the trail itself at risk in the vicinity, and because the adjacent
lands are largely forested, providing limited access to them.
The flood protection facilities, in combination with the trail,
limit conveyance and storage as well as off channel habitat
and natural river processes. (Cedar River, Unincorporated)
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Flood or Channel Migration Risk
Green River Flood Study: On portions of the Green
River, survey data is over 30 years old, cross sections
are spaced over a mile apart and the contour interval of
the topographic maps is up to 5 feet. In some reaches of
the river, the channel has laterally migrated since the
data for the existing flood study was collected. Major
commercial, industrial and residential developments,
situated behind levee systems in the lower reach, have
occurred throughout the basin since the floodplain maps
were produced. A new flood study for the Green River
from River Mile 5 to River Mile 45 was initiated in
early 2006 and is partially funded with a grant from the
Washington Department of Ecology. (Green River,
Unincorporated, Cities of Auburn, Kent, Tukwila,
Renton)
Boeing Oxbow: Boeing employee parking lot, recreational
center, and trial sit at edge of steep, eroding bank. Partial
rip-rap repairs, older debris (car chassis), and slumps are
present. Vegetation is sparse, non-native, and inadequate to
stabilize slopes. Revetment toe is founded on deep, soft
mud deposits, which are also subject to shifting, slumping,
and erosion, with little large woody debris structure present.
Buffer width is uniformly inadequate. (Green River, City of
Tukwila)
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Proposed Project
Green River Flood Study: Prepare flood study and
corresponding FEMA Flood Insurance Studies and Flood
Insurance Rate Maps for the Green River. (Green River,
Unincorporated, Cities of Auburn, Kent, Tukwila, Renton)

Duwamish Revetment Setbacks and Shallow Water
Habitat Creation: Revetment setbacks, bank restoration,
and shallow water habitat creation. Rehabilitates steep,
older, deteriorating revetments, some of which are within
the Green River Flood Control Zone District, establishes
stable slopes, restores native vegetation, and provides
opportunity for shallow water habitat creation. Channel
edge habitat creation will include reconstruction and
stabilization of substandard toe buttress structures serving
existing maintained facilities. (Green River, Cities of
Tukwila and Seattle)
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Boeing Right / S 104th St / E Marginal Way: Both the
upstream and downstream thirds abut industrial and
commercial properties, including Boeing Company parcels.
The central third of this segment forms the road shoulder
embankment of E Marginal Way S. Some older riprap and
more recent rip-rap repairs constructed by the City of
Tukwila are present along E Marginal Way S and S 104th St.
Slopes are steep, erosion and slumping are visible, the toe
structure is questionable and the vegetation is limited to the
riverbank itself and is dominated by blackberries with
scattered, immature deciduous trees present in a few
locations. Industrial properties in the upstream third of the
segment border over steepened slopes with substantial debris
and rubble fills forming the embankment. Parking lots,
roads and commercial structures are located at the top of
bank. Space for a vegetated buffer area is absent. (Green
River, City of Tukwila)
Boeing/ Postal Service: Partially treed slopes border
narrow ledge of salt-tolerant sedges and mud deposits along
the aquatic edge. Debris (decaying catamaran) is present.
Slopes are steep; buffer width is inadequate in places.
(Green River, City of Tukwila)
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Proposed Project
Feasibility and technical analysis required.

Duwamish Revetment Setbacks and Shallow Water
Habitat Creation: Revetment setbacks, bank restoration,
and shallow water habitat creation. Rehabilitates steep,
older, deteriorating revetments, some of which are within
the Green River Flood Control Zone District; establishes
stable slopes, restores native vegetation, provides
opportunity for shallow water habitat creation. Channel
edge habitat creation will include reconstruction and
stabilization of substandard toe buttress structures serving
existing maintained facilities. (Green River, Cities of
Tukwila and Seattle).
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Site #1: Older industrial and rubble fills are being removed
and floodplain wetland habitat, including salt marsh, is
being restored. The existing depositional sediments along
the channel edge support one of the few remaining strips of
salt marsh vegetation in the lower Duwamish River. (Green
River, City of Tukwila)

6.14

6.21

L

City Light/Postal Parking: Steep, older rip rap flood
protection facility (City Light) borders edge of deep pool
formed D/S of North Winds’ Weir. Toe slope is unstable;
slope is too steep, invasive vegetation is present, parking lot
crowds inadequate buffer width. (Green River, City of
Tukwila)

N

6.21

6.28

L

Cecil Moses Park: Steep, older revetment with invasive
vegetation and some tree cover borders rock outcropping at
North Winds’ Weir. Park include constructed off-channel
connection to river, but only connects at high flows or high
tides. Lower slopes are slumping and eroding, toe structure
appears inadequate. (Green River, City of Tukwila)

N
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Proposed Project
Duwamish Revetment Setbacks and Shallow Water
Habitat Creation: Revetment setbacks, bank restoration,
and shallow water habitat creation. Rehabilitates steep,
older, deteriorating revetments, some of which are within
the Green River Flood Control Zone District; establishes
stable slopes, restores native vegetation, provides
opportunity for shallow water habitat creation. Channel
edge habitat creation will include reconstruction and
stabilization of substandard toe buttress structures serving
existing maintained facilities. (Green River, Cities of
Tukwila and Seattle).
Duwamish Revetment Setbacks and Shallow Water
Habitat Creation: Revetment setbacks, bank restoration,
and shallow water habitat creation. Rehabilitates steep,
older, deteriorating revetments, some of which are within
the Green River Flood Control Zone District; establishes
stable slopes, restores native vegetation, provides
opportunity for shallow water habitat creation. Channel
edge habitat creation will include reconstruction and
stabilization of substandard toe buttress structures serving
existing maintained facilities. (Green River, Cities of
Tukwila and Seattle)
Duwamish Revetment Setbacks and Shallow Water
Habitat Creation: Revetment setbacks, bank restoration,
and shallow water habitat creation. Rehabilitates steep,
older, deteriorating revetments, some of which are within
the Green River Flood Control Zone District; establishes
stable slopes, restores native vegetation, provides
opportunity for shallow water habitat creation. Channel
edge habitat creation will include reconstruction and
stabilization of substandard toe buttress structures serving
existing maintained facilities. (Green River, Cities of
Tukwila and Seattle)
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Rubber Tire Revetment: Steep, bizarre rubber tire pile
covers the riverbank at a City of Seattle waterline crossing
location. Concrete restraining structure at pipeline location
would require relocation to allow slopes to be reconstructed
in a stable and environmentally responsible manner. Truly a
wonder of the lower Green River. (Green River, City of
Tukwila)

6.29

6.54

R

6.3

6.55

L

Boeing / Old Duwamish Drive-In: The river bank here
was reconstructed at a 2H:1V slope angle in connection with
construction of the office towers at this site. A single row of
non-native poplars was retained along the top of bank and
the reconstructed slope was planted with in an attempt at
biostabilization. Unfortunately, these efforts were largely
unsuccessful due to initial use of plantings imported from
Montana. Additional native vegetation has since colonized
portions of the bank. Unconsolidated sediments deposits
along the channel edge form a broad shallow shelf along the
toe of the slope. Large woody debris placed during bank
reconstruction is also present. (Green River, City of
Tukwila)
SR 599 embankment: Steep, unstable rip-rap slope covers
riverbank along shoulder of SR-599. Minor amounts of
invasive vegetation are present. Soft mud deposits along the
toe slope are apparently restrained by the remnants of a
series of old wooden pilings. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
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Proposed Project
Duwamish Revetment Setbacks and Shallow Water
Habitat Creation: Revetment setbacks, bank restoration,
and shallow water habitat creation. Rehabilitates steep,
older, deteriorating revetments, some of which are within
the Green River Flood Control Zone District; establishes
stable slopes, restores native vegetation, provides
opportunity for shallow water habitat creation. Channel
edge habitat creation will include reconstruction and
stabilization of substandard toe buttress structures serving
existing maintained facilities. (Green River, Cities of
Tukwila and Seattle)
Duwamish Revetment Setbacks and Shallow Water
Habitat Creation: Revetment setbacks, bank restoration,
and shallow water habitat creation. Rehabilitates steep,
older, deteriorating revetments, some of which are within
the Green River Flood Control Zone District; establishes
stable slopes, restores native vegetation, provides
opportunity for shallow water habitat creation. Channel
edge habitat creation will include reconstruction and
stabilization of substandard toe buttress structures serving
existing maintained facilities. (Green River, Cities of
Tukwila and Seattle)

Duwamish Revetment Setbacks and Shallow Water
Habitat Creation: Revetment setbacks, bank restoration,
and shallow water habitat creation. Rehabilitates steep,
older, deteriorating revetments, some of which are within
the Green River Flood Control Zone District; establishes
stable slopes, restores native vegetation, provides
opportunity for shallow water habitat creation. Channel
edge habitat creation will include reconstruction and
stabilization of substandard toe buttress structures serving
existing maintained facilities. (Green River, Cities of
Tukwila and Seattle)
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Gateway Lowest Right: This steep eroding and slumping
bankline shows no evidence of previous stabilization
measures. A narrow shelf of unconsolidated sediments
forms the toe slope along the channel edge. Scattered
immature non-native trees are present. The bank vegetation
is dominated by blackberries and reed canary grass.
Commercial structures and parking lots are present just
landward of the top of bank. No functional vegetative buffer
area is present. (Green River, City of Tukwila)

6.55

6.83

L

Gateway North (Lowest): Bank has been reconstructed
with a midslope bench supporting a City of Tukwila Trail.
Lower slopes have been revegetated above the tide line, with
varying success. Some invasive species are present. Toe
slopes are composed of soft mud, which forms a narrow
bench supporting a band of salt-tolerant sedges along the
aquatic edge. A slump has developed at the upstream end of
this reach, near a culvert outfall, apparently as a result of
recent Sound Transit Light Rail construction activities.
(Green River, City of Tukwila)

N

6.83

7.5

L

Interurban South /Residential: Steep, generally poorly
vegetated slopes adjoin houses and back yards, are slumping
in places, and include a number of bank modifications such
as boat haul-outs, rubber tire revetments, and other
homeowner improvements. Toe slopes are founded in soft
mud with a surprising amount of apparently natural
imbedded large woody debris. Some native species are
present. (Green River, City of Tukwila)

N
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Proposed Project
Duwamish Revetment Setbacks and Shallow Water
Habitat Creation: Revetment setbacks, bank restoration,
and shallow water habitat creation. Rehabilitates steep,
older, deteriorating revetments, some of which are within
the Green River Flood Control Zone District; establishes
stable slopes, restores native vegetation, provides
opportunity for shallow water habitat creation. Channel
edge habitat creation will include reconstruction and
stabilization of substandard toe buttress structures serving
existing maintained facilities. (Green River, Cities of
Tukwila and Seattle)
Duwamish Revetment Setbacks and Shallow Water
Habitat Creation: Revetment setbacks, bank restoration,
and shallow water habitat creation. Rehabilitates steep,
older, deteriorating revetments, some of which are within
the Green River Flood Control Zone District; establishes
stable slopes, restores native vegetation, provides
opportunity for shallow water habitat creation. Channel
edge habitat creation will include reconstruction and
stabilization of substandard toe buttress structures serving
existing maintained facilities. (Green River, Cities of
Tukwila and Seattle)
Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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S 115th St / 42nd Ave S: Paved streets (some of which lack
road shoulders) are located at the top of bank in many
portions of this intertidal segment. A high pressure water
main is located at the top of bank in the road shoulder along
portions of 42nd Ave S. Several previous slumps have been
repaired with large rock toe structures and biotechnical
stabilization measures, including the 42nd Ave S bridge
abutment at the upstream end. Large woody debris was
installed at several previous repairs sites, and has locally
induced sediment deposition the toe of the slope. A narrow
band of both native and non-non-native trees, many of
which relatively mature, is present in some locations.
Continued settlement of the bank and cracking of the asphalt
road pavement is evident. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
Tukwila Trail /Banchero Left: Paved City of Tukwila
Trail follows old rail grade along the bank. Slopes are
covered with large, older rip-rap placed by RR. Maturing
native deciduous trees are present throughout, though a bit
sparse in density of coverage, with minimal under story or
overhanging vegetation along the channel. Toe slopes are
founded on heavy rip-rap deeply imbedded in soft mud.
Minor large woody debris is present along the aquatic edge.
(Green River, City of Tukwila)
Codiga Left /Gateway Lower & Upper /Seattle-LA
Freight: The Tukwila Trail system sits immediately next to
the top-of-bank, adjoining parking lots and commercial
properties. The bank is steep, covered with some rip-rap in
places, especially near the upstream end, and slumping in
several places, especially near the downstream end, where
rip-rap is largely absent. A narrow strip of native vegetation
is present on the steep revetment slopes, along with invasive
vegetation. Other than the steep, slumping and eroding
bankline, there is no buffer, and the aquatic edge lacks large
woody debris or other habitat structure. (Green River, City
of Tukwila)
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Banchero Right / Tukwila Community Center / S 125th
St / Codiga Farm / Steel Hill Bridge / 9.6 Revetment
Right: This segment includes an older riprap revetment and
riprap fills that cross the river over a King County sewer
line, an asphalt trail along the channel edge at the Tukwila
Community Center, a steep, riprapped road shoulder
embankment along S 125th St, several residential properties
bordering the top of bank, an off-channel constructed
wetland in Codiga Farm Park and an additional steep riprap
embankment bordering 50th Pl S. The Community Center
trail is occasionally submerged during exceptionally high
tides and high flows, or both, and is bordered by a very thin
strip of native willows, with a few pieces of large woody
debris embedded in the riprap toe. Where riprap
embankments are present, they are steep, the toe structure is
questionable and local evidence of slope settlement and
erosion is visible. The residential properties also border
steep river banks, with some riprap present. Blackberries
dominate the slope cover along these parcels; a few trees are
also present. Overbank flooding does not occur along this
portion of the segment. Except within the Codiga Farm Park
restoration site, no vegetated buffer area is present, and even
within the park, the bank is heavily armored by riprap and
covered by blackberries. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
I-5 /Interurban Ave. S: The I-5 freeway, the adjacent
Tukwila Trail, a warehouse and parking lot, and Interurban
Avenue crowd a narrow buffer, which is completely absent
in some locations. Next to the warehouse, the river bank is
occupied by a vertical steel sheetpile wall, which replaced
an earlier, failing log crib-wall. Steep rip-rap slopes abut
Interurban Avenue So. Slopes are steep, prone to slumping,
poorly vegetated, and founded on questionable toe structures
along a truncated outer bend. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
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Allentown: A number of residential properties border steep
eroding banks. A hodgepodge of individual attempts at
bank stabilization include at least one rubber tire revetment.
Yard setbacks from the river vary in width, and some mature
cottonwoods are present. Overbank flooding does not occur
at this location. Bank erosion and slumping are evident,
including the occasional recruitment of cottonwoods into the
channel. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
Foster Golf Course (Foster Lower, Middle, and Upper):
A narrow strip of native and invasive vegetation borders golf
course tees, fairways, and greens. Some portions of the
bankline are covered with poorly vegetated rip-rap, and
some portions of the bank are actively eroding and
sloughing. Localized flooding is possible at higher flows.
(Green River, City of Tukwila)
Rendering Works Lower and Middle / Railroad
Embankment: A surprisingly wide vegetated buffer area is
present around the edges of a small inside meander bend
occupied by the Seattle Rendering Works. Older riprap
revetments are present along the access road downstream
and along the railroad embankment upstream. A narrow
band of trees and shrubs has established on these
embankments. Trees are also present at the Rendering
Works site as well. Under story areas remain dominated by
blackberries. The toe structure is questionable throughout.
The banks remain locally steep and minor erosion and
slumping is visible in places. Overbank flooding has not
been observed at this location. (Green River, City of
Tukwila)
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Foster Golf Right / King County Sewer / Railroad
Embankment: Steep banks with areas of riprap armor
border a small inside meander bend occupied by part of
Tukwila’s Foster Golf Course. Downstream from RM 10.9
this segment borders a railroad embankment. A narrow
band of trees has established in places along the railroad
embankment and portions of the golf course. Most recently,
a dense stand of immature alders has colonized the bank
near RM 10.80 following disturbance in connection with a
King County sewer line installation. A surprising quantity
of large woody debris is locally present near RM 10.70.
Overall, most of the riparian buffer area is occupied by
greens, Ts and fairways. Blackberries cover much of the
river bank, especially where riprap is present. The toe
structure is questionable throughout the golf course, but
likely adequate along the railroad embankment. The mouth
of the Black River is present at the upstream end of this
segment. A small depositional area on the right bank at this
confluence is also covered with blackberries. (Green River,
City of Tukwila)
Riverside Inn /Candy Factory /Casinos: A rip-rap
extension of the Foster Upper revetment is heavily colonized
with younger deciduous and invasive volunteer vegetation at
the downstream end, with a partial concrete floodwall
transitioning to a rip-rap cover over a rusting steel sheetpile
wall behind the old Riverside Inn near the upstream end.
Slopes are steep, toe structure is questionable, buffer widths
are narrow to absent, vegetation is discontinuous and poorly
established in places, and poorly maintained overall. Local
flooding of the parking lot at the Riverside Inn occurs at
higher flows, and adequate freeboard is also discontinuous.
(Green River, City of Tukwila)
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Tukwila Trail: The Tukwila Trail is setback from the river
along a stormwater swale occupying a midslope bench with
a row of mature cottonwoods at the lower end of this reach.
The trail more closely abuts the bank in upstream areas, and
previous slumping is present right up to the trail edge in at
least one location. The bank is generally steep, but some
naturally occurring large woody debris is present near the
downstream end, and vegetation is surprisingly dense in
several locations. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
Fort Dent / Railroad Embankment: A steep levee with
older riprap armor present in places borders Fort Dent Park
up to RM 12.00. A railroad embankment forms the river
bank upstream of this point. A narrow band of vegetation,
including some deciduous trees has established along the
railroad embankment, although the under story is composed
predominantly of blackberries. As this embankment
constitutes a truncation of a former outer meander bend, it
may be presumed that the toe structure here is adequate.
The toe structure throughout the Fort Dent Levee, on the
other hand, is visibly eroded, undercut and otherwise
inadequate. Slumping up to and including the levee crest
access road has been observed near RM 11.25 and 11.76. A
row of mature trees has established in the vicinity of the Fort
Dent Park access bridge. Other than this an insufficient
riparian buffer area is present. Overbank flooding does not
occur in this reach. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
Interurban /Maule Ave. Commercial: One vacant
commercial lot and a variety of commercial, industrial,
office and hotel properties and parking lots abut a steep,
eroding, sloughing riverbank with a narrow strip of varied
vegetation, including both native and invasive species. Rip
rap and a raised levee structure are present near the upstream
end, but largely absent near the downstream end. Freeboard
is variable and inadequate in places. Toe structure is
questionable. A rock outcropping is prominent within the
channel, along the left bank near the upstream end. (Green
River, City of Tukwila)
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Feasibility and technical analysis required.

N

Fort Dent Levee Setback at RM 11.1 to 12.0: Rehabilitate
the steep, eroding, and slumping levee to a stable angle of
repose with a midslope bench/buttress, and improve flood
storage and conveyance capacity along Fort Dent Park.
Restore the failing toe buttress structure and rehabilitate
aquatic habitat along the channel edge with large woody
debris placement. Replant the riverbank and midslope
bench areas with native trees and shrubs to restore riparian
habitat conditions. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
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Fiorito /Tukwila Bend: A steep, rip-rap covered slope
generally overgrown with blackberries has been excavated
to form a midslope bench supporting some native vegetation
in several locations. Localized erosion and slumping is
present in places, with minor sand deposits on some lower
slopes in the center of the bend. A paved trail is present at
the top-of bank, with a minimal buffer in places. Some
mature cottonwoods are also present. (Green River, City of
Tukwila)
Family Fun Center / 5 Bridges: An off-channel pond
connects to the river at the downstream end of a vegetated
mid-slope bench and 2:1 slope adjoining the Family Fun
Center. Five bridges occupy the remainder of this segment.
Small areas between the bridges include some riprap armor
and a stormwater-biofiltration facility for the nearby I-405
interchange. Native vegetation was planted on the
constructed bench and slope of the Family Fund Center and
in the biofiltration swale. The remainder of the slopes are
deeply shaded by the bridges or covered by blackberries.
(Green River, City of Tukwila)
White Swan Left: Varied levels of native and invasive
vegetation cover a very steep, locally eroding and slumping
slope along the edge of a paved trail. A high pressure
waterline is also present in or near the trail. A previous
repair of a slope washout due to earthquake-induced
waterline failure is present near the downstream end, with
native willow layers and other plantings placed in live
geogrid layers. Toe structure remains questionable. (Green
River, City of Tukwila)
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Tukwila 205 /Christensen Road: A paved trail and
Christensen Road abut a locally steep riverbank largely
covered with blackberries. Toe structure remains
questionable. Portions of Christensen road are supported on
the riverbank with gabion baskets. Local settling is present,
as evidenced by separation of a jointed concrete outfall pipe.
A 90” iron flapgate at the confluence of Gilliam Creek, near
the downstream end, has previously stuck open due to
entrainment of large woody debris from upstream. This
outfall pipe is not screened to prevent debris accumulations,
the flapgate impairs fish passage, and there is no backup
closure device present. Local interior flooding occasionally
needs to be pumped out of street manholes into the river
during high water events. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
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Gilliam Creek at RM 12.65: Replace a 9-foot diameter
iron flapgate on a concrete splash apron at a federal levee to
maintain flood containment, with a fish passable structure,
and rehabilitate Gilliam Creek. (Green River, City of
Tukwila)
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I-405 / Best Western (Nendel’s) / SR-181 / Homewood
Suites / Strander Bridge / Burnaby’s: The downstream
end of this segment includes levees built in connection with
the relocation of the Green River during construction of I405. A small relict portion of the original channel is present
behind the levee together with two hotel properties. The
levee here is steep, armored with riprap and includes rubble
near its upstream end. A few cottonwoods are present where
it joins SR-181, also known as the West Valley Highway,
and adjacent to I-405. The toe structure is questionable
throughout this segment, and the levee face is dominated by
blackberries. Two single family homes are present near RM
13.00 and RM 13.30, respectively, with small lots that are
heavily vegetated with exotic species, including bamboo.
Localized flooding of these properties has been observed.
The rest of this reach consists of a small inside meander
bend adjoining the Homewood Suites hotel units
downstream from Strander Bridge and Burnaby’s restaurant
just upstream from Strander Bridge. A well vegetated
riparian buffer is present along both of these sites, with a
few mature deciduous trees also present on the bank behind
the parking lot at Burnaby’s. The banks are locally steep,
and erosion and slumping have been observed. (Green
River, City of Tukwila)
Tukwila 205 /Van Warden Park: The levee here is
setback from the channel behind a low, wide floodplain
bench covered with mature cottonwood groves and
blackberries. A paved trail is also present. Various
restoration actions have been proposed at this site. (Green
River, City of Tukwila)
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Proposed Project
I-405 Levee Side Channel Reconnection at RM 12.6 to
12.7: Breach or set back the steep, eroding levee, and
increase flood storage and conveyance capacity. Re-connect
the abandoned river channel to the existing mainstem as a
side channel habitat area. Stabilize and rehabilitate the
channel edge with large woody debris installations, and
restore riparian and wetlands habitat areas with native tree
and shrub plantings. (Green River, City of Tukwila)

Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Tukwila 205 /Van Warden: A paved trail sits on the levee
crest at the edge of a relatively steep slope. Toe structure is
questionable. Vegetation varies from invasive blackberries,
to willow plantings in rip-rap stabilizing a pipeline crossing,
to a few deciduous trees and mixed native and invasive
shrubs, to a recently constructed stormwater outfall near
Strander Bridge, which is stabilized with willow cuttings
and other native plantings in live geogrid layers. Two pieces
of installed large woody debris are imbedded into the
bankline, right at the outfall. The levee and trail abut closely
placed commercial and office buildings and parking areas,
with no buffer present. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
Tukwila 205 /Christensen Road: The levee here is locally
very steep, and overall toe structure is highly questionable.
In some locations floodplain benches with some stands of
native deciduous trees are present. Most of the reach is
composed of rip-rap with blackberries and reed canary grass.
Upper and midslope areas are mowed annually. Two large
slumps near the upstream end have previously been repaired
with large rock toe structures and willow cuttings placed in
live geogrid layers. Minor amounts of large woody debris
were also imbedded into the bankline at one repair location.
The levee and trail abut commercial structures and parking
lots, including Costco and Home Depot. The P-17 Pump
Station, storage fore bay, and outfall through the levee are
present in the central portion of this levee segment. Two
feet of freeboard is present, with overall levee height some
ten to twelve feet above the floodplain in places. (Green
River, City of Tukwila)
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Nelson / N.C. Machinery / SR-181: Industrial and
commercial buildings, parking lots, and equipment storage
areas occupy a small inside meander bend at the downstream
end of this segment. Riprap repairs have been made to the
upstream river bank at this location. Elsewhere, the channel
edge follows the SR-181, also know as the West Valley
Highway, road embankment. A few narrow floodplain
benches are present, but most of the segment is
characterized by older riprap, road shoulder steel and
concrete retaining structures. Slope stabilization is
discontinuous, the toe structure is highly questionable, and
highly visible bank erosion and slumping are present.
Except for a few isolated trees and a narrow band of native
riparian trees and shrubs at the extreme downstream end of
this segment, the bank vegetation consists almost entirely of
a blackberry-reed canary grass biculture. A thriving stand of
native willows covers the slope just upstream from the S
180th St bridge. These willows were installed as mitigation
for widening of the bridge. Except for the riverbank itself,
no riparian buffer area is present. The highway is at the top
of bank through most of this reach. (Green River, City of
Tukwila)
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Tukwila 205 /Ratolo-So.180th St. Floodwall: A paved trail
sits at the top of a locally very steep bank covered with riprap, blackberries, and reed canary grass. The levee provides
two feet of freeboard throughout. Overall levee height
varies from about 6 to 10 feet above the floodplain
elevation. Willow plantings are present near the
downstream end, as part of the required mitigation for
earlier widening the So. 18oth Street Bridge. Near the
upstream end, So. 180th Street abuts a vertical concrete
floodwall forming the backside of the steep, rip-rap faced
levee face descending from the trail edge to the bed of the
river. Local scour and minor slumping are present
throughout the downstream 2/3 of this segment. Toe
structure is questionable throughout. Vegetation is lacking.
There is no buffer along the parking lots and commercial
structures present. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
Desimone: The downstream end of this segment includes a
narrow levee crest and narrow, extremely over steepened
and previously failed levee embankments. Near RM 15.00
the levee is set back somewhat from a depositional bench
along a sharp inside meander bend. Between RM 15.30 to
15.60, the upstream end of this segment previous levee
failure areas have been reconstructed with a mid-slope
bench in a setback landscape position, buttressed with large
toe rock, an abundance of large woody debris along the
channel edge, and re-vegetated with recently planted native
riparian trees and shrubs. Elsewhere, a narrow band of nonnative trees is present on the existing levee back slope. The
toe structure is questionable throughout these unrepaired
areas and localized erosion and slumping is pervasive. The
levee crest appears to provide two feet of freeboard above
the base flood elevation. Protected areas are located about
six to 12 feet in elevation below the levee crest.
Blackberries and reed canary grass dominate the unrepaired
levee slopes. Except for the recent levee repairs, no
functional buffer area is present. (Green River, City of
Tukwila)
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Proposed Project
Feasibility and technical analysis required.

Desimone Levee Project 1: Incorporate reconstruction of
this segment into a reach-length levee setback with
acquisition of sufficient easement area for re-construction of
riverward levee slopes at minimum 2.5H:1V slope angles.
Reconstruct the levee toe, install large woody debris
structures, excavate a mid-slope bench/buttress, and revegetate with live willow layers and native riparian trees and
shrubs. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
Desimone Levee Project 2: Repairs to this levee segment
should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback
with acquisition of sufficient easement area for reconstruction of the levee at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope angle.
The levee toe buttress should be reconstructed with
installation of large woody debris structures, the excavation
of a mid-slope bench/buttress re-vegetated with live willow
layers and native riparian vegetation. The upper levee
slopes should also be re-vegetated. (Green River, City of
Tukwila)
Desimone Levee Project 3: Repair of this levee segment
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should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback
relocation with acquisition of sufficient easement area for
re-construction of levee slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope
angle. The levee toe should be reconstructed with using
large woody debris structures and a mid-slope
bench/buttress should be constructed. Upper levee slopes
should then be stabilized. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
Desimone Levee Project 4: Repair of this levee segment
should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback
relocation with acquisition of sufficient easement area for
re-construction of the riverward levee slope at a minimum
2.5H:1V slope angle. This will require negotiations with the
local landowners concerning vacation of the railroad spur
line serving these warehouses. This project should include
reconstruction of the levee toe, installation of large woody
debris structures, excavation of a mid-slope bench/buttress,
re-vegetated with live willow layers and native riparian trees
and shrubs, stabilization of the upper bank. (Green River,
City of Tukwila)
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Tukwila 205 /Segale # 1: A steep, eroding and slumping
levee abuts a bank building, railroad spur tracks, and parking
lots. These slopes are substantially steeper than
recommended for stability during rapid drawdown
conditions. No toe buttress structure is present along the
channel edge. Beaver lodges have previously been observed
within the levee toe. No slope armor or reinforcement is
present. Vegetation is limited to a narrow band of
snowberries, mixed with invasive blackberries and reed
canary grass. Upper and midslope areas are mowed
annually. A buried toe drain is located at the upstream end,
along the landward portions of the levee, to prevent seepage,
piping, foundation liquefaction, sand boils and hydrostatic
uplift pressures which have previously been problems in this
vicinity. A ring-dike was constructed in 1996 near the
downstream end to impound seepage flows that developed
during a record flood event. The levee provides two feet of
freeboard throughout Levee setback repairs to this segment
should be considered a top priority. (Green River, City of
Tukwila)
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Segale Levee Project #1: Repair of this levee should be
incorporated into a reach-length levee setback relocation
with acquisition of sufficient easement area for
reconstruction of the riverward levee slope at a minimum
2.5H:1V slope angle. A levee toe buttress should be
constructed that includes the installation of large woody
debris structures and excavation of a mid-slope
bench/buttress. The upper slopes should be stabilized.
(Green River, City of Tukwila)
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Tukwila 205 /Segale # 2: Riverward slopes in this reach
have generally been reconstructed at 2H:1V angles of repose
during three previous repairs, with some oversteepening of
rock toe buttress structures still present. These slopes
remain slightly steeper than generally recommended for
achieving factors of safety for rapid drawdown conditions,
relative to the range of soil conditions likely present.
Downstream portions were rebuilt by the Corps, and the face
slope was armored with rip-rap, then covered with native
soil and subjected to subsequent, natural deposits of floodborne sediment. These slopes now support volunteer stands
of native willows and other, immature, native deciduous
species. Upstream portions were constructed by King
County with large toe rock, imbedded large woody debris,
and willow cuttings in live geogrid layers. Localized
deepening of the riverbed at the channel margins dislocated
portions of the toe rock in this area, and the damaged areas
were then rebuilt with additional toe rock, anchored large
woody debris flow deflectors, and new plantings of a variety
of native riparian species. The landward levee toe has been
rebuilt with the same buried toe drain as in the adjoining
reach downstream, supplemented with a raised rock filter
berm, and penetrated with a series of groundwater relief
wells connected by a manifold and pumped to the river from
a large collection manhole. These measures were taken to
address extreme seepage, piping, foundation liquefaction,
sand boils, and hydrostatic uplift pressures present in this
area during several previous flood events. General filling of
adjacent grades to further address these conditions has been
undertaken by the landowner. The levee provides two feet
of freeboard throughout. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
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Segale #2 & #3: Future reconstruction of this levee should
be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback relocation
with acquisition of sufficient easement area for
reconstruction of the riverward levee slope at a 2.25H:1V
slope angle. This action should be targeted to future
redevelopment at this site location. The levee toe buttress
should be reconstructed to include the installation of large
woody debris structures and excavation of a mid-slope
bench/buttress. The upper slopes should be stabilized with
native vegetation. A landward toe buttress structure and
seepage drain should be included in this future work. (Green
River, City of Tukwila)
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Tukwila 205 /Segale # 3: The levee sits at an inside bend
location with localized deposits of sediment present. This
area has previously experienced extensive seepage, piping,
saturation of the levee prism and sloughing of landward
slopes, foundation liquefaction, and sand boils. These
conditions were addressed with construction of a crushed
rock filter buttress along the landward levee slopes, and a
crushed rock fill cover over problematic seepage areas
landward of the levee. Former problem areas of this kind
have been further addressed with site fills placed by the
landowner in connection with recent warehouse
construction. Riverward slopes are generally less steep than
in adjoining areas along this inside bend, but lack any toe
buttress structure, slope armor covering, or other
stabilization measures. Some minor areas of landscaping
with immature, non-native trees are present landward of the
existing levee access road, which could potentially be
incorporated into a modest setback, given adequate
easements. No other buffer is present. Vegetation is largely
limited to invasive blackberries and reed canary grass.
Upper and midslope areas are mowed annually. The levee
provides two feet of freeboard throughout. (Green River,
City of Tukwila)
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Proposed Project
Segale #2 & #3: Future reconstruction of this levee should
be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback relocation
with acquisition of sufficient easement area for
reconstruction of the riverward levee slope at a 2.25H:1V
slope angle. This action should be targeted to future
redevelopment at this site location. The levee toe buttress
should be reconstructed to include the installation of large
woody debris structures and excavation of a mid-slope
bench/buttress. The upper slopes should be stabilized with
native vegetation. A landward toe buttress structure and
seepage drain should be included in this future work. (Green
River, City of Tukwila)
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Briscoe: The downstream portions of this levee are set back
from the river along an inner meander bend operated as a
park by the City of Kent. The entire river bank in this
segment is over steepened and covered with riprap armor,
including the open space park area. An asphalt trail
occupies the levee crest, and a lower trail parallels the bank
in the park. Scattered cottonwoods, a mowed lawn and
picnic shelters occupy the park. A single row of both nonnative poplars and native cottonwoods lines the back slope
of the levee between RM 16.20 and 16.40. A deep-seated
slump passing through the levee crest has recently
developed near RM 16.50. Toe structure is questionable
throughout this segment. The overall slope stability is also
questionable. Reconstruction of this levee will not be
possibly without acquisition of additional easement area.
Pronounced cracking of the asphalt trail on the levee crest at
RM 17.05 may be due to root penetration by a single mature
cottonwood on the landward slope. The levee crest
elevation is not uniform throughout this segment, but likely
provides at least two feet of freeboard above the base flood
elevation. Landward areas are about six to eight feet in
elevation below the levee crest. A concrete retaining wall
along the trail underpass connects the upstream end of the
levee to the S 200th St Bridge abutment. Except for an
occasional willow, the river bank is dominated by
blackberries and reed canary grass, and no functional
riparian area is present except for the unrealized potential
afforded by the Brisco Park. (Green River, City of Kent)
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Briscoe Levee Projects 1-3, 5-8: Repair of this levee
segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee
setback relocation with acquisition of sufficient easement
area for re-construction of levee slopes at a minimum
2.5H:1V slope angle. The levee toe should be reconstructed
with the installation of large woody debris structures,
excavation of a mid-slope bench/buttress, revegetated with
live willow layers and native riparian trees and shrubs. The
upper levee slopes should also be stabilized. (Green River,
City of Kent)
Briscoe Levee Project 4: Repair of this levee segment
should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback
relocation with acquisition of sufficient easement area for
re-construction of levee slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope
angle. The levee toe should be reconstructed with
installation of large woody debris structures, excavation of a
mid-slope bench/buttress, and re-vegetation with live willow
layers and native riparian trees and shrubs. Upper levee
slopes should also be stabilized. (Green River, City of Kent)
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Tukwila 205 /Segale # 4: The levee here closely abuts a
large warehouse, access roadway, and truck loading area.
The upstream portion abuts a smaller commercial structure
with a large parking area. Grade elevations landward of the
levee, adjacent to the warehouse, are raised sufficiently to
prevent any levee-failure-related overflow down-valley into
the rest of the Segale Business Park and Southcenter areas,
but do not in themselves provide sufficient freeboard to
qualify as containment structures. The upstream parcel
grades are about 6 to 8 feet in elevation below the levee
crest. The levee itself here provides a minimum of two feet
of freeboard above the base flood. An 8 foot high chain link
fence is preset in the upstream portions, placed immediately
adjacent to the levee access road, well within the existing
30-foot wide easement area. This fence will prevent
operation of hydraulic excavators from the access road, as
insufficient area is present to swing the equipment around.
This condition continues to preclude adequate mowing of
this area with a rubber-tire mounted excavator, fixed with a
mowing arm attachment. The balance of the levee’s upper
and midslope areas is mowed annually. Riverward levee
slopes are extremely steep, ranging form about 1.7H:1V to
about 1.3H:1V slope angles. This is far less than needed to
achieve recommended minimum factors of safety against
rapid drawdown or intermediate river stage modes of failure.
Minor toe scour and surface erosion is also present. Toe
buttress structure is questionable throughout. Levee slopes
are covered with a thin layer of rip-rap-armor. Vegetation
is dominated by invasive reed-canary grass and blackberries.
A narrow row of non-native saplings has been planted along
the landward edge of the access road, within the levee prism.
No other appreciable tree or shrub cover is present. No
vegetative buffer area is provided. Reconstruction of this
segment to stable slope angles should be a priority of any
projects for redevelopment of the existing site areas. (Green
River, City of Tukwila)
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Segale Levee Project 4: Stabilization of this levee segment
should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback
relocation with acquisition of sufficient easement area for
reconstruction of the levee slopes at a 2.25H:1V slope angle.
This action should be targeted to future redevelopment at
this site location. A levee toe buttress should be constructed
with large woody debris structures and excavation of a midslope bench/buttress stabilized and re-vegetated with live
willow layers and native riparian vegetation. The upper
levee slopes should also be stabilized. (Green River, City of
Tukwila)
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Tukwila 205 /Oak Harbor Freight: The Levee here
adjoins commercial structures and a freight-loading area.
Riverward slopes are very steep, perhaps greater than
1.5H:1V in places, along a sharp outer bend. Large rip-rap
is present at the toe of slope, and the face of the levee is
covered with rip-rap armor, which shows some dislocation
or erosion in places. Vegetation is dominated by invasive
reed-canary grass and blackberries. Some local tree cover is
present along the landward portions of this segment near the
downstream end. Overall a buffer area is lacking or
inadequate. Reconstruction of this segment to stable slope
angles should be a priority of any projects for redevelopment
of the existing site areas. (Green River, City of Tukwila)
Tukwila 205 /Gunter (“Carrot Patch”): A formerly
agricultural levee has been raised to provide 2 feet of
freeboard above the base flood, and is included within the
Tukwila 205 federal levee project. The levee continues to
protect croplands at present, but this area has been proposed
for redevelopment. The levee is noticeably steeper
throughout than the 2.5H:1V slope angles generally needed
to achieve the recommended factor of safety against rapid
drawdown failure in type of soils present. Toe buttress
structure is questionable throughout. Levee face slopes are
covered with a thin layer of rip-rap armor. Slopes show
localized scour and shallow slumping. Vegetation is
dominated by invasive reed-canary grass and blackberries.
No tree cover is present. A buffer area is lacking or
inadequate. A year-round tributary stream has been entirely
piped across the upper end of the site, and discharges to the
river near RM 16.7. Reconstruction of this segment to
stable slope angles should be a priority of any projects for
development of the existing site areas. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Oak Harbor at RM 15.9 to 16.1: Stabilization of this levee
segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee
setback relocation with acquisition of sufficient easement
area for reconstruction of the levee slopes at a 2.25H:1V
slope angle. This action should be targeted to future
redevelopment at this site location. A levee toe buttress
should be constructed with large woody debris structures
and excavation of a mid-slope bench/buttress stabilized and
re-vegetated with live willow layers and native riparian
vegetation. The upper levee slopes should also be stabilized.
(Green River, City of Tukwila)

Gunter Levee Setback: Rehabilitate existing Gunter Levee
and Frager Road Levees with setback relocation, restore
habitat and increase flood storage and conveyance capacity.
Stabilization of this levee segment should be incorporated
into a reach-length levee setback relocation with acquisition
of sufficient easement area for reconstruction of the levee
slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope angle. This action
could be targeted to future development at this site location,
and should definitely be included in any such action. A
levee toe buttress should be constructed with large woody
debris structures and excavation of a mid-slope
bench/buttress stabilized and re-vegetated with live willow
layers and native riparian vegetation. The upper levee
slopes should also be stabilized with native vegetation.
(Green River, City of Tukwila)
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Tukwila 205 (Portion) and Frager Road Lowest
(Portion): The downstream third of this segment is part of
the Tukwila 205 levee, and consists of raised portions of
Frager Road, which provide 2 feet of freeboard over the base
flood elevation. A raised access berm continues west from
the raised roadway, to the valley wall, and defines the
upstream end of the 205 levee at present. The upstream
third of this segment consists of portions of Frager Road
which are set back from the channel edge, landward of a
relatively wide strip of tilled agricultural property. The
middle third of the levee here is defined by Frager Road,
placed immediately adjacent to the channel along a steep
embankment at an outer bend location. Both the middle and
downstream thirds are covered with rip-rap armor and
largely support invasive reed-canary grass and blackberries.
Toe buttress structure is questionable throughout. The
downstream third is bet back from the channel more than the
middle third, with slightly gentler slopes, and also supports a
few native shrubs. The upstream third also supports some
native shrubs, in addition to canary grass and blackberries,
but the slope generally drops away rather steeply from the
edge of the agricultural terrace, and does not appear to have
rip-rap armor present. A localized area of immature native
tree and shrub plantings is also present at the very upstream
end here, installed as mitigation measures for the So. 200th
Street Bridge. No other buffer area is present. Neither of
the upstream two-thirds of this segment may provide
adequate freeboard above the base flood elevation at present,
and landward areas are about for to eight feet in elevation
below the levee crest. Reconstruction of the middle (and
possibly lower) third of this segment at slope angles needed
to provide minimum recommended factors of safety for
levee stability should be provided here as part of any future
development of adjacent site areas, together with provision
of adequate freeboard. (Green River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Frager Road Levee Setback: Rehabilitate existing Frager
Road Levees with setback relocation, restore habitat and
increase flood storage and conveyance capacity.
Stabilization of this levee segment should be incorporated
into a reach-length levee setback relocation with acquisition
of sufficient easement area for reconstruction of the levee
slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope angle. This action
could be targeted to future development at this site location,
and should definitely be included in any such action. A
levee toe buttress should be constructed with large woody
debris structures and excavation of a mid-slope
bench/buttress stabilized and re-vegetated with live willow
layers and native riparian vegetation. The upper levee
slopes should also be stabilized with native vegetation.
(Green River, City of Tukwila)
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O’Connell /Frager Road Lower: Frager Road also forms
the levee here, between So. 200th and So. 204th Streets. The
upstream two-thirds of this segment are situated at the edge
of a steep slope, with some rip-rap armor present in places.
Toe buttress structure is questionable throughout. The
downstream third is set back from the steep, sloughing edge
of the embankment, with a brush-covered floodplain terrace
in between. Most of the terrace and the slopes throughout
this entire segment are dominated by reed canary grass and
blackberries. Though some native shrubs are present in
places. Mitigation plantings with native riparian trees and
shrubs are present at the downstream end, near the So. 200th
St. Bridge right of way. Frager Road may not currently
provide adequate freeboard above the base flood elevation in
this reach, and landward agricultural and wetlands areas are
up to ten or twelve feet in elevation below the levee crest.
These lands have recently been proposed for development.
Johnson Creek discharges through a flap-gate near RM
17.33 in this reach. Flapgate operation has previously been
hampered with lodged debris, and is generally considered to
impede fish passage, especially for juvenile salmonids. Due
to the inadequate freeboard in the associated Frager Road
levee, the flapgate may not qualify as a flood closure
structure for floodplain mapping purposes. Relocation of
steep portions of this levee to provide adequate factors of
safety, and freeboard improvements, should be part of any
future development of adjacent land areas. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Frager Road Levee Setback and Johnson Creek
Restoration at RM 17.4: Rehabilitate existing Frager Road
Levees with setback relocation, restore habitat and increase
flood storage and conveyance capacity. Stabilization of this
levee segment should be incorporated into a reach-length
levee setback relocation with acquisition of sufficient
easement area for reconstruction of the levee slopes at a
minimum 2.5H:1V slope angle. This action could be
targeted to future development at this site location, and
should definitely be included in any such action. A levee
toe buttress should be constructed with large woody debris
structures and excavation of a mid-slope bench/buttress
stabilized and re-vegetated with live willow layers and
native riparian vegetation. The upper levee slopes should
also be stabilized with native vegetation. The outlet of
Johnson Creek should be reconfigured with a fish passable
structure in connection with these efforts, while retaining
flood closure capability for higher mainstem flows. This
project element should be incorporated into any floodplain,
habitat, or wetlands restoration, modification, or
improvement actions on Johnson Creek which may be
undertaken by others. (Green River, Unincorporated)
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Boeing /Christian Brothers: The levee throughout this
entire segment has been set back about 150 feet from the
edge of the channel. A paved trail is located on the levee
crest, and native riparian trees and shrubs have been planted
along the landward side of the levee, and throughout the
setback levee face slope and two excavated mid-slope
benches at the downstream end of this segment. A single
clump of mature cottonwoods is present on the top of bank
near RM 17.30. Several localized clumps of willows mark
repairs at previous slump repair locations near the upstream
end of this segment. Additional slumps are present on the
highly unstable river slope throughout the remainder of this
segment. Large rock toe buttress structures with embedded
large woody debris are also present at these repair locations.
While a significant opportunity for floodplain and instream
habitat restoration and riparian buffer reestablishment was
provided by the levee setback, no functional vegetative
buffer is currently present. Most of the bank remains
dominated by blackberries and reed canary grass. A single
line of power poles will need to be relocated in order to
accomplish further restoration. This levee provides two feet
of freeboard above the base flood elevation. Protected areas
landward of the levee are four to six feet below the base
flood elevation. (Green River, City of Kent)
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Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Omlid /Frager Road Lower: Frager Road forms the levee
here, and closely abuts a small cluster of farmhouses, barns,
and other agricultural outbuildings. The upstream end of
this segment sits at the outer bend of a relatively tight curve
in the river. Slopes are very steep and generally covered
with rip-rap armor. Toe buttress structure is questionable
throughout. Localized slope erosion and shallow slumping
are evident in places, and some cracking and settling of the
asphalt along this portion of Frager Road indicate
incremental settlement of slopes overall. Slopes are
covered with reed canary grass and blackberries, with only
an occasional native shrub present. No buffer is present.
Frager Road may not provide adequate freeboard above the
base flood elevation for floodplain mapping purposes.
Protected areas are up to twelve feet in elevation below the
levee crest. (Green River, City of Kent)
Frager Road Lower: Frager Road forms the levee here, but
may lack adequate freeboard above the base flood elevation.
A single cluster of farm structures Is present at the upstream
end, and other portions of the protected area may be up to 12
feet below the base flood elevation. The levee is set back
varying distances from the channel edge, with a floodplain
terrace present in places riverward of the levee. Slopes
immediately adjacent to the channel are still very steep and
sloughing in places. Rock armor does not appear to be
present. Toe structure is only apparent just downstream of
So. 212th St. Bridge. Vegetation is dominated by reed
canary grass and blackberries, with some occasional trees
and native shrubs present in places. Native willows form a
dense cover just downstream of So. 212th, and were placed
by Kent to stabilize slopes adjoining the bridge abutments.
While there may generally be sufficient area for a modest
buffer, especially along the floodplain terraces, overall
buffer vegetation is really deficient. (Green River, City of
Kent)
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Russell Road Lowest / Russell Road Lower / Holiday
Kennel: This segment is severely confined almost
throughout by the close proximity of Russell Road S to the
top of bank. The sole exception is near RM 18.60, at Van
Doren’s Landing Park, where a paved trail runs along the
levee crest in a setback alignment landward of a narrow
floodplain bench that supports a single row of planted
immature Douglas firs. At three locations localized slope
repairs have excavated the road shoulder to create midslope
benches. A small amount of large woody debris and native
vegetation were installed at these repair sites. In addition, a
surprising density of native willows and other native riparian
shrubs has begun to establish near RM 18.25. Elsewhere
throughout this reach the slopes are steep, the toe structure is
questionable, the banks are heavily vegetated with
blackberries and reed canary grass, and localized slumps and
erosion are evident. A nearly continuous strip of properties
landward of the road owned by The City of Kent has been
identified in the Unites States Army Corps of Engineer's
Ecosystem Recreation Program as a potential location for
setback relocation of Russell Road, thereby providing for
future floodplain, riparian and instream habitat restoration
actions. (Green River, City of Kent)
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Frager Road Lower /216th St., 216th St. US: Frager Road
also forms the levee here, and generally sits right at the edge
of a very steep embankment. Though rip-rap armor is
generally evident, most of the slope shows signs of local
erosion and slumping, with a pronounced slump right up to
the road shoulder near RM 18.67. Reed canary grass and
blackberries dominate, with localized native shrubs and
immature trees here and there, and with a small grove of
mature cottonwoods present on a narrow floodplain terrace
managed as a small park just upstream of So. 216th Street.
Frager Road may not currently provide sufficient freeboard
above the base flood elevation. Recent major residential
developments in this area have provided Kent with a 200foot Shorelines setback, which may be used for future levee
relocation to a stable, landward position, together with
floodplain restoration. No vegetated buffer area is provided
at present. Upstream of So. 216th St., Frager Road has been
closed to vehicular traffic and is managed by Kent as a
paved trail. (Green River, City of Kent)
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Frager Road Lower /Stoneway Lower & Upper: Frager
Road here follows several gentle bends in the river, with the
roadway set at the edge of steeper slopes around the outer
bends, and with more gentle slopes on the inner bends. The
roadway embankment serves largely as a revetment
structure, with little or no development present in lowerlying areas needing flood protection of any sort. River
banks are covered with rip-rap in steeper portions, with
evidence of surficial erosion and slumping in places. Toe
buttress structure is questionable throughout. Blackberries
and reed canary grass are the dominant cover, with some
occasional immature native deciduous trees in places. Very
little vegetated buffer is present along the banks. Landward
areas are generally heavily forested, and include both steep
hillsides and wetlands, in flatter floodplain areas. These
latter include the mouth of Midway Creek near RM 19.67.
A new bridge crossing and a roadway passing up the steep
slopes are under construction at So. 228th St., and will
include excavation of a low bench along the water’s edge,
together with installation of large woody debris habitat
structures. Frager Road has been closed to traffic in this
reach, and is managed by Kent as a bike trail. This may
allow some set back of at least one lane width, possibly
allowing for slopes to be reconstructed at stable angles, and
adequately revegetated. (Green River, City of Kent)
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Soames-Dolan / Russell Road Upper #1: The levee here is
co-located with a paved City of Kent Trail, which
incorporates a portion of the former Russell Road alignment
that is now closed to vehicular access within Kent’s Russell
Wood Park. The lowermost portion of this levee is set back
behind a grove of mature cottonwoods, but a gravel road and
parking lot still intrude right up to the river bank. The
upstream portions of this segment are over steepened, the
toe structure is questionable, and localized erosion and
slumping are present. The downstream portions of this
levee system are in close proximity to residential buildings
in the Lakes subdivision, and the river bank is characterized
by extensive sediment deposits forming a low bench that
drops off steeply at the edge of the channel. Overall, this
lower portion of the levee system has not shown evidence of
slumping or erosion, but sinkholes have developed along the
crest of the levee prism. Recent repairs of these sinkholes
have reveled that the levee is largely composed of unaltered
native alluvium with poor structural characteristics. The
vegetation throughout this segment is dominated by reed
canary grass with blackberries and some scattered clumps of
native trees and shrubs. A narrow strip of land owned by the
Kent Parks Department extends along the full length of these
facilities along the landward side. This has been identified
in the Unites States Army Corps of Engineer's Ecosystem
Recreation Program as a potential site for levee setback,
floodplain, riparian and instream habitat restoration. The
levee system appears to appear two feet of freeboard
throughout. Protected areas are about four to six feet in
elevation below the levee crest. (Green River, City of Kent)
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Rossoe Nursery/ Cottonwood Grove Park: Slopes here
are locally over-steepened, with rubble deposits present in at
least one location. Localized erosion and slumping are also
evident. While blackberries and canary grass are present
throughout, a relatively narrow buffer of some native
deciduous trees and shrubs is also present in places. A
grove of mature cottonwoods at the downstream end of this
segment is operated as a small park by Kent. Though no
County facilities are present, the site has previously been
recommended as a habitat restoration project location.
(Green River, City of Kent)
Russell Road Upper #2: The levee and paved trail here
closely border on the road shoulder of Russell Road at its
intersection with West James Street. The bank is
significantly over steepened and has been partially repaired
in the recent past. Some native plantings and large woody
debris pieces were installed along with partial reconstruction
of a rock toe buttress structure. The levee crest appears to
provide two feet of freeboard above the base flood elevation.
Protected areas are from six to eight feet in elevation below
the levee crest. The levee remains over steepened and
repairs to date are likely to have been inadequate due to the
overall slope steepness. The City of Kent owns a small tract
of land just east of Russell Road that could allow for the
setback relocation of the road and levee. (Green River, City
of Kent)
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Rosso Nursery Off-Channel Rehabilitation and Riparian
Restoration at RM 20.0 to 20.9: Acquire degraded
floodplain properties. Relocate revetment system landward
and improve flood storage and conveyance. Restore river
edge habitat with large woody debris placement, stabilize
the bank with construction of a midslope bench/buttress,
restore floodplain and wetland habitat, and stabilize the site
with native riparian vegetation. (Green River, City of Kent)

Russell Upper Levee Project: Repairs of this flood
protection facility should be incorporated into a reach-length
levee setback with the acquisition of sufficient easement
areas for full reconstruction of the riverward levee slopes at
minimum 2.5H:1V slope angles. Setback levee
reconstruction in this location will require modification or
relocation of the existing Russell Road/James Street
intersection as well. Levee slope stabilization would include
reconstruction of the levee toe buttress, installation of large
woody debris structures, excavation of a mid-slope
bench/buttress revegetated with live willow layers and
native riparian trees and shrubs, and stabilization of the
upper bank. (Green River, City of Kent)
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Kent Shops / Narita / Myers Golf: The levee here adjoins
the City of Kent’s Riverbend Golf Course. The riverward
levee slopes are extremely over steepened in several
locations, with erosion, slumping and settlement along the
levee crest clearly visible. Two locations just downstream
from the Meeker Street bridge near RM 21.20 have
previously been repaired. Immediately downstream from
the bridge synthetic geogrid wraps with live willow layers
were installed by the City of Kent over a riprap toe buttress.
A short distance downstream the levee crest was set back at
an overall slope angle of up to 3H:1V. This provided space
for construction of a mid-slope bench, a rock toe buttress, a
plentiful array of large woody debris and extensive native
riparian tree and shrub plantings. Elsewhere throughout this
segment the slope is covered with rock riprap armor, the toe
structure is highly questionable, and slope stability may be
further compromised by the potential for saturation from
seepage associated with artificial ponds maintained within
the golf course. Vegetation on the river bank is mostly
blackberries and reed canary grass. A narrow band of
individual trees and occasional small groves of cottonwoods
and maples is present along the landward margin of the
levee system. Otherwise, the entire vegetated buffer area is
occupied with tees, greens, fairways and golf cart trail. A
small apartment and golf driving range are located near the
upstream edge of the Myers Golf levee. (Green River, City
of Kent)
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Kent Shops Levee Project: Repair of this levee segment
should be incorporated into a reach-length levee setback
with acquisition of sufficient easement area for
reconstruction of the riverward levee slopes at minimum
2.5H:1V slope angle. This project would include
reconstruction of the levee toe, installation of large woody
debris structures, excavation of a mid-slope bench and toe
buttress revegetated with live willow layers and native
riparian trees and shrubs, and stabilization of the upper bank.
(Green River, City of Kent)
Narita Levee Project: This levee segment should be
incorporated into a reach-length levee setback with
acquisition of sufficient easement area for re-construction of
the riverward levee slopes at a minimum 2.5H:1V slope
angle. This segment is immediately downstream from
previous setback levee reconstruction projects at the Narita
Levee in 2001 and 2004. This project would include
reconstruction of the levee toe, installation of large woody
debris structures, excavation of a mid-slope bench and toe
buttress re-vegetated with live willow layers and native
riparian trees and shrubs, and stabilization of the upper bank.
(Green River, City of Kent)
Myer's Golf Levee Project: This levee segment should be
incorporated into a reach-length levee setback reconstruction
project with acquisition of sufficient easement area for
reconstruction of the riverward levee slopes at a minimum
2.5H:1V slope angle. This project should include
reconstruction of the levee toe, installation of large woody
debris structures, excavation of a mid-slope bench and toe
buttress revegetated with live willow layers and native
riparian trees and shrubs and stabilization of the upper bank.
(Green River, City of Kent)
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Frager Road Lower /Maddox /Kent Golf Left: Frager
Road forms the levee here, and is located at varying
distances from the steep riverbank. In two outer bend
locations, near the upstream and downstream ends of this
segment, the road sits right at the edge of the very steep, riprap armored bank, dominated with canary grass and
blackberries. Toe structure is questionable throughout.
Slumping is present near the downstream end, including
visible cracking and settlement of portions of the paved
roadway. Protected areas include the Kent Golf course and
one or two residential properties. Frager Road may not
provide sufficient freeboard above the base flood elevation.
The middle portions of this segment are set back from a
modest floodplain terrace with some mature native
deciduous tree cover present. Other areas have no buffer at
all. Frager Road is closed to all but local traffic in this
reach, and largely functions as a paved trail. (Green River,
City of Kent)
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Frager Road Middle /Leber Bros. /PD&J Packing #1:
Frager Road forms the levee here, and is located at varying
distances from the steep riverbank. The City of Kent’s
Fishing Hole Park is located at the downstream end of this
segment, where a minor tributary also enters the river
through a hung culvert. Steep slopes are covered with riprap armor within downstream portions, downstream of the
Mullen Slough confluence near RM 21.59. The roadway is
set back a modest distance from the channel adjacent to the
old PD & J Packing site at the upstream end, which is owned
by Kent as a future park site. A nursery supple business is
located in the center of the reach. Other properties along
Frager Road have recently been purchased as natural
Resource lands by King County. The existing channel edge
is steep and locally unstable, with a number of shallow
slumps present. Some native shrub cover is also evident in
places, but there is little overall in the way of a functional
buffer, and the structural integrity of the slopes is highly
questionable. The recent purchases may allow set back of
the roadway and the creation of a functional vegetative
buffer and channel edge in this segment. (Green River,
Unincorporated, City of Kent)
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Lower Mill Creek, Green River Park, Hawley Road
Levee, Frager Road Levee, and Lower Mullen Slough:
Rehabilitate steep, eroding levees and revetments with set
backs along Frager Road. Restore channel edge habitat with
reconstruction of the levee toe buttress, incorporating large
woody debris. Flatten steep banks with road set back and
excavation of a midslope bench/buttress, and improve flood
storage and conveyance capacity. Improve tributary access
at the mouth of Mullen Slough and the small tributary at
Fishing Hole Park. Restore degraded riparian and floodplain
habitat conditions with floodplain reconnection grading and
plantings of native riparian, floodplain, and wetland species.
(Green River, Unincorporated, City of Kent)
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Pipeline / Okimoto: Both levees in this segment have been
previously repaired. The Pipeline Levee at the downstream
end has been set back into the margins of a large
retention/detention pond adjacent to an apartment complex.
The slopes were regarded to form two midslope benches and
the bankline was scalloped to install large woody debris into
the bank along the channel edge. Native riparian vegetation
planted during this project is slowly establishing. Some soil
amendments and alleviation of soil compaction may be
needed to promote more robust vegetation growth.
Extensive vandalism occurred following revegetation of this
site with removal of almost 100 % of the plantings on the
landward slope of the flood protection facility, which has
subsequently been invaded by Scots broom. The river bank
is steeper on the Okimoto Levee, which adjoins another
apartment complex. While large woody debris was not
installed with the Okimoto repair, live geogrid plantings
have grown profusely to form dense cover overhanging the
channel. A paved trail is located along the levee crest. The
levee appears to provide two feed of freeboard above the
base flood elevation. Landward areas are about two to 12
feet in elevation below the levee crest. (Green River, City of
Kent)
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Frager Road Upper /PD&J Packing #2: Frager Road
serves as the levee here, and protects several farmhouses and
associated barns and outbuildings. Nearly the entire
“protected area” is composed of agricultural fields, which
flood during high flows anyway, with Green River flows
passing overland through a broad floodway between the
mouths of Mill Creek and Mullen Slough. Minor portions
of the reach include narrow floodplain benches between the
road and channel edge, but with little in the way of a
functional buffer. A small grove of mature cottonwoods
and a narrow band of immature planted Douglas fir trees are
present along the top of bank in the middle portions of this
segment. Rip-rap armor is generally present on the bank, in
the downstream half of the reach, but is generally absent in
upstream areas. Most of the bank is dominated with reed
canary grass and blackberries, but the upstream portions of
the reach support large clumps of red-twig dogwood. Toe
structure is questionable throughout. Significant recent
slumping is highly visible just downstream of Washington
Avenue Bridge (West Valley Road). Previous slumping of
over 400 feet of the bank has been observed near RM 22.7.
Slopes are not at stable angles of repose, and continued
deterioration can be anticipated unless setback
reconstruction addresses this problem. This would require
added right of way or easements, and would involve some
Farmland Preservation Program lands as well. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
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Lower Mill Creek, Green River Park, Hawley Road
Levee, Frager Road Levee, and Lower Mullen Slough:
Rehabilitate steep, eroding levees and revetments with set
backs along Frager Road. Restore channel edge habitat with
reconstruction of the levee toe buttress, incorporating large
woody debris. Flatten steep banks with road set back and
excavation of a midslope bench/buttress, and improve flood
storage and conveyance capacity. Restore degraded riparian
and floodplain habitat conditions with floodplain
reconnection grading and plantings of native riparian,
floodplain, and wetland species. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
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Signature Pointe Lower / Signature Point Upper /
County Road #8: A sharp inner meander bend is wholly
occupied by the Signature Pointe Apartments. A paved trail
extends along the full length of the top of bank. The apex of
the bend is characterized by relatively gentle slopes and
dense, mature native trees and shrubs. Elsewhere
throughout this segment, the slopes are steep, armored with
riprap, covered with blackberries and reed canary grass and
scattered clumps of native willows. The toe structure is
questionable throughout these steeper areas. Large slumps
that occurred at both Signature Pointe Upper and Lower
were repaired with slope regrading, rock toe buttress
construction, large woody debris installation and native
willow layers forming live geogrids on the lower slopes.
Extensive vandalism occurred following revegetation of this
site with removal of almost 100 % of the plantings on the
riverward slope of the flood protection facility, which has
subsequently been invaded by Scots broom. (Green River,
City of Kent)
Koch /Corps Revetment /Bradley /Mill Creek: Older riprap and concrete rubble revetments line the bank through the
middle portions of this reach. The downstream end is
occupied by a small farm on an inner bend, with tilled fields
up to the top of the steep, unarmored bank, which supports
some willows.. The very central portions of this segment
are formed by the road shoulder embankment for the West
Valley Highway. A thin band of remarkably mature native
deciduous trees lines the riverbank here. Steep, rip-rap
covered banks continue upstream , adjacent to several small
farmhouses, to the mouth of Mill Creek near RM 23.82.
Toe structure is questionable throughout. A fairly large,
dense grove of native riparian deciduous trees extends
upstream from Mill Creek along the riverbank, to the SR
167 right of way. Aside from this, there is little functional
buffer present in this reach. (Green River, City of Kent)
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Lower Mill Creek, Green River Park, Hawley Road
Levee, Frager Road Levee, and Lower Mullen Slough:
Acquire adequate ROW and easement areas for setback road
and levee reconstruction. Set back and rehabilitate steep,
eroding levees and revetments along the riverbank and West
Valley Highway. Restore channel edge habitat with
reconstruction of the levee toe buttress, incorporating large
woody debris. Flatten steep banks with road and levee
setbacks and excavation of a midslope bench/buttress, and
improve flood storage and conveyance capacity. Improve
tributary access and channel habitat complexity with
incorporation of large woody debris at the mouth of Mill
Creek. Restore degraded riparian and floodplain habitat
conditions with floodplain reconnection and regarding, and
with plantings of native riparian, floodplain, and wetland
species. (Green River, City of Kent)
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Hawley / Riverview Park: Hawley Road is located along
the top of bank along the downstream half of this segment.
The slopes are armored with riprap, the toe structure is
questionable, erosion and slumping is visible and vegetation
is dominated by blackberries and canary grass with
occasional willows present. The upstream half of this
segment is a City of Kent Park is scheduled for construction
of a side channel as part of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineer's Ecosystem Recreation Program. (Green River,
City of Kent)
Kent Airport: This flood protection facility adjoins
commercial buildings and a freight loading area. A small
stormwater pumping station is located at the downstream
end, with the outfall passing through the levee. A detention
pond is present behind the levee prism in the central portions
of this segment. Some rip-rap armor is present, but may be
discontinuous. Toe structure is questionable throughout. A
significant slump has previously been observed in the upper
third of the site. Blackberries and reed canary grass
dominate the slope cover, with some willows and other
native shrubs species present here and there. Tree cover is
locally present landward of the levee, and near the pump
station at the downstream end. Slopes remain steep and
unstable, and no functional buffer is present. (Green River,
City of Kent)
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Milwaukee #1 / Milwaukee #2: This reach is bisected by
the old Milwaukee Road RR bridge. Downstream from the
bridge, the Milwaukee #1 Levee sits at the top of bank
adjacent to a regional retention/detention pond managed as
Kent’s Foster Park. The levee is steep, armored with riprap,
the toe structure is questionable, localized bank erosion is
visible, and the vegetation is dominated by reed canary grass
and blackberries, with some willows present downstream
from the RR bridge. Upstream from the RR bridge, the
Milwaukee #2 Revetment borders the edge of S 259th St and
a small commercial structure. The bank here is very steep,
armored with riprap, the toe structure is questionable,
localized bank erosion is visible, and the vegetation is
dominated by reed canary grass and blackberries, with some
willows present. A proposed extension of the Green River
trail is planned here, but will require additional right-of-way
and set backs up to S 259th St. The entire buffer area is
occupied by the roadway and adjacent commercial
properties. (Green River, City of Kent)
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Wrecking Yards /78th Ave. S: Several existing and former
wrecking yard sites adjoin either the steep riverbank or 78th
Avenue So., along the steep, unstable riverbank, throughout
the downstream 2/3 of this segment. A roofing company
occupies a small inner bend just upstream of the 78th Ave.
So. Bridge (Alvord T Bridge) near the center of the reach.
Undeveloped lands border the most upstream portions of
78th Ave. The riverbank is steep and lacking any structural
reinforcement downstream of the bridge. A narrow band of
shrubs and blackberries is present here, with localized
erosion and slumping present. A modest amount of native
vegetation is present along the bank just upstream of the
bridge, with some mature cottonwoods and maples present.
Where 78th Ave. fronts the river, slopes are steep and
covered with rip-rap. Toe structure is questionable
throughout. Localized erosion and slumps are visible.
Slumping near the upstream end of the roadway has
previously been observed, and was repaired with enddumped rip-rap, in 1991. Locally, a thin band of immature
alders is present along the road embankment, growing
through the rip-rap. No functioning vegetative buffer is
present. 78th Ave S may not provide adequate freeboard
above the base flood elevation. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
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78th Avenue South at RM 24.3 to 25.0: Acquire degraded
floodplain properties. Relocate the roadway/revetment
system landward and improve flood storage and conveyance
capacity. Restore the river edge habitat with installations of
large woody debris. Stabilize the riverbank by flattening
steep slopes and excavating a midslope bench/buttress.
Regrade and restore floodplain habitat areas, and plant the
riverbank, midslope bench, and reconnected floodplain areas
with native riparian, floodplain, and wetland vegetation.
(Green River, Unincorporated)
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Horseshoe Bend 205 / McCoy / Breda / Plemmons /
Nursing Home / Nursing Home Extension: This entire
segment is a federally authorized levee system. A narrow
bench with dense willows connects to a split flow channel
with a vegetated mid-channel bar adjoining an earlier repair
near RM 25.37. Other repairs are located just downstream
from another narrow bench near RM 25.70, along a steeper
portion of the flood protection facility near RM 25.25 and
extending from RM 24.50 to RM 24.90. All these repair
locations include rock toe buttress structures, large woody
debris, and densely established willows. A 1700 foot long
portion of the Breda Levee was recently set back up to 30
feet from the former top of bank. Additional slope flattening
along this flood protection facility is planned to occur in
2006. Portions of this levee system at the extreme upstream
and downstream ends remain extremely over steepened and
settlement of the paved trail near RM 26.50 has recently
been observed. Other damage to the river bank near RM
25.90 was associated with a recent commercial development
and will require permanent repairs to retrofit interim
emergency bank armor repairs. (Green River, City of Kent)
No Name: Small farmhouses adjoin the steep riverbank,
with some local evidence of earlier private action to stabilize
the slopes visible below the Railroad bridge in the center of
this reach. Mature tree cover is present in the downstream
half here, mostly right along the riverbank itself, including
several non-native chestnut trees. Despite this, vegetation is
limited to a narrow band along the bank. The upstream half
of the site also has trees confined to the riverbank, though
the site is owned by King County Agricultural Program, and
is leased to small farmers for specialized crop and
horticultural production. No bank armor is visible. Some
slumping is present. Green River floodwaters apparently do
not overtop the bank, but local flooding due to Northeast
Auburn Tributary may affect these county lands, under East
Valley Highway at the upstream end. (Green River,
Unincorporated King County)
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Nursing Home Levee Project: Repair of this levee
segment should be incorporated into a reach-length levee
setback with acquisition of sufficient easement area for
reconstruction of the levee at a minimum 2.5H:1V riverward
slope angle. Repairs should include reconstruction of the
levee toe, installation of instream large woody debris
structures, excavation of a mid-slope bench and toe buttress
and re-vegetation of the lower bank and bench with live
willow layers and native trees and shrubs. Levee upper
slopes should also be stabilized. (Green River, City of Kent)

Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Monk Farm /Horsehead Bend /Jeff Estates: Revetments
are present at the Monk Farm and Jeff Estates facilities,
located at the downstream end and central portions of this
reach, respectively. The Monk Revetment is steep, armored
with rip-rap, and covered with blackberries. Toe structure is
questionable. No vegetative buffer is present. The flood
protection facility adjoins a small farmhouse and cluster of
outbuildings at the end of 84th Ave. So. A new County trail
bridge is proposed to cross the Green River at this location.
The Jeff Estates flood protection facility is a biostabilization
demonstration site dating from 1984. Though smaller riprap was used to construct the revetment toe, it appears
stable, perhaps due to its relatively gentle slope angle, at
about 3H:1V. Vegetated slopes at this same angle are
remarkably stable, in a former active meander area, and
support a dense growth of maturing native deciduous brush
and tree species. Overall, this is a highly successful project.
Elsewhere in the reach, slopes are extremely unstable and
prone to channel migration and related erosion and slumping
failures. Entire clumps of trees have caved into the river
near RM 25.8, and with them, a former access roadway
along the previous top of bank. Near the Carpinito Farm
buildings near the upstream end of this reach, at RM 27.5,
the channel has moved over 150 feet to the west, in a rapidly
advancing and active outer meander bend. Proposed
location of a future trail along the bank in this reach will be
problematic until the channel migration phenomena are
adequately addressed. Most of the lands in this reach are
mapped within the floodplain of NE Auburn Tributary,
which drains to the river through a large culvert with a
flapgate. Though the land surface here does not appear to
overtop at high Green river flows, no freeboard is present
above the base flood elevation. Therefore the flapgate is not
considered eligible for consideration as a closure device for
floodplain mapping purposes. As juvenile salmonids have
previously been found in this tributary, the flapgate may also
impede fish passage. (Green River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Horsehead Bend and Northeast Auburn Creek: Relocate
deteriorating levee and access roadway to edge of
agricultural terrace to Protect King County trail corridor
from bank erosion and channel migration, and to conserve
productive agricultural soils. Evaluate a range of flood risk
reduction strategies to protect productive Farmland
Preservation Program agricultural soils. Replace noncompliant flood closure flapgate with fish-passable structure
at the mouth of Northeast Auburn Creek and restore stream
habitat with large woody debris and native tree and shrub
plantings. Regrade and reconnect additional floodplain
areas and re-create side-channel habitat. Stabilize channel
migration areas along the margin of the trail corridor with
instream large woody debris and ELJ complexes, restore
habitat complexity along the toe of the riverbank and along
the aquatic edge of the channel with additional large woody
debris placement. Regrade steep, failing riverbanks to stable
angles of repose and excavate midslope benches/buttresses,
and restore and stabilize mid-slope benches, riverbanks, and
reconnected floodplain, side channel and wetland habitat
areas with native riparian tree and shrub plantings. (Green
River, Unincorporated)
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Titus Boat Ramp / Titus Pit / Green River Road / Neilson
/ Mallory / Malnati / Auburn Golf & Olson / Isaac Evans
Park / Valentine’s Road Protection / 104th Road
Protection / 30.5 Road Protection: This long segment
includes several locations where Green Valley Road and S
104th St lie immediately at the top of bank. While in places
small meander bends are present riverward of the road and
are managed as part of the North Green River Park and Isaac
Evans Park in Auburn, the road shoulder along the river is
uniformly steep, unstable, eroding, slumping, covered with
riprap and vegetated with blackberries and reed canary
grass. The toe structure is highly questionable throughout
these road locations. While a narrow band of immature trees
can been seen in places, most of these road shoulder
locations are covered with blackberries and reed canary
grass. At several small bends which form Green River Park,
mature cottonwood forests and floodplain stands of willows
are present. (Green River, Unincorporated, Cities of Kent,
Auburn)
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Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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Auburn Trail Corridor: No flood management facilities
are currently present in this reach. A previous channel
migration and meander location near RM 27.9 has recently
re-activated. Downstream portions of this segment lack all
but a narrow fringe of vegetation, though lands here are
proposed for inclusion in a future trail corridor. Southerly
portions of the reach have a wider if somewhat variable area
of mature native deciduous cover present along the
riverbank. The bank here is generally well vegetated, with
some natural large woody debris present along the channel
edge. Local instabilities are visible. Downstream areas are
highly unstable, with little vegetation. Public ownership
along the riverbank is anticipated in connection with trail
development. Several recent development proposals are
soon to begin implementing portions of this trail
construction. Stability concerns will need to be addressed,
largely through set backs, but also through deliberate
planning for bank stabilization measures. Though high
flows in the Green River do not appear to overtop the bank
in this reach, no freeboard is present either, above the base
flood elevation. (Green River, City of Auburn)
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Reddington /Brannon Park: The Reddington Levee here
follows an old road alignment and cuts off older meander
scrolls, one of which has been developed as a trailer park
within the mapped floodplain of the Green River. These
older meanders are connected to the river with a poorly
constructed culvert through the levee, fitted with a small
flapgate. Flooding of the trailer park still occurs, when this
system fails to properly close during flood events. Just
upstream of these meanders, a newer culvert outfall with a
flapgate and backup closure system have recently been
constructed to serve new developments and a future regional
stormwater system planned by Auburn. The lower end of
the Reddington Levee is constructed at steep slope angles
with rip-rap armor, and supports very little vegetation other
than blackberries and canary grass. Central portions of this
segment are set well back from the riverbank, and pass
through a mature deciduous riparian grove of cottonwoods
and other trees and shrubs. The Brannon Park portions of
this reach include very steep rip-rap armored portions that
encroach closely on the channel, together with a minor,
vegetated meander bar near the upstream end. The levee
borders an Auburn park with ball fields, a sewage pump lift
station, and a regional biofiltration swale with a concreteimbedded rip-rap outfall through the levee. Toe structure is
questionable in all rip-rap slope portions along the channel
edge. Two feet of freeboard is likely present throughout,
with landward areas, especially at Brannon Park, located
about six to eight feet in elevation below the levee crest.
(Green River, City of Auburn)
Galli’s Section /Dykstra /Lone’s 3rd Addition /DS Porter
Bridge Left: This reach contains a series of discontinuous
levees, revetments, and otherwise modified riverbanks.
Leveed portions, as at the Dykstra Levee near RM 30.7,
generally provide two feet of freeboard over the base flood
elevation, but in other locations, as behind the apartments
near RM 29.9, there is no flood containment structure at all.
Even though floodwaters do not appear to overtop in this
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Proposed Project
Reddington Levee Setback and Riverside Estates Side
Channel Reconnection: Remove and reconstruct the
Reddington Levee in a setback location adjacent to the
mobile home park, along the landward edge of the old sidechannel area Reconnect the old side-channel habitat to the
mainstem. Reduce the flooding of mobile homes due to the
existing malfunctioning flapgate/culvert system, and install a
new, robust flood closure system with a backup closure
device. Stabilize the channel edge and restore aquatic
habitat complexity with large woody debris installations,
and revegetate both the new levee slopes and the former
levee footprint area with native riparian trees and shrubs.
(Green River, City of Auburn)

Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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reach, adequate freeboard is not provided throughout.
Where raised levees are present, the adjoining protected
areas are located about three to 8 feet below the levee crest.
Nearly the entire reach adjoins residential properties, with a
mix of single and multifamily homes present. Where rip-rap
armor is present, as between RM 29.54 and 29.75, and again
between RM 30.1 and 30.85, it is frequently over steepened,
with localized erosion, and toe structure is questionable
throughout. The exceptions here are limited to several local
areas where the levee was reconstructed with large toe
buttress rock, large woody debris deflectors, and with
willow and dogwood cuttings installed in live geogrids.
This has been accomplished in the upstream third of the
Dykstra Levee, and within the native Growth Protection
Easement area at Lone’s 3rd Addition. In most cases,
homeowners have cut, sprayed, or removed many of the
native planting sites, significantly impairing slope stability.
No structural slope protection measures appear to be present
upstream from RM 30.85, or between RM 29.8 and 30.0,
where native willow growth on the vegetated bar along the
channel edge is routinely cut to the ground by the adjacent
apartment owners. An occasional thin fringe of vegetation
is present here and there along this reach, largely confined to
the riverbank itself. Blackberries and reed canary grass
alternate with a few immature deciduous trees here and
there. Overall, there is no functional vegetated buffer area.
There are two active, vegetated mid-channel bars near RM
30.2, which recruit natural large woody debris deposits, and
which may influence flow direction and velocities affecting
the Dykstra Levee, where toe erosion is already visible.
(Green River, City of Auburn)
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North Green Valley Wall: Just upstream from 8th St NE,
several single-family homes are located along the top of
bank. Tree cover, while disturbed, is still visible along the
back yards of these properties next to the river. From RM
31.30 upstream to SR-18 at RM 33.74, the river forms two
sharp meander bends along the base of the valley wall.
Intact mature forest cover is present throughout. Side
channels are present near the upstream end of this segment,
and a meander chute cutoff avulsion channel at RM 33.00
contains a large, dynamic and complex natural logjam. All
lands upstream from the residential properties are in public
ownership within this segment. (Green River,
Unincorporated, City of Auburn)
Matson /Barnett /Porter Gauge /Auburn Residential: A
series of idiosyncratic, individual attempts at bank
protection are present in this reach, especially just upstream
from the Porter Bridge (8th St. NE Bridge, Lea Hill Bridge).
These use varying elements such as rip rap, concrete blocks,
and concrete rubble, usually placed at near-vertical slope
angles. Slope failure here is somewhat postponed by the
interesting mixture of native and exotic tree species, many
of which are growing right out of the side of these steep
structures, with the roots no doubt securing the bank for
now. The Green River’s Auburn Gauge is also in this reach,
and is secured by a County-maintained revetment (Porter
Gauge). Homes are built fairly close to the channel, with a
few homes near the upper end set back from lower ground.
Overall vegetation is spotty and mixed, with mown lawns,
blackberries, and native and non-native trees and shrubs
along the length of the yards here. Though floodwaters do
not appear to overtop the yards in this segment, no raised
freeboard structure is provided. No functional vegetated
buffer is present. Any toe structures present are highly
questionable. (Green River, City of Auburn)
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Fenster /Pautzke /BNSF Railway: Levees in this reach are
largely training levees, and do not provide two feet of
freeboard. Floodwaters do not appear to overtop the levee
areas, however. The Fenster and Pautzke Levees both line
the downstream edges of well-developed meander bends.
Both are constructed at very steep slope angles with rip-rap
armor, with local erosion and slumping visible. Toe
structure is questionable throughout, and the levees are
overgrown with a combination of blackberries and a
scattering of immature native riparian trees and shrubs, A
large stand of cottonwoods, alders, willows, and maples is
present on the downstream portions of the Pautzke meander,
and smaller groves are present behind the lower half of the
Fenster Levee. A small, isolated swale is present behind the
Fenster Levee, crossing a former pasture that is now owned
by Auburn for development as an open space park. A larger
swale near RM 32.02 was recently re-connected to the river
in connection with repairs to a small portion of the Levee.
Much of the Pautzke site is overgrown with blackberries,
and half of the Fenster site is a former pasture, so that a
functional vegetated buffer is not present throughout the
reach. The very upstream end of the Pautzke Levee merges
with the railroad embankment of the BNSF Railway, which,
though steep, is constructed with large rock and vegetated
with moderately mature native deciduous trees, This
upstream portion of the site has been left as a side-channel,
with the mainstem river abandoning this alignment during a
meander chute cutoff channel avulsion in 1995 and 1996.
Active sediment bars and vegetated bars occupy the former
channel cross section, which still carries flows during larger
events. (Green River, Unincorporated, City of Auburn)
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Pautzke and Fenster Levee Setback & Floodplain
Reconnection: Relocate the deteriorating levees to set back
locations and re-establish old side-channel connections.
Stabilize the riverbank against channel migration by
reinforcing the aquatic edge of the channel with large woody
debris installations. Regrade the steep levee slopes to flatter
angles and construct midslope benches/buttresses. Regrade
and re-connect the floodplain with the mainstem river, and
reconnect isolated floodplain wetlands. Restore the
regraded riverbanks, wetlands, and reconnected floodplain
areas with native riparian tree and shrub plantings. (Green
River, Unincorporated, City of Auburn)
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Auburn Narrows /Mueller: The main river channel
downstream of RM 33.0 now cuts directly across the neck of
a sharp former meander bend, forming a meander chute
cutoff channel. The former mainstem channel downstream
to RM 32.75 is now a series of active gravel bars, and
carries flows only during higher discharge events. Upstream
from here the river along the left bank has established an
additional series of additional braided gravel bars and side
channels, with dense native riparian deciduous tree cover up
to RM 33.5. Formerly, a raised levee structure extended
from the SR 18 bridge abutment at RM 33.75, downstream
to RM 33.3. Most of the levee structure was removed in the
mid 1990’s, with several hundred feet of older rip-rap toe
structure still present along the channel edge in the
downstream portions of this reach still slated for eventual
removal. A large floodplains wetlands complex has recently
been constructed in the upstream portions of the Auburn
narrows site by the City of Tacoma, as mitigation for their
construction of a new water supply pipeline. King County is
also completing work on a constructed side channel in this
reach. It is likely that previous impacts to vegetative buffer
areas by the earlier farming activity will be restored by the
extensive plantings to be provided in connection with these
two projects at this site, which is now wholly owned by
King County. (Green River, Unincorporated)
33.8 / Four Bridges / Soos Creek / Lake Holm Road:
Soos Creek enters the Green River at RM 33.80. The mouth
of Soos Creek is bordered by four separate bridges, but is
being restored as a floodplain wetland managed by King
County as open space. Small revetments are present near
SR-18 and adjacent to a single-family home along Lake
Holm Rd. (Green River, Unincorporated)
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SR 18 / BNSF Railway Bridge /Soos Creek Downstream /
Auburn Black Diamond Road Bridge /Soos Creek
Upstream Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
Boat Launch: The left bank here is carved up with a series
of bridge abutments. Some rip-rap is evident, but mostly
overgrown with brush and blackberries. A dirt parking lot
and “boat launch” area is present at the upstream end. Some
tree cover is present between the bridges and road
embankments, but the area is pretty well chopped up with
permanent structures. Concrete piers from the railroad
bridge are located within the channel, and occasionally
recruit large woody debris and smaller wood. A few pieces
of large woody debris cabled to boulders have been sunk
into the deeper pool present below SR 18. This is not your
finest river reach, but heavily fished. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
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Porter /Neely: The downstream ¼ of this segment is
densely wooded with mature native riparian deciduous trees
and shrub cover, extending from the nearby SE Green
Valley Road across a narrow floodplain to the channel edge.
The rest of the lower half of this segment is occupied by the
remnants of the old Porter Levee, which has breached and
washed out in places on several occasions. An intentional
breach near the upstream end was also constructed by the
Corps, to reconnect a previously isolated side-channel
wetland complex. The Porter property here is now entirely
owned by King County and managed as open space. Some
replanting of the floodplain has also occurred. The entire
site is subject to flooding on a nearly annual basis, with
higher flow events extending to the SE Green Valley Road
and seeping up through the gravel shoulder to flow across
the asphalt near the Green Valley Meats Company.
Upstream from the Porter property the Neely Levee extends
along farm properties, downstream from the Neely Bridge,
but does not tie into the Porter levee. The intervening
bankline supports a dense grove of native deciduous tree
cover on a sharp inner bend, with more immature trees and
willows, interspersed with blackberries, forming a narrow
band along the remains of the Neely Levee upstream. The
river in this reach shows active channel migration, with the
Neely levee acting as a training levee here. Nearly the entire
“protected area” floods anyway, on a nearly annual basis.
Toe buttress structure is questionable, overtopping and
failure of the Porter Levee is a repeated phenomenon, and
the Neely Levee does not provide flood containment, nor is
it provided with a functional vegetative buffer. (Green
River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Neely and Porter Levee Setback & Floodplain
Reconnection at RM 34.3 to 35.1: Relocate deteriorating
levees to the edge of the floodway within the adjoining
agricultural areas at the Neely site, and to the Green Valley
Road at the Porter site. Restore old side-channel
connections and re-activate the former channel migration
areas. Restore and stabilize the aquatic edge of the channel
with large woody debris installations, reconnect and restore
isolated floodplain wetlands, and plant all disturbed areas
with native riparian and wetlands vegetation, as appropriate.
(Green River, Unincorporated)
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Green Valley Wall: The channel edge here is a densely
forested riparian corridor bordering the steep slopes of the
east Green River valley wall. An active landslide is located
at RM 34.66. Both active and vegetated gravel bars and side
channels are present within King County open space at the
mouth of a small unnamed valley floor tributary that enters
the river at the very upstream end of this segment. (Green
River, Unincorporated)
Horath / Kaech / Hamakami / Ross / Turley / Loans: The
Green River is bordered by several older levees and
revetments which truncate a set of formerly active meanders
along the margins of several agricultural properties that
occupy the adjacent floodplain terrace. Some dense native
vegetation is locally present on both sides of several of these
older facilities, which provide minimal if any flood
containment. In other locations the bank is actively and
rapidly eroding as at the Ross Farm near RM 36.70 and at
the Hamakami Farm near RM 36.10. Bank stabilization of
the active meander at the Hamakami flood protection facility
was accomplished with installation of large woody debris
and native riparian plantings. This location has
subsequently developed extremely complex and natural
large woody debris accumulations with multiple, highly
dynamic side channels, active vegetated gravel bars, and
extremely complex instream habitat. Crude attempts at
riprap stabilization of erosion of the Ross property have met
with minimal if any success. Several proposals to relocate
these facilities landward of their existing locations to the
margins of the adjacent agricultural terraces have been
included in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer's Ecosystem
Recreation Program and other planning efforts in this reach.
Burns Creek enters the Green River around the upstream end
of the Loans Levee at the very upstream end of this segment.
(Green River, Unincorporated)
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Proposed Project
Feasibility and technical analysis required.

Horath-Kaech Levee Setback and Floodplain
Reconnection at RM 35.1 to 35.6: Relocate deteriorating
levee to edge of agricultural area, restore side-channel
connection, channel migration, aquatic edge, floodplain
wetlands, and riparian habitat. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
Hamakami Levee Setback at RM 35.8 to 36.1: Relocate
deteriorating levee to edge of agricultural terrace, restore
side-channel connection, channel migration, aquatic edge,
floodplain wetlands, and riparian habitat. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
Turley Levee Setback at RM 37.2 to 37.5: Relocate
deteriorating levee to edge of agricultural terrace, restore
side-channel connection, channel migration, aquatic edge,
floodplain wetlands, and riparian habitat. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
Lone's Levee Setback at RM 38.0 to 38.2: Relocate
deteriorating levee to edge of agricultural terrace, restore
side-channel connection, channel migration, aquatic edge,
floodplain wetlands, and riparian habitat. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
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Neely /Pre-1959: A continuation of the Neely Levee
follows the riverbank upstream from the Neely Bridge along
the former alignment of the Green Valley Road, closely
bordered by a farmhouse and numerous outbuildings, until it
reaches a former bridge crossing location at RM 35.3. An
older training levee or revetment structure, called “Pre1959,” also continues upstream from there to a gas line
crossing near RM 35.5. It appears this structure used to
extend upstream past the gas line right-of-way, but the bank
here is highly unstable, and any previous structure is long
gone. Two small cleared fields or pastures are located just
landward of this old structure, along the toe of the adjacent
steep hillside. Immature riparian deciduous vegetation has
taken root in the levee rip-rap in this reach, forming a
narrow band of surprisingly robust growth. Otherwise the
buffer area is absent, with the cleared fields and tightly
clustered farm structures present immediately adjacent to the
levee access road. (Green River, Unincorporated)
Green River Waterway /O’Grady Park: The entire left
bank of the river here is largely in public ownership as open
space, including the heavily forested valley wall and both
vegetated and active gravel bars along the channel. Though
some older clearings are present, nearly this entire reach is
one continuous intact riparian buffer. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
Naglich / Cooke (Kruger) / Metzler-O’Grady: Two
single-family homes occupy the severe channel migration
hazard area within the 100-year floodplain at the
downstream end of this segment. Both are at risk due to
channel migration and safe access is severely impaired
during flood events. The balance of this reach constitutes
the right bank portions of King County Metzler-O’Grady
Park and supports dense riparian forest, active and vegetated
mid-channel and point bar formations and the most
abundant, natural large woody debris accumulations
downstream from the Flaming Geyser Gorge. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
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Middle Green Floodplain Acquisition: Purchase and
remove the single-family home, remove site fills, and
replant native riparian trees and shrubs. This project should
be integrated with levee setback and Natural Area habitat
restoration initiatives throughout the adjacent reaches, both
upstream and downstream, and at the mouth of Burns Creek.
(Green River, Unincorporated)
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Meyer Dike / Imhoff / Whitney Bridge: Two older,
unmaintained facilities are located near the middle of this
reach, which supports several active and vegetated midchannel bars and side channels in places. The upstream end
includes a portion of the County Park at Whitney Bridge,
where the floodplain area has been replanted with native
riparian trees and shrubs. The middle and downstream end
of this segment border small farms and large-lot single
family homes. Crisp Creek flows landward of these homes
along the margins of the Green Valley Road to the North of
these homes. Homeowners in this low-lying floodplain have
previously expressed concerns about intermittent landslides
into the adjacent river from a steep cliff area just across the
channel from their river frontage. Any major landslide that
might occur here could easily re-direct flows right through
this neighborhood. It is likely that under this scenario a new
channel would be cut in the present location of Crisp Creek.
Even though this may be considered a very rare event with
therefore only a small probability of occurrence, the hazards
associated with any such occurrence would be severe to say
the least. (Green River, Unincorporated)
Landslide Potential Reach: Though part of the same open
space area as described just downstream, this segment is
separately described because the river along the left bank
flows right along the base of a steep, nearly vertical hillside
that has previously produced small scale landslides directly
into the river channel. A major slide here is certainly
possible, and would block the existing mainstem channel,
similar to what occurred in the Elliot Reach of the Cedar
River during a large earthquake. At this Green River
location, this slide event would re-route the flows directly
through a large-lot residential area immediately across the
river, likely causing extensive property damage and posing a
safety threat to residents. (Green River, Unincorporated)
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Newaukum Creek /Green River Waterway /Whitney
Bridge / “Soapstone”: The Newaukum Creek confluence
is at the downstream end of this segment, forming a small,
densely wooded ravine. The center of this segment is
bisected by the Whitney Bridge, with agricultural pastures
and farmhouses, barns, and outbuildings extending both
upstream and downstream. The upstream end of this reach
is defined by a bedrock outcropping incorrectly known to
local inhabitants as “soapstone.” It is more properly
identified as a soft, easily weathered Miocene siltstone unit,
associated with coal deposits, formerly mined just across the
river. In either case, it forms a relatively solid boundary to
the channel, defining a relatively sharp bend in the process.
There is generally a narrow band of somewhat immature tree
cover growing right on the bank in this reach, with cleared
pastures generally close to the bank. Local groves of trees
are also present, especially downstream of Whitney Bridge.
Elsewhere, no functional buffer area is present. There does
not appear to be any flood containment facility or revetment
in this reach, though older farming activity may have
constructed some, now covered with trees and brush.
Floodwaters do not appear to overtop the banks, as this
reach is relatively straight, steep, and somewhat incised.
Gravel bars are present, as are two prominent vegetated midchannel bars downstream from the bridge, which recruit
large woody debris deposits from time to time. (Green
River, Unincorporated)
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Whitney Bridge /Green Valley Road Protection: This
short segment extends upstream from Whitney Bridge past
another portion of the replanted County Park property to the
gravel shoulder along Green Valley Road. The bank here is
steep, armored with rip-rap, and unstable. Flows are
relatively high velocity and strike the road embankment at a
sharp angle, with erosion present. Vegetation here is patchy,
but downstream portions within the Park have good cover
along the steep, boulder-strewn riverbank. The sole
remaining exception is right at Whitney bridge, where a
gravel access road allows vehicles to park within the channel
on the gravel bar during low-water periods. (Green River,
Unincorporated)
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Flaming Geyser: Three large meander bends characterize
this reach adjacent to Flaming Geyser State Park. At the
downstream end, near the entrance to the Park, an inside
meander bend occupies floodplain areas historically
modified with placement of overburden and mine spoils
from old mines previously located just across the Green
Valley Road. These areas are heavily vegetated at present
with mature riparian forest cover. Banks are rather steep,
and blackberries are locally present. A vegetated midchannel bar is located right at the bridge defining the park
entry, with an additional bar just upstream. The midportions of this reach are located along an outer meander
bend where the river cuts into the base of a cliff developed
in an exposure of Miocene sand-and-siltstone formations.
Other portions of this bend flow along the base of a steeply
forested hill slope which may be associated with potential
landslides into the river. Such events in this location could
affect the State Park, but little else. Just past this hillside, on
the downstream end of the final broadly developed inside
meander bend defining this reach are several older farm
structures associated with the Park. Older cleared pasture
areas are also present here. The floodplain portions of this
meander bend have become relatively isolated from the river
following activation of flow controls at Howard Hanson
Dam in 1961, but older side-channels are still present.
Active gravel bar formation and channel braiding are also
present in the mainstem channel near the mid-point of this
bend. Older floodplain areas which are not managed as
abandoned pasture by the Park support densely vegetated,
mature riparian forest cover. The upper end of this reach is
defined by the mouth of the Green River Gorge, which
extends upstream. (Green River, Unincorporated)
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Flaming Geyser Landslide: The river here forms a wide
outer bend along the base of a steep, wooded hillside at the
downstream end of Flaming Geyser State Park. The center
of this segment is occupied by a really spectacular landslide,
covering perhaps three acres of hillside. Sediments from
this slide are periodically released into the river, including a
great deal of fine sediments which may impact spawning
gravel quality and salmonid survival downstream. The slide
mass is large enough, and active enough, that a complete
blockage of the existing channel is quite possible. If this
were to occur, the river would likely cut a new course
through wooded, undeveloped parklands on the meander
bend directly across the current channel from the slide
location. The river is relatively steep and fast in this reach,
so substantial reworking of any slide deposits should also be
anticipated. (Green River, Unincorporated)
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Flaming Geyser: Much of the riverbank within the State
Park is covered with old rip-rap armored revetments,
including portions along the road shoulder entering the
picnic area. These revetments are steep, toe structure is
questionable throughout, and local evidence of erosion and
rip-rap dislocation is visible. Bank cover varies from
blackberries to some willows and occasionally denser cover
with deciduous trees. Active gravel bar areas and side
channels are present n the picnic area itself, with cleared
access down to the riverbank in several locations. King
County has previously constructed two small erosion repairs
within the park, using log structures and planting. Old
pasture areas near the Park entry do not provide functional
vegetative buffer areas along the river. Flood flows occupy
low grounds during peak flow events, but generally
floodwaters do not overtop large portions of the site. The
channel is formed in coarse gravels, cobbles, and boulders,
showing the steep channel gradient and relatively rapid flow
velocities present. The upstream end of this reach
terminates at the mouth of the Green River Gorge, where
this widens into the historic floodplain of the Middle Green
River. (Green River, Unincorporated)
Pig Farm / Porter Bridge: A large meander bend is
covered with single-family homes through upstream
portions of this segment, and by open space lands vegetated
with mature cotton groves and other native riparian forest
cover. The Porter Bridge Levee at the upstream end is
discontinuous, with homes built right down to the base flood
elevation in the middle portions of this segment. Some tree
cover is present along the Porter Bridge Levee and several
downstream properties, but extensive clearing down to the
channel edge is also present along residential back yards that
border this segment. (Green River, Unincorporated, City of
Auburn)
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Parcel Number 0823039006: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy and
claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and number
of claims that have been paid, this property is identified as
being at high risk for future flood damage. (Vashon Island,
Unincorporated)
Parcel Number 0823039033: This existing home has
repeatedly experienced damage from flood events in King
County. Repetitive damage to this structure was determined
by FEMA based on existence of a flood insurance policy and
claims paid by that policy. Based on the amount and number
of claims that have been paid, this property is identified as
being at high risk for future flood damage. (Vashon Island,
Unincorporated)
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Vashon Island Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Vashon
Island, Unincorporated)

Vashon Island Early Action Residential Flood Hazard
Mitigation: Purchase and remove structure, or otherwise
mitigate flood risks to repetitive loss properties. (Vashon
Island, Unincorporated)
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White River Channel Migration Zone: Channel migration
is a type of flood hazard. King County maps channel
migration zones to identify the extent of this flood hazard
and regulate land use in the affected areas. Historical and
recent evidence indicates that this part of the White River is
subject to channel migration. A White River channel
migration zone study and map will be completed under this
project for use by the King County Dept of Development and
Environmental Services in land use regulation within King
County. (White River, Unincorporated and Incorporated)
White River Flood Study: The entirety of the White River
within King County is in need of a flood study. Pierce
County recently updated the lowermost reach below River
Mile 5. The existing flood study within the King County
portions of the White River used cross-section data collected
from 1974. Because the White River is a sediment-rich
system with deposition occurring in the lower reaches, it is
highly unlikely that the existing flood study is representative
of current day hazards. The location of the channel is
different in some areas from what the existing flood mapping
shows, and there are large areas of the floodplain for which
flood mapping has yet to be completed. For example, at
least one home in the Red Creek area is in the direct path of
high-velocity flood flows but is not in an area mapped as
such. The Flood Insurance Rate Map also is inaccurate in
that it shows Red Creek entering the White River upstream
of where it actually does. These inaccuracies do not allow
for appropriate floodplain regulation in these areas. (White
River, City of Pacific, City of Auburn, Muckleshoot Indian
Tribe, Unincorporated)
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White River Channel Migration Zone Study and
Mapping: Prepare Channel migration zone study and maps
for the White River. (White River, Unincorporated and
Incorporated)

White River Flood Study: Prepare flood study and
corresponding FEMA Flood Insurance Studies and Flood
Insurance Rate Maps for the White River. (White River,
City of Pacific, City of Auburn, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe,
Unincorporated)
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White River Estates (Pacific) along White River Drive
flooding and channel migration: Thirty-one homes are
within the currently mapped 100-year floodplain, and four
homes are adjacent or within the area of historic channel
locations of the White River. It is unknown if any of these
homes have ever flooded. The Pacific Park levee is wellvegetated with some mature cottonwoods. There is no
evidence of scour, however, the composition of the levee
materials is unknown and the riprap that is visible is
sporadic. Overtime, these homes could be threatened by
channel erosion or could experienced inundation in a major
flood event. Overbank flooding and surface erosion of the
levee occurred in January 2006. (White River, City of
Pacific)
County-line to A-Street channel constriction: Flows in
this reach are constricted by reveted banks and are contained
by the left bank levee downstream of the A-Street and
BNRR bridges. Currently, the active channel is
disconnected from its floodplain by the left bank levee,
prohibiting the deposition of sediments and flood waters
onto the left, undeveloped, overbank. Flood flows are
directed to the right bank revetment, where residential
development is located along the top of the riverbank.
During the 1995/96, and again in 2006, the lower end of the
left bank flood protection facility near the county-line was
flooded, connecting river and wetland flows. The White
River carries a high sediment load and this reach is a
depositional area. River gravels in this area and the
downstream reaches had been dredged periodically prior to
the mid-1980. Severe flood conditions combined with
increased deposition could exacerbate flood flow
impingement into right bank, resulting in damage to the
Pacific City Park concrete revetment and the adjacent
residential community. Also, the left bank levee could fail,
resulting in flood flows entering the left overbank floodplain.
(White River, City of Pacific)
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County Line to A-Street Flood Conveyance
Improvement: Acquire remaining private property via fee
simple or flood easement purchase to implement this levee
modification project. Conduct a floodplain hydraulic
analysis and determine current-day base flood elevations to
verify the extent of potential flood risk to the right bank
residential and park developments. Complete channel
migration zone mapping to determine the extent of potential
erosion risk. Reconnect the active channel to its left
overbank floodplain by breaching the Union Pacific levee,
allowing for improved flood flow conveyance into the
existing floodplain area and for the restoration of river
channel processes through the reach. Replace existing
concrete culvert with shallow box culvert for flow reentry
into the river channel within Pierce County. This project is
also a recommended WRIA-10 habitat recovery project.
(White River, City of Pacific)
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Pacific City Park damaged revetment and degraded
riparian buffer: Flows are constricted by concrete
revetments on both banks. On the right bank is the city's
park with active recreational uses. The park was built over
an old county landfill. No riparian buffer exists due to the
revetment and the high use by park users. A small length of
the concrete revetment at the upstream end of the park is
broken and undermined along the ordinary high water line.
This portion of the revetment is on the outside of the
meander and there is the potential for further erosion, which
will cause increased amount of damaged area if not repaired.
Where broken, the damaged revetment presents a hazard to
park users accessing the water. The park area is nearly all
within the 100-year floodplain with nearly half of the
downstream portion of the park area within the area of
historic active channel locations. (White River, City of
Pacific)
3rd Place Mobile Home Court Blocked Access and
Degraded Buffer: A mobile home court is immediately
adjoining the top of the degraded concrete revetment.
Manufactured homes are in very close proximity to flood
waters and homeowners have encroached into the 20 ft wide
river protection easement area. Channel constriction in this
reach and the location of the homes on the outside of a
meander create the potential for flooding to impact these
residences. No equipment access along the top of the
revetment is available due to the position of the homes on
the bank. No riparian buffer exists due to the concrete
revetment and the riverside residences. Sixteen mobile
homes are within the area of the historic active channel
location. (White River, City of Pacific)
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Pacific City Park Revetment Repair: Repair a small
portion of the existing damaged revetment. Remove
portions of the concrete revetment. Place a log and rock toe
below the ordinary high water line and re-stabilize the bank
face using bioengineering techniques. Revegetate the upper
bank and the top of bank area of project site with native
trees and shrubs. Conduct project scoping in 2005 with
design/permits in 2006 and construction in 2007. (White
River, City of Pacific)

3rd Place and Pacific City Park Revetment Retrofit:
Notify homeowners about the established easement and
provide flood preparedness information. Develop revetment
retrofit design to remove degraded concrete slabs, and
install a benched, biostabilize riverbank from A-Street and
BNSF Railway bridges down to the existing vegetated bank
at the downstream end of the city park. Remove homes
located between the top of bank and 3rd Place SE; reestablish and connect riparian buffer with the adjacent,
similar buffer restoration along the city park. See also
Pacific City Park Revetment Repair. (White River, City of
Pacific)
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A Street bridge overbank flooding: Overbank flooding at
the right bank revetment near the upstream side of A Street
bridge is indicated based upon the existing flood map
information. About seven manufactured homes are within
the area of mapped flooding. Some shallow backwater
flooding has been observed. Also, these homes are on an
aging community septic system. (White River, City of
Pacific)
A-Street Bridge Channel Constriction: The channel is
constricted by reveted banks that narrow the flow area into
and through the bridge opening. Buffers are degraded,
resulting in a lack of cohesive vegetation which may reduce
erosion protection on the bank face and overbank areas.
(White River, City of Auburn)
Roegner Park and Riverside School Bank Erosion and
Channel Migration: The former floodplain area has been
filled, reducing conveyance through this reach. The river
bank is over steepened and is composed of unconsolidated
materials and some rubble. A high school and city park were
constructed on the fill material and lie within the location of
historic active channels. The river bank has an eroded face
with a degraded buffer composed mainly of invasive plants.
This riverbank is unprotected and prone to erosion, and
potentially channel migration, that could threatened the city
park, trail, high school and wastewater pump station and its
under channel main pipelines and a water supply line. (White
River, City of Auburn)
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White River Estates (Auburn) Mobile Home Park
Channel Migration and Degraded Riparian Buffer: The
revetment along this reach is over steepened with an
inconsistent amount of rock armor on its face and along the
toe of the bank. Large cottonwoods have grown-in along the
top of the bank but many have reached their maturity. Some
have been weakened or dropped by beavers. Landowners
viewed the mature cottonwoods as a hazard. There is a lack
of under story shrubs or younger-aged trees to biostabilize
the revetment. The revetment is susceptible to bank face
scour. Most mobile homes appear to be on higher ground,
set back from the top edge of the bank and appear not to be
prone to flood inundation, however, the riverward row of
homes is within the historic active channel location.
Property loss could occur from scour and lateral migration of
the channel. Also, undermining of the mature trees could
exacerbate localized bank erosion. (White River, City of
Auburn)
41st Street Channel Migration: The river channel is
directed toward the right bank by the valley wall projecting
from the southerly, left bank. Given this physical feature,
the river and flood flows have the potential for lateral
migration into the right bank which contains the City of
Auburn’s Mt. Baker Junior High School, sixteen singlefamily residences, a multi-family development and 41st
Street - a private road. The existing revetment is composed
of sporadically-placed concrete rubble and has some
minimal vegetation, mainly a single line of maturing
cottonwoods with no under story shrubs or saplings. The
composition of the revetment materials underneath the
concrete rumble is unknown, adding to the uncertainty of the
structural integrity to provide erosion protection. (White
River, City of Auburn)
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41st Street Setback Feasibility Analysis and Design:
Conduct a feasibility analysis and develop the design for a
set back of the existing reveted river bank. Verify if a flood
easement exists for the flood protection facility. Conduct a
field investigation to determine the revetment materials,
assess the revetment for its level of erosion protection and
measure the available landward area that could
accommodate a set back while maintaining an adequate
width for the private road. Develop a project design that
can be used to discuss the proposed set back with the private
landowner and the school district. With landowner support,
modify the flood protection facility by setting it back farther
from the active river channel. (White River, City of Auburn)
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Ballard Park Channel Migration and Limited Access:
Upstream of City of Auburn's Ballard Park, fifteen homes lie
within the historic active channel area along the right bank.
The high bank revetment is composed of sporadically-placed
rock and some large, mature vegetation. There is not any
apparent evidence of recent bank erosion. Equipment access
to the toe to slope of the county revetment is limited in the
area riverward of the houses. The current access is via a culde-sac and locked gate onto an unpaved grass surface. The
lock is not a county lock. Without proper access, the ability
to make emergency repairs is limited. (White River,
Auburn)
Oravetz Road and Auburn Trail Channel Migration:
Oravetz Road and the City of Auburn's trail are tightly
positioned in the riparian area between the edge of the river
channel and a protruding ridge of valley wall. The road and
trail lie within the footprint of the historic active channels
and are likely within the channel migration area. Overtime,
the channel may shift into the left bank revetment,
threatening the trail and the road embankments. (White
River, City of Auburn)
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R Street Bridge and Stuck River Drive Channel
Migration and Degraded Buffer: The historic active
channel area extends about 500 feet landward of the current
channel position, and indicates an erosion potential that
would threaten the R Street bridge, Stuck River Drive, the
City of Auburn's trail and a portion of a private sand and
gravel quarry. Concrete debris and rumble exists along
portions of the over steepened river bank. A short length of
bank along this reach near the R Street bridge was improved
as part of a City of Auburn trail project which goes under the
R Street bridge. The trail lies along the top of bank adjacent
to Stuck River Drive and connects the city's Roeger Park
with the Wilderness Park. The trail and roadway have
eliminated the top of back area necessary to establish a
riparian buffer. Only the bank face with a limited top edge
of bank serves as the riparian area along the half-mile reach
upstream of the bridge. On the opposite bank, the channel is
constricted by the downstream end of the Auburn Wall
which is the former flow path of the White River pre-1906.
(White River, City of Auburn)
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Left Bank TransCanada Levee Breaches and Overflow
into Wilderness Park: The TransCanada levee located
immediately upstream of the City of Auburn's Wilderness
Park, extends into within the Muckelshoot Indian Tribe
Reservation up to the Williams Natural Gas Pipeline
crossing at RM 10.7. The levee forces the river channel into
the northerly bluff of the valley wall. The levee was
breached in the 1975 flood event and has experienced
additional erosion in subsequent flood events occurring in
1990 and 1995/96. Flood waters now can reoccupy some of
the historic floodplain channels that were cutoff from the
active channel when the levee was constructed. A portion of
the flow paths is illustrated in the existing FEMA flood
hazard mapping from the westerly portion of the
Muckelshoot Indian Tribe Reservation boundary line.
Although breached, much of the levee prism remains,
constricting portions of the river reach and continuing to
force flows into the toe of slope of the right bank valley wall.
The overbank flows spread out and travel downstream into
the Wilderness Park area where they funnel into an offchannel to reenter the river through a previously return-flow
breached area of the levee. The City has constructed the trail
over a return-flow breach in the levee and placed two 12inch culverts although the off-channel is a quite large
trapezoidal flow path with at least a 15 ft bottom width.
Overbank flows are expected to continue to enter this offchannel path and may overwhelm the dual-culvert capacity,
potentially resulting in damage to the trail embankment and
the adjoining trail paths and park land, or both. (White River,
City of Auburn, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe)
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TransCanada Flood Conveyance Improvement: Acquire
the off-channel floodplain portions of the adjoining
undeveloped private parcels and modify the breached
portions of the levee to improve flood flow conveyance in
the overbank areas of the floodplain. Use existing crosssection data and map the breach locations with GPS to
initially determine the extent of the existing overbank flow
paths. Conduct a project feasibility analysis by developing
a hydraulic model and performing a geomorphic assessment
of the levee, the breach locations and flow paths. Develop a
new trail alignment that eliminates the need for an offchannel crossing. If the trail alignment is not feasible,
assess the culvert capacity and replace the culverts to
accommodate the expected overbank flow. Enhancing offchannel habitat along this area is a WRIA-10 habitat
recovery plan proposal. (White River, City of Auburn,
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe)
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Flood or Channel Migration Risk
SR 410 Bridge at Enumclaw Potential Scour: The SR 410
bridge lies within the historic active channels area indicating
some potential for exposure to erosive flows and channel
migration. Overtime, the flow constriction through this
bridge may result in abutment scour. The channel is
constricted by the bridge; however, no known significant
scour problems are evident at this time. (White River,
Unincorporated)
Tacoma Pipeline: No current day problem, but property
managed for flooding and channel migration by the River
and Floodplain Management Program needs to be monitored
for TPU revegetation mitigation and illegal dumping and
weed control. (White River, Unincorporated)
Hatchery Levee Potential Overtopping: The river flows
directly into the north valley wall bluff and impinges
perpendicularly into this rock levee built in 1974. The
county maintenance file indicates repetitive maintenance at
this site, called the Kahne flood protection facility, prior to
the 1990's. The upstream end of the flood protection facility
protects the toe of the bluff upon which lies Mud Mountain
Road. The downstream end is now the Hatchery Levee, not
a county flood protection facility, that levee protects the
upper portion of the White River Fish hatchery property.
During the 1995/96 flood event, an emergency sandbag
effort was conducted to block off flows that threatened to
overtop the levee. An existing wall base channel and
historic floodplain channel lie in the right overbank,
landward of the hatchery levee. (White River,
Unincorporated)
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Red Creek Channel Migration and Overbank Flood
Hazards: This area is located just two river miles
downstream of the Mud Mountain Dam. The river along this
reach experiences periodic and rapid river channel migration.
In addition, deep fast flows occur in various paths in the
right bank floodplain. The extent of inundation and bank
erosion can quickly change, and threatens several existing
residential structures. The Red Creek channel and its
confluence are overwhelmed by White River flood flows
along this 1.25 mile reach. One home (PIN 9011) is
surrounded by a multiple channel flow paths in the
floodplain; another home (PIN 9023) is immediately
adjacent to the mainstem and within the riparian buffer area;
a third home (PIN 9053) is on a low terrace of floodplain,
but is in the direct flow path of the right bank mainstem
meander; two other homes (PIN 9088 and PIN 9087) are
positioned on a somewhat higher terrace and may not be
directly affected by current-day flood flows but may lie
within a channel migration hazard area and could be at-risk
in the future. (White River and Red Creek, Unincorporated)
Slippery Creek Bridge Flow Blockage: The abandoned
concrete highway bridge the crosses Slippery Creek lies
remains in place but the 1995 and 1996 flood events
destroyed the commercial building on the right bank of
Slippery Creek on the upstream side of the bridge. The old
bridge is an obstacle, causing sediment and debris to block
the bridge's small clearance area and potentially directing
flood flows onto SR 410. Also, the mainstem of the White
River is immediately adjacent to SR 410. (White River,
Unincorporated)
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Red Creek Acquisitions: In this high hazard area, at-risk
residential homes should be acquired and removed.
Disturbed land areas from removal of structures should be
restored to a natural grade and replanting with native plants.
Future development should be prohibited from flood and
channel migration hazard zones. A floodplain analysis
should be completed to determine current-day base flood
elevations to verify extent of potential flood hazard areas.
A channel migration study and mapping should be
completed to determine the extent of potential erosion risk.
Outreach to landowners is needed to provide information
about the existing flood and erosion hazards and to assess
the willingness of current landowners to sell at-risk homes.
(White River and Red Creek, Unincorporated)
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SR410 Channel Encroachment: The road alignment of
SR410 encroaches into the channel and floodplain area of
the White River in several locations along this reach above
Mud Mountain Dam. Protection measures, (i.e. rock riprap)
have been implemented by Washington State Department of
Transportation following major flood events, most recently
in 1995 and 1996. The rock placement impacts channel
habitat and is not a permanently solution to the actively
migrating channel. (White River, Unincorporated)
Greenwater River Flood Study: This is a major tributary
to the White River. The Greenwater River has only an
approximate flood zone defined, which provides no
information on flood elevations or a delineated floodway. A
detailed flood study is needed along the lowermost portion
of the river where a riverside residential community is
located. (Greenwater River, Unincorporated)
White and Greenwater Residential Flooding: On the right
bank of the White River at its confluence with the
Greenwater River is a residential complex of private home
and rental apartments that has experienced significant
flooding and damages in the 1995 flood event. The White
River channel eroded into the right bank, allowing flood
waters to pass through the property and three structures. The
home owner obtained a small business loan ($130,000) to
make repairs and construct a flood wall of concrete “ecology
blocks” along the river bank. The residential site remains
vulnerable to the highly erosive flows along this reach which
could undermine the flood wall. Also, the site could be
flooded from the Greenwater River if the SR410 bridge pier
accumulates significant debris and results in flood waters
overtopping the highway. See SR 410 Bridge Debris
Blockage. (White and Greenwater River, Unincorporated)
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Greenwater River Flood Study: Prepare flood study and
corresponding FEMA Flood Insurance Studies and Flood
Insurance Rate Maps for the Greenwater River. (Greenwater
River, Unincorporated)

Y

White-Greenwater Acquisition: Acquire the property and
remove the at-risk residential and rental structures. Remove
the concrete flood wall and restore the riverbank to a natural
floodplain condition. (White and Greenwater River,
Unincorporated)
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SR410 Bridge Debris Blockage: The SR 410 bridge has a
center pier which has repeatedly accumulated log jams. In
the flood of record in 1977, the debris blockage at the bridge
caused a backwater condition that flooded and damaged
buildings in the Greenwater community. Some maintenance
work has been completed by Washington State Department
of Transportation to place a concrete scour pad around the
channel and the center pier, however, debris accumulation
during flood events is still likely and could cause flooding of
SR410 and the adjacent commercial and residential
structures. Although the scour pad protects the pier from
being undermined, pool habitat in the bridge area was
eliminated. (Greenwater River, Unincorporated)
Greenwater Residential Flooding: Twenty-eight lots exist
along the right bank, many with summer cabins and some as
year-round homes. Flood flows in 1979 resulting in
significant bank erosion and overbank flows passed behind
many of the structures. The revetment was improved
following the 1979 event. It is unknown when the original
revetment was constructed. Based upon field inspections in
recent years, there is no evidence of scour affecting the
current condition of the revetment, however, flood flows
may overtop the riverbank and inundate the existing homes.
Shallow overtopping occurred in 1990 and 1995.
(Greenwater River, Unincorporated)
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Feasibility and technical analysis required.
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